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POSTAL CHIT-CHAT.

Haye you a yellow Saxon ?
’

‘I want a

Hussian.’ ‘I’ll give a red Prussian for a

Nine Brunswicker.’ ‘Will you exckange a

Russian for a black English ?
’

‘I wouldn’t
give a Hussian for twenty English !

’ Such
were the exclamations that saluted our ears

two years or so since, when waiting for an
mterminable line of yehicles to break suf-

: '.ciently to allow us to cross Cheapside. The
snigula^rity of the conversation attracted our
attention and excited our curiosity. The last

phrase particularly surprised us, and we
turned round in expectancy of seeing some
s; kow foreigner’s countenance, but found
I’le remark, so disparaging to our national

vanity, proceeded from an unmistakeably

English face, on the neck and shoulders of a

true John Bull of a boy, one of a score or

more youths just poured forth from a noble

educational institution in the neighbourhood.

Now we had heard of fair Saxons, but never
of yellow ones, and of the then celebrated

black Brunswickers of the Royal Academy,
but a blue one was a strain upon our
imagination.

Having an objection to trust ourselves

under the horses’ legs, or be jammed between
two carts, we had abundance of leisure to

take note of what was going on, and found
each of the juvenile locutants was provided
with a small book studded with dark patches,

which a closer examination discovered to be
postage stamps of all nations.

Further inquiries initiated us more deeply
in its mysteries, and a very brief time saw us

regularly enrolled as a votary of what a

special English appellation is wanted for,

but which the Belgians and French appro-

priately term Timbromanie.
The now prevalent,—we had almost vfrit-

tenfashionable ,—furore in question, is of by no
means such modern growth as many suppose

;

for, some eight or nine years since, we re-
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member being asked to search among onr

old letters for the black English postage

stamp
;
and we have at times contributed a

stray specimen towards the store of a young
lady, who had been even then some time
collecting, ard we are frequently inclined

to wish our said friend and her stamps
at the place whence we are impatiently

expecting an importation, viz., Hong Kong,
—for, albeit we never seemed to take any
interest therein, we must have imbibed the

seeds of a malady which has entailed on us a

frightful amount of trouble, excitement, and
anxiety.

The timhromanie, or stamp mania, has long
prevailed in Belgium, Germany, and France :

originating, as we have been given to under-
stand, in the former country

;
and though, as

we have just intimated, by no means unknown
here, it is within the last two or three years
only that it appears to have taken a firm root

in the metropolis, extending its ramifications

to all parts of the United Kingdom. An
individual in Brighton boasts of being the

first to introduce it generally into England,
and was, we believe, the primary commercial
speculator in what may be termed a new
trade. Twelve months ago not a stamp
could be purchased in London at any shop,

whereas there are now a dozen or more
regular dealers, and numbers of private indi-

viduals make a pretty tolerable profit out of

the coloured rectangles launched into circu-

lation, with no purpose of that kind, by Sir

Rowland Hill.

The (now, alas !) surreptitious ’Change in

Birchin Lane and its alleys,—where from fifty

to a hundred individuals used to congregate

in the evenings of last spring,—was an inter-

esting epitome of its typical congener in the

neighbourhood. Buying, selling, and ex-

changing were then carried on with spirit

and pleasurable excitement; all ranks (we
have seen one of her Majesty’s ministry

there) and all ages (ourselves were blandly

told by X 149, that we were old enough to

know better) taking part in the traffic. We
have occasionally seen ladies, album in hand,

on the scene
;

of whom one contrived to

effect a highly-advantageous exchange of a

very so-so specimen for a rarity, with a

young friend of ours, who salvoed his green-

ness with the apologetic remark, that he
could not drive a hard bargain with a lady.

The variation in prices was right note-
worthy :—a stamp fetching sixpence or a
shilling one evening, the next realising but
a penny or twopence

;
some merchant’s clerk

or office-boy, with an eye to business,

having rummaged to some purpose for a
packet of old letters laden with the stamp
in demand. We have seen a set of the Nevis
stamps the same evening pass from hand to

hand for four, six, and eight shillings succes-

sively, and even at the last price bought to

sell again at a profit.

A similar scene is of daily occurrence in

the gardens of the Tuilleries at Paris, though
Sunday afternoons attract the larger atten-

dance
;
but there the fair sex decidedly pre-

dominates, and groups of amateurs may be
observed sitting with their albums on the

chairs under the trees, busily earnest in

exchanging. The same, on a minor scale,

might be witnessed in the gardens of the

Luxembourg, on Thursday evenings.

Marvellous to a degree is the ignorance of

the uninitiated respecting the various kinds

of postal stamps. We heard a gentleman,

who had travelled through the United States,

confidently affirm there were no purely local

stamps there,—the actual number being then

something like a hundred. Again, inquiring

of a Spaniard if he could procure us some
specimens of the old issues of his country

before 1854, he pertinaciously insisted there

had been no postage in Spain till after that

period, and it was only by producing one of

our own collection dated 1850, that he could

be convinced of his erroneous idea. A
Spanish gentleman, of our acquaintance,

had never heard of the nineteen-cuartos

stamp of his own country
;
and a West-

Indian merchant of Jamaica, through whose

hands the stamps of that island must have

passed for years, had never observed the

difference between them and the English.

Last year we applied at several minor

offices, and even at the general post in Paris,

for the chiffre-taxe stamp—showing one as a

pattern—and were assured by one and all

that it could not be French. This will be less

surprising on observing the general ignorance

prevailing as respects our own higher-priced
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envelopes. Before we ascertained whence
to obtain them, we tried at several post-offices,

—among others, at the principal district-

office at the West End,—and were confidently

informed they were not in use then, if they

ever had been, which was doubtful. Not
two months since we used a fourpenny one

in part payment of a registered letter, at

Lombard Street, which created quite a

sensation among the officials there, who had
never seen one before.

Something more excusable was the igno-

rance of a servant where we were residing,

who, remarking our pencha^it for such items,

good-naturedly volunteered the information

that her aunt had received a letter from her

brother in the West Indies, with a very
extraordinary stamp on it. Thinking to

draw a prize, we rushed into the city,

mounted one of the endless staircases of a

seven-storied warehouse
;

penetrated the

sanctum of the housekeeper, narrowly esca-

ping a broken head from the low roof
;
and,

after waiting till a miscellaneous store of

treasures was ransacked for the coveted

epistle, were duly rewarded for our enter-

prise by the sight of the wondrous stamp,

which disclosed itself to our eager eyes in

the shape of a common penny head stuck

cornerwise !

!

RISE AND PBOGEESS OF POSTAGE
STAMPS.

Sir Rowland Hill deservedly claims credit

for the introduction,—we may say, inven-

tion,—of the adhesive postal stamp
;

but
we cannot congratulate the designer of our
penny and twopenny stamps on the display

of any taste. Compared with some since

issued, they are simply hideous. Those of

other denominations are a shade more tasty,

but poor in colour
;
and our envelopes are

handsome, though not comparable with the

Baden and some others. The newly-issued
Antigua is extremely like the first English,

but immeasurably superior, being well de-

signed and exquisitely engraved.
Zurich appears to have been the first

adopter of the new system, as some of its

stamps bear the date of 1843. Half-a-dozen
years later Belgium and the French Republic

made simultaneous issues
;
the former libel-

ing the really handsome countenance of King
Leopold, which the too liberal use of can-

celling ink tends further to uglify, and the

latter imaging the frail but beautiful daughter
of Eve, whose effigy realised the ideal goddess
of liberty of the first revolution.

About the same time appeared the now
rare local Madrid stamp, bearing the arms of

that city impressed in bronze. The next year

(1850) launched the general Spanish (of

which more anon), the Thurn and Taxis,

Baden, local Saxon, Wurtemburg, and Prus-
sian. The first and last of these bore the

heads of their respective sovereigns, but the
German minor states contented themselves

with the useful, if unornamental, design of a

large figure, denoting the value of the stamp.

These, however, with the exception of the

Thurn and Taxis, which retain the cJiiffre, now
carry the impress of their various armorial

bearings.

It would be tedious to individualise the

gradual but rapid enrolment of the other

continental states, and, in fact, every part of

the known world, under the system. The
most recent adopter is Nicaragua

;
the stamps

of Hong Kong, though made some time
since, being not yet issued

;
and Turkey

having but lately decided upon a postal

emission.

Our own penny and twopenny, with slight

variations, have existed three and twenty
years, while Hanover, Brazil, and others have
issued three

;
Oldenburg and Prussia, four

;

the colony of Victoria, six
;
and Spain no

fewer than eight impressions, bearing the

same value. The latter country, indeed, for

four successive years varied her Catholic

Majesty’s profile annually, made use of

the Spanish arms for a twelvemonth, then
settled on the sovereign’s face again

;
and,

strange to say, the Queen of Spain looks

much younger (on the stamp) at this present

year than she did thirteen years ago. The
first four years’ issue comprehends the rarest

and most recherche specimens extant, many
being almost unattainable. These are far

from attractive in appearance, but the

emission of 1854 (armorial bearings) com-
prehends a series beautiful in colour and
finely engraved. For richness of hue, how-
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ever, and exquisite design, tlie stamps of

Greece stand pre-eminent, nnless Nova
Scotia be allowed to dispnte tbe palm.

The most prominent postal pattern is the

reigning sovereign’s head
;
witness onr own

domestic and colonial stamps, and some of

the continental states. Next in favour follow

the arms of the country, as in the modern
Prnssian, Danish, Swedish, Eussian, and
others. An emblematical device signalises

some states, as the figure of Hope, for the

Cape Colony
;
a swan for Western Anstralia,

where the rara avis of the Latin poet first

offered itself to modern eyes
;
Britannia, for

Trinidad, Barbadoes, &c.
;
and a ship for

British Guiana. Under the same category

fall the elegantly-designed stamps of Nevis
and Liberia, and the very quaint impressions

of Monte Yideo and the Argentine Confedera-

tion.

More than forty changes have been rung
on Queen Victoria’s portrait, represented

in so many ways, and in about a dozen
shades of colour. After the queer shilling

Victoria and the South Australian, our

British penny would get the prize for

ugliness
;
for the old penny

and tenpenny Van Diemen’s
Land, and the curious native

Mauritius impressions, have
a sort of barbaric simplicity

;

while the Ceylon envelopes

and the Nova Scotian adhe-

sives claim pre-eminence in

beauty.

Except the Swiss, whose different cantons

formerly issued divers patterns, the colonies

of Canada and New Brunswick exhibit the

grea-test diversity of design, each imaging six

devices, including the effigy of one of the

postmasters, whose harmless vanity cost him
his appointment.

Impressions are usually in black on
coloured or in colour on white paper, with
the exception of two of the Mexicans, which
show colour on colour

;
but the Eussian and

some of the disused Swiss, and one or

two others, sport two colours on the

same stamp. The local Spanish stamp,
alluded to previously, and one of the

Sardinia>n, are printed in bronze
;
one of the

Western Australians and a few of the local

New Yorks in gold. A different hue is

generally employed to distinguish each value,

except for the now obsolete Neapolitans,

which were all of the selfsame colour and
bore a similar device, but within diversely

formed scrolls
;
and the Newfoundlands, six

of whose stamps were of the same pattern

and closely approximating hue, till the last

emission, when a darker shade was employed
to distinguish the values most closely allied.

The PeruvianSteamNavigation Company’s
(of which we give an
engraving), Liberian, and
very rare old Brazilian

stamps, are among the

largest
;
and Brunswick

andMecklenbui’g-Schwe-
rin issue the smallest

stamps. Those of the mysterious town of
Bergedorf are note-worthy, as varying the
dimensions in accordance with the values of
its stamps.

Some of the Natals are truly singular,

being simply rectangles of thin coloured

paper, impressed with a hand stamp.

Postal stamps most usually have their

value more or less conspicuously marked,
but the obsolete Barbadoes, Trinidad, and
Mauritius, and current St. Lucia and Ionian

stamps, are distinguishable only by their

colours.

The lowest money value is borne by the

one centime of Prance and Belgium, being

not quite two-fifths of a farthing
;
and

the highest (16^. 8(^.) by the four-dollar

Californian Pony Express.

These are also of lower
denominations, and below
them rank the five-shilling

New South Wales, the one-

scudo Eoman, the ninety

cents of Hong Kong and the

United States, and the three

lire of Tuscany and Sardinia
;
but the more

usual values range from the equivalent of

an English penny to a shilling.

The rarest stamps in actual use are those

of Nicaragua, the Philippines, and the Sand-

wich Isles
;
yet these are, of course, compara-

tively attainable, and will become commoner
as the demand increases. But the long-dis-

used emissions of Eeunion and New Cale-
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donia, and tlie earliest issues of Spain,

Portugal, tlie Italian Ducliies, Moldavia, Van
Diemen’s Land, Cuba, and British Guiana,

are by far the most difficult to be met with,

are daily becoming rarer, and will soon,

some of them, be virtually unattainable.

Essays, or trial stamps, are much sought
after, though not strictly admissible in a
postal catalogue, not having been adopted by
the respective governments for which they

were designed. Such are the New Bruns-
wick, alluded to above, the curious stamps
intended for the kingdom
of Paraguay (a specimen of
which we engrave), some for

Peru, Denmark, and the

French Eepublic, of different

colours, and our own three-

halfpenny, which ought to

have come into circulation,

the present rate of postage to Eussia and
California requiring something of the kind,

as we are not permitted to adopt the
clumsy contrivance of cutting a penny
stamp diagonally to serve for the odd half-

penny, as was the practice in Nova Scotia
and New Brunswick. Other essays are

simply black impressions of the pattern

approved, as those of Greece, Lubeck, British

Guiana, Sardinia, South Australia, Vic-
toria, !&c.

Some specimens are exceedingly rare in

consequence of their paucity, arising from
having been in circulation but a limited

period, as those of the revolted provinces of
Schleswig-Holstein and Eomagna, and the
provisional governments of Naples, Parma,
and Modena-. Another cause of rarity arises

from a temporary issue, as those of the Cape
of Good tiope

;
the low values of which

having been exhausted, and the supply from
England failing, some native artists tried

their hands, and successfully too, at a wood
impression of the current stamps. Of these
the red fourpenny and blue penny are ex-

cessively rare, the latter almost unprocurable.
Local stamps, ^.e., those employed for

transmission of letters or newspapers in the
same limited circuit, seldom exceed unity;
but the free town of Hamburg has used
something like three dozen, and the city of

New York perhaps a hundred and fifty.

These latter, issued by hosts of private com-
panies, exhibit vast ingenuity of design and
diversity of pattern, are very much sought
after at present

;
and, notwithstanding their

very low commercial value—seldom exceed-

ing two cents—fetch high prices. The novel
issues of the various Confederate States are

also eagerly collected by amateurs. But we
must not weary our readers with more of

these desultory remarks, as we propose in

future numbers—taking Brownes Manual as a
text-book—to glance at anything noteworthy
in postal relation to the various countries, in

the same order as therein enumerated

;

touching upon the essays, fictitious stamps,

and chief rarities (of the more remarkable
of which we purpose subjoining engravings),

supplying omissions, and noting newly-issued

individuals.

THE ARRANGEMENT OF POSTAGE
STAMPS.

BY DE. J. E. GEAT, P.K.S., F.L.S., F.Z.S., ETC.,

OP THE BRITISH MUSEUIvI.

The collection of Postage Stamps is recom-
mended as inducing the study of history and
geography, and there can be no doubt that it

does so, if properly pursued. But many
collections and several catalogues have been
arranged and published in alphabetical order,

or, in other words, by the initial letter ofthe

countries which issue them
;

this, I think,

must appear, to every one who considers the

subject, a method of arranging the stamps
which can never conduce to the object

desired ;—an arrangement in which the Gra-

nada Confederation, for example, is made to

precede Great Britain, and Greece to follow,

seems as odd a jumble of confusion as can
need enter a person’s head. I know that it

is said that the plan is followed because it is

more easy to refer to the name of the coun-

try when so arranged, than when placed in

geographical groups. This may be so to

some, if the collector pays no attention, and
ta-kes no interest in geography or history.

But, to a person who is interested, and has

made some advance in the study of these

two most important branches of science,

then the arrangement of the countries which
are related to each other in position, govern-
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ment, and language, wiU certainly be tbe

most easy of reference. We use a dictionary

to find out a word we do not understand,

and a scientific treatise wlien we want to

learn any subject we think worthy of study.

Collectors who arrange their stamps in

alphabetical order, and even authors who
print catalogues of them according to that

plan, seem to feel that it is not a good one.

I do not know a single collector or catalogue

compiler who completely carries out the

system. They generally place the colonies

of France, Spain, Denmark, &c., under the

head of France, &c., consequently under F,

S, and D
;
thus these catalogues perform

their proposed purpose so imperfectly, that

they think it necessary to have a large num-
ber of cross references, or have an alpha-

betical index to help their arrangement
;
and

it is to be further observed, if they are so

arranged, why are not the colonies and
dependencies of Great Britain to be placed

under the head of the mother country ? It

is no use saying that it is because the colo-

nies of France, Spain, and Denmark are few
and, like those of the mother country, bear
the head of the king or emperor of the coun-

try, for that is equally applicable to most of

the English colonies. I do not, therefore,

see any reason why Cuba, in the alphabetical

catalogues, should not be placed under 0
instead of S, if Antigua is under A.

It appears to me that whatever plan is

adopted for arranging stamps, to be usefal,

it ought to be uuiform, and carried out com-
pletely and to the letter, or it is more apt to

mislead than to instruct.

If I had a considerable number of stamps,

I think it would be more easy and natural

to divide them into British, Continental, and
American, than according to the letters of

the alphabet by which their names happened
to commence, especially as many of them do
not bear the name of the country that issues

them.
The stamps of England and her depen-

dencies all have the inscription on them in

the English language, and most of them are

embellished with the portrait of our Queen.
The dependencies of the British Crown
naturally group themselves into Indian,

Mediterranean, African, Australian, North

American, and West Indian possessions.

The continental stamps naturally divide into

groups, each marked by the language of the

country they represent, and the portrait,

arms, or other emblems they are illustrated

with. Those belonging to countries such as

France, Spain, Portugal, Italy, &c., all

use a language which is a modification

of the Latin tongue. Then those marked
with a Grecian inscription. The coun-
tries of the German races easily divide

themselves into those issued by South
Germany, as Austria and Bavaria, and use

the hrmzer

;

and those for Northern Ger-
many, as Prussia, Brunswick, Saxony, &c.',

which use the groschen; those issued by the

Hanseatic towns of Lubeck, Hamburg, and
Bremen

;
and then follow the Scandinavian

kingdoms of Denmark and Sweden, and the

Sclavonic empire, that use the kopec; and
the Eastern Principalities, that use the para.

It is to be observed that in this list I have
taken the countries as they lay from west to

east.

The stamps of the American Government
as naturally and as easily separate them-
selves into three groups, ranging from the

north towards the south of the continent-
first, the Northern States, that bear English

inscriptions, and use the cent

;

then the Bra-
zilian, marked with the Portuguese reis

;

and, lastly, those governments that use the

Spanish language. I am inclined to think,

when I see a collection arranged geographi-

cally and historically, it is one that the

possessor has made fpr study and instruction

;

whereas that arranged alphabetically is likely

to become useless, and set aside as soon as

the fancy passes away.

SOMETHING ABOUT THUEN AND
TAXIS.

BY MOUNT BEOWN.

People are as much, if not more, puzzled

about Thurn and Taxis than the Zollverein
;

and one may search through gazetteers and
geographies without obtaining any solution

of the inquiry, so often propounded, ‘ What
is meant by Thurn and Taxis, and where is

it ? ’ Thinking that some little explanation

may be interesting, I have availed myself of
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information obtained direct from Germany,
and wbicb will, doubtless, not only throw
some little light on the obscurity that enve-

lopes the term, but show that even a single

postage stamp, when thoroughly studied,

may impart much information.

Thurn and Taxis (in French, de la Tour
et Taxis ; Italian, della Torre e Tassis} was
formerly an independent house in Germany,
originally from the Milanese territory. The
oldest authentic historic ancestor of the

family is considered to be Martin I della

Torre, Lord of Valsassina, who accompanied
the Emperor Conrad I. in his crusade, and
died a prisoner of the Saracens in 1147.
Since 1259, eight della Torres were, one
after the other, lords of Milan, until Guido
the Rich perished in a feud with the Visconti
family. Martino della Torre was one of the
-popular leaders, and appointed anziano or

elder of the people of Milan. Such was his

power that he sequestrated the property of

the see, and forbade the archbishop elect to

appear at Milan
;
for which he was excom-

municated by the Pope. His successors

continued to enjoy the popular favour for

some time, until one of them was suspected
of aspiring to sovereign power, and Ottoni
Visconti, the archbishop, seized this oppor-
tunity for striking a decisive blow. A com-
bat ensued in which the Torriani were
defeated, and Visconti entered Milan a per-

petual lord. So much for Thurn or Torre.

One of the sons of Guido the Rich, Lamoral
I., settled in the territory of Bergamo, and
took ftom the mountain Tasso (one of his

possessions there) the name del Tasso, and
afterwards de Tassis. His great grandson
inherited the possessions of his predecessors,
united their titles, and was known as Roger
I., of Thurn and Taxis. This personage was
knighted by the emperor Friederich III., in

1450, and founded the fame of his house by
the establishment of a post in Tyrol. The
emperor Leopold I. granted to Count Engen
Franz von Thurn und Taxis the dignity of
Prince of the Empire. The grandson of
the latter obtained the office of Imperial-
General Hereditary Post Master, held in fee

from the empire. In 1785 the prince Karl
Anselm bought the independent lordships,

Friedberg, Scheer, Bassen, &c., which were

raised, in 1786, to a princely countship of
the empire. As restitution for the loss of
the post in the Austrian Netherlands and on
the left bank of the Rhine, the Thurn and
Taxis family received, in 1803, other lord-

ships. In 1819 it received from Prussia
three domains in the province of Posen,
which, with the family possessions in Wur-
temberg, Bavaria, Bohemia, &c., &c., com-
prised more than thirty-fo-ur and a half

square miles, with about one hundred thou-
sand inhabitants, and a revenue of eight

hundred thousand florins.

The first trace of a German post is in the
latter half of the fifteenth century, when
Roger I., Count of Thurn and Taxis,

established the Tyrol post. At the request
of Maximilian I,, in 1516, Roger’s son
formed a post from Brussels to Vienna. In
1522, on account of the war with the Turks,
an imperial post was established from Nurem-
berg to Vienna, which ceased on the return
of peace. On this, Charles V. ordered
Leonhard, Count of Thurn and Taxis, to

establish a permanent post, which went from
the Netherlands through Treves, Spires,

&c., to Wurtemberg, Augsburg, and Tyrol,

to Italy. In 1543 he created the Count
Oberpostmeister of the German empire.

About the end of the sixteenth century the
Thurn and Taxis post, shaken by dis-

turbances in the Netherlands, and oppressed
by debt, fell into disuse, but rose again
under the favour of Emperor Rudolf II.

But the Palatinate, Wurtemberg, Saxony,
Brandenberg, Mecklenburg, and other states

of the empire, formerly included under Thurn
and Taxis, had in the meantime established

posts in their own states, and refused to

recognise the validity of the office. Upon
this, Lamoral, Count of Thurn and Taxis,

was raised to the rank of Baron of the

Empire, and received the imperial post in

fee for himself and male heirs, which was
subsequently extended to his female descen-

dants. Various states have at times shaken
off or pm’chased the monopoly : thus Austria,

Prussia, Bavaria, Hanover, Saxony, Baden,
Oldenburg, Luxemburg, &c., have now their

own postal arrangements. But the Thurn
and Taxis family still possesses, as a fief of

the empire, the posts in Nassau, Saxe
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Weimar, Schwarzlbnrg, Eudolstadt, &c., &c.

Tn the free cities of Hamburg, Luheck, and
Bremen, they possess some of the posts

;
hnt

the general direction of the Thnrn and Taxis

office has had its seat, since 1811, at Frank-
fort-on-the-Maine, where the Thnrn and
Taxis posts are exclusively used.

It is hoped that this long detail will at

least enable every collector of postage stamps
to give a satisfactory answer to any query
about Thurn and Taxis.

A CHAPTEE OH THE PENHY
POSTAGE STAMP.

We confess to harbouring something like a

tender affection for those little parallelograrn-

mic portraits of Her Majesty in red, which,

costing us only a penny each, yet frank our

letters to any part of the United Kingdom .of

Great Britain and Ireland. A packet of

them in the corner of one’s porte-monnaie,

even though that handy receptacle should

contain little else, always has a welcome look,

not so much for the trifling pecuniary value

they represent, as from the really marvellous

pow'er they consign to their possessor. A
single one of them guarantees you the des-

patch of a missive for a distance of five

hundred miles, if you like, with the speed of

the carrier pigeon and the punctuality of

clockwork
;
and will thus perform for its

owner a feat which would cost him twenty
pounds or so to execute in person, and which,

had he existed a century ago, he could not

have accomplished with a mine of wealth.

Personally, our regard for the pennypostage

stamp owes something to certain memories
of the times when no such things were to be
had—when a letter from home cost tenpence

on delivery by the postman—and corres-

pondence, which is the dearest solace of

absence and separation, had to be restricted

by considerations of economy. In those days

we remember that while Parliament was
sitting, and tenpences were rather scarce

with us, because employment was difficult to

obtain, we used to haunt the lobby of the old

Flouse of Commons, and intercept the mem-
bers as they came up the stairs, in order to

solicit the favour of a frank. The first of

them whom we found courage to address

was a tall, round, ruddy-faced man, with an
eye that used to laugh and sparkle, and a
mouth that smiled habitually, with a touch
of sarcasm about it, and who wore a light

buff-coloured suit and a white hat. ‘ Come
along,’ said he, ‘I’ll give you a frank, and
two if you like.’ He led the way into that

little closet that used to stand open at the
left of the door-keeper’s, and wrote, in a firm
legible hand, the name of William Cobbett.

We got a little enlightenment on the sub-

ject of franks before long. People who had
a good share of assurance, it seemed, rarely

paid postage for anything, but got everything
franked. They did not wait till their letters

were written, but bought blank half-sheets,

which they folded as envelopes, and got them
endorsed by the members, dozens at a time.

We used to wonder at their consciences,

especially as some of them, to save them-
selves trouble, would leave a packet of

envelopes with some seedy lounger of the

lobby, and give him a small gratuity for

getting the whole of them franked. To bo
sure, what a number of autographs some of

the good-natured old gentlemen would make
before the claimants would allow them to

pass on to their places in the senate. We
cannot remember a single instance of refusal,

certainly never encountered one ourselves
;

the reason may have been that all the claim-

ants were supposed to be constituents, whom
it would not have been policy to refuse a
favour which cost but a stroke of the pen.

Eumour said that most of the franks were
made use of by the ladies : how that may
have been we do not know

;
but certainly

one met with far more ladies in the lobby
theii, than it is customary to see there now.
The Penny Post, and the appearance of the

miniature Queen’s head, put an end to the

begging of franks from members of Parlia-

ment. Even Government servants now use

the red stamps on their letters, with the

exception (though perhaps that is not the

sole exception) ofthe members of the Cabinet,

who have a round red stamp of their own,
bearing the word ‘ Paid,’ and no Queen’s

head.

When the Penny Postage system was first

resolved on, the authorities issued a pros-

pectus, offering a reward of £500 for the
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best design and plan for a stamp. Tbe
conditions, wbicli were widely circulated,

stated tbat the chief desiderata were sim-

plicity and facility in working, combined

with such precautions as should prove

effectual against forgery. It is said that

upwards of a thousand different designs

and plans were sent in
;

but it does not

appear that any one of the competitors

tendered anything so simple as the stamp
which was eventually chosen. It is likely

that the precautions recommended against

forgery—and which it was not foreseen would
be unnecessary—led to a complexity in the

plans, which was found, on consideration,

incompatible with their adoption. About
the same time, a prize was offered for the

best design for an envelope, which was
gained by Mr. Mulready, E.A., and was
tolerably familiar to the public, by whom it

was, however, far from being generally used.

Let us now look at a sheet of penny
postage stamps, and, in default of any pro-

fessional or official knowledge, of which we
cannot boast, see if we ma.y not extract from
it its own tale. The Queen’s head, delicately

engraved, is relieved by a dark back-ground
formed of finest lines, resembling, on a very

minute scale, those traced by the engine-

turner on the back of a gold watch. On
either side of the head rises a narrow slip of

carved trellis-work. In the two upper cor-

ners are a couple of square studs, with the

word ‘ Postage ’ between them
;
and at the

two lower corners are two white hollow

squares, each containing a letter of the al-

phabet. But in a sheet of 240 stamps there

are no two of them found which have the same
letters, but the whole sheet contains such

changes as may be made by the use of two
alphabets—the changes being regularly made
thus ; BA, B B, B G, etc.

;
DA, D B, DC,

and so on to the last letter. This change of

the letters it is which is supposed to consti-

tute the check to the forger
;
but there has

never been, and probably never will be, an
instance of the forgery of postage stamps.

The reason, it cannot be doubted, is that

there is not sufficient hiducement to the

crime
;

or, in other words, it would not pay.

Stamps cannot be passed like notes
;
and

though they do often circulate as representa-

tives of coin, it is generally in small amounts,
and for the most part among persons known
to each other. Moreover, the forger would
have not only to engrave his punch or die,

and cast his blocks, but to make his own
paper

;
for, on looking at the back of the

sheet, you will see that every one of the

Queen’s heads falls on a regal crown, im-

pressed in the water-mark of the paper in

process -of manufacture. And, lastly, he
would have to compound his own ink—the

ink with which postage stamps are printed

differing from all other printer’s ink, not

only in its hue, which is nearer rose-coloured

than Vermillion, but in being soluble in water,

which is not the case with ordinary printer’s

ink.

Looking closely at the Queen’s heads, you
will see, on comparing them severally with
each other, that all are evidently struck from
a single die, and each block is therefore a

fac-simile of every one of the others. This

is evident from the situation of the diminu-

tive white specks which are scattered over

the whole surface, and appear between the

carved crossings of the trellis-work at

the sides. If separate punches had been
engraved and used, there must have been
some small deviations in the position of

these infinitesimal dots, but there are none.

What is remarkable about the printing,

is the sharpness and clearness of the head and
back-ground, looking to the fineness of the

lines and the diminutive spaces between
them. We gather from this fact, that not
only is the material of the blocks of the

highest quality, but that the blocks them-
selves are subjected only to a limited number
of impressions, and, when that number is

worked, are replaced by new ones.

After the printing comes the process of

gelatinizing the back or unprinted side of the

sheet, to render the stamps adhesive.

Yery different is the next and finishing

process. This consists in puncturing the

interstices between the several stamps on the

sheet with innumerable small holes, in order

that, without being at the trouble of using
knife or scissors, the user may tear the

stamps asunder in a moment. Dour thou-

sand pounds was paid to the inventor of this

drilling ceremony—a very large reward for
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wliat seems at first view a very inconsider-

able service. The task, however, was more
difl&cnlt than it looks : the numerous holes

are not mere punctures such as a printer

might make with a series of small points, but
are, on the contrary, complete circles, from
which the small discs of paper have been cut

cleanly out. The grand difficulty to contend
with must have been the extremely narrow
space between the stamps

;
had there been a

wide margin, the printer’s joiner could have
supplied the means of partially dissevering

the stamps in the act of printing, without
having recourse to an additional process.

Let us glance now at the possible destiny

of a postage stamp, and see what may be in

reserve for one of these little Queen’s heads.

From the printer it has found its way to the

Stamp Office, and thence it has migrated to

the shop of the stationer or the district post-

master. There it may lie in a drawer or
figure in a window for weeks, or it may be
torn from the sheet to-morrow, and consigned
to the pocket-book of the private customer.
It is by no means certain that it will leave

its owner’s custody on the special mission for

which it came into the world, for it may pass
through the post once and again as the re-

presentative of small change—in payment of

newspaper subscriptions—in discharge of a
trifling debt—on an errand of charity—or as

a substitute for pocket money to an absent
child. The advertising columns of a news-
paper will show us fifty other functions which
the penny postage stamp is made to perform.
‘ Send seven postage stamps,’ says one, ‘ and
in return you will receive a (German) silver

spoon,’ a sample, of course, of an elegant

service of cheap plate, which the advertiser

wants to recommend. ‘ Send a dozen stamps,’

says another, ‘ with a specimen of your hand-
writing, and I will disclose to you the mys-
teries of your own mind and temper, and put
you in a position to make the most of the
faculties you possess, and to guard most
efiectually against the temptations that beset

you.’ A third benefactor inquires if you are

in want of money, and kindly adds, that you
have only to send him a few Queen’s heads,

when, in return, you will receive a secret, the
possession of which will put you in funds for

the remainder of your life. A fourth, in

return for thirteen of them, will remit you an
infallible recipe, which he professes to have
won by the sad experience of years of per-
sonal suffering, for the cure of nervous
disorders, hypochondria, indigestion, and a
long train of ills besides. Of all which pro-
fessions, however, you need not be too
credulous, seeing that the stamps, once out
of your possession, will not come back again,

and that which does come in their place is

not likely, to say the best of it, to prove a
monument of your prudence and discrimi-

nation.

Such are some of the incidental functions
of a postage stamp, and the list need not
close here : we have seen the Queen’s heads
pass instead of coppers, when the copper
coin ran low—over the counter in shops—

-

to book a parcel at the receiving house

—

and . even, sometimes, to pay an omnibus
fare. But the destiny of all stamps, at last,

is to be stuck, like a limpet on a rock, on the
envelope of a letter

;
and now it is that its

travels in the world are sure to begin in

right earnest. Its outset, however, is not
very complimentary to its royal countenance,
for the first salutation it meets with, on
making its debid in active life, after being
fished out of the receiving-box by the dis-

trict postmaster, is a violent blow in the face

from an inky die, which smudges its rose-

coloured beauty with a couple of huge blotty

figures, and annihilates its comeliness for

ever. Then it gets a ride in the post-

master’s wallet to the chief office of the

district, where it is pitched and tossed about
hither and thither under the hands of the

sorters, with a celerity that gives to the

whole ceremony the aspect of some reckless

frolicking game, and finally gets packed in a
parcel, and tossed into a bag along with
hundreds of others which have shared the

sport. In the bag it rattles at a headlong
pace, in a red box mounted on high wheels,

helter-skelter along a mile or two of bustling

streets, until it arrives at the railway station

just as the mail train is ready to start. It

is no sooner bundled into the mail van than
the start takes place, and off it rolls on its

mission—say to some small village in ISTorth-

umberland. All night it goes thundering
along the iron road, and just as the dawn i^
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glimmering in the east, it finds itself sud-

denly jerked out of the window of the

carriage, with its companions, without the

train stopping for an instant, and caught in

the arms of a man in a red jacket, who was
standing alone on the silent and solitary

platform, on the look-out for it. The man
is the village postmaster, who, having

secured his charge, walks off with it to his

humble cottage, and, unpacking the letters,

begins to arrange them in the order of their

delivery—having accomplished which, he

sets out about seven o’clock upon his round.

But our Queen’s head happens to be

affixed to a letter which is directed ‘ to be

left till called for,’ and, beyond the name of

the Northumbrian village, bears no other

address. So the postman, knowing nothing

of the owner, follows his usual course of

proceeding in such a case, and sticks the

letter, with the address outwards, into the

casement of his little office, that if any friend

of the person to whom it is addressed should

pass that way and happen to see it, the news
of its arrival may reach him. In wild, out-

of-the-way places, letters thus exhibited are

known to remain in the postmaster’s pos-

session weeks and even, months together.

Perhaps the correspondent is a farm servant,

who, having changed his employer and
moved to a distant spot, has no time to spare

to look after letters
;

or, he may be a navvy,
in course of continuous migration from one
place to another, whose letters are few and
far between, and, if they reach him at all,

reach him by devious and uncertain routes.

But there is an end, sooner or later, to the

delays and circumambulations even of such
a letter as this, and it reaches its destination

and falls mto the owner’s hand at last. And
now, you will say, there is an end to the
career of the little Queen’s head.

Perhaps there is
;
but also, perhaps there

is not. It is true that hundreds of millions

of postage stamps are annually destroyed,

and meet with the fate of waste paper
;
but

the whims of a certain class of people, who
like to exercise their industry on trifles, have
decreed that vast numbers of stamps shall

be rescued from the ordinary fate that awaits
them, and be appropriated to a useful, if it

may be so called, or a quasi-ornamental pur-

pose. As there are collectors of almost

everything old under the sun, so also are there

collectors of old postage stamps. These anti-

quaries beg old stamps wherever they go,

and amass them by hundreds of thousands,

for some cherished purpose of their own, on
the accomplishment of which they have set

their hearts. Now it is to line a work-box
or a trunk, or the interior of a closet or a

cabinet
;
and sometimes their ambition takes

a still higher flight than this, and their

grand design is to paper a room with the

defaced Queen’s heads. This has indeed

been done by persevering people, and that

in more instances than most persons are

aware of, and is, we have reason to believe,

continually in process of completion in

various parts of the country. It is said that

a room thus papered, when the affair is

managed with skill, and the walls cleverly

varnished afterwards, has a very agreeable

aspect—the walls appearing to retire con-

siderably from their actual position, and thus

giving the effect of larger space in the apart-

ment. This result is due partly to the

minuteness of the pattern, and partly to the

complete blending of the red, black, and
white hues, and to the fact that they have
lost their positive colour by the unavoidable

wear and tear of their previous career.

So the stamp on the letter of our unknown
Northumbrian may chance to get into the

hands of a collector, and continue its ex-

istence as a permanent fixture, after its day
of locomotion is gone. In this case there is

no knowing how long it may continue to

show a face to the world
;
the entire living

generation may pass away and leave it still

fixed to the wall, an infinitesimal fraction of

a monument of industry and pertinacity.

—

The Leisure Hour.

STAMPS LATELY ISSUED.

BY C. W. VINER, A.M., PH.D.

We engrave in the present number three

postage stamps very recently brought into

circulation
;
a new French, anticipated in

Mount Brown’s Manual
;
the local Bavarian,

erroneously described therein, from hearsay.
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as blue
;
and tbe new French 15 centimes a

percevoir, issued on New
Year’s Day. Tbe first ofthese,

two centimes in value, in-

tended for franking feuilletons,

&c., as well as the 4 cen-

times, has been expected some
months

;
and, we understand,

delayed, in consequence of an accident
to the plate. It is coloured a rich brown,
which the French call marron, likethe 1-lepton

Greek, and is an exquisite specimen of

engTaving
;
we opine, either by Albert Barre,

whose beautiful«essays of the republic were
in the late International Exhibition, or by
Hulot, the engraver of the faultless Grecian
stamps. The design is dissimilar from that

of the other French, the emperor’s head
being, in our idea, disfigured by a laurel

crown. Imitating in this, as in other

respects, his great predecessor, he forgot

that what exactly suited the noble classical

outline of the first Napoleon’s head, does not
at all accord with his own pointed beard.

We wonder the French have so recently

adopted the clever invention of perforating

their stamps—having done so for two or

three months only; although Susse, of the

Place de la Bourse, has for a considerable

time obligingly had those sold at his own
establishment perforated for the benefit of
his customers.

The 15 centimes a per-

cevoir will be, like its co7i-

gener, the 10, employed when
local letters in the provinces

are insufficiently, or not at

all, prepaid. These stamps
are only with difficulty ob-

tainable, and by great favour, at the post-

offices, as the ofiicials cannot legally sell

them to applicants
;
and we know a zealous

collector, visiting a provincial town, who,
wishing to procure a quantity of the tens to

,take back to England for exchanging, wrote
a letter to himself every day, dropped it into

the letter-box unpaid, and received it duly
ornamented by the coveted 10 centimes a

percevoir !

Oflike use isthe Bavarian stamp alluded to,

the legend of which, in plain English, is,

‘ Bavarian Postage, 3 kreuzer, payable by the

receiver.’ These last men-
tioned stamps, though home-
ly in appearance, strikingly I

contrast with their gaily- I

coloured companions, and I

form an interesting addition I

to a well-arranged page.

We may here remark that the whole of
the Bavarian stamps, as well as those of
most of the German States, have lately been
changed in colour—following in the wake of
the Prussians

;
and those stamps nearest in

value to the English penny, twopence, and
threepence, are now respectively tinted rose,

blue, and pale brown; the various colours

thus readily announcing their values to the
postal officials.

We are in time to note, as just issued, the

following stamps :—a blue Sardinian, of

similar pattern to the current series, but
with the hitherto unused value of 15 cente-

simi
;

and a Brunswick groschen or

5 pfenninge—device hke those in use—black

on green paper. There are also envelopes

printed but not yet issued for France. New
stamps are in preparation for Norway, and
a third emission has just made its appear-

ance in Yfurtemburg.

BEYIEWS OF NEW WORKS, ETC.,
ON POSTAGE STAMPS.

Catalogue of British^ Colonial, and Foreig7i

Postage 8tam]ps. By Mount Beown.
3rd edition. London; F. Passmore.

Mount Beown’s Manual, lately published,

claims our notice as a carefully-written, well-

arranged, clearly-printed, and exceedingly

useful compilation
;

at present deservedly

ranking as the text-book of the English

amateur. But, as Dr. Johnson says, ‘The
business of a poet is to examine

;

’ and, re-

marks some one else, ‘ The business of a

critic is to find fault :
’ so, with all the venom

of a sucking-dove, here goes.

We object, primarily, to its shape which
renders it with difficulty coaxed into a breast-

pocket, at the risk of tearing the flimsy

covers to pieces each time of putting in or

taking out. We would advise the purchase

of the bound copies, both as likely to last

out three of the others, and for the con-
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venience of annotating on tlie blank leaves.

We bave little else to complain of in tbe

work. There are a few clerical errors, and

some omissions, which we purpose noticing

in future. We think the arrangement of the

numerous United States local stamps under
the heads of their respective towns would be

a great improvement
;
and we hope the pre-

sent edition will be so speedily exhausted as

to call for a fourth, with the requisite emen-
dations.

A Hand Catalogue of Postage Stamps, for the

use of Collectors. By John Edwaed Geay,

Ph. D., P.E.S., F.L.S., F.Z.S., &c., of

the British Museum. London : Eobert
Hardwicke.

‘ 0 fortunatam natam, me consule Eomam !

’

—

A SPECIMEN of the poetry quoted by the

acute Latin satirist, as emanating from the

pen of the most eloquent of orators, to prove

that none should expect to be universally

pre-eminent
;

for, as he pithily remarks, ‘ If

Cicero’s prose had been of the same calibre

as his poetry, he would have died with his

head safe on his shoulders.’

The manual of the talented Dr. Gray falls

underthesamecategory asthelearnedRoman’s
poetry. The doctor stands among the fore-

most in so many other branches, that one

cannot be surprised at his failure in the

natural history of postage stamps. His work
is clearly printed, but the proofs should have
been revised, as doubtless the mistakes in

spelling some of the German and Spanish

words are not the author’s. The compila-

tion must have cost much trouble and
research

;
but the descriptions are too vague,

and the inaccuracies and omissions too

numerous, to utilise it generally. * We
think the English newspaper stamp, and the

ridiculous travesties of Leech, &c., should

be rejected from a collector’s album, rather

than the black essays, or trial stamps
;
for

although it is true that these were unused
for postal purposes, neither were the coloured

ones for Paraguay, Denmark, and numerous
others, which are inconsistently admitted,

while the former are ignored.

Such rare stamps as the six-baj. Eomagne,
* Since the above was written, a new and revised

edition of this Catalogue is announced, which, no doubt,
will be greatly improved.

and the sevenpence-halfpenny currency of

Canada are unrecorded, and the two buff

local Stockholms are amalgamated. Many
non-existing are adduced, as six of the

Buenos Ayres, three or four Monte Video,

one Mecklenburg, &c.
;
yet, as the author

seems to have had access to some very
choice collections, many individuals being
introduced that have never fallen under our
observation, as the green paper Guiana, &c,,

we may labour under an erroneous impres-

sion.

Omitting all mention of colours in de-

scription (except in reference to the St.

Lucias, lonians, and others whose hues are

the sole guides to ascertain the value), we
think injudicious

;
and the choice of the

penny English red adhesive,—value one shil-

ling ! on the cover, an error of judgment.
We havetothank the learned doctor, however,
for the first notice of the Nicaragua stamp

;

but we are surprised at his adopting the

bear’s-grease label, which figured as a rare

postage stamp in Brown’s first edition only.

Aids to Stamp Collectors. By Eeedeeick
Booty. Brighton : H. and 0. Treacher.

Third edition.

We cannot say much in favour of the

Brighton publication, albeit the appearance
of a third edition would seem to prove an
extensive circulation—we are almost inclined

to add—of ignorance. We may perhaps
expose our own by avowal of never having
heard of such stamps as the 1200-reis Bra-
zilian

;
sixpenny square Newfoundland

;
four-

penny Natal envelope
;

eight-skilling Nor-
wegian, &c.

;
and the 140-cent of Monte

Video, one-kopec Russian, one-lepL Greek,

one-gram Neapolitan, and un-centavos

Venezuelan, may be misprints
;
but we are

astonished an Englishman should have fallen

into the continental error of quoting a half-

penny Newfoundland, and the halfpenny and
Wopenny of Vancouver’s Island. The
United States locals are more hopelessly

jumbled together than in Brown’s publica-

tion, who does not profess to eliminate them

;

and we are so obtuse as not to comprehend
how one of the Baden three-kreuzer can be,

at one and the same time, blue, and P.B.W.,
which we are told to interpret as ‘ printed m
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black on wbite’ ! We trust the author is

preparing a fourth edition, free from former

blemishes.

Illustrations du Manuel du GoUectionneur de

Timbres-Poste, de J. B. Moens. Brus-

sels : J. B. Moens.
‘ Les Illustrations ’ of Moens, the prince of

Belgian stamp authorities, are highly-finished

lithographs of the various types described in

his ‘ Manuel de Timbres-Poste,’ and designed

as supplementary to that work. They are,

in fact, so well executed, that we would
caution tyros not to be misled into pur-

chasing some of them as essays, or black

varieties of the original stamp. The former
edition of the Manuel was very deficient in

notices of our colonials
;
but the present is

far superior, and almost faultless as regards

continental stamps, though still not unpar-

donably incomplete in cataloguing the im-

pressions of the British colonies.

The Postage-Stan%p Collector’s PocJcet Album.
London : Johnson and Eowe.

This portable and elegant album is

admirably adapted for the reception of

duplicates for exchanging
;
or for a limited,

but not a complete, collection, as much of

the space would necessarily be rendered
unavailable, unless the pages were indis-

criminately filled, regardless of locality.

Postage-Stamp Album, Illustrated with Maps.
By Justin Lallier. Paris : A Lenegre.

Justin Lallier’ s album is an elaborately

designed and useful acquisition, variously

priced, to suit the pockets of all classes, and
an ornamental addition to any drawing-room
table; a separate page, sometimes two or

more, being devoted to each country, the

stamps described, and spaces lined off for

their reception
;
but, like all prepared albums,

labouring under the disadvantage of ex-

cluding any stamp not launched into circu-

lation at the time of its publication, unless

placed in an anomalous position, or far

removed from its kindred in the extra leaves.

The priced catalogues of Stafford Smith
and Smith, Swaysland, Perris, and numerous
others,—the first-mentioned being illustrated

with several good cuts ofrare stamps,—are of

great utility as affording a ready means of
ascertaining the marketable value of desi-

derata, but do not of necessity pretend to

any completeness
;
being designed merely as

lists of those particular specimens offered for

sale by their several issuers.

COEEESPONDENCE.

PERUVIAN STAMPS.
To the Editor of the ‘ Stamp Collector’s Magazine.’

Sir,—For the information of many of your readers,

allow me to make the following remarks upon the differ-

ent varieties of Peruvian stamps :—In most catalogues
and collections these stamps are arranged under one
type, and only mentioned as differing in the colour of
the disc, and the lines of the frames. They belong to

three very distinct types
;
the blue dinero stamp, having

laurels on the side of the arms, and the red peseta one,
two flags on each side of the arms

;
and each of these

stamps differs from one another in the form of the upper
wreath, the size of the letters, and the disposition of the
shading

;
and the red one especially also in the size of

the flags as compared with one another. In most of
these stamps the value is in the lower margin

;
but in

the medio peso it is on the right side of the stamp.
Yours truly,

British Museum. J. E, GRAY.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
J. C. W., Lansdown.—Mulready’s envelopes were the

first adopted; but there were others previously pro-
posed, much more elegant in design.

A. F., Islington.—The rarest English stamp is the
black official, with V. R. on the upper corners.

Collector asks how many Hamburg Boten there are.

We have seen upwards of fifty.

A. E., Clifton, wishes to know where to procure a
Nicaraguan stamp. We sympathise with him.
K. T.—The Hamburg Boten are postage stamps,

equally with the local United States’ labels.

iNauiRER, Clapham.—An album capable of contain-

ing all the known postage stamps, covers, envelopes,

and their varieties, would require a hundred leaves.

Our own contains eighty; but some pages are over-
crowded, and room is required for more local Americans
and Boten, for the expected Turkish and Hong Kong
issues, and for probable additions.

Tyro.—Your stamp is not a genuine Argentine. The
cap of Liberty is wanting.
Emma.—The threepenny English essay differs from

the current stamp, in having the white ground of the
latter filled with lines.

0,. 0,., Bristol.—The only known triangular stamps
are those of the Cape of Good Hope, and the green New-
foundland.

C. T., London.—There is a green one-franc of the
French empire. We possess it, but believe it was an
essay; though one has been seen that has passed the
post. It is not noticed in any catalogue.

J. J. R., Bayswater.—The new Caledonian stamp is

obsolete, as is also that of Reunion. Three of the

latter are noted in a recent catalogue, but we opine

erroneously. Both stamps are exceedingly rare.
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"We often see, as replies to correspondents, such notices

as the following J. K..—Keceived. C. T —Yes.

r. G.—No. J. W. is mistaken. J. J.—We will

inquire. Celia.—W e do not know.

The above would serve special inquirers only but as

our magazine professes to afford general information, we
intend always publishing the question as well as answer,

or shaping the latter so as to be comprehensive of the

former. If not prepared with the required information,

we shall decline publishing our ignorance, and retain

the query for satisfactory elucidation.

Advertisements for insertion in the Stamp
Collector’s Magazine, should reach the Office,

13, George Street, Bath, not later than the lOth of

the month.

Just published, New and Revised Edition, Third
Thousand,

Stafford Smith and Smith’s Descriptive
Price Catalogue of Many Hundred Varieties of British,

Colonial, and Foreign Postage Stamps. Illustrated

with Fac-simile Engravings of Bare Stamps. Price

4d.
;
post free, 5d.

Greatly Reduced in Trice,

Stafford Smith and Smith’s Improved
Adhesive Labels for Postage-Stamp Albums. Being a

Set of upwards of 80 Titles, printed in Blue and Gold,

with Ornamental Borders. Published at 2s. 6d. The
remaining Sets now selling at Is. each

;
post free. Is. Id.

Entered at Stationers’ Hall.

Important to those about to Collect.

Stafford Smith and Smith’s Five-Shilling
Packet of Foreign Postage Stamps. Containing 50

Varieties of Foreign Stamps, all in good condition, many
being unobliterated. Post free, 5s. Id.

The Foreign Stamp and Crest Depot, 13, George Street,

Bath.

Mount Brown’s Catalogue of British,

Colonial, and Foreign Postage Stamps. Third Edition.

Price Is.
;
Post free. Is. Id. Interleaved, and Bound in

Morocco Cloth, 2s.
;
post free, 2s. 2d.

Mount Brown’s Postage-Stamp or Crest
Album, Buled in 1700 Divisions, on Best White
Drawing Paper, and HaK-bound. Price 7s. 6d.

;
post

free, 8s.

124, Cheapside, London, and all Stationers and
Booksellers.

Price List of Unused Postage Stamps on receipt of

a Stamped Envelope.

Notice.—ANewEdition ofDr. Gray’sHand
Catalogue, for the use of Postage-Stamp Collectors, is

now ready, thoroughly Revised, with the colours of the

Stamps and much new matter added. Price Is.
;

or,

with Double Interleaving, Gilt Edges, and bound in

Roan Elegant, to hold Stamps, 2s. 6d. London ;

Robert Hardwicke, 192, Piccadilly.

Just Published, Price One Shilling,

The Third Edition of ‘Aids to Stamp
Collectors,’ Revised, Augmented, and Enlarged

;
con-

taining an Accurate Description of all British and
Foreign Postage Stamps. By F. Booty, 21, Grenville

Place, Brighton. Post free for 13 Stamps.

Now Ready, post Ato., Price Five Shillings,

Oppen’s Postage-Stamp Album and Cata-
logue of British and Foreign Postage Stamps. Con-
taining every information to guide the Collector, with a

Full Account of all the Stamps of every Country. The
Album, price 3s. 6d., and Catalogue, price 2s. 6d., can

be had separately. London ; B. Blake, 421, Strand.

Arthur O’Leary’s Stamp Galop.—The most
Successful Galop of the Season, and nightly encored.

The Title-page is beautifully embellished in Colours,

with Postage Stamps of Foreign N ations. Sent free for

Twelve Stamps. To be had of all Music-sellers and
of the Publishers, Ewer and Co., 87, Regent Street,

London.

Foreign Postage Stamps.—A Pew Mul-
ready Covers and Envelopes for Sale, very Cheap. Also
some Confederate States, Localand Private American, Pony
Express, California, Sandwich Island, Greek, Old Swiss,

and all the German States’ Stamps, at the Lowest Prices.

The proposed new 2 c. French (clean copies), 4d.

each. Hong Kong (China), French Colonies, and
several other very Rare Stamps, expected shortly.—Send
Stamped Envelope for new Price List, published on the
1st of February. Address, Mr. Millar, 166, Queen’s
Road, Dalston, London, N. E. N.B.—Ionian Islands,

Is. 6d. per Set of Three.

J. G., 14, Phcebe Anne Street, Everton,
Liverpool, can supply almost every variety of Foreign
Postage Stamps on Reasonable Terms. His Stock
includes those of Wallachia, Newfoundland, Venezuela,
Nevis, Antigua, Monte Video, Chili, Buenos Ayres,
Liberia, United States (Envelopes and Local), &c., &c.
Price List sent on receipt of a stamped-directed enve-
lope. J. G. also buys very Rare Stamps.

S. B. Ellis, of 76, Hanover Street, Sheffield,
has for Sale a Collection of 260 Foreign Stamps. Priced
Lists forwarded on receipt of a stamped envelope.

Postage Stamps of Barest Kinds may be
obtained, at Low Prices, of J. J., 3, Buckingham Ter-
race, Bonner’s Road, London, who also purchases
Obsolete and Unused Stamps, of most Colonies and
Countries. Registered Stamp Album, Coloured Squares,
Half a Guinea.

Foreign Postage Stamps.—About 2000 of
the above, used and unused, for Sale, very Cheap. List
sent on receipt of stamped-directed envelope. Address,
A. B., 25, Albion Street,* Darlington. P.S.—Ionian
Islands, Is. 6d. per Set of Three.

J. J. H. Stoekall and Co., Broad Green,
near Liverpool, have a Large Quantity of Foreign
Postage Stamps for Sale, both Wholesale and Retail,

comprising Stamps from all the Continental Countries,

Mexico, Brazil, Monte Video, Buenos Ayres, Chili,

Argentine (Republic), Grenada, New Grenada, Vene-
zuela, French Colonies, Cuba, Bahamas, Antigua,
Trinidad, Pony Express, &c., &c.

;
all very Cheap. A

Price List of 800 Varieties sent on receipt of Two
Stamps. All Orders executed and forwarded per return
of post.
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Woods and Pemberton, Pegent Street,

Hartlepool, Dealers iu Obsolete Postage Stamps. List

of 400 Varieties ready 1st of March, post free for Two
Stamps,

Mr. George Prior, 48, Penclinreli Street,

London, E.C., has Large Numbers of Bare Foreign

Postage Stamps for Sale, comprising Sandwich Islands,

Nevis, Pony Express, Confederate States of America,

California, Greek, all the 'German States, and Mul-

ready Envelopes. The proposed new 2 c. French,

4d. each (clean copies). Ionian Islands, Is. 6cl. per

Set of Three. Price List forwarded on receipt of

stamped-directed envelope.

Stamp and Co., 6, Puperra Street, TTewport
(Mon.), Dealers in Foreign Postage Stamps, and Com-

mission Agents. Send stamped envelope for List.

George Bolton, 16, Spring Street, Hull, lias

Ionian, Nevis, St. Lucia, Bahamas, Liberia, Newfound-

land, Honolulu, and other Bare Stamps, at very Low
Prices. Dealers supplied by the Dozen. Lists sent on

receipt of a stamped envelope. Collections bought and

sold.

J. Me Corkindale, 70, George Square,
Glasgow, will send his February List of 600 Stamps, on

receipt of stamped envelope.

Jackson and Barker, 77, Canning Street,

Liverpool, can supply, in any quantity, the following

and many other scarce Stamps :—Nevis, Bahamas,

Venezuela, New York Local, Wallachia, Wurtemburg
Envelopes, &c. N.B.—Stamped envelope to accompany

every communication. Agents for Continental Dealers.

W. Diamond, Piflo House, Westbourne
Grove, London, Dealer in Postage Stamps of all Nations.

Foreign Stamps sent per post on receipt of uncut Penny

Postage Stamps. Collections purchased. Any com-

munication requiring a reply must contain a Stamp.

William Miller, 40, Chariot Street, Hull,

has for sale a large quantity of 2 and 4 c. French Postage

Stamps (new issue, very scarce), at 8d. and 4d. each.

Every description of Colonial and Foreign Postage Stamps

kept on hand.

Collectors should send a List of their

requirements to the undersigned, who Avill send the

Stamps wanted on Approbation, if a stamped envelope

is sent. C. Decroix, Bazaar, Dover. French Two-

centimes, unused. Is. per dozen
;
post free. Id. extra.

James J. Woods, Pegent Street, Hartle-

pool, has a large quantity of Stampsfor Sale. Lists sent on

receipt of two Stamps. Fifteen per cent, on all Orders

above Five Shillings at a time, during the month of

February.

Stamps Cheap.—Mr. H. F. Glover, of 8,

Church Street, London, has for Sale Foreign Stamps,

Baden 1 kr., 3 kr. Bose, Blue, 9d., Is. 8d., 2s. 6d.

per dozen; Malta, Is. 4d. per dozen; Mecklenburg
A sch., 8d. per Dozen, 1 sch., 2s. per dozen

;
Prussia,

4 pf., 9d. per dozen, 6 pf., is. 2d. per dozen; Hamburg,

^ sch., 1 sch., Is., 2s. per dozen
;
and many others.

Foreign Postage Stamps.—Thomas Smith,
Hutchinson’s Coffee House, Coleman Street, Loudon,
E. C._, has a great many of the above for Sale. He has
all kinds of Continental and Colonial for Sale, very
cheap. A great many Maltese Halfpenny, at Is. 3d. per
dozen, and Ionian Islands at Is. 6d. per set of three.

Collectors sending a List of Stamps required will have
them returned, with Prices marked thereon. Stamped
directed envelopes must in all cases accompany all com-
munications.

Alpha, Acomb House, Manchester, has
Several Thousand Stamps for Sale, of which the follow-

ing are a few Examples :—Bremen, 2s. 6d. the Set of

Six Stamps
;
Bergedorf ^ sch. at 2d. each, or Is. 3d. per

dozen; Danish Essays, 4 B.B.S., 8 B.B.S., at Is. 3d.

each
;

Mobile 5 cents. Baton Bouge 5 cents, New
Orleans 5 cents (two kinds), Nashville 5 cents (slate),

ditto (red). New Orleans 2 cents (red), ditto (blue),

Is. 3d. to Is. 6d. each
;

also 13 kinds of Confederate
States, at Is. each used^ or Is. 6d. unused.

Alpha, Acomb House, Manchester, has
several Collections to dispose of—100 different Stamps
for 5s., 200 ditto, 15s., 500 ditto, £3 lOs.

;
also Col-

lections of any number made up on application. N.B.

—

Persons wishing to purchase should at once apply for

his Price List of several hundred varieties, price 4d.

Alpha, Acomb House, Manchester, has
above 20,000 Stamps for Sale, at the lowest possible

prices. He has 1200 varieties for Sale.

Just Published., Illustrated with Maps and Piagrams,
The Postage-Stamp Album, by Justin

Lallier. Containing a full description of nearly 1200
varieties of Stamps, with Compartments arranged for

the reception of each. Imperial 8vo,, 160 pp.. Cloth,

7s. 6d.
;
Half-Morocco, 9s. 6d

;
Whole Morocco, 12s.

Just Pubished.,

The Postage-Stamp Collector’s Pocket
Album. Containing a complete Table of all the Postage
Stamps issued by each Country, State, or City, with-
spaces arranged for their reception. The whole in a
neat and portable form, with Flap and Elastic Band, and
a Pocket for surplus Stamps. Boan, 2s.

;
Morocco or

Bussia, 3s. 6d.
;
Morocco or Bussia, gilt, 4s.

Just Published.,

The Pocket Album for Crests, Arms, and
Monograms. Containing spaces arranged fof 1200
varieties. Neatly bound, with Pocket, Flap, and Elastic

Band. Boan, 2s.
;
Morocco or Bussia,. 3s. 6d.

;
Morocco

or Bussia, gilt, 4s. Johnson & Bows, 17, Warwick
Square, Paternoster Bow, London.

Mr. Cooke, Buckland, Dover, will send for
Approval any kinds of Stamps (he has 3500), on receipt

of stamped envelope.

The next number of the Stamp Collector’s
Magazine will contain an important Addenda to

the last edition of Mount Brown’s Catalogue of
Postage Stamps.

London : Published by E. Marlrorohgh & Co.,

4, Ave Maria Lane, E.C.
;
and Stafford Smith &

Smith, Foreign Stamp and Crest Dep6t, 13, George
Street, Bath, to whose care all Communications for

the Editor are to be addressed.
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TO OUE SUBSCRIBERS.

Our Friends will be glad to learn that tbe

demand for tbe first number of tbe Stamp

Collector’s Magazine bas far exceeded onr

most sanguine expectations. We would,

nevertheless, urge our readers, not only to

continue tbeir support, but to endeavour,

as far as possible, to increase its circulation,

by gaining new subscribers among tbeir

acquaintances. We may add, that no

exertion on our part shall be spared, to make
tbe Magazine all that it should be to meet

tbe requirements of tbe Stamp Collector.

POSTAL CHIT-CHAT.—II.

BERGEDORF,—WHERE IS IT ? WHAT ABOUT IT ?

Not wishing to be too didactic and dull, we
wdll premise with Lord Dun last,—for

all we know to tbe contrary. ‘ W-wby is

B-b-berged-dorf like Lord B-b-byron ? W-
w-wby, w-wby, b-b-because they b-both

b-begin with a B-b-b, to be sure ;—and yet,

someb-bow, B-b-byron s-seems to b-begin

with more of a B-b-b than B-b-bergedorf

;

Let’s s-see w-wbat S-sam s-says—S-s-sam’s

a c-clever f-fellaw. Ob-b ! w-wrong again !

—B-b-because t-tbey b-botb woke up one
m-m-morning, and found themselves f-famous.

W-w-wbat m-made them f-famous ? Ob-b !

p-p-poetry and p-p-postage stamps. Ah-h !

very good—bow c-c-curious—B-byron and
B-b-bergedorf b-botb b-begin with a b-b,

and p-p-poetry and p-p-postage stamps b-botb

b-begin with a p-p-p ! !

’

His lordship, or rather bis lordship’s bro-

ther Sam, is right. By tbe bye, bow is it

that Sam was not a lord as well as his

younger brother ? Byron and Bergedorf
both started into notice suddenly. How
few ever beard of Bergedorf before it issued

postage stamps
;

and bow few even now
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know of its exact whereabouts ! As far as we
can make out onrselves, it is like the Irish-

man’s bird—in two or three places at once.

On collating the best gazetteers, we find that

it is on the river Bille, and that it is seated

at the conflnence of the Bille with a canal

that joins the Elbe. It is nine miles E., ten

miles E.S.E., twelve miles E., ten miles E.,

twelve miles E.S.E., and twelve kilometres

S.E. of Hamburg. Putting that and that

together, we come to the satisfactory con-

clnsion that it is somewhere, albeit where

nobody seems exactly to know. It has,

however, five excellent representatives in

some thousands of postage-stamp albums
;

and very curious specimens the}^ are of the

ingenuity and originality of their designer;^
exhibiting half of the Lubeck eagle bursting

out of the Hamburg castle, having swallowed
up, or knocked down, half of it in his hurry.

They are the only stamps known, of which
the size, as well as the inscription, denotes

the value.

We recommend any enterprising dealer to

write to a town called Ritzebiittel, Ritzbuttle,

or Piitzenbuttle
;
which is, like Bergedorf, a

free town, under the joint jurisdiction of

Lubeck and Hamburg, but more populous,

and deriving great importance from its

harbour of Cuxhaven. We do not see why it

should not have started a post ofiice on its

own account.

Like the other anomalies of Bergedorf or

Bargedorf—for it has two spellings— our

second question, which one would suppose

more difficult, is more easily answered than

the first. We give a short summary of our

gleanings on the subject.

In 1387, Margaret, the Semiramis of the

North, wearing already the crowns of Den-
mark and Norway, received that of Sweden.
Albert, the deposed and imprisoned king,

was recognised only by the island of Gott-

land and the city of Holmia, the then

capital. John of Mecklenberg, his father-in-

law, was besieged in that city
;

and the

magistrates of Bostock and Wismar issued

an edict, allowing all pirates and predatory

brigands, who should attack and capture

any sea or land convoy appertaining to the

queen’s party, free access to their ports, and
ready means for disposal of plunder. The

numerous predatory bands of that lawless

period, glad of any excuse for exercising

their profession, plundered the villages, and,

under the pretext of revictn ailing {ravi-

tailler) Holmia, called themselves, Vitaliens,

or victuallers.

After this war ceased, the Yitaliens, satis-

fied with their lucrative calling, were by no
means inclined to resign it

;
and the people

of Rostock and Wismar, who had made
peace with the queen, finding it impossible

to lay the fiend they had raised, united with
Hamburg and the other Hanseatic towns, in

occasional crusades against their former allies.

This desultory hostility continued some
years

;
and, in 1410, Hamburg, Lubeck, and

Bremen, obtained an undertaking from the

Counts of Oldenburg, who doubtless had
private reasons satisfactory to themselves

—

in the shape of tribute-money for their

patronage— to withdraw the protection

hitherto afforded the Yitaliens. These
latter were by no means disposed to

succumb, and allied themselves with other

brigands, then known under the designation

of chcenajpans and flihustiers (whence the

modern American fillibusters).

As the cave of Adullam, ages before,

afforded refuge to every one that was dis-

tressed, or in debt, or discontented, so,

among other strongholds of the period under
notice, did the castle of Bergedorf, which
now makes its appearance on the scene.

This was peculiarly adapted to the romantic
purposes of a robber’s den; possessing a
subterranean passage leading from its vaults,

with an outlet at a considerable distance in

the forest. Thence the marauders issuing,

seized upon and plundered travelling mer-
chants and others

;
and, if not satisfied with

the booty obtained from their persons, blind-

folded, and bore them off to the dungeons of

Bergedorf, till they could procure ransom
from their friends. They were supposed to be
privately protected by Duke Henry of Saxony
—under whose jurisdiction their retreat then

was—for reasons, most probably pretty

iveiglity, best known to himself
;
as he never

exerted his influence to quell the nuisance,

notwithstanding repeated petitions were ad-

dressed him by the authorities of the sur-

rounding cities.
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At length, the burgomasters of Hamburg
and Lnheck, with two thousand foot, and
eight hundred horse, and a crowd of volun-

teer citizens, made a regular attack on the

town of Bergedorf
;
which, yielding after a

brief resistance, was pillaged and burnt.

The brigands, however, retreated to the

castle, which was strong enough to with-

stand for some days the arquebuses and
cannons (not Armstrong’s) of that time.

On the fifth day the besiegers collected and
fired a quantity of combustibles ;—the stifling

smoke of which, compelling the defenders to

retire from the walls and windows, they

made an escalade, and the garrison surren-

dered, on condition of being allowed to

depart with whole skins. In 1430, it was
agreed that the Duke of Saxony should

abandon for ever, to the towns of Lubeck
and Hamburg, the castle of Bergedorf, with
its appanages ; and for more than four

hundred years, has it remained under the

joint protection of those cities, each claiming

the alternate nomination of a bailiff, or

governor of senafcoria] rank—at first ap-

pointed for four, afterwards for six years

—

and supplying an equal number of soldiers

to garrison the castle.

MY NEPHEW’S COLLECTION.

My nephew is a victim of the last new
mania.

Harry is not a bad sort of fellow, being
neither rebellious, saucy, unsteady, nor prig-

gish. For his age I thought him wonder-
fully quiet and studious, given to more
serious pursuits than most other juveniles.

He brought with him, from Dr. Trimmeboy’s
establishment, a thick square strong-bound
manuscript, entirely filled with a series of
sums, ranging from simple and compound
addition (with the lines ruled with red ink),

through cube-root extraction, tare and tret,

interest for various terms and at various
rates per cent, timber-measuring and land-
surveying, and concluding with a mild fore-

taste of trigonometry : showing how to cal-

culate the height of a steeple—all transcribed
in his own handwriting, with corrections,
passim, by the head usher. It was (for it is

no longer) an autograph volume of which

any ciphering master in the land might
boast.

His aunt Rebecca (my maiden sister) and
myself, after close inspection of the manu-
script, were duly edified—so duly, in fact,

that I believe we never opened it afterwards,

until the occasion I am about to relate. But
what subsequently excited our approbation

was the constant reference which Harry
made to ,his model ciphering-book. He
would lay down the Times to recur to its

perusal. When I opened a light chat on the

City article, he would take up his book, as a
help to a clearer comprehension of the topic.

If, alluding to the Court of the Vatican, I

mentioned the intrigues of the ex-King of

Naples, he replied perhaps, consulting the

book again, ‘ Ah, yes
;
I have it.’ If I

wondered whether Hesse would make it up
with Prussia, ‘ Let me see

;
unluckily, no,’

was his answer, after a glance at the oracle.

He never parted from the book. He thought
more of the book than Abernethy did of his.

It was his handy book, his vade mecum, his

manual, his companion by day, and his bed-

fellow, I believe, by night. Beholding this

strong attachment to figures, vague thoughts
came over us of his being destined to succeed

the astronomer-royal, or to rival the fame of

Bidder and Babbage.
At the same time he seemed to become

strangely and even unpleasantly inquisitive

respecting our own private affairs. Neither

Rebecca nor myself receive letters that con-

tain deep secrets, political or family. We
do not correspond with Garibaldi, Mazzini,

or the Count de Chambord. We hold no
communication, in cypher or otherwise, with
any foreign government. Still, we like that

the few letters we do receive should be re-

garded with respectful reverence—should be
touch-me-nots, scarcely to be looked at,

handed in on a waiter. We even thought of

starting the fashion of having them covered
with a napkin besides. Instead of which,

Harry at once took to answering the post-

man’s knock, although Mrs. Price, our house-

keeper, always did so before his arrival.

Not only that : we felt aware that the out-

side of every letter was scrupulously ex-

amined while he closed the hall-door as

slowly as possible, and returned to the
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breakfast-room at a funeral pace. News-
papers sent by absent friends—three distin-

guished families on onr visiting list were
then enjoying a continental tonr—were sub-

jected to the same inspection. Every cast-off

envelope was carefully bnt silently secured,

for the sake, as we thought, of studying and
comparing the handv/riting. We noticed

also that, young as he was, more letters

arrived for him than for us, the contents of

which he never communicated. Strange,

and slightly impertinent

!

Yesterday, Rebecca’s forbearance could
hold out no longer. At the postman’s rap,

Harry jumped up as usual, before Mrs. Price

years ago—could get to the door
;
and he

—who is not so active as she was twenty
returned with two letters, one half hidden in

the cuff of his sleeve, while he devoured the

direction of the other with his eyes. We
had long been expecting that letter. It con-

tained, we knew, an expression of thanks and
safe arrival in Queensland, from a penniless

but hard-working young woman whom my
sister believed she was really patriating,

while expatriating her, at her own expense.

In truth, the girl’s sweetheart had purposely
gone out before her, with an understanding,
and wa.s ready for the reception of his well-

beloved. We wished this little romance, in

which Rebecca was an accomplice, to be kept
as snug as possible.

‘ That is my letter, sir,’ observed my sister,

sternly
;

‘ and I should be glad to have it,

and others for the future, brought in directly,

without being quite so closely examined. In
my time, young people did not take such
liberties.’

‘ Because in your time ’ stammered
Harry, not daring to finish.

‘ Because why, sir ? I insist on knowing.’
‘Because in your very, v&iy young time,

aunt, there were no such things as postage
stamps. They are a magnificent invention
of modern times. Here is the letter; but
pray do give me the envelope.’

‘ For what ? What interest or right, sir,

can you possibly have to inspect the post-

marks of my correspondence ? And, now we
talk of correspondence, I should like to be
informed w^hat is the nature of yours. It

may be all right and proper, and I dare say

it is
;
but, until you are one-and-twenty, and

we are relieved of the responsibility of your
guardianship, I may observe that your uncle
and myself ought to be made acquainted
with its nature, and to have some idea of the

persons with whom it takes place.’

Rebecca uttered this little lecture with all

the dry decision she could muster, looking at

me, at the close of her speech, to second the

motion. Then, as she really loved her
nephew, and was too kind-hearted to feel

easy while administering reproof, she made
a retreat and avoided further discussion by
breaking the seal of her letter and becoming
absorbed in its perusal. I said nothing,

Harry blushed, not a guilty blush, but a
blush as it were protesting against unjust

treatment. He soon left the house—as

he afterwards confessed, to make private

arrangements with the postman.
During his absence, and while Rebecca

was making out her multi-crossed epistle,

breathing a satisfactory ‘ Ah I
’ at intervals, I

went upstairs to my room, to look out of

window with my hands in my pockets, as

my wont is when anything occurs to puzzle

me. His room door stood ajar, suggesting

the possibility of finding a clue to the corres-

pondence of which Rebecca disapproved. In

a snug corner of his bookcase was the well-

worn ciphering-book, which would not have
invited further attention but for its bloated

appearance, so to speak. It had grown ple-

thoric, abdominal, and fat. It seemed to

have taken in more good things than it

could well digest. It was filled to repletion,

witness sundry cracks, in spite of the extra

binding duly charged in the school bill. I

took it down, really hoping to find a further

triumph of my nephew’s mathematical abili-

ties, and supposing the additional thickness

to arise from logarithmic calculations of ex-

cessive profundity. The sums,no doubt,would
be overlaid with algebraic corollaries and com-

mentaries. I opened the volume, half-fear-

ing to behold an increase of figures, ascend-

ing vertically or descending transversely, and
garnished with scales of red ruled lines.

Next the cover were loose letters, evidently

not, as Rebecca dreaded they were, from any

young person of the gentler sex. ‘ Your
last favour duly received,’ ‘ on the 30th ult.
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we had the honour to forward,’ would
hardlj be the forms in which a fair one
Would avow her susceptibilities. There was
mention of ‘ France, 1848,’ ‘ France, republic,

presidence,’ ‘private offices,’ ‘scarce enve-

lopes,’ and ‘ local correspondence,’ which
could have reference only to business or

politics. Was my nephew in secret training

for the foreign secretaryship ? But on
turning over the once arithmetical pages, a
wonderful transformation met my eye, ex-

plaining the obese condition of the book. It

was not exactly a palimpsest manuscript,
but had been effaced by linings of paper
mosaic. Each page was neatly ruled with
blue ink into small square divisions quite

irrespective of the sums upon it, and nearly
each division was occupied by a postage
stamp of some nation, colony, or community,
whose name was hand-printed on a smart
label pasted at the top of the page. A few
old postage envelopes were honoured with a
broad-margined page to themselves.

Beside the volume were three or four
pamphlets, in French and in English, of
Parisian, Belgian, and British publication,

the happy authors of which could boast their

second editions, revised, corrected, and en-

larged, with reproduction forbidden and
every right reserved. I beheld Aids to

Stamp Collectors ; being a list of ^English and
Foreign Postage Stamps in circulation since

1840. I beheld Catalogue des Timbres-Poste,

crees dans les divers Ftats du Globe. Further,
I saw Manuel du Collectionneur de Timbres-
Poste, ou Nomenclature generate de tons les

timbres adoptes dans les divers pays de VUni-
vers

;

as if the author. Monsieur J. B. Moens,
were on intimate terms with postmasters
residing in the planets Yenus and Jupiter.
He assures us that the stamp-collector may
apply to him in all confidence

;
for the cor-

respondence which he has with the stranger
enables him continually to supply the gene-
rality of all the stamps (of the universe ?).

And then there was a severe libellus, of

ninety-seven pages. Timbres Poste, without
preface, commentary, or peroration, but an
index only, ‘ on sale chez Lapante, Dealer in

Postage Stamps for Collections, 1, Rue
Christine, 1, Paris.’ This last looked about
as light reading as a list of fixed stars, or the

astronomical portions of Dietrichsen’s Alma-
nack. Besides, and on the same shelf, were
ranged grammars and dictionaries of foreign

tongues, picked up at book-stalls
;
tables of

European coins, weights, and measures, and,

backing and supporting all, like a substantial

buttress, a solid tome, entitled Manuel du
Negotiant, Traite, theorique et pratique des

Sciences Commerciales. For this learned

treatise the name of the author, L. Rothschild,

inspired me with a certain awe. I left it

untouched, and turned over with bewilder-

ment the pages of the metamorphosed arith-

metical record.

While so doing, a light step bounded up-

stairs. It was Harry, who thus caught me
in his sanctum, rummaging his private

shelves, and surrounded by his precious

documents tossed about in disorder. The
boy looked astonished, but not in the least

abashed or ashamed. He stood his ground
like a man. After the first surprise at seeing

me there, he seemed flattered rather than

otherwise by the curiosity I was manifesting.
‘ And how did you come by all this rub-

bish ? ’ I asked.
‘ By exchanges with correspondents, uncle,’

was his reply, in justification, ‘ and also with
my pocket-money.’

‘ You were at liberty, certainly, to spend it

on this, as well as on any other harmless

nonsense
;

still it is a pity to throw money
into the street.’

‘ I beg your pardon, uncle
;

it is not

thrown away at all. I have made a good
investment. My stamp album is worth
twenty pounds, if it is worth a single

shilling.’

‘ When you have proved that it is worth a

shilling, I will believe that it will fetch

twenty pounds.’
‘ That is easily done. You know, uncle,

there are two sorts of collections of stamps,

the maculate and the immaculate. Maculate
stamps, or such as have passed through the

post, are marked, to prevent their being

used again. I do not claim any value for

those, because you, perhaps, will not admit
that they have any value.’

I nodded my perfect assent to this.

‘And yet I have a Neapolitan stamp—
here it is—of the late King Bomba, which I
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would not part with, for five shillings.

Besides, as each country has different post-

age stamps, so has each a different mode of

defacing them. Just look, uncle. England
does it by black bars, Hesse Darmstadt by
concentric circles, France by a number of

little black spots. Now, as it is possible

that the rarity of certain discontinued stamps
will tempt forgers to imitate them, if they

commit any error in the mode of defacement,

they will be caught most assuredly. There-

fore an authentic postmark on a stamp
confirms its genuineness and increases its

worth ’

‘Which I ignore.’

‘I must tell you a true story, which T

heard at the lycee. A maid-servant, who
made use of a postage stamp for the first

time in her life, had noticed that all the

letters she took in for her master were dotted

with black over the stamp, like this head of

the Republic. She supposed it was done to

make the stamps stick better, and imitated
it as well as she could with a pen. At the

post office, it was at first suspected that

some one had used an old stamp, to cheat

the government. Inquiries were made, and
learned “ experts ” set to work, who proved
the girl’s innocence of intentional wrong.
She got off with an admonition, lucky enough
to escape further trouble.’

‘ Is it possible she could have been so

stupid ?
’

‘ There are more stupid things done than
that. Among the curiosities found in letter-

boxes are unstamped letters in considerable

quantities, and mingled with them, though
not exactly in the same proportion, single

loose postage stamps. There are people
ignorant enough, after they have written
and directed their letter, to buy a stamp at

the office, and then, instead of sticking it on
the letter, to throw it into the box at the
same time with the letter, supposing that to

be the mode of prepayment. The clerks do
the best they can to distribute justice, in the
shape of stamps, amongst the unprovided
letters

;
but their utmost impartiality may

not prevent some letter writers from reaping
what they have not sown.’

‘ Beautiful simplicity ! But you were to

prove that your album is worth a shilling.’

‘ Instantly, uncle. My collection is, for

the most part, maculate, consisting of old

stamps. I am not rich enough to procure

unused stamps of all the countries in Europe
—not to Speak of the colonies—nevertheless

I have a few. Now you must acknowledge,

uncle, that unused stamps are worth their

cost price. Here is a Wurtemburg stamp
for six kreuzers

;
here, a Swiss one for forty

rappen, a Belgian one for forty centimes, a

Norwegian one for eight skilling, and a

Prussian one for four silbergroschen, all un-

used. Their joint value is more than a shil-

ling English.’
‘ I don’t know,’ I demurred, speaking the

truth.
‘ Again, here are French immaculates for

eighty, forty, twenty, ten, five, and one cen-

time, respectively
;
that’s more than a shil-

ling. And here are English ones for six-

pence, fourpence, threepence, twopence, and
one penny. Do they make a shilling ? Eh,
uncle ?

’

‘ I suppose they do, and that you have the

best of the argument.’ ^

‘Yes. And I am in hopes, uncle, that I

shall be able to make you entertain a higher

opinion of postage stamps. They are a great

discovery; and if so their history is well

worth studying. The man who invented

them deserves as much honour as he who
invented coin for cash transactions. By
sticking a bit of paper, with a government
mark, on a letter, you command its delivery,

as soon as may be, at any place you choose

to name. All the formalities and delays of

money payments are avoided, including those

connected with the money exchange of the

foreign countries which a letter may have to

traverse.’
‘ That is you mean to say that postage

stamps are a simple and convenient form of

paper money ?
’

‘ I beg your pardon. Postage stamps are

not paper money
;
they are much more than,

and superior to, paper money. ^ Paper money
supposes moneyed capital of the precious

metals, and, to have any worth, must be
backed by a bank with bullion in it sufficient

to pay them off whenever required. The
bullion may run short, be spent, or stolen

;

the bank may fail, and the paper be good for
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nothing but to light a cigar with. Postage
stamps represent not cash to be paid but a

service to be rendered
;
the only capital they

suppose is the existence of human limbs and
brains and the continuance of civilised society.

So long as European nations endure, and
people have a mutual interest in knowing
what is going on in other places, a postage
stamp can never fall to the level of a bank
note issued by a broken bank. Perhaps
even, one of these days, we shall have stamps
to prepay other services besides the letter-

carrying.’

‘Your imagination is running along, my
boy, faster than I can follow it.’

‘ Not at all, uncle
;
for the scheme is already

put in practice to a limited extent. Did you
ever hear of a ticket for soup ?

’

‘ I think, Harry, I have. But what has
that to do with it P

’

‘ A ticket for soup (about which so many
jokes have been made) is a promise, by
charitable persons, of a gift to be made. The
soup received is the fulfilment of the promise,

is it not ? Applying the same principle to

business, there are restaurants in Paris who
sell you packets of dinners. Instead of

paying for your board by the month (and
paying for nothing whenever you are asked
out to dinner), you keep the tickets in your
pocket-book, and, whenever you want to

dine, you present one
;
exactly as, when you

want to send a letter, you stick upon it the

proper stamp, and put it into the letter-box.

The restaurant’s ticket is a dinner stamp
;

it

prepays the butcher, the cook, the wine-mer-
chant, the rent of the dining room, and the

use of the dinner things, all through the
agency of the head of the establishment, who
is always there to supply the meal contracted
for whenever called upon to do so. Sub-
scription to the opera is something of the
same kind. All I say is that we may carry
the stamp system further, applying it per-

haps to medical attendance.’
‘ We will ask the doctor what he has to

say to it. Meanwhile, I begin to think that

your time and money may not have been
spent on mere unmeaning bits of coloured
paper. To convince me thoroughly, can you
stand an examination m the contents of your
own stamp-book ?

’

‘ I believe so, uncle. Please begin wher-
ever you like.’

‘ How does a native Hanoverian spell the
name of his country ?

‘ With two ns
;
H, a, double n'

‘ What does Sverige mean ?
’

‘ Sverige is Sweden.’
‘ What is a Ereimarke ?

’

‘A Swedish Ereimarke, an Austrian Post-

stompel, a Hanoverian Bestellgeld-frei, a
Dutch Post-zegel, a Erench Timbre-poste, an
Italian Erancobollo, a Hamburg or Lubeck
Postmarke, are all and equally postage

stamps.’
‘ What is the shape of a Cape of Good

Hope stamp ?
’

‘ Triangular. The Erench fellows at our
lycee, when I showed them the beginning of

my collection, were struck most of all with

the number and extent of the British posses-

sions. I told them they might have the

same, if they only had the perseverance to

go and settle in foreign lands. But they are

a too stay-at-home people for, that. Wher-
ever they go, they are always thinking of

their village steeple.’

‘ What are the stamps with a crowned
lion holding a shield, marked nine grazie and
six grazie ? ’

‘Ah ! those are Tuscan, beginning to be

rare and valuable. A collector sets a value

on a postage stamp in inverse proportion to

the stability and prosperity of the state by
which it is issued. Those of the overthrown
Italian Duchies, Tuscany, Parma, and
Modena, never very numerous, are now
scarce, and will soon be priceless. The
stamps of transitional governments, like the

last French Eepublic, are eagerly sought, for

the same reason. I am thinking of invest-

ing a trifle in Eoman Pontifical stamps.

When the temporal power has come to an
end, those stamps will command anything in

the way of exchange.’
‘ What are—I can’t make them out

myself—those very pretty stamps, with oval

medallions, green, red, and blue, in the

midst of drapery of a different colour ?
’

‘ Those are Eussian, for thirty, twenty,

and ten copecks each. I cannot read the

legend or inscription, because I have not yet

been able to set myself up with a Eussian
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alphabet, and a grammar and dictionary to

follow.’
‘ Yonr annt and myself will manage that

between ns. Let ns now go and see whether
she has finished her letter.’

‘Yon have been a long while np-stairs,’

observed Rebecca, as we entered, returning

her spectacles to their case, and handing me
her Australian epistle to read. ‘ She is quite

well and happy. She has had a little boy,

and is expecting another. She sends her
duty and some Queensland bird-skins by the
next mail, hoping that you and I are the
same.’

‘ I am glad of it, though the news is a
little confused. Harry has been showing me
his correspondence. You may give him the
envelope, or he will be content with the
stamp alone.’

—

All the Year Round.

HEWLY-ISSUED STAMPS.

Rot always does reality an-

swer expectation
;

but the
long-desired stamps of Hong
Kong (one of which we en-

grave) were well worth wait-

ing for, as faultless in design
and execution. They are of
seven values :—2 c., brown

;

8 c., buff
;

12 c., blue
;
18 c., lilac

;
24 c.,

green
;
48 c., rose

;
and 96 c., black. In the

four corners they bear the Egyptian (mis-

called the Grecian) pattern
;
the name Hong

Kong at the top, and the value below
;
on

the right and left Chinese characters,—from
which we may treat our young readers to a
gratuitous lesson in the difficult language of

China. It is pretty generally known that

Chinese is written neither from the left to

right, like European, nor from right to left,

like most of the Eastern languages
;
but in

perpendicular columns, as is well exemplified

in the specimens before us. On the right

side stands the Chinese words, Hong Kong,
and on the left the numerical value of the

stamp. In that of the lowest denomination,
the top characters stand for two, and the
middle and undermost are the equivalent for

cents. In the next there is a character for

eight, and the same two for cents. In the
blue will be noticed, a cross standing for ten,

a couple of strokes for two, making twelve,

and cents as before. In the lilac, the cross

again for ten, the same characters as on the

buff for eight, making eighteen, and cents

again. In the green, the pair of strokes for

two, the cross for ten, meaning tivice ten, and
a very curious character iov four, Uventy-four.

The rose-colour sports the same queer mark
for four, the cross for ten,—four times ten,

and the sign for eight, forty-eight. The
highest denomination has a character for

nine, the cross again, and a mark for six ,

—

ninety-six, followed by cents as before. It

will also be remarked that the characters for

tvjo on the 2 c. are more complicated there

than the two in the 12 c.
;
which would make

them appear rather the equivalent of a pair

or a couple, than the simple word, two.

The Turkish stamps of which there are

four, printed in black, on coloured paper, are

noticeable rather for singularity than beauty.

They bear the sign-manual of the Sultan,

above the crescent, the Koran forbidding the

representation of the ‘human face divine.’

On the rose-colc’'Tred one,

from which the engraving is

taken, will be seen the cha-

racter for five, in a circle be-

low the crescent
;
and in the

top corners and underneath,

we cannot help imaginingthat

the artist was thinking of

the Turkish bow-string when
he designed the ornamentation.

We can scarcely expect ever again to note

the first issues of two countries in the same
number;—and now proceed to instance a few

additions to existing stamps,

as the red Antigua penny,

which we engrave ;—and the

I c. of Luxembourg, orange-

coloured. There is also a

local stamp for Italy, started

on new-year’s day, similar in

purport to the Baden Land-

post, of dehcate desigai, yellow on white,

inscribed, 10 c. Segna Tassa. We have

never seen but one, and intend giving an
engraving of it in our next, together with

the forthcoming envelopes of Norway. We
hear of, but have not yet seen, a new green

Russian stamp. We purchased, a few days
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since, what were accredited to ns as stamps
purporting to carry letters or parcels from
California to Los Angelos, and other places,

by the Mexican mail. There were nine,

various, printed on paper of different colours,

all bearing the same value, 2 reals. Should
they turn out to be forgeries, we can only

give the concocter credit for more impudence
than honesty.

A new issue of Italians is beginning to

appear. What we have seen are somewhat
similar to the earliest Sardinians,—colour on
white.

The blue dos centavos Nicaragua, which,
as yet, has been noticed in Moens’ third

edition only, has just fallen into our hands.

We propose to give an engraving of it next
month.

‘WHAT’S THE USE OF THEM?’

the time of their circulation
;
the heads of

the successive sovereigns of Austria, Saxony,
and Portugal being accurately pourtrayed

;

though in the far-looming period of Macau-
lay’s New Zealander, we must venture to
anticipate considerable confusion and endless

discussion amongst the antiquarian literati

of the day, should they try to collate the
accredited records of the succession of
Spanish monarchs by means of the postage
stamps of the country, carefully preserved in

albums
;

for the former will prove there
must have been but one queen from 1850 to

1863 and afterwards
;
whereas the latter will

show the imagery of- seven profiles so dis-

cordant as to be almost incapable of indenti-

fication.

This sole exception to our assertion of

their historical value proves the rule
;

for,

‘ Cum multis aliis, quae nunc perscribere longum est/

BY C. W. VINER, A.M., PH.D.

‘ That weahest and most puerile of manias, Postage
Stamp Collecting, has found a literary organ in the

Stamp Collector’s Magazine, which is announced
for appearance on the first next month ’

—

Evening
Paper.

W’^E are highly indebted to the journal from
which this is quoted, for the gratuitous in-

sertion of the above advertisement
;
and think

the sneer, emanating from a party publica-

tion avowedly opposed to all progress, an
unintentional compliment. Right glad were
we to get so apt a motto for our proposed
paper. ‘ Gui hono 1 ’ is ever the cry of pro-

saic utilitarians, when a pursuit presenting

no apparently positive fruits falls under the

distorted sphere of their observation. We
do not presume to range the subjects treated

on in this unpretending publication among
those meriting serious or undivided atten-

tion
;
but we will vindicate the claim of our

gaily-coloured pieces of paper to be redeemed
from the charge of futility and frivolity.

They may be termed historic, geographic,

artistic, and statistic
;
inasmuch as they tend

to the study of history and geography
;
exer-

cise and develop the aesthetic taste of their

designers
;
and exhibit the various monetary

denominations of their respective govern-
ments.

No mean historical value bear they even
at present, comparatively short as has been

the essays for Paraguay will testify to the

abortive project of erecting that republic

into a kingdom
;
the stamps of the period

will be indelible records that

Parma, Modena, and Tuscany,
once had independent rulers

of their own
;
they will mark

a°iroSTEESISNSIiggl

1
1
©

1
93 CENT.

stein, and Romagna; exhibit

the transfer of Luxembourg
from Holland to Belgium :

—

when North and South America are parcelled

out into kingdoms, like Europe in our days,

Afi'm co^ they will testify to the pre-

existence of New Granada, and
the Argentine Confederation,

&c., as republics ;—show the
phases of French government,
from republic to presidency, and
thence to empire ;—and record

to remotest generations that the Grecian
islands owned in days long past the sway of
the British Queen Victoria

;
for postal ama-

teurs are already on the qui vive in anticipa-

tion of another series of lonians, under a
change of regime.

Tasso’s beautiful simile of the sweetened
physic-cup (borrowed from Lucretius), is

exemplified in postage stamps smoothing
geographical asperities. Nevis, Liberia,

Corrientes, and Reunion, would have
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been little likely to attract tbe attention of

juveniles, apart from tbeir postage stamps

;

and Thnrn and Taxis, now familiarised by
onr talented contributor in tbe former

number, was formerly equally a terra incog-

nita, as was tbe Zollverein before tbe first

Great Exhibition.

In an artistic point of view, we have
already, in a previous paper, animadverted

on tbe comparative taste, or want of taste,

displayed by postal designers
;
but, not being

owls enough to think our own bantlings tbe

prettiest, we will not again so unpatriotically

call attention to deficiencies
;
hoping some

day to congratulate our readers on a penny
postage stamp worthy tbe world-wide fame
of England.
Our ingenious Gallic neighbours, with

tbeir ready appreciation of a fashion likely

to prevail, have designed postage-stamp

scarf-pins. Last summer we noticed in tbe

Palais Royal, tbe stamps of England, Prussia,

Russia, Erance, Cape of Good Hope, &c.,

elegantly enamelled on fine gold, and per-

fect fac-similes of tbe originals, but, of

course, of reduced size
;
and, in a window of

tbe Rue de la Paix, we counted no fewer

than thirteen various imitations.

Here we could, but need not, expatiate on
tbe scope for display of taste in tbe arrange-

ment of specimens
;

for a much abler pen
than our own has already afforded a paper
on that subject

;
but tbe prejudiced opponents

of such fantaisies as we are treating upon,

cannot be too cogently argued with, and too

deeply impressed, that tbe habits of order,

neatness, industry, patience, and research,

requisite for, and superinduced by, an
earnest collection of postage stamps, will,

most probably, accompany tbeir youthful

possessor, and materially accelerate bis

career in after life.

‘ WJiafs the use of them ? ’ has been tbe

remark of many an individual, in wonder-
ment at tbe trouble bestowed and interest

taken in our own collection
;
but fall oft has

a palinody been sung,—for no fewer than
balf-a-score can we enumerate who have been
eventually drawn into tbe fascinating vortex

;

and a young friend of ours, who used to

ridicule tbe fancy, and who has since twice

visited tbe antipodes, confessed to us, a few

weeks ago, that be would walk twenty miles

any day, to obtain a good postage stamp

!

THE SYDNEY STAMPS.
BY DR. J. E. GRAY, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.Z.S., ETC.,

OF THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

In most catalogues tbe Sydney stamps are

regarded as one type, offering three different

values of different colours. If they are care-

fully examined, it will be found that each
value present a very different type, each
having variations, according to tbe different

issues.

These stamps are peculiar. It is a view of

the sea coast, with a church in tbe distance,

and a group of figures in tbe foreground,

in a circle surrounded by a band inscribed, ^ig.

Nov. Camb. Aust.

;

and on tbe lower part of

tbe circular disc, under tbe view, is a motto.

This motto has been a difficulty,—as it is

rarely to be seen distinctly on tbe stamps as

they appear in our collections. Lacroix, in

bis catalogue, gives it as. Sic fortis curia crevit,

which it certainly is not. In my catalogue, I

read it. Sic fortis et rudis crevit, which is

also incorrect. I believe it is a line of a
Latin poet, ‘ Sic fortis etruria crevit.^

I. In the red one penny stamps the frames
on tbe sides are double, the letters are white,

and tbe motto is in two lines, and tbe span-

drils, or angle between tbe circle and tbe

oblong frame, are granulated. Of this I

have seen three variations.

1. Has the inner frame with large pale

reticulations, and tbe outer frame is

formed of narrow red and white oblique

bars.

2. Tbe inner frame of smaller reticula-

tions, and tbe red bars of tbe outer frame
are nearly horizontal and wider. Camb.
in tbe inscription begins at tbe right-

band angle of tbe left lower spandril.

3. Like 2, but Camb. in tbe inscription

begins rather above tbe middle of tbe

left lower spandril.

I have been informed there is a stamp of

this type with horizontal lines in the span-

dril, and should like to see one, if it occurs

in tbe collection of any reader. It shall be
faithfully returned if desired.

II. The blue twopenny stamps. Tbe frame
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on tlie side is single and formed of oblique

engine-turned spiral lines. The motto is in

three lines, the letters are white. Of this

type I have seen four varieties.

1. The stamp very badly executed; the

spandrils white.

2. Like No. 1, but the spandrils with
distant irregular perpendicular lines.

3. The stamp much better executed

;

spandrils with close perpendicular lines.

4. The stamp like No. 3, equally well

executed, but the spandrils are shaded

with close straight and waved hori-

zontal lines.

III. The olive-green threepenny stamps are

like the blue twopenny ones in many respects.

The frame is single and the motto in three

lines, but the letters are dark on a pale ground,

and the side frames are formed of engine-

turned transverse oblong lines.

I have only seen one kind of this stamp,

which has the spandril shaded with close

rather waved horizontal lines, but I have
reason to believe there are others, and shall

be glad to receive any that may occur to any
collector of the stamps, to be examined.

P.S.—In a note from Major Christie, the

postmaster at Sydney, he says the ^picture

stamp is the first stamp that was used in the

colony. It was an imitation of the great

seal of the colony, with its motto. Sic fortis

efruria crevit. They are no longer used.

ADDENDA TO MOUNT BROWN’S
CATALOGUE OF POSTAGE STAMPS,

COMPRISING NOTES, ADDITIONS, AND EMENDATIONS,

BY C. W. VINER, A.M., PH.D.

Since the publication of Mr. Brown’s work,
the anticipated Id. (of which an engraving
will be found in the present number of this

magazine) has appeared.

Jirgcntme Confeteatira.

There is a 5 c. lilac, as well as rose.

§.ttstria.

COMPLEMENTARY LABELS,

We regret we cannot throw any light on
the vexata qumstlo of these stamps. We

were told of one being seen with a post-

mark, and we find they are attached to the

sheet of the Lombardy series, as well as the

Austrian. The blue specimen is the only

one noted in the catalogue as perforated;

but, except the issue of 1850, we have never
seen them otherwise.

It is singular that after the 5 soldi red of

the new issue (larger head to right) appeared,

the black of the older series (small head to

left) was superseded by a green of the sa^me

sort for a short time
;
but this, as will be

seen in the appendix, now gives place to the

new issue, as do also the 2, 10, and 15 soldi.

iakii.
UNPAID LETTER LABEL.

This stamp, as noticed in the appendix,

was soon followed by the 1 kr. and 12 kr. of

similar design.

§a|ainas.

The Id. carmine did not appear till 1862.

The 4d. rose (which remains unchanged) and
the 6d. grey came out in 1861.

A green on blue, and a rose on white
paper, with no indication of value, also exist.

Our collection contains the old black 1 kr.,

post-marhed, of two evidently different im-
pressions

;
the figure and letters in one being

smaller than those of the other. We have
also the photographed copy alluded to in the
preface. We possess also a 3-Jcreuzer black
essay.

UNPAID LETTER LABEL.

This stamp, engraved in the first number,
is printed in black on wliite^ not blue, as we
remarked before.

iDlpiK.
Dr. Gray mentions a 10 c. grey, with

head of Leopold, laurel-crowned, as a trial

stamp.

We have just obtained for our own col-

lection an accredited essay of the series of

1849, 20 c., black on yellow. It came from
Bruges, where a very few of them were dis-

covered among some old papers in a college.
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’§tx0mi
In another paper we give a slight notice

of this terra incognita.

Dr. Gray, with his nsnal close perceptive

powers, has remarked a light and a dark
series of the 1861 stamps, and we have
noticed the same difference both in the italic

and in the large issues.

Irmcn.
The postmaster of Bremen obliged us with

information of the various destinations of

these stamps, but we cannot at present lay

hands on his letter. Each stamp is for par-

ticular countries. The green is employed for

England.

We possess both a red and a brown of the

1854, and a light and a dark brown 1 c. of

the 1860 issues
;
the 2 c. is vermillion, not

red, and there are a light and a dark-green
24 c. A black 1 c. appeared also in 1862.

NEWSPAPER LABELS.

The patterns squaring the stamps are

various. We have two sorts of 2 c., and
there is a 1 c. on rose-coloured paper.

In the preceding number we noted the

addition of the | gr., 5 pf., black, on green

paper.

§)ieim %im.
We own a 4 ps. blue of the old (steam-

ship) series.

The new 1 p. is rose-coloured.

The 1-real, M. 0., from Corrientes, a pro-

vince of La Plata, and which has now passed

into our -possession, is almost unique. A few
weeks since a second, value not specified, made
its appearance. This latter may prove to be

an essay, and our stamp genuine.

Csnata.

Canada Packet Postage, 12| c., blue.

0f $1001) f 0gD.

We understand the wood-block varieties

were printed in the colony, during a defi-

ciency of the usually-employed stamps, the

ship bringing them from England having
been delayed on her voyage. Except the Id.

rose-coloured (not red), they are rare
;
the

Id. blue, and 4d. rose-coloured, particularly

so.

With the exception of the lOd. and Is. 9d.,

which would seem to be going out of use,

the stamps of Ceylon are now perforated.

There is a brown, as well as a red 5 c., on
white paper.

€|raa.

HONG KONG.

2 c., brown
;
8 c., buff

;
12 c., blue

;
18 c.,

lilac
;
24 c., green

;
48 c., rose

;
96 c., black.

€0«fel)crate states 0f

MOBILE.

This stamp is not rose, but blue on white.

geninarli.
_

Some of the Continental catalogues men-
tion an obsolete Danish stamp, and a friend

of ours saw a very curious one in an old

collection some years ago. It may have
been an essay or a forgery.

The Mercury’s head essay is If, not If
sch. c. There are two quite distinct im-

pressions, both of this and the king’s-head

essays.

(To he continued.')

BEYIEWS OF POSTAL PUBLICATIONS.

A Hand Catalogue of Postage Stamps, for the

use of Collectors. Second edition, revised

and enlarged. By Iohn Edward Gray,
Ph. D., E.R.S., F.L.S., E.Z.S., &c., of

the British Museum. London : Robert
Hardwicke.

The value of the work is very considerably

increased by the addition of the colours to

each stamp, and other emendations and im-
provements. This edition may also be pur-

chased elegantly bound in roan gilt, with
gilt edges, and doubly interleaved with good
paper for making notes and additions, or for

the purpose of being used as a portable

album. We understand the author has a
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third edition in preparation, with a supple-

ment including the numerous and interesting

local Americans, and other generally-acknow-

ledged stamps.

Manuel de Moens. Third edition. Brussels :

J. B. Moens.

This edition contains a supplement with very-

numerous additions, both of stamps lately

issued, and of others unnoticed in his former

editions. Mr. Moens still persists in retain-

ing the mythical Newfoundland halfpenny,

and in noting six of that colony’s stamps as

having been recently changed in colour,

having probably copied the same error in

Mount Brown’s Catalogue; whereas three

only, the 4d., 6d., and Is., are now lake

instead of vermillion. The anecdote in his

preface relative to the traveller, the postman,

and the maid of the inn, is correct, if we
substitute the name of Samuel Taylor Cole-

ridge for that of Rowland Hill.

Leisure Sour. No. 579. London : Religious

Tract Society.

This useful and deservedly-popular publica-

tion contains a well-written paper on postage

stamps, by Mr. Henry Whymper
;
and a

page of engravings so well executed by his

father, that we have commissioned him to

engrave for us in the present and future

numbers.

Postage Stamp Album and Catalogue. By
Edward A. Oppen. London : Benjamin
Blake.

Had the compiler of this album employed a
competent person to revise it, the publication

would have been really valuable, as it is

clearly printed on good paper, and wears a

handsome appearance
;
but such mis-spelled

words as Parmenti, Modonensi, corale, Para-
guay, for, Parmensi, Modonesi, locale, and
Paraguay, detract somewhat from its excel-

lence. The omission of Antigua is a great

oversight. The current stamp for Algeria,

and the French West-Indian
colonies, of which we give an
engraving, is called Ihe former
issue, and the duffers made by
soaking 10 c. and 20 c. French
Empire in some liquid, figure

here, as in other catalogues, as the present

issue. The 5d. Newfoundla/ud is called violet,

and the Id. one, brown,though both are exactly

of the same colour
;
and the 2d. and 8d. New-

foundland are misrepresented as being crim-

son. The insertion, in most cases, of the

date of the introduction of stamps into each

country, and the historic, geographic, and
numismatic information diffused throughout
the volume, are, however, sufficient to coun-

terpoise more shortcomings than we can
discover.

CORRESPONDENCE.

OLLA PODRIDA.

To the Editor of the ‘ Stamp Collector’s Magazine.’

Sir,—Among tlie curious facts elicited by the col-

lecting of postage stamps, it is worthy of remark that the
French stamps with the President’s head were first

issued, or at least were fii’st in general use, in September,

1852, only three months before the ‘ coup d’ etat ’ of

December in that year. Again, only two of the stamps,
out of six then in use in France, were changed, viz., the

10 c., circulating in Paris and other great towns, and
the 25 c., used between Paris and the departments.
Is it an unfair inference, that the present emperor then
already meditated a revolution (for his four years of

office as President were just expiring), and wished to

accustom the French nation to the sight of his portrait

as the head of affairs ^ I believe I am correct in stating

that the effigy of Louis Napoleon on these stamps as

President is identical with that on the stamps of the
French Empire. ‘ Coming events cast their shadows
before them.’

I am inclined to agree with the writer in your
Magazine for February, who gives the palm of beauty
among adhesive stamps to the present Nova Scotian
series. I am sorry to add that not to our own
engravers, but to our trans-atlantic cousins, is this praise

due
;

for these stamps were engraved in New York, and
were exhibited by the American Bank-note Company,
along with many of their bank-notes, in a large frame,
in the American corner of the International Exhibition,
where probably very few saw them. The Canada |d.

also formed part of the same display.

A word as to some spurious stamps. I believe that I
possess the only known genuine Zurich 4 and 6-rappen
stamps of 1843. They are essays, I am nearly certain,

and therefore are not the first stamps used out of
England. As far as I know, the earlier Finland 10 and
20-kop. stamps are some of the first, if not the first,

issued by any other country than our own
;

at all events
they were discontinued in 1850. These 1843 Zurich
stamps, then, were shown by me to Mr. Brown, who
laced them in his list, but without a very particular

escription
;
which, I regret to say, has enabled those

mercenary Swiss tg point d’ argent, point de Suisse') to

make several sorts ot counterfeit 1843Zurichs; not know-
ing, however, where to place the date, some have put the
figures 1 8 4 3 at the four corners, and others at the
two lower angles, thus,—18 43. All that I have seen
of these ‘ soi disant ’ 1843 Zurich stamps, have been
copied in other respects from the later issues, and
are all equally spurious. My copies were given
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b)'’ the postmaster of Zmich, some years since, to

the friend of a personal friend of mine, then resident in

Switzerland; they were the only ones the postmaster

had left. The word ‘Zurich’ is absent from these

stamps, but they have a general resemblance to the later

4 and 6-rappen stamps.

Touching that very rare stamp, the | tornese ‘ arms ’

of Naples, and also the \ tornese with cross of Savoy,

it is to be noted that the former is evidently the

identical J-grana Bourbon stamp, with the Gr changed

into a T. The Provisional Government of Naples,

being, perhaps, anxious at once to give some ocular

proof of their being in possession of the post,

changed the colour to blue

;

but why they in such a

hurry issued a coin and stamp of a different denomina-

tion I know not. The J tornese with cross of Savoy is,

again, the same die with the centre erased (a process

well known to engravers)
,
and the cross engraved over

it
;
the deeper parts of the older stamp appear on most

genuine copies.

I will wind up this rambling letter with the mention

of some new stamps, which I had not heard of until I

received them from the Federal States, about three

weeks since, nor have I yet met with them elsewhere.

I believe them to be Government stamps, and intended

to supersede all the local posts. They are rectangular and

perforated, with head of Washington in an oval; at top,

TJ. S. Inter. Rev. (Internal Revenue .^) ;
at bottom.

Express
;
and on the two sides, one cent, and two cents.

The 1 cent is brick red; the 2-cent stamp I have in

orange and in blue.

Since writing the above, I have received from Nicar-

agua the two kinds of stamps used there (in the interior,

but not at Greytown), viz., the 2 centavos and 5 cen-

tavos
;
the former is printed in blue, the latter in black.

I remain, yours obediently,

Feb., 1863. W. il. H., Jun.

ANSWERS TO COEEESPONDENTS.
G. D. J., Lowndes Square.—The l|d. English essay is

correctly described in Dr. Gray’s Catalogue, as is also

the envelope stamp bearing the same value.

A. B., Crow Hall.—The stamps you forwarded, 1, 2,

and 3 florins in value, are Austrian bill-stamps.

J, S., Birmingham.—The higher-priced English enve-

lopes can be procured from Somerset House, at the cost

of their intrinsic value, the usual fee, the proper paper,

a great waste of time, much trouble, and a considerable

amount of patience.

The IJd essay (alluded to above) can only be pur-

chased, and that very rarely, when a collection is broken

up for sale.

It would not be right to divulge the components of

any preparation calculated to obliterate the defacing

marks on stamps.
, „ , ,

.

There are no 2d. or |d. stamps for Britrsh Columbia.

They are a myth of the continental collectors, like the

yellow Nova Scotia, &c.
, , , ^ ,

C. B. PLOwmiGHT, North Wooton.—The black official

V. R. is the rarest of the English stamps that have been

circulated. There are a few, but very few, in collectors’

albums.

H. H. H. Hutchinson, Brooklands, Uppingham.—
The stamp you allude to emanated from a Glasgow firm

wishing to introduce an universal ocean postage, and

distributing circulars promulgating their views, impress-

ed with one of those prettily-imagined effigies.—The

Sydney stamps, so called from bearing a view of Sydney,

are known also under the name of ‘ Gold Diggings.’
They have been long disused. A full account of them is

given elsewhere by an able hand.
X. T. Z,, Manchester.—Tour query is answered

above.

Nestor, Dublin.—Search among your hundreds of
black penny postage stamps for the V. R. official. A
dozen of them would be worth more than all the rest.

R. Cow'LEY SaxJiER, Dover.—We should imagine
parties knowingly selling forgeries would be indictable

in the county court
;
but we fear it would be difficult to

prove a guilty knowledge. We think the names of such
postal swindlers ought to be published.
A Correspondent sends a stamp, black on blue

paper
;
angels supporting a shield

;
Hamburg Boten, the

superscription
;
but, no value being specified on it, the

stamp may probably be a mere parcel label.

P. S. D., Brighton.—The dated
Spanish official, of which we give an
engraving, is a fac-simile of the post-

age label of the same year, but printed
on coloured paper, and specifying the
weight allowed by, not the value of,

the stamp.
P. W. Thackwell, Guernsey,

wishes to know the value of a Van-
couver’s Island, and a Venezuelan
stamp, and the best place to procure them. We forward
him a price-list accordingly.

W. C, Allen, 20_, Bootham, York, sends a drawing of
‘ Langton’s Paid Pioneer Express,’ received on a letter

from California. We have never heard of it He has for-

warded us the original, Avhich we will engrave in our next
number, that collectors generally may have an oppor-
tunity of inquhy. In reply to his second query ,—lepton

is the singular, and lepta the plural, of the Greek coin,

rather lower in value than a French centime. It is a
pity the names of the foreign coins are not more cor-

rectly spelt in catalogues.

F. K., Worthing.—Your query about the Ocean Postage
stamp is answered above.

E. W. G., Torquay.—The Pacific Steam Navigation
Company’s stamps are, or rather were, local, and used
by the Company exclusively. We say were, as we
understand they are now obsolete.

A Subscriber.—Common English postage stamps,
defaced, are now valueless.

Plymouth Post.—The 3 kreuzer, dark blue, is the
only Thurn and Taxis stamp of any rarity. The vari-

eties are all noted in Brown’s Catalogue.

Advertisements for insertion in the Stamp
Collector’s Magazine, should reach the Office,

13, George Street, Bath, not later than the lOth of

the month.

INicaragiian Stamp.—Will be ready in a
Week. A beautiful proof of the Nicaraguan Stamp (equal to

the original) will be sent for 13 postage stamps. Only 75

proofs of this will be taken, each proof Avill be numbered, and
then the block burnt. An early application is really neces-

sary, 25 Copies being already sold. Address, Nicaragua,
20, Canterbury Place, Lambeth Road, S.

Collectors sending Duplicate Stamps to
R. Pegg, 11, Holies Street, Dublin, will receive the value by
return of post. Stamps exchanged.

Stamp and Co., 6, Ruperra Street, ISTewport
(Mon.), Dealers in Foreign Postage Stamps, and Commission
Agents. Send stamped envelope for List.
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Foreign and Colonial Postage Stamps.

—

A great variety of Foreign and other Postage Stamps (used
and unused) offered for Sale, at low prices, by W. Lincoln,
jun. (at W. S. Lincoln & Son’s), 462, New Oxford Street,

London, W. C. Priced List sent on receipt of stamped
envelope.

D. Me Corkindale, 70, George Square,
Glasgow, will send his February List of 600 Stamps, on
receipt of stamped envelope.

Mr. J. Hooper, 1, Hanover Court, Milton
street, London, B. C. Foreign Postage Stamps bought, sold.

Or exchanged. The largest stock of Foreign Postage Stamps,
and the cheapest Dealer in London. A List of 1000 varieties

sent on receipt of a stamped envelope.

H. Short begs to thank Collectors for the
reception the former editions of his Shilling Stamp Album has
received, and informs them that he has been compelled to raise

its price to Is. 3d. Some misunderstanding having arisen

between agents and purchasers since the alteration in price, N. S.

hereby declares that the proper price of his Album is now Is. 3d.

Wholesale Dealers in Foreign Postage
Stamps should at once procure Fleet & Jackson’s List, the
cheapest Price List ever issued, by enclosing stamped enve-
lope to O. Fleet, Peckham, Surrey. N.B.— Collections of

any number made up to order, dean or used. Discount
allowed as per Price List.

Jas. J. Woods, Olive Street (late Pegent
street) Hartlepool, Dealer in Postage Stamps, Wholesale and
Eetail. List sent on receipt of two stamps. Wanted to

purchase. Colonial Stamps by the dozen.

W. A. M., Box C 3, Post Office, Man-
chester, executes all commissions in buying or selling

Foreign Stamps. Postage paid on all orders over Is.

J. G., 14, Phoebe Anne Street, Everton,
Liverpool, can supply almost every variety of Foreign Postage
Stamps on Reasonable Terms. His Stock includes those of
Wallachi.a, Newfoundland, Venezuela, Nevis, Antigua, Monte
Video, Chili, Buenos Ayres, Liberia, United States (Enve-
lopes and Local), &c., &c. Price List sent on receipt of a
stamped-directed envelope. J. G. also buys very Rare
Stamps.

Postage Stamps.—Several Hundreds of
the above for Sale at greatly Reduced Prices :—Bergedorf J s.,

2d.
;
Lubeck^- s., 2d.

;
Mecltlenburg Js., 2d.

;
and numerous

others, at equally low prices. Printed List on receipt of
stamp. Address, A. B., 7, Charles Street, York.

Every Stamp Collector should purchase
Short’s Is. 3d. Album. Post free Is. 5d. N. Short, Green
Hill, Grantham.

George Bolton, 16, Spring Street, Hull,
wishes to buy several Collections, containing from 300 to 600
stamps each.

Any one requiring Bare or other Stamps
may be supplied, by addressing (prepaid) to B. P. M., 8, Nor-
folk Place, Norfolk Street, Beverly Road, Hull,

Mr. William Cooke, Dover, on receipt of
stamp, will forward some Stamps for inspection. He has
3600 duplicates. Stamps Bought.

Foreign Postage Stamps.— Upwards of
800 varieties for Sale, including the most Rare and Obsolete
kinds. Send 2 stamps for List to T. Z., Moorgate, Rother-
ham, Yorkshire.

Stamps.—Bobert Harley, 14, Gloucester
street, Glasgow, sends his March List of upwards of 600
varieties, on receipt of stamped-directed envelope.

Albums, Is. 3d.; the Best of the kind
published. N. Short, Green Hill, Grantham.

Stamps ! Stamps ! Stamps !—H. Hutchin-
son, Brooklands, Uppingham, has large numbers of Rare
Stamps (several hundreds unobliterated) for Sale, Nevis and
Antigua, from 9d.

;
Ionian Islands, from 4d.

H. G. Smith, 44, Bumford Street, Man-
chester, can obtain all kinds of Stamps and Coins. Lists on
receipt of stamped envelope.

The ‘ He plus Ultra * of Cheapness.—Post-
age Stamps supplied by Victor, 30, Biggin Street, Dover,
Kent, at mei’e nominal prices.

Stamps.—C. T. E. has just got a Fresh
Stock of Rare Stamps, and will sell them at greatly reduced
prices. Send list of Stamps wanted, and a stamped envelope,
to C, T. E., 153, Cheapside, E. C. N.B.—Collections made uj).

Fifty Agents in the United Kingdom sell
Short’s Is. 3d. Album,

Send Two Stamps to John M. Lennard,
jun., Middlesbro’-on-Tees, for his new List (fourth edition).

He has a large quantity of the following :—China, Ceylon,
from Id. to 2s., used and unused

;
Old Spanish Dated

;
Sicily,

Naples, Ceylon, and Mauritius Envelopes, &c.

James Shelton, Grimsby, will send his
List of 500 Stamps, on receipt of two stamps, J. S. also buys
Stamps.

C. H. Hill, 425, Argyle Street, Glasgow,
sends his Price-lists of 600 Rare Stamps, on receipt of stamped
envelope.

The Cheapest House in London is the
Universal Stamp Depot, 24, Bow Street, Covent Garden, W. C.
Unused Continental, from Id.

W. Young, 1, Kent Street, Glasgow, has
for Sale a great many Stamps. Ionian Islands, Yellow, 4d.

;

Blue, 5d.
;
Set of Three, Is. 3d.

;
H. Scheerenbeck’s Local

Hamburg Stamps, Is. 4d. per Set of Ten ; Lubeck and Berge-
dorf, Is. 4d. per Set; Mecklenburg, Jsch., Id. each; Berge-
dorf, Hamburg, Lubeck, J sch. ;

Denmark, 2 sk.
; France, 2 c

;

Germany, J, | gr.
;
Hanover, 3 pf.

;
Malta, fd., 2d., each. All

these are unused. List sent, on receipt of stamp for postage.
W. Y. also buys Stamps.

* Begio Capito,’ 149, Howard Place, Han-
ley, Staffordshire, have a large quantity of Foreign Stamps,
which they are prepared to sell at remarkably cheap prices,

including Bavaria, Hamburg, Saxony, Italy, Hanover, Malta,
India, Bremen, Russia, &c. Enclose stamped envelope for
printed List.

Two Hundred Foreign Stamps for Sale.
All different. Enclose two stamps for particulars to ‘ Fred,’
Bute Dock Post Office, Cardiff.

Marvel of Cheapness ! Short’s Is. 3d.
Album. Post free. Is. 5d. N. Short, Green Hill, Grantham.

Foreign Postage Stamps.—Send a stamped
envelope for a List of the above to J. Parker, Box 53, Post
Office, Hartlepool.

Jackson and Barker, 77, Canning Street,
Liverpool, and St. Stephen’s Road, Norwich, can supply, in
any quantity, the following and many other scarcer Stamps ;

—

Nevis, Antigua, Bahamas, Venezuela, British Columbia, <fec.

Stamped envelope to accompany every communication.
Agents for Continental Dealers.
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Mount Brown’s Catalogue of British,
Colonial, and Foreign Postage Stamps. Third Edition.-

Price Is. ; Post free. Is. Id. Interleaved, and Bonnd in
Morocco Cloth, 2s. ;

Post free, 2s. 2d.

Mount Brown’s Postage-Stamp or Crest
Album, Ruled in 1700 Divisions, on Best White Drawing
Paper, and Half-bound. Price 7s. Od. ; Post free, 8s. 124,

Cheapside, London, and all Stationers and Booksellers.
Price List of Unused Postage Stamps on receipt of a stamped
envelope.

Clean and Used Foreign Postage Stamps.
Dealers and Collectors should at once apply for the cheapest
Price List ever issued. Stamps sent on approbation. Col-
lections of any number miide up to order, of clean or used
Stamps. All Stamps sent next post to order received. Ionian
Isles, Is. 4d. per Set

;
Luxembourg new 1 c., 8d. per dozen

;

French new 2 c., lOd. per dozen. Address, Mr. O. Fleet,
Peckham, Surrey*

W. Diamond, Dealer in Postage Stamps
since June, 1857, has lor Sale nearly every known stamp;
Buys and Sells Collections

;
Exchanges sco.rce Stamps

;
also

purchases the same. Any one having such to dispose of are
requested to communicate with him, at Rifle House, West-
bourne Grove, London, W. Copy the address, and send it to
your friends, or, what is better, recommend them all to take
in regularly the Stamp Collector's Magazine.

All kinds of Bare and Old Foreign Post-
age Stamps, amongst which are St. Lucia, Nevis, Pony
Express, Confederate States, Local American, and Greek,
singly or in sets. French Colonies, 1 c., 5 c., and 10 c., 6d.

each, and 40 c., 9d.
;
Ionian Islands, Is. 6d. per Set of Three

;

all clean. Address, Mr. F. E. Millae, 166, Queen’s Road,
Dalston, London, N’. E. N.B.—Price List forwarded on
receipt of stamped-dii*ected envelope.

Mr. George Prior, of 48, Penchureli Street,
London, E. C., has large numbers of Foreign Postage Stamps
for Sale, comprising several hundred vai'ieties. A very large
and entirely new Price List forwarded on i-eceipt of two
stamps (no envelope required), containing an immense assort-
ment of clean Stamps now out of use. An early application
is requested.

Bare Foreign Postage Stamps.—Antigua,
Id. and Cd. ;

Bahamas, Nevis, St. Lucia, Venezuela, Pacific
Steam Co., Newfoundland, Prince Edward Island, Canada
(Envelopes), Confederate States, United States local Stamps,
Ceylon (Envelopes), Moldo-Wallachia, Greece, Ionian Islands,
Wurtemburg (Envelopes), Great Britain, 2d., 3d., 4d., 6d., 9d.,

(Envelopes), &c., <fec., supplied at low prices. List forwarded
on receipt of two stamps and addressed envelope.

—

Mount
Brown, 124, Cheapside, London.

‘Forged Stamps : How to Detect them.’
By Thornton Lewes and Edward Pemberton. Containing
accurate accounts and descriptions of all Forgeries. Post-

free, Is. Id. All orders to be sent to E. Pemberton, Beaufort
Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham, Nearly ready.

Now Ready, post ito
. ,
Price Five Shillings.

Oppen’s Postage-Stamp Album and Cata-
logue of British and Foreign Postage Stamps. Containing
every information to guide the Collector, with a Ftfll Account
of all the Stamps of every Country. The Album, price 3s. 6d.,

and Catalogue, price 2s. 6d., can be had separately, London

:

B, Blake, 421, Strand.

Arthur O’Leary’s Stamp Galop.—The most
Successful Galop of the Season, and nightly encored. The
Title-page is beautifully embellished, in Colours, with Postage
Stamps of Foreign Nations. Sent free for Twelve Stamps.
To be had of all Music-sellers and of the Publishers, Ewer &
Co,, 87, Regent Street, London.

Foreign Postage Stamps.—A large quan-
tity of the above for Sale, MTircsed .-—Bahamas, Brazil, Ceylon
(Envelopes), Danish West Indies. Wallachia, S:c., Appli-
cations to be made to E. C. Hall, Mount Pleasant, Hartle-
pool, enclosing stamped envelope.

Woods and Pemberton, Olive Street,
Hartlepool, Dealers in Obsolete Postage Stamps. List of 400
varieties ready 1st of March, post free for Two Stamps.

New and Revised Edition, Third Thoximnd.

Stafford Smith and Smith’s Descriptive
Price Catalogue of many hundred varieties of British, Colonial,
and Foreign Postage Stamps. Illustrated with Fac-simila
Engravings of Rare Stamps. Price 4d.

;
post free, 5d,

Greatly Reduced in PHce.

Stafford Smith and Smith’s Improved
Adhesive Labels for Postage-Stamp Albiims. Being a Set of
upwards of 80 Titles, printed in Blue and Gold, with Orna-
riiental Borders. Published at 2s. 6d. The remaining Sets
now selling at Is. each; post free, Is, Id. Entered at
Stationers’ Hall.

Important to those about to Collect.

Stafford Smith and Smith’s Five-Shilling
Packet of Foreign Postage Stamps. Containing 50 varieties

of Foreign Stamps, all in good condition, many being un-
obliterated. Post free, 5s. Id.

To Collectors of Unohliterated Postage Stamps.

Stafford Smith and Smith’s Two-and-
Sixpenny Packet of Uuobliterated Postage Stamps. Contain-
ing 20 varieties of Colonial and Foreign ^Stamps, all unobli-
terated. Post free, 2s. 7d.

To Collectors of Arms, Crests, and Monograms.

Stafford Smith and Smith’s Key to
Several Hundred Varieties of Arms, Crests, Monograms, &e.
Price Id.

;
post free, 2d.

Ams, Crests, <bc,, for Albums.

Stafford Smith and Smith’s One-Shilling
Packet of Arras, Crests, Monograms, &c., comprising upwards
of 50 varieties

;
Relief stamped in Colours. Post free. Is. Id.

The Foreign Stamp and Crest Depot, 13, George Street,

Bath.

This Magazine %oill be forwarded regularly every month, to any
part of the world, on receipt of the annual subscription of Four
Shillings ; which may be remiitea in unusedpostage stamps current
in the country whence the order is received.

Stafford Smith <& Smith, 13, George Street, Bath, England.

Ce Magasin-ci se sera transmis tous les mois, d toutes les parties

du monde, en envoyant aux Measteurs Smith La souscriplion

annuelle (5 francs), en timbres-poste neufs du pays d' ou vient

V ordre.

Stafford Smith Smith, 13, George Street, Bath, England.

Questo Magazzino sara Irasmiso tutti i mesi, in ciascuno parte
delmondo dagli autori, ricevendo il prezzo anrmale (5 lire), in
franchi bolli non scgnati del paese dove arrivi il comando.

Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath, England.

Ese Almacen sera enviado cada mes d todos los partes del

mundo por los publicadores d la receta del precio anual (2Q reales),

en sellos del correo nuevos del pais del qual sea llegato el orden.

Stafford Smith Smith, 13, George Street, Bath, England.

Dieses Journal wird jeden Monat nach alien Landern cler Welt von
den Herausgebern beforden werden, nach Empfang des jdhrlichen

Betrages, thaler), welcher in ungebrawchten BriefmarTcen von,

dem Lande, von welchem die Order gelcommern ist, entrichtet werden
Tcann.

Stafford Smith & Smith. 13, George Street, Bath, England,

London : Published by E. Marlborough & Co., 4, Ave Maria
Lane, E.C.

;
and Stafford Smith & Smith, Foreign

Stamp and Crest Depot, 13, George Street, Bath, to

whose care all Communications for the Editor are to be
addressed.
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IMPORTANT TO OUR READERS.

We have mucli pleasure in informing onr

Readers that arrangements are being made
wbicb will enable ns to give aivay an

nnobliterated Foreign or Colonial postage

stamp with each of the sncceeding numbers
of the Stamp Collector’s Magazine. We
trust that, by thus augmenting the value of

this periodical, our friends will do all they

can to increase its circulation.

A TALE OF A POSTAGE STAMP.

INTRODUCTION.

PART I. TOASTED CHEESE.

‘ Ill-fated mouse, alas ! what sad mishap !

Caught in a treach’rous, but too-tempting trap.’

A WRITER should not be otherwise than on
the most familiar terms with his readers,

and therefore I do not mind confessing that

although I really think no small,—but that

expression does not reach the mark of this

refined age ;—I mean that a speculative

friend of mine ^of whom more anon) often

takes the liberty of telling me he should
think it an excellent investment of spare

capital, to purchase me at the public valu-

ation, and dispose of me at my own. Be
that as it may, I must plead guilty to some
small share of human weakness

;
and one of

my foibles is—toasted cheese.

My said friend’s landlady has the knack of

concocting this dainty dish in exact accord-

ance with my palate, and I frequently drop
in upon him in sufficient time before supper

to allow of the requisite preparations,

—

pretty certain of the delicate morsel turning
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up hot, well buttered, peppered, and mus-

tarded (oh ! shade of Johnson !), in a silver

dish, with the appropriate representation of

a mouse-trap, accurately modelled, on the

top of the cover as a handle. Although my
friend is the least bit of a bore, being always

taken up with some strange hobby, he is a

good fellow in the main, albeit rather given

to blurt out unpleasant truths in all uncon-

sciousness.

I seldom go by appointment, but not long

since received a note from him to the effect

that, having just had a present of the richest

toasting cheese, would I ? Would I

not ! I stopped to read no more, but rushed

out of the house, to get through all the avo-

cations of the day as speedily as possible,

that nothing might be left requiring atten-

tion in the evening, as I thought I ought to

go early, and afford him the sunshine of a

little more of my company than usual, in

return for his hospitality.

I found him, as I had expected, busily

occupied with his last mania, the collection

of postage stamps. Some of these he was
carefully arranging in an album

;
and on the

names and colours of them, and the trouble

he had taken to obtain some of them, he

expatiated for two mortal hours, totally

regardless of the patent fact that I was
gaping three times a minute, widely enough
to swallow toasted cheese, silver dish, mouse-

trap, and all
;
too intent was he on his dar-

ling stamps to look at me. I was obliged to

listen to keep myself at all awake, and,

although I could scarcely comprehend a

word of the soporific lecture, I suppose the

words, by some incomprehensible process,

made an impression on that wonder of won-
ders, the brain

;
but,

‘ Come what may,

No night so long that never leads to day.’

The entry of the servant to lay the cloth

necessitated the, alas ! temporary with-

drawal of the precious tesseraa, lest some of

the provender should be capsized and bring

them to grief. I am afraid, if such a con-

summation had taken place, I should have

found it difficult to put on the woe-begone

countenance adapted for the requisite con-

dolence. When all was ready,

‘ Like Homer’s heroes at the feast we sat,

But not like them, who wisely left the chat.

Till fully sated with the lean and fat;’

for my companion rattled away on the eter-

nal topic. ‘ What an exquisite colour !

taking off the cover;—‘just like the new
Segna Tassa I was showing you.’ I cordially

echoed the ejaculation,—it was a rich colour,

though without comprehending the com-
parison

;
of course it was some confounded

postage stamp he meant. ‘ Have you heard
from your sister yet ? ’ She had just sailed,

no, steamed (I like to be correct), to join

her husband in India
;
and I was thinking it

very friendly of him to take an interest in

her safe arrival, especially as he had never

set eyes on her, although I grudged the time

it took to make the expected reply, for

toasted cheese ought to be eaten in a liquid

state, before it has time to curdle
;
but the

secret of the sympathy soon oozed out.

‘ You know you promised to ask her to look

out for the red half-anna India for me.’

Sinner that I am, I had totally forgotten

the promise, though I suppose I must have

made it. However, I adroitly managed to

change the conversation to something else.

But,

‘ Though I called another, Abra came.’

Like Cato’s speeches, which always ended

with a denunciation of Carthage, never fell

a sentence from my entertainer’s lips, un-

adorned with a postage stamp. After a

slight lull, I was bending low in adoration of

a second supply, ‘ all hot.’ ‘ Do you know
you have a bald place in your head, just the

size of an old Finland envelope stamp ?
’

Bather too personal
;
yet I managed to gulp

it down with a delicious mouthful, as soft as

butter, and a glass of first-rate foaming

bottled stout. ‘ Ah ! that’s some of Barclay’s

best. Sensible people they are at Barclay’s,

they collect postage stamps.’ I prudently

forbore ignoring the sequitur. ‘ The pattern

of your waistcoat reminds me of the reticu-

lations on the old Hanover stamps.’ ‘Your
tie is just the colour of the half-baj. Boman.’
Et cetera, and so forth, usque ad .

Well, the banquet over, we neared the

fire, each with a stiff nightcap by way of

digestive. Time was when we should have
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wound up the evening with a nice game of

crib, ecarte, or even double dumby, but no
chance ofthat now. Ithink the black and red

of a clean pack of cards worth all the postage

stamp 'colours in the world ;—chacun a son

gout. I had remarked several times in the

course of the evening that my host seemed
on the point of saying something, and
checked himself, as if uncertain of the oppor-

tunity. Out it came, at last, with a ven-

geance. ‘ You laiow, my dear fellow, you
can write on any subject.’ I think the

reader will perceive I have no mock modesty,
and consequently my disclaimer was drawn
very mildly. ‘ The first two numbers of our
magazine have sold wonderfully, and the

publishers want a tale written for the third

number, but the liberal introduction of post-

age stamps is a sine qua non, and I was
thinking you are quite the man we want to

write it.’

I was just putting the glass to my lips,

when the cool audacity of this proposition

tallied so ill with the hot gin and water, as

to cause such a convulsive start that the
liquid went the wrong way

;
and much was

the mopping of the eyes, and many friendly

pats on the back were needful to set me to

rights again. ^ My good little man,’ rejoined

I (I have the advantage of nearly half an
inch over him), ^ what can you be thinking
of ? I know no more of postage stamps
than a tom cat.’ ^Not after all the pains I

have taken to explain all about them ?

Look here, now.’ And he fetched the
blessed album from the other end of the
room, where I had fondly hoped (short-

sighted mortal !) it would take up its rest-

ing-place for that night at least; and for

another clock hour I had ‘ the dose repeated,’

till I was fain to fairly give in at last, and,
like the man who married a wife to get rid
of her, pretend a sufficient conception of my
lesson, and agree to do the best I could for

the ‘ mag,’ as he called it. The fact was,
I was getting sleepy, which my crafty friend
knew full well. I believe nothing but sheer
violence would have ensured my exit till

breakfast time
;
so pertinacious is he with an

object in view.

PART II.—THE CONSEQUENCES.

‘The ancient Nox, at Indigestion’s call,

Summons a hu’id courser from her stall :

Then on the panting breast, with savage force,

Resistless treads that phantom female horse.’

‘ Home to the sylvan shades of holy John ’ I

got at last, after a four-mile walk, having
outstayed the last omnibus, and not choosing
to afford myself a cab. I was really dead
beat, and never threw myself upon my bed
with greater pleasure

;
but whether I had

bustled about too much all day, or indulged
too plentifully in the toasted cheese, or the

last glass of grog was too strong, or the
night walk too long, or, which was more
likely, the din of the postage stamps had
muddled my brain, or from all these causes

combined, not a wink of sound, refreshing,

digestive sleep could I get all night. I slept,

it is true, but what a sleep ! I should have
stated that my friend had trusted me with a
sheet of postage stamps of different coun-
tries, to assist my memory, as he phrased it,

that I might make no mistakes in the sub-

ject of my tale. I was not allowed to put
these in my pocket, or to fold the sheet, so

had to carry the things all the Vfay daintily

in my hand. Oli ! how strongly I was
tempted to chuck them into the gutter

;
but

I bravely resisted the evil one, and laid them
down carefully on my table. If they would
only have stayed there,—but no !—all the
live-long night the creatures were flitting

around my head,—my poor aching head !

—

sometimes singly, sometimes in clusters,

dancing, talking, and singing. When an
uneasy start woke me up from this, and I

dropped off again, I became a little schoolboy,

standing up to repeat a lesson I knew
nothing about, and my friend, swollen to a
gigantic size, and flourishing a huge whip,
was talking me blind.

How marvellous are the workings of the
brain ! how wonderfully that more than
magical faculty ‘ ignores both time and
space !

’

‘ How long a dream the busy mind conceives
In the brief fragment of a broken sleep !

’

In the midst of my tossings and tum-
blings recurred to me the experience of the
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drowning man, quoted, if I mistake not, by
Abercrombie, as instancing tbe well-nigli

incredible power of concentrating a life’s

events in a few moments of time
;
and tbe

amusing eastern tale of tbe sultan, wbo, dis-

crediting tbe legend, related to bim by a

learned and pious dervisb, about Mobammed,
wbo, having been conducted by an angel

tbrougb tbe courts of beaven, and shown all

tbe glories of paradise, found, to bis great

amazement, on being re-transported to bis

chamber, that all tbe water bad not yet run
out from a vessel which be bad upset in bis

hurried exit with tbe angel. Tbe story

runs, that tbe holy mollab, offering to give

tbe incredulous sultan undeniable proof of

tbe possibility of such an occurrence, in tbe

presence of tbe assembled courtiers, re-

quested bis highness to plunge into a large

bath of water which be bad ordered to be
prepared. No sooner bad tbe sultan done
so, than be found himself, to his great amaze-
ment and indignation, suddenly transported

to tbe sea shore of a region perfectly novel

to bis eyes. To condense tbe circumstances

as much as possible, I must merely add, that

be found bis way, with much difficulty,

tbrougb a barren region to tbe nearest town,
in a pitiable condition, after being attacked
and stripped almost naked by some robbers,

for tbe sake of bis regal robes
;
was hospi-

tably received by a tradesman of tbe place

;

entered into his service
;
eventually married

bis daughter
;
on tbe decease of tbe old man,

succeeded to tbe business
;
but, misfortune

still pursuing bim, lost bis wife and children

by tbe plague
;
became bankrupt

;
was driven

from tbe town in a state of destitution
;
and,

exactly fourteen years after be bad quitted

it, reached tbe same sea shore
;
recognised it

;

in a transport of despair threw himself into

tbe sea, ‘to end at once bis sorrows and bis

life,’ and instantaneously found himself in

tbe midst of tbe dervisb and bis courtiers,

wbo, one and all, solemnly asseverated that
be bad not remained under water but one
single instant !

In such wise, each hasty snatch of sleep

epitomised tbe events of months, aye, years
;

and tbe memories of tbe past, tbe facts and
fancies of tbe present, occurrences actual,

but long forgotten, and things that bad, or

might, could, would, or should have been, in

heterogeneous jumble offered themselves

before my busy imagination, till ever and
anon

‘ Night’s leaden courser

pressed on my chest with such redoubl’d force/

that I started, woke, and turned
;
agam to

dose,—sleep it might not be called.

How I anathematised posts and postages,

from Cyrus, tbe inventor, to Palmer, tbe im-

prover, and Eowland Hill, tbe perfecter and
generaliser. Tbe only post I could have
welcomed with any complacency would have

been a pillar one, to dash my bead against

;

my pillow, although a lodging-house article,

not being quite bard enough for tbe purpose.
‘ It is a long lane that has no turning,’ and

at length, like tbe previous evening, the

night came to an end; and, following my
accustomed doctrine of making the best of

everything, I tried to eliminate from tbe

nocturnal recollections, matter as ground-

work for tbe promised tale, which lay nearly

as dead a weight upon my mind as the night-

mare itself bad upon my body. From such a

bash of remembrance, vision, and imagination

as could only have been induced by tbe com-
bined influences of agents so potent as post-

age stamps, indigestion, incubus, and toasted

cheese,

‘ Forth springs, like Pallas from the cloven head
Of father Jove, omnipotent and dread,’

THE TALE OF A POSTAGE STAMP.

In honest truth, I am indebted to my friend

for tbe narrative of some of tbe events

attempted to be pourtrayed, wbo can talk

sense at intervals, albeit, as some cooks

flavour everything (you may see I am a bit

of a gourmand) with garlic,—I fancy they

do violence to their feelings by withholding

‘ just a soujpQon ’ from fish, tart, pudding, and

jelly,—all bis talk, at present, is interlarded

with tbe ever-recurring you must sup-

ply tbe gap
;
I am weary of tbe words.

When tbe tiresome imps were dancing

round my distracted bead, and with voices

like the tinkling of little bells dinning in my
ears, some of them (I suppose they were of

tbe adorable sex) seemed to out-talk tbe

rest, and make themselves beard by dint of
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slieer pertinacity. A very beautiful female

bead—goodness knows the owner of it

—

chattered away, as ‘ who should say, stop !

’

but the one whose prattle chiefly attracted,

and whose experiences most deeply rivetted

my attention, I found, on referring to the

label thoughtfully affixed by my friend, mis-

trusting my apprehension of his pets’ names,

bore the proud designation of the Cross of

Savoy.

(To he continued.)

ADDENDA TO MOUNT BROWN’S
CATALOGUE OF POSTAGE STAMPS,

COMPRISING NOTES, ADDITIONS, AND EMENDATIONS,
BY C. VL VINER, A.M., PH.D.

Irante.

REPUBLIC.

There are three distinct colours of the 1-f.

Republic : lake, or rather brownish red

;

carmine
;
and dark vermillion. The latter is

exceedingly rare, and we imagine it must
have been the earliest issue, as the cancelling

mark is the gridiron, not the dots which later

stamps have.

The 20 c., black, has two varieties,—one
printed on white, the other on tinted pamper

;

and the 25 c. is both darh and light blue,

—

the former bearing the earlier, and the latter

the later cancel.

PRESIDENCY.

The two stamps under this head both show
below the neck a very minute B, the initial

of Barre, the engraver’s name.

EMPIRE.

The 25 c., blue, which is also both light

and dark in shade, was in use seven months
only, and the 1 f. little more than a year,
being superseded by the 20 c. and 80 c.

respectively. The 2 c,, cafe an lait, described
in our first number, is to be added, but we
understand the expected 4 c. will not be
issued. Envelopes have been made, but are
not yet circulated. They are very like those
of Canada, which, we are informed, were
taken as models. The French stamps are
now perforated by government. A private
firm used to adopt this useful practice for

the benefit of customers. They may be
easily distinguished from those now in use,

by the comparatively large size of the

punctures.

ESSAYS.

One f, green (Empire Franc.), head of
Emperor. The essays of 185"8 must have
been ordered before the Empire was declared.

They are most exquisite specimens of en-

graving, and were exhibited in the French
department of the International Exhibition.

By a peculiar process, patented, we believe,

by the engraver, they are slightly indented
at the back, which gives a fulness to the

portrait. Besides these essays, there is

another issue in carmine, blue, and other

colours, with no name, date, or value, but
merely the head of Liberty. TJie curious

essay of 1862 was pronounced too trouble-

some for adoption.

The 15 c. d percevoir, noticed in the

first number, must be added to the list of

French stamps.

FRENCH COLONIES.

Our letters from the French West Indies

to the present date, say that the 20 c., blue,

and 80 c., rose, are not yet issued. The 10c.,

orange, and 20 c., indigo, of many catalogues,

were fictitious stamps, made by immersing
the stamps of the empire of those values in

some liquid. There is an essay for Cayenne,
but it is exceedingly rare.

ittiitang.

NORTHERN STATES.

The 1 s. gr. of the earliest issue is printed

on three difierently coloured papers,—grey,

light blue, and deep blue.

The \ s. gr,, orange
;
the J s. gT., green

;

and the 1 s. gr., rose, have appeared of the

anticipated series of 1862.

SOUTHERN STATES.

For the 3 kr., pale lavender, read light hlue.

The 1 kr., yellow, of the 1862 series, is not
out.

imrata ConfeiDrittiffn.

We regret the meagreness of our collection

in these rare stamps, fourteen only, prevents
our annotating on what is so well explained

in Mr. Brown’s book.
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A knowing young member of tbe stamp-

excbange sold us very cleverly, by offering

to dispose of a government stamp, not noticed

in Brown’s hooh, wbicb had been in circulation

many years, but would soon be out of use,

for the moderate sum of twopence. Thinking

to get something choice, we made the re-

quired investment, and received the common
English penny Queen’s head. On reference

to the catalogue, we found, to our great sur-

prise, no indication of what may be called

the present representative of the progenitor

of postage stamps.

Most collectors and all catalogues ignore

the existence of a twoj^enny black English

stamp. Such a stamp lies before us in our

own album, and we have seen several others.

It has lines above and below the head, but

may be merely an essay.

We have seen the sixpenny octagon stamp,

green, like the shilling, in some collections.

The one penny, with letters in each angle,

is not yet out.

ESSAYS.

There appear to exist many not hitherto

described in any catalogue. We possess one

we cannot identify as noticed elsewhere.

Large oval device, in white relief on blue

ground. Engine-turned border, enclosing

smaller oval, containing, Post office, in curved

line, rather above the centre. This is headed

by a crown, between V. JR. Underneath
stands, one penny, half oz.

There is a series, of which one is described

in Dr. Gray’s hand-book,—queen’s head to

left in very high relief, on variously coloured

grounds
;

oval-shaped, with engine-turned

oval frame; no value specified, but simply

^aid on the upper rim of the border.

Also, an embossed stamp for envelope.

Profile of queen, in embossed, white-lined

oval frame, with flower below, in a second

frame, inscribed, Postage, One Penny, half oz.,

rose
;
Postage, Twopence, one oz., blue. 1838.

We hope to give an engraving of one of

the English essays in our next
;
a detailed

description of a very rare green envelope;

and specify some varieties of those already

described.

The stamps of private firms are recognised

by many of the continental collectors, and
therefore ought not to be totally ignored in

catalogues
;

and although, of course, not
admissible in an album for postage stamps*
solely, the Custom House impressions may
be adduced as models of beauty, both in

variety of design, and artistic execution.

Note.

—

By an error in onr last, the 1-real

M. C. Corrientes was appended to the notice of the
Buenos Ayres stamps. It should have either remained,
as in Brown’s manual, under the heading of the Argen-
tine Confederation, or obtained the dignity of a sepa-

rate paragraph—Corrientes and Buenos Ayres being

both provinces of that anomalous region.

(To he continued.')

POSTAL CHIT-CHAT.—III.

PARIS 'CHANGE AND CHANGERS.
BY H. M. EISENBERG, OF PARIS.

It may possibly give amusement to many
readers of the Stam.p Collector’s Magazine to

learn a little of the buying, selling, and
exchanging postal traffic in the French
metropolis

;
to which end I beg to contribute

a slight sketch. It is generally known that

this collecting mania had a much earlier ex-

istence in France than in England, though for

some time confined to a few rich amateurs,

till its ranks have been successively filled by
juveniles of both sexes en pension, whose’
attention to their collection-books during the

vacations, attracted first the notice and after-

wards the emulation of the elder branches of

the family.

I may observe that the prices now given
for specimens are very far below what were
bestowed two or three years ago

;
almost

fabulous sums of money having been paid for

stamps which can now be obtained for twenty-

five or fifty centimes
;
and, strange to say,

most of the English colonial stamps actually

sell now for less in Paris than in England.
There was formerly a place of meeting for

exchanging stamps in a room in the Boule-

vart Sebastopol, which has, I believe, been
given up, since amateurs have taken to

assemble in the Jardins des Tuilleries for

that purpose. There was a moderate traffic

carried on on Thursday evenings, especially

in the gardens of the Luxembourg, but it is

nearly extinct. In the former place of meet-
ing, Sundays and Thursdays attract the
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largest crowd, althougli a sprinkling of col-

lectors may be seen most fine days. Cbance
passers are often drawn to the groups of

exchangers, who had, perhaps, n'ever given

postage stamps a thought before, but who
were soon inoculated with the fancy, and
became zealous collectors. I am myself

acquainted with a gentleman, who, walking
near the crowd of people one Sunday after-

noon, with his wife and child, stopped a few
moments to gaze at the (to him) incompre-

hensible echanges, exclaiming, at the same
time, ‘ Quelle betise ! ’ Being a collector my-
self, I felt rather annoyed, and took the

liberty of addressing him some remarks, to

the effect that, perhaps, if he were a little

more enlightened as to the matter, he might
not think it so stupid a pastime, and might
allow others to enjoy what he himself stig-

matised as an absurdity. All this he took
very good-naturedly, and left me with the

promise of looking over his old letters, to

see if he could find any republics, &c. This

took place six months ago, and at this present

moment the same individual not only collects

for himself, but actually deals in stamps, and
enjoys much patronage, as being more polite

and reasonable than most of the Parisian

stamp merchants.
At the present time, new—I mean unobli-

terated—stamps are all the rage with ama-
teurs

;
specimens which are almost valueless

if defaced, fetching very good prices if clean

and unused.
Selling is strictly—and, I must confess,

justly—prohibited in the gardens of the Tuil-

leries
;
there are still, however, many respec-

table people who manage to gain a few
occasional francs on the quiet. Last summer,
while busied in exchanging specimens, I was
very much annoyed by an insolent gendarme,
who suddenly rushed upon me and an
English friend, and ordered us to leave the
gardens. As he was at the same time dis-

persing the rest of the assemblage, we were
naturally inclined to follow them in the
direction of the Champs Elysees, but he
would not allow us, and on our asking him
why, having no reason to give, he contented
himself with saying he did not want us there.

This we thought rather a stretch of authority,

and laughed at him, which infuriated the

poor fellow to such a degree, that he obliged

us to retire the way he wished, and ordered

the guard at the gate not to admit us again.

My friend made a formal complaint to the

general, who signified in reply, that the man
had exceeded his duty, and that nothing but

selling was prohibited in the Tuilleries.

Since that circumstance, I have never been

interrupted, and remain a constant frequenter

of the ’change.

Many are the petty annoyances attendant

on the stamp trafficker’s steps. In the first

place, you are very much tormented by
ladies, old and young, entreating you for ‘ un
jgetiQ and if you yield to one you are safe to

get a dozen more applicants. Again, nothing

but the choicest stamps will be accepted in

exchange for anything really worth having

;

but what worries me worse than all, is the

interference of a certain class of people, who
seem always determined to meddle with other

peoples’ exchanges, and just as one is on the

point of obtaining some long-desired example

for one’s book, an individual of this class is

sure to be at hand, and tip the wink to the

other not to give the exchange. I can

say for myself that many a good change have

I lost through one of these meddlers, although

he professes great friendship for me. I used

to be struck by the appearance of three men
in blue blouses, who were regular attendants,

and though from their dress evidently of the

lower orders, would never condescend to sell,

but confined themselves exclusively to ex-

changing desiderata.

-The stamp dealers of Paris would form a

curious study of character, so various are

their tempers and manners as well as their

charges. What one will sell for half-a-franc,

another will charge you four times the sum
for

;
and the same dealer, perhaps, takes a

few centimes for a stamp valued by the other

at a franc. There is one who is ready to

show you the door unless you expend at least

thirty or forty francs with him; another,

who abuses his wife for the same reason
;

and a third, who calls his wife to abuse you.

One is sure to be at breakfast or dinner

whenever you go to his rooms
;
another has

to be fetched from a neighbouring cabaret or

cafe. The dealers on the Quais are the

cheapest to deal with, and those in the Rue
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Eivoli and elsewhere, who sell the duplicates

of gentlemen collectors on commisssion, are

the dearest
;
and it is these latter who get

from certain customers those almost fabulous

prices we hear so much of.

I noticed lately, at one of the hals masques
de VOjpera, a curious instance of the popu-
larity of postage stamps. A gentleman
became ‘ the observed of all observers,’ in a

costume covered with postage stamps, many
of them quite new. His cap, which was
entirely composed of the 10 centimes d per-

cevoir, bore the words, ‘ Pas assez affranchie,'

inscribed in front in large gilt letters. This
costume, which must have been very expen-

sive, created a great sensation, and, to my-
self, was the most interesting in the building.

In concluding, let me advise any party for-

warding stamps by post, either for the pur-

pose of sale or exchange, to afford the ex-

pense of registering the letter, or enter into

an arrangement with his correspondent, in

case of real or pretended loss
;
as it strangely

but frequently happens that letters containing

postage stamps, get strayed or stolen. In
such cases, I think the loss should be borne
equally by the soi-disant sender and receiver,

and that also positive proof of the loss should
be given, which, in some cases that I could
specify, appears something more than doubt-
ful. Another S37-mptom of the lack of honesty
in postal dealings, is the quantity of fictitious

stamps now in circulation. Some twelve
months or so ago, we might have been taken
in by many or all of them, but are now
rather more wide awake, and repudiate the
deceptions.

NEWLY-ISSUED STAMPS.

We here present our read-

ers with an engraving of

the new Nicaraguan stamp
referred to in our last num-
ber. Mr. H. Whymper
(see advertisement) has
for sale a few proofs of

this really beautiful work of art. We have
one now before us, and think it is admirable.

Collectors unable to procure the original

stamp, would do well to provide themselves
with one of these fac-similes.

We are now enabled to afibrd a more spe-

cific notice of the new Turkish stamps.

They are of four different values
;
the one

figured by us, printed on rose-coloured paper,

being the highest, viz., 5 piastres
;
that on

blue paper is 2 piastres in value
;
there is a

dingy violet-coloured 1 piastre
;
and a yellow

one, 20 paras, or half a piastre. This last is

also printed on brick-coloured paper, and
usually makes up what is called the set of

five
;
but our own album contains all the four

denominations, printed on the same peculiar

tint of light red. We have no information

as to whether these latter are essays, or were
issued for government use or otherwise. At
first glance, the patterns on the four stamps
appear similar,but a slight inspectionwill show
that not only the devices in the upper cor-

ners, and that below the crescent, but even
the framework, are different, and, of course,

the characters denoting the monetary values.

We may add that about 107 piastres go to

the pound sterling. All the stamps bear, as

we said before, the Sultan’s sign-manual

above, and the words, ‘ Ottoman Empire ’ in

the crescent. The four extra stamps on the

red paper are in other respects alike their

congeners of equivalent value. In a com-
plete sheet, the stamps are printed foot to

foot, and between each stamp runs a nar-

row band of some strongly contrasting colour,

which is by some means partially extracted

so as to exhibit an inscription in Turkish
characters of the same colour as the stamps
themselves.

We do not know who was the designer of

the new series for North Italy, of which one
only (see engraving) has yet been issued, but

we cannot say much in favour

of his production. The essays

ofMessrs. Bradbury, exhibited

in the British gallery of the

International Exhibition, if

adopted by the Italian govern-

ment, would have been much
more ornamental to the pages of a stamp-

album. The 6 c., 10 c., 40 c., 80 c., and
3 lire, will not appear till the present issue of

those values has been exhausted. Our en-

graving is supposed to be blue on white. In

the third edition of M. Moens’ catalogue,

he says the 5 c. wiU be green
;
the 10 c.,
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brown
;
tbe 40 c., orange

;
tbe 80 c., rose

;

the 3 lire, violet: the new values, 15 c.,

green
;
and the 30 c., blue

;
but as lie is

wrong in tbe only one of tbe series that bas

come out, be may be so in tbe rest, especially

as be incorrectly foresbadowed tbem as bear-

ing tbe royal arms.

Tbe Segna Tassa (tbe pro-

mised engraving of wliich

we insert) is orange, on
white.

Hamburg, so fruitful in

novelties, bas again favoured

us witb a set of new Boten, prettily designed,

in ten various colours, wbicb will be fully de-

scribed in our next number in tbeir proper

place.

That most capricious of all islands, tbe

Mauritius (we marvel bow it chanced to be
named after a m.an'), ba^s again added to our
collections. Tbe sixpenny envelope is no
longer molet, but brown, and a one shilling

yellow, not yet catalogued, appears. It is

oval
;
queen’s bead to left

;
Mauritius jpostage,

above
;

one shilling, underneath
;

in white
relief on yellow ground. Tbe shilling green
adhesive, of tbe same type as tbe actual

penny, twopenny, &c., but having tbe value
inscribed in a minute oval on each side of tbe

portrait, like the green sixpenny and yellow
shilling, is also to be added to the Mauritian
list

;
and, moreover, a sixpenny slate-coloured,

of tbe Britannia group.

Two very beautifully engraved stamps have
just come into our possession. They are from
Bremen. One is scarlet and the other
rose-coloured; but we forbear giving a de-

tailed description of tbem yet,

in the absence of ofGicial infor-

mation.

We here give a represen-

tation of tbe original essay
for Sicily

;
not as a new

stamp, but as totally novel to

most of our readers.

Tbe expected Helvetia, 20 c., orange, is

out at last
;

as are also the J s. gr., green,

and tbe 1 s. gr., rose, of Tburn and Taxis,

north.

Tbe Indian mail bas just brought a New
Zealand threepenny, brown.
We expect to describe tbe emissions of a

state hitherto unrepresented, in our next

number.

ON POSTAGB-STAMP CATALOGUES.

BY DR. J. E. GRAY, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.Z.S., ETC.,

OF THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

The catalogues of postage stamps were first

prepared and printed in France and Belgium
—countries where everything assumes an
official, and not an individual character.

Tbe idea that first presented itself to the
mind of tbe author, consequently, was to

arrange tbe stamps of each country under
tbe date of tbe ordonance by wbicb they were
issued

;
putting together all tbe stamps,

whatever might be the difference of tbeir

type, that were issued at tbe same period.

Thus, in tbe first catalogues—those pre-

pared by M. Alfred Potiquet, and published

by Lacroix—the French stamps are arranged
under those issued 1st January, 1849

;

August, 1849
;
December, 1849

;
1st July,

1850
;
30tb July, 1850

;
and 12tb September,

1850, and so on.

Tbe Belgian catalogue, wbicb followed

shortly after, and wbicb Lacroix says is nearly

a copy of bis list, adopted tbe same plan
;

and the English catalogues that followed

—

as those wbicb appeared under tbe name of

a Stamp Collector, at Brighton, and by Mr.
Mount Brown, in London—are little more
than translations of these French and
Belgian works : they adopt without any
change tbe official unscientific classification.

Tbe French and Belgian compiler of these

catalogues, and tbeir English translators,

were at a loss when they came to describe

tbe stamps of Great Britain and her colonies,

wbicb form so large a proportion of all col-

lections of stamps, as we are not in tbe

habit of issuing ordonances in tbe official

papers when new stamps are issued; and,

therefore, tbe date of issue is left blank, or

tbe date of tbe publication of tbe catalogue

is only inserted, showing that tbe stamps
were then in circulation.

As only a very few postage stamps—as, for

example, tbe old stamp of Spain, those of

British Guiana, and a few other places

—

carry on tbeir faces tbe date when they
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were issued, consequently, it is impossible to

determine, by tbe examination of the stamp,
the exact time when they first came into use

;

though we are enabled, by the effigy they
bear or by the inscription, sometimes to

define the chronological sequence in which
they followed each other.

It occurred to me that it would be better

to arrange the stamps in my collection accord-

ing to the design and inscription, without
attempting to define the exact time of their

issue
;
and this plan has the advantage of

separating several stamps of different types,

which were clustered together in the French
and Belgian catalogues, and the translations

of them, because they were over-looked

when issued under the same ordonance and
at the same period.

In fact, I made a catalogue of the stamps
in my collection, and of those which I had
seen in other collections, for my own use,

on the same plan as I had been in the habit

of making catalogues of shells, butterflies,

and other natural objects, arranging the

stamps according to the device or inscription

on them
;
giving a short description of each

type, and a short character of the variations

from the original which each variety of the
type presented.

On the publication of this list in Young
England, Mr. Mount Brown, struck with the
improvement in the description of the stamps,

asked my permission to copy some of them
for his new edition

;
I granted him per-

mission to do so, and the alterations and im-

provements made in his third edition are

derived from this source
;
but still he arranges

the stamps as they are in M. Moens’ Belgian
catalogue—according to the date of issue

—

lumping several stamps under the same head.

Thus, for example, the eight Sydney stamps
I have described, belonging to three distinct

types, are regarded as only three different

values of the same stamp
;
and it is the same

with the Peruvian, and many others.

At the sohcitation of some friends, I

printed this catalogue in Young England.
My collection of stamps having greatly

increased, and my knowledge of the subject

being extended, I was induced to revise that

catalogue, and I
.
gave the MSS. of the im-

proved list to Mr. Hardwicke, who prmted

it, and sold an edition of one thousand copies

in the course of eighteen or twenty days.

I then, at his request, prepared a second
edition, with large additions,* adding the

colours of the stamps, on which collectors

appear to place much greater importance
than I at first, or even now, think it

deserves.

In this catalogue an attempt was made
to introduce the collector of stamps to the

use of a systematic arrangement, such as

naturalists have found so useful, thus trying

to introduce into the collecting and arranging

of stamps the same habit of accurate observa-

tion and careful comparison which the study

ofnatural history has been found so successful

in introducing, and which are so useful in all

the affairs of life
;
which renders the study

of natural history, and any other study that

is conducted on the same principles, so useful

as a branch of education
;
and thus attempting

to convert the collecting of stamps from a

mere pastime to a useful employment of

time.

I am sorry to say, I still find many collec-

tions of stamps arranged in a promiscuous
manner, so that it is difficult to make a com-
parison between the stamps that are nearly

allied
;
and hence many varieties that are very

distinct have been overlooked. Other collec-

tions are only arranged as ornaments, placed

in formal figures
;
or some are mounted on

coloured paper before they are inserted in the

book
;
and others placed on pages that are so

ornamented either with tawdry flags, arms,

or complicated inscriptions, that the stamps

are lost in the frame ornament with which
they are surrounded.

I should recommend collectors who are

satisfied with this kind of arrangement of

their collections, to study the Petit Manuel
de VoAnateuT des Timbres Postes, par Fois F***,
who prepared engravings showing how
stamps may be arranged according.

Firstly, to a Glassification Oenealogique ou

ordre chronologique des emission de cliaque

* It is stated In the last number that I am preparing

another edition, to which I mean to append the private

stamps. I have no such intention
;

for I have not

the means of knowing the towns in which the local

American stamps are issued, and without such infor-

mation, I regard a catalogue of them as of little use.
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timbre. The plate showing them arranged

on the stnmp of a tree, like a genealogical

table.

Secondly, a Glassification Heraldique, d’

apres les amoires et les effigies des Souvrains de

cJiague etat. Also arranged on the stnmp of

a tree, with effigies on one side, and the

arms on the other.

Thirdly, a Glassification Systematigue, grou-

pant les timbres suivant les colours pour

leur etude comparative, where the stamps are

arranged in a heraldic shield, in qnarter-

ings according to their positive colours.

In other respects this catalogue is inferior

to the other French and Belgian ones, and
about equal to the German catalogue pub-

lished in Leipsic.

For young collectors figures are very use-

ful
;
and the comparison of the stamps with

the figures is also a useful exercise of the

comparing powers. M. Moens, the Belgian

dealer, is now publishing a very beautiful

series of figures of the difierent types noticed

in his catalogue
;
but this work is extensive,

and consequently costly, though published

at a cheap rate, compared with the beauty
of its execution. Eight or nine parts have
appeared, and it was supposed that it would
be completed in twelve shilling numbers, but
I hear that it is now proposed to run it on
into a few more parts.

Mr. F. Booty, of Brighton, has published

a Stamp Gollector’s Guide, which contains

upwards of two hundred figures of stamps,

representing the more prominent peculiarities

and the chief forms. They are not first-

rate as works of art, but they are suffi-

ciently good to be always recognisable
;
and

Mr. Booty is to be praised for his industry,

as I believe that the text and drawings are
all the labour of his own hands

;
and this has

enabled him to publish the catalogue at so

moderate a price as to be within the reach of
most collectors.

Several papers have appeared in the cheap
periodicals, as GasselVs Illustrated Family
Paper, the Leisure Sour, &c., which are
illustrated with woodcut figures, but they
are generally only few in number. The
best figures of this kind are those given in

Mr. Whymper’s paper, in No. 679 of the
Leisure Hour. There are at least two

monthly periodicals devoted to the subject,

and several catalogues, issued by dealers in

stamps, which give good and useful figures

of rare or new stamps.

BEYIEWS OF POSTAL PUBLICATIONS.

Le Timbre-Foste ; Journal du Gollectionneur.

Brnssels : J. B. Moens.

This feuilleton, the second number of which
is just published, emanates from the well-

known continental timbre merchant, and will

be devoted solely to postal information for

collectors. We give our readers a transla-

tion of part of the leading article in the first

number, which will afford a good idea of the

merits of the publication. It is entitled,

POSTAGE STAMPS, IN AN ARTISTIC POINT OF VIEW.

‘ On considering the crowd of stamps, so diverse in

form, colour, and design, one is quite struck with the

relation that generally exists between the degree of

civilization of each country, and the more or less taste

displayed in the execution of its postage stamps.
Thus, without paying the smallest attention to their

politics, and in judging them only by their stamps,

should we be far from the truth in saying, that the
Argentine Republic, Monte Video, Mexico, and Mol-
davia, must be less advanced, for instance, than the
United States ?

‘ After the stamps we have just cited, come, in order

of merit, those of Italy, Piedmont, Modena, Parma,
Naples, Tuscany, &c., which are but poorly executed.

It would seem that Italy, once the mistress of the
arts, must henceforth find it impossible to produce an
engraver of any talent, incapable as it is of giving
itself a stable government. Certain countries, as

Bremen, Tour and Taxis, Luxembourg, Russia, and
Sicily, are distinguished by the superior artistic execu-
tion of their postal impressions.

‘Some countries affect whimsicalities. Such are

the Cape of Good Hope stamps, whose triangular

shape is so appropriate to the place they represent

;

the Swan River stamp, symbolizing the colony by a
beautiful swan; the early Nova Scotians, lozenge-

shaped
;

and, lastly, the Newfoundland threepenny,
which is also, we know not why, triangular.

‘ The stamps best deserving notice, and which, much
more eloquently than historians, show us the march
of time, are, without contradiction, those of Honolulu.
What would Captain Cook say, whom the subjects of

Kameamea the Third’s grandfather so miserably mas-
sacred, if he could return to earth, and see [on the
postage stamps of the Sandwich Islands], in gold-

laced coat and epaulettes, the grandson of the great

Kameamea the First, whose full-dress uniform doubt-
less consisted of some fish-bones stuck through the
cartilage of his nose.

‘ The German stamps are all well executed, but ex-

hibit little or no originality.
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‘ Some of the effigies of the United States stamps,

as those of Washii»gton, Franklin, and Lafayette

[which are these latter ? We search in vain for the

name, in Moens’ Manual], are of incontestable merit,

and rank amongst the most beautiful. Besides these,

the hundreds of different types met with there, vie

wuth each other in insignificance. The fault is not in

the execution, for they are usually well engraved, but

we seek in vain among this host of vignettes, for any

design, idea, or figure, bearing the imprint of artistic

talent. It would be straying from the intent of this

magazine, to seek the cause of this w'ant of taste which
chai'acterises the North American

;
let us be content

to say, that, devoted exclusively to the worship of the

almighty dollar, he knows nothing of the arts, not

even the meaning of the word.’

We think Mr. Moens rather hard npon
onr transatlantic consins. He conld not

have been aware, when he penned his criti-

cism, that the queen of stamps was engraved

by a North American. Our own album
contains upwards of a hundred and sixty

individuals of local United States stamps,

filling five pages
;
and a very cursory glance

at them would remark very great originality

and marvellous variety of design. The Phila-

delphia and Boston stamps, and Winan’s city

j)ost, are great oddities.

‘ The French stamps are a combination of simplicity

and elegance. Those of the Republic are distinguished

by a truly republican severity of style
;
especially the

20 c., the black ground of which well shows out the

features of the goddess. [We always thought the

ground of this stamp w^as white, but bow to better

authority]. Holland has stamps of great merit. [It

is as well to be on good terms with one’s neighbours.]

Nicaragua has very pretty stamps
;
we possess some

really magnificent ones.
‘ All national vanity apart, it must be agreed that

Belgium possesses certainly the most beautiful stamps
in the world

;
in design and engraving England alone

has surpassed them.’

As there are some of the finest collections

in the world in Belgium, that country cer-

tainly possesses the most beautiful postage

stamps. If the author simply means to

allude to the Belgian issue, those few
favoured individuals who have been fortunate

enough to see an undisfigured stamp of Bel-

gium, can form their own judgment.
‘ At last we turn to the stamps of Great Britain and

her colonies. If w^e have left them till the last, it is

that they are of a merit so transcendent, and so vastly

superior to other stamps, that they deserve a special

mention, and all the concentrated attention of

amateurs.
‘ Certes, the engraving tool of the English has been

celebrated in all time. It is England that has pro-

duced those magnificent engravings, those splendid

illustrations, to which the continent, that still denies

Great Britain the possession of artistic inspiration, has
never yet produced an equivalent. But who could
have imagined that the talent which easily displayed

itself in engraving, would have alike displayed itself

in minute vignettes, whose microscopic dimensions
might have seemed to exclude it ? Can anything be
seen, in effect, more poetical, anything better imaging
that sweet beauty which is the apanage of the

daughters of Albion [Ladies of England, we suggest

your immediately setting afoot a subscription, for a

testimonial to your Belgian admirer !], than those

delightful effigies of Queen Victoria, on the stamps of

Canada, Nova Scotia, and Tasmania ? Never, perhaps,

has the engraver’s art created aught more lovely in so

circumscribed a space
;
and it is only to be regretted

that these little master-pieces must ever be outraged
by the cancelling-mark.’

Union Review. London : Simpkin, Marskall,

and Co.

We think the following notice of Dr. Gray’s
handbook, extracted from the March num-
ber of the above magazine, will amuse our
readers :

—

‘The history of collections and collectors, when-
ever it comes to be written, will almost always add
another curious chapter to the curiosities of litera-

ture. Postage stamps and postage-stamp collectors

have now arrived at the dignity of a history and a
literature of their own. Dr. Gray, of the British

Museum, has become their historian
;
and though his

own book, A Hand Gatalogne of Postage Stampis for
the use of Collectors, might have seemed exhaustive of

the subject, he tells us of upwards of twenty other

works and pamphlets devoted to the pursuit. With-
out any depreciation of postage stamps, we should
like to recommend, to such of our readers as are ad-

dicted to them, a new hobby ‘ for the use of col-

lectors,’—turnpike-gate tickets. There is much in

their favom*
;

they afford a gTowing antiquarian

interest, and are rapidly becoming a thing of the past,

while postage stamps are still of vulgar daily use.

They are already, at the least, in a transition state

:

turnpike roads falling out of use, turnpike gates as an
institution, and turnpike-gate tickets with them, will

soon also necessarily become extinct. Postage stamps,

we are told by their historian, ‘ teach geography
;

’ and
not ‘geography’ only, but the very niceties and
specialties of topography. Country history and paro-

chial legislation are among the lessons to be learnt

from a complete collection of turnpike tickets, and
the study of their annals. So deeply, too, have they
entered into our national life, that much of our pro-

verbial philosophy—that garnered wisdom—di’aws

thence its pithy phrases. ‘ Bilk the pike,’ ‘ What’s
the ticket V ‘ Pay your toll,’ ‘ Plain as a pike-staff,’ are

all examples ;
—‘pike’ being per syncope for turnpike,

and having no relation to bayonets, but expressing

by a bold metaphor what lies in one’s very road.

Then, again, how interesting are the great historical
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gates ! Mile-end gate still exists, a terminus for

’busses
;
but where is Kensington ? Nay, which is

more and worst of all, as Lord Justice Crew says,

when he asks where are now the extinguished Plan-

tagenets,
—‘mi>re and worst of all,’ where is Tyburn ?

It has left its name, indeed, to a district richer than

a Roman province
;
but a Tyburn gate-ticket, with

all its memories, will, we fear, remain as a gold

Allectus among coins, the crux of turnpike-ticket

collectors. Think, too, how many social and political

questions, how many moot points of economics the

collection we suggest would elucidate. Dr. Gray
complacently believes that he first suggested postage

stamps
;
w'e claim the merit of suggesting turnpike

gate tickets. In our intended collection, how many a

question of cause and effect, moral and material, is

opened up by, e.g.^ the difference between a threepenny
toll and a fourpenny. The Rebeccaites of Wales, and
agrarian outrages, proletarian insurrections, and social-

istic problems, would all be among the episodes for

illustration. But, in this kindred subject, we have
almost forgotten Dr. Gray and the postage stamps.

His Handbook is an added proof that earnestness will

gild the dullest occupation, and a warm, tender enthu-

siasm give worth to things worthless
;
making the

most trivial work respectable, redeeming from oblivion

the harmless foible of a weakness for postage stamps,

and raising them in the social scale as an innocent

recreation.’

CORRESPONDENCE.
To the Editor of the ‘ Stamp Collectoh’s Magazine.'

Sir,—An interesting letter in your last number, signed

W. H. H., jun., containing some observations on the
false Zurich stamps of 1843, reflects somewhat upon the
description of the true ones in my catalogue, character-

ising it aa ‘ not very particular,’ and implying that
collectors are indebted to my vagueness for the Swiss
forgeries. I trust I may be allowed to defend myself
from this imputation, for the main excellence of a good
catalogue is that the classification and description should
be clear and well defined. In truth, the fault lies more
with the bitten than the biter. The chief distinction be-

tween them is that, whilst the genuine marked stamp has
‘ no name,’ the false stamp has. Now, whenever the name
of a country is impressed on a stamp, I invariably record
it

;
and any collector, who refers to the catalogue, will find,

‘ Figure and words (which are wanting in the falsification)

expressing value,’ &c., but not a syllable about name.
Again, the true dated stamp bears the word ‘ rappen

;

’

the false one [being only a modification of the 1850
issue] has only the figure indicating value, and no
denomination of currency. To show this clearly, rappen
is placed between parentheses. It is therefore evident
that the description, as it stands in the catalogue, is suffi-

cient to enable the merest tyro to detect the imposition.
A few words about new stamps. Those recently issued

by the Turkish government, viz., 20 paras, yellow; 1

piastre, lilac
; 2 piastres, blue

;
and 5 piastres, rose, are

all repeated in a sort of brick-red. These last are for use
in the metropolis only, but the former for the whole of
the Ottoman Empire.

I have recently received proofs of the stamps about to

be adopted by the republic of Costa Rica, which are even
superior to those of Nicaragua in beauty and execution.

The centre of the stamp is occupied by a view of the

headland in Nicoyo Gulf, and two vessels. Overarching

this are five five-pointed stars, surmounted by a wreath
;

the whole enclosed in an ornamental scroll frame sup-

ported by standards. At the top of the stamp is, ‘ Porte

J real correos de Costa Rica
;

’ at the bottom, ‘ Medio
real.’ Shape, rectangular

;
impression, coloured on white

paper. This value (J real) I have in two coloup, green

and blue
;
as well as the 2 reals, in scarlet. I ain informed

it will be a month before the colours are determined upon
and the stamps themselves issued.

There is also a very rare stamp of the Confederate

States of America. Superscription [C. S. A. postage] ;

bust of—somebody—to left, in oval. Coloured impres-

sion; rectangular. Two cents, green.

Should these few remarks be deemed of any service to

your readers, they are quite at your service.

I am, Sir, yours obediently,

124, Cheapside^ London. MOUNT BROWN.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
W. C. Allen.—

W

e append the fac-siraile of the stamp

you sent, and shall be glad if any of our readers can

afford information thereupon.

J. Beans, Melbourne, Derbyshire.—The first-issued

English blue adhesive, without white line, fetches six-

pence or more.
D. R. A.—The red |-anna India is a genuine stamp.

We should like it.

Cantab., Trinity College.—The word ‘ Freimarke,’
literally ‘ Free-mark,’ is simply the German equivalent
of postage stamp. We do not identify the stamp you
allude to, but suppose it must be a receipt or bill stamp.
Can you forward one for inspection ?

A Beginner will find an answer to his query in our
last number.

J. B. Lamb, Paisley.—An unused black English stamp
would be highly valued by an amateur collecting clean

specimens solely
;
otherwise it bears no particular worth.

A Nameless Correspondent asks the value of a red
and blue Mulready envelope. We have never heard of,

and should much like to see one, if he will forward it.

The old shilling English octagon is common enough.
H. Sabine.—The Turkish are fully described in the

present number. There are many forgeries about of

Buck’s Richmond Confederates. The example you write

of must be one of them. Our own copy is plainly 1 cent.

J. W. K., Clerkenwell.—The 3- cents essay of the United
States is vermillion. It bears the bust of Washington,

surrounded by rays, in the centre
;
in the upper corners,

TJ. S . ;
and in each of the lower, the figure denoting the

value.

A Lady Collector wishes information about the Aus-
trian Complementary Stamps. All the lady and gentle-

men collectors we have ever met with, are in the same
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unsatisfactory predicament. Some will have it thc'y are

not for postal purposes ; if not—why not All we know
of them with certainty is that, from their strongly con-

trasting colours, thej^' fill a very gay page in our album,

and that they are found appended to the sheets of the

Austrian Proper and Lombardo-Venetian postage stamps.

The Germans generally are not given to take trouble for

nothing, and we cannot think the white raised dots can

have been placed so regularly for a meaningless purpose.

We shall esteem reliable information on this moot point

a great favour.

0. Fleuss.—Our own penny block-print Cape is a

crimson red, your scaidet red may be a variet}\

L. M.—Some of your described stamps appear to be

simply faded or discoloured specimens. The 2d. sage-

green Ceylon must be one of those saved from the wreck
of the ‘ Colombo,’ which disaster proved a source of profit

to many young vendors, the stamps having been much
changed in appearance by their soaking in the sea. The ^
tornese of the Neapolitan provinces we have in the two
colours you mention

;
as also the 12 and the 24 ore

Sweden, the slate-coloured 6d. Tasmania, and the two
colours af the 5 c. and 24 c. United States, both of the

late and present series.

Postage Savell, Sydenham.—Tou can procure one of

the postage-stamp pins at Walker’s, 68, Cornhill.

Nestor, Dublin.—Tour stamp is an Austrian bill or

receipt stamp. The Jamaica 3d., Avith arms and sup-

porters, is also for receipts.

E. W. Gosse, Torquay.—The presence or absence of

the perforations Avill easily distinguish the Prussian and

Austrian adhesives from the envelopes. Even when the

latter are cut out oval, as is the foolish custom of some,

they may be identified from having no sticking matter on

their backs. The deAUce on the left of the Id. Bahamas
is some tropical fruit, which we do not recognise. The
Bremen ‘post-amt’ is for local postage. We have the

envelope complete. The figures on the Nevis stamps

symbolise ‘ Benevolence.’

J. S., Great Grimsby.—We believe the Id. Victoria you
mention, as like the green in device, but black in colour,

to be the latest issue. The other stamp you allude to

must be the old un silbergroschen of Luxembourg.

A. T., Brighton.—The envelope concerning which you

inquire, can be procured from almost any dealer in stamps,

either used or unused.

James Shelton, Grimsby.—Many collectors accept

the stamps of private firms.

Alpha, Uppingham.—The Ionian Islands may have a

new issue when united to Greece, or adopt the stamps of

that kingdom.
W. C. M.—The chief firms employing private stamps,

are the trio of Smiths, viz., Cornhill, Strand, and Bath;

the Home Hews, British Workman, &c.

Frank B., Trent.—The sixpenny St. Helena is noticed

in every postal catalogue deserving the name.

E. H. Oldershaav, Nottingham.—The 1-lepton Greek

is of two colours,—buff, and marone brown. The 2-lepta

is a yellow buff.

Timbromaniaque, Dublin.—The red Id. temporary

Cape of Good Hope is not rare,—the light and dark blue

of the same issue much more so
;
but the redfourpenny

is exceedingly scarce, and the blue penny almost un-

attainable.

Now Ready,

K’iearagTian Stamp.—A very beautifully
engraved Proof (an exact fac-sitnile of the original) of this

Stamp will be sent on receipt of 13 postage stamps. Only 75

Proofs taken. Address, Nioaragua, 20, Canterbury Place,

Lambeth Road, S.

CONUNDEUM.

Why is the Tuscan lion like

the British Empire ?

*** A genuine 1 dollar Pony Express stamp of the Rocky
Mountains will be given to the younyest collector sending the
correct solution of the above conundrum. Replies, stating
name, age, and address, to be sent to the Editor, care of the
publishers, Stafford Smith & Smith.

Ada^ertisements for insertion in the Stamp
Collector’s Magazine, should reach the Office,

13, George Street, Bath, not later than the lOth of
the month.

Foreign Postage Stamps.— Collectors
should send a list of ther requirements to E. C. Hall and Co.,

Foreign Stamp Dealers, Hartlepool. Bahamas, Ceylon, Gren-
ada, Hong Kong, Nevis, Spain (Old, with date indicated),
Kanton Bern, &c. Enclose stamped envelope.

Woods & Pemberton, Dealers in Obsolete
Postage Stamps, Olive Street, Hartlepool. List sent on receipt
of two stamps.

Stamps.—James Shelton, Grimsby, sends
his priced list on receipt of stamped envelope. J. S. wishes to
purchase Ionian and other stamps.

Albums, Is. Sd. Short, Green Hill,
Grantham.

The ® He plus Ultra ’ of Cheapness.—Post-
age Stamps supplied by Victor, 30, Biggin Street, Dover,
Kent, at mere nominal prices.

Western Australia Postage Stamps.

—

Several dozens of these rather uncommon stamps to be sold at
moderate prices. Apply to C. L. M., 9, Roxburgh Grove.
Haverstock Hill, London, N.W., enclosing a stamped-directed
envelope for a reply.

Short’s Is. 3d. Album is Good.

A Collection of 710 Postage Stamps to be
disposed of, at 4d. each

;
handsomely bound in a red morocco

album ; many of them are unused. Address, M. A., 1, Chol-
moley Villas, Ditton, Surrey.

Important.— William Frederic Cooke,
Buckland, Dover, has for Sale a magnificent Collection of
upwards of 900 specimens

;
price 25 Guineas.

Short’s Is. 3d. Album is *He plus Ultra.’

H. G. S. 10, Chestnut Street, Waterloo
Road, Manchester, sends his wholesale and retail Price Lists

of Stamps or Coins on receipt of stamped envelope. Stamps
or Coins bought or sold on commission. Collections of 100

Stamps, 5s. ;
200 ditto, 14s.

W. Diamond, Bifle House, Westbourne
Grove, London, W., Dealer in Postage Stamps of all nations.

Foreign Stamps sent per post on receipt of uncut penny post-

age stamps. Collections purchased. Any communication
requiring a reply must contain a stamp.
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Short’s Is. 3d. Album se transmis a
aucuue partie du monde, eii recevant le prix et le port au livre

en timbres postes. N. Short, Green Hill, Grantham.

Alpha, 34, INTorthbrook Street, T^'ewbury,
Berks, has some Rare Stamps for Sale, at moderate prices.

Send a stamped envelope for List

For Threepence you will stand a chance
of getting one of Short’s Is. 3d. Albums, Six of which are to

be drawn for on April 7. N. Short, Grantham.

Scarce, Obsolete, and Uew Stamps.

—

Examples : Bavaria, Greece, Brazils, Confederate States, Ionian

Isles, Naples, Parma, Russia, &c , at the lowest prices. List

(just printed) sent for stamped envelope. W. Tate, 77,

Woodville Terrace, Everton, Liverpool. Note—Antigua, 6d.

each.

The Princess Alexandra Postage-Stamp
Album. N. Short, Green Hill, Grantham. Post free, Is. 8d.

Important to Collectors.—A very large
and varied stock of Stamps for Sale at half the usual prices.

A Price List sent on receipt of stamp by II. Pegg, 11, Holies
Str-eet, Dublin. Stamps bought. Album to hold 800 stamps,
post free. Is. 2d.

If this should meet the Eye of any one
who wants a good and cheap Album, let him send 17 stamps
to N. Short, Green Hill, Grantham.

D. Me Corkindale, 70, George Square,
Glasgow, will send his Spring List on receipt of stamped
envelope. His prices are very low set of 10 Scheerenbecks,
Is. 2d.

;
Nova Scotia 3d. and 6d., each 4d. ; Id, and Is., each

8d., &c.

Everybody should Buy Short’s Album,
17 stamps, free. N. Short, Green Hill, Grantham.

To be Baffled for, on May 2nd, a Col-
lection of 300 Stamps, mounted in Lallier’s Album, many
unused, by 60 Members at Is. each. Unused Stamps bought,
J. G. Oxley, 6, Hewitt Street, Waterloo Road, Manchester.

Ifyou have already Purchased an Album,
you still ought to have Short’s Album for spare stamps

;
Is.

,

post free. N. Short, Green Hill, Grantham.

William Cooke, Esq., Buckland, Dover,
has 2000 Obsolete Stamps, including Parma, etc., on hand.
Selections sent for inspection on application.

Collectors sending Duplicate Stamps of
Liberia, Antigua, Hong Kong, Moldo-Wallachia, Nevis, Cuba,
Lucia, Prince Edward Island, Sierra Leone, and Western
Australia, to M. Gustave Leglise, Dunkerque, France, wiU
receive their value in unobliterated French Stamps, by return
of post. Communications to be written in the French lan-
guage, if possible.

Mr. J. Hooper, 1, Hanover Court, Milton
Street, London, E.C.—Foreign Postage Stamps Bought, Sold,
or Exchanged. The largest stock of Foreign Postage Stamps,
and the cheapest Dealer in London. J. H. has just published
a new edition of his Priced Catalogue, containing about 1000
varieties, and will forward it on receipt of a stamped enve-
lope.

Foreign and Colonial Postage Stamps.

—

A great variety of Foreign and other Postage Stamps (used
and unused) offered for Sale, at low prices, by W. Lincoln,
jun. (at W. S, Lincoln & Son’s), 462, New Oxford Street,
London, W. C. Priced List sent on receipt of stamped
envelope.

Monte Video, 60 c., 6d. each; Bussian
Env., 5k., unused, 8d. each

;
Argentine Con., 5 c., 8d, each

;
Old

Saxony, 6d. each
;
ditto 3 pf. red, figure, 2s. 6d.

;
Old Belgium,

10, 20 c
,
4d. each ; Buenos Ayres 1 p., 8d. each

;
and an

immense assortment of Rare Stamps at same low rates.
_

Price

List, 4th edition, now ready, sent as usual on receipt of

stamped envelope. This List is the cheapest published.
H. R. Victor, Ormeau Terrace, Belfast.

Jackson and Barker, 77, Canning Street,
Liverpool, and St. Stephen’s Road, Norwich, can supply, in

any quantity, the following and many other scarcer Stamps ;

—

Nevis, Antigua, Bahamas, Venezuela, British Columbia, &c.

Stamped envelope to accompany every communication.
Agents for Continental Dealers.

Is. 3d. Albums. H. Short, Green Hill,
Grantham.

All kinds of Bare and Old Foreign Post-
age Stamps, amongst which are St. Lucia, Nevis, Pony
Express, Confederate States, Local American, and Greek,
singly or in sets. French Colonies, 1 c., 5 c., and 10 c., 6d.

each, and 40 c., 9d. ; Ionian Islands, Is. per Set of Three

;

all clean. Address, Mr. F. E. Millar, 166, Queen’s Road,
Dalston, London, N. E. N.B.—Price List forwarded on
receipt of two stamps for postage, &c.

Mr. George Prior, of 48, Fenehurch Street,
London, E. C., has large numbers of Foreign Postage Stamps
for Sale, comprising several hundred varieties. A very large
and entirely new Price List forwarded on receipt of two
stamps (no envelope required), containing an immense assort-

ment of clean Stamps now out of use. An early application
is requested.

Wanted to Purchase a Collection of about
800 Stamps. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, the Foreign
Stamp and Crest Depot, Bath.

C. W. Deadman, 28, Adelaide Square,
Windsor, Dealer in Foreign Postage Stamps. List sent on
receipt of one stamp.

Foreign Postage Stamps.—Collectors and
Dealers are recommended to send for W. W. W. Doust’s Prico
List by enclosing two stamps. They are also recommended
to send for Stamps on approval. Good, clean, and rare Stamps
cheap. W. W. W. Doust, High Street, Peckham, Surrey.

Short’s Is. 3d. Album is Unsurpassable.

Stamps ! Stamps ! ! Stamps ! ! !—C. G.,
Acomb House, near Manchester, has several thousands of the
above (unused) on Sale, at the following rates per dozen
Antigua Id., 8s.

;
Belgium 1 c., 3d.

;
Ceylon (Env.) Id., 10s.

;

ditto 2d., 10s. 6d.
; France, 2 c., 6d.

;
Hanover, J gr.. Is.

; ditto
Bestelgeld, Is.

;
Helvetia, 2 c., 6d.

;
ditto 3 c., 8d.

;
ditto 5 c.,

Is.
;
Honolulu, 5 c., 10s. 6d.

;
Mecklenburg, J s., 6d. , Hong

Kong, 2 c., 9d. each. Collections Sold at following rates •,

—

100 varieties, 4s.
; 200, 12s. Od.

; 500, £3 3s. List sent on receipt
of stamped-directed envelope.

B. P. Harley, 18, South Hanover Street,
Glasgow (formerly of 14, Gloucester Street), Dealer in Stamps
of all kinds. Printed Price List of about 800 varieties will be
ready on the 1st of April (3rd edition), which will be sent on
receipt of stamp (no envelope being required). R. P. H. also
wishes to correspond with parties resident on the Continent,
as he has large numbers of British Colonies for Exchange.

Charles Decroix will send a selection of
Stamps (at reasonable jirices) on approval on receipt of
stamped envelope. Bazaar, Dover,
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Foreign Postage Stamps.—Thomas Smith,
Hutchiiisoii’s Coffee House, Oolemun Street, London. E. C.,

has a great many of the above for Sale. He has all kinds of

Continental and Colonial for Sale, very cheap. A great many
Maltese Halfpenny, at Is. 3d. per dozen

;
and Ionian Islands,

at Is. Od. per set of three. Collectors sending a list of Stamps
required will have them returned, with prices marked
thereon. Stamped-directed envelopes must in all cases
accompany all communications.

J. J. H, Stockall and Co., Broad Green,
near Liverpool, Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Foreign Postage
Stamps, both used and unused, have now on hand a large

stock of Stamps. Price List, describing form, value, colour,

date of issue, 3cc., of about 1000 varieties, sent on receipt of
two postage stamps. Greece, 1 and 2 lepta, 3d. each, or 2s.

per dozen
;
5 lepta, 4d. each, or 3s. per dozen

;
French chiffre

taxe, 10 and 15 centimes, 3d. each, or 2s. 6d. per dozen
;
Por-

tugal, 5 reis, 2d. each, or Is. per dozen ;
Hamburg Boten, Set

of 10, Is. ; all unused. Not less than one dozen of each sup-

plied at the wholesale prices. Orders under 2s 6d. to contain
stamp for reply.

W. Young, 1, Kent Street, Glasgow, has
for Sale a great many Stamps. Ionian Islands, Yellow, 3d.;
Blue, 4d.

;
Set of Three, Is. 3d.

;
H. Scheerenbeck’s Local

Hamburg Stamps, Is. 3d. per Set of Ten
;
Lubeck and Berge-

dorf, Is. 4d. per Set; Mecklenburg, ^sch.. Id. each; Berge-
dorf, Hamburg, Lubeck, J sch. ;

Denmark, 2 sk. ;
France, 2 c.

;

Germany, \ gr.
;
Hanover, 3 pf.

;
Malta, Jd., 2d., each. All

these are unused. List sent, on receipt of stamp for postage.

W. Y. also buys Stamps.

‘ Omega,’ Everton, Liverpool, will send
his Price List of Foreign Postage Stamps to any address on
receipt of a stamped-directed envelope. Collectors will find

that their requirements can be supplied on very reasonable

terms ;
as this is one of the cheapest and most comprehensive

lists published. It comprises many hundreds of varieties,

including all the Continental Stamps now in use, such as

Greece, Ionian Islands, Wallachia, Papal States, Austrian
Italy &c., &c. ;

and several clean sets of the old issues of

Hanover, Oldenburg, &c.
;
besides an extensive assortment of

Colonial and other Stamps, —Antigua, Bahamas, Barbadoes,
British Columbia, British Guiana, Buenos Ayres, Canada,
Ceylon, Chili, Grenada, India, Jamaica, Liberia, Malta, Mau-
ritius, Monte Video, Natal, Nevis, New Brunswick, New-
foundland, New Granada, New South Wales, Nova Scotia,

Prince Edward Island, St. Helena, St. Lucia, St. Vincent,

Sandwich Islands, Sierra Leone, Trinidad, United States (both
local and envelopes), Venezuela, Western Australia, &c.
N. B.— ‘Omega’ has just issued a wholesale List, which he
will forward to any Dealer on receipt of one stamp.

Forged Stamps : How to Detect them.
By Thornton Lewes and Edward Pemberton. Containing

accurate accounts and descriptions of all Forgeries. Post

free. Is. Id. All orders to be sent to E. Pemberton, Beaufort

Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.

Third Edition, revised, augmented, and corrected.

Catalogue of Postage Stamps,—British,
Colonial, and Foreign. By Mount Brown. Containing an
accurate description of the form, colour, date of issue, and
value of 1600 varieties

;
and an account of fictitious and coun-

terfeit Stamps, and how to detect them. Price Is.
;
Post free,

.

Is. Id. Bound in Morocco Leather and interleaved for Col-

lectors, 2s. ;
Post free, 2s. 2d. Address, Mr. Brown, care of

Mr. Passmore, Bookseller, 124, Cheapside, London. Now
priced List of unused postage stamps just issued ;

Post
free, 3d.

To Stamp and Crest Collectors.— Just
published, beautifully printed in Colours, Is., or emblazoned
in Gold and Silver, Is. 6d. each sheet; by post, one extra

stamp. Sheet 1, Arms of all Nations ; 2, Arms of all the

Counties in England
; 3, Arms of all the Colleges of Oxford

;

4 , Flags of all Nations ; 5, English, French, and Russian
Orders

; 6, Arms of all the Cambridge Colleges (publishing).

London ; Geo. Musqrave & Co., Turnham Green, W.

To Foreign Stamp and Crest Collectors.

Stafford Smith and Smith’s Monthly-
Circular for April will be sent gratis and post iree to any
address on application,

New and Revised Edition. Third Tho'usand.

StaiFord Smith and Smith’s Descriptive
Price Catalogue of many hundred varieties of British, Colonial,
and Foreign Postage Stamps. Illustrated with Fac-similo
Engravings of Rare Stamps. Price 4d.

;
post free, 5d,

Beautifully printed in Colours.

Stafford Smith and Smith’s Hew and Com-
plete set of Postage-Stamp Albitm Labels. Comprisii:ig
upwards of 130 Titles, geographically arranged by Dr. J. E.
Gray, F.R.S., f.l.s., f.z.s., &c., of the British Museum. W^ill

be ready on the 1st of May.

Important to those about to Collect.

Stafford Smith and Smith’s Five-Shilling
Packet of Foreign Postage Stamps. Containing 50 varieties

of Foreign Stamps, all in good condition, many being un»
obliterated. Post free, 5s. Id.

To Collectors of Unobliterated Postage Stamps.

Stafford Smith and Smith’s Two-and-
Sixpenny Packet of Unobliterated Postage Stamps. Contain-
ing 20 varieties of Colonial and Foreign Stamps, all unused.
Post free, 2s. 7d.

To Collectors of Arms. Crests, and Monograms.
Stafford Smith and Smith’s Key to

Several Hundred Varieties of Arms, Crests, Monograms, &c.
Price Id.

;
post free, 2d.

Now Ready,

Stafford Smith and Smith’s One-and-Six-
penny Crest Album. Bound in cloth, and ruled in 800
divisions. Post free, Is. 7d.

Arms, Crests, &c,, for Albums.

Stafford Smith and Smith’s One-Shilling
Packet of Arms, Crests, Monograms, &c., comprising upwards
of 50 varieties

;
Relief stamped in Colours. Post free. Is, Id.

The Foreign Stamp and Crest Depot, 13, George Street,

Bath.

This Magazine will be forwarded regularly every month, to any
part of the world, on receipt of the annual subscription of Four
Shiilinos ; which may be remitted in unusedpostage stamps current
in the country whence the order is received.

Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath, England.

Ce Magasin-ci se sera transmis tous les mois, d toutes les parties)

du monde, en envoyant aux Messieurs Smith la souscription
annuelle (5 francs), en timbres-poste neufs du pays d’ oii vient

V ordre.

Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath, England.

Questo Magazzino sara trasmiso tutti i mesi, in ciascuno parte
delmondo dagli autori, ricevendo it prezzo annuale (b lire), in
franchi bolii non segnat i del paese dove arrivi il comando.

Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath, England.

Ese Almacen sera enviado cada mes d todos los partes del

mundo por los publicadores d la receta delprecio anual (20 reales),

en sellos del correo nuevos del pais del qual sea llegato el orden.

Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath, England.

Dieses Journal wird jeden Monatnach alien Liindem der Welt von
den Herausgebern beforden werden, nach Empfang des jdlirlichen

Betrages, thaler), welcher in ungehrauchten Briefmarken von
dem Lande, von welchem die Order gekommen ist, entrichtet loerden

kann.
Stafford Smith <& Smith, 13, George Street, Bath, England,

London : Published by E. Marlborough & Co., 4, Ave Maria
Lane, E.C.

;
and Stafford Smith & Smith, Foreign

Stamp and Crest Depot, 13, George Street, Bath, to

whose care all Communications for the Editor are to be
addressed.
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A TALE OF A POSTAGE STAMP.
{Continued from our last).

DOZE THE FIRST.—PART I.

THE CROSS OF SAVOY.
‘ Twice seven ages pass away,
Since Italia own’d the sway

Of a king !

Twice seven ages in his grave,

Resteth Odoacer brave,

—

Her last king !

Joyful now again her face,

—

Victor comes, of Savoy’s race
;

Hail him king !

’

‘Mt native place,’ commenced tlie postage
stamp, ‘ is Florence—Florence tlie beau-

No. 4. May 1, 1863. Price Pourpence.]

tiful—and I am proud of it. I bave beard
it said, “ See Florence, and die !

” I say.

See Florence, and live there. Lovely is the
climate, pure the air, kind are the people.

What noble piles of building rear their tops
between the hill of Fiesole, covered with
villas and pleasure grounds, on ^one side,

and the Belvedere fort and gardens of
Boboli on the other ! Were not the bare
tops of the Apennines an occasional resting-
place for the eyes, they might ache from
the contemplation of such an accumulation
of delights.

Cathedrals, in all their variety of archi-
tectural grandeur, tower in every city of
Europe

;
but the Duomo of Florence may

vie with the noblest. I could expatiate on
the Museum, Library, and Chapel of the
Medici, the Palazzi Yecchio and Pitti, and
“the statue that enchants the world; ” but
if you have seen Florence, you do not need
my description

;
and if you have not, I should

despair of impressing you with a full appre-
ciation of it.

‘ There, then, was I ushered into being.
But before I proceed with my adventures, I
ought to afford you some information [afford
me information ! but I had nothing for it but

[Registered for Transmission Abroad.
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to grin and bear] about the glorious badge

I am privileged to wear, and the noble honse

it represents,—a princely honse when yon

foggy islanders were just beginning to

emerge from barbarism !
[an impertinent

little jackanapes !].

‘ Shall I tell yon of onr brave progenitor,

Hnmbert the ¥/hite-handed ofManrienne ?

—

of that Amadens, who earned the appellation

of “ Candatns,” by refusing to attend the

levee of the German Emperor Henry nn-

accompanied by his retinne of nobles ;—of

his snccessor, who first bore the title of

Connt of Savoy ;—of the conqneror of the

Chablais and Aosta ;—of the Great Amadens,

who, defending the Christian Rhodians

against the Turks, assumed the sacred white

cross I bear ?—look at it !

’

‘ And look at mine, too !
’ briskly inter-

polated another of the little phantom flntter-

ers, ‘ I do not see why Peter shonld be

forgotten,—Peter, who obtained the Pays

de Yand,

—

my country,—and in whose

hononr I claim the Savoy Cross. He was
the nncle of one of yonr kings, and lived in

the Savoy Palace, bnilt for him on the banks

of yonr Thames.’
‘ Well,’ continued my former interlocntor,

evidently annoyed at the interruption, ‘if

yon have qnite finished, I may proceed. I

was abont to mention Amadens, the “ Green

Connt,” who planted the White Cross of

Savoy on the walls of Gallipoli
;
and who,

splendidly entertaining the Emperor Charles

in his passage through Chamberry, in token

of fealty, allowed five of the banners of his

tribntary dominions to be laid at the feet of

his suzerain, bnt wonld not permit my white

cross to be lowered like the others,—exclaim-

ing, that it never yet had been, nor ever

shonld be, please God !

‘ I sadden at the name of Nice, acquired

by his son, the “ Red Connt,” now, alas ! for

ever alienated from onr inheritance. Then
follows that romantic componnd of prince

and priest,—that amalgamation of Inxnry,

piety, and chivalry;—in marvellons snc-

cession, first Connt, then Dnke, then Hermit,

and then Pope !

‘ The more modern history of onr Honse

exhibits ns ever brave, and ever snccessfnl,

too
;
maintaining onr gTonnd amid all the

tnrmoils and revolntions that distracted

Italy
;

nntil, by their gallantry and perse-

verance, onr Dnkes became enrolled as

kings among the regal families of Enrope.
The cnlminating point of onr glory is almost
reached. Victor Emmannel of Savoy is

King of all Italy, in name
;
and the time

approaches for realising the prond appella-

tion.’

‘Not yet,’ hnrriedly interposed a stamp
effigying a tiara and crossed keys

;
‘ the Holy

Father still holds the patrimony of St.

Peter,—by the gift of heaven, his inalienable

inheritance to all time.’
‘ Right well and trnly pnt, ’ chimed in

chorns two yonthfnl heads, and a coronetted
qneen

;

‘ the Virgin Mother will afford her
protection to the vicegerent of her Son.’

‘ Till I withdraw mine,' was the imperions
dictnm of a lanrelled head, marked nnmis-
takeably with the attribntes of decision,

energy, and indomitable perseverance.
,

‘ Really
!
gentlemen—and lady,’ rejoined,

with offended dignity, my pertinacions little

friend, ‘ I pronounce these interruptions

most uncourteous. I am attempting to

instruct as well as entertain this man ;—not
that he seems properly to appreciate my
endeavours, or he would not turn and toss

about in so inelegant a manner .’ Here
incubus and indignation had a strong tustle

for victory
;
but the former triumphed, and

I could not wake.

PART II.

‘ WHICH WILL COHQUEE ?
’

‘ Spirit of good, and spirit of ill

—

Ever controlling the wavering will !

That, uplifting to realms of light

;

This, debasing to gloomiest night.’

‘ The day of my first appearance in public

life,’ resumed the stamp, ‘was a busy one in

Florence. When the imperial originals of

the two heads who have just had the im-

politeness to interrupt me, meeting at an
obscure town of the Mincio, terminated their

war quite as unexpectedly as they had under-

taken it, by the treaty of Villafranca, and
recogTiised the real essence of peace,—non-

intervention,—they simply consolidated the

advantages already virtually secured by the

successful insurrections of Modena, Parma,
Bologna, and Florence.
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‘ Nevertheless, the recognition of their

independence by most of the great powers of

Europe was accepted with gratitude by the
cities of Italy

;
and the lively Elorentines,

proud of the interest taken in their openly
or tacitly acknowledged king, made holiday

whenever himself, or even any of his minis-
ters or generals, passed through their city.

‘ Great, then, was the excitement prevail-

ing on the announcement that Garibaldi, the
‘‘hero of a hundred fights,” would sun the
Tuscan capital with his presence for a few
hours, and receive an address of welcome
from the magistracy, nobles, and citizens, at

the Pitti Palace.

‘Brighter shone the sun, and more in-

tensely blue appeared the sky, to the ex-

pectant eyes of the happy multitudes
thronging the streets, from the Porta San
Piero to the Porta San Gallo.

‘ As usual on such occasions, hours before
the welcome visitor could possibly arrive,

every spot of Vantage ground was occupied
with eager claimants for the best view. Sol-
diers, peasants, artisans, citizens, and beg-
gars jostled indiscriminately together; and
the curiosity incidental to human nature
attracted from the close walls of the monas-
teries a fair proportion of monks, many of
whom, however, not altogether satisfied with
the change of government, and feeling a dim
impression of the incompatibility of freedom
and papal priesthood, wore on their brows
something besides, and rhyming with, their
cowls.

‘ Join with me a group in the Yia Eomana,
opposite the garden of Boboli. There was
I, having been just purchased from the post
office by my then possessor. Shall I ever
see him more ? I was fascinated at first

sight, but could not tell then, nor can I now,
whether he most attracted or repelled me.
I felt not the sharp scissors that cut me from
my fellows on the sheet, gazing and wonder-
ing at the form of a prince invested in gar-
ments of bare mediocrity

;
was dropped into

a purse containing but a very, very scant
supply of coin

;
and instantaneously, at the

contact of his hand, became the sharer of his
inmost thoughts, the witness of his aspira-
tions, his jealousies, his love, and his hate.

‘ Sad was the expression of his noble coun-

tenance, as, with an artist’s eye, he contem-
plated the crowd assembled to welcom.e the
hero.

‘ “ I grudge not his fame
;

well has he
merited it,’’ was his internal ejaculation,
“ but why was I not vouchsafed opportu-

nities for signalising myself, too ? I might
have been courted, admired, extolled ! She
would not have been denied me

;
and he ”

‘ I was startled at the vehemence of his

internal emotion. The face was that of an
archangel still

;
but an archangel fallen.

‘ “ Santa Apollonia bless thee, my son !

”

uttered a passing nun, noting the wild ex-

pression. Something in the address, by a
rapid association of ideas, seemed to act as

balm on his ruffled feelings, and he regained
his self-control

;
amd, spite of bitter thought,

could not but feel interest in the conversa-

tion held around him.
‘ Garibaldi was naturally the universal

theme
;
and an old sailor, once the depen-

dant, then the partaker of the fallen fortunes

of his father at Nice, the hero’s birth-place,

v.^as enrapturing his attentive audience with
reminiscences of his early life. He told of

the escapade of the youthful adventurer

;

how, with the persuasive powers which he
turned to such an extraordinary account in

after years, he induced some of his school-

compaaiions to venture with a few provisions

in an open boat to seek their fortunes. The
old man expatiated on the mortification of
the boys, on their little barcpie being over-

taken by their young captain’s father, and
their ignominiously entering the harbour in

close custody. He told how, a quarter of a
century ago, in the guise of a peasant, he
escaped, at seven in the evening, a proscribed
man, from the gates of Genoa ;—how the
first appearance of his name in a public

gazette was coupled with a sentence of

death !

‘ J can tell you something about him, too,’

cried a queer-looking stamp with nothing
but figures on it, twice the size of any of the
others. ‘ I was not in being at the time

;
but

I have heard my compatriots talk of his

kindness to the Brazilian prisoners of war

;

and of his generously refusing the valuable
diamonds offered under mortal terror.’

‘And I,’ broke in a stamp of Buenos
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Ayres, ‘ can tell yon how, sailing on the La
Plata, and wanting fresh meat, in default of

a landing-boat, he and one of his sailors

launched the cabin dining-table, reached the

shore in this novel skiff in all safety, pro-

cured the provision, fastened it to the up-

turned legs of the table, and, after narrowly
escaping an upset, reached their vessel amid
the joyful shouts of their hungry companions.

And how the traitorous Posas, forbidding

him to leave Gualaguay (whither he had
gone for surgical aid, after a severe wound
received in his first battle), as soon as the

partial recovery of his health allowed, he
escaped

;
but, pursued and brought back,

tied hand and foot on horseback, and ex-

posed to the stings of mosquitos for a jour-

ney of four-and-fifty miles, he was cruelly

beaten and tortured by the governor, because
he would not divulge the names of the par-

ties who had furnished him with the means
of escape.’

‘ And my grateful people,’ interposed an
outlandish-looking individual, appearing to

represent the rising sun, ‘ talk of the time
when, his sole possessions being his sword,

carbine, beloved, devoted, and heroic wife,

and the infant boy that he often carried

across rivers wrapped up in a handkerchief
tied round his neck, he nobly fought for

their independence. Prom our place, some
fifteen years since. Garibaldi, with the rem-
nant of the Italian Legion, embarked for

Europe, to brave the armies threatening the
early struggles of the Italian Republic.’

{To he continued.^

A DESCRIPTIVE LIST OP THE ENVE-
LOPES, LABELS, AND EMBOSSED
STAMPS SUGGESTED BEPORE
THE ISSUE OP THE VIGNETTE
MULREADY ENVELOPE.

BY DE. J. E. GEAY, F.E.S., F.L.S., F.Z.S., ETC.,

OF THE BEITISH MUSEUM.

Theee can be no doubt that the real origin

of the postage stamp—in England at least,

where a cheap uniform postage prepaid by
stamps was first used—was derived from
the duty stamp upon newspapers, affixed to

obtain a revenue, and also probably to dimi-

nish their circulation by making them dear

;

as in after time it gave the paper that bore

it free circulation through the post. It was
natural that it should lead to the idea that

letters with stamps might also have free

circulation
;
and thus that which was done

to confine information, as in many other

cases, has become one of the great means of

spreading education, information, and social

intercourse among the people at large.

Prom newspapers the transition to letters

was easy and natural. The printer and
bookseller seem first to have sugg^ested that

the same facilities should be accorded to all

printed matter,—see evidence of Mr. Charles

Whiting, in BepoH on the Select Gommittee on
Postage^ Vol. iv., p. 391, where he states he
suggested this plan to the post office and
other establishments in 1830

;
and by Mr.

Charles Knight in 1834, which is the year
that I also recommended that a uniform
postage prepaid by stamps should be used
for letters.

About this period great attention was paid

to the post office
;
and fortunately there was

a postmaster-general—the Duke of Rich-
mond—in office who seemed desirous to

give every facility to the public
;
and the

Government had appointed a Royal Commis-
sion which were industrious in obtaining the
best information, and which put forth a suc-

cession of excellent reports, each tending to

increase the usefulness of the establishment.

With these previous proposals of the use of
stamps, it is curious to observe that Mr. Hill,

in his first pamphlet thathe circulatedamongst
his friends in 1837, marked ‘private and con-

fidential,’ does not refer, or in any means
suggest the use of stamps for prepayment
of letters

;
but proposes that the money

should be paid over the counter of the re-

ceiving office, when the letter has been
weighed by the receiver

;
and it was only

when he was called before the Royal Com-
mission on the post office, about the middle
of February, 1837, that he first mentioned
the ‘ second method ’ of collecting of the

postage by envelopes or stamps. The evi-

dence there given is reprinted in the second

edition of the pamphlet on postage reform

—

the first that he published—which was issued

in March, 1837. It is to be specially
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observed tbat it is tlie adoption of the stamp,

and not the uniform system of postage, that

most foreign governments have used
;
and

that it is the collection of taxes by stamps

that this government has brought into

such general use
;
and yet many persist in

calliug this the extension of Mr. Hill’s plan

to other purposes.

The Royal Commission, in their ninth

report, published in 1837, recommend the

trial of the envelope and stamps
;
but state

that they could not recommend the enforce-

ment of prepayments. They appended to

their report specimens of the envelopes that

had been recommended and met with their

approval. At first, envelopes seem to have
been the favourite

;
but the opposition of the

stationers and paper makers, who seem to

have feared a monopoly, led to the recom-
mendation of adhesive stamps, or, as they
were then usually called, Gabels,’ and what
Mr. Whiting called ‘ Go-frees.’

The following are the different envelopes,

labels, and stamps, which have occurred to

me. They are now very difficult to be pro-

cured.

I. The Royal Commission on the post
office, in their ninth report, published in 1837,
recommended that the system of postage
envelopes should be tried

;
and they issued

with their report two patterns of envelopes
which had been prepared and recommended
by Mr. Dickinson, the paper maker.

1. A nearly square sheet of paper, folded
as an envelope in two forms

;
covered with a

printed engine-turned pattern, with a cir-

cular engine-turned frame round the centre,
with three engine-turned ovals at each
corner, containing V. JR. and a croitm in a
white, oval, central disc ;—the alternate discs

with One penny,-—Not to exceed one ounce

;

the two others, with London district post in
the lower oval frames. Printed in buff-

coloured ink.

2. A sheet ofpaper offoolscap size
;
nearly

covered with an engine-turned printed pat-
tern, with a central, broad, marginal frame,
leaving an oblong white centre for the
directions

;
with V. JR. and a croiun in each

corner, and London district post in upper, and
To carry not to exceed 6 ounces in the lower,

corners
;
with Post-ofice cover, in an oblong

frame, near the lower edge of the outer

frame of the sheet of paper. Printed in green
ink.

II. The following envelopes, labels, and
embossed stamps were suggested by Mr.
Whiting, and submitted to the Government
and the Mercantile Committee, and were
circulated during the agitation that followed

the recommendation of the Royal Com-
missioners for what was called the ‘ Hill

plan,’ between 1838 and 1810 :

—

I.—ENVELOPES.

3. Sheet of white paper, foolscap size,

with an oblong, engine-turned, printed centre,

on the outside, for the direction
;
with an

oval engine-turned frame within the outer

oblong
;
one with V. JR., in a small oval-

framed disc, iu. the middle of the upper
margin

;
Post-ojjice 'permit, in label, in upper

corners
;

Price one penny,—Matter 'not to

exceed 'in weirjld ounce, in lower margin.
In pale green ink. Circulated by tb.e Mer-
cantile Committee, on printed papers, and
also printed in the Post-office Gireular,No. 12,

for April 30, 1839.

4. Envelope, with an oblong, transverse,

white centre, wdth the angles truncated for

the address, surrounded by an enriched
scroll and foliate ornamented frame, with
a group of female figures at the upper
angles, and surrounded by a sub-marginal
narrow wreath of foliage and fruit, inflected

so as to form an oblong label, and doubled
so as to form an elongated, transverse label

beneath, with a cherub between the upper
edge of the label and the space for the
direction, all on a minutely engine-turned
ground, and surrounded by two lines, form-
ing an external frame. Blue ink, on white
paper.

4 A. Like the last, with the two labels

and the centre filled with a uniform coloured
ground. Printed in blue ink on white paper.

5. Envelope, with oblong space for direc-

tions, surrounded by three oblong, transverse,

concentric frames, with a circular shield at

each angle, two being inscribed V. P., and
the other with a nosegay of the three em-
blems, and with JHJojrwoodJ’s in the upper, and
Envelope in the lower, edge. Inscribed

:
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Specimen of envelope and adhesive label sug-

gested hy Charles Whiting to the Lords of Her
Majesty's Treasury, as exemplifying his sug-

gestions for carrying out the mechanical ac-

quirements of a cheap postage. Printed in

rose or brown ink.

On tbe back there is printed the small

two-colonred stamp, with a crown, inscribed.

Principle suggested., and an embossed profile

of the Queen, m double frame, with Paid in

upper part of outer one.

6. Envelope, with an oblong space for

direction, with the angle truneated, sur-

mounted by a double frame, with parts
of the segment of a circle above and
below, and oblong on the sides, all engine-
turned and enriched with scrolls, and with
scrolls at the angles

;
all enclosed in an

oblong, transverse frame, and engine-turned
all over the disc and frames. Printed in
two colours, and inscribed m the disc.

Printed hy Charles IWhiting, Beaufort House,
Strand, London, for protection against for-

gery. This was also published in the Art
Journcd for 1848.

6 A. The Mulready envelope design with
the oblong space

;
above and below the design

entirely occupied by the two unequal halves
of an engine-turned pattern, surrounded by a
double engine-turned frame

;
the upper part

of the lower smaller half inscribed, in paler
large capital letters. Postage

;

the inscription

on the right side commencing with Price of
Stawps, and For Weights

;

and on the left

side, It is reipdred, &c.

There are two forms of this envelope
;
one

with the bar between the inscriptions on the
sides solid, and the other engine-turned.
There is no inscription Postage One Penny
on the lower side of the design, as in the one
that was used.

II. ADHESIVE PRINTED LABELS OR STAMPS.

7. A large label, with 1 Penny in

an oval, engine-turned frame, inscribed.

Post office, m large italic coloured letters,

with V. P. on its outer sides
;

in an oblong,
erect, outer frame

;
with white triangular

spaces at each angle, inscribed. Not to exceed

half an ounce. Printed in black, blue, or
red ink, with the inscription in red, blue, or
green letters.

8. A large label. \ ounce, Id., on a
small, red, circular disc, in oval, black

disc, surrounded by three close concentric

engine-turned frames. The middle frame
inscribed, in pale letters, Post-office permit,

above
;

To carry 7natter not exceeding in

weight, below. All enclosed in a square,

engine-turned, printed, outer frame. Printed

in black ink, on white paper, with red, blue,

or green unequal blotches across the oval

frames. These labels are those first recom-
mended by Mr., Hill, who says, ‘ They are

made of some paper difficult to imitate, and,

like medicine stamps, printed from complex
plates, with various colours in the same
impression.’ They were circulated attached

to the left upper angle of the letters by the

Mercantile Committee.
9. A middle-size label. Crown in a

white oval disc, surrounded by three con-

centric oval frames
;
the inner and outer with

white engine-turned pattern
;
the middle one

narrowest
;

dark, inscribed. Principle sug-

gested, Beaufort House, in white letters, all

in an oblong, erect, outer frame, withAB C D,
in square dark spots, at the angles

;
and

V. B., in oval, white disc, at the sides.

Printed in blue ink.

10. Like the former, but printed in two
coloured inks, viz., blue, with four radiating

lanceolate, and four triangular, red blotches.

These were issued at the back of ‘ Har-
wood’s Envelope,’ and also in the Art Jour-

nal for 1848.

11. Small label. \d., italic type, in a small

white, transverse oval, surrounded by two
concentric, oval frames

;
the inner with white,

engine-turned lines, the outer one coloured
;

inscribed, in white letters, Post-paid, above
;

Beaufort House, below
;

all in oblong, trans-

verse, outer frame. Printed in black ink,

with four lanceolate, and four triangular,

red blotches.

III.—EMBOSSED STAMPS.

12. Embossed white profile of the Queen
to the right, without any tiara, and with a

dependent curl behind, in two oval concen-

tric frames, with engine-turned, white, em-
bossed lines

;
the outer frame interrupted at

the upper part by a white-lined label, with
Paid; in white, embossed, capital letters.
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Printed in red, green, blue, and other

coloured inks, on a white and coloured note
paper, at the left upper corner of envelopes,

and on card, and at the back of ‘ Harwood’s
Envelope.’

13. Like the former (No. 12), but sur-

rounded with a third outer concentric frame,
and with the label on the upper part of the
second or middle frame, without any letters,

and dark. Printed in black ink, on paper
and on card.

14. A small stamp. Embossed white
profile of the Queen to the left, with tiara,

and without any pendent curl behind, in

oval frame, with engine-turned embossed
lines and outer edges, without any in-

scription. I have seen two forms of this

stamp, the oval being rather wider, and the
profile more in the middle of the disc.

15. A small stamp, like the former, but
the upper half of the frame with Postage one
penny, inscribed in the embossed lines, in

small, dark, sunken, capital letters. Blue
ink, on card and on paper.

16. Small stamp, like the former, but
the upper half of the frame uniformly dark,
without any embossed lines, and inscribed,

in embossed white, capital, letters. Postage
one penny. Blue, brown, and red ink, on
card and on paper.

17. Large stamp, like No. 14, but en-

closed in a second oval frame, with white,
embossed, engine-turned line, inscribed, in

large, white, coloured-edged, capital letters.

Postage one penny; and with a spreading
group of the rose, shamrock, and thistle in

the middle beneath. Printed in dark or
pale blue and rose-coloured ink, on paper
and on card

;
generally surrounded by a

coloured ring, showing the size of the die.

18. A large stamp, exactly like the pre-
ceding, but the outer frame interrupted at

the upper half, and the plain coloured label

inscribed, in smaller white, embossed, capital

letters. Postage one penny. Rose-coloured
ink, on paper or on card, and generally sur-
rounded with a blur of coloured ink, show-
ing the size of the die.

19. A large stamp, exactly like the pre-
ceding, but the group of emblems below is

more condensed, and the upper part of the
outer frame is plain, dark coloured, without

any embossed white lines
;
inscribed, in white

raised capitals. Postage Id. Saif ounce.

Red, blue, or brown ink, on card or on
white or coloured paper.

20. A small stamp, with embossed white
profile of the Queen to the left, with a
tiara, and a dependent curl behind, enclosed

in an oval frame, v/ith white, raised, engine-

turned lines. Black, blue, and red ink, on
paper or on card.

21. A small stamp, like the preceding,

but the frame inscribed with Postage one

penny, in dark, sunken, thick, capital letters,

as wide as the frame. Blue, brovm, or red
ink, on card or on paper.

22. A small stamp, like the preceding,

but Postage one penny in rather smaller and
thinner, sunken, dark, capital letters. Black,

blue, brown, and red ink, on card or on
paper.

23. A small stamp, like the preceding,

but Postage one peimy in small, thick, sunken,

dark, capital letters, not half the width of

the frame. Blue, red, and black ink, on
card or on paper.

24. A larger stamp, like the preceding,

but in a double, oval, concentric frame
;
the

outer frame with the rose, sliamrock, and
thistle below

;
the upper half dark, sunken,

without any embossed lines, and inscribed,

in moderate-sized, white, embossed capitals.

Postage one penny. Red, brown, and black

ink, on card- or paper.

25. A circular stamp, with a white, em-
bossed profile of the Queen to left, in her tiara,

and dependent curl behind
;
and of Prince

Albert, behind, in a circula-r coloured disc,

surrounded by a double linear, raised, ring-

edge. Embossed on the angles of envelopes.

An inscribed frame could have been added
if it had come into use.

26. A large stamp, with oval disc, and a

crown between V. R. above
;
with Post Ofice,

in a curved band, rather above the centre
;
and

One Penny, Saif Ounce, below
;

all enclosed

in an oval, embossed, lined frame. Printed
in blue ink, on card and paper.

Americak Postal Statistics.—During the year
ending June 30, 1861, no less than 211,788,518
stamps, and 28,027,300 stamped envelopes, were
issued and sold in the United States of America.
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ADDENDA TO MOUNT BROWN’S
CATALOGUE OF POSTAGE STAMPS,

COMPEISING NOTES, ADDITIONS, AND EMENDATIONS,

BY C. W. VINEE, A.M., PH.D.

ireat §ritanr*

(essays continued).

The able band of tbe fortunate possessor of

a well-nigb unique collection of tliese beau-
tiful essays, having minutely described them
ill another part of this number, we content
ourselves, for the sake of uniformity, with a

bare mention of those not specified in Mr.
Brown’s work.
The Mulready envelopes, black and blue,

are each printed in two forms,—one for

covers, and another for enYelopes ;—and also

with a close engine-turned design, nearly

covering the reverse, in lieu of the band
stamped with 'postage^ &c.

The very elaborate envelope in blue on
white, and also on blue

;
and, we believe, in

other colours.

Harwood’s envelopes, as suggested by
Charles Whiting

;
colours, brown and pink.

Charles Whiting’s, in multifarious colours,

for the prevention of forgery.

The fourth essay mentioned in the cata-

logue as green and red, blue and red, is also

red and blue, black and red, and otherwise.

The next (of

which a figure is

given ) is black,

with light and
dark red.

Something simi-

lar to these are the

Beaufort House
specimens

;
scarlet

and green onwhite,
and blue on white;

and a smaller sort. Post-paid, One Penny.

There is a brown, as well as the black and

blue, of 1838
;

a pale and a deep pink, in

addition to the light green next mentioned
;

and a black, similar in all respects, with the

exception of Paid on the top.

The following are not represented in the

catalogue :

—

White head of Queen, in cameo, on dark

blue
;
the same, with Postage One Penny ;

the same, slightly varied in design
;
ditto, on

brown.
White cameo head, engine-turned border.

Postage One Penny, on a ground of light

blue, dark blue, and pink
;
a variety of these

on dark blue also
;
and another diversity in

blue, black, and brown.
The heads of the Queen and Prince Albert

together on an envelope, like the coins of

William and Mary, und
The very elaborate specimen represented

in the Art Journal.

(§um.
We have but to remark that we have

never seen the figured values on the backs
of the 1862 impressions in the 11. or 2 1

;

that the 40 1. is violet on a pale blue ground ;

that there is a variety of the 10 1. with the

spandrils scarcely distinguishable, owing to

greater fulness of the pattern; and that the

dark brown 1 1. seems to be giving place to

the lighter colour.

ircnaiia.

A 4d. was expected, but has not yet

appeared.

famtorg.
Besides the red, there is a rose-coloured

impression, on white paper, of Hamer and
Co’s envelopes.

We are given to understand that there is

no firm in Hamburg owning the name of

Lafrenz
;
and that the 10 1 schilling, and the

same number of \ schilling stamps, purport-

ing to be issued as ‘ Verein Hamhurger Boten,

Th. Lafrenz,' emanate from the combined
‘ honesty ’ (?) and ingenuity of an enter-

prising engraver, willing to reap a harvest

from the credulity of collectors. We shall

be most happy to contradict this on proper

authority, the more so, as the expulsion of

them from our collection as cheats and im-

postors will leave a hiatus valde deflendus.

There is another set of C. Hamer’s Boten on

rose, blue, and buff paper, with the repre-

sentation of a commissionaire carrying a let-

ter; date 1861
;
3 schlg., rose

;
6 schlg., buff

;

and 8 schlg., blue, rose, and buff.

We have seen other stamps, purporting to

be Hamburg locals, in collections
;
but not
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being able to voncb for their authenticity,

forbear description for the present.

Hamer and Co. having cast their mantle

upon Scheerenbeck, he has discarded the

Hamburg Castle from his stamps, and just

issued a new series of stamps, value not

specified, smaller than his former. They
are upright oblong, bearing the figure of a

comynissionaire carrying a letter, in the oval

centre of a garter inscribed with his name,
and again encircled by an oval band, bearing

the legend, Institut Ham-
burger Boten. In each of

the four corners is a sealed

envelope. The colours are

not precisely the same as

the former series
;

being

stone blue, azure, light

grey, flesh-drab, brown-
drab, rose-lilac, violet-lilac, ochre, yellow,

and green. An engraving of one of these is

appended.

"We have elsewhere ventured an opinion

in favour of the authenticity of the 1 guten-

groschen, blue, and may add that we possess

a variety of the one-fifteenth thaler, issue

1858, on tinted paper.

There is a variety of the 10 c. red on rose-

tinted paper.

DUTCH GUIANA.

We heard of one of these curious and rare

stamps coming on a letter from Java.

|nMa.

There is a peculiarity hitherto unnoticed
in the old 4 annas

;
the blue head being evi-

dently stamped separately from the frame.
This will be readily seen from the com-
parison of a few individuals

;
the head being

sometimes in the middle, and sometimes
encroaching on the upper, and frequently on
the lower, part of the frame.

We have never identified the f, 1, or
2 annas on blue paper : our orange and
our rose varieties of the latter are both on
white paper; and the 4-annas stamps are
printed on white, bluish, and also yellowish
tinted paper.

We have seen the 40 c. of the impression

of 1852 on buff'-coloured paper
;
and possess

an essay of the 1856 issue of the same stamp
in black. The stamps of the latter date are

now perforated; although, strange to say,

that improvement is not adopted in the new
issue of the present year. We have the

10 c. in four perfectly distinct shades of

colour.

The 15c., blue, similar to the stamps just

mentioned
;
the 15 c. described and figured

in the last number of this magazine
;
and

also the 10 c. Segna Tassa, are to be added
to the list of Italian stamps.

NEAPOLITAN PKOVINCES.

The \ tornese is issued in pea-green, and
dark grass-green

;
and the 50"grana in light

grey, and dark lavender,—almost blue.

lamaits.

There are two shades of the Id., blue, and
the 6d., lilac.

(To be continued.)

STAMPS NEWLY ISSUED, OR FIRST
DESCRIBED.

We have just received some warranted
genuine specimens of the old issue of Monte
Video. They are very similar to the

stamps in actual use, but more coarsely

executed, as if the work of a ’prentice hand.
The letters and figures of the inscription are

much larger, as is also the face of the sun.

Besides the 180 c., green, and 240 c., scarlet,

there is the 120 c., blue.

We believe the curious Biligencia, or

Express stamps of the Argentine Confedera-
tion, are as yet undescribed. In pattern

these are like the labels of Monte Video

;

but, similar to the Argentines, they are up-
right rectangular

;
and the value is in cen-

tavos, not centesimos. They are printed in

red, green, and blue, on a white ground

;

having the word diligencia on the top, a
small Greek or rather Egyptian pattern at

the sides, and the value beneath. The red
is 1 real

;
the green, 80 centavos

;
and the

blue, 60 centavos. Of one of these curious

impressions we think of giving our sub-
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scribers an engraving in the June number of
the magazine.

Portugal has just afforded an addition to
the stamp collector’s album,
of which a portrait is sub-
joined. It is, like its con-
geners, in white relief, on
a very rich orange-yellow
ground

;
Gorreio, above

;
and

10 Reis^ beneath, and on
each side.

A very large number of novel United
States local stamps have appeared since the
publication of Mr. Brown’s catalogue; but
we forbear describing any of them until
their place comes in due order. We have
to notice a new Confederate, printed in
blue on white; rectangular, upright; 5 Gents
in a narrow oval, circumscribed by an oval
band, with the inscription, P. 0., Gharleston,
8. G., [Southern Confederacy] Postage Paid :

the figure 5 in each of the four corners.
The last mail from Queensland brought

the penny stamp changed to a brick red;
and we have just received from New Bruns-
wick the 5 cents of what is called the new
shade of green, very different from the old
impression. The same change* has also taken
place with regard to the 10 centavos of the
Argentine Republic.

In allusion to the appended engravings
of two of the genuine stamps of Honolulu,

we v>ou]d remark, on authority, that the
figures on the 13 cents and 5 cents repre-
sent King Kamehameha the Great

;
and that

on the 2 cents, Uka Beta, the present sove-
reign Kamehameha the Fourth; that these
three stamps are printed in the United
States; and the 1 cent and 2 cents, nume-
rical figures, are done in the island.

The expected 3, 6, and 9 kr. ofWiirtemberg
and the

|
s. g., green, and J s. g., drab, Thurn

and Taxis, north, have now come into use.

A FEW WORDS OK THE ORIGIN OF
POSTAGE STAMPS.

TEANSLATED FEOM ‘ LE TIMBEE-POSTE
;
JOUENAL

DU COLLECTIONNEUE.’

Postage stamps, according to Mons. E.

Fournier, are quite a modern invention,

dating only from the 23rd of March, 1823,
when G. Treffenberg, a Swede, proposed to

the chamber of Peers of his country, the

issue of a stamped envelope for letters

;

which proposition was rejected by a large

majority.

The following ofB.cial notice, however,
preserved in the archives of the Imperial

Library of France, and cited by Mons.
d’ Auriac in his Historical Anecdotes ofFrench
Industnj^ would seem to throw back the in-

vention to the seventeenth century :

—

‘ August 16th, 1653. This is to give

notice to all who wish to write from one
quarter of Paris to another, that their letters,

notes, or bills, will be faithfully and carefully

carried to their respective addresses, and a
prompt reply returned, if they fasten to their

letters a ticket marked Post-paid, because no
money is allowed to be taken. This ticket

will be attached to or folded round the said

letter, or transmitted in any other con-

venient manner, provided always that the

commissionaire may observe and easily take

it off.

‘ The date of the day or month on which
it is sent will be filled in. The head com-

missionaire at the palace will sell these post-

paid tickets at a stamped sous each
;
and

people are advised to buy a sufficient num-
ber according to their requirements, that

they may have so great a convenience at

hand whenever they want to write.’

This notice declares that the ticket may
be obtained at the palace, at the turn-tables

of the nunneries, from the porters of the

colleges and convents, &c., and the gaolers

of prisons. The price was fixed at a sous

stamped with the King’s effigy
;
and ‘ parties

engaged in law-suits were advised to give a
certain number of these tickets to their law-

yers and notaries, that they might get fre-

quent information of the state of their

affairs
;
and fathers also to give them to
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their children at school or in convents
;
and

likewise employers to their workmen.’
The notice closes thus :—

•

‘ The commissionaires will begin to carry

letters on the 8th of August, 1653. This

date is fixed that plenty of time may be
given for obtaining the tickets.’

We find the following passage also m
Pelisson, treating of the same innovation ;

—

‘ In 1653, an officer of the Court of

Requests, named De Yelayer, had obtained

a privilege or boon from the King, for the

sole establishment of boxes in divers quar-

ters of Paris
;
and had afterwards set up an

office at the palace, where were sold, at one
sous a-piece, certain tickets stamped with a

peculiar mark. These tickets contained
nothing but Post-paid, the day of

1653 or 1654. To make use of these, it v/as

necessary to fill up the blank with the date

of the day and month on which you wrote
;

and afterwards, you had only to twist this

ticket round the note you wrote to your
friend, and throw them together into the

box. There were people who had orders to

open it three times a day, and carry the
notes to their addresses. Besides the post-

paid ticket attached to the letter for pay-
ment of porterage, the writer, if he desired

a reply, took care to enclose another postpaid
ticket in his letter.’

Pelisson does not state whether this

Yelayer was the inventor of this system of

franking
;
we can therefore only notify the

circumstances, without attributing the in-

vention to its legitimate author.

Thus we see that pillar-boxes, post-paid
envelopes, and ‘ stamp for reply,’ are of much
higher antiquity than is generally imagined.

THE PEKKY POST.
The 10th of January, 1840, will beamemorable
day in the history of civilization, as that on
which the idea of a Penny Postage was first

exemplified. The practical benefits derived
from this reform, are so well known that it is

needless to dwell upon them. Let us rather
turn attention for a few moments to the

* There is evidently here some confusion of dates.
The tickets could not possibly have been procured
eight days before the public notice of their issue.

remarkable, yet most modest man, whom his

species have to thank for this noble invention.

Rowland Hill, born in 1795, was devoted

through all his early years, even from boy-

hood, to the business of a teacher. At the

Sjge of forty, we find him engaged in conduct-

ing the colonization of South Australia upon
the plan of Mr. Edward Gibbon Wakefield,

for which his powers of organization gave
him a great advantage, and in which his

labours were attended with a high degree of

success. It was about the year 1835, that

he turned his attention to the postal system
of the country, with the conviction that it

was susceptible of reform. Under enormous
difficulties, he contrived to collect information

upon the subject, so as to satisfy himself,

and enable him to satisfy others, that the

public might be benefited by a cheaper post-

age, and yefc the revenue remain ultimately

undiminished. The leading facts on which
he based his conclusions have been detailed

in an authoritative document. ‘ The cost of

a letter to the Post Office he saw was divisi-

ble into three branches. First, that of

receiving the letter and preparing it for its

journey, which, under the old regime, was
troublesome enough, as the postage varied

first in proportion to the distance it had to

travel
;
and again, according as it was com-

posed of one, two, or three sheets of paper,

each item of charge being exorbitant. For
instance, a letter from London to Edinburgh,
if single, was rated Is. l|d.

;
if double, at

2s. 3d.
;
and if treble, at 3s. 4|d.

;
any—the

minutest—inclosure being treated as an
additional sheet. The duty of taxing letters,

or writing upon each of them the postage,

thus became a complicated transaction,

occupying much time and employing the
labour of many clerks. This, and other
duties, which we will not stop to specify,

comprised the first of the three branches of

expense which each letter imposed on the
office. The second was the cost of transit

from post office to post office. And this

expense, even for so great a distance as from
London to Edinburgh, proved, upon careful

examination, to be no more than the ninth
part of a farthing ! The third branch was
that of delivering the letter and receiving

the postage—letters being for the most part
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sent away -unpaid. Powland Hill saw that,

althougli a considerable reduction of postage
might and ought to be made, even if the

change rested there, yet that, if he could

cheapen the cost to the Post office, the

reduction to the public could be carried very
much further without entailing on the reve-

nue any ultimate loss of serious amount.
He therefore addressed himself to the

simplification of the various processes. If,

instead of charging according to the number
of sheets or scraps of paper, a weight should

be fixed, below which a letter, whatever might
be its contents, should only bear a single

charge, much trouble to the office would be
spared, while an unjust mode of taxation

would be abolished. For, certainly, a double

letter did not impose double cost, nor a

treble letter three-fold cost, upon the Post
office. But, if the alteration had rested there,

a great source of labour to the office would
have remained

;
because postage would still

have been augmented upon each letter in

proportion to the distance it had to travel.

In the absence of knowledge as to the very
minute cost of mere transit, such an arrange-

ment would appear just
;

or, to place the

question in another light, it would seem
unjust to charge as much for delivering a

letter at the distance of a mile from the

office at which it was posted as for deliver-

ing a letter at Edinburgh transmitted from
London. But when Rowland Hill had, by
his investigation, ascertained that the differ-

ence between the cost of transit in the one

instance and the other was an insignificant

fraction of a farthing, it became obvious

that it was a nearer approximation to perfect

justice to pass over this petty inequality than

to tax it even to the amount of the smallest

coin of the realm. With regard to the third

head, all that could be done for lessening the

cost attendant on delivering the letters from
house to house, was to devise some plan of

pre-payment which should be acceptable to

the public (so long accustomed to throw the

cost of correspondence on the receiver of a

letter instead of the sender), and which, at

the same time, should not transfer the task

of collection to the receiving-office, while

it relieved the letter-carriers attached to the

distributing office; otherwise comparatively

little would have been gained by the change.
This led to the proposal for pre-payment by
stamped labels, whereby the Post office is

altogether relieved from the duty of collect-

ing postage. Thus, one by one, were the
impediments all removed to the accomplish-
ment of a grand object—uniformity of
postage throughout the British Isles.’

It necessarily followed, from the economy
thus proposed, that the universal rate might
be a low one, which again might be expected
to react favourably on the new system, in

enabling a wider public to send and receive

letters. A brother of Mr. Hill had, a few
years before suggested the Fenny Magazine.
Perhaps this was the basis of Mr. Rowland
Hill’s conception, that each letter of a
certain moderate weight should be charged
one penny. The idea was simple and intelli-

gible, and, when announced in a pamphlet
in 1837, it was at once heartily embraced by
the public. Neither the government nor the
opposition patronized it. The Post-office

authorities discountenanced it as much as

possible. Nevertheless, from the mere force

of public sentiment, it was introduced into

parliament and ratified in 1839.

The Whig ministry of the day were so far

just to Mr. Hill, that they gave him a
Treasury appointment to enable him to work
out his plan, and this he held till the
Conservative party came into power in 1841

.

Having been by them bowed out of office, on
the allegation that his part of the business

was accomplished, he might have shared the
fate of many other public benefactors, if the
community had not already become profound-
ly impressed with a sense of the value of his

scheme. They marked their feeling towards
him by a subscription which amounted to

fifteen thousand pounds. On the replace-

ment of the Whigs in 1846, he was brought
back into office as Secretary to the Post-

master-General
;

in which position, and as

Secretary to the Post office ( to which honour
he attained in 1854), he has been duly active

in effecting improvements having the public

convenience in view. Of these the chief has
been the organization of the Money-Order
Office, by which upwards of thirteen millions

sterling are annually transmitted from hand
to hand at an insignificant expense. Twenty-
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two years have now fully proved the virtues of

the Penny Postage, under favour of which

the nuutber of letters transmitted by the

Office annually has advanced from. 77 to

645 millions, with an addition of outlay or

cost on the part of the public amounting

only to fifty per cent. Nor has England

alone to thank Rowland Hill, for there is no

civilized country which has not adopted his

scheme. It was surely b}^ a most worthy

exercise of the royal power that the inventor

of Penny Postage received in 1860 the

dignity of Knight Commander of the Bath.

—The Booh of Bays.

POSTS, AND THEIR ORIGIN.
‘ Post,’ as we all know, denotes the des-

patch of a courier or letter-carrier, made by
changing horses from time to time. The
horses are positi (placed, posted, or disposed)

from distance to distance.

The origin of posts is ascribed by Hero-

dotus to Cyrus or Xerxes
;
bat those were

no more than couriers. It is evident that

they owe their origin to the policy, or rather

the diffidence, of Louis XI. of Erance. He
appointed them by an ordonnance of the

19th of June, 1464, in order that what passed

on in his own kingdom, and in the neigh-

bouring states, might be sooner published.

From France the institution propagated

itself by degrees through the various parts of

Europe. In Germany (as we are informed

by Hornigk) jposts were first settled by the

Count de Taxis, in acknowledgement of which
the Emperor Matthias, in 1616, gave him the

office of postmaster. In England posts were
instituted as early as the time of Charles I.

In the year 1660, a law was passed in the

House of Commons which gave to members
of Parliament the liberty of franking letters.

These franks continued to be used till this

century, when the stamps, which are now
put on all letters, were introduced,

REVIEWS OF POSTAL PUBLICATIONS.
Forged Stamps : How to 'Detect Them. By

Thornton Lewes and Edward Pem-
berton. Edinburgh : Colston & Son.

This much-required and valuable publica-

tion amply realises the promise of its title

page. The descriptions, both of the genuine

specimens and their attempted counterparts,

are so marvellously accurate as to preclude

all possibility of misconception. The authors

recommend the use of a magnifying glass,

for testing the genuineness of postage

stamps : we think their own eyes must be

compound microscopes, so infinitesimal are

some of the peculiarities distinguishing the

real from the fictitious individuals, which
these painstaking gentlemen carefully dis-

criminate.

We would refer particularly to the dis-

crepancies noted between the legitimate and
forged stamps of the Sandwich Islands,

the Denmark essays, the Confederates of

America, and some of the Swiss.

The work is divided into three parts
;
of

which the first treats of forged imitations of

real stamps
;
the second, of those wholly fic-

titious
;
and the third part alludes to a num-

ber which have been catalogued by various

writers, although never professedly issued as

postal. Under this last category comes the

10 rappen of Bern, the Jamaica receipt

stamps, the timbres d' instruction of Bavaria,

the Ocean Postage, Iceland, &c.

We cannot help, however, feeling slightly

venomous at the ruthless decimation of our
collection, if the critical authors are quite

right in their estimation of many accredited

stamps—and we fear they are ;—but we are

inclined to show fight

for the credit of the

double Geneva stamp
(of which an engra-

ving is annexed), as

a friend of ours has
had them sent from Geneva by a party who
took no interest in postage stamps, certainly

never purchased any, and professed to send
those only which he found on old letters. If

this stamp were entirely fictitious, how
comes it that the small squares were known
to collectors so long before the perfect stamp
was seen ? Last year, in many continental

collections, we observed one of the small 5-c.

Genevas, with its companion and the band
of junction drawn in pencil or pen and ink,

as a token of the existence of the perfect

double stamp, which seems at that time not

to have been met with. Is it likely that the
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double stamp would have been forged as a
great rarity, and then partially spoiled by
being cut up ? That the small squares are

marked Port Local, and the whole stamp
Port Gantonal, is rather a proof ofthe authen-
ticity of the production than not

;
as the

former might have been used for local pur-
poses, and the latter for over-weight can-

tonal letters. The annexed engraving of

the well-known Brunswick
stamp will serve for an
illustration of the custom
of employing a stamp,
either whole or of separate

pieces, according to the

monetary value required.

The small Mecklenburg is

used in a similar manner.
The 1-gute groschen Hanover, blue, is

objected to by our fastidious critics, chiefly

on the score of the difference of colour be-

tween it and the one-fifteenth thaler of the

same year. We beg to say that the two
stamps in question in our own collection are

precisely alike in colour. Our 10 cents,

blue, of the United States, came direct from
an emjploije attached to the American minis-

ter’s legation in Paris, who disposed of all

the loose envelopes in the waste basket.

With regard to the Paraguay essays, they
could never have been brought into use

;

inasmuch as that country has not yet at-

tained the rank of a kingdom. The initials

on them are those of the Parisian engraver

;

and the pale variety mentioned as unmarked,
and which we also possess, was most pro-

bably the work of some apprentice or clerk

who surreptitiously got hold of the original

plate, and struck oft a few copies for filthy

lucre’s sake.

The two stamps supposed to be Turkish,

and noted in Moens’ catalogue, we have our-

selves seen in the collection of their fortu-

nate possessor in the neighbourhood of

Heynze, in Belgium, to whom they were
given by the Turkish ambassador as postage

stamps. We shall visit our friend next sum-
mer, and will take a drawing of them for

engraving in the magazine, as he objects to

trust them out of his possession.

Although the very few semi-critical re-

marks we have taken the liberty of making

take up a space disproportionate to our
almost unqualified, approval, we wish to be
understood as recommending the work as

absolutely essential to the postage stamp
collector, and hope a rapid sale of the pre-

sent edition will necessitate a second, with
a more copious notice of the United States

locals
;
the Pony Expresses, the forgeries of

which are not alluded to at all; and the

stamps of San Francisco.

We may conclude by hinting that ama-
teurs may fall into the opposite error of

rejecting specimens undoubtedly genuine.

One of our most notable collectors refused

one of the latest issue of Spain, when it first

appeared, as an imposition. We were the

first to introduce here the 2 pesos, blue, of

Buenos Ayres, given us by the Charge
(P Affaires of that country in Paris

;
but

could with difficulty prevail upon any col-

lector to credit its authenticity. Sundry
specimens of the present issue of that place,

procured by us dUect from the post office,

were returned as forgeries ! and the stamps
of the Ionian Islands, obtained from Corfu,

sent back to us from Boulogne under the

same stigma !

Stamp Collector's Manual. A. C. Kline,

Philadelphia, U. S.

Appeaes to be chiefly a transcript of Brown’s
first edition, preface included

;
ljut not copy-

ing the unique style of printing adopted in

that catalogue
;
which, from the variety of

type employed, renders his descriptions

more readily available than those of most
other writers on the subject. Mr. Kline’s

book is of value as naturally affording

a more elaborate index to the United
States locals than European catalogues could

afford, but otherwise it is many months in

arrear for postal information. It is amusing
to see his heading the Confederate stamps
as the ‘ So-called Southern Confederacy.’

Petit Manuel de V Amateur des Timbres

Postes. Par F. Y., Paris.

The introductory letter-press (filling nearly

half the volume) affords a good deal of in-

formation, and contains pertinent hints on
the arrangement of specimens. There are

also three diagrams as patterns for either a

1
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chronological, heraldic, or systematic colour-

grouping
;
hut the list of stamps is both

defective and redundant.

COREESPONDENCE.

To the Editor of the ‘ Stamp Collector’s Magazine.’

Sir,—I am not yet a collectoi- of postage stamps,

although several of my friends are. Whether the dis-

ease is'catching I know not, but I am afraid I shall soon

become a victim of the Timhromanie, su(;h is my eager-

ness in assisting my friends to collect, characterise, and

arrange their stamps. And so great Is my interest in

them, that I feel quite annoyed if they are not arranged

properbL
The collection of one of my friends is an especial

grief to me. It is a nice little collection, consisting of

about two hundred and fifty varieties, but very badly

arranged. In one part of the book we find ourselves at

Portugal
;
turn over a page, and we are in Ilussia

;

another, and we are back again at Spain
;
in a different

part we go from Tuscany to the Sandwich Islands, and
then back to Luxembourg,—all in two or three steps.

This may be worse than the generality, but I think

that very few arrange their stamps as well as they

might; and fewer still gain as much knowledge from the

collecting of them as is possible. A great many, I believe,

place their stamps on one side of the book, and leave the

opposite page vacant. With a little trouble this empty
page mighdbe filled Avith the most useful and interesting

information.
The printed albums, I believe, contain descriptions of

the stamps
;
v^hen first issued

;
their colour

;
and every-

thing, in fact, about them. This may be well enough
for the collector, but I cannot see vrliat interest a non-
collector can take in such a description, Avheu he has the

stamp itself before him. Even the collector hardly

requires it in an album
;
for most likely he has a printed

catalogue by which to recognise the stamps. This being

the case, how much better would it be to fill the vacant

space with a short account of the country itself, than
with a description of the stamps appertaining to the
country. There are few people, I think, to whoiu such
information as this I speak of would not be pleasing,

mayhap instructive
;
but at any rate it would show them

that their Mend, in collectiiig his stamps, aimed at

something more than the mere acquisition of the printed

and coloured pieces of paper called stamps
;
and that he

endeavoured to derive a lasting benefit from this appa-
rently frivolous pursuit.

For example : the Argentine Confederation stamps,

—

the first on a catalogue arranged in alphabetical order.

Would people in general rather read about the cap of

Inberty, and all that, than that the Argentine (or La
Plata) Confederation is a republic, consisting of thirteen

provinces (formerly fourteen, Buenos Ayres having
seceded in 1853) ;

that this country was discovered by
the Spaniards in 1515, and settled by them in 1553

;
that

it formed part of the great vice-royalty of Peru until

1778, when it became that of Bio de la Plata; that it

contains 900,000 square miles, and that for this vast

surface—seven and a half times the extent of the British

Isles,—there are only 874,000 inhabitants (not quite one
for a square mile)

;
that the names of the country and its

river (which is rather an estuary than a river)
,
as indi-

cating the presence of silver, are misnomers
;
that the

rearing of live stock is the great business of the country
;

and so on Such knowledge as this is easily attain-
able

;
and as writing anything down is a sure way of

retaining it in the memory, why not copy it in the post-
age-stamp book, where it may benefit others as well as
one’s self, which would not be the case if merely written
in an exercise book .*

This is my plan
;
I do not know whether others have

thought of the same, but it appears to me quite feasible
;

and in the execution of it many a spare moment might
be employed, when the collector would otherwise be only
idly turning over the pages of his album, lamenting
deficiencies, or inwardly congratulating himself upon
the recent acquirement of some new and I'are stamp.
A good many schoolboys collect stamps

;
and I should

imagine this to be a capital way for them to acquire
knowledge. It would occupy some of their time in the
holidays (a great boon to mammas and elder sisters),

and not being a regular lesson, they would be ready to
pay more attention to it than if they were learning out
of a geography book, and would reap as much benefit
from this as from other modes of learning.

This might be profitable in another respect too. I
mean in this way. If papa saw his son desirous of
making his collection of use, would he not be very happy
to afibrd him the means of obtaining a long-coveted
‘Pony Express,’ ‘ Nevis,’ or ‘ Sandwich Island’ stamp,
which otherwise he would have to wait for until the
desired amount was reached by the saving, for a month
or more, of his weekly sixpence I commend this plan,
therefore, to schoolboys, as being profitable

;
and if older

persons think it worthy of their attention, let them
adopt it

;
and although it may not always answer, I need

scarcely remind them, that as old Horace says, Est
quadam prodire te7tus^ si 7i07% datur ultra.

Veninor. H. S.

MOENS’ ILLUSTBATIONS.
To the Editor of the ‘ Stamp Collector’s Magazine.'

Sir,—There are now eleven parts of this woidc issued,
containing lithographs of 399 varieties. The first three
numbers gave great pleasure to all who had the oppor-
tunity of seeing them

;
for, as beautiful and accurate

specimens of engraving, they fully equalled the original
stamps. It is this very accuracy in copying which
raises the doubt in the minds of many collectors, whether
Mr. Moens has the right to the title of ‘ Prince of Bel-
gian stamp authorities,’ which was bestowed on him in
the first number of your magazine. If Mr, Moens, by
his knowledge of the subject, had this right, how is it

that in seven instances Ire has engraved from forged
specimens ? He has copied them so faithfully, that any
one at all conversant with the subject would see at once
that his originals were not genuine stamps. In the
illustration of each of the seven cases mentioned below,
the differences from the genuine stamps can be seen as
readily as in the forgeries themselves.
On plate 18, the Basle 2\ rap. must have been en-

graved from a forgery
;
because in the real stamp the

ground is not of one uniform colour, but is composed of
alternate dots of greenish-blue and white.

On Plate 19, No. 8 is not like a Geneva 5 c. port local,

and the inscription on it is ’Port tonal^’ and the en-
graving itself is more like the forgery of that stamp
than the original.

On the same plate. No. 10 (5 c. Vaud.), No. 9 (5 c.

Neuchatel), No, 13 (2| rap. Winterthur), Nos, 11 and 12

(Zurich 4 and 6 cents), are exact counterparts of the
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forgeries of those stamps which are sold by Wilhelm
Georg, of Basle.

Had a tyro on the subject of stamps done_ this, it

would have been commented on sooner; but it would

have been more excusable in such a one than in Mr.

Moens,—the compiler of a catalogue, the author of a

work on false stamps, and the great Belgian authority

on the subject. Has Mr. Moens never seen genuine

specimens of the stamps (specially) mentioned, that he

should be so easily deceived by them ? It is really

rather curious, that these seven stamps should be

described (^verij vaguely I admit) in his work on the

‘ Falsification of Postage Stamps.’ Beyond these for-

geries, there is no fault to be found with the work. The
engravings are exquisite. It is scarcely fair to say that

any one of them is better done than another
;
but the

best specimens in the series are, in my opinion, N. Ger-

many, Bremen, 10 grote, Kussian and Polish, Bahamas,

Brazil, Natal, and Confederate States. The latter are

particularly noticeable
;

for one can see at a glance that

they are taken from real specimens, and not from any of

those wretched imitations which are sold in New York.

The series of illustrations of the Special Companies and

Private Offices (of the dis-United States) is good : there

are 100 examples copied.

The second Buenos Ayres, on plate 25, has the name
engraved Riiends instead of ‘ Buenos

;

’ a carelessness

which spoils the appearance of the page.. But, to con-

clude this rather lengthened letter, the next best thing

to having a collection of postage stamps would be
_

to

have this series of illustrations
;
for the manner in which

they are got up, and their appearance as a whole, is very

beautiful.
EDWARD L. PEMBERTON.

THE MULREADY ENVELOPES.

To the Editor of the ‘ Stamp Collector’s Magazine.’

Sir,—As in none of the catalogues or magazines treat-

ing on the subject of postage stamps, that I have yet

seen, have I found the covers or envelopes designed by
W. Mulready, R.A., and engraved by John Thompson,
more than just mentioned, I thought that a fuller

description would be somewhat interesting to many of

your younger readers, and so will proceed to describe

them without further preface.

If we take the excellently executed copy at the head
of this magazine as a reference, it will be observed that

Great Britain, symbolised by a figure of Britannia seated

on a rock with a recumbent lion at her feet, is repre-

sented as being in the centre of the universe, and with
extended ai'ms hastening her winged messengers to the

four quarters of the globe
;
the different peoples of the

world being typified either by the people themselves, by
their animals, or by their productions. Thus on the one
side will be seen Chinese, Turks, camels, and elephants,

for Asia and Africa
;
and on the other, Indians holding

the hands of Europeans in the grasp of amity, the Lap-
lander in his car, Americans, and the representatives of

other nations, engaged in preparing their produce for

commerce
;
whilst beneath these, and to the right and

left, are represented figures reading letters received from
their friends in far distant lands. The whole engraving
is evidently intended to convey the idea of the advan-
tages naturally accruing to all nations from a free enjoy-
ment of postal communication with each other.

A blank space is left at the lower part of the parallelo-
gram enclosing the engraving, to contain the address of
the person to whom the cover is sent. The value of the

postage for which the cover is free, besides being printed
thus. Postage One Penny Postage Tivopence^ is also

shown by the colour of the ink used for the impression
;

the penny cover being in black ink, and the twopenny
cover in blue. In an oblong on the lower flap of the
cover is engraved the word Postage^ in large lettei’s

formed of dots on a diaper of white lines on a coloured
ground.' There is also a peculiarity of make in the paper
used in the manufacture of these covers, that for each
value being different

;
thus, the penny postage cover has

two horizontal lines of rose-coloured silk thread woven
in the paper at one flap, and one line of blue silk

through the other
;
and the twopenny cover has three

horizontal lines of rose-coloured silk through one flap,

and two lines of blue silk through the other. The
various particulars as to rates of postage and prices of

the covers are printed on the side flaps. Obliteration

was effected by imprinting, with a hand stamp, a red

cross patee over the figure of Britannia. The envelopes
are of exactly the same design,

W. E. H.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
SOLUTION TO CONUNDRUM.

Because it upholds the croivn with dignity

;

and at the same time holds out a shield to all

the ivorld.

The only correct answer has been received from Ralph,
who is, thei’efore, entitled to the promised Pony Express
Stamp. Answers more or less ingenious have been forwarded
by W. Turner, G. Elliott, C. Wade, William Henderson,
E. Carritt, Asher Levy, James Hamilton, and J. H. Battye,
who, if they will send a stamped-directed envelope enclosed
to the editor, care of the i)ublishers, 13, George Street, Bath,
shall receive a specimen of the Tuscan Lion.

T. H. Field.—The corners of such stamps as those of

Tasmania, Rome, 'Western Australia, &c., ought not to

be cut off; nor should envelope stamps be left without a
good margin. Continental collectors fix these latter in
their albums uncut.
Plymouth Post.—In the old issue of the Belgian

stamps, the right epaulette is exposed : it is partially hid
by the oval frame of the 1850 series.—The Portuguese
stamps of the present reign have the head to the left.

The 5, 10, and 25 reis are the only values out as yet.

—

The small Mecklenburg Schweiin is as old as the rest.

—

The green Id. Victoria, without the devices in the corners,

succeeded the other.—The ‘ Table Bay Harbour Com-
mission ’ is not a postage stamp.
W. S. B.—The presence or absence of the remains of

adhesive matter on the backs of the old 6d., lOd., and
Is. octagonal stamps of Great Britain, is the only way of

distinguishing the labels from the envelopes of the same
values.

Rugba;ian.—The old 6d. octagonal, green^ of Great
Britain, is extremely rare.

William Lovell, Jun.—At present the price of the
Nicaraguan stamps depends upon the conscience of the
vendor.
N. Y., Wimbledon.—The query about the Ocean Post-

age stamp has been already answered.

J. S., Birmingham.—Whiting’s essay is fully described

by Dr. Gray in this number.—A description of the

Turkish was given in a former number.—No photo-

graphic stamp has ever been current.
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G. Austen.—The Western Australian stamps of 1862

appear to be extremely rare.

ENauiREK. -The Ilamburg Boten are certainly post-

age stamps, used hi default of district offices.

F. K. C. Hopkins.—Your stamp is the present issue

of Guiana.—The 3d. New Zealand comes over both violet

and brown.
Mouse.—A dish similar to that described in the

‘ Tale’ may be seen in the ivindow of a silversmith’s, in

a street leading from Carey Street to Lincoln’s Inn

Fields.

Louisa, Liverpool.—The old blue English stamps

with white lines are very common. Those without are

compai-ativelv scarcer.

Alpha.—The largest collection we know of contains

about 1600 stamps, inclusive of locals, &c.—The
American Inter. Ilev. are postage stamps.—The Bremen

1 groten, orange or rose, are Custom House or bill-

stamps.
Church Steeple.

—

The black Id. New Zealand

stamp must be a dyed specimen
;
and the 7 sk. Ham-

burg an engraving.

H. C. Twiss.—We cannot give an opinion on the

French stamp you describe, without ocular inspection.

—

The Sicilian stamps you allude to must be those that

were adopted from the figured essay
;
the colours and

values corresponding to what are usually called

‘ Bombas.’

NOTICE.—All purchasers of the present number of
the Stamp Collector’s Magazine are entitled to receive

with it an unobliterated Foreign Fostage Stamp.

STAMPS WANTED TO PURCHASE.
Letters, stating price and condition, to be forwarded to

the Advertisers.

J COUPER, Swansea.
Brazil large 90 ;

Slanting 90.

Cuba, 1856 Issue and Interinsular.

French Essays.

Whiting’s and other English Essays.

Pacific Co., 1 real, brown; 2 reals, carmine.

Early Spanish (except 6 c.).

Naples (Bourbon Arms), 2 tornese
; \ grano.

Canada, 12 pence.

Tuscany (on blue), 1 quattr; 2 soldi.

New Brunswick Essay (Connell’s Head).

Argentine, 1 real, M. C.

Parma, 10 c., flesh ; 5 c.. Provisional (2 sorts).

French Republic, 1 fr., vermilion
;
1 fr., brown.

Schleswig Essay, 2 sch., blue.

Buenos Ayres (ship).

Luzon.
Reunion,
New Caledonia.
Modena, 10 c., brown; 15 c., violet; 49 c., blue

;
10 c.,

Provisional.

India, | anna, red.

Zurich, 4 (lines across figures).

American Locals.

Austrian Complementary.
Essays of all Countries.

R. V. S., Office of the ‘Stamp Collector’s
Magazine,’ 13, George Street, Bath.

Paraguay black, green, rose, blue, brown, red, violet,

and yellow.

Argentine Confederation, 1 real, M. C.

Dutch Guiana, 10 c., rose; 10 c., dark neutral
;
10 c.,

lavender.

New Caledonia, 10 c., grey.

Reunion, 30 cents.

Hanover envelope, 3 gr., yellow.

Cuba, 2 real and 2 reals, 1855
;
1 real and 2 reals, 1856.

New Brunswick Essay, 5 cents, chocolate.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH, the Foreign Stamp
AND Crest Depot, Bath.

Confederate States, bust of Jefferson Davis, 5 cents,
black.

Liberia Essay, 12 cents, lilac.

Cape of Good Hope, Id., blue; 4d., red.
Lubeck Essay, 4 sch., black.

Van Dieman’s Land, Id., blue.

Saxony, 3 pfenuige, red.

Holland Essay, 5 c., black.

Great Britain, Id. black V. R. Official. [Five shillings

are offered for this stamp.]
United States, Essay, 3 cents, red.

Vie.toi’ia, Too late, 6d.

French Colonies, 20 c., blue
;
80 c., rose.

Portugal, 5 reis, brown
;
50 reis, green

;
100 reis, lilac

(Head of (Jueen Maria IT).

Belgium, Essay, 10 cents, blue ; 40 cents, black.

Wurtcmburg, returned letter stamp.
Moldavia, newspaper stamp, 5 p.aras, black.

Hong Kong, 96 cents, obliterated.

Canada, twelve pence, black.

Sandwich Islands, 1 cent, blue.

Papal States, 1 scudo, vermilion

Advertisements for insertion in the Stamp
Collector’s Magazine, should reach the Office,

13, George Street, Bath, not later than the lOth of
the month.

Tlie Postage-stamp Collector’s Pocket
Album.— Containing a complete Table of all the Postage
Stamps issued by each Country, State, or City, with spaces
arranged for their reception. The whole in a neat and port-

able form, with flap and elastic band, and a pocket for surplus
stamps. Roan, 2s. ;

post free, 2s. Id. ;
morocco or russia,

3s. 6d.
;
post free, 3s. 8d. ;

morocco or russia gilt, 4s.
;
post

free, 4s. 2d. Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street,

Bath.

Arms of the Queen and Poyal Pamily,
including the late Prince Consort, the Crown Prince and
Princess of Prussia, Prince and Princess Louis of Hesse,
Princess Alexandra, King of Denmark, King of Prussia,
Duke of Cumberland, Duchess of Cambridge, Princess Mary,
&c., &c., &c. In two sheets. Belief stamped in colours.

Price Is. 6d.
;
post free. Is. 7d. Stafford Smith & Smith,

13, George Street, Bath.

All kinds of Rare Stamps can be obtained
from ‘ Regio Capito,’ Hanley, Staffordshire Potteries

;
and all

parties, before purchasing, should send for his New Printed
List, which he has considerably reduced, and which will be
sent on receipt of two stamps.

* Alpha,’ 34, Northbrook Street, Newbury,
has a quantity of Rare Stamps for Sale. Send a stamp for a
List.

Mr. Carder, Market Place, Dover, is able
o supply Foreign Stamps at the lowest possible rates. Send
stamp for Catalogue.
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Stamps Given Away.—K. P. Harley and
Co., 18, South Hano'. er Street, Glasgow, will give an unused

stamp to every person applying for their May Price List (900

varieties). Sent on receipt of stamped-directed envelope.

To be Raffled for, on June 2nd, a Col-
lection of 300 Stamps, mounted in Lallier’s Album, many
unused, by CO Members at Is. each. Unused Stamps bought.

J G Oxley, 6,
Hewitt Street, Waterloo Road, Manchester.

W. G. Diamond, Rifle House, Westbourne
Grove, London, Dealer in Postage Stamps of all nations since

1857, Buys, Sells, and Exchanges scarce Foreign Stamps.

Wanted to Purchase, a Collection of not less than 900 vari-

eties.

E. M., Box A. 3, Post Office, Leeds, sup-
plies clean French Stamps, one dozen and upwards at the

following prices r— 1 c., 2d. per dozen; 2, 4d.; 5, 9d.
; 10,

Is. 3d.
;
Chifh-e Taxe, 10, Is. 9d. ; 15, 2s. 3d.

Stamps of Antigua, Chili, Granada Con-
federation, Liberia, Mexico, Modena, Parma, or any other

country, for Sale by James Shelton, Grimsby. Priced List

or Stamps for inspection sent on receipt of stamped envelope.

Ionian, Is. the Set; Wallachia, from Is. each.

W. Young, 1, Kent Street, Glasgow, has a
large number of Stamps for Sale. Baden Land Post, 1 kr., I'd.

;

3 kr., 2d. ;
Ionian Isles, Is. per Set. List; sent on receipt of

stamped-directed envelope. W. Y. also buys Rare Stamps.
Agents wanted.

Addresses of Continental Stamp dealers
for Sale. Apply to W. Young, 1, Kent Street, Glasgow.

Genuine Presents. Mr. Prank E. Millar,
of 166, Queen’s Road, Dalston, London, N.E., begs to intorm
his numerous customers that his monthly Price List for May
is now ready, price, post free, two stamps, and that with
every List he will give, gratis, a very rare English Private

Postage Stamp, which is now in use.

Gratis ! Gratis ! Gratis ! Mr. George
Prior, of 48, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C., has just issued

his May Price List, and will send the same, with a very rare

Envelope Stamp, free, to any address, on receipt of two penny
stamps.

Foreign and Colonial Postage Stamps.

—

A great variety of Foreign and other Postage Stamps (used
and unused) offered for Sale at low prices, by W. Lincoln,
jun., at W. S. Lincoln & Son’s), 462, New Oxford Street,

London, W.C. Price List sent on receipt of stamped enve-
lope.

D. M-c Corkindale, 70, George Square,
Glasgow, will sendhis May List on receiptofstamped envelope.
Specimen of Prices,—France Republic, at 6d., Presidencies, at

9d.; Nova Scotia, 3d. and 6d., at 4d. each. All, in short, are
cheap.

J. B. Barker and Co., 77, Canning Street,
Liverpool, have on hand the following and many other scarce
Stamps,—Antigua, Bahamas, British Columbia, Ceylon enve-
lope, Id., at 7d

;
2d

,
9d.

;
Canada envelope, Grenada, Nevis,

St Lucia, Turkey, Venezuela, &c. Stamped envelope to
accompany every communication.

W. S. Robinson, 115, Church Street, Ever-
ton, Liverpool, can supply all sorts of Stamps, on very mode-
rate terms. Prices quoted, and stamps sent on approval, on
receipt of stamped envelope.

John Ross, 138, West Graham Street,
Glasgow, will send his New List on receipt of penny stamp
The prices defy competition

Cheap Stamps ! Ionian Islands, Is. ; Lu-
beck and Bergedorf, l.s. 3d. per Set ; Id. St Lucia, 6d ;

Vene-
zuela, Is 6d. per Set ;

Confederate States, 8s. 6d. per Set of

15; Id. Nevis, 6d.
;
Luxembourg, 2s. 6d, the Set of 9, &c.

F. G. Jones, 87, Roscommon Street, Liverpool. Stamps
bought to any amount.

Stamps ! Stamps ! Stamps !—H. Whit-
taker, Winchester Terrace, Regent Boad, Salford, Dealer in
all kinds of British and Foreign Stamps, will send his April
List on receipt of stamped envelope. Collections of 100 difer-

eut stamps, 4s. ; 200, 13s.
; 300, 28s. Stamps bought.

The Shilling Album is a neat and service-
able Book, strongly bound in cloth, and ruled to contain 1400
stamps. Post free, one stamp extra. R. IV. Pegg, 11, Holies
Street, Dublin.

A. B., 2, Bartholomew Street, Hewbury,
will send his List of Foreign Stamps on receipt of stamped
envelope.

Woods & Pemberton, Dealers in Obsolete
Postage Stamps, Olive Street, Hartlepool. List sent on receipt

of two stamps.

H. Squier, Arcade, Dover, has quantities
of Stamps for Sale. Sw’-eden 3, at 3d.; Modena 5 c., Is.,

or 9s, per doz.

Wanted to Purchase, a Collection of
Foreign Postage Stamps, comprising upwards of 1000 varieties,

to the price of £40. All offers, and at the same time a cata-
logue of the Collection of the different varieties, to be made,
post free, to Monsieur Oscar Berger-Levrault, Libraire a
Strasbourg, France.

The Cheapest Foreign Stamps at W. John-
son’s, Market Place, Dover. List of Prices sent on receipt of
stamped envelope.

C. B. Jeeves, 46, Ashburnham Grove,
Greenwich, S. E., has a large number of used and unused
Stamps for sale, very cheap, including Chili, Buenos Ayres,
Pony Express, clean Prince Edward’s Island, &c. A Price List
sent for two stamps. A number of Inter. Rev. Certificates,

and other American stamps, for Sale, cheap.

English Essays, Turkish, Argentine (15 c.),

Spanish (1851), Antigua, Sicily, Confederates, New Granada,
Denmark. Proof Impressions of above, by Whymper, 6d.

each, by post, 7d., of E. Upjohn, Bookseller and Stationer,

24, Bow Street, Covent Garden, W.C. Others preparing.

An Agency for Purchase of Post Stamps
is required. Post-paid offers, with lists of the wanted stamps
and their prices, to Mr. T. Boericke, jun., Glauchau, Saxony.

The * He plus Ultra ’ of Cheapness.—Post-
age Stamps supplied by Victor, 30, Biggin Street, Dover,
Kent, at mere nominal prices.

Mr. Cooke, Buckland, Dover, supplies
Stamps, particularly obsolete issues, at prices that defy com-
petition. Selections sent for inspection on application.

E. Hine, Mr. Lockhart’s, Dunstable (in
connection with M. Dere), Buys, Sells, or Exchanges Oblite-

rated Stamps. Stamps sold on commission.
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C. G., Aeomb House, Mancliester, can
supply Dealers and Collectors cheaper than any other Dealer.

Examples (unused) at the following rates per doz. :— Helvetia,

2c., 6d.
; 3c., 8d.

;
5 c., Is. ;

Honolulu, 5 c., lOs. 6d.
;
Hanover,

^ gr.. Is.; Spain, 2 c., Is. 6d.
;
Hanover—Bestegeld, Is.;

France, 2 c., 6d.
;
Belgium, 1 c., 4d. ;

Lubeck, or Bergedorf,

^ sch.. Is.
;
Saxony, 3 pf., 9d.

; ^ gr.. Is.; United States

(envelope), 1 c., 3s. 6d. ; 3 c,, 6s. (two kinds); Bremen,
2s. 6d. the Set of 6. Fifty different private Americans, at Gd.

each, or 5s. per dozen (unused). Price List forwarded on re-

ceipt of a stamped-directed envelope. Ten per cent off all

oi ders above 5s. " A Collection of 625 varieties on hand. Col-

lections of 100 varieties, 3s. 6d.
; 200, 12s. 6d.

* Omega,’ Everton, Liverpool, begs to call
the attention of Collectors of Foreign Postage Stamps to his

new List, which will be forwarded to any address on receipt

of a stamped-directed envelope. The following will_ suffice to

show the nature of the prices in general :—Antigua, Id.,

4d.
;
Bahamas, Id., 4d.

;
4d., 9d.

;
Baden, I kr., Id,

;
Bavaria,

1 kr.. Id.
;

British Guiana, 1 c., 2d.
;
Canada (envelopes)

5 c., 6d.
;

10 c., 9d. ;
Greece, 1 lept.. Id.; 2, l^d.

; 5, 3d.;

Liberia, 6 c.. Is.; 12 c.. Is. 3d.; Luxembourg, 1 c.. Id.;

Nevis, Id., 4d.
;
4d., 9d.

;
Newfoundland, Id., 4d. ; 2d., 5d.;

New Granada, 5 c.. Is.
;
Papal States, J, 2d. ; 1, 2d.

;
Prince

Edward Island, Id
,

4d.
;

2d., 5d. ; St. Lucia, red, 5d.

;

blue, lOd.; green, Is. ;
Venezuela. J, J, 1 c ,

5d, each, or Is 2d.

the Set of 3; Wallachia, 3 paras, 6d. ; 6 paras, 9d ;
Western

Australia, Id., rose, 6d. j 2d., blue, Is ;
4d., red. Is. 6d., &c

,

&c. ;
all unused.

Mr. Herbert Barber, Deptford, S.E., will
issue his seventh Price List of several hundred Rare Stamps

—

among which are unused Hawaiian Islands (2, 5, and 13 c ,

and 1 c., interinsular), Liberia, Hong Kong, Prince Edward
Island, Newfoimdland, Canada (envelopes), Antigua, Nevis,

St. Lucia, Granada Confederation, Venezuela, and rare Parma
and Modena stamps, and unused Mulready envelopes; all

of which are warranted genuine,—and will forward it to his

friends and collectors on receipt of one stamp.

Mr. J. Hooper, 1, Hanover Court, Milton
street, London, E.C.—Foreign Postage Stamps Bought, Sold,

or Exchanged. The largest stock of Foreign Postage Stamps,
and the cheapest Dealer in Loudon, N.B.—Unu.sed Ionian
Islands, lOd. per Set of Three. All other stamps at equally

low prices. J. H. has just published the fourth edition of

his Price Catalogue, describing form, value, colours, date of

issue, &c., of 1000 varieties. This is the cheapest and most
comprehensive yet published. Sent post free on receipt of a
stamped envelope.

How Beady, Hos. 1, 2, and 3 ofW. Miller’s
Sheets of Unused Foreign Postage Stamps. No. 1, containing

23 good specimens, post free, 3s. No, 2, containing 24 rarer
specimens, post free, 6s. No. 3, containing 8 expensive varie-

ties, post free, 4s. 6d. These sheets are calculated in an emi-
nent degree to meet the first wants of all new Collectors, and,
if the system is found to answer, other varieties will be rapidly
introduced at similar prices. W. Miller, Derringham House,
Hull.

Dealers in Foreign Postage Stamps should
at once send stamped-directed envelope for Fleet and Jack-
son’s List of Clean Continental Stamps. Address, O, Fleet,
Peckham, Surrey.

To Stamp Collectors. To be sold a Collec-
tion of 650 British, Foreign, and Colonial postage stamps, con-
taining several exceedingly rare stamps, and nearly 150 unused,
neatly arranged in book, with flags, arms, and printed names
of the countries. Offers and questions concerning the collec-

tion can be made to R. B. S., Glebe Villa, Lee, S.E.

E. Bolton, 16, Spring Street, Hull, has a
large number of Continental and Colonial Stamps. The fol-

lowing are samples of prices per doz. ;—Luxembourg 1 c.,

at 6d.
;
Nevis Id., at 4s, ;

and Martinique 1 c., at Is. 6d,

Foreign Postage Stamps. A large quan-
tity of the above for sale—some very rare. Send stamp for list.

A beautiful engraved fac-simile (equal to the original) of the
Granada Confederation 10 c. will be sent pout free for 7 stamps.
As only a limited number will be issued, and each numbered,
orders should be sent early. Address, E. C. Hall & Co.,
Foreign Stamp Dealers, Hartlepool.

Jas. J. Woods, Olive Street, Hartlepool,
has a rare Collection for sale, price £35, containing 600 stamps
v300 of which are unused). J. J. W. will send his List for May
on receipt of two stamps.

Stamps. For sale an Album containing
200 varieties, including many of the rarest current and obsolete
stamps in existence

;
for List, &c., send stamp to C., Post office,

Park Road, Clapham, London, S.

Wholesale Dealers of Stamps, and Col-
lectors having Stamps either for Exchange or Sale, are re-

quested to send lists, or, if possible, the stamps on ap; roba-
tion, to R. Cowley, 21, Snargate Street, Dover. Cheapness is

the main point. All communications must contain a stamp
for reply.

C. W. Deadman, 26, Adelaide Square,
Windsor, Dealer in Foreign Postage Stamps. List sent on
receipt of one stamp.

Colonials and Continentals of all sorts
sent for inspection on receipt of stamped envelope. A large
stock of Rare Stam'ps on hand at moderate j)rices. Obsolete
Spanish, Portugue.se, Mauritius, Saxon, &c. Common Stamps
sold wholesale. A. B., 57, York Place, Edinburgh.

Cheap Foreign Postage Stamps.—‘Beta,*
Barlow Street, Ardwick, can supply Collectors and others with
every kind of Stamps. Examples : Collections of 100, 4s. ;

200, 13s. ; 300, 28s.
; 500, 80s. ; all different kinds

;
Chili, 4d.

each ; Greek, 2d. each ;
Hong Kong, 6d, each; Venezuela, 7d.

each
;
Old Belgian, 4d. each

;
Old Spanish. 1850, 1, 2, 3, 4, at

Is. 6d. each; Helvetia, 7d. per dozen
;

2 cent French, 6d. per
dozen; Oldenburg, Is. 2d. per dozen; J Hamburg, Is. per
dozen ;

Bergedorf J, and Lubeck J, each Is. per dozen ;
Set of

each. Is. 3d.
; ^ Mecklenburg, 6d. per dozen ; 1 cent Belgian,

3d. per dozen ; Antigua, Id. (unused), 7s. per dozen; Ameri-
can 1 cent envelope (ditto), 2s. per dozen

;
British Guiana,

I cent (ditto), 2s. 6d. per dozen. Apply at once. Beta also
buys stamps. P.S.—Stamps sent on inspection.

Decroix & Squier, Bazaar, Dover, beg to
announce that on receipt of two stamps they will forward
their new List of Stamps, the rrices of which they trust will
give universal satisfaction They will also, on receijit of an
extra stamp, forward a selection of stamps on approbation.
Decroix and Squier also purchase stamps (obsolete) if prices
are reasonable. Letters requiring an answer must contain
stamp.

H. G. Smith, 12, Chestnut Street, Water-
loo Road, Manchester, supplies Stamps at very low prices ;

e. g., Helvetia 2 c., 6d.
;
3 c., 9d.

; 5 c.. Is., per dozen, unused.
French 2 c,, 8d. per dozen

;
and others in proportion. Col-

lections of 100 different stamps, some unused, 4 s. Fourth
edition of Price List forwarded on receipt of stamped envelope.
Coins bought and sold.

Cheap Stamps.—S. Davis, 18, Granby
Street, Leicester, Dealer in Foreign Postage Stamps, will for-
ward his Price List of stamps on receipt of stamped envelope.

Important Announcement.—To be Dis-
posed of, by 100 Members at 2s. each, a Rare Collection of
Stamps, value £12. Tickets forwarded on receipt of 2s. Id.
If the lots are not all taken by June 1st, the money will bo
returned. Victor, 30, Biggin Street, Dover.
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To Stamp and Crest Collectors.— Just
priblished, beautifully printed in Colours, Is., or embla/On.Qd

in Gold and Silver, Is. 6d. each sheet
;
by post, one extra

stamp.
Sheet 1. Arms of all Nations.

2. Arms of all the Counties in Ensrland.

3. Arms of all the Colleges of Oxford.

4. Flags of all Nations.

5. English, French, and Russian Orders.

6. Arms of all the Cambridge Colleges.

London : Geo. Musgrave & Co., Turnham Green, W.
Bath : Stafford Smith & Smith, the Foreign Stamp and
Crest Depot.

Reo.dy in a few days. Fourth Edition, revised, augmented, and
corrected.

Catalogue of Postage Stamps,—British,
Colonial, and Foreign. By Mount Brown. Containing an
accurate description of the form, colour, date of issue, and
value of 1600 varieties. Price Is.

;
post free, Is. Id. Bound

in Morocco Leather and interleaved for Collectors, 2s ;
post

free, 2s. 2d. Address, Mr. Brown, care of Mr. Passmore,
Bookseller, 124, Cheapside, London. Priced List of un-
used and rare stamps, post free, 3d.

Porged Stamps : How to Detect them.
Post free. Is. Id. Containing accurate descriptions of nearly
200 False Stamps. May be had from either of the authors,
Thornton Lewes, 4, Duncan Street, Drummond Place, Edin-
burgh

;
or Edward Pemberton, Beaufort Road, Edgbaston,

Birmingham,

Postage-Stamp Album Titles.—Will be
ready on the first of May, beautifully printed in Colours. A
new and complete Set of upwards of 130 Titles for Stamp
Albums. Geographically arranged by Dr. J. E. Gray, f,r.s..

F.L.S., F.Z.B., etc., of the British Museum. Price Is. Od.
;

post free, 1s, 7d. London : E. Marlborough & Co., 4, Ave
Maria Lane; Bath: Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George
Street ; and all Booksellers.

W. Young, Aintree, near Liverpool (late
of J, J. H. Stockall and Co., Broad Green), has on hand large
quantities of used and unused Foreign Postage Stamps, which
he will sell, both Wholesale and Betail, at the most reason-
able prices. His stock consists of a large variety of Stamps of
all nations ; and he gives the following example of his mode-
rate prices :—Antigua, Id., 4d. each, or 3s. per dozen; Aus-
trian Italy, 2 and 3 soldi, 3d. each, or 2s. per dozen

;
Belgium,

1 c., 3d. per dozen, the set Is.
;
Bergedorf, ^ sch., Id. each, or

‘

lOd. per dozen, the set Is. 3d. ; Denmark, 2 sk., 2d. each, or
Is. per dozen, the set Is. 3d. ; France, 2 c., Id. each, or 6d. per
dozen

;
French Colonies, 1 c.

,
3d, each, or 2s. per dozen

; Ger-
many, J and I s. gro.. Id. each, or lOd. per doz

; Hamburgh,
J sch.. Id. each, or lOd. per dozen, the set 3s. ; Holland, 5 c.,

2d. each, or Is. 8d. per dozen, the set 10s. ; Lubeck, J sch..
Id. each, or lOd. per dozen, the set Is. 3d.

; Malta, ^d., 2d.
each, or Is. per dozen

;
Mecklenburg, J sch.. Id. each, or 6d.

per dozen
;
New Brunswick. 1 c., 3d. each, or 2s. 3d. per

dozen
;
Norway, 2 sk., 2d. each, or Is, 6d. per dozen the set

Is. ;
Portugal, 6 reis, Id. each, or lOd. per dozen

; 10 reis, 3d.
each, or 2s. 6d. per dozen, the set 2s.

;
Spain, 2 cuartos, 2d.

each, or Is. per dozen; 4 cuartos, 2d. each, oris. 9d. per
dozen

;
Sweden, 3 ore, 2d. each, or Is. 8d. per dozen

;
United

States envelopes, 1 c., 4d. each, or 3s. per dozen
; 3 c„ on

white and buff paper, Pd. each, or 6s. per dozen
; Venezuela,

the set Is. 6d.
;
France, chiffre taxe 10 and 15 c.. 3d. each, or

2s. 6d. per dozen; Nevis, Id., 6d. each, or 4s. 6d. per dozen;
St. Lucia, Id., 6d. each, or 5s. per dozen; Liberia, 6 c.'.

Is. 3d. each
;
12 c., 2s. each ; 24 c., 2s. 9d. each. All the above

stamps are unused. Other kinds equally low, for which see
Price List, giving description of form, colours, &c., of over 800
varieties, which will be sent on receipt of two stamps. All
orders, &c., to be addressed as above, to W. Youisg, Aintree,
near Liverpool, when they will receive prompt attention.’
N.B.—All communications, except orders over 2s. 6d., must
contain stamp for reply. Not less than One Dozen of each
kind of stamps supplied at the wholesale prices.

To Foreign Stamp and Crest Collectors.

Stafford Smith and Smith’s Monthly-
Circular for May will be sent gratis and post free to any
address on application.

Third Thousand.

Stafford Smith and Smith’s Descriptive
Price Catalogue of many hundred varieties of British, Colonial,
and Foreign Postage Stamps. Illustrated with Fac-simile
Engravings of Rare Stamps. Price 4d.

;
post free, 5d.

Now Ready, Beautifully printed in Colours,

Stafford Smith and Smith’s Hew and Com-
plete set of Postage-Stamp Album Labels. Comprising
upwards of 130 Titles, geographically arranged by Dr. J. E.
Gray, f.r.s., f.l.s., f.z.s., &c., of the British Museum.
Price Is. 6d.

;
post free. Is. 7d.

Important to those about to Collect.

Stafford Smith and Smith’s Dive-Shilling
Packet of Foreign Postage Stamps. Containing 50 varieties
of Foreign Stamps, all in good condition, many being un-
obliterated. Post free, 5s. Id.

To Collectors of Unobliterated Postage Stamps.

Stafford Smith and Smith’s Two-and-
Sixpenny Packet of Unobliterated Postage Stamps. Contain-
ing 20 varieties of Colonial and Foreign Stamps, all unused.
Post free, 2s. 7d.

New Packet of Postage Stamps.

Stafford Smith & Smith’s Five-shilling
Packet of Local American Postage Stamps. Containing 20
varieties. Post free, 5s. Id.

Now Ready,

Stafford Smith and Smith’s One-and-Six-
penny Crest Album. Bound in cloth, and ruled in 800
divisions. Post free. Is. 7d.

Arms, Crests, &c., for Albums.
Stafford Smith and Smith’s One-Shilling

Packet of Arms, Crests, Monograms, &c., comprising upwards
of 50 varieties

; Relief stamped in Colours. Post free. Is. Id.

The Foreign Stamp and Crest Depot, 13, George Street,

Bath.

This Magazine will be forwarded regularly every month, to any
part of the world, on receipt of the annual subscription of Four
Shillings ; which maybe remitted in unusedpostage stamps current
in the country whence the order is received.

Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath, England.

Ce Magasin-ci se sera transmis tous les mois, d toutes les parties
du monde, en mvoyant aux Messieurs Smiih la souscription
annuelle (5 francs), en timbres-poste neufs du pays d’ oil vient
V ordre.

Stafford Smith cfe Smith, 13, George Street, Bath, England.

Qucsto Magazzino sara Irasmiso tutti i mesi, in ciascuno parte
delmondo dagli autori, ricevendo il prezzo annuale (5 lire), in
franchi bolli non segnati del paese dove arrivi il comando.

Stafford Smith cfe Smith, 13, George Street, Bath, England.

Ese Almacen sera enviado cada mes d todos los partes del
mundo por los publicadores d la receta del precio anual ('20 reales),
en sellos del correo nuevos del pais del qual sea llegato el orden.

Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath, England.

Dieses Journal wird jeden Monat nach alien Land.ern cler Welt von
den Berausgebern beforden werden, nach Empfang des jahrlichen
Betrages, (\^ thaler), welclier in v/ngebrauchten BriefmavTcen ron
dem Lande, von welchem die Order gekommen ist, entrichtet werden
kann.

.

,

Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Streetf Bath, England,

London : Published by E, Marlborough & Co., 4, Ave Maria
Lane, E.C.

;
and Stafford Smith & Smith, Foreign

Stamp and Crest Depot, 13, George Street, Bath, to
whose care all Communications for the Editor are to be
addressed.



of tlie vimas, signified the approach of the

cavalcade. Every eye was strained, every
neck stretched forward for a glimpse, every
month ready with a cry of welcome

;
and

Garibaldi rode slowly by, his noble coun-
tenance at once betokening the bravery of

the man, and the feeling heart of the boy,

who is represented as weeping for hours
over a grasshopper, whose leg he had un-
wittingly torn off, while amusing himself

with putting the poor little thing in his

hand, and watching it hop off on the grass.
‘ The procession of nobles, military and

civil dignitaries, and burghers passed on.

The gazers gradually dispersed, .
and my

owner sadly and slowly “ wended on his

way,” passing through the Boboli gardens,

and reaching by a circuitous route the Costa
San Giorgio, as the better way of avoiding
the crowds still lingering in front of the
Pitti Palace. Thence through a narrow and
tortuous alley he gained his lodging in the

Via dei Bardi.
‘ It was the very house, and his apart-

ment, mayhap, the selfsame room long since

the chamber of the beautiful Dianora
;
whose

romantic tale, depicted in an unfinished copy
of the celebrated picture by Benedetto Ser-
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A TALE OP A POSTAGE STAMP.

DOZE THE FIRST CONTINUED.—PART III.

THE HOME OE THE AETIST.

‘ What need of luxury to those

Whom calm contentment gives repose
;

Or what externals dull the smart
Arising from an aching heart ?

’

Half offended at the frequent interruptions,

but somewhat pacified by the homage be-

stowed on its hero, the postage stamp re-

sumed its narrative.
‘ At length the patience of the expectant

crowd was rewarded with the desired sight.

First a distant hum, next the distinct shouts
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volino, wanted but a few last touclies by tlie

young artist, for such be was, to rival tlie

original. It stood forth, in truth, a perfect

fac-simile, save in the portrait of the damsel,

whose face, equally as, or even more, beau-

tiful than its supposed prototype, evidenced
that the painter, perhaps unconsciously, had
been tracing lineaments other than those of

the original model.
‘ You may not have seen the painting, or

heard the story I am alluding to. The for-

mer you may observe in one of the rooms
opening from the Tribune in the Uffizi at

Florence, and of the latter I can favour you
with the narrative.

‘Like the Eomeo and Juliet of Verona,
Hyppolito and Dianora were youthful mem-
bers of two noble families at deadly feud in

Florence. In conformity with the wonted
behests of Cupid,

“ Who laughs to scorn all shackles but his own,”

they met, and met to love. After the first

chance meeting and avowal of affection, a

stolen glance in church or other place of

common resort being ill-sufiicient to satisfy

their ardour, an appointment was made by
the friendly contrivance of an old nurse,

who agreed to allow an interview in her
presence.

‘ The lover, provided with a rope-ladder,

hurried to the blissful rendezvous
;
but the

night-patrol, unfortunately observing the

still hanging means of descent, awaiting

their opportunity, seized on the luckless

Hyppolito as a burglar, and dragged him off

to prison.
‘ Bather than tarnish the fair fame of his

beloved mistress, the gallant youth allowed
himself to be arraigned and condemned as a

housebreaker, under the accusation of the

rival faction, too glad of an opportunity to

humble their foes by the ignominious death
of one of the noblest representatives of their

race.
‘ In those days, short was the interval

between condenmation and death
;
and Hyp-

polito would have silently and heroically

borne his fate, had not the tidings of the
fatal sentence reached the ears of Dianora,

who, disdaining the conventionalities of

society, with self-devotion worthy her

adorer, rushed into the judgment-hall, and
boldly avowed the truth.

‘ The story goes, that the judges were so

struck with the self-abnegation of the

amorous pair, that they unanimously freed

the accused
;
and a meeting of the heads of

the hostile houses being held, it was agreed,

in acknowledgement of their appreciation of

the well-observed faith of the lovers, to

cement an alliance by means of their lawful

union.
‘ The apartment of the artist was large,

bare,. and, as regards furniture, comfortless;

the remains of former splendour, evidenced
in the elaborate carvings about the doors

and windows, and the tarnished, coppery
appearance of parts once richly gilded, tend-

ing further to contrast with the meagreness
of the fittings, and generally poor quality of

the scantily-supplied conveniences for daily

use.
‘ From a recess, to which it had apparently

been made to fit, had been dragged forth

into the room a heavy side-table, contriv^ed

so as to form a substitute for an easel
;
most

unwieldy to manage, but placed in the best

possible light. A smaller table, holding the

implements of painting, a few mis-matched
chairs, a magnificently-carved but worm-
eaten old chest, a few minor articles of

'

utility, a small but choice assortment of

books on some shelves of common wood, a

footless and curtainless pallet in one corner,

and a smaller one in another, pretty well

comprehended the contents of the domicile.

‘ On the latter was reclining a delicate,

intellectual-looking little fellow ahout eleven

or twelve years of age, intently occupied in

gumming some postage stamps in a small

book.
‘ “ Lorenzo, caro mio fratel,” cried the

boy, too interested in his occupation to hear

us till we entered, “ how glad I am you are

back. Have you brought me one of the new
stamps you promised me ?

”

‘ “ Yes, dear child, I have it for you
;
but

have you been staying in all day ? I thought
you were coming to meet me and see Gari-

baldi’s entry.”
‘ “ I meant to, fratel carissimo, but I

thought I had better put our room to rights

while you were away. I can never do it
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when yon are at home painting, because I

should be interrupting you, and the dust

would fly about and stick to the wet colours.

Look, now, see how nicely I have dusted all

the books, and set everything in order quite

ready for you when you want to go on with
your picture.”

‘ “ And so, fratellino caro, you have de-

prived yourself of the pleasure of witnessing
the gay sights of to-day, to stay all alone at

home and try and make me comfortable !

You are a good, dear little companion
;
and

I wish I could do more for you than I am
ever likely to be able.”

‘ “ You let me live with you, and that is

all I want,” said the boy: “when my dear
mother died, and that bad uncle of mine
turned me out of the house, I might have
been starved in the streets, if you had not
taken me home with you

;
and I should be

ingrato, ingratissimo, if I did not do all I

can to please you !

”

‘ “ Well, dear child, you must be hungry.
You can have had nothing to eat since the
morning. It is a gala day

;
you shall go to

your favourite cafe, and have a treat.”
’

PART IV.

ADINE.

‘ The casket rich, but richer far

The precious treasure held in store :

A face and foi-m of beauty rare
;

A heart and mind beyond compare :—
Mortality an angel wore.’

‘ Off we set— Vv^e !
— towards the Ponte

Rubaconte, whence they took boat to the

Ponte Santa Trinita, and landed near
Doney’s. There they seated themselves by
an open window, looking out on the Arno,
in the only room where smoking was
allowed

;
and while Lorenzo afforded himself

but a moderate supply of edibles, on the

feigned plea of having previously dined, the

plate of the boy Carlo was sedulously and
abundantly furnished.

‘ Soon despatching his own frugal meal,

and calmly supplying the deficiency with
a full pipe, my possessor goodnaturedly
watched his young companion’s eager en-

joyment of the feast. When his hunger
seemed fully appeased,

—

‘“Well, Carlino dear, you are forgetting

your stamp
;
here it is

;
and I have bought a

few more for you of those now out of use.

They will look better in your little book
than the marked ones.”

‘ “ Mille grazie, Lorenzo caro,” replied the
delighted boy, “ what a nice, bright-coloured,

yellow lion !

”

‘Yes,’ interposed another occupant of
the sheet, ‘ I am the identical stamp you
are alluding to ! I remember the circum-
stance very well

;
and Carlo said he thought

we were much prettier than the new pat-

tern. Poor child ! I can tell you something
about him by and by that will make your
heart ache.’

‘ Your turn iu turn,’ was the rejoinder of
the Cross, neither pleased with the inter-

ruption, nor the reminiscence of the com-
pliment paid the other in depreciation of

itself, which, forsooth, I had not been in-

tended to hear, ‘ allow me to proceed.’

‘When the cats—or lions, or v/hatever

they may be—were carefully re-deposited by
the child in his protector’s purse, Lorenzo
proposed walking slovfly home, by the bank
of the silvery Arno, and they left tlie cafe

accordingly.
‘ Near the door was standing a poor beg-

gar
;
one half-starved-looking child clinging

to her side, and an emaciated baby in her

arms. The generous-hearted Lorenzo im-

mediately emptied his purse of all the small

coin which would have purchased what he
had just denied himself, and was hurrying

off with Carlo, in avoidance of the bene-

dicites showered after him by the grateful

woman, when a stately coronetted carriage,

emblazoned with armorial bearings, and
glittering with silver, attended by servants

in rich liveries, drove past.

‘ The occupants were four ;—a noble-

looking, grey-haired old man, a younger
one, an elderly female, and a vision of such
surpassing loveliness as is often thought of

and described, but so seldom seen. The boy
observed them first, and, having some idea

that the rencontre would not be agreeable

to his friend, tried, but in vain, to withdraw
his attention. He caught sight of the young
man, and the same demoniac expression that

had so startled me in the morning, and a

like quivering of the whole frp«me, seemed,

as it were, to change his identity.
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‘ The purse lay still unclosed in his

hand ;

—

‘“Vendetta,” hissed a voice in his ear,

“my uncle !
” cried Carlo, as he clung closer

to his protector, in terror of the ill-looking

ruffian on the other side. The whole passed

in less time than I take in recounting it. A
galloping horse caused a current of air,

which wafted me from the open purse, un-

noticed by my owners, and deposited me in

a few seconds on the coat of the object of

Lorenzo’s jealousy and hate.
‘ “ There’s one of your beggar-brat’s play-

things,” said the brute, as he contemptuously
tossed me into the lap of his lovely cousin,

for so she was
;
“ you had better take care of

it for him.”
‘ With that momentary touch, my quick

capacity for comprehending character gave
me an insight into one without a single re-

deeming quality. Proud, heartless, greedy,

unprincipled, cowardly, and licentious, Ber-

nardo del Garbo, early deprived of the ad-

monitions of a father, foolishly spoiled by a

doting mother, with sufficient art to hide his

most glaring faults from the eyes of a partial

grandfather, had contrived to persuade the

old noble to regard him as the accepted

suitor of his granddaughter Adine, heiress

of the vast wealth of her mother, a German
princess.

‘ Adine was of too sweet a disposition to

resent the taunt, and never, indeed, other-

wise than tacitly evinced her distaste for the

connexion
;

but, whatever her secret and,

even to herself, scarcely acknowledged feel-

ings in another direction, she patiently and
trustfully relied on the influence of her
paternal aunt, the abbess of Santa Apollonia,

should matters come to a crisis
;
who would

only have been too glad to avert the dreaded
match, by receiving her niece and her large

revenues into the convent of which she was
the principal.

‘ The abbess and the old marquis were too

intent upon a religious disquisition to notice

the rude sneer of their relative
;
and Adine

quietly took me up and deposited me in her
ivory portemonnaie, inlaid with gold, and
adorned with rubies and diamonds. On
rolled the carriage, and frequently had I the

welcome chance of gazing on such a com-

bination of loveliness as seldom falls to the

share of mortality. The face, the form, the
tout ensemble, of the adorable Adine, v/ere a
rare embodiment of heart and soul. Feature
and expression, grace and simplicity, modesty
and dignity, united to produce perfection.

The purse was ever open in her hand
;
the

numerous beggars, as well as the members
of the poorer convents, being on the watch
for the passage of the well-known carriage,

and certain of receiving a handsome gra-

tuity from so liberal a hand, enhanced by a
glimpse of the angelic countenance of their

benefactress.
‘ The ducal palace was the destination of

the party
;
where an assembly in honour of

the day’s event had been appointed by the
powers that were. Through the stately

rooms, and amidst the brilliant company,
“ observed of all observers,” passed the mar-
quis and his granddaughter, who, hanging
on his arm, had quietly contrived to leave

the abbess to the escort of Bernardo, who
followed with gloomy brow, fully alive to

the tacit avoidance of his society.
‘ His ill-humour was far from dissipated

by his companion’s discourse,—well inclined

to avail herself of so good an opportunity of

giving her nephew a gentle lecture on the

renunciation of the vanities of the world;
perfectly unconscious of the pride of family

—

by no means incompatible with high reli-

gious feeling—evinced by herself in her
general haughtiness of bearing, and in the

superb and almost priceless diadem of bril-

liants confining her black veil, and managed
at once to denote her regal descent and
sacred profession

;
being formed of large sin-

gle stones raised on points of invisible Berlin

iron-work, so as to resemble the halo con-

ventionally depicted round the heads of

saints and martyrs.
‘ Bernardo was by no means popular with

the elite of the Florentine nobility. His
arrogance was unbearable in the eyes of

youths ranking equally with himself
;
and

their ill-disguised enjoyment of his evident

discomfiture almost maddened him. At last,

taking advantage of his aunt’s rencontre

with the prior of Santa Maria, he managed
to escape such uncongenial company, and
hurried from the palace to prepare for an
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appointment more in unison with the som-

bre tints of his disposition.

‘ Though I am fully cognisant of all that

transpired after parting company with my
young friends, Lorenzo and Carlo, as the

yellow cat—I beg his pardon, lion—must
have accompanied them home, if he tells

truth, he may as well relate what occur-

rences he witnessed, which will give me a

little rest, and spare me the annoyance of

interruption.’

The yellow lion, nothing loth to avail

itself of the hint, shook its mane, settled the

crown on its head, and, gracefully resting

one paw on its sliield, thus took up the nar-

ration of the Cross.
‘ Far different was the scene in the abode

of the artist, after we reached home, from
that so graphically described by my worthy
but uncourteous comrade just now. Poor
little innocent Carlo lay crouched in terror

at the farthest corner of his humble pallet,

ever and anon regarding with tender affec-

tion his friend and protector, and longing to

try and relieve the agony apparent on his

countenance, but fearing to approach nearer

his dreaded uncle, who was lounging in a

large chair, smoking, sneering, and taunt-

ing, the very model of Mephistopheles tempt-

ing Faust
;

while the unhappy Lorenzo,

sometimes wildly pacing the apartment,

sometimes throwing himself on a seat, and
burying his face with his hands on the table,

was now striving with all his better nature

to combat the arguments of the fiend at his

elbow
;
and now, with all the fervid tem-

perament of the children of the South,

goaded by pride and passion, was gradually

succumbing to the powers of darkness, and
yielding to the dark suggestions of a base

revenge.’

(To he continued.)

THE RATIONALE OF A POSTAGE-
STAMP ALBUM.

BY THE EEV. HENEY H. HIGGINS, M.A.

Says a high authority, ‘ In all labour there

is profit.’ Now, without drawing invidious

comparisons with other occupations, the col-

lecting of postage stamps has, it will be
generally allowed, been followed by very

many of the junior members of the com-
munity with a zeal which has not a little

astonished their elders
;
and, at all events,

the maxim above quoted may lead us to look

for some good results from a pursuit which
has called into exercise so much diligence.

These prospective benefits seem likely to

be of various kinds
;
some may, perhaps,

arise from an examination of the stamps as

works of art. The hundreds of kinds which
adorn a well-stocked album afford oppor-

tunities for discrimination, in judging of the

skill and good taste displayed in their execu-

tion. They are, of course, in this respect

inferior to coins
;
but comparatively few

young collectors can hope to obtain many of

the higher specimens of art in coins or

medals, the best of which are generally the

most expensive, whilst in stamps the reverse

of this is more commonly the case. The
young connoisseur who has expended but a

trifling sum in these productions may have
learned that an elaborate design, or a showy
combination of colours, or a grotesque sin-

gularity of pattern, may be found in a very

inferior stamp, badly executed, and devoid

of any real merit. He may also have
learned the very useful lesson, that true

excellence is not confined to any single style

or model, but attends every careful and skil-

ful application of the rules of art to practice.

For example, the full-faced portrait of our

Queen on the Nova Scotian stamp is totally

different in style from the head of the

Emperor of the French on a stamp recently

issued
;
yet as works of art both are truly

admirable.

A further amount of good may be derived

from the arrangement of a collection,

whether it be done geographically or terri-

torially.

The geographical arrangement brings to-

gether the stamps of countries situated in

the same great natural divisions of the

earth’s surface
;
a plan which may well serve

to help the memory, especially m such

instances as the islands of the West Indies,

or the states of the continent of North
America. The situations and other circum-

stances of countries of less note, may, in the

same way, be impressed upon the memory.
We all know the interest with which we
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learn of an incident connected witli any
place we may have lately visited : something
of this kind follows the acquisition of a stamp
which has been obtained with more or less

difficulty. Many young collectors have pro-

bably been induced to make themselves

acquainted with the position and natural

features of Nicaragua, simply because they

either have, or hope to have, its rare stamp.

In the territorial arrangement the stamps

of settlements and colonies are in each

instance made to follow those of the mother
country. The instruction conveyed by this

method is obvious, and by no means unim-
portant.

A far more extensive field for inquiry is

opened by the devices which distinguish the

stamps of various countries. The possessor

of an album must be of a singularly apathetic

disposition, if he is not incited to make some
investigations into the history of the per-

sonages whose portraits are so often before

him, or into the significance of the emblems
which in many stamps supply the place of

portraits
;
nor is the information thus to be

acquired either scanty or dry
;
in fact, so

many points of interest are associated with

the designs borne by these little locomotive

amulets, that a well-read lecturer might
deliver an extensive course of highly-in-

structive lectures, taking a postage-stamp

album as his text-book.

The analogy between the groups into

which it is found convenient to distribute a

series of postage stamps, and the families,

genera, species, and varieties recognised in

zoology and botany, is so manifest, and the

method of identification of species, &c., by
description is so much the same in the one

as in the other, that a collector who had
honestly made out his stamps for himself,

and had arranged his book accordingly,

would have no small advantage in com-
mencing the study of classification in any
branch of natural history.

So great is the influence upon the study

of natural history exercised by the acqui-

sition amd possession of specimens, that pro-

bably few would apply themselves to zoology

or botany if they had to confine themselves

to books upon these subjects. Now, within

the geographical and historical range occu-

pied by postage stamps, it is hard to find

anything else at all supplying the place of

specimens, except coins, which are too ex-

pensive to be obtained by many. In this

relation between these trifling bits of

stamped paper and the facts of geography
and history, lies in all probability the ' true

source of a movement which has affected a
very large number of t]ie rising generation

throughout Europe and even in America.
That hundreds of juvenile collectors are

innocent of any philosophical considerations,

in trying to make up their books, must be
admitted

;
still, if the pursuit had been a

mere fruitless occupation it never could have
become so prevalent.

Nor are benefits of an intellectual class

the only good results that may be hoped for,

when a young collector takes up the pursuit

in a proper spirit. He will naturally seek

for opportunities of exchanging his dupli-

cates, and in so doing he will have to place

confidence in others, and to be strictly care-

ful not to abuse confidence placed by others

in himself. He will soon learn the need of

avoiding those mean and disgraceful ways
of grasping at an unfair advantage in ex-

change, following vfhich the possessor of

the finest collection in the world would only

be a fellow to be shunned
;
and he will learn

to keep unspotted that sense of honour, even
in trifles, cherishing which a lad will grow
up into a gentleman, even if his postage-

stamp album remains not quite full.

STAMPS NEWLY ISSUED, OE FIEST
DESCEIBED.

The f-onza correo oficial Spanish has been
changed from yellow to straw colour

;
and

the Prussian envelopes now have the in-

scription crossing the stamp, which rather

detracts from its beauty.

The rare and curious stamp of the pro-

vince of Corrientes, described in a former

number, is now replaced by one of similar

appearance, value 3 centavos, instead of

1 real, M. 0.

The Belgians, who would not presume to

dream of anticipating the French in any
improvement, are about to follow their ex-

ample by adopting the perforating system.
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The 9 kreuzer, brown, of Wiirtemberg,
has now come into use.

Fonr New Granada stamps are to be added
to those notified in the third edition of Mr.
Brown’s Mannal :—5 c., yellow^ of the large

series of 1861
;
10 c., lavender, of the last

issue but one
;
and 5 c., buff, and 10 c., stone-

hlue, of the present.

The appended engraving
represents an essay of the

United States 3 cents
;
the

colour IS the same as that

of the stamp in use. There
are also essays of the 5 cents

in green, lilac, yellow, and
other colours.

We are able to describe two very curious

and beautiful essays from specimens in our
own possession. One was for Canada : it is

larger than most stamps : colour, two shades

of mauve and white, forming a very minute
pattern groundwork

;
in an arched bend

above, Postage, Colony of on the left, and
Canada on the right hand

;
One Fenny

below
;
a large figure 1 in the centre

;
and

smaller ones at the two bottom corners.

The second v/as for Nova Scotia
;
more

elaborate in design. The groundwork a
minute pattern of white, and two shades of

rose colour
;

the figure 6 inclosed in an
octagon in the centre

;
Six, above

;
and

Pence, below
;
Nova Scotia on the left and

right sides
;
and the figure 6 in each of the

four corners.

The red una peseta of Peru is beginning
to be superseded by the adoption of the type
of the well-known essays, one of which is

black on white, and the other on blue,

paper; but the stamp in use is brown on
white.

The Queensland twopenny is now light,

in lieu of dark, blue.

We have seen a specimen of the forth-

coming penny English. The only variation

is the addition of letters in the upper cor-

ners. It is not expected to be issued for

some time. Also several essays not hitherto
noticed in catalogues

;
e-. g., 12|-cent Nova

Scotia, scarlet
;

3-pence Newfoundland,
black, &c.

We wish to notice three very curious
stamps just . brought under our notice

;

hoping a description of them will draw
forth some information from a qualified

source. They are similar in value and pat-

tern, but of different colours, and are post-

marked. Upright rectangular
;
medium

sized
;
very coarsely executed

;
an indistinct

shield in the centre, on a groundwork of
irregular horizontal lines. Correos, on the
left side

;
Porte, on the top

;
Franco, on the

right side
;
and 10 cents, at the bottom.

Yellow-brown on white
;
madder-brown on

white
;
and vermilion on yellowish paper.

We have just received essays, five in

number, of the new issue for Italy. They
amply counterbalance the poverty of appear-
ance observable in most of the Italian stamps,
and reach, we may well nigh declare, the ne
plus ultra of engraving. Before this notice

sees the light, in all probability the indivi-

dual chosen may be so familiar to the eyes

of collectors that a description would be
superfluous. The colours of our specimens
are blue, green, black, lilac, and carmine on
a white ground.

ADDENDA TO MOUNT BEOWN’S
CATALOGUE OF POSTAGE STAMPS,
COMPEISING NOTES, ADDITIONS, AND EMENDATIONS,

BY C. W. VINER, A.M., PH.D.

We have a 24-cents olive-gve&n. ;
it is not an

essay, having passed the post. We gpwe the

United States engravers the credit of these

beautiful stamps, but find that they emanate
from Messrs. Dando and Co., of Gresham
Street.

There are impressions of these stamps on
two sorts of paper

;
and the old \ sch. is not

so brightly coloured as the new.

The 1 centime, orange, must be added to

those noted in the third edition.

Some collectors introduce into their

albums the sixpenny and others of our

stamps impressed with the word Media, as

denoting then* employment for postal pur-

poses in that island.
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PsttritiMS.

Besides the smaller red penny with Greek
border, there are three distinct varieties of

those inscribed Post-paid on the left, and
Mauritius on the right, side

;
a red, and also

a brown, on bluish paper
;
and a vermilion,

much better executed, on yellowish-tinted

paper.

Of the old twopenny, blue, we distinguish

five varieties of issue, besides the well-

known stamp with Greek border. 1. Pair-

ing with the last-mentioned vermilion

penny, much better executed than the

others. 2. Vertically lined. 3. With
very close vertical, diagonal, and horizontal

lines. 4. Something like it, but wretch-
edly printed, the inscriptions scarcely legible.

5. We have a very incomplete example of

this
;
but it differs from the rest in having

Postage at the bottom instead of the top.

The so-called magenta without value is

red, like the one shilling of similar device.

There are two singular varieties of this early

issue
;

the green, with Fourpefice, hand-
stamped

;
and the violet, marked with Eight-

pence. We possess the former only.

Similar to the impression of 1861 are a
sixpenny lilac, and a shilling green

;
slightly

differing from the brown, blue, rose, and
ninepenny, in having the value in extremely
minute figures on each side of the Queen’s
head. Besides the sixpenny purple-brown
of the Britannia issue, there is one slate-

coloured, and this latter is perforated.

The oval yellow shilling envelope, de-

scribed in a former number, is to be added
to the ever-changing series of Mauritius
stamps

;
and the colour of the sixpenny

envelope has appeared of a rich red brown,
instead of violet.

lleiMentog-itItocrra.

The colour of the 3 schillinge varies from
dark orange to pale buff.

We believe no variation has taken place

with regard to these stamps for some time.

Poknit.

Of the early issue there is a 10 c. violet,

not brown
;
but we have never seen any

15 c. but the yellow. The 25 c. is not prim-
rose, but pale ochre. We have the 15
yellow, misprinted cetn.^ like the 40 instanced

by Mount Brown. There is a 20 c. lilac,

as well as violet, of the Provisional Govern-
ment.

lolkMs.
There was a tradition of an early issue of

Moldavian stamps. Mr. Brown inserted

one in his first edition, but cancelled it after-

wards. We saw them two years ago in a

Paris collection, and are now able to quote

them correctly from genuine specimens.

Inscription, Porto GJcrncorn. This partly

surrounds a bull’s head surmounted by a

star : underneath is a bugle horn, in the

volution of which the value is marked : the

whole circumscribed by a plain ring, and
hand-stamped on tinted paper : 54 paras,

green
; 81 ,

blue
; 108, blue on lilac.

There is a very finely-executed forgery of

the 1861 issue, 5 par., porto scrisorei.

Puttte Sik0.

Old issue, 240 c., red

(see engraving).

There is no pink 60,

but a brown, a dull

lilac, and a drab. We
doubt the existence of

the 100 c., brown.

^atsl an!i ^cbis.

No change in the stamps of these places.

g:eto iranstoitk.

The colour of the 5 cents, green, is altered

to another shade.

The fivepenny is now of a very red-brown
colour. In 1862 the colour of the four-

penny, sixpenny, and one shilling, was
altered from scarlet to lake

;
and this year

the sixpence-halfpenny comes over of the

latter colour. The twopenny has always

been of a bright, and the eightpenny of a

deeper, scarlet.

{To he continued').
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ENGLISH AND AMERICAN POSTAL
DEFACEMENT MARKS.

BY HENRY WHYMPER.

The first mark we find on
the Mulready envelope is

a cross, printed in black

ink. This continned to be

used on the introduction of

the one penny black stamp
;

but in some cases the black

ink was found not to oblite-

rate the stamp sufficiently, so was altered

to red. Shortly after this change was made,

the stamp itself was changed to brown
;
and

the red mark, being again found not to

obliterate properly, was altered to black.

After this unmeaning cross was abolished,

the first mark the central ofB.ce in St.

Martin’s-le-Grand used was a number en-

closed in a diamond-shaped figure, which
was surrounded by parallel lines, forming

an oval. The number
in the centre was vari-

able, beginning at a

low number, such as

10, at six o’clock in

the morning, and ad-

ding one on for every

hour the office was
open from that time : by this arrangement
any official could, by a glance at the mark,
tell the exact hour it was received. The
same system of numbering is used now, but
the numbers 84 or 85 are used as a starting-

point.

The outlying London offices, such as

Finchley, Highgate, Richmond, or Hounslow,
had the number of the ofiice (as registered

— in the General Post
Ofiice) surrounded by a
circle, which was en-

closed by parallel lines,

J^S ffi® whole figure being
round. In all provincial

towns in England and

Wales, the mark was
the number of the

town, with four parallel

lines at the top, three

at the bottom, and two

curved lines on either side. The only
alteration which has taken place in the
country mark was made four years ago,
when the lines at the top and bottom were
sloped away, so that the whole figure should
form a circle.

The first mark Irish oflBces used was the
number of the town,* with six lines at the

top, five at the bot-

tom, and five short

bars on each side

;

the whole being
a diamond-shaped
figure. Very re-

cently, however,
some towns have
dropped one or

more lines at the top, bottom, or sides : the
shape has always remained the same.

The mark that was originally universally

used in Scotland was the number of the

town, as before de-

scribed, with four

lines at the top and
bottom, and five short

bars on each side.

After a short interval

a great number of

towns used four bars,

instead of five, at the sides. Some ceased
using them altogether. Edinburgh took in
their place a small star. In January of this

year Edinburgh issued an entirely new
mark. It was the Brunswick star, with a

space cut out of the
centre for the number
(131). We only occa-

sionally receive it on
our letters.

At the time when
London was divided

into postal districts

distinguished by let-

changed to the mark
suburban oflB.ces, and

they in their turn took the chief-oflBce mark.

ters, the chief ofiBce

before used by the

* English—including Welsh, Irish, and Scotch

—

towns have each a separate numbering. No. 1,

English, is Abergavenny
;
No. 1, Irish, is Abbeyleix

;

No. 1, Scotch, is Aberdeen. The arrangement was
alphabetical at first

;
now, as fresh towns have post

offices, they take the last number.
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The annexed fignre repre-

sents the mark used in the
"W.-O. district nntil Decem-
ber, 1862. The only differ-

ence in the district marks
was in the number of hori-

zontal lines
;
the shape was

the same in all of them. In
January of this year a much

larger mark was used.
The outer rim was done
away with, and the lines

made much broader. We
think the only English
mark that now remains
unmentioned is that used
in the Isle of Wight. It

is somewhat similar to the
last one described, but has

only one space in the centre for the number
of the office.

In. America there has been lately gi’eat

discussion and many proposals as to a new
method for defacing stamps. We make the
following extracts from the 47th annual
report of the postmaster-general, and which
relate to the postage stamps used as cur-
rency (not the greenbacks) ::

—

‘Being ill-adapted for circulation, large
quantities of them have become so defaced
as to be inapplicable to legitimate use for
the payment of postage

;
and evil-disposed

persons have availed themselves of the
opportunity thus afforded to put into circu-

lation stamps once used for postage, from
which the cancelling marks have been wholly
or partially erased.’

‘ In pursuance of an Act approved July
16, 1862, the post office has endeavoured to
punish and to prevent thereby, as well as by
the attainment of a more effectual mode of
cancelling, the fraudulent use or sale of
cancelled stamps. The law, to be effective

in its purpose, should absolutely prohibit the
removal of cancelled postage stamps from
the paper to which they are attached, for
luhatever purpose. Not being criminal in
itself, it should be made so by statute, to
prevent the evil consequence of the practice.

‘ Various new instruments and devices for

cancelling postage stamps have been ex-

amined and submitted to a trial, and two

machines are now in process of construction,

which are designed to replace cancelling by
hand at the larger offices.’

From these numerous proposals we select

six of the most curious
;
they stand as Nos.

4, 6, 7, 8, 13, 14, on the list.

No. 4. ‘ The simplest plan yet suggested,

it seems to me, is that of gumming but half

the stamp, allowing the other half to be torn
off with facility. [Similar

to the French, of which we
give an engraving]. This
plan is opposed by the

assistant postmaster, Mr.
A. N. Zevaly, but he says

it is shortly to be adopted
for the Internal Revenue
stamps.’

No. 6. ‘Let the defacing clerk place the
letter upon some suitable support, and a
single stroke with a rasp or a coarse file will

obliterate the stamp beyond restoration.’

—

[And perhaps the letter as well].

No. 7. ‘Would not an electric battery
answer the purpose of perforating the
stamp ? for a medium battery would be
sufficient to cancel two or three letters at a
time.’ [This has been tried

;
we have a

stamp so perforated].

No. 8. ‘A thread to underlie the postage
stamp. This thread to protrude below the
edge sufficiently far to allow of its being
grasped by the fingers and ripped up
through the stamp.’

No. 13. Another inventor has proposed,

as he says, a very ‘ simple apparatus,’ con-

sisting of ‘ only one cutter
;
two springs

;

three gears for driving fly-wheels
;
and four

fly-wheels for driving three or more circular

saws, to scratch off the surface of the stamp.’

An editor of a New York paper drily says :

‘ The thought suggests itself, that possibly a
simpler combination than this might be
devised. There are several of these deface-

ment machines very profitably employed at

the present time in sawing up boards.’

No. 14. The last inventor is highly origi-

nal in his suggestion. He thinks that

stamps ought to be marked in the same way
as sheep. ‘A small lamp should be kept
burning, in which to heat a brand

;

’ and
this gentleman considers that a man could.
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witli proper diligence, deface a stamp in.

twenty seconds, or perhaps even, four a

minute. This improvement will be obvious

to all our readers, when we inform them
that an ordinary mailing clerk can deface

from 150 to 160 stamps per minute.

The ordinary American defacement is the

name of the issuing town, and the date.

There was, a few months ago, a mark used
that cut the stamp quite through

;
but this

occasioned such an outcry from all sides,

that it was thought proper to discontinue it.

HEYIEWS OF POSTAL PUBLICATIONS.

A New and Complete Set of Postage-Stamp
Album Titles. Oeographically Arranged
by Dr. J. E. Gteay, f.r.s., &c., of the
British Museum. London : E. Marl-
borough & Co.

;
Bath : Stafford Smith

and Smith.

We have received a hint to be impartial in

our notice of this elegantly-designed, beau-
tifully-printed, and extremely useful publi-

cation. This we understand as meaning we
are to find faults in it

;
no criticism being

considered as impartial if in unqualified

approval. On carefully looking it over,

however, we find considerable difiiculty in

noting aught deserving censure. The words
Liibeck, Zurich, and Wiirtemberg might have
had the proper accent over the u ; and the
ci-devant Isle of Bourbon had better have
been given under its current appellation of

Reunion. There are several blank borders
which can be filled in at any time with coun-
tries not at present sporting stamps. The
beauty and very moderate price of this tasty

set of labels will, no doubt, command an
extensive sale.

Postage-Stamp ATbimn and Catalogue. New
and revised edition. By Edward A.
Oppen. London : Benjamin Blake.

The rapid sale of the first edition of this

tastily-designed album having necessitated

a second, much care has been taken by the

compiler to correct errors, and considerable

additions have been made to the catalogue.

It would' still bear, we are obliged conscien-

tiously to confess, some revisals, which we

hope soon to see in a third edition
;
and, in

the interim, would suggest the striking off

of a page of emendations, which could with
facility be appended, and render the work
much more valuable. We have a pen-
chant for the beautiful stamps of Newfound-
land, a correct notice of which has hitherto

appeared in no catalogue, foreign or English
;

and as usual, they are greatly confused in

the work under notice.

To juvenile collectors particularly we
cordially recommend the work

;
the geo-

graphical, statistical, a,nd other information

contained therein, independently of its ex-

pressed purpose, being fully worth the out-

lay. The clever and caustic, but flippant

criticiser of postage-stamp collectors, in No.
386 of The Saturday Bevieiu, might invest in

a copy with advantage to himself, and get

some information upon a subject upon which
he appears at present in nuhibus.

COBBESPONDENCE.
To the Editor of the ‘ Stamp Collector’s Magazine.’

Sir,—I was thinking of replying to the diiferent accusa-

tions contained in Nos. 2 and 3 of your publication, when
No. 4 came into my hands, containing the critique on my
Illustrations., which I am at present publishing, and to

which I shall reply at the same time
;
begging you, sir,

to be good enough to insert my reply in the next number
of your valuable magazine.
The March number accuses me of having copied Mr.

Brown’s error in the first edition of his catalogue, on the
subject of the Newfoundland stamps, among which he
introduced a non-existing halfpennv emission. The
author of the article forgot an essential circumstance,

—

the date of publication of the two catalogues. If he had
done so he would have seen that my first edition appeared
in January, 1862, while that of Mr. Mount Brown, if my
memory serves me, did not see light till three or four

months afterwards. So that, supposing there to be any
copying in the case—the catalogues containing the same
error—Mr. Brown copied mine.
The April number says I erroneously announced a new

pattern with the royal arms for the kingdom of Italy.

To convince this incredulous accuser, I shall refer him to

the royal decree of May, 1862, creating a new type, re-

placing the stamps in use
;

the pattern, colours, and
values according to the description in the third edition of

my catalogue. If two stamps differing from those of the

decree have been since issued, it does not prove me in

error, but simply the slight attention paid to a royal

decree in Italy.

With regard to No. 4, I beg to say that Mr. E. L.
Pemberton is totally labouring under error in sup-
posing that part of the impressions in my Illustrations

had been made from fictitious stamps. The seven stamps
he mentions as a faithful reproduction of the imitations,

have been in my possession eight or nine years. 1 am
myself fully persuaded of their authenticity, for, at the
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time I procured them, there were comparatively few
stamp collectors, and certainly no one had then thought
of making counterfeits.

Some of the imperfections signalised proving to me,
however, all the interest my reviewer attaches to my
publication, I most sincerely thank him for the same.
But those imperfections (which I must confess to) were
caused by the confidence I had in my engraver, whose
work was generally of irreproachable execution. I am
willing to bear any justly-merited reproach.
The extreme cave taken by your correspondent in com-

paring the engravings with authentic impressions, has
only succeeded in detecting the omission of the almost-
imperceptible dotting on the Bale stamps

;
and I would

ask if he thinks any engraver capable of producing two
impressions of unmistakeable identity. He cannot but
agree with me that it would be an impossibility. Nothing,
then, proves that I have reproduced a counterfeit instead

of an authentic stamp, since there must of necessity be
always some difference.

Tour correspondent also assigns me a talent I unfortu-
nately do not possess, that of being able to copy stamps
myself

;
if I had that ability, I should certainly not have

committed the two mistakes in the inscriptions to which
he alludes.

To hint a belief that such wholesale forgeries of stamps
have never existed but in imagination, would be a slur

on the ability of this acute critic. The want of rarity of

the Buenos Ayres stamps will easily prove the non-
necessity of employing a forgery in their case

;
the mis-

take in spelling the inscription as Ruends, only taking
place in consequence of a worn specimen having been
sent the engraver, who took the B for an B, and the o

for a d.

Mr. Pemberton remarks seven stamps being described

{rather vaguely) in my work on the Falsification of

Postage Stamps. If that gentleman would be good
enough to give me the particulars of the stamps alluded

to I should be much pleased, as, albeit author of the work
in question, I own, in all humility, that I do not recollect

noticing any stamps in particular. My astonishment
was so great on reading this remark of his that, dis-

trusting my memory, I wished to verify the fact by con-
sulting a specimen, and not succeeding with one, I
examined a number with equal want of success. At last,

I found a fictitious Geneva stamp, but so entirely differing

from the authentic ones (which are quite common), that
Mr. Pemberton could never have paid me the ill compli-
ment of fancying I could have made use of such a sorry

imitation. It would, indeed, be droll were it to turn out
that I described all these stamps, quite unconsciously,

from individuals that Mr. Pemberton alone possesses !

To conclude, I would take advantage of the opportunity
to thank most gratefully those parties who have been
good enough to entrust me with stamps I did not myself
possess, for the continuation of my Postage Stamp
Illustrations ; and I venture to trust that the possessors

of the Van Diemen’s Land tenpenny
;
the yellow 1 c. of

the Confederate States
;

the Corrientes 1 real
;

the
British Guiana 4 cents, red

;
and any Dutch Guiana,

will be kind enough to lend them for the purpose of com-
pleting the fifteenth and probably the last number of my
publication.

I am, Sir, yours obediently,

Brussels. J. B. MOENS.
[Mons, Moens’ insufficient knowledge of the English

language, compelling him to rely on an imperfect trans-

lation of our own and Mr. Pemberton’s critiques, has
caused a misinterpretation of some passages, as will be
readily perceived.

—

Ed.]

To the Editor of the ‘ Stamp Collector’s Magazine.'
Sir,—In the March number of your Magazine, I see

mentioned, as a stamp not noticed in Mount Brown’s
Catalogue, a ‘Canada Packet Postage, 12| c., blue;’
this, I suppose, is a stamp like the common 12J c. in all
respects except in colour

;
I should like to know whether

any of your readers have seen a 12| c. of this colour that
has passed the post.

I have a ‘ maculate ’ 12|-c. Canada, Uue., and also a
12J c., half of which is blue and halfgreen. It is a very
simple thing to change the colour of the 12| c. from green
to blue, and I should like to know whether there is any
proof of stamps having been printed of the latter colour.

I have no doubt that the colours of many stamps may
be capable of being changed in this marked manner;
though I should not advise any one with a budding taste
for forgery to try experiments with any of his stamps, unless
he be at least well grounded in practical dyeing ; for he
will probably find that most of the chemical reagents he
“^ay try, will either dissolve the colour off the stamps he
puts in them, or gradually bleach them,—either of which
results, if the stamps are of any value, is unsatisfactory.

l am in possession of a 20-c. Tuscan, issue of 1852, it
is like the others of the same issue, but of a slate-grey
colour

;
I do not find it mentioned in any catalogue

;
can

you inform me if it is genuine, or whether it is
probably made from the blue stamp : it has passed the
post.

I possess also the following stamps : — 1-anna
Indian, red-brown

;
Id. English, brown or blue

;
40-c.

French, brown
;
40-c. ditto, yellow

;
1-c. ditto, dark grey

or lavender
;

20-c. Belgian, blue-grey
;

10-c. Dutch,
magenta. The colours of all of which would entitle
them to be considered as varieties, if they were genuine.
The above results of a few experiments of mine, will

show how careful we must be in admitting any varieties
in colour of stamps whose genuineness we consider proved
by the accuracy of the engraving.

I am, Sir, yours obedientH,
Leeds. STEPHEN A. MARSHALL.

To the Editor of the ‘ Stamp Collector’s Magazine.’

Sir,—I pei'ceive that in your May number, the ‘ Dili-
gencia’ stamps are said to belong to the Argentine
Confederation. This is a mistake, for I have all the
three, and they are all ^tamped with the Monte Video
postmark., by whose government they were issued.

Let me take this opportunity of informing your readers
that upwards of two thousand four hundred designs were
sent in to Government (in 1839) for the proposed enve-
lopes and labels, so that collectors must not imagine those
so carefully described by Dr. Gray to be all there are

!

The above fact was told me by the highest possible

authority.

I remain, Sir, yours obediently.

To the Editor of the ‘ Stamp Collector’s Magazine.’

Sir,—May I be permitted to ask Messrs. Pemberton &
Lewes, through the medium of your Magazine, for the
proof of their statement, that no 10-c. Post Cantonal
stamps have ever been issued at Geneva,—as I have
direct proof that such stamps have been in ch’culation

I am curious to learn how two gentlemen, supposed to be
so well versed in all matters relating to postage stamps,

can have made such an egregious mistake.
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Trusting that Messrs. L. & P. will give proofs in

support of their assertion, and assuring you that mine
shall be forthcoming at the proper time,

I remain, yours truly,

WILLIAM FREDEEIC COOKE.

6, Buckland Terrace, Dover.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

T. A. Arnold.—We have seen a genuine black one-
penny New Zealand since our last.—Thanks for the

correction, if correct.

Delta, Paris.—Living in Paris, you can easily form
your own judgment with regard to who are the best

dealers.

H. E. W., Sandicroft.—The ocean postage, as we have
said before, has never been used except with a current

postage stamp appended to the envelope on which it was
printed.—We do not like to set any value on stamps,

as those rare at one time are comparatively common at

another.

G. V. C., Cambridge.—-A list of most of the publications

on stamps may be seen in Dr. Gray’s manual.—We have
never seen a tenpenny English without threads. This,

as well as the one shilling, green, were issued both as

adhesives and envelopes.—The 8-sk. Norway, yellow,

must be one of the chemical family, mentioned by our
correspondent in the present number.—The portraits on
the government stamps of the United States are those of

Washington, Penn, Franklyn, and Lincoln.—The old

franks are rather difldcult to procure, as numbers of

individuals have formed collections of them, but
they may be often met with both from private

friends and at curiosity shops.—We do not know of

any dealer in postage stamps at Cambridge, but should
there be a demand for them there, the supply will soon
follow.

H. G. S., Manchester.—Unused British stamps cannot
be sold without a license, and our own colonials may,
perhaps, be in the same category. Our revenue officers

cannot claim jurisdiction over the sale of foreign postage
stamps.

Cestrium.—Your twopenny English, with no letters at

any corner, must be an essay.—We have seen several of

the penny envelopes perfectly colourless, and believe

they were struck off to try the stamp.—The figure on the
left side the Bahama Id . will do as well for a shell as

anything else.

Subscriber.—The Canton Berne
stamp (which we engrave) is, we
are informed

,
for bills or deeds

;
but

the peculiar way of stamping it gives

it the appearance of a used postage
stamp.
TiMBROMANiAauE, Dublin.— A

tabular list of postage stamps and
their countries published this month,
would be incomplete the next, owing
to the continued new issues.

Plymouth Post.—There never
was a penny blue English adhesive adopted. Lallier

most probably had seen one of the blue penny essays.

—

The use of the Baden Land Post has been previously ex-

plained.—Your French stamp is one of those used by
confectioners to denote the prices of their wares.—We
shall be glad of a description of the Java stamp.

Jos. Young.—

T

here have been but two issues of the

United States labels, but the five cents was each time

printed in two colours, and the twenty-four cents of the
later issue is also of two colours.

F. C. Richardson, of New York.—You say, ‘ on good
authority,’ that the Inter. Rev. American stamps are not
for postage, but are all for bills, receipts, bank cheques,
&c. Will you kindly inform the ignorant why some of
them are marked, ‘ Express,’ and enlighten us by the
description of an express bill or receipt }

Beginner.—All the individuals of the later issue of
the United States have the letters U. S. in the lower
corners.

Bachelor of Arts.—The ‘ Ireland Private Office,’

spaces in Lallier’ s Album, have ever been a mystery un-
solvable by ourselves or any one else.

OcEANicus.—We shall be glad to see the Barbadian
stamps you mention, if you can forward them. We have
never met with any answering the description.—The
difference of the paper will readily distinguish proofs,
such as Whymper’s, from essays.—The latter term is

never applied to any but those on Government approval,
which would exclude the Ocean Postage stamp.

C. B. J.—There are numerous travesties of the Mul-
ready envelope, such as you describe. They would not
pass the post without an adhesive.—The second envelope
you mention was one of the emanations of the advocates
of an Ocean penny postage.—Your 60 kr. is an Austrian
bill or receipt stamp.

*** Advertisements for insertion in the Stamp Collector’s
Magazine, should reach the Office, 13, George Street,
Bath, iiot later than the 10th of the month.

JAMES SHELTON, Grimsby, sends Stamps for in-
spection, or Priced List, on receipt of stamped envelope. Examples

of wholesale pidces, all unused, per doz. : Portugal, 5 rs., lOd. ; 10 rs., 1/6

;

25 rs., 2/6 ; Antigua, Id., 4/ ; &c., &c. J. S. purchases any quantities of
rare or obsolete stamps.

F.
G. JONES, 87, Roscommon Street, Liverpool.

, Ionian Islands, lOd., Set ; Luxembourg, 2/6, Set of 9 ; Lubeck and
Bergedorf, 1/3, Set

; Sandwich Islands, 5 cents, 9d. ; Russian 10 kop., used.
4d. N.B.—Stamps bought.

PARAGUAY, ESSAYS, UNUSED, Price Is. 6d.
each. Complete Sets expected in a month. Colonial Agency, 10,

Bridgewater Gardens, Barbican, London, E.C.

Stamps received and sold (cheap) for
Charitable Purposes. Contributions requested. List for one stamp.

Agent, Mr. Hunn, Topsham, Devonshire.

Ready this day.

The united kingdom stamp advertiser.
Price Id. ;

post free, 2d. A clean unobliterated Stamp given with
each number. For further particulars apply to Luxton & Gild,
Tavistock, Devon,

POCKET ALBUM for CRESTS, ARMS, and MONO-
GRAMS. Containing spaces arranged for 1200 varieties. Neatly

bound, with pocket, flap, and elastic band. Roan, 2/ ;
post free, 2/1

:

morocco or russia, 3/6 ;
post free, 3/8 : morocco or russia gilt, 4/ ;

post
free, 4/2. Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath.

POSTAGE-STAMP ALBUM. By JUSTIN LAL-
LIER. Illustrated with Maps and Diagrams, and containing a

full description of British, colonial, and Foreign Stamps, with compart-
ments arranged for the reception of each. Imperial oblong 8vo., cloth,
clasp, 7/6 ;

post free, 8/2. Bound in half-morocco, clasp, 10/ ;
post free,

10/10. Bound in whole morocco, two clasps, gilt edges, 12/6; post
free, 13/4.

‘ For the benefit of Collectors, Mr. Justin Lallier has just issued an
admirable Album, which w'ill be in extensive demand as soon as its ex-
istence is known. It contains a description of every known variety of
timbre paste, so that a partially obliterated stamp may easily be recog-
nis d ; and on the page opposite the description are spaces for mounting
the stamps described, so that any Collector may, at a glance, see all his
deficiencies.—r/ie Bookseller.
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E DOBLE, 4, Upper Brook Street, Falmouth, Dealer
• in Foreign Postage Stamps, &e. Agents wanted. Price List for

two stamps.

WOODS & PEMBEETON, Dealers in Obsolete Post-
age Stamps, Olive Street, Hartlepool. List for June sent on

receipt of two stamps. Romagna, Set of 9, unused, warranted (jenuine,

45/ per Set.

A B., 2, Bartholomew Street, Newbury, will send
• liis List of Foreign Stamps on receipt of stamped envelope.

Your Time, Trouble, and Money will be saved, by
sending for Stamps on Approval, to S. T., Post OfSce, Wejmioutb.

TyrESSES. DECEOIX & SQUIER, Bazaar, Dover,
J-*JL have a very large stock of Stamps, which they are selling off at
moderate prices. On receipt of two postage stamps their List will be for-
warded to any addi’ess. Stamps bought and exchanged. D. and S. will
also send Stamps on approval ; but stamped-directed envelope must be
sent. Deckoix & Squieb, Bazaar, Dover.

W GREAVES, Arkley, Barnet, Herts, will send

ditt
unused Foreign Stamps, post free, for lOd. ; Sixteen unused

N0 STAMPS CHEAPER than those supplied by
E. Entwistee, Box W. 47, Post Office, Manchester. Send stamp

for Pi'ice List.

S T., Post Office, "Weymouth, begs to inform his
, numerous Friends and Customers, that he continues to send out

Stamps for approval on receipt of postage and list of requirements. All
orders executed per retuni of post. Stamps bought or exchanged.

H WHITTAKER, Winchester Terrace, Regent
• Road, Salford, Manchester, will send his Cheap Price List of

upwards of 600 varieties of foi-eign Postage Stamps, used and unused, on
receipt of stamped envelope. Collections of 100 varieties, 3/; 200 ditto,

10/ ; 300 ditto, 28/.

Foreign and colonial postage stamps,—
A great variety of Foreign and other Postage Stamps (used and

unused) offered for Sale at low prices, by W. Lincoln, jun. (at W. S. Lin-
coln & Son’s), 462, New' Oxford Street, London, W.C. Priced List sent on
receipt of stamped envelope.

OEND IMMEDIATELY for Stamps on Approbation,O and addi-ess, Mr. O. Fleet, Peckham, Smrey. N.B.—Must enclose
tw'O stamps.

I
MPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT. W. W. DOUST,
High Street, Peckham, Surrey, has given over sending Stamps to

order from List, but sends any amoimt of Stamps out on approbation, on
receipt of tw'o stamps. Collectors and Dealers should send for some,
stating the class of stamps they wish, and how many of each sort.

WANTED TO PURCHASE, a Collection of Post-
age Stamps, comprising upwards of 1000 varieties, to a price not

exceeding £40. All offers, and at the same time a catalogue of the Col-
lection of the different varieties, to be made, post free, to Monsieur Oscar
Berger-Levrault, Libraire a Strasbourg, France.

J I. COULTHARD (late Jas. J. Woods) has a large
• variety of used and unused Foreign and Colonial Postage Stamps

for Sale. List on receipt of tw o stamps. J. I. C. will also buy a cheap
Collection. Queen Street, Hartlepool.

P. HARLEY, 14, Gloucester Street, Glasgow,
_ _ will send his June List, and an unused Stamp, on receipt of
stamped envelope. R. P. H. desh-es to correspond with parties residing
on the Continent, as he has large numbers of Colonial Stamps for
exchange.

R.

I
FOREIGN POSTAGE STAMPS.—A Collection of
_ 700 Stamps, of which more than half are rare, unmixed sjieci-

mens ; cost 25 guineas?; to be sold for 10 guineas. A great bargain. Full
description on'receipt of stamped-directed envelope. Address, A. Thorp,
2, Old Bond Street, Bath.

COMPETITION IN PRICES DEFIED.—JOHN S.

Vy ROSS will send his June List of 900 varieties of Stamps, including
Parma, Modena, Venezuela, Hong Kong, Argentine Confederation and
Benublic, and many others too numerous to mention. Send stamped
envelope immediately for List. Corespondents on the Continent
wanted. Addi-ess, 136, West Graham Street, Glasgow.

SCARCE AND OBSOLETE STAMPS.—W, TATE,
LJ 77, Woodville Terrace, Breck Road, Liverpool, sends his new Jlid-
summer List for two stamps. Note Bahamas, British Guiana, Bar-
badoes, Blodena, Confederate States, Sweden, Mauritius, &c., at lowest
prices. Portugal, Set of 5, 2/6; Russian 10 kop., 4d. each; Antigua, 3d.
each; English Id. black, unused, 4d. each; Saxony, old issue, 6d. each,
&c., &c.

Halt ! stop and read this.—r. p. harley
& Co., 18, Hanover Street, Glasgow, still continue to give an un-

used stamp with their Monthly List. Sent on receipt of stamped-
directed envelope.

CEND a STAMPED ENVELOPE to W. H. C.,
kJ York Square, Brixham, for List that defles competition ; for instance,
Antigua, 6d. ; Libei-ia, 1/ ; and a great many others, at equally low' prices.

Stamps ! ! fifty varieties, 5s., Free. R.
Evans, 20, Park Side, Knightsbridge.

obsolete, rare, and UNUSED STAMPS sent
on Approval on receipt of stamped envelope. A. B., 57, York

Place, Edinburgh, has on hand a large and varied stock of Colonials and
Continentals, at moderate prices. Foreign Correspondents w'anted.

A DDRESSES of CONTINENTAL STAMP DEALERS
_£JL to be had at C. W. Deadman’s, 26, Adelaide Square, Windsor, at
2/6 each. C. W. D. will forward his Monthly List on receipt of stamp fox-
postage.

WANTED, STAMPS of LIBERIA, ST. HELENA^
Colombia, New Granada, Western Avistralia, and Sydney. If the

prices are reasonable, a large quantity will be taken. Addi-ess, J. B.
Moens, Galerie Bortier, No. 7, Brussels.

The cheapest stamps are to be obtained of
S. Davis, 18, Granby Street, Leicester. Stamps sent on Approba-

tion on receipt of stamped envelope. A packet of 50 different Stamps, of
which 20 are uncbliterated, sent, post free, 5/. Price List, two stamps.

ri^O PARTIES SELLING OFF. H. G. SMITH, 12,
JL Chestnut Street, Waterloo Road, Blanchester, begs to inform those
w'ho are selling off, that he has a ready market for any number of Stamps
at a moderate commission. Coin Department caivied on as usual. Lists
on receipt of stamped envelope.

M r. william FREDERIC COOKE, Dover, will,
on receipt of stamp, send selections from his magniflcent Stock of

Rare Stamps for inspection. For Sale, a Collection of 500. Immediate
applications necessary.

rr^HE SHILLING ALBUM is a neat and serviceable
I Book, strongly bound in cloth, and ruled to contain 1400 Stamps.

Post free, 13 stamps. A Collection of about 450, many rare, in Lalliev’s

Album, price £7 10s. Stamps sent on Approbation ; also Bought.
William Pegg, 11, Holies Street, Dublin.

Alpha, 34, Northbrook Street, Newbury, has a
quantity of Rare Stamps for Sale. Send a stamp for List.

1 nn non foreign stamps to be Sold off, from
4d. a dozen! at H. Bender’s, Forei^ Bookseller, 8,

Little Newport Street, Leicester Square, London. Foi-eign Stamps sup-
plied at prices far below those usually charged. Collections completed at
the shortest notice ; and several, from a hundi-ed upwards, on view'.

Colonial Stamps bought and exchanged in any quantity.

EDVfARD UPJOHN, Bookseller, is now able to sup-
ply all kinds of Foreign Stamps at x-easonable prices ; also Proof

Impressions of Rare Stamps, by H. Whymper. Stamp Publications,
Catalogues, and Albums. Country orders promptly executed. 24, Bow
Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Addresses.—

D

utch Guiana, Costa Rica, Reunion,
and Nicaragua, 2/ each ; other places 1/ each. Colonial Agency,

10, Bridgewater Gardens, London, B.C.

CHEAP STAMPS, J. PARNALY, Dover Street,
West Hartlepool, will send ten unused stamps for 1/. Send stamp

for List.

W DIAMOND, Rifle House, Westbourne Grove,
• London. Dealer in Postage Stamps of all nations. Foreign

Stamps sent per post on receipt of uncut penny postage stamps. Collec-

tions purchased. Any communication requii-ing a i-eply must contain a
stamp for that purpose.
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J J. H. STOCEALL & Co., Broad Green, near
• Livei'pool, have now on hand several rare Stamps to dispose of

cheap ; e. g., Montevideo, ISO centesimos, gi-een, 1/6 ;
240 c., red, 2/

;

Diligencia, SO c., green, 1/6 ; 1 real, scarlet, 1/6; Argentine Confederation,

5 centavos, 1/3; ditto Republic, 5c., I'ed, 1/6; 10 c., green, 1/8; Portugal,

10 reis, yeUow, 2d. each, or 1/8 per doz.
;
United States, Envelopes, 1 c, 4d.

each ; 3 c, od. each. All the above are unused. The following are

used Bahamas, Id., 4d., and 6d., 6d. each ;
Buenos Ajres, 1 peso, blue,

9d. ; 1 p., pink, lOd. ; 2 p., blue, 1/ ; 2, vermilion, 1/ ;
4 reales, green, 9d.

;

France, Republic, 10 c., yellow, lOd.
;
15 c., green, lOd. ; 20, black, 4d.

;

25, blue, 5d. ; 1 franc, carmine, lOd. ; Presidency, 10, yellow’, 1/ each ; 25,

blue, 6d. ; Empire (used only 3 months during 1854), 25 c., blue, 8d. ;

1 franc, carmine, 1/9; Monte Video, 60 c., 5d. Price Lists of about 850

varieties foiavarded on I’eceipt of two postage stamps. All orders ex-

ecuted and forw arded per return of post. Remittances above 5/ to be
made in P. O. O., payable to J. J. H. Stockai.l & Co., Livei-pool.

OMEGA, Everton, Liverpool, begs to call tlie atten-
tion of Collectors of Foreign Postage Stamps to his new List, which

will be forwarded to any addi-ess on receipt of a stamped-directed enve-

lope. The following will suffice to show’ the nature of the prices in gene-
ral Antigua, Id., 4d.

;
Bahamas, Id., 4d. ; 4d., 9d. ;

Baden, 1 kr.. Id.;

Bavaria, 1 kr., id. ;
British Guiana, 1 c., 2d. ; Canada (envelopes), 5 c., 6d.

;

10 c., 9d. ; Greece, 1 lept., Id. ; 2, lid. ; 5, 3d. ;
Liberia, 6 c., 1/ ; 12 c., 1/3

;

Luxembourg, 1 c.. Id. ; Nevis, Id, 4d. ; 4d., 9d. ;
Newfoundland, Id., 4d.

;

2d., 5d. ; New Granada, 5 e., 1/ ; Papal States, J, 2d. ; 1, 2d. ;
Prince

Edward Island, Id., 4d. ; 2d., 5d. ;
St. Lucia, red, 5d.

;
blue, lOd.

;
gi’een, 1/

;

Venezuela, J, 1 , 1 c., 5d. each, or 1/2 the Set of 3; Wallaehia, 3 paras, 6d.

;

6 paras, 9d. ,
Western Australia, Id., rose, 6d. ; 2d., blue, 1/; 4d., red, 1/6;

&c., &c. ;
all unused.

Mount brown, 124, Cheapside, London, has on
hand the following Stamps, at low prices. I/hused.—Buenos

Ayi-es, Set of three, 3/; Spanish Official (oval). Set of four, 3/ ; Moldavia,

5 paras, 2/; Ceylon, Id., 2d. ; 2d., 4d. ; 4d., 6d. ;
envelopes. Set often, 14/;

United States envelopes. Set of ten, 10/. Used and OhsoJete.—French
Republic, old Saxony, old Belgium, old U. S. Post Office, 5 and 10 cents

;

also stamps of Chili and Peru. Price List, post free, 2d.

oNE PENNY EACH.—Baden, 1 kr. (7d. per doz.)
;

Bavaria, 1 kr. ; Brunswick, J s. gr. ; Bergedoi-f, J sch. (1/2 per Set) ;

France, 2 c. ; Germany, J and J s. gi-., and 1 lu-. ; Hamburg, J sch. ;

Hanover, 3pfen. ;
Lubeck, | sch. (1/2 per Set) ; Luxembourg, 1 and 2 c.,

(2/3 per Set of 9) ; Mecklenburg, j sch. ; Portugal, 5 reis ; Switzerland,

2 c., &c. Ionian Islands, lid. per Set ; Boten Institut, ten kinds, lid.

;

Local American, 5/ per doz. Price List sent on receipt of stamped-
directed envelope, by C. H. Clabk, Dealer in Foreign Postage Stamps,
Liverpool.

Given away ! ! ! Mr. frank E. MILLAR, of
166, Queen’s Road, Dalston, London, N.E., begs to inform his

friends that his Monthly Price List for June is now ready, price, post free,

two stamps ; and that with eveiy List he will give, gratis, one of his private

English Postage Stamps which is now in use. Sample, from Price List,

all clean copies ;—French Colonies, 1 e., 4d.
;
5 c., 6d ;

10 c., 6d. ;
and 40 c.,

9d. or 2/ the four ; Greek, 4/, Set of 7 ; Turkish, 4/, Set of 4 ; Hong Kong,
2 c., 6d. ;

Ionian Islands, 1/, Set of 3; Confederate States, from 6d. each;
Local American, from 4d. each. All communications (excepting Jorders

over 2/6) requiring a reply, must contain a stamp for that pm-pose.
Address in fuU to Mr. Frank E. Millar, as above. N.B.—All the Ger-
man States Stamps at nearly cost price.

JAMES ROBINSON, 153, Crown Street, Liverpool,
has the following Stamps for Sale :—Antigua, 4d. ;

St. Lucia, 4d.

;

St. Vincent, 4d. ; Grenada, 4d. ; Prince Edw’ard’s Island, 4d. , Portugal,
5 reis. Id.; 10 reis, 2d.; or Set of 5, 2/; Greek, 1 and 2 lept.. Id. eaMi

;

Ionian Islands, 9d. per Set ; Turkey, 4/6 per Set; Lubeck and Bergedorf,
1/3 per Set ; Luxembourg, 2/ per set. All the above are unused. Lists
sent on receipt of two stamps. N.B.—Obliterated stamps bought.

OR NOTHING ! ! Mr. GEORGE PRIOR, of 48,
Fenchurch Street, London, E.C., has just issued his June Pi-ice

List, and will send the same, and one of his private Envelope Stamps,
free, to any address, on receipt of two penny postage stamps. Extract
from Price List Turkish, 4/, Set of 4 ;

Greek, 4/, Set of 7 ; Ionian Islands,
1/, Set of 3 ; French Colonies, i c., 4d. ; 5 c. and 10 c., 6d. each

;
and 40 e.,

9d., or 2/ the four. All the above are unused specimens. Canadian
Stamps ofevery description. Several thousand old and rare Stamps on
hand, at very low’ prices. All communications requiring a reply (except-
ing orders oi-er 2/6), must contain a stamped-directed envelope for that
pm-pose. All the German States Stamps at about cost price. N.B.—Hong
Kong, 2 cent, at 6d. each, clean.

D Mc CORKINDALE, 37, Abbotsford Place, Glas-
• gow, w'ould call attention to his Summer List of Foreign Stamps.

His prices are much cheaper than formerly ; for examnle : Id. Antigua,
5d.

;
French Republic, 40 e., 3d. ; 10 c., 20 e., 25 c., 5d. ; 15 c., 6d. ; Presi-

dency, 10 c. and 25 c., 8d.
; Denmark, old, 4 R.B.S., 3d. ; Hamburg, |, Id. ;

Saxony, o?J, 1, 2, ?, n. gr., each 3d. ; old 6d. ;
U. States, env., lc.,3d.

;

3 c., 4d. ; Venezuela, J, 1, 2, rls., 6d. As he has all the stamps mentioned,
no delay will be occasioned in reidying to correspondents. D. Me C. also
buys Stamps.

ON RECEIPT of STAMPED ENVELOPE you will
receive a List of Foreign Stamps at very low prices, from

A. Benson, Throston Street, Hartlepool. Also, Addresses n-om Abroad,
for 18 stamps, which will enable you to procure stamjis free of com-
mission.

OAA STAMPS for ONE SHILLING.—To be Raffled,
OVJL/ on 1st July, a fine Collection of Stamps, containing over 300
specimens, neatly mounted in a book. Also, on 15th July, a Collection of
400, mounted in a handsome book, ornamented with the arms of the
various countries. Tickets for either Collection, only 1/ each. Send
stamped envelope to Stamp & Co., 6, Ruperra Street, Newport, Mon.

STAMP & Co., 6, Ruperra Street, Mon., Wholesale
and Retail Postage Stamp Dealers. A large lot of unused Sweden

3 ore, new’ Spanish, Cuba, United States envelopes, used St. Vincent Id.,
to be sold cheap. Send stamped envelope for List. Agents for French
and Bavarian Dealers.

A BARGAIN. For Sale, a beautiful Collection of
upwards of 300 rare unused Stamps. Price only j£5. For all par-

ticulars apply to S. B. Wilson, 25, Albion Street, Dajflington.

R ROSS, 68, St. Vincent Street, sends his List on
• receipt of stamped envelope. A few' examples annexed :—Mau-

ritius, Id., 2d., 4d., 6d., 9d., 1/; Natal, Id., 3d., and 6d. ; Papal States, 7
andSbaj. ; Queensland, Id. andOd. ; Van Dieman’s Land, 4d. ; all at 2d.
each; New' Brunsw’iek, 1 cent, 3d. ; &c., &c. Others equally cheap.

Beta, Barlow Street, Ardwich, near Manchester,
can supply Collectors and others w’ith every kind of Postage

Stamps. The following will suffice to show the nature of the prices in
general Collections of 100, 4/ ; 200, 13/ ; 300, 28/ ; 500, 80/ ; all different

kinds, and good copies. Chili, 4d. each ; Greek, 2d. each ; Hong Kong,
2 and 8 cents, 6d. each; Venezuela, 7d. each; old Belgium, 4d. each

;

Spanish, 1850-1-2-3-4, at 1/4 each ; old Brunswick, | and 1, at 3d. each; old
Wurtemburg, 3d. each. The following are unused :—Hanover, 1 and 2,

envelope, 3d. each ; Brazil, 10 and 20, 4d. and 6d. each ; American 1-cent
envelope, 3d. each, 2/6 per doz.; French 2 c., 5d. per doz. ; Oldenburg,
1/2 per doz. ; Hamburg, lOd. per doz. ; Bergedorf, J, and Lubeck, I,
lOd. per doz.. Sets of each, 1/3; 1 and 1| Mecklenburg, 3d. each, 2/6 per
doz. ; and others too numerous to mention. Beta also Buys Stamps and
Collections. P.S.—Stamps sent on inspection on receipt of stamped
envelope.

J ACOB GEM, 71, Brunswick Road, Liverpool, has
the following Foreign Stamps for sale :—Hanover, first issue, 1 g.

gr., gi-een, 5d. ; 1-30, crimson, 1-30, red, 1-15, blue, 3d. each; 1-10, yellow’,

5d. ; second issue, 1 g. gr., 5d.
; 1-30, l-i5, 3d. each

;
1-10, 5d. ; third issue,

3 pf., i gr., 1 gr.. Id. each ; 2 gi-., 3 gr., brown, IJd. each
;
envelopes (old),

1 g. gr., green, 1 gi-., rose, 2 gr., blue, 9d. each ; Baden (old, figure in cen-
tre), 3 kr., yellow, 3 ki-., blue, 3 kr., gi-een, 6 kr., green, 4d. each; 6 kr.,
yellow’, 9 kr., pink, 3d. each

; Wurtemberg, first issue, 1, 6d. ; 3, 5d.
; 6, 5d. ;

9, 6d. ; Prussia, first issue, 4pf., 9d. ; 6 pi., 6d. ; 1, 2, 3, 3d. each; second
issue (plain ground), 1, 4d. ; 2, 6d.

; 3, 4d. ; third issue (chequered ground),
1, 2, 3, Ijd. each; Mecklenburg Schwerin, 4-4, 2d. ;

Brunsw’ick (old), 5d.

;

Switzerland (new issue), 5, 10, Id. each
; Austria, first issue, 3, 6, 9 kr., 3d.

each; Luxembourg (old), 10 c. (head), 9d. each; Oldenburg, first issue,
J, 6d. ;

1-30, 4d.
;
1-15, 6d. ; 1-10, 6d. ; second issue, 1 gr., 3d. ; Saxony (old),

I, 6d. ; 1, 3d. ; 2, 3, 4d. each. All the foregoing are used, but in good con-
dition. Collectors are respectfully solicited to send a stamped-dii-ected
envelope for a List, which embraces all the Contmental and Colonial
Stamps now in use.

QTAMPS.—Brazil, 10, 60, 4d. each
;

Greece, 1, 2,^ 10,80, 3d. each; old Saxony, 4d. ;
Hanover, old, 1, 1-15, 1-30, 3d.

each. Few sent for inspection for a stamped envelope. Crests, 4d. per
doz. Edward Kettlety, 14, Kingsmoad Squai-e, Bath.

Robert MELDRUM, 229, Sauchiehall street, Glas-
gow', w’ill send his List of 800 different Stamps for one stamj). R. JI.

wishes to con-espond with persons on the Continent, he having large
numbers of British Colonial Stamps to change.

^I'O COLLECTORS.—To be disposed of, a Collection
_L of 1030 different varieties of Stamps. It w'ill be sold very cheap, as
the Advertiser is going abroad. Offers, &c., concei'ning it to be made to
F. P. Kellys, Post Office, Vigo Street, Regent Street, London, where a
large variety of Stamps are always on view, at vei-y reasonable prices.

JAMES GRANT, 29, West George Street, Glasgow,
will send his Price List, consisting of 800 different Postage Stamps,

all vei-y cheap, on receipt of stamped envelope.

Stamps ! C taw, 57, Joy street, Belfast, has a
large stock of Stamps on hand, and is willing to sell at the lowest

possible prices. Price lasts can be obtained by forwarding a st.unp to
above address. Along with every List a Foreign Stamp is sent free.
Stamps sent on approbation.

C A. M., 22, Upper Baker Street, Regents Park,
• London, N.W., will foi-w’ard his printed Priced List on receipt of

two stamps.
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Stamps ! stamps ! stamps ! amicus, Gorton
street, Hyde Road, Ardwieh, can supply Dealers and Collectors with

every kind of Postage Stamps : the cheapest in the trade. Examples
Chili, 3, Spanish 2 reals, 2d. each ; old Brunswick, I and 1, 2d. each;
1 cent American envelope, 3d. each, 2/3 per doz; French 1 and 2 c.,

5d. per doz.
; ^ Hamburg, lOd. per doz.

; j Lubeck, lOd. per doz.
; I Berge-

dorf, lOd. per doz.
; 10 r. Brazil, 3d. each, 2/6 per doz. ; and others too nume-

rous to mention. P.S.—Stamps bought and sold on commission.
Stamps sent on inspection. Agents wanted on the Continent and here.

Messrs, hooper & forward (Late J. Hooper),
1, Hanover Court, Milton Street, London, E.C. Foreign Postage

Stamps Bought, Sold, or Exchanged. The largest stock of Foreign Post-
age Stamps, and the cheapest Dealers in the trade. N.B.—Unused Ionian
Islands, 9d. per Set of three. All other Stamps at equally low prices.

Just published, the fouifh edition of their Price Catalogue, describing
form, colour, value, date of issue, &e., of 1000 varieties. This is the cheap-
est and most comprehensive yet published. Sent, post free, on receipt of
a stamped envelope.

J
^RIK RITZAU, Copenhagen, has on hand large quan-

tities of used and unused Foreign Postage Stamps, which lie will

Sell, both wholesale and x’etail, at the most reasonable prices. His stock
consists of a large variety of Stamps, of all nations ;

and he gives the fol-

lowing example of his moderate prices :—Austria, Zeitungs-stampel,
Emperor, 2d. each, dozen, 1/ ; Bergedorf, the Set, 1/ ;

Belgium, 3d. per
doz. ; Bremen, 1, 3 grote, 2d. each,; dozen, 1/6; Set, 2/; Brunswick, 5 pf.,

dozen, 1/ ; Germany, envl., J s. gr., dozen, 1/ ; Denmark, Essay, each 1/

,

dozen, 10/; Schleswig Holstein, each 3/; Hamburg, J, each Id. ; dozen,
6d. ; Italy, 15 e., new, each 4d. ; dozen, 3/6 ; Luxembourg, 1,2, 4e., eaeli2d.

;

dozen, 9d. ;
Lubeck, Set, 1/ ; Mecklenburg, J, dozen, ,5d. ; Norway, 2, 3, 4,

each 3d. ; dozen, 2/6 ; Set, lOd. ; Papal States, J, 1 baj., each 2d. ; Poland and
Russia, very cheap ; Sweden, local and 3 or-e, 2d. each, or 1/ per dozen.
Not less than one dozen of each kind of Stamps at the wholesale prices.
Price List will be sent, post free.

C G., Acomb House, Manchester, can supply Col-
• lectors and Dealers in Foreign Stamps, at the lowest possible

rates. Examples : (used copies) Buenos Aju-es, 1 p., blue and rose, 6d.
each ; Chili, 5 c., 2d. each ; Monte Video, 60 c., 4d. each ; China, 2 c., 6d.
each

;
Spain, old issues, at 1/3 to 1/6 each. Unused copies : Belgium, 1 c.,

3d. per doz. ; Bergedorf or Lubeck, J sch.. Id. each, or Set, 1/3 ; Bremen,
2/6 per Set of six; Canada (env.), 5 c., 7d. each; Chili, 1 c., 8d. each;
China, 2 c., 9d. each ; 8 c., 1/3 each ; France, 2 c., 6d. per doz. ; Hamburg,
J sch.. Id. each ; Hanover, Bestelgeld and i gi-.. Id. each; 3pf., 6d. per
doz. ; Luxembourg, 1 c., 4d. per doz. ; 2 c., 5d. per doz. ; 4 c., 8d. per doz.

;

Mecklejiburg, J sch., 6d. per doz. ; Wallachia, 3 p., 6d. each; 6p., 8d.
each ; 30 p., 1/ each ; Portugal, 5 r., 9d. per doz. ; 10 r., 2/6 per doz. ; Hel-
vetia, 2 c., 6d, per doz. ; 3 c., 8d. ; 5 c., 1/ ; Turkey, 6d. and 9d. each. The
above are only a few specimens ; but Price List will be sent on receipt of
stamped envelope. Collections of 50 varieties, 1/8; 100, 3/6; 200, 12/6;
600, £3 10s. ; 600, £5 5s. N.B.—Collectors supplied ; and Collections made
up or increased.

Arms of the queen and ROYAL FAMILY,
including the late Prince Consort, the Crown Prince and Princess

of Prussia, Prince and Princess Louis of Hesse, Princess Alexandi-a, King
of Denmark, King of Prussia, Duke of Cumberland, Duchess of Cam-
bridge, Princess Mary, &c., &o., &c. In two sheets. Relief stamped in
colours. Pi-ice 1/6 ;

post free, 1/7. Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George
Street, Bath.

The POSTAGE-STAMP COLLECTOR’S POCKET
ALBUM.—Containing a complete Table of all the Postage Stamps

issued by each Countij, State, or City, with spaces arranged for their
reception. The whole in a neat and portable form, with flap and elastic
band, and a pocket for surplus stamps. Roan, 2/ ;

post free, 2/1 ; morocco
or russia, 3/6 ;

post free, 3/8 ; morocco or russia gilt, 4/ ; post free, 4/2.

Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath.

POSTAGE-STAMP ALBUM TITLES.—Now ready,
beautifully printed in Colours. A new and complete Set of upwards

of 130 Titles for Stamp Albums. Geogi-aphieally arranged by Dr. J. E.
Gray, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.Z.S., ETC., of the British Museum. Price 1/6; post
free, 1/7. London : E. Marlborough & Co., 4, Ave Maria Lane

; Bath :

Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street ; and all Booksellers.

Now Beady, New Edition, post ito.. Price Five Shillings.

OPPEN’S POSTAGE-STAMP ALBUM, and CATA-
LOGUE of BRITISH and FOREIGN POSTAGE STAMPS. Con-

taining evei-y information to guide the Collector, with a Pull Account of
all the Stamps of every Counti-y. The Album, price 3/6, and Catalogue,
price 2/6, can be had separatel}". London ; B. Blake, 421, Strand.

Now ready. Fourth edition, revised, augmented, and corrected.

CATALOGUE of POSTAGE STAMPS,—BRITISH,
COI.ONIAL, and FOREIGN. By Mount Brovn. Containing an

accurate description of the form, colour, date of issue, and value, of 1700
varieties. Pi-ice 1/ ;

post free, 1/1. Bound in morocco leather, and inter-
leaved for Collectors, 2/ ;

post free, 2/2. Address, Mr. Broxvn, care of
Mr. Passmore, Bookseller, 124, Cheapside, London. *** Priced List of
unused and rare stamps, post free, 3d.

To Foreign Stamp and Crest Collectors.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITE’S MONTHLY CIR-
k_/ CULAR for June will be sent gratis and post free to any address on
application.

Third Thousand.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S DESCRIPTIVE
PRICE CATALOGUE of many hundred varieties of British, Colo-

nial, and Foreign Postage Stamps. Illustrated with Fac-simile Engra-
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A TALE OE A POSTAGE STAMP.
DOZE THE FIRST CONTINUED.—PART V.

TREASURE TROVE.

‘ Child of sorrow, sin, or shame ?

Lacking father, mother, name ;

—

To a hard, cold world he came,’

Short as had been the time expended by the
Tuscan lion on the narration of "what he had
witnessed in the artist’s room, the Cross
was beginning to fidget about uneasily, im-
patient of any talk but its own. The other
perceived this

;
and fearing he would not be

allowed to proceed at all, if he did not suc-

cumb somewhat to his imperious co-mate,

hastened to remark that perhaps it would
give a clearer understanding of the conver-

sation during the interview between Lorenzo
and the ruffian, the substance of which he
was prepared to recapitulate, if his worthy
friend would render some account of the

artist’s early life, and other circumstances

connecting him and the boy Carlo with the

high-born family of the Marchese di Cas-

tiglione and the beautiful Adine.

Graciously acknowledging the politeness

of the Lion, the Cross, nothing loth, availed

itself of the opportunity of resuming its nar-

rative.

‘ It is the old, old story :—a youth, ardent,

aspiring, enthusiastic, rich in every endow-
ment of all-bountiful Nature, with an artist’s

adoration of external, and a mental appreci-

ation of internal, excellence, is thrown into

the society of a paragon of perfection, and
how could the result be otherwise ?

“ The dart of Cupid pierced the inmost core;

He look’d, and, loving, liv’d but to adore,”

What to him was the vast chasm between
himself and his idol ! What if he was, so

to say, obscure, friendless, virtually name-
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less, witii notlimg to depend on but tlie

wondrous talent of making the inanimate
canvas live and glow !—did he not feel, in

his inmost soul, that his own qualities far

outweighed those of any or all of his nume-
rous competitors ! What was their love to

his

!

‘ Thus sings the poet :

—

“ Man’s love is of his life a thing apart

;

’Tis woman’s sole existence.”

This holds not good in the fervent regions of

the South
;
less so with such a temperament

as Lorenzo’s. With him, love was his ex-

istence. He felt capable of any daring

achievement, any painful sacrifice, to win
his mistress. Poring over the romantic,

legendary lore of Italy, telling how fair

damosels set their admirers well-nigh im-

practicable tasks before obtaining the guer-

don of their favours, he felt no labour could

be too difficult to endure, no adventure too

hazardous to undertake, no enemy too for-

midable to encounter, could he but hope to

win the prize at last.

‘ His was love indeed ;—such as is ideal-

ised in the Eros of the ancients, “ Of the

earth, earthy;”—not that celestial sentiment

of self-abnegation, devoid of all aspirations

but for the happiness of the object of

devotion. This is friendship etherealized,

religious affection, heavenly attachment,

—

what you will
;
but it is not love. Lorenzo

would have nobly perished with, would have
gladly died for, Adine

;
but he could not

resign, he could not endure to think of her

as another’s.
‘ Some score of years before the opening

of my tale. Carlo Verico, an old engraver,

and his wife, dwelt in a narrow street in

Florence, abutting on the Via delle Canto-
nelle. They had one son, Eilippo, the

villainous uncle of little Carlo, then a scamp-
ish, good-for-nothing ragamuffin, and a
daughter, Paola, the boy’s mother, ten or a

dozen years older than her brother.
‘ The aged couple and their daughter were

seated, one evening in the dreary month of

November, over a scanty supper
;

for things

went not too well with old Carlo, and, poor
as he was, his readiness to assist the poorer

ever prevented him from doing more than

keeping the wolf from the door. As usual,

young Filippo was “ on the loose,” lounging
about in some cafe or casino.

‘ Passionately addicted to gambling, like

many others of his countrymen, he was con-

tinually looking out for companions with
the same propensity, and found only too
many ready to consort with him in the ex-

citement of cards or dice. His own small

gains as office-boy in a merchant’s counting-
house not allowing him the means of staking
as he could wish, and ever on the prowl
after those whose pockets were more amply
furnished, many a young son of an opulent
trader, and sometimes even scion of a noble
house—partly by luck, but still more by a
dexterous and unscrupulous use of eye and
hand—he contrived to ease of a considerable

portion of his pocket-money, only to lose it

in turn to older and greater adepts in

knavery than himself.
‘ A knock was heard at the door.
‘ “ That boy is come home at last

;
but no

wonder he stays away from such poor
fare,” was the mother’s exclamation, with a
mother’s excuse for her child. But she was
mistaken

;
it was not Filippo, but an officer

of justice from the Bargello, requiring the

attendance of Carlo, to answer some interro-

gations respecting his son.
‘ The good old man placidly took leave of

his weeping wife and daughter, and followed

the messenger to the court of justice, where
he found that Filippo had been apprehended
on offering for sale a valuable bracelet com-
posed of large beads of uncut emeralds.

‘ On the most rigid examination, and even
after threat of torture—which Filippo was
shrewd enough to be fully aware would not
be put into execution under the paternal

government of the Grand Duke—nothing
could be wrung from him but that he picked

up the jewel in the street, near the Basihca
of San Lorenzo.

‘ Some of the emeralds being engraved
with curious unknown characters or cabal-

istic devices, it was thought he had pur-

loined it from his grandfather, to whom it

might have been entrusted as a pattern for

copying these mysterious emblems
;
and the

old man had been consequently sent for to

ascertain the facts of the case.
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‘ On liis disclaimer of all knowledge of the

article, and its priceless value and peculiar

appearance assuming the probability of a

speedy recognition by its rightful owner,

when it vfould be easily ascertainable

whether it had been lost or stolen, the under-

takino' of the old eno-raver was entered intoO O
for the appearance of his son when requisite,

and they were allowed to leave the court

together
;

the valuable bracelet being, of

course, detained the while, to be advertised

for identification.

‘ Filippo soon contrived to give his father

the slip, and escape the questions he did not

choose to answer
;
and the poor old engraver

was trudging slowly homeward, when,
passing near San Lorenzo’s Church, he was
startled at hearing the feeble cry of an in-

fant. Guided by the sound, he soon per-

ceived the source whence it proceeded, in

the shape of a little creature not more than

six months old. The kind-hearted old man
immediately stooped down, and gently

taking it in his arms, was horrified at per-

ceiving the poor little infant bleeding from
a severe wound in its forehead.

‘ Being so near home, he decided on
taking it to his wife, whose compassionate

heart he well knew would not object to the

trouble of attending the innocent sufferer.

On reaching his dwelling, a few brief words
sufficed to allay the women’s anxiety

;
for

Carlo Yerico, much as he unwillingly mis-

trusted his son’s principles, had sufficient

confidence in his sagacity to be convinced

that he could not have nefariously obtained

the valuable piece of jewelry found in his

possession, as it would have been hopeless

to attempt turning it to account in that

case without certainty of detection.
‘ While still listening to the hurried reci-

tal, the good woman and her daughter, with
intuitive feeling of what was requisite, were
washing the blood from its face, and fondly

cherishing the strange baby. It was quite

cold, and seemed to have been stunned by a

fall upon the pavement, and only so far re-

covered as to give vent to its suffering by a
feeble moaning. In fact, it was evident that

if some of the blood from the v? ound. had not
slowly trickled down into its mouth, and thus
revived it with its own warm life-fluid, the

poor little creature would never have got
over the severe blow it must have received

from its fall upon the hard stones.
‘ After it had been well warmed and

washed by its attentive nurses, and the
cravings of nature satisfied with a little milk
that fortunately remained from supper, the

three heads were laid together to consult

what was to be done next, when it was
unanimously agreed that the babe must
remain where it was, for that night at least.

‘ Scarcely had this determination been re-

solved on, than the truant Filippo returned,

who, though not much given to betray

emotion of any kind, started, and seemed
much disturbed at the sight of the un-
expected addition to the household. Never-
theless, he curtly evaded all inquiries by
taking himself off to bed, soon followed by
his relatives, the little interloper sharing the

couch of Paola.
‘ Why was Filippo agitated at the appear-

ance of the infant ? A few hours since, he
was passing a low casino in the Via dei

Martelli. Owing to the time of the J^ea-r,

though not late in the afternoon it was
already dark

;
and a female rushed out, bear-

ing a bundle which she placed in his arms
with a frenzied look of appeal, and hurried

off, closely pursued by a man of colour, who
had just caught sight of her, but had not
observed her accosting Filippo.

‘ In great surprise at the occurrence, the
youth walked on for some little time with
the bundle, but was still further ama^zed at

feeling it move, and found on examination
it was an infant he was carrying in his arms.
Then it was that his quick and greedy eye
caught sight of the emerald bracelet, which
was clasped as a necklace round the neck of

the babe. This he eagerly seized
;
and hap-

pening that moment to be passing a dead
wall near the Church of San Lorenzo, no
witness being by, he dashed down his bur-

den on the ground, and made off to try and
dispose of his rich prize, with what success

we have already seen.
‘ Who shall say if that blow on the head

of the innocent infant had not some delete-

rious effect upon the delicate organization of

the brain
;
and if all the swerving from rec-

titude in the future career of the man, might
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not be attributable to the selfish brutality of

Filippo towards the unotfending child ?
’

PART VI.

OHIME !

‘ That one bo low should dare aspire so high !

Why not ? The smallest and the meanest fly

Ascends the proud cathedral’s topmost tower :

The vilest insect seeks the fairest flower.’

‘ Notwithstanding the strictest investigation

for traces of the deserters of the child, and
repeated advertisements after the owner of

the bracelet, no claimant appearing for

either, the Marchese di Castiglione, one of

the magistrates, on satisfactorily ascertain-

ing the worthy character of old Carlo,

offered to allow him an annual stipend for

the maintenance of the little foundling, re-

taining the jewel for further inquiries
;

for,

although Filippo carefully kept his own
counsel, and igmored all knowledge of the

baby, the magistracy could not avoid enter-

taining some notion of a connection between
the animate and inanimate treasures.

‘ Such was the first introduction of the

old engraver to the Marquis
;
and under his

patronage, for some years comparative
plenty blessed the household

;
albeit the

charitable disposition of the old man, and
the extravagance of Filippo, prevented any
accumulation of this world’s goods

;
and

after the marriage of his daughter, and
decease of his wife, who had been some
slight check to imposition, though not to

any relief of real distress, want was no un-
frequent visitor in the now reduced house-

hold.
‘ The Marquis himself, at no time wealthy,

was kept impoverished, like old Carlo, by
the extravagance of his eldest son, the father

of Bernardo,—the younger residing in Ger-
many with his princely bride

;
and it was

not until her decease—not long following

that of her husband, who, as well as his bro-

ther, had died some time before the period

of my story—that the large revenues of

Adine, of whom he had been appointed sole

guardian, enabled the old nobleman once

more to resume the magnificent style of

living commensurate with his rank, and the

generosity of hand prompted by the bene-
volent dictates of his heart.

‘ Meanwhile the infant—whom his pro-

tectors had named Lorenzo, after the patron
saint of the church near which he had been
discovered, and Dolci, in honour of the cele-

brated artist, about one of whose paintings

the engraver was then engaged—emerged
from infancy to youth.

‘ Cradled in an atmosphere of art, and
environed with models of excellence, both in

form and colour, no marvel that Lorenzo
grew up an artist. The child amused him-
self with copying the choice specimens
scattered about the workroom of his padre,

as he called him
;
and the youth was one of

the most promising students of the Aca-
demia

;
the greater portion of his time being

employed in imitating the marvellous chefs

d’ (Biivre, so numerous in Florence
;
but he

yet found time, under the instruction of a
friend of his foster-father’s, one of the sub-

librarians of the Biblioteca Marucelliana, to

imbibe a far more than superficial knowledge
of the classic and modern tongues, and the
historical and mythic deeds of saints and
heroes.

‘ Previous to the marriage of his kind pro-

tector’s daughter, and the decease of her
mother—which followed a few years afber^

wards, when Lorenzo was about fifteen, and
whose death-bed sufferings he alleviated

with the most affectionate and unremitting

attention, thus amply repaying the care

bestowed upon his early childhood—the boy
led a calm and happy life, the even tenor of

which was broken only by occasional dis-

putes with Filippo, between whom and him-
self there seemed ever a deep, if unacknow-
ledged, antipathy

;
and who took every

opportunity of annoying his younger com-
panion, till the boy grew strong enough to

offer active resistance to any bullying

attacks, and the cowardice of the elder then

prompted him to a tacit avoidance of his

company.
‘ For some little time longer the trio re-

sided together, ere “the silver cord was
broken,” and the good old engraver, full of

years and virtues, was gathered to his

fathers. Then, Filippo greedily seizing and
disposing of all available property, which his
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extravagance was not long in frittering

away, Lorenzo was driven to seek that home
for himself in which we first found him.

About the same time arrived the orphan
grandchild of the Marchese in Florence, and
Lorenzo was engaged by the old noble to

give instruction in painting to the youthful

heiress.
‘ The result might be easily guessed.

Long unaware himself of the real nature of

his sentiments, it was not till the avowals of

other admirers, and more especially of the

unworthy Bernardo, that Lorenzo became
conscious of the flame consuming him, and
felt, however unwillingly, the utter hopeless-

ness of his passion.
‘ Paola and her husband were carried off

by a fever
;
and Filippo, with his accustomed

love of greed, taking unceremonious posses-

sion of the little they left behind, in fact, if

not in act, turned young Carlo out of doors.

The boy naturally fled for refuge to Lorenzo,

who as naturally returned to him the affec-

tion so unsparingly bestowed upon his own
helplessness.

‘ Happy hours were they for both, spent

in the library of the Marquis while
Lorenzo engaged in the welcome duty of

instructing the object of his then unacknow-
ledged admiration, little Carlo, who usually

accompanied him, amused himself with read-

ing, drawing, or arranging his collection of

postage stamps, the taste for which, long-

pervading central Europe, had but just par-

tially penetrated as far as Italy ;—a happi-

ness clouded only by the ungenerous
behaviour of Bernardo, who seldom entered
the room without some pointed allusion to

foundlings and beggars, which the gentle

interference of Adine alone prevented from
generating an unseemly altercation between
her tutor and her cousin.

‘ At last came the bitter awaking from the
pleasing dream. Unwitting of the senti-

ments of his mistress towards himself—for

Adine ever treated him with the like un-
varying sweetness of manner evinced towards
all with whom she came in contact—and
maddened by the increasing familiarity of
Bernardo, too evidently encouraged by the
Marquis,

“Prudence, all powerless, gave reluctant way;

—

Despairing jealousy usurped the sway.”

One unfortunate day, when Carlo, who
might have been some check to his rashness,

chanced to be absent, Lorenzo so far forgot

himself as to pour forth his feelings with all

the fervid eloquence of the sons of the South,

regardless of the attempted interruption and
evident terror of Adine, who had just caught
a glimpse of her cousin at a distant door.

‘ He had indeed been there, and, divining

the truth from the artist’s gestures, though
too far off* to catch the words, had treacher-

ously hastened to apprise the Marchese, who
arrived to behold the lowly aspirant at the

feet of his granddaughter.
‘ Sternly ordered by the indignant noble

to quit the palace, and goaded to fury by
the taunts of his triumphant rival, the un-

happy youth, excited to offer him violence,

was ignominiously expelled by the crowd of

assembled menials.’

The scene seemed visibly represented

before my eyes : I saw the unfortunate lover

rudely handled, and vainly endeavouring to

defend himself from his numerous assail-

ants : and, like Mrs. Brown at the play,

interfering where I had no business, or, as

the pithy Spanish proverb humorously
renders it, ‘not sitting in my own shirt,’ I

aimed a blow with doubled fist at one of the

foremost in the fray, and awoke, to

find I had dashed down my gold repeater

from the watch-hook to the floor, smashed
the glass, scratched the face, and grazed the

skin off my hand !

{To he continued).

‘A HINT TO NEORO EMANCIPATORS.’

Not long ago in the Seuiaphore appeared a

letter from a wiseacre of Marseilles, who
thought his sapience had discovered a famous
mare’s nest. We give a translation for the

amusement of our readers, and next month
will insert a lengthened and clever reply

from a Parisian amateur, which has been

printed in Moens’ magazine for last month,

but for which we have not room in the

present number.
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‘ Every man engaged in business, or wlio

is suspected of bolding foreign correspon-

dence, no matter where, cannot show himself

without being pestered for postage stamps.
‘ Not only children of a small, but those of

a larger growth, devote themselves now-a-

days, with a perfect furore, to the collection of

those little squares appended to letters in

payment of their postage.
‘ These squares, representing sovereigns’

heads, Phrygian caps, animals, and numbers
of other emblems, are destined to figure

away in an album, where they form a pretty

strange piece of mosaic work.
‘ The pupils of our schools do not confine

themselves, in our town, to begging for

stamps from their parents or friends, but
these young and zealous collectors repair to

the streets leading to the post offices, and
petition the merchants, whose well-known
habit it is in our city, to open and read their

correspondence in the streets.
‘ This mania for collecting postage stamps

has arrived at such a pitch that the result is

a considerable traffic, which, if we are to

believe a Parisian journal, has aroused the

attention of the post-office authorities.
‘ It has been found out, for instance, that

French stamps already used are sent in

shoals to Germany,and especiallyto England;
and the question has been asked if it were
really the case that stamp collectors absorbed
these valueless stamps in such large numbers,
and if some illicit traffic were not hid under
this timhromanie

;

if, in short, these same
ink-spotted and cancelled stamps were not
the objects of a guilty speculation, and if,

after a good washing, they were not a
second time put into circulation.

‘ It is said that an inquiry has been insti-

tuted by the postmaster-general, to make a
strict examination of this question, and take
measures to prevent the frcmd which might
result from the reiterated employment of the
same stamps.

‘ We are assured that an a,mateur of col-

lections of this sort, hurt by this suspicion,

has given the most satisfactory explanation
respecting the postage stamps sent to Eng-
land. According to him, the aim of collectors

would not only be irreproachable, but laud-

able and even admirable,—for the produce

of the sale of these postage stamps is destined

to ransom an unfortunate slave, who thus by
favour of stamps and stamp collectors will

enjoy the blessings of liberty.’

The article closes with the mot we have
used as a heading to this, ‘ A Hint to Negeo
Emancipators.’

THE POSTAGE RATES.

It is rather interesting to notice how the

rarity of different foreign and colonial

stamps depends on the proportion their

values bear to the postage from their various

countries to England. Of course, the kinds

we consider most valuable are those which
only circulate locally. But of the general

stamps of a country, it is natural that by
far the most common should be those which
exactly cover the charge for letters and
papers to this country. A capital example
of this is Bremen. The green 5 grote of

that city was prepared, it seems, expressly

for the English postage, and consequently

we hardly ever see any other values here.

On the other hand, the Prussian postage

of 5 silber groschen is not exactly defrayed

by any one stamp now current there, and so

we have the 1, 2, and 3 silber groschen in

about equal numbers.
The rate to and from the West Indies and

the South African colonies has just been
raised to one shilling, and we shall doubtless

find the shilling stamps of the Cape, Jamaica,
and Barbadoes becoming more common,
while the sixpenny ones grow comparatively

rare. Also, if the original price be not re-

verted to, we may look for the appearance of

stamps of a new value from Antigua, Natal,

Grenada, &c. The 10~cent Canada, New
Brunswick, and Nova Scotia are almost

solely used for letters from those colonies to

the IJnited States, and are all rather difficult

to obtain here. So we see that the enter-

prising collector should keep his eye on all

postal arrangements. T. H, F.

CONUNDRUM.
Why is the Penny English stamp like a newspaper ?

Because it was first black printed on white, and

then red (read).
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ORIGIN OP POST-PAID ENVELOPES.

A PREVIOUS number of this magazine con-

tained the French proclamation of August,

1653, relating to the establishment of a post.

Mr. Henry Whymper having since furnished

us with additional information on the sub-

ject, we here present it to our readers.

In a pamphlet by M. Piron, Sous-Directeur

des Posies, published in Paris in 1838, and
entitled, Dii service des Posies, ei de la Tax-

ation des Lettres au moyen d\in Timbre, I

find that ‘ the idea of a post-paid envelope

originated, early in the reign of Louis XIY.,
with M. de Velayer, who, in 1653, established

(with Royal approbation) a private penny
post, placing boxes at the corners of the

streets for the reception of letters wrapped
up in envelopes, which were to be bought at

offices established for that purpose. M. de
Velayer had also caused to be printed cer-

taiu forms of billets or notes, applicable to

the ordinary business among the inhabitants

'Mademoiselle.

Mandez-mo}' si vous ne si^avez point quelque

1)071 remede cofitre Va7nour ou cofitre V absence,

et si vous n’en connoisez point, faites-inoy le

plaisir de vous en enquerir, et, au cas que vous en

trouverez, de I’envoyera

Votre tres humble et t'ces-

oheissa)it Seviteur,

Fisandre.

Ouh-e le billet cle port paye quo Ton mettra our cetto lettre pom-

la faire partir, celuy qui escrira aura soing, o’il vent avoir reponso,

d’envoyor un autre billet do port i>aye enferme dans sa lettre.

of great towns, with blanks, which were to

be filled up by the pen with such special

matter as might complete the writer’s object.

One of these billets has been preserved to

our times by a pleasant misapplication of it.

Pelisson, Mde. de Sevigne’s friend, and the

object of the bon mot, that “he abused the

privilege which men have of being ugly,”

was amused at this kind of skeleton corres-

pondence, and, under the affected name of

Pisayidre (according to the pedantic fashion

of the day), he filled up and addressed one

of these forms to the celebrated Mademoi-
selle de Scuderi, in her pseudonyme of

Sappho. This strange billet-doux has hap-

pened, from the celebrity of the parties, to

be preserved, and it is still extant, one of

the oldest, we presume, of penny-post let-

ters, and a curious example of a prepaying

envelope.’ I enclose a copy of this note :

the words in printed characters are as the

billet stood before being filled in, and the

writing is M. Pelisson’s own addition.

Pour 'Made7)10 iselle

Sappho

demeurant en la rue au Paijs des

Nouveaux Sa7isomales

A Paris

Par billet de port paye
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STAMPS NEWLY ISSUED, OE EIEST
DESCEIBED.

On the 30th of April was issued a new
stamp for Bremen, of which, as we append an
engraving, no description is necessary, ex-

cept to note the colour,—orange on white.

Although professedly in-

tended for local purposes,

it may he used for English
postage, as we had eight

of them on one letter.

Scheerenbeck, of Ham-
burg, has again favoured
collectors with two new
series of local stamps

;
and

we shrewdly suspect he will find it his

interest to make many a change, as long as

stamp collecting holds its ground. Collectors

are beginning to hesitate about accepting

these numerous varieties, and certainly H.
Scheerenbeck’s specimens at this rate will

soon want an album all to themselves. As
we have said, there are two distinct issues

—

black, on coloured paper, very poorly exe-

cuted. One series consists of ten stamps
with the figure 1, and ten more with ^ in an
oval, with circumscribed inscription, S.
Scheerenheck, beneath. Colours of each
series—buff, yellow, rose, brown, light blue,

indigo, pale pink, green, lavender, and violet.

The remaining series of Boten bear the

figure of a commissionaire in the centre of

an inscribed oval; Hamlmrg, over; W. Krantz,

below
;
and value in cipher on each side.

There are two sets, each containing five of

the and the same number of the 1. One
set, yellow, red, and violet, brown, blue, and
green, on white

;
and the other, black, on

yellow, light and dark brown, neutral, and
pink, for the 1 ;

and orange, grey, blue, and
light and dark green, for the ^ schilling.

The anticipated 60 of

the new issue of Switzer-

land proves to be printed

in bronzed gold, not yel-

low. The 24 ore of Swe-
den, formerly yellow, is

now orange. The colotii s

of the two Finland adhe-

altered to

f\/\ry

sives are altered, to a

shade considerably lighter than before.

We may take this opportunity of re-

plying to the letter of Nemo, that ap-

peared in the last number, objecting to

our placing the diligencia stamps among
those of the Argentine Confederation, in

preference to Monte Video. We had, we
submit, convincing reasons for so doing. In
the first place, as we believe nothing is

known for certain as to the date of issue of

the stamps in question, and as Monte Video is,

or was, simply one of the seven provinces of

the Argentine Confederation, they were just

as likely to be used generally, as for Monte
Video exclusively. Again, they are not the

same shape as the stamps of the latter place,

which are all horizontally, but like those of

the former, vertically oWong. Moreover,
and this we imagine a convincing argument
in our favour, the stamps of Monte Video
have the values marked in centesimos, whereas
the diligencias, as well as those both of the

Argentine Confederation and Eepublic bear
value in centavos.

As specimens of the issues of the Confede-

rate States of America, we give the accom-
panying engravings. We would at the same
time caution stamp collectors against pur-

chasing imitations of these stamps, offered

for sale by certain unprincipled dealers as

genuine specimens, but which are in reality

manufactured in New York expressly for the

European market.

The Prussian authorities have issued three
new stamps, which we understand are strictly

local for Berlin. They are coarsely executed,
square, coloured impression on white. On
the top, Stadt

;

on the bottom, Express ; the
value on the sides, and also in large figures

in the centre. Carmine, \ ;
lilac, 1 ;

and
green, 2.

We think of noticing a few hitherto un-
described curious English essays in next
month’s number.
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REVIEWS OF POSTAL PUBLICATIONS.

Catalogue of British, Colonial, and Foreig^i

Postage Stamps, By Mount Bkown.
Eourth edition. London : F. Passmore.

This revised, corrected, and augmented
edition of onr ‘ standard catalogue ’ is again

an improvement on the previous improved
impressions.

Although the paper is of a quality vastly

superior to that used before, and the employ-
ment of a greater variety of type, which is

of material service to the eye when search-

ing out a reference, has materially increased

the expense of printing, the liberal compiler

still maintains the moderate price of one
shilling

;
and, considering the vast amount

of information on the subject treated, and
the very superior style in which it is got up,

we believe it may be pronounced the best

and cheapest of the numerous tribe of

manuals.

Many additions have been made to the

stamps enumerated in the former editions,

although we imagine, in a numerical point

of view, fewer individuals are catalogued, in

consequence of the unceremonious dismissal

of the Wiirtemberg timbres d’ mstruction, so

long considered as rare old issues
;
the impu-

dent and unprincipled Lafrenz cheats
;
and

the still-mysterious Austrian complemen-
taries. A number of English essays, the

oldest Moldavians, the beautiful Costa Rica
stamps, those of Nicaragua, the Ottoman
Empire, and no end of American locals, are

the principal additions to the stock.

Plenty of novelties are already waiting for

appearance (we hope before Christmas) in

the fifth edition, as the hew 2 grote of

Bremen (of which we engrave a specimen),

and the beautiful essays for Italy, to which
we alluded in the last

number (see engraving).

These appeared in the in-

terval between sending
the sheets to press, and
their printing off

;
and,

of course, were not in

time to be included.

We are glad to see the

10-c Parma, Jiesh,—vain inquiries after which

we have had so often the trouble to answer,

—restored to its normal colour
;
and we

hasten to avow our error in supposing the

non-existence of a 100-c Monte Video, brown,

specimens of which we have since seen and
now possess.

We would recommend Mr. Brown to

expunge the 2d. and 8d. Newfoundland, lake,

which never existed, and the 3 neu-groschen
Saxony, white, which we are sorry to say a

communication from Leipzig, received the

very day of penning this, announces, on the

best authority, to be merely a naturally or

artificially-faded yellow specimen.

With this infinitesimal amount of carping,

we take leave of Mr. Brown’s manual for

the present,

—

juscpid au revoir.

Magazin filr Briefmarhen-Sammler, Leipzig:

C. C. Zschiesche und C. E. Koder.

The first two numbers of this new magazine
for stamp collectors are now before us. It

is a well-printed feuilleton of eight pages, on
very good paper, containing descriptions of

new stamps, sundry postal information, en-

gTavmgs, advertisements, &c.
;
and is a proof

of the non-decadence of timbromanie on the

continent. The publisher has honoured Mr.
Whymper by transferring his engravings of

the Hong Kong and Turkish stamps
;
and

ourselves by an almost literal rendering of a

large portion of our article on Bergedorf
into German.

Catalogue of nearly Tioo Thousand varieties of
British, Colonial, and Foreign Postage

Stamps. By a Collector.

This is simply a verbatim et literatim tran-

script of the third edition of Mount Brown’s
manual, on inferior paper, not so clearly

printed, and threepence dearer. We chari-

tably hope the compiler could not have been
conscious of the serious nature of his pira-

tical appropriation of another party’s brain-

work
;
but little or no mischief will accrue

to Mr. Brown, as it has been arranged that

all existing copies of the work are to be sur-

rendered to him for destruction. The prin-

ter of this publication is not perhaps aware
that he has rendered himself liable to a
heavy penalty for not appending his name,—
a token that he, at least, is ashamed of his
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share in the nefarious transaction. Mr.
Brown has also taken precautions to prevent

the introduction of Kline’s American piracy

of his catalogue into this country, and is

prepared with stringent measures to resist

any infringement on his rights for the

future.

ADDENDA TO MOUNT BROWN’S
CATALOGUE OP POSTAGE STAMPS,

COMPEISING NOTES, ADDITIONS, AND EMENDATIONS,

BY C. W. VINEE, A.M., PH.D.

[We propose continuing this Appendix to Mr. Brown’s early editions, for
the benefit of those who do not possess the fourth.—Eo.j

Males.

Foe an extended notice of what are usually

termed ‘ The Sydney stamps,’ we refer to

Dr. Gray’s paper in the March number of

this magazine. The Id., crimson, and Id.,

vermilion, are first noticed in Mr. Brown’s
fourth edition.

The other issues of New South Wales
comprehend many varieties recognised by
some collectors, but not noted by Mr. Brown.
We simply mention them, leaving amateurs
to use their own judgment as to including

them in their albums.

The wreath series has the threepenny in

two distinct shades of green on blue paper

;

but not on white, as far as we know. We
have a red and a brown penny, as well as

the orange, on white paper. There are

three unmistakeable, but scarcely describe-

able, impressions of the twopenny, besides

the one on blue paper. One is on white and
a second on tinted paper

;
this latter is,

moreover, of a different shade'of blue, and
easily recognised on inspection. The third

is lavender on white.

The issue with South on the top, has an
orange in addition to the red and dark brown
penny stamps. Of this series there are

some curious-looking specimens, perhaps
essays, which have a blank in place of both
postage and value. We have them in red,

blue, and green, answering to the Id., 2d.,

and 3d.
;

as well as in mauve and orange,

apparently for 6d. and 8d.
;
which values

never appeared in this device.

The sixpenny slate-colour is added, in the
fourth edition, to those of the large series

(circle within hexagon), and the eightpenny
yellow (circle within octagon).

^ealanlt.

We have never ourselves met with a six-

penny on blue paper, and shall be glad of au-
thentic, or, better still, ocular information on
that point. In Mr. Brown’s third edition he
notes a sixpenny red, of 1860

;
in the fourth

he calls it brown. We have both in our
album, as well as the chocolate of 1862.
The threepenny came out this year, both
violet and brown.

The 2 centavos, blue, appears in the fourth
edition, and we understand this value was
first issued black, previously to its super-

sedure by the blue.

The expected issue of envelopes by this

country appears to be merely a canard.

The Id., 5 c., and 10 c., black, and 12| c.,

red, essays of this colony, are added in the

last edition
;
and we refer our readers to a

detailed description of another choice essay

in our own album, to be found in last month’s
magazine.

©Ikntarg.

We have been shown several times a

yellow f silb. groschen of the first issue, but
cannot vouch for its not having been doc-

tored. The J groschen of 1860 is not yellow,

but a decided orange, and the \ is not of the

colour usually known as marone, but of a

rich brown, like the ^-groschen envelope.

(To he continued.')

CANADIAN POSTAL STATISTICS.

Dueing last year 32 new post offices were
established and 9 offices closed. The number
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of post offices in operation on the 30th of

September, 1862, was 1,858. During the

year there were added to the service 319

miles of new post route, and 137,463 miles

of annual mail travel. The increase in the

number of letters passing by post was com-
paratively greater in 1862 than has been
observed for several past years. The uumber
has exactly doubled since the year 1 854.

The correspondence between Canada and
Europe by the Canadian steamers continues

to increase, the number of letters carried in

the year 1862 having been 800,000, showing
a comparative advance of nearly twenty per

cent.

Eive hundred and twenty thousand letters

are estimated to have passed through the

mails last year, being in excess of any
previous enumeration. The number in 1856
was 35,000 ;

in 1857, 150,000 ;
in 1858,

450,000
;

in 1860, 480,000 ;
and in 1862,

520,000. There are twenty-seven cases of

alleged losses or abstraction affecting regis-

tered letters during the year 1862. In 1861
the number of such cases was thirty-seven.

The number of parcels forwarded by mail

during the year, at parcel post rate, is esti-

mated to have been somewhat over 5,000.

This is an advance upon the result of last

year.

—

Postmaster-GeneraVs Report for the

year ending September, 1862.

STAMP STORING.

A PEACTICE has lately arisen among postage-

stamp collectors, of laying up considerable

numbers of obsolete, and even of current

stamps. This practice is grounded on the

assumption that the Timbromanie will con-

tinue in vogue for several years, and that

before it goes out, many stamps now com-
paratively common may become rare and
valuable to collectors. We are acquainted
with several persons who are thus storing

Erench, Indian, and other common sorts

;

and have even heard of one who is getting a
thousand English penny heads, not to paper
a room or a box, but to keep till our throne
shall be occupied by Edward VII.
Without thus calculating on an event

which we all hope may be very fen* distant,

the idea naturally suggests itself, what a

number of stamps would go suddenly out of

use, were the gracious lady whose profile

adorns our own stamps and those of some
twenty-five of our colonies, to be prevented
from longer holding her queenly office !

Prussia’s first issues bore the head of her
then monarch

;
but the postal authorities

there have avoided the necessity for further

changes, by impressing their stamps with an
eagle instead of the portrait of the new
king.

Now, the prudent collector, having heard,

for instance, of the probability of a new
Italian issue appearing soon, buys up all the

heads of Victor Emmanuel he can get,^—the

quindici especially, which was scarcely cur-

rent for a month, and which, like the 2-c.

Swiss of the last issue, is rare already, and
will soon be almost unattainable.

But it is evident that if the storing system
spreads, it will nullify itself, because the

supply will for a very long time exceed the

demand, and thus our hoarded treasures will

be unavailable. To a,void this we would
propose that collectors should put by only a
few of each kind of stamps : e. g., we have a
correspondent in, say Chili, from whom we
receive periodical supplies. If we reserve a
quantity of Chilian stamps, and other of our
acquaintance do so likewise with stamps of

which they have, to a certain extent, a
monopoly, we shall each be in a position to

make profitable exchanges with future col-

lectors.

T. H. E.

CURIOSITIES OF THE AMERICAN
DEAD-LETTER OFFICE.

Letters are daily examined in the Dead-
Letter Office at Washington, for the purpose
of selecting those with valuable enclosures.

A clerk of inquiring mind, who had that
duty to perform one day, ascertained at his
leisure that there were only 375, out of

6,850, without a P.S., and some contained
three.

Here are some specimens of the thousand-
and-one ways in which correspondents ter-

minate their letters

‘ Excuse my way of speling, for you now me.
‘ Your friend Sam.’
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‘ David, if you don’t get my letters, I don’t want

you to think I don’t write to you. A kiss—and then

I will leave you for this time. I love you as I love

my own life. I remain your true lover until death.

‘ From Mart.’

‘ Blots excuse, mistakes forgive,

—

Think of the writer as long as you live.

‘ Martha.’

‘ If I my trust betray,

I shall for ever die.

‘ Good bye.’

‘ The grass grows green around the stump

—

You are a great big sugar lump.
‘ Believe me as ever your loving friend,

‘ Annie, Jr.’

‘ You are the rose of the mountain,

And the lily of the West

;

You are the only companion

—

You are the one I love best.

‘ Don’t let any one see this.
‘ Charles.’

‘ Hoping that when we meet again, we may meet

like angels in heaven.
‘ Your affectionate Lover.’

< Adieu, and may the benediction of these covering

heavens fall on thy head like lead.

‘ Yours respectfully, au revoir,

‘ Box 936, City.’

‘ Write to me as soon as possible, if not sooner.
‘ I remain yours truly,

‘ Delia.’

‘ Ho one to love—none to caress

—

None to respond to this heart’s tenderness
;

Sad is my heart—joy is unknown.

For in my sorrow I’m weeping alone.
‘ Lib.’

COEEESPONDEECE.

LOCAL HANOVERIAN STAMPS.

To the Editor of the ‘ Stamp Collector’s Magazine/

Sir,

—

I wish to make the following remarks in refer-

ence to the Local Hanoverian Stamps. It may not be

generally known that one halfpenny is charged for every

letter on delivery in Hanover,—a very annoying and
stupid tax. The inscription on these stamps is Bestell-

geld-frei, meaning commission-money paid, or free
;
so

that I presume they are used for the prepayment of this

charge. Your readers would doubtless be glad of any
further information on this subject.

I remain, yours obediently,

London. 0^ FLEUSS.

UNITED STATES INTERNAL REVENUE STAMPS.

To the Editor of the ‘ Stamp Collector’s Magazine.'

Sir,—As I can cheerfully bear testimony to the usual
general correctness of your Magazine, I trust you will
ermit me to call attention to two errors into which you
ave fallen.

You are in error in classing the American Internal
Revenue Stamps with the Government Postage Stamps
of the United States. Your correspondent, Mr. Richard-
son, of New York, is therefore right in stating that the
stamps referred to were never intended in any sense to

serve as postage labels. Persons may, indeed, igno-
rantly affix them to letters, just as the same mistake
might be committed in England, by attaching a receipt-

stamp to a letter
;
but such improper and unwarranted

use can never give rise to any doubt as to the true and
proper use of such Internal Revenue labels.

The Express Stamps, in regard to which you ask for

information, are those to be affixed, by the provisions of

the recent Revenue Act, to all and every receipt or

acknowledgement given for any box or package for-

warded by any of the various Express-Forwarding Com-
panies, who monopolise, to a great extent, the trans-

mission of parcels of goods over the lines of railway in

the United States.

The Express Bill or Receipt is a simple declaration, in
printed form, with certain blank spaces filled in with
writing, stating that the Adams Express Company (or

any other company) has received from A. B. a parcel

containing [here the contents are noted, as in a ship’s

bill of lading], which the said company promise to

deliver to C. D. at [here the name of the town is in-

serted]
;
and then follows the signature of the agent of

the company at the town where the parcel is left for

forwarding. This receipt serves, in case the parcel is

lost by the company’s negligence, as evidence to recover
the value of the contents.

In your reply to G. V. C., of Cambridge, in your num-
ber for June, you state that ‘ the portraits on the
Government stamps of the United States are those of

Washington, Penn, Franklin, and Lincoln.* The por-

traits of Penn and Lincoln have never yet been engraved
upon any government postage stamps of the United
States. The only portraits yet used are those of Wash-
ington, Franklin, and Jefferson. The reason of the
apparent difference in the portraits of the same head, is

to be traced to the differences of the original pictures or

busts from which the portraits upon the stamps have
been engraved.

I have the honour to be
Your most obedient servant,

JAMES LESLEY, Jun.,

Ex-Consul of United States at Nice.

Nice, Alpes Maritimes, France.

To the Editor of the ‘ Stamp Collector’s Magazine.’

Sir,—I notice one or two errors in your magazine, in

regard to American stamps. For instance, the U. S.

Inter. Rev. are not postage stamps, as stated in your
May number. They are for the same purpose as your

receipt stamps, bill stamps, &c.
;
and are not recognised

as paying postage when attached to letters.

I was amused at the charming little piece of self-

stultification displayed by your Flemish friend, M.
Moens, in an article published by you. His self-satis-

fied (and not very original) sneer about the ‘ almighty
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dollar,' followed as it was by a paragraph full of extra-

vagant praise of stamps of American manufacture,

which he in his ignorance supposed to be British, is a

pretty good joke. I would commend to his special atten-

tion a certain proverb of our ‘ half-horse, half-alligator
’

Solomon—David Crocket—viz., ‘Be always »ure you’re

right, go a-head.’
Respectfully yours,

Tost Officej
New York. J. GAYLER.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Kyle, Dublin.—We had not remarked the omission

you point out, of the sixpenny and shilling octagon

English from Mount Brown’s fourth edition.

Tony, Birkenhead.—Your first query is replied to at

length by a correspondent from Nice.—The Austrian

complementarjes remain a vexata quwstio.—TYie Belgian

and Victorian stamps must be discoloured specimens.

—

Should your album be large enough, we would advise the

inclusion of newspaper stamps, &c., at the end of the

book
;
but we consider private stamps should be affixed

under the heads of their respective countries, together

with the government issues, local or otherwise.

Sphinx, Stratford.—You will see authentic informa-

tion respecting the Inter. Rev. U. S. stamps in the

present number.—Your Argentine is genuine.

M. E. S.—Your 20-c. French Republic, blue, noticed

in Mr. Brown’s manual.—The .penny Cape is very

common. ^ , -

G. Prior, Fenchurch Street.—Your 3 kr. envelopes of

Wiirtemberg with the inscription, 6 ^r., though of course

simply a mistake of the printer, might be included as a

variety by collectors.

T. B., Dover.—The distinction between the genuine

and imitated essays of Denmark is clearly perceived by

Messrs. Lewes & Pemberton’s des-

cription. The Mercury’s head of

the former shows a narrow edge of

the hinder wing throughout the

length; in the latter, as will be

seen by the appended engraving,

this is not the case.

G. Mairs, Liverpool.—We can-

not answer for other dealers, but

we give you full authority to de-

clare that all the unused stamps we sell are genuine.--

We cannot give our private opinion respecting whose is

the best catalogue in so widely-circulated a publication

as this.

R. Braithwaite.—Most of the 12|, hlue.^ of Canada

may be ‘ duffers,’ but we understand they have been

printed in that colour occasionally.

E. T. L. S., St. Neot’s.—Your stamp is evidently fic-

titious. We suppose it is intended for the head of the

King of the Belgians.
, , , ,

j. g —We have the fivepenny Ceylon both chocolate

and a very red brown, but the shades of colour in all the

stamps of that island vary so much that Mr. Brown did

not think it requisite to note them.

Queen’s Head, Dublin, suggests that stamp dealers

should publish their lists of prices so as to be folded up

in the form of a small book, in lieu of one large sheet.

A. Pesena, Yeovil.—The U. S. paper postage sub-

stitute for money would not prepay a letter

JI, E.—The name of the engraver of the new Italian

essays is Pellas. We have just received a yellow speci-

men.

W. A. H., Liverpool.—The black penny New Zealand

may be a Colombo salvage, but our colonies are so capri-

cious in their inks, that we would advise collectors to

wait before rejecting it.

Stephen Moss.—Any or all of the English stamps

(obliterated), except the essays and the V.R. official,

black, can be bought of most dealers.

L. M. and G. E. W. in our next.

J. Lesley and 0. Fleuss.—Thanks for your commu-
nications, which we print in full.

R. Meldrum, Glasgow.—The black official V.R. was
used by the Government offices alone, and only during

the currency of the common black penny. A red V.R.

may not improbably turn up.

Plymouth Post*.—The stamp you describe and figure

must frank a French letter, as the blue anchor impres-

sion does those of the Admiralty here. We include this

stamp in our own collection.

A Maniac, Blackheath.—The legend on the Greek
stamps stands for Hellenon Gramma., or, Stamp of

Greece.—We do not understand Russ.

W. E. H., Leicester.—It is a shilling Jamaica receipt-

stamp to which you allude. They not unfrequently

arrive post-marked, and as such are admissible in a

stamp album.—The new Trinidad shilling was not

issued in time for appearance in Mr. Brown’s fourth

edition.—We have mentioned a twopenny black English.

Advertisements for insertion in the Stamp Collector’s
Magazine, should reach the Office, 13, George Street,

Bath, iiot later than the 10th of the month.

B YORK & Co., 60, City Road, London, Foreign
• Booksellers and Dealers in Postage Stamps. The largest stock

,

and the cheapest house. List of Prices sent on receipt of a posted-directed
envelope. Correspondence in English, French, or German language.

Books of crests. —Published on the 1st of every
month. Each book will contain 50 Crests in relief, beautifully

stamped in Colours, together with a Key to the names of the Families
bearing them. This work, when complete, will form the most perfect
Collection extant, and is expected to contain over 2000 Crests. Books I.

and II. now ready. Price 1/ each
;
post free, 1/1. Address, Stafford

Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath.

Local American postage stamps.—

T

he
Five-Shilling Packet of Local American Postage Stamps contains

20 varieties. Post free, 5/1. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, 13,

George Street, Bath.

TO COLLECTORS of UNOBLITERATED POSTAGE
STAMPS.—The One-Shilling Packet of Stamps contains one dozen

varieties of Colonial and Foreign Postage Stamps, all unobliterated.

Post free,- 1/1. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street,

Bath.

Beautifully Printed in Colours. Now Beady.

A new and complete set of upwards of 130
Titles for Stamp Albums. Geographically arranged b3

' Dr. J. E.
Gray, F.R.S.. F.L.S., F.K.s., ETC., of the British Museum. Price 1/6; post
free. 1/7. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath.

TO STAMP and CREST COLLECTORS.—Just pub-
lished, beautifully printed in Colours, 1/, or emblazoned in Gold

and Silver, 1/6 each sheet ; by post, one extra stamp.
Sheet 1. Arms of all Nations.

2.

Arms of all the Counties in England.

3.

Arms of all the Colleges of Oxford.

4.

Flags of all Nations.

5.

English, French, and Russian Orders.

6.

Arms of all the Cambridge Colleges.

7.

Arms of the Scottish Clans, sheet 1.

8.

Ditto ditto sheet 2.

9.

Royal Naval and Commercial Flags of Great Britain.

London : Geo. Musgrave & Co., Tumham Green, W. ; Bath : Stafford
Smith & Smith, the Foreign Stamp and Crest DepOt.
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W DIAMOI^D, Eifle House, Westbourne Grove,
© London, Dealer in Postage Stamps of all nations. Foreign

Stamps sent jjer post on receipt of uncut penny postage stamps. Collec-

tions )3urchased. Any communication requiring a reply must contain a
stamp for that purpose.

Beta, Barlow Street, Ardwich, near Manchester,
can supply Collectors and others with every kind of Postage

Stamps. The following will suffice to show the nature of the prices in

general :~CollPctions of 100, 4/ ; 200, 13/ ; 300, 28/ ; 500, 80/ ; all different
Kinds, and pood copies. Chili, 4d. each

;
Greek, 2d. each ; Hong Kong,

2 and S cent.?, Od. each ;
Venezuela, 7d. each ; old Belpdum, 4d. each ;

Spanish, 1850-1-2-3-4, at 1/4 each ; old Brunswick, ^ and l,"at 3d. each; old
Wui-temburg, 3d. each. The following are unused :—Hanover, 1 and 2,

envelope, 3d. each ; Brazil, 10 and 20, 4d. and Cd. each ; American 1-cent
envelope, 3d. each, 2/6 per doz.

; French 2 c., 5d. per doz. ;
Oldenburg,

1/2 per doz.
; Hamburg, lOd. per doz. ; Bergedorf, 4, and Lubeck, 4,

lOd. per doz.. Sets of each, 1/3; 1 and IJ Mecklenburg, 3d. each, 2/6 per
doz. ; and others too numerous to mention. Beta also Buys Stamps and
Collections, P.S.—Stamp.s sent on inspection on receipt of stamped
envelope.

C HILL, 425, Argyle Street, Glasgow, will send
• his Pi ico List of 600 Stamps on receipt of stamped envelope. The

following are unused Ionian Islands, j^ellow, 2d.; blue, 3d. ; red, 4d. ;

New Brunswick, 1 c., 2d. ; Pajial States, 4, 1, and 2 baj., 2d. eaeh;3baj.,
3d. ; Hamburg Boten. the Set of 9, ^ seh.", 9d. ; 1 sch., 1/3. C. H. wishes to
correspond with parties resident on the Continent. A Collection of 800
for sale, price only 12 Guineas.

SEND STAMPED ENVELOPE to W. S. ROBINSON,
115, Church Street, Evorton, Liverpool, for Foreign Postage Stamps

on approval. Terms moderate.

DECROIX, Bazaar, Dover, has Rare Stamps on
• Sale. Selection on receipt of stamped envelope. Complete List

for two stamps.

1000
TURKISH STAMPS WANTED.—Estimates
for the supply of 1000 twenty-paras Turkish stamps to be for-

warded to Stafford Smith & Smith, the Foreign Stamp and Crest
Depot, Bath.

12
UNUSED FOREIGN POSTAGE STAINIPS, post
free, for 1/ ; 20 ditto, 2/. Address, W. Greaves, Arkley, Barnet,

MOSS, East Markham, for one stamp will send his
List of stamps. N.B.—Wanted to purchase, 100 used stamps.

on STAMPS for SIXPENCE.—The Sixpenny Packet
/0\J of Stamps contains 20 varieties of Foreign and Colonial Postage
Stamps, all in good condition, many being unobliterated. Post free for
seven stamps. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street,

Bath.

I
RANKS (Old English), price 6d. each

;
post free for

seven stamps, from J. J. S., 11, St. George’s Place South, Borough,
London.

Swedish stamps.—

D

ifferent kinds can be had at
1/ per dozen, on writing to Box 97, Post Office, Glasgow.

Q END 13 STAMPS to ‘ TOBIN,’ Dover, with a used
English penny envelope stamp. It will be returned perfectly

brown, thus proving it possible to change the colour.

Arms, crests, monograms, etc.—

a

large
variety of the above, beautifully stamped in Colours, with names.

Price 3d. per sheet
;
postage Id. extra. Address, Stafford Smith &

Smith, 13, George Street, Bath.

T OOK HERE ! STAMPS CHEAP ! Mr. GLOVER
A J selling off! See advertisement in Boy’s Own Magazine for July.
Stamps at your own price.

A COLLECTION, containing 300 Stamps, good speci-
mens and rare, price £2 5s., at C. W. Headman’s, 26, Adelaide

Square, Windsor.

^HEAP ! CHEAP ! CHEAP ! R. KANUNA, Box
VA No. 27, Post Office, Leicester, sends Stamps for inspection on re-
ceipt of one stamp

in nnn obliterated foreign stamps
WANTED TO PURCHASE, exclusive of French and

American. Lowest price per thousand to be forwarded to Stafford
Smith & Smith, the Foreign Stamp and Crest Depot, Bath.

QTAMPS ! STAMPS ! STAMPS ! The CheapestO can be had from Jambs I.indsay. List sent on receipt of stamped-
direeted envelope,
Street, Glasgow.

Address at Robert Me Ihdoe, Esq., 133, West George

'1"'HE CHEAPEST PACKET of STAMPS.—The
Sixpenny Packet of Stamps contains 20 varieties of Foreign and

Colonial Postage Stamps, all in good condition, many being unoblite-
rated. Post free for seven stamps. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith,
13, George Street, Bath.

pOBERT MELDRUM, 229, Sauchiehall Street, Glas-
_i_\; gow, sends his List of800 different Stamps for Sale immediately on
receipt of one stamp. Newfoundland penny and twopenn3', unused, 4d.
each. R. M. buys Rare Stamps. He wishes to correspond with persons
on the Continent.

pOREIGN STAMPS GIVEN AWAT.-An Unohliter-
JL ated Foreign Postage Stamp will be given away to all purchasers of
Stafford Smith and Smith’s Descriptive Price Catalogue of British, Colo-
nial, and Foreign Postage Stamps. Illustrated with Fac-simile Engi'a-
vings of Rare Stamps. The Catalogue and Stamp post free for three
stamps. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath.

A BENSON’S LIST of HUNDREDS of USED and
UNUSED STAMPS, at prices which will bear comparison with

any list, is now ready. Address, A. Benson, Throston Street, Hartlepool.
N.B.—No lai’ger or cheaper List to be had.

A GREAT VARIETY of RARE STAMPS always on
/A hand, at moderate prices, and sent for inspection, on receipt of
stamped envelope. Old Spanish, Portuguese, Monte Video, Saxon, &c.

Assortments of Continentals, 30 for 3/. A. B., 57, York Place, Edinburgh.

SEND STAMPED ENVELOPE for J. R. KEN-
NEDY’S Price List of Foreign and Colonial Postage Stamps. Tur-

ke.v, 20 xiaras, 5d. each, 3/6 per dozen ; 1 piastre, 8d. each, 6/6 per dozen;
2 piastres lOd. each, or 8/6 per dozen

; 5 piastres, 1/6 each, or 10/6 per
dozen. Address, J. R. Kennedy, 79, George Street, Edinburgh.

13UY of the IMPORTER.—As R. PEGG Imports all
g 9 his O'wn Stamjis, he is enabled to sell cheaper than any other
Dealer; and will, on receipt of stamped envelope, send a Selection from
his magnifleent Stock of upwards of 10,000 Foreign and Colonial Stamps.
11, Holies Street, Dublin.

IVEN AWAY.—An Unobliterated Foreign Postage
X stamp will be given away to all purchasers of Stafford Smith &

Smith’s Descriptive Price Catalogue of British, Colonial, and Foreign
Postage Stamps. Illustrated with Fac-simile Engravings of Rare
Stamps. The Catalogue and Stamp post free for three stamps. Address,
Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath.

PONY EXPRESS (New and Genuine), 1 dol., Is.

;

2 dol., green or jiink, 2/; 4 dol., black or green, 3/; 10 c., | oz.,
brown, 2/; Newspajier paid, blue, 2/; 4 oz. garter, 1/. The St. Joseph to
Placerville, Wells. Fargo, and Co., envelope stamp, 1/ ; the Set, 14/. New
York Express and Southern States, 3d.‘ each. G. P. Spring, Selhurst
Road, Croydon, S.

Mr. WILLIAM FREDERIC COOKE, Dover, while
thanking the Nobility and Gentry, both English and Foreign, for

the patronage they have accorded him hitherto, begs to announce that
he has just received a fresh supply of Rare and Obsolete Stamps, Selec-
tions from which he will be happy to forward as usual, to any address, on
receipt of application. Rare Stamps bought.

G BOLTON, 16, Spring Street, Hull, can supply
• DealiM-s with Bahamas jienny Stamps at 3/ per dozen

;
Nevis pen-

ny, at 3/ ; Pi'ince Edwai-d’s Island penny, at 2/6 ; Newfoundland penny, at
2/6 ; Martinique, 1 e., at 1/ per dozen. G. B. can also supplj' Collectors
with every description of Stamxis at remarkablj’^ low prices. Stamps sent
out on approval. Several Collections offrom 400 to 000 Stamps wanted.
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CTAMPS GIVEN AWAY ! ! ! All who send three
k7 stamps to Mr. George Prior, of 48, Fencluirch Street, London,
E.C., will receive, per return, a copy of his large and new Price List for

July (post free), with which he will give (gratis) a Rare Unobliterated
Stamp of Thurn and Taxis, oidy just issu.ed. Mr. Prior takes this oppor-
tunity of informing his Customers, that he is now Selling Off his entire

Stock, far below cost price ; and would therefore recommend purchasers
to send three stamps for his List, and the stamp that he gives away gratis,

without dehi}’. Extract from List :—Turkish, 3/6 the Set of four ; Ionian
Isles, 8d. the Set of three ;

French Colonies, 1 c., 2d.
; 5 e., 3d. ;

10 c., 4d. ;

40 c., 8d.. or 1/4 the Set of four ; Sandwich Islands, 5 c., blue, 6d. each ;

Ilong Kong, 2 c., 3d. ; Greece, 1 lep.. Id. : 2 lep., 2d. ; New Brunswick, 1 c.

(Engine), 2d. The above are all clCMi Cannes. Thousands of o; her Stamps,
both used and clean, at equally low prices. In order to prevent dis-

appointment, an eai-ly application is requested.

SIXPENNY PACKET of STAMPS.—This
i Packet contains 20 varieties of Foreign and Colonial Postage

Stamps, all in good condition, many being unobliterated. Post free for

seven stamps. Address, Staj-ford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street,

Bath.

Arms of the queen and ROYAL FAMILY,
including the late Prince Consort, the Crown Prince and Princess

of Prussia, Prince and Princess Louis of Hesse, Princess Alexandra, King
of Denmark, King of Prussia, Duke of Cumberland, Duchess of Cam-
bridge, Princess Mary, &c., &c., &c. In two sheets. Relief stamped in

colours. Price 1/ ;
post free, 1/1. Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George

Street, Bath.

The IRISH PRIVATE OFFICE STAMPS, 6d. each
;

old Norway, 6d. each ; Denmark (1851), 4 rig.sbank skil., 6d. each ;

old Sweden, 24, 8, 6, 4 skil. bco., 6d. each. Lallier’s Postage-Stamp
Albums, post free, 8/2. Wholesale Dealers supplied. Lists on application
to J. B. Robinson; 65, Grafton Street, Dublin.

l^ICARAGUAN STAMPS.—Mr. H. J. HYDE, 8,
Trafalgar Street, Walworth Road, S., has just received a large sup-

ply of the above Stamps (unused and warranted genuine), price 2/ each.
H. J. H. has also for sale Addresses to all parts : Nicaragua and Costa
Rica, 1/6 each ; all other places 1/ each. Apply by letter ohly, enclosing
stamp for reply. N.B.—Languages translated.

Mount brown, 124, Cheapside, London, has all
kinds of Foreign and Colonial Postage Stamps, at reasonable

prices, including the following Scarce Stamps :~Unnsed.—Buenos Ayres,
Set of three, 3/ ; Spanish Official (oval), Set of four, 3/ ; Moldavia, 5 paras,

2/; Ceylon, id., 2d.; 2d., 4d. ; 4d., 6d. ;
envelopes. Set of ten, 14/; United

States envelopes. Set of ten, 10/. Used and OOso’etc.—French Republic,
old Saxony, old Belgium, old U. S. Post Office, 5 and 10 cents; also
stamps of Chili and Peru. Price List, post free, 2d.

for the COLLECTION and RECOVERY of
DEBTS.—To meet the great demand which has hitherto existed for

an efficient means for the Recovery of Debts, an Office for this purimse
will be opened on the 1st of July, at 6, RupeiTa Street, Newport, Mon.
Two copies of all Accounts are required, with each of w hich 12 stamps
must be sent. N.B.—Agents wanted. Stamp & Co., Proprietors.

Edward Upjohn, Bookseller, supplies all kinds of
Foreign Stamps, Stamp Catalogues, Albums, and Publications.

H. Whymper’s Proof Inijiressions : Nicaragua, 9d ; EnglLsh and Danish
Essays’, Turkish, Argentine, old Spanish, &c., 3d. Country Orders exe-
cuted. 24, Bow Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Attention ! young man i where are
WE NOW ! Ready on the 30th of each month, the United Kingdom

Stamp Advertiser, price Id., post free. 2d. A clean Unobliterated Stamp
given with each number. It contains important matter that all Stamp
Dealers and Collectors should know. The Scale of Chai-ges for Adver-
tising is as follows Under 30 words, 9d; ditto 60, 1/6 ;

ditto SO, 1/11 ; ditto

100, 2/3 ; and so on. For further particulars apply to the Publishers,
Gazette Office, Tavi.stock, Devon.

J J. H. STOCKALL & Co., Broad Green, near Liver-
• pool, have on hand neai'ly every kind of Foreign Postage Stamps,

including some obsolete, which they offer for Sale at veiy low’ prices.

Moldavia, 5 paras, black, 1/ ; 40, Idue, 1/; 80, rose, 1/; Set, 2/6; France,
Republic, 20 and 25 c.. 3d. each ; 10 c., lOd. ; 15 c., gi’een, 8d. ; 1 franc, 9d.

;

Empire, 25 c., 8d. ; 1 franc, 1/; Presidency, 25 c., 6d. ; Monte Video, 80 and
1 r. (Diligencia), 180 and 240, 1/4 each. Price List, describing form, value,
colour, date of issue, &e., sent on receipt of two stamps. P. O. O. to be
made payable to J. J. H. Stockall & Co., Liverpool. Orders under 2/6 to

contain stamp for reply.

A SHEET of 20 UNUSED STAMPS, consisting of
Antigua, Greek, &c., post free, 1/7, by D. Dean, Hope Square,

Weymouth. Republic, 2d. ;
colonies, 3d.

;
chifff-e-taxes, 4d. ; old Prus-

sian and Beavers, Id.

ELLING OFF UNDER COST PRICE.—Mr. FRANK
E. MILLAR, of 166. Queen’s Road. DaLsten, London, N.E., begs to

Inform his numerous Friends, that he has determined m Sell Off the
whole of his valuable Stock of Stamps, without reserve; and has accor.l-
ingly fixed prices for .July for the mo.st part und°r cost price. Forex-
ample. he has priced a great number of Clean and Rare Used Stamps at
Id. and 2d. each, and all others in proportion with the following :

—

All
clean copies.—Hong Kong, 2 c.. .3d.; New Brunswick, 1 c. (Engine), 2d.;
Greek, 1 lep.. Id. ; 2 hq)., 2d. ;

French Colonies, I c., 2d.
;
5 c.. 3d. ; 10 c.,

4d. ; 40 c.. 8d., or 1/ the Set of four
;
Turkish, 3/6 the Set of four; Ionian

Islands, 8d. the Set of three; S.andwich Islands, 5 c., blue. Gd. each. Used
copies.—Pony Express, from 1/ eacdi ; old Denmark, fire RBS., 2d. ; Canada,
6c. Beaver, Id.; threepenny Beaver (out of use and rare), 3d.; Buenos
A>Tes, from 6d. each ; Monte Video, from 4d. each. N.B.—Mr. Millar’s
Price Inst for July is now ready, price threepence Cpost free) ; and he will
give, gratis, with each List, either a u.sed 5-c. Canada, 3-c. United States
Government Stamp, or a clean German Stamp, only just issued. As all
Stamps on rhe List are put down at such a low price, an early application
is requested, to prevent disappointment.

Henry WHITTAKER, winchester Terrace, Regent
Road, Salford, continues to supply Dealers and Collectors with all

kinds of Foreign Stamps, wholesale and retail, at extraordinary low
prices. Price last sent on receipt of stamped enveloiie. Collections of
50 varieties, 1/6 ; 100, 3/6 ; 200, 12/.

Cl G., Acomb House, Manchester, is now Selling Off
his entire stock. Examples (used) : Romagna, 1, 2, 3,4 baj., 9d.

each ;
Portugal (Queen's Head) 2a r., 6d. each, or 4/6 per dozen ; (unused

copies) Antigua penny^ .3d. each ; Newfoundland penny, 3/6 per dozen ;

threepenny, 8d. each ; Prince Edward Island, penny, 2/9 per dozen ; New
Brunswick, 1 c., 1/6 per dozen

;
Luxemburg, 1 c., 3d., 2 c., 4d.. jrer dozen.

All othei-.s at same r.ates. Send two stamps for Price List (an Unused
Foreign Stamp is given away with each).

W YOUNG & Co., Aintree, near Liverpool, Whole-
• sale and Retail Dealers in Used an.d Unused Foreign Postage

Stamps, have ju.st issued their New Reduced Price List of 1000 varieties of
.Stamps of all Countries, which they will send on receqit of two stamp.s.
Examples of prices : Antigua, penny, 3d. each. 2/6 per dozen

;
Newfound-

land, iienny, 4d. each. 3/ per dozen ; New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, 1 c.,

2d. each, 1/6 per dozen ; French Colonies, 1 c., 2d. each, 1/6 per dozen
; St.

Thomas, St. Vincent. St. laicia, and Nevis, penny, 5d. each. 4/6 per dozen ;

Venezuela, 1/3 per Set
;
Brazils, 10 r., 2d. each, 1/3 per dozen

; 30 r., 3d.
each, 2/3 per dozen

; Barbadoes, green, 2d. each, 1/6 per dozen
;
blue, 3d.

each, 2/3 per dozen. All Continental very cheap,—sa}’ from 3d. per dozen.
For particulars see Price last. All the above aro unused.

Messrs, hooper & forward (Late j. Hooper),
1, Hanover Court, Milton Street, London, E.C. Foreign Postage

Stamj>s Bought, Sold, or Exchanged. The largest stock of Foreign Post-
age Stamps, and the cheapest Dealers in the trade. N.B.—Unused Ionian
Island.s, 8d. per Set of three. All other Stamps at equally low prices.
Just published, the fourth edition of their Price Catalogue, describing
form, colour, value, date of issue, &c., of 1000 varieties. This is the cheap-
est and most comprehensive yet published. Sent, post free, on receipt of
a stamped enyfelope.

D.
Me CORKINDALE, 37, Abbotsford Place, Glas-
gow, would call attention to his Summer List of Foreign Stamps.

Prices very cheap ; for example ; penii}* Antigua, 4d. ; sixpenny, 7d.

;

Austria, 2 kr., black, 4d. ; Denmark, old 4 RBS.. 2d.; French Republic,
40 c., 3d. ; 20 e., 25 c., 4d. ; 10 c.. 15 c., 6d. ;

Presidency. 25 c., 4d. ; 10 c., 6d.

;

Jamaica, penny, sixpenny, each Id. ; twopenny, foui-penny, one shilling,

2d. ; Modena, 5c., 6d.
; 80 c., 9d. ; New Brunswick, 1 c., 2d. ; 12^ c., 2d.

;
5 c.

(unused) 5d. ; Norway, old 4, 6d. ; Portugal. 50, 100 r., 8d. ; 25 f., blue, 7d.

;

25 r.. blue (Queen Maria), lOd. : Poland. 10 kop., lOd.
;
Ronmgna, 1, 2, 3,

4, 8, 20, haj., each 1/ ;
Set of seven, 6/; Saxony, old 4d. ; old 1, 2, 3d. ; old 3,

2d. (or 1/6 per dozen) ; St. Thomas, 3 c.,8d. ; Venezuela, J, 1, 2 rls., 6d.

;

llussia, 20, 30 kop., 6d. ; Nova Scotia, 1 c., 3d. ; 5 c., 4d. ; Papal States,

-J
baj., purple, 2d. ; violet, 3d.

TVTOVA SCOTIAN, 1 c., Is., unused; 9d., used; 5c.,
U 3 4/ and 1/ ; 8J c., 7/ and 4/ ; 10 c., 7/ and 4/ ;

twenty dozen 5 c., 15/

;

New Brunswick, 1 c., 1/3, unused; 5 c., 4/ and 2/ ; 10 c., 8/; 121 c., 10/ ;

Canada, 1 c., 1/6 ; 5 c., 4s. ; 10 c., 8/; 12^ c., 10/; Prince Edward’s Island,

penny, 2/6, unused; twopenny, 5/; threepenny, 6/; sixpenny, 10/. Not
less than a dozen Stamps. Apply by letter to A. Colonus, 18, Black-
heath Hill, Greenwich, S.E.

pOSTA RICA STAMPS.—Mr. MOUNT BROWN,
VU 124, Cheapside, London, has just received a few of the above scarce
Stamps :

-J
real, blue, 3/6 ; 2 reales, scarlet, 5/. Also New South Wales

fivepenny, at 3/6 each ; Island of Luzon (Philippines), Ceylon envelopes,
Ottoman Empire, and other Rare Stamps. Obsolete and used Parma,
Modena, &c. N.B.—Genuine unused twopenny blue ^Mulready envelopes,

3/ each.

J MENLOVE. 22, Upper Baker Street, Loudon,
• N.W. Price List, two stamps. Fifteen per cent, discount off

orders above five shillings.
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F P. ERIE, Hamburg, 6, Dorubusch, Dealer in used
• and unused Postage Stamps, wholesale and retail, at very mode-

rate prices.

POSTAGE-STAMP COLLECTOR’S POCKET
J ALBUM.—Containing a complete Table of all the Postage Stamps

issued by eacdi Country, State, or City, with spaces arranged for their
reception. The whole in a neat and portable form, with flap and elastic
band, and a pocket for sui-plus stamps. Roan, 2/

;
post free, 2/1 ; morocco

orrussia, 3/0; post free, 3/8; morocco or russia gilt, 4/; post free, 4/2.
Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath.

Postage-stamp albums for one shilling
EACH, strongly bound in Cloth, and ruled to contain over 1400

Stamps. Post free, one extra stamp, Henry Whittaker, Winchester
Terrace, Regent Road, Salford.

The shilling album is a neat and serviceable
Book, strongly bound in Cloth, and ruled to contain over 1400

Stamps. Post free for one stamp extra. R. W. Pegg, 11, Holies Street,
Dublin.

Twenty Foreign Stamps for Sixpence.

OTAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S SIXPENNY
PACKET of STAMPS. Containing 20 varieties of Foreign and

Colonial Postage Stamps, all in good condition, many being unoblite-
rated. Post free, 7d.

The Cheapest Packet of Unobliterated. Stamps.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S ONE-SHILLING
UJ PACKET of FOREIGN POSTAGE STAMPS. Containing one
dozen varieties

;
all unobliterated. Post free, 1/1.

Important to those about to Collect.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S FIVE-SHILLING
kJ PACKET of FOREIGN POSTAGE STAMPS. Containing 100 vari-
eties of Foreign Stamps, all in good condition, many being unobliterated.
Post free, 5/1.

To Collectors of Unobliterated Postage Stamps.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S TWO-AND-SIX-
kl7 PENNY PACKET of UNOBLITERATED POSTAGE STAMPS.
Containing 20 varieties of Colonial and Foreign Stamps, all unused. Post
free, 2/7.

Kew Packet of Postage Stamps.

POCKET ALBUM for CRESTS, ARMS, and MONO-
GRAMS. Containing spaces arranged for 1200 varieties. Neatly

bound, with pocket, flap, and elastic band. Roan, 2/ ;
post free, 2/1 :

morocco or russia, 3/6 ;
post free, 3/8 : morocco or russia gilt, 4/ ;

post
free, 4/2. Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath.

IVbic Ready, Hew Edition, post ito.. Price Five Shillings.

oPPEN’S POSTAGE-STAMP ALBUM, and CATA-
LOGUE of BRITISH and FOREIGN POSTAGE STAMPS. Con-

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S FIVE-SHILLING
PACKET of LOCAL AMERICAN POSTAGE STAMPS. Contain-

ing 20 varieties Post free, 5/1.

Magnificent Collection of Postage Stamps.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH have for Sale a
kj magniflcent Collection of British, Colonial, and Foreign Postage
Stamps. Comprising nearly 1200 varieties. All beautiful specimens, and
neatly arranged in a handsomely-bound morocco Album. Price fifty

guineas. Carriage free to any part of the world.

taining evei'y information to guide the Coilector, with a Full Account of
all the Stamps of e\ery Country. The Album, price 3/6, and Catalogue,
price 2/6, can be had separately. London : B. Blake, 421, Strand.

POSTAGE-STAMP ALBUM TITLES.—Now Ready,
beautifully printed in Colours, a New and Complete Set of upwards

of 130 Titles for Stamp Albums. Geographically arranged by Dr. J. E.
Gray, f.r.s., f.l.s., f.z.s., etc., of the British Museum. Price 1/6 ;

post
free, 1/7. Specimen Sheet post free for two stamps. London : E. Marl-
borough & Co. ; Bath : Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street,

How ready. Fourth edition, revised, augmented, and corrected.

CATALOGUE of POSTAGE STAMPS,—BRITISH,
COLONIAL, and FOREIGN. By Mount Bro^vn. Containing an

accurate description of the form, colour, date of issue, and value, of 1700
varieties. Price 1/ ;

post free, 1/1. Bound in morocco leather, and inter-
leaved for Collectors, 2/ ;

post free, 2/2. Address, Mr. Brown, care of
Mr. Passmore, Bookseller, 124, Cheapside, London. *** Priced List of
unused and rare stamps, post free, 3d.

POSTAGE-STAMP ALBUM. By JUSTIN LAL-
LIER. Illustrated with Maps and Diagrams, and containing a

full description of British, Colonial, and Foreign Stamps, with compart-
ments arranged for the reception of each. Imperial oblong 8vo., cloth,
clasp, 7/6 ; post free, 8/2. Bound in half-morocco, clasp, 10/ ;

post free,

10/10. Bound in whole morocco, two clasps, gilt edges, 12/6; post
free, 13/4. Bound in best morocco relief, two clasps. 21/

;
post free, 21/10.

Handsomely bound in best morocco relief, two large clasps, 25/ ; post
free, 25/10.

‘ For the benefit of Collectors, Mr. JusTiN Lallier has just issued an
admirable Album, which will be in extensive demand as soon as its ex-
istence is known. It contains a description of every known variety of
timbre poste, so that a partially obliterated stamp may easily be recog-
nis d :

and on the page opposite the description are spaces for mounting
the stamps described, so that any Collector may, at a glance, see all his
deficiencies.—T/ie Bookseller.
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post free, 3d.
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STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S MONTHLY Cir-
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Hew Packet for Crest Collectors.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S SIXPENNY
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varieties. Relief stamped in Colours. Post free, 7d.
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upwards of 50 varieties. Relief stamped in Colours. Post free, 1/1.

How Ready.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S ONE-AND-SIX-
PENNY PACKET of ARMS, CRESTS, MONOGRAMS, &c. Con -

taining 100 varieties. Relief stamped in Colours. Post free, 1/7.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH,
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His Royal Highness the Prince of Orange,
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0 COLLECTORS and OTHERS.—C. K. JONES,
59, Barlow Street, Rusholme Road, Ardwick, Manchester, can sup-

ply you w'ith Stamps cheaper than ever sold yet. Examples (Used
Stamps) : Spanish, 1850-1-2-3-4 and 6, at 1/3 each ; old Luxemburg (with
head), 6d. each; Hong Kong, 4d. each; 8 c., 6d. each; 24 c., 9d. each
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; | Lubeck, 9d.

per dozen; |, Hambui-g, 9d. per dozen; 5r., Portuguese, 1/ per dozen;
10 r., 1/6; 1 and 3, envelope, American, 3d. each, or 2/6 per dozen

; J Olden-
burg, envelope, .3d. each, or 2/3 per dozen; 2-c., French, 4d. per dozen;
penny. Prince Edward’s Island, 4d. each, or 3/3 per dozen

; and others too
numerous to mention. Agents wanted, both in England and on the Con-
tinent. P.S.—Stamps bought and sold on commission to any amount.
Also Stamps sent for approval on receipt of stamped envelope.
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A TALE OP A POSTAGE STAMP.
DOZE THE FIRST CONTINUED.—PART VII.

AWAKE.

‘ Life’s a lengthened, troublous dream :

Sleeping—waking—still we seem
Of realities, I deem,
But to catch a transient gleam.’

The night was pitch dark, and I conld not

at first account for the smarting sensation of

my hand, till, collecting my muddled facul-

ties, and managing to feel out a lucifer and
kindle a light, I realised the extent of the

mischief. The damaged watch announced
two o’clock only, so that a very limited

period of conscious unconsciousness [ask the

metaphysicians the meaning of that lucid

phrase] must have elapsed since my retiring

to T dare not say, repose.

I gathered up the broken bits of glass as

'well as I could, and hunted out some styptic

for my wounded hand. The stamps were
lying as still, and looking as innocent, as

possible, and all unconscious of the mishap
they had occasioned. I felt sorely tempted
to set fire to them, but prudently forbore

;

opining that their avenging ghosts might,
forsooth, be even more difficult of endurance
than themselves.

And here I take leave to interpolate a few
remarks, in reply to the sapient and kindly (?)
critics who have done me the honour of
thinking my humble tale worth carping at.

They object that I have represented the
postage stamps as too didactic, philosophic,

and discursive, and, in brief, as talking too
sensibly. I cannot help it

;

‘ I tell the tale

as ’twas told to me.’ Neither people nor
postage stamps always act up to their

characters in dreams, whatever they may do
in reality. Solomon himself in the visions

of the night would be often heard to talk

veritable bosh
;
and I have frequently known

you yourself, my worthy friend {you know
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wliom I mean), when I have dreamt of yon,

talk good sound sense
;
and much surprised

I should have felt at the astounding fact,

did one ever feel surprise in dreams ;—the

only faculty, as far as I have yet learned, of

which one never seems to experience the

sensation during sleep.

Moreover, penning my reminiscences at

this distance of time, I cannot he always^

answerable for the recapitulation of my
narrators’ exact words

;
and consequently,

once for all, I must request my courteous

readers, to be persuaded, henceforward, that

all seeming otherwise than sensible in my
tale is to be laid to the charge of the postage

stamps
;
and that all the sense, much or

little, is to be set down to my account.

With this fair understanding, then, we will

proceed to the continuation of the narrative

of the yellow Tuscan lion in

DOZE THE SECOND.—PART I.

A STORMY INTERVIEW.

‘ That man should tread this glorious earth,

Oblivious of his heavenly birth
;

Barter all chance of proffered bliss,

For scenes of turmoil such as this !

’

‘ “ CoRPO di Bacco, man !
” said the tempter,

“ why do you stand in your own way ? I

tell you, you can get fortune, obtain your
mistress, and eiijoy revenge, all at one
stroke

;
and you do nothing but rage like a

baited bear, without the sense to know you
are stronger than your tormentors, if you
only choose to exert your strength.”

‘ “ Fortune ! love ! revenge ! ” groaned the
other

;

“ the first I care not for, save as

means of elevation to obtain the second
;
but

the third 1 will have it, if I perish

myself in its accomplishment.”
‘ “ Tut, tut, my fine fellow,” returned

Filippo, “ I engage you shall have it, without
risk, too. Only hearken quietly to me, and
be guided by my directions.”

‘ “ And what am I to thank for your
sudden care after my interest ? ” rejoined

Lorenzo, not yet so blinded by passion as

not to suspect some sinister motive for the

other’s interference in his affairs
;

“ why do
you force yourself upon me ? You can
mean no good by your pretended sympathy

:

you come for no purpose other than to gloat

upon my disgrace. Begone, or I will hurl

you down the stairs.”
‘ “ Well,” sneered the ruffian, “ you ought

to be quite au fait in that sort of exploit, as

you have experienced that unceremonious
sort of exit in jiroprid persona. Keep your-
self cool, now. You are looking just as you
must have done when you lay sprawling
Hands off, I say, I am stronger than you

;

and were I not, I have a knife, and no man
ever attacks me without getting a dig of it

sooner or later. Keep off, or it will be the

worse for you. What
!
you loill have it,

then !

”—Lorenzo had rushed at the ruffian,

goaded by his insulting taunts
;

but his

strength, at once infuriated and weakened
by passion, was no match for the calculating

coolness of his villainous antagonist, whose
object it evidently was to excite him to the

utmost verge of desperation, without any
personal quarrel with himself. He contrived,

then, sparing the exertion of active violence,

to overpower the young artist and place him
in a chair, where he lay exhausted by his

own vehemence, and somewhat soothed by
the caresses of poor little Carlo, whom his

rooted terror of his uncle had not deterred

from springing to the assistance of his

beloved protector.
‘ Filippo left them to themselves awhile,

and, lighting a cigar, sat smoking at the

window, till his victim appearing somewhat
calmed, he again approached him, and the

boy speedily beat a retreat to his distant

corner.
‘ “ Come, now, my man, why quarrel with

your friends ? You do not seem to be

possessed of too many. I mean nought but

good towards you
;
and, if you inquire why,

I am free to own, because I expect to gain

greatly by making common cause with you.

I repeat that I engage to put you in the way
of attaining all three of the seemingly

unattainable objects of your aspirations; but

you must put yourself under my guidance,

heart and hand—not body and soul
;
folks

are too wide awake to avow that sort of

bargain now-a-days—not that I see any

difference but in w'ords : it seems to me to

come to the same thing.”

‘Alas for poor Lorenzo ! the tempter

uttered but the naked truth. What is the
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simple interpretation of the legends of the
foul fiend’s victories in the dark ages, where
the miserable victims are represented as
signing with their blood a bond of fealty, in

purchase of love, gold, or power ?—boons
out of which the crafty demon so often
deluded his votary, who found, too late, his

promises were only “ a mockery Jind a
snare !

” What are these apparent fictions

but

‘ “ The simple actions of an o’er true tale.

Obscur’d by dark tradition’s misty veil ”
?

In sober fact there may be no visible Mephis-
topheles at the elbow, but how frequently
the poor dupe abandons himself, now to the
suggestions of his own evil thoughts, and
anon to the selfish guidance of a villainous

adviser, barters his innocence for greed, lulls

for awhile his dormant conscience, and
awakes-—how terrible an awaking !—to the
stings of disappointment and remorse !

‘ To return to my narrative : all the specious
reasonings and persuasions of Filippo might
possibly have been ineffectual, had he not
bethought himself of the incident of the
bracelet, and its value, known hitherto to
himself alone, as a means for developing the
mystery connected with the birth of the
artist-foundling.

‘ Eagerly did the youth listen to as much
of the recital as Filippo chose to favour him
with

;
suffering Lorenzo to believe by impli-

cation that both the Marquis and his foster-

parents had all along been aware of all the
circumstances.

‘ The plan—the details of which you will

have hereafter—he had been thus far

unsuccessful in inducing Lorenzo to adopt,
was neither more nor less than a night
attack on the palace of the Marchese, the
abstraction of the costly plate and jewelry
well known to be contained therein, and the
forcible abduction of Adine, who was to be
conveyed to the neighbouring sanctuary of
Vallombrosa

;
and there an accommodating

priest would be ready to rivet the chains of
matrimony too securely for the possibility of
severance, even by the great influence of the
old noble. Filippo plausibly endeavoured
to persuade his companion that the family
of the Marchese would be easily mduced to

.hush up the affair for the sake of the honour
of the heiress.

‘ The communication of Filippo, neverthe-

less, had a contrary effect from what he had
intended, Lorenzo immediately declaring he
would boldly apply to the Marquis for the

restoration of his property. At first, Filippo

fancied he had made a fklse move, and was
not without some misgivings as to the effect

of his tardy acknowledgment of the truth.

Reflection, however, reassured him as to the

futility of his dupe’s application, which he
knew he had private means of forestalling or

neutralising, so as to induce disbelief in his

own confession. The consequent refusal of

the Marquis to give up the ornament, he
shrewdly conjectured would but serve to add
fuel to the impassioned young artist’s resent-

ment, and only in the upshot bind him
more closely to a participation in his own
nefarious projects.’

‘ The event justified his anticipations. The
old noble, in a written communication to that

effect, seemed to have been induced utterly to

ignore the rights of Lorenzo, and at the same
time coupled his negation with a friendly

admonition to quit the society of his menda-
cious accomplice,, and turn his great talents

to account on other soil than that of Tuscany.

A handsome amount of money was enclosed

in the packet, which Lorenzo dashed to

the ground
;
and Filippo, who had managed

to get wind of the time the parcel might
be sent, furtively consigned the same to his

own pockets. Adine had considerately

added a small note to Carlo, containing the

recovered stamp
;
and this act of kindness,

and the very sight of her handwriting, might
have disposed Lorenzo to a better course,

had not Bernardo contrived to forward the

missive by one of his uncle’s retainers, who
entertained an old grudge against the artist,

on account of his active resentment for some
act of insolence. This man’s vulgar mind had
eagerly seized so favourable an opportunity

of retaliation, and he had consequently

been one of the foremost in the throng of

his persecutors, the memorable morn of his

ignominious expulsion from the palazzo of

the Marchese.
‘ The sight of this menial rekindled his

sleeping rage
;
and nothing but the abject
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terror of the cowering fellow prevented him
from violence. Thus, ill-prepared for the

endurance of disappointment, he opened the

packet, perused the denial of what he con-

sidered his just claims, and furiously

exclaimed —
‘ “ Away ! scruples of conscience, away !

I will hesitate no longer— will have
revenge ! Yes (catching sight of the stamp,

which Carlo had just taken out of his little

note, and was innocent^ holding up to his

friend’s eyes), by the Cross of Savoy 1 will

he revenged !

” ’

(To he continued.')

THE POST BEFORE RAILWAYS.
Previous to 1784, the mail-bags of the post

office were carried by postboys on horseback,

at an average rate, including stoppages, of

from three to four miles an hour. Of these

postboys and their doings we have some
curious accounts. Mr. Palmer, of Bath, who
originated some considerable reforms in this

department of the post office, says of them in

his report, when introducing his schemes to

Mr. Pitt :
‘ The mails are generally intrusted

to some idle boy without character, mounted
on a worn-out hack, and who, so far from
being able to defend himself, or escape from
a robber, is more likely to be in league with
him.’ This testimony, though it might not
be unbiassed, seems in the main to have been
true. Anybody might rob a postboy, and
that by the simplest contrivance. Letters of

any great value were so seldom sent by these

means that the booty was often found worth-
less. The French mail on its outward-bound
passage via Dover was more than once
stopped and rifled before it had got clear of

London. A string stretched across a street

in the borough through which the mail
would pass, has been known to throw the
postboy from his horse, who, without more
ado, would coolly retrace his steps, empty-
handed, to the chief office, and report the loss

of his bags. About this time, it was a fre-

quent complaint of the officers of the post

office that the runners did a considerable

business for themselves, to the great detri-

ment of the public revenue. Post-letters

were frequently found upon them, when

they would urge in extenuation of the fraud,

that they had no wages from their masters
—the proprietors who farmed the mails.

One high official complains grievously that

the gentry ‘ doe give much money to the

riders [for services rendered, no doubt],

whereby they be very subject to get in

liquor, which slopes the males.' We have
seen upon what a slender thread the arrival

or non-arrival of the mails really hung, and
that to ‘ stope the males ’ was by no means a

difficult task. Nor did the speed at which
they travelled form any obstacle. From old

records we learn that when Mr. Harley
(afterwards Lord Oxford) complained that

an express to him had been delayed, the

postmasters-general (two were required in

those days) replied, ‘ that it had travelled one
hundred and thirty-six miles in thirty-six

hours, which,’ added they, ‘ is the usual rate

of expresses.’

In Scotland, about the same time, this

work was done even slower, and accomplished

with greater hardships. The postboys walked
all distances under twenty miles

;
longer

distances required that the person should be

mounted, though no relays of horses were
allowed, however long and tedious the

journey might be. Many years later, the

English order of ‘ post ’ and ^ express ’ would
appear to have been reversed, ‘ expresses

’

travelling the slowest. Campbell, the poet,

relates a story which shows how things were
managed in his younger days in the High-

lands. ‘Near Inverary, we regained a spot

of comparative civilisation, and came np with

the postboy, whose horse was quietly grazing

at some distance, whilst Red Jacket himself

was immersed in play with other lads.

“You rascal,” I said to him, “ are you the

postboy, and thus spending yonr time ?
”

“Nae, nae, sir,” he answered, “ I’m no the

post; ” and then, as if ashamed of his con-

nection with it, added, “I’m 07ily an express!"
’

Thirty years before Mr. Palmer submitted

his plans for appropriating some of the

coaches to post-office uses, we learn that
‘ flying ’ coaches were started. The first

was established by a number of Manchester

merchants, to run between that place and
the metropolis. These coaches earned their

appellation by an increase of speed of about
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a mile an hour above the ordinary rate. They
were remarkable, however, for the improve-
ments that continued to be made in them,
both as to construction and in the mat-

ter of speed. Towards the end of the last

century the rate had reached the con-

siderable speed of eight miles an hour.

This velocity was not attained without
considerable misgivings and distrust ou

the part of travellers. When the eight miles

was increased to ten and twelve miles an
hour, principally through the influence of the

post-office, the public mind was found to be

in different stages of alarm and revolt.

Vested interests indulged in the gloomiest

forebodings on those who should thus

knowingly spurn the ways of Providence !

Lord Chancellor Campbell relates that he
was frequently warned against travelling in

the mail-coaches improved by Palmer, on
account of the fearful rate at which they

flew, and instances were given him of

passengers who had died suddenly of apo-

plexy from the rapidity of the motion.

Mr. Palmer, who complained in his report

that the post, instead of being the quickest,
‘ is almost the slowest conveyance in the

country,’ proposed, in 1784, that as far as

possible the mail-bags should be sent in these

improved coaches. He stipulated that they

should in all cases be accompanied with
mail-guards, well armed and accoutred, and
such officers ‘ as could be depended upon as

trustworthy.’ He very properly thought
that, with the help of the pistol and blundei’-

buss of the mail-guards, passengers might
dispense with the usual precaution of making
their will before taking a long journey. To
provide for cases of coachivrech, he suggested
that the mail-guard should be sent for his

first month to the coach-making department,

to learn the mysteries of the craft, and be

initiated in the matter of axles and springs.

This enterprising reformer also insisted that

the mails should be timed throughout
their journeys—a most needful arrangement,

as we have seen. They might thus be
enabled to reach London at a given time,

when the mails could be delivered together.

Again, instead of leaving London at all hours
of the night, Mr. Palmer proposed that all

the coaches should leave together at a

specified time
;
and thus established what

was, to the stranger in London, for many
years, one of the first of city sights.

The post-office authorities made many and
vehement objections to the plans for these

sweeping changes. One, who doubtless fore-

saw more work for his department, could see
‘ no occasion for so much regularity

;

’ another

could not tell ‘ why the mails should travel as

quickly as passengers.’ One more prominent
gentleman, content like the rest with the in-

security of the old means of transit, objected

to the employment of mail-guards, inasmuch
as, instead of affording protection to the

mails, ‘ the crime of murder would be added
to that of robbery

;
for,’ said he, ‘ Avhen once

desperate fellows had determined upon
robbery, resistance would lead to murder !

’

Notwithstanding all departmental opposition,

however, the Treasury, with Mr. Pitt at its

head, saw and acknowledged the merits of

the scheme as likely to lead, after a time, to

a permanent increase of the revenue. An
act was passed in 1785 authorising its adop-

tion
;
and as no one could accuse prime-

minister Pitt at that date with any leaning

to peace and non-resistance principles, the

clause recommending the appointment of

mail-guards Avas fully sustained. Mr.
Palmer, ci-devwnt theatre-manager, was
at once transferred from the boards at

Bath to the general post-office, as manager
of the new scheme. He held office till

1792, when he retired upon a pension of

£3000 a year, and a subsequent parliamentary
grant of £50,000. Spirited reforms, during
hisfewyears of office, went on most vigorously.
Three hundred and eighty towns, Avhich had
had before but three deliveries of letters a

week, now secured one daily. On some
roads, the mails were conveyed in one-third

of the previous time. The time required for

the mails to travel between the English and
Scotch metropolis was reduced to sixty hours,

with a corresponding reduction between
towns at shorter distances.

The appearance of the mail at a halting-

place in a small provincial town was always
hailed with general interest, and the neAvs

discoursed, especially in times of war, eagerly

devoured by men of all parties. In the
earlier days of mail-coach traA^elling, cheap
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letters and cheap newspapers were alike nn-

dreamed of. The leather bag of the post-

office Avas viewed as the peculiar property of

the Upper Ten Thousand. When there was
any reason to suppose that some communi-
cation was on its way to some member of the

commonalty, speculation Avould be eager

among the knot of persons met to talk over

the probable event. Letters, before the re-

strictions subsequentlyplaceduponthem,were
more worthy of the name than they are now;
family chronicles, domestic newspapers,

moral essays, that must have taken hours to

write, and but few of the slipshod hurried

scrawls which characterise this era of cheap
postage.

It is to the present era and the events of

our own days that we turn in conclusion.

The year 1837 was a memorable one in the

post-office annals, inasmuch as a reformation

was begun in that year by Mr. Rowland Hill

which has led to most important results.

Mr. Hill, in presenting his proposal to the

government oftheda^q showed on general prin-
ciplesthatthepost-office was at once costlyand
inefficient

;
that with trade, industry, intel-

ligence, and population increasing with the

greatest strides, the post-office was at least

stationary, if it was not falling into a state of

decrepitude. With an outlay to the public,

for the convenience it gave, enormously great,

the returns to the state exchequer were dis-

proportionately small. The legislature was
convinced by the sagacious reasonings of

Mr. Hill, and in its principal features, at any
rate, his plan of a uniform penny postage

was adopted. On the 12th of November,
1839, as a preliminary step, the Lords of the

Treasury issued a minute, reducing the

postage of all inland letters to the uniform
rate of fourpence» On the 10th of January,

1840, Mr. Hill’s success was rendered com-
plete by the adoption of the penny rate.

The railways, however, have proved a very
much more expensive means of conveyance
than the mail-coach system which they
superseded

;
and many striking examples of

the diffei'ence in question are furnished by
the successive reports of the post-office.

In 1844, for instance, a coach proprietor

in the north of England actually paid to the

post office department the sum of £200

annually for what he regarded as the privi-

lege of conveying the mails, twice a day,

between Lancaster and Carlisle. Six years

ago, the post-office paid to the Lancaster and
Carlisle Railway the sum of £12,000 a year
for the same service. This sum, we believe,

is far exceeded now. In every district in

England and Scotland, immense sums are

now paid to the different railway companies
for services which formerly cost nothing

;
in

many cases a merely nominal sum
;
in all,

but a fraction of the present charges. Nor
is the weight of the mails so materially

different as to account for the increased ex-

penditure. Whilst, since 1839, the letters in

the aggregate have increased in weight six

or seven fold, the weight of newspapers, in

all cases forming the bulk of the mails, has
actually decreased. By the abolition of the

compulsory impressed stamp on newspapers,
the greatest weight of them is now sent over

the country by other means than the post,

though the service of the post-office is still

retained for sending single papers to outlying

districts where the transit by other means
would be much more costly. The weight
even of book-parcels noAV sent through the

post-office—a useful arrangement peculiar to

our own day—does not nearly make up for

the decreased weight of newspapers. In a

report, dated 1856, it is clearly shown by the

inspector-general of mails that the present

weight of mail-bags might have been carried

by the mail-coaches existing just before they

were superseded, or by a slight addition to

their number. The great and important gain

to the public of calling into requisition the

iron roads, is in the matter of speed. This

triumph, however, over time and space is

attained by a large sacrifice of revenue.

—

Chambers'’s Journal.

ADDENDA TO MOUNT BROWN’S
CATALOGUE OF POSTAGE STAMPS,

COMPKISING NOTES, ADDITIONS, AND EMENDATIONS,

BY C. W. VINER, A.M., PH.D.

[We propose continuinfj this Appendix to Mr. Brown’s early editions, for

the benefit of those who do not possess the fourth.—Ed.]

The Turkish stamps were not issued in

time for notice in the third edition. They
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are upright oblong, black impression on
extremely thin coloured paper

;
bearing, in

a frame-work of different design foreach value,

Ottoman Empire, in Turkish characters, in-

scribed in acrescent; the Sultan’s sign-manual
above, and numerical value beneath

;
yellow,

20 paras
;
lavender, 1 piastre

;
blue, 2 piastres

;

rose, 5 piastres. Precisely similar impressions
are issued (we are informed for Constanti-

nople only) on paper of a brick-red colour

;

but the i piastre is usually of a lighter

colour than the others, and occasionally a
dark brown, and the 2 piastres is often seen
of a light chocolate brown.

Of these essays there is a light brownish,

as well as a dark red
;
and we take this

opportunity of cautioning amateurs against

some very ill-executed forgeries of these rare

stamps now in circulation.

* |arnm.

The issues of this government seem to

have been invariably distinguished with
correctness by most cataloguers, no over-

looked individual having ever started into

notice. We refer to Messrs. Lewes and
Pemberton’s book for an explanatory account
of the forgeries.

There is much trouble in identifying the

many varieties among these stamps. In the

fourth edition of the catalogue, the 1 peseta

red, on white ground, is correctly transferred

to a position denoting its border as composed
of double lines

;
but the shape of the cornu-

copia, which is but slightly curled in the

double-lined varieties both blue and red,

renders their recognition much easier. Since

the publication of the third edition, the

essays therein described have been adopted :

the 1 dinero being vermilion, and the 1 peseta

brown on white.

|ort«pI.

The 5 reis of 1858 is sometimes of a very

dark red-brown, as well as light-brown and
chocolate

;
and the two varieties of blue

of the same issue (first noticed in the

fourth edition) may be readily distinguished

by observing that the impression of one,

which has the hair evenly parted, is the same
as that of the green and lilac

;
and that of

the other, which exposes the whole of the

ear, is similar to the brown and rose of the

same issues. A 10 reis yellow of the present

reign came out this year, but the expected

50 r. green, and 100 r. lilac, are still de-

siderata.

|rirte |slan!i.

The stamps of this colony, with those of

Jamaica, Holland, and Mecklenburg, have

never undergone a change.

|r«ssia.

As we stated in a reply to a correspondent

last month, we have only seen the 6 pf. of the

earliest Prussians brown-coloured, not ver-

milion. Mr. Brown has omitted the 2 s. gr.

drab from the last edition, considering it

unauthenticated.

The returned-letter label—eagle over horn,

vermilion on white—was introduced this

year. The rose, 1 lilac, and 2 green.

Express local Berlin, are pronounced to be

another Hamburg humbug. We think

parties selling stamps as postage which are

not so, might be indicted for obtaining

money under false pretences.

The 3 s. g., of the first

issue of envelopes, is

orange, not yellow. The

1, 2, and 3 s. g., with in-

scription traversing the

stamp, are added to the

third edition. We append

an engraving of the 2

s. gr. adhesive, present

issue.

The penny scarlet and twopenny light

blue of this colony are not in the fourth

edition
;
but there is a chocolate registered,

which we think a Oolumbo variety.

ioirapa.

The 6 bai. of this rare series of stamps
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lias been known but re-

cently in comparison with

the others
;
and we do not

think it unlikely that a 7

bai. will be routed up
some time or another.

An engraving is subjoined

of a genuine 4 bai.

ggBOLlO,®
o

-4 o

& BAI, 1
;egROMAENE:^

lilKSiit.

Tlie It) kopeck adhesive seems invariably

of a lighter colour than formerly
;
as does

the Polish of the same value. The 5 k, and
10 k. of Finland, 1862, are now also printed
of a much paler colour, and \yre have the blue
envelopes of that year m two veiy distinct

shades.

fclciiit.

We have heard of a sixpenny red of this

island, but it may have been an essay.

futiit.

It is reported that shilling stamps are in

pi'eyiaration for this and other West Indian
islands.

'Idle green of the sixpenny is of a ditferent

shade from what it used to be.

Saititoidi IslanJis.

The 1 cent black, noted in the fourth

edition, now supersedes the blue. There is

also a 2 cents hlacl’, on bluish tinted paper,

as well as on white. We possess both, and
they came direct from Honolulu. The
poi’trait on the blue and i-ed stamps, as

corrected in the last edition, is that of

Kamehameha the Great.

(To he continued').

STAMPS NEWLY ISSUED, OE FIEST
DESCEIBED.

We can but very rarely expect the pleasing-

duty of describing the issue of three—we
may almost say four—-complete sets of

stamps in the same number. Such, however,

is the case.

We commence with the Saxons which
ap})eared on the 1st of July. They are

elegant-looking and very neatly-engraved
stamps

;
both adhesives and envelopes bear-

ing a white embossed shield and crown, on a
field of colour on white. The four envelopes
and their corresponding values in labels are
oval

;
but the \ n. g. and 3 pf have the

corners filled up with the design. The
inscription is Sachsen above, and the value
beneath, wdiich is repeated in figures twice
on the envelopes, seven times on the \ n. g.,

and no fewer than eleven times on each of
the other values. The 3 pf. is green

;
the

I n. g., scarlet
;
the 1, 2, 3, and 5 n. g., both

labels and envelopes, are respectively rose,

blue, light brown, and lilac. The stamp of
the envelope is on the right, but the inscrip-

tion on the left. We do not admire the

slavish imitation of the Prussian series by so

many governments. The last Saxon enve-
lopes were extremely handsome

;
and the

adhesives, of which we en-

grave one, had an indivi-

duality lacking in this new
series, pretty as it is. The
10 n. g*. is no longer em-
ployed.

The next series is the

Liibeck, the device of which
is still more similar to the Prussians. In
the centre, the arms of Liibeck, in white
cameo on a coloured ground

;
name above,

monetary denomination beneath, and figures

each side. There are five adhesives, and the

same number of envelopes, printed in similar

colours. Unlike the modern German im-

pressions, the stamp and hiscription are to

the left of the envelope. The values are as

before— s., g-reen
;
1 s., scarlet

;
2 s., rose

;

2-| s., blue
;
and 4 s., light browm.

The third series newdy issued is the

Austrian. These also have followed the lead

of Prussia, in discarding the sovereign’s

head for the everlasting eagle. This symbol,

like those of the preceding, is in white relief

on colour, or rather on shield defined in

colour. Inscription above, and value beneath.

The 2 kr. is yellow
;
the 3 kr., green

;
the

5 kr., rose
;
the 10 kr., blue

;
and the 15 kr.,

brown. Envelopes the same. The 25-kr.

envelope, which is still continued, is violet

;

but the 20 kr., 25 kr., 30 kr., and 35 kr.,

are among the things of the past. The
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newspaper stamp differs in form, bnt not in

design, from the others. It is pale violet.

The old stamps are allowed to be issued

until the end of November.
A fourth series may virtually be reckoned

as an addition to collections, in the stamps of

Venetia, which are, as formerly, precisely

similar to those of Austria, with the trifling

exception of bearing the value in soldi in lieu

of kreuzer.

An engraving of the

Costa Rica is subjoined.

This stamp does much cre-

dit to the printers of the

American Bank-Note Com-
pany, to whom also are

due theNova Scotia stamps,

and, we believe, those of

Nicaragua.

We have the pleasure also of being the

first describe!* of two very old British Guiana
stamps hitherto unmentioned. They were
from the valuable collection of a well-known
amateur, and have now passed into Parisian

hands. An individual, evidently of the same
series, is described by Dr. Gray in his

manual, as 8 cents on green paper. Of
those to which we allude, one is a transverse

oval
;

British above, and Guiana beneath

;

4 cents in the centre : the other has the same
inscription, but the oval is upright

;
value,

12 cents. Both are printed in black
;
the

former on yellow, the latter on blue.

We can add, moreover, another individual

to the very rare old Philippine Islands

issue. It is similar to the 1 real of the

catalogue (which is black, not brown), and
like it, has correos (not correo), 1854 y 55,

beneath : on the top is, franco, 2 reales, fte. :

green impression on white. We may add
that the effigy of the Queen is precisely

similar to that on the Spanish stamps of

1853. This specimen is in our own collec-

tion. There is another of the same series in

Mr. Lewes’s collection, colour, red on white

:

this latter has the value (5 cuartos) beneath,

and inscription and date above.

To the essays for Italy previously noted
are to be added a yellow and a violet

;
but

we are informed by a correspondent that he
has the authority of an official in the Italian

post-office, for announcing that these beau-

tiful stamps have been rejected by the

Government, on the score of the expense of

engraving them.
The expected Norway envelopes will be

most probably in use in a day or two.

We have not space to notice many new
Confederate stamps

;
and must defer our

promised description of English essays, &c.

REPLY TO THE ATTACK ON POST-
AGE STAMP COLLECTORS, IN
THE ^ SEMAPHOBE^ OF MAR-
SEILLES.

A JOURNAL in the south of France has been
lately complaining, perhaps not unreasonably,
of the annoyance created by the passion for

stamp collecting.

This new fancy, which is spreading with
increased rapidity, may incontestably de-

generate into timhromania. Many persons
are collecting for divers reasons : some from
eccentricity, others from fancy

;
some from

vanity, and some—and these are by far the
most numerous—collect because others do
so

;
add to these the stamp dealers, and

finally the youth of the schools and colleges,

who join most energetically in the pastime.
Agreed that the perseverance of these

latter, often passing the bounds of discretion,

is well calculated to exasperate individuals of
a cool temperament

;
but let us agree also

that there is a certain pleasure in finding
unexpected treasures with which to enrich a
well-supplied album.
We are not to believe, moreover, that the

formation of those mosaics which provoke
the spleen of the paper in question never has
a useful aim : the postage stamp, before
cancelling, is a sort of representative paper
money, often used for other purposes than
franking letters. It is under this incon-
testable title that numismatists have declared
it worthy of figuring in their collections.

If among these squares of paper are some
of an insignificant type, there are others, on
the contrary, offering striking portraits of a
great number of sovereigns. These portraits

have the enormous advantage of being more
exact and more sightly than those on coins.

The engravings on stamps, artistically

treated, are durable, whilst the impressions
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on coins are soon effaced by nse. Postage
stamps, moreover, are infinitely more circu-

lated than coin at a distance, the transmission

of the latter requiring more trouble and
expense.

It is to be regretted that the different

states do not adopt for their stamps the

sovereign’s effigy, concurrently with his own
private arms or those of the country over

which he reigns.

We devoutly wish the cancellation were
managed so as not to utterly destroy the

type, as is unfortunately the case in Belgium,
India, Hong Kong, &c.

Envelope stamps are generally of perfect

execution, but it is undoubtedly labour lost

;

for pressure soon damages the cameo
appearance, if not already done by the can-

celling apparatus.

Would the postal officials only read these

lines and study their import, we are convinced
they would take every opportunity of satis-

fying people both in an artistic, scientific,

and historical respect.

It is also to be desired that engravers
would employ more art in the reproduction

of effigies—more exactness in featuring the

sovereigns—that there may not be official

in fiat contradiction to truthful portraits.

We do not think history can gain aught
by the exaggerated flattery of these gentle-

men.
The ancients perpetuated the glorious

deeds of history by means of their coins.

By the same means have been cleared up
many knotty historical points : by coins has

its domain been extended, and the precise

arms, utensils, and costume of the ancients

ascertained
;
they have preserved to us the

features of the greatest men of antiquity, as

well as the shape of several large buildings

since destroyed by arms, fire, or time. As
true pages of history, they serve as testimony,

justification, or contradiction to such writers

as Tacitus, Livy, or Sallust. They establish

the dates of great events, they make us
acquainted with the origin of cities, provinces,

and Roman colonies.

Can the same be done now-a-days ? Alas !

no. Because now interests of more impor-
tance do not allow us to distort money from
its veritable intent, and we must sacrifice to

convenience all that art and history entrusted

to ancient coin.

From these coins it is that we are made
acquainted with and even possess those beau-
tiful types of Nerva, Trajan, Antoninus, &c.

We much doubt if remote posterity will ever

possess a single specimen of our copper
coinage.

It is true that special medals relate not
only the principal facts, but even facts of a

secondary interest that the ancients would
disdain to notice. That is some compensation
doubtless, but by no means satisfactory

;
and

even in this sense their number is excessively

limited in comparison with current money, a
few cabinets alone possessing them.
Now since money cannot at present, as in

Roman times, serve to perpetuate the history

of nations, why not consecrate postage
stamps to that use ?

On an average, six postage stamps are

employed in each state : the lowest and
highest values might bear the sovereign’s

effigy
;
the second and last but one in price

might carry the arms and colours of the

country
;

the intermediate stamps could be
reserved for perpetuating events of con-

sequence.

Four would thus undergo the changes of

dynasty or reign, and the others be more
frequently altered.

Would this be an inconvenience ? We
think not

;
especially as in certain states, for

the prevention of fraud, impressions are

almost annually renewed.
As to the final complaint of the same

newspaper, we think it must be a joke
;
not

having the least notion that stamp-trafficking
ever had an illicit aim. Many amateurs,

ourselves among others we own, have indeed
tried to cleanse our specimens as much as

possible from the hideous post marks that

disfigured them
;
and we know by experience

that these attempts, pushed too far, have
been attended with disastrous consequences.

The administration is no doubt in the

right to preoccupy itself with a question

that would seem to menace financial

interests, but we are conv'inced that so far

from being prejudicial, the extraordinary

extension of this new branch of commerce
that has risen up in so strange a manner
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is wonderfully productive to the revenue
;

since, besides these shoals of obliterated

postage stamps—which in our opinion are

exported only to paper the apartments of

some eccentric celebrities—considerable sums
of money are expended for the purchase of

unused specimens, destined to adorn the

thousands of albums whose leaves are daily

turned over in every part of the world.

E. De Rives de Seine.

REVIEWS OF POSTAL PUBLICATIONS.
Postage-Stamp Album. Illustrated with

Maps. By Justin Lallier, Member of

the Archgeological Societies of Orleans

and Sens, and of the French Society for

the Preservation of Historical Monu-
ments. Second edition, revised, cor-

rected and enlarged. Paris : A. Lenegre.

‘ Great cry, and little wool,’ as a certain

unmentionable personage is reported to have
said on shearing a pig. Mons. Jules Lallier,

as he calls himself in his preface—we did

not know that Justin and Jules are syno-

nymous—deserves great credit for being one

of the first, if not the primary introducer of

postage-stamp albums
;
but in the interval

between his first and second editions, there

has been ample time to make more correc-

tions and additions than he has done,

although many improvements, in truth,

there are.

The mythical Newfoundland halfpenny

is of course still quoted, although non-

existent, and never-existent. To make
things square, however, he omits the well-

known fourpenny and sixpenny of that

island. And here we may take occasion to

own we were mistaken in supposing the

twopenny has not been printed in the new
dark colour. We saw one this morning in

Mr. Thornton Lewes’s choice collection of

unused specimens
;
also one of much deeper

colour than they now are. We suppose

Mons. Lallier ignores colour, as no mention
is made of the change of colour of the

Bahamas, British Guiana penny stamps (of

which there are four distinct colours),

Turkish, the 2 n. g. Saxon, of the oldest

issue, and numerous others. On the con-

trary, there are spaces left for stamps of

which we have never heard, as the 3 kr.,

orange
;
6 kr., green

;
9 kr., pink, and 18 kr.,

blue, oval envelope stamps for Wiirtemberg.

We shall be glad to be set right, if such

stamps exist. The now well-known old

Moldavian stamps are unnoticed
;
the 15 c.

Italy, of the last impression
;

the 6 bai.

Romagna
;

the old issue of Monte Video,

&c. There is room for one Antigua stamp
only, and no mention even of that in the

letter-press
;
and one of the three 8-reales

Mexican is ignored. Smith and Elder’s

stamps are introduced among the Indian.

In conclusion, we should be very grateful

for a sight of the reddish-brown, octagonal,

threepenny English envelope
;
the oval Fin-

lands which fit into sipiare compartments
;

and the upright rectangulars fitting into

oblong ovals. This reminds us of the quaint

conceit of an old author, who compared life

to a board pierced with holes of various

shapes, and human beings to pegs in like

manner diversely shaped. ‘ How frequently,’

is his piteous but legitimate complaint, ‘ do
we see tlie round man put in the three-

cornered hole !

’

CORRESPONDENCE.
To the Editor of the ‘ Stamp Collector’s Magazine.’

Sir,—Enclosed I sendyoufivesamplesof the newUnited
States two-cent postage stamp

;
the first of that denomina-

tion issued by this Government. The head is that of

Andrew Jackson (and for heaven’s sake do>t t\Qi any of

your correspondents persuade you that it is the late tStone-

’wall Jackson), twice Uresident of the United States

and a major-general during the last war with Great

Britain. I think the stamp a model of ugliness
;
but I

may be prejudiced, as my design was rejected.

Yours truly,

New York. J. GAYLER.

To the Editor of the ‘ Stamp Collector’s Magazine.’

Sir,—In reference to your article on page 56 of the

magazine, I forward you an extract from a Hamburg
newspaper, just come into my hands, and which will

certainly amuse your readers.
‘ The postage-stamp exchange has just received a heavy

blow. A certain M. Scheerenbeck, proprietor of the

Institut Hamburger Boten, ordered stamps in the usual

postal form, in the centre of which figures the Hamburg
arms—a castle—and his own name beneath. He sent

those stamps to England and elsewhere for sale to

collectors. Some enterprising clerks, in imitation of

this, ordered a series of stamps to be struck off, the same

in number (20), inscribed Verein Hamburger Boten, the

figure 1 or I in the centre, and Th. Lafrenz below.

A lot of these were also sent to England, &c.
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M. Sclieerenbeck, feeling himself insulted by that pro-
ceeding, bought 2000 specimens of these Lafrenz stamps,
which he consigned as corpus delicti to the police

authorities, denouncing his competitors as propagating
postage stamps of a non-existing institution. 1'he head
of the police gave judgment as summarily as Solomon.
He not only confiscated the stamps of the non-existing
institution, but threatened M. Sclieerenbeck with a five-

thaler fine, if he persisted in using the arms of Hamburg
for a private speculation.

‘ Our readers may see how far the humbugging system
is carried in postage stamps when they hear that stamps
are issued by order of the “Company of Shoeblacks;”
others by “The United Theatres,” inscribed, “Dissolved
in the year so-and-so,” and a cipher in the centre. A
stamp is now ready for the English market, professedly

emanating from pretended agents of the “ Society of
Publicans,” with a pint pot in lieu of arms in the
middle !

’

Accept the best compliments of

Yours tnily,

OSCAR BEROER-LEVEAULT.
Strasburg.

To the Editor of the ‘ Stamp Collector’s Magazine.'

Dear Sir,—Being recently in the company of an
Austrian official, I asked him the reason of the changes
in the postage stamps. He told me that the Govern-
ment of Austria decided upon changing the stamps, so as to

have the arms instead of the head, for this reason, viz.,

that when the sovereign dies they would be obliged to

have a different set of dies, and therefore they have
changed them to the arms instead of having the head

;
so

that they do not anticipate having to change again.

Saxony, I suppose you are also aware, has changed
her stamps from the head to the arms. They were
issued on the 1st of July. The colours are different from
the old ones, in several instances.

I have been informed (I cannot, hoAvever, answer for

its being true) that it is contemplated in Brussels, that
the Belgian Government will shortly issue a set of

stamps, bearing the lion of Brabant on a shield, and of

the values of 1, 5, 10, 20, 40, and 80 c.

On dit in Turin that the Italian essay stamps are

expected to take the place of the present issue, and that

they will consist of 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 40, 80, and 1 lire.

Hoping you will find space for the insertion of the

above,

I remain yours truly,

WILLIAM FREDERIC COOKE.

To the Editor of the ‘ Stamp Collector’s Magazine.’

Dear Sir,—The following recent issues of postage
stamps may be of interest to your readers.

(intana.

Inscription [b. guiana] ship in full sail to right in
circle, date 1863. Col. imp.; large rect., value in

Moman figures.

6 cents lilac, 24 c, green. 48 c. rose.

Cmttotrate of gimetHa.

Inscription [the confederate states of America]
head ofFresident Jeff. Davis to right in oval. Col.

imp. ; fancyframe.

10 cents blue, value in words,
10 c. blue, value in figures.

Effigy in an oval, figure indicating value in upper angles,
letters C. S. in lower angles. Col. imp. ; rect.

2 c. carmine, value in words.

Jnftb litbics

Inscription [nederl. indie, post zegel], head of King
William III. to left. Col. imp. ; red.

10 cent carmine.

ITubctli.

Name [luebeck] white embossed two-head eagle displayed
in oval, value in figures each side. Col. imp. ; oval.

^ schilling green. 1 sch. orange. 2 sch. rose.

2\ sch. blue. 4 sch. brown.

ENVELOPES.
Sam,e device, brown envelope inscription on left. Col.

imp. ; oval.

h schilling green. 1 sch. orange. 2 sch. rose.

2h sch. blue. 4 sch. brown.

giuslna.

Embossed white two-headed eagle, crowned and displayed.
Col. imp. ; oval.

2

kreuzer yellow. 3 kr. green 5 kr. rose.
10 kr. blue. 15 kr. cinnamon.

NEWSPAPER STAMP.
Inscription [k. k. zeitungs post stlempel] same device

in oval. Col. imp. ; oct.

Lavender.

^a^'onjj.

Name [sachsen], arms embossed in white relief on lined
ground in oval. Col. imp. ; rect.

3 pfennige green.

Name [sachsen], arms embossed in white relief in

invected border. Col. imp. ; oval.

\ neu groschen orange. 1 n. gr. pink. 2 n. gr. blue.

3

n. gr. brown. 5 n. gr. lilac.

ENVELOPES.

Name [sachsen] and arms embossed in white relief on
coloured ground. Col. imp. ; p>lam oval.

1 neu groschen red. 2 n. gr. blue.

3 n. gr. brown.

Hmtcb Platts of ^mnira.

July, 1863. Inscription [u. s. postage], head of Fresi- .

dent Lincoln in oval, figure indicating value in upper
angles ; value in words and letters JJ. S. in lower
angles. Black imp. ; rect.

2 cents.

It will thus be seen that the ‘ Disunited Slates ’ do not
despair of becoming ‘ United.’

The Baden Land Post stamps are now no longer used,
and will soon become scarce.

The Danish government Mill shortly issue envelope
stamps, the design to be adopted being already decided.

I am, dear Sir,

Yours truly,

MOtJNT BROWN.
124, Cheapside, London, E.C.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
H. Everall.—Your 3 ii. g. Saxon has not the

slightest appearance of ever having been 5'ellow
;
ami,

notwithstanding our Leipsig authority, we cannot help

believing in the white issue.

SzEZRZEC, Harlow.—The language of the Sandwich

Islands is as much an unknown tongue to us, as that to

which your own pseudonym belongs.

W. X. Z., Torquay.—The 6 kr. and 9 kr. Baden,

black on white, we believe were in Mr. Brown’s first and

second editions, but have been discarded from the later.

They are generally supposed to be, like the 3 n. g.

Saxon alluded to above, naturally or artificially faded

specimens.-—-You will find your Canton Bern figured in

our June number. It is a bill stamp, and there are

similar ones of various denominations , but, as we have

said before, this stamp seems to have been allowed, like

the Jamaica shilling, receipt, to do duty occasionally as

a postage stamp. Since writing the above, we have

seen what we believe is a genuine specimen of a 9-k.

white Baden. It was taken from an old letter, received

some years since.

L. M.—Your 15-kr. Austrian on buff may possibly be

an envelope stamp, printed on paper sucB as is now
generally used by the Americans.—The French 20 c.

republic we have before noted in our addenda as printed

on white and on tinted paper.—Your Belgium 40 c.,

violet brown, and 8 pies, purple, India, must be dis-

coloured specimens.—The Id. Cape ot Good Hope is often

a very brown red.—We never heard of the 20 c. blue on

blue;” 20 c., brown; or 40 c., red on blue, Sardinian,

1851 . Such peculiar stamps should be sent for inspection,

as it is impossible to give an opinion from the simple

description.—We intended noticing the two shades of

colour in the Swedish 12, 24, and 30 ore in their due

place, and also the two colours of the 24-c. U. S., last

issue; the two varieties of the 12-cuartos Spain, 1860;

and a whole set of Swiss that have never yet been

catalogued.—The Id. white envelope of Great Britain,

having passed the post, is entitled to be considered a

postage stamp.—The twopenny yellow^ Great Britain

must be a chemical swindle.—To distinguish Austrian

and some other envelopes from their adhesive congeners,

a good margin of paper should be left. We think we

have remarked this before.—We introduce two sets of

Greeks into our own album. In addition to the numbers

impressed upon the backs, except in the 1 1.. and 2 1., the

later printed stamps are darker in appearance, there

being much more shading about the face, giving Mercury

what J^Iercury never had—a whisker.

H. B., Primrose Hill.—Your 12 c. and 24 c. United

States are both of the issue of 1857.

C. E. S., Weymouth, states that the 10 and 1-kop.

Ilussian envelope was in use as early as the year 1855,—

three years before the date given in Mount Brown’s

manual.
G. E. W., St. Mary’s, Harlow.—We have never seen

the 6 pfennige of the early issue of Prussia otherwise

than brown on white, not vermilion.—The 15-c. Italy,

blue, of the present year, was in use two or three months

only, having been soon superseded by the present stamp

of that value.—The sixpenny Canada, black, is rare, but

the twelvepenny is almost unattainable.—The laureated

heads in the New South Wales stamps, on blue paper,

are a trifie inferior in execution to those on white.
—

'Ihe

1 peseta, brown, of the present Peruvian issue is noticed

in this number, as well as in Mr. Brown’s fourth edition.

—

We believe the Moldo-Wallachian, but not the Moldavian,

stamps are in actual use.

E. Smith, Liverpool.—AYu will see the distinction

between the Portuguese impressions noticed in our

addenda, in the present number.—The omission of the

shilling and sixpenny octagonal adhesives was mentioned

in the last number : it was quite an oversight of Mr.

Brown’s.
R. S., Oxford.—ATour pale and deep-orange 2-annas

Indian, may be considered as varieties. The Lafrenz

swindles were appended to Alount Brown’s third edition,

but are properly discarded from his fourth. You will

find their history explained in a translation from a

Hamburg newspaper, in the present number.
Tony, Birkenhead,—We have ourselves the shilling

and sixpenny English octagonal, both as adhesives and
envelopes. We had noticed the two shades of colour in

some of the latter. We have never seen the tenpenny

otherwise than as adhesive. As you rightly observe,

some have threads and others none
;
the latter may be

from envelopes, but the sixpenny appear invariably

without threads.

E. B. Shaw.—A’’our first question has been previously

answered.—The l-franc French has been long discon-

tinued.

S. K., Torquay —The fictitious

Danish essay may be easily known
from the genuine, by the long-

beard noticeable in the accom-
panying engraving.

J. CouPER, Swansea.—We have
elsewhere acknowledged our error

in imagining the twopenny New-
foundland had not been issued of

the new colour. Possibly the
eightpenny will come out likewise, but we do not see

why stamps should be anticipated before issue.—Thanks
for the information that the Ireland Private Office stamps
of Lallier’ s album are the pink and green Petty Sessions

stamps. We have recently seen them.
R. S., Torquay.—A’’our Florida stamps, ‘ upright rect-

angular
;

without value indicated
;

galloping courier

on hm-seback, shoulder-strap and post-bag
;

marked
Express ; one yellow-brown, the other rose-coloured,’

may or may not be genuine. We have never heard of or

seen them.—We believe in the 12|-cents Canada, blue.

R. F. AVilme.—The rarest of the Sandwich Island
stamps is the 2 cents, large figure.—The 20-c., 25-c.,

and 40-c. French republic are equally common. The
other three are very much scarcer.—A black penny
English in good condition is worth the current value,

E. Bolton Shaw.—The new Saxons, which we
describe elsewhere, were issued on the 1st of July.

—
'i'he

very minute figures on the right and left sides of the new
blue English, represent the number of tlie complete
sheet from which they are taken, which has a corres-

ponding figure in the corner. The new penny issue is

marked in the same way.

Auveriisements for insertion in the Stamp Collectoh’s
Magazine, should reach the office, 13. George Street,

Bath, iiot later than the 10th of the montli.

Timbres POSTES I—D. dean, Hope Square,
Weymouth, has a lot of rare used and unused Colonial to exchange

for Foreign. All kinds pui-chased.

Arms, crests, monograms, ETC.-A large
variety of the above, beautifully stamped in Colours, with names.

Price 3d. per sheet
;
postage Id. extra. Addi’ess, Staffobd Smith &

Smith, 13, George Street, Bath.
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W YOUNG & Co., Aintree, near Liverpool, Whole-
• sale and Retail Dealers in Foreign Postage Stamps, will send

their Price liist, giving full particulars of prices, &c., of 1000 vari ties of

used and unused Stamps, on receipt of two postage stamps. Example of

prices (all other kinds equally low) Austrian Italy, 2 s., 2d. each, 1/6 per
dozen ; 3 s., 3d. each, 2/ per dozen; Barbadoes, green, 2d. each, 1/6 per
dozen

;
blue, 3d. each, 2/ per dozen

;
Brazil, 10 r., 2d. each, 1/ per dozen ;

30 r., 3d. each, 2/ per dozen; Lubeck, Bergedorf, and Hamburg, I sch.,

Id. each, lOd. per dozen ; 1 sch., 2d. each, 1/6 per dozen
;
Bad°n, Bavaria,

Germany, and Wurtemburg, 1 kr.. Id. each, 9d. per dozen ;
Luxemburg,

1 c., Id. each, 4d. 2)er dozen ; 2 c., Id. each, 8d. per dozen
; 4 c., 2d. eacli,

l/jjer dozen; 10andl2i c.. 2d. each, 1/9 per dozen; Greece, 1 lejrt.. Id.

each, 5d. per dozen ;
2 lejit.. Id. each. lOd. per dozen ; Berlin Express,

I s. g., 2d. each, 1/ per dozen
; 1 s. g., 3d. each, 1/10 i>er dozen ; 2 s. g., 4d.

each, 3/ per dozen ; Hanover and Saxony, 3 pf.. Id. each. 9d. per dozen
;

Germany, i and § .s. g.. Id. each, 9d. per dozen; St. Lucia, St. Vincent,
Nevis, Trinidad, Bahamas, Newfoujidland, and Prince Edward's Island
pennj’, 4d. each, .3/3 per dozen ; Costa Rica, I r., 2/6 each ; Liberia, 6 c., 1/

each. All the above are unused.

OMEGA, Evevton, Liverpool, lias an extensive assort-
ment of Foreign Postage Stamps in stock. The following area

few ;—Antigua, jjenny
; Bahamas, penny ; Barbadoes, blue, p'een ;

Jamaica, penny; Nevis, penny; Newfoundland, j^enny ; St. Vincent,
penny ;—all 3d. each ; Baden, i. Id.

;
Land Post, 1, Id. ; Bremen. 2, 2d. ;

3, 3d.; Briti.sh Guiana, 1 c., black, 2d.; 2 c.. 3d.; 4 c.,,6d. ; 8 c.. 7d.;
Canada (Envelopes), 5 c., 6d.

;
10 c.. 9d. ; Confederate States (fac-similes),

3d. each, or 3/ the set of 15 ; Germany (N.), i, J. at Id. each ;
Greece, 1,

Id. ; 2, Id. ; 5, 2d. ; 10, 3d. ; Hamburg, J, Id. ;
Hanover, J gr., Id. ; 3 pf.,

Id.; old envelopes, 1 g. gi\. 9d. ; 1 gr., rose, 1/6; Ionian Lslands, 9d. jjer

set of 3 ; Liberia, 6 c., 1/ ; Lubeck, old and new. 1/3 per set; Wallachia, 3,

5d. ; 6, 5d. ; 30, 1/ ; Natal, penny, 4d. ; New Brunswick, 1 c., 2d. ; Nova
Scotia, *1 c., 2d. ; new 2 c., 3d. ; Papal States, i, lid. ; 1, lid. ; 2, 3d. ; 3,

4d. ; Prince Edward's Island, penny, 3d. ; twopenny, 4d. : threepenny, 7d. ;

Saxony (new kind, just issued), 3 pi'., IJd. ; } gr.. i|d. ; 1, .3d. ; 2, 5d.
; 3,

6d. ;5, 9d. ; or 2/ the set of six; envelojies, 2/ the set of four; St. Lucia,
red, 3d.

; blue, 9d. ; Trinidad, red, 4d. ;
Turkey, yellow. 5d. ; United

States envelopes, 1, 2d. ; 3, 4d. ; 6, 6d. ; 10, 1/ ; Venezuela, 4d. each, or lOd.
the set of three; Hamburg Locals, 1/, 1/3, 1/6 per set often. All the above
are unused. The following are used, but in good condition ;—Baden
(figure in centre), 3 kr., blue, yellow, gi-een, 6, gieen, 3d. each; 6, j'ellow,

9, pink, 2d. each ; French Colonies, 10 c., 40 c., 3d. each ; Hanover (first

issue), 1 g. gT.. 1-10, 4d. each; 1-.30, 1-30. 1-15, 2d, each; second issue,

1 g. gr., 1-10, 4d. each; 1-30, 1-15, 2d. each; India (old), i, 1, 2. 4, 6d. each ;

Prussia (fli'st issue), 1, 2, 3, 2d. each; second issue, A, 2, 3, Id. each
;

Saxony (first issue), i gr., 4d.
; 1, 2, 3, 3d. each. List sent on receijit of a

Btamped-directed envelope.

Forged stamps : how to detect them, by
Thornton Lewes andEdward Pemberton. Contains full descrip-

tions of all kinds of Forged Stamps. All orders to be sent to Edward
Pemberton, Beaufort Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham. Post free, 1/1.

CAUTION ! The great sale of the ‘ SHILLING
ALBUM ’ having induced dishonest Dealers to imitate the title and

style of advertisement, with the intent to palm off on the public their very
inferior publication, R. Peog hereby gives notice the ‘Shilling Album’
can be obtained only at 11, Holies Street, Dublin.

JVow Beady. ' Will be sent for Seven Stamps.

COSTA RICA.—A most beautifully-engraved Proof,
an exact fac-simile of the original Costa Rica Stamp. A very

limited number have been taken. Addi-ess, Costa Rica, 24, Bow Street,

Covent Garden, W.C.

Stamps given away.—

S

end three stamps for
J. and A. Menbove’s Priced List, and you will receive an unused

Foreign Stamp. Apply by letter to J. and A. MenloVE, 22, Uppvr Baker
Street, London, N.W.

10,000
OBLITERATED FOREIGN STAMPS

WANTED TO PURCHASE, exclusive of French and
American. Lowest price per "thousand to be forwarded to Stafford
Smith & Smith, the Foreign Stamp and Crest Depot, Bath.

E C. HALL, Foreign Stamp Dealer, Hartlepool,
• begs to inform the Nobility, Gentry, and Stamp Collectors in

general, that he has Postage Stamps of almost every countiy constantly
on hand, a great many of which he receives direct, and can, therefore,
offer them cheaper than any other dealer. For one stamp he will send
an assortment on inspection. Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Romagne, &c.
Orders punctually attended to. E. C. H. is desirous to correspond with
parties resident on the Continent and elsewhere.

TMPORTANT to THOSE ABOUT to COLLECT.—
_L C. G., Acomb House, Manchester, has a Collection for sale, contain-
ing 1200 varieties of Stamps, more than 600 of which are unused. Price
only £40, but no reasonable offer will be refused.

C DECROIX, Wellington Bazaar, Dover, sends
• Stamps on approval on receipt of stamped envelope. Price List

for two stamps.

I
^RANCE ; Presidency, 25 c., and Republic, 20 c,, at

1/10 per dozen, or 10/ per hundred. Others equally cheap. Decroix,
Bazaar, Dover.

Timbres poste echangls.—s. t., Post office,
Weymouth, sera heureux de recevoir aueune quantite de timbres

poste vieillis du Continent, en echange de ceux des Colonies Anglaises,
dont il a beaueoup. S. T. traitera bien libei’alement avec ses corres-
pondants.

M R. WILLIAM COOKE, Dover, will forward selec-
tions from his magnificent stock of Obsolete Stamps for inspection.

Dealers liberally dealt with.

Edward UPJOHN, Bookseller, supplies Foreign
Stamps at reasonable prices. Illustrated List, 2d. August 1st, No. 1

of the Loruwii and Brovinciul Stamp Collector’s Guide and Advertiser, with
Monthly Summary, List of Dealers, &c., One Penny. 24, Bow Street,

Covent Garden, W.C.

on STAMPS for SIXPENCE.—The Sixpenny Packet
/0\J of Stamps contains 20 varieties of Foreign and Colonial Postage
Stamps, all in good condition, many being unobliterated. Post free for
seven stamps. Addi-ess, Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street,

Bath.

JAMES SHELTON, Grimsby, wishes to purchase
.5000 obliterated Colonial and Obsolete Stamps. Lowest price per

.500 wanted. For sale, Swiss Rayons, 3/3 per dozen, or 50. mixed, for 11/

;

Mexico, mixed, 8/ per dozen. Selections sent on receipt of stamp.

D Mc CORKINDALE, 37, Abbotsford Place, Glas-
• gow. Send for Summer List. Prices very cheap. Nova Scotia,

threepenny and sixpenny, each 4d. ; Saxony, 1, 2, 3, old, 4d., 3d., and 2d.
each; Mauritius, 3d. each; Romagnas, 1/ each, &c.

SAMUEL K. CROMPTON, 8, Prince’s Terrace,
Birkenhead, has a Collection of 340 Foreign Stamps (100 are

unused) to sell to the liighest bidder. List sent on receipt of stamped
envelope.

A BENSON, Throston Street, Hartlepool, begs to
• announce that he can send, on receipt of stamped envelope, his

large printed Price List of used and unused Foreign Stamps, which will

be found one of the largest and cheapest yet issued.

G W. WILKINSON, 9, Goldsmith Square, Stoke
• Newington, London, N., sends Stamps out on approval, on

receipt of stamped envelope.

POSTAGE-STAMP ALBUM TITLES.—Now Ready,
beautifully printed in Colours, a New and Complete Set of upwards

of 130 Titles for Stamp Albums. Geographically arranged by Dr. J. E.
Gray, f.r.s., f.l.s., f.z.s., etc., of the British Museum. Price 1/6 ;

post
free, 1/7. Specimen Sheet post free for two stamps. London ; E. Marl-
borough & Co. ; Bath ; Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street.

cOINS ! COINS ! COINS !—Collectors will receive,
per return of post, the new edition of H. G. Smith’s printed Price

List of Coins, on receipt of stamped envelope. Stocks of Stamps selling

off at greatly reduced prices. Address, 12, Chestnut Street, Wateidoo
Road, Manchester.

OOK BEFORE YOU PURCHASE.—C. K. JONES,
59, Barlow Street, Ardwick, Manchester, sends all kinds (both old

and new issues) of Stamps on inspection, on receipt of a stamped-directed
envelope. Apply at once.

WANTED, Agents to sell old Hanover, old Bruns-
wick, old Sachsen (1850, 1, 2, .3, 4, and 5), Spanish. Brazil, Antigua,

Nevis, American envelopes, French President and French Republic at 3d.

each, Bremen (1 and 2 g.), Helvetia, old Canton Swiss, Bergedort', I.ubeck,

and others too numerous to mention. Fifteen per cent, allowed on adver-
tised prices. Apply at once to C. K. Jones, 59, Barlow Street, Ardwick,
Manchester.

ri^HE SIXPENNY PACKET of STAMPS.—This
I Packet contains 20 varieties of Foreign and Colonial Postage

Stamps, all in good condition, many being unobliterated. Post free for

seven stamps. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street,

Bath.

HENRY WHITTAKER, Winchester Terrace, Regent
Road, Salford, _supplies all kinds of Foreign Stamps, at extra-

ad cordinary low prices. For particulars and List send one stamp.
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POR THIRTY SHILLINGS, a COLLECTION con-
_1_ taiiiiiig 320 different Stamps, many unused, and nicely arranged.
For particulars apply to C. C., Newport, Mon., who has also more than
1100 varieties to dispose of, at low prices. Oommunications requiring a
rei)ly to enclose a stamp.

C BENTHAM, Woodview, Blackrock, Dublin, on
, receipt of a penny stamp, will send some cheap Foreign Stamps

on approval.

Books of crests. -Published on the 1st of every
month. Each book will contain CO Crests in relief, beautifully

stamped in Colours, together with a Key to the names of the Families
bearing them. This work, when complete, will form the most perfect
Collection extant, and is expect: d to contain over 2000 Crests. Books 1.

and II. now ready. Price 1/ each; post free, 1/1. Address, Stafford
Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath.

TAMES ROBINSON & Co., 153, Crown Street, Liver-
W pool, have just imported a large ((Uantity of Foreign Stamps. The
following are unused Ionian Islands, 7d. per set, 6/ per dozen sets;

Prince Edward’s Island, penny, 2d. each, 1/9 per dozen ;
twopenny, id.

each ;
Antigua, penny, 2d. each, 1/9 per dozen ;

Nova Scotia, 1 c.. Id. each,
lOd. per dozen

;
5 c., 4d.

;
set of 5. 2/9 ;

New Brunswick, 1 c.. Id., lOd. per
dozen : French Colonies,! c.. Id.; 5 c.,3d. ;

Greek, 1 lept.. Id., 4d. per
dozen ; 2 lept.. Id., 8d. per dozen ; Portugal, 5 r., 6d. ; 10 r., 9d, per dozen.
Monster List on receipt of one stamp for postage.

Local American postage stamps.—

T

he
Five-Shilling Packet of Local American Postage Stamps contains

20 varieties. Post free, 5/1. Addi-ess, STAFFORD Smith & Smith, 13,

George Street, Bath.

SELLING OFF. FURTHER REDUCTION ! !—Mr.
GEORGE PRIOR, of 48, Fenchurch Street London, E.C., will, this

month (August), send his new Price List (with a very rare Continental
Stamp, only a few weeks in circulation, gi'aTs), post free, on receipt of
tuo stamps ; and he feels sure that the great reduction in price (most
stamps being at only half their original cost) must elicit an order from
every purchaser ot ids List. Extract from List, all clean specimens ;

—

Sandwich Islands, 5c., 4d.,: local American, 1/ per dozen, assorted. Con-
federate States, choice specimens, 2d. each ;

llong Kong. 2 c., 3d. ; New
Brunswick, 1 e. (Engine), 2d.; Greek, 1 and 2 lept.. Id. each; Turkish,
3/6 the set of 4 ; P'rench Colonies, 1 c., and 5 c., 2d. each ;

10 c., 3d. 40 c.,

7d. ; or 1/ the set of 4. Used specimens ;—Pony Expi-ess, 6d. each ; old
Denmark, Fire R.B.S., Id. ; Old Norway, 4 sk., blue, 3d. ; Canada, 5 e,

(Beaver), id. each.

TO COLLECTORS of UNOBLITERATED POSTAGE
STAMPS.—The One-Shilling Packet of Stamps contains one dozen

varieties of Colonial and Foreign Postage Stamps, all unobliterated.
Post free, 1/1, Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street,

Bath.

A COLLECTION of over 1000 POSTAGE STAMPS,
of which 400 unused, to be sold for £20. P’or particulars, apply to

T. P., 7, Anglesea Street, Clonmel, Ireland.

Beautifully printed in colours.—

N

ow
ready, a New and Complete Set of upwards of 130 Titles for Stamp

Albums. Geographically arranged by Dr. J. E. Gray, f.R.S., f.l.s.,

F.Z.S., ETC., of the British Museum. Price 1/6; post free. 1/7. Address,
Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath.

POSTAGE-STAMP ALBUM. By JUSTIN LAL-
LIER. Illustrated with Maps and Diagrams, and containing a

full description of British, Colonial, and F’oreign Stamps, with compart-
ments aiTanged for the reception of each. Imperial oblong 8vo., cloth,

clasp, 7/6 ;
post free, 8/2. Bound in half-morocco, clasp, 10/ ; i>ost free,

10/10. Bound in whole morocco, two clasps, gilt edges, 12/6; post
free, 13/4. Bound in best morocco relief, two clasps, 21/

;
post free, 21/10.

Handsomely bound in best morocco relief, two large clasi>s, 25/
;
post

free, 25/10.
'

‘ For the benefit of Collectors, Mr. Justin Lallier has just issued an
admirable Album, which will be in extensive demand as soon as its ex-

istence is known. It contains a description of every known variety of
timbre paste, so that a partially obliterated stamp may easily be recog-
nised ; and on the page opposite the description are spaces for mounting
the stamps described, so that any Collector may, at a glance, see all his
deficiencies.

—

The Bookseller.

Bath ; Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street.

S DAVIS, 18, Granby Street, Leicester, in returning

, thanks to the numerous'gentlemen who have honoured him with

their patronage, begs to state that he has just received a large and valu-

able assortment of rare and obsolete Stamps, from which he will send a
selection for approval, to any address, on application. All orders will

receive prompt attention.

CHEAP.—A COLLECTION of 250 STAMPS to be
sold to the highest bidder. Apply to E. Hine, Dunstable.

a TAMPS.- C. TAW, 57, Joy Street, Belfast, has a
large stock of Stamps on hand, and is willing to sell at the lowest

possible prices. Price Lists can be ob*^ained by forwarding a stamp to
above address. ,A.long with every List a Foreign Stamp is sent free.

Stanqis sent on approbation.

rjMIE CHEAPEST PACKET of STAMPS.—The
I Sixpenny Packet of Stamps contains 20 varieties of Foreign and

Colonial Postage Stamps, all in good condition, many being unoblite-
rated. Post free for seven sta jips. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith,
13, George Street, Bath.

ONE PENNY EACH.—Baden, 1 kr.
;
Bavaria, 1 kr.

;

Bergedorf, J sch. ; Brunswick, J ;
Germany, J s. gr.. and 1 kr. ;

Hamburg, J sch.
; Hanover, 3 pf. ; Lubeck, J sch. ; Luxemburg. 1 and 2 c.

;

Portugal, 5 r., &c. Hamburg Boten, 10 kinds for 9d. Local Amertcan,
3/ per dozen. Price I.ist sent, on receipt of stamped envelope, by' C. H,
Clark, Foreign Stamp Dealer, Livei*pool.

ryiLE PRINCESS ALEXANDRA POSTAGE-STAMP
JL ALBUM is strongly' bound in cloth, with compartments arranged
for the reception of upwards of 1400 Stamps. Post free, 1/1. H. Whit-
taker, Winchester Terrace, Regent Road, Salford, Manchester.

10
VARIETIES of RARE FOREIGN STAMPS for
.3d. ; 20 ditto, 6d. H. Whittaker, Winchester Terrace, Regent

Road, Salford, Manchester.

uNPARALLELEl) SUCCESS of WHITTAKER’S
ONE SHILLING ALBUM. Winchester Terrace, Regent Road,

A LBUMS, Is. Id., post free. H. WHITTAKER,
YjL Winchester Terrace, Regent Roail, Salford.

POCKE'r ALBUM for CRESTS, ARMS, and MONO-
GRAMS. Containing spaces aiTangod for 1200 varieties. Neatly

bound, with pocket, dap, and elastic band. Roan. 2/; po.st free, 2/1 :

morocco or russia. 3/6 ;
post free, 3/8 : morocco or russia gilt, 4/ ; post

free, 4/2. Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath.

TF THIS SHOULD MEET the EYE of any one Avho
JL wants a good and cheaji Album, let him send 13 .stamps ‘to H. Whit-
taker, Winchester Terrace, Regent Road, Salford, Manchester.

'Wf 111 South Parade. A^ork, will send his Price
J J , List to any address, on receipt of stamp. Examples, unused:—

Ceylon, halfpenny, 4d. ; Van Diemen’s Land, penny, 5d. ; Portugal, 10 r,,
4d. ; 5 r., 2d.

;
New Brunswick, 1 c., 3d. ; Nova Sco’tia, 1 c., 4d.

; British
Guiana, 1 c., 4d.; St. Thomas, 3 c., 7d. ; St. Lucia, penny, 6d. ; St. Vin-
cent, penny, 5d.

J^OTICE to AMATEURS (espi'cially) and OTHERS !

On receipt of stamped envelope and full name and address, O.
Fleet, Peckham, Surrey, sends any amount of Foreign Postage Stamps
for approval ; applicants stating whether one or more of each kind, and
whether they wish clean or obliterated Stamps.

S T., Post Office, Weymouth, begs to inform his
• numerous friends and customers that he continues to send out

all kinds of Stamps for approval, on receipt of postage and list of require-
ments. All orders executed per return of post. Stamps bought or
exchanged.

’I^HE POSTAGE-STAMP COLLECTOR’S POCKET
J ALBUM.—Containing a complete Table of all the Postage Stamps
issued by each Country, State, or City, with spaces arranged for their
reception. The whole in a neat and portable form, with flap and elastic
band, and a pocket for suiplus stamps. Roan, 2/ ;

post free, 2/1 ; morocco
or russia, 3/6 ;

post free, 3/8 ; morocco or russia gilt, 4/ ;
post free, 4/2.

Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath.

S T., Post office, Weymouth, has for sale, cheap,
• Italian, French, and Belgian, Essays, Panna, Modena (9 B. G.),

Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Buenos Ayres (Ship), Tuscany (60 cr.), Zurich,
Geneva (local and cantonal), and many other choice Stamps, all genuine.

Your Time, Trouble, and Money will be saved, by
sending for Stamps on Approval, to S. T., Post Office, Weymouth.

Buy of the IMPORTER.—R. PEGG, Importer ^
Foreign Stamps, and cheapest Dealer in the world, has now a

most extensive stock of rare and unused Stamps. Having imported
them himself, will sell at much lower prices than any other Dealer. A
selection sent on receipt of stamp. Agents wanted. 11, Holies Street,
Dublin.
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T OWER THAN JULY PRICES ! !—Mr. FRANK E.
Jl J MILLAR, of 16G, Queen’s Road, Dalston, London. N.E.. begs now
to .state that the reinaininir portion of ins .stock is for .sale at .still lower
prices than last month, without reserve, as under. All clean copies :

—

Sandwich Islands (Honolulu), 5 c., hlue, ^d. ; local American, immense
variety, 1/ per dozen

;
Confederate States, very rare specimens, 2d. each ;

Honsr Kong (China), 2 c., 3d. ; New Brunswick, 1 c. (Engine), 2d.; Greek,
1 and 2 lept.. Id. each ;

Turkish, 3/6 the set of f ; PTencli Colonies, 1 c.

and 5 c.. 2d. each ; 10 c., .3d. ; -10 c., 7d.. or 1/ the set of f. Used copies
Pony Express. 6d. each; old Denmark Fire, U.B.S., Id.; old Norway,
4 sk., hlue, ,3d.; Canada, 5 c. (Beaver), Id.; Buenos Ayres. 6d. each.
P.S.—Mr. Mii.i.ak’s Price Li.st for Au'.u.st is now ready, price twopence,
post free ; and he will .give with each List a clean Stamp of Thurn and
d’axis (Germany), whicli has only just heen issued, and is at present very
rare.

ESSRS. HOOPER & FORWARD, 1, Hanover
Court, Milton Street, London, E.C. Foreign Postage Stainjis

Bought, Sold, or Exchanged. The largest stock of Foreign Postage
Stamps, and the cheapest Dealers in the trade. Their Price Li.st for
August now ready, deserihing form, colour, value, date of issue, «S'c., of
1000 varieties. This is the cheapest and most comprehensive yet pub-
lished. Sent, post free, on receipt of a stamped envelope. Correspond-
er.ce in English, French, or German languages.

Arms of the queen and ROYAL FAMILY,
including the late Prince Consort, the Crowji Prince and Princess

of Prussia, Prince and Princess Louis of Hesse, Princess Alexandra, King
of Denmark, King of Prussia, Duke of Cumberland, Duchess of Cam-
bridge, Princess Mary, &c., itc., itc. In two .sheets. Relief stamped in
colours. Price 1/ ;

post free, 1/1. Staffohd Smith & Smith, 13, George
Street, Bath.

Kow ready. Fourth edition, revised, uuqmented, and corrected.

CATALOGUE of POSTAGE STAMPS,—BRITISH,
COLONIAL, and FOREIGN. By Mount Brown. Containing an

accurate description of the form, colour, date of issue, and value, of 1700
varieties. Price 1/ ;

post free, 1/1. Bound in morocco leather, and inter-
leaved for Collectors, 2/ ;

post free, 2/2. Address, Sir. Browiv, care of
Mr. Passmore, Bookseller, 124. Cheapside, London. Priced List of
unused and rare stamps, post free, 3d.

pARE STAAIPS ON SALE by Mr. MOUNT BROWN,
JLv 124, Cheapside, London. Costa Rica, i r., hlue, 2/3; 2 r., red,

3/3 ; the pair, 5/ ; Nicaragua, 2 c., hlue, 2/6 ; 5 c., black, 2/ ;
the pair, 4/

;

Luzon (Philippines), 5 e., 3/6; 10 c., 4/6; Mauritius (envelopes), six-

penn.v, ninepenny, one shilling, set of 3, 6/6; Mulready twopenny enve-
lopes, 2/0 ;

Romagna, 2/6 ; Parma (Town) 0 c., 2/9; 9 c., 2/6: Modena, old
Denmark, United States envelopes and essays, Ceylon envelopes, &c.

Also from the following countries, newly issued :—Luheck (o labels and 5
envelopes) set of 10, 7/6"; Saxony, set of io, 8/ ; and shortly the new Danish
envelopes.

J J. H. STOCKALL & Co., Broad Green, Liverpool,
• have just received another large assortment of Stamps, of almost

all countries, which will he sold at veiy reduced rates, comprising some
very rare and obsolete ; such as, Antigua penny, 2d. each, or 1/10 per doz. ;

Austria, 2 kr., 2d. each; Ai’gentine Confederation. 5 c.. red, lOd. each ;

Baden, 1 kr., black, Id. each ; Bahamas, penny. Id. each ; foui-penny, 1/

each ; sixpenny, 1/3 each ; Set of three, 2/3 ; Bavaria, 1 kr.. Id. each; 3 kr.,

3d. each ; Brazil, 10 r., blue, 2d. each, or 1/3 per dozen; 30 r., 4d. each;
British Guiana, 1-c. black, 2d. each, or 1/6 per dozen

;
1-c. brown (old

issue), 6d. each ;
Brunswick, J, \ s. gr.. Id. each; Buenos Ayres, 1 p.,

rose, 1/ each ; 4 r., green, 1/ each ;
Canada, 1 c., 2d. each ; Germany, i and

J s. gr.. Id. each, or 8d. per dozen
; 4, orange, 2d. each

;
Greece, 1 lept., Jd.

each, or 5d. per dozen : Hamburg, \ sch.. Id. each, 9d. per dozen
;
Set of 7,

2/8; Hamburg Boten, Th. Lafrenz, Set of 10 4 sch., lOd. ; Set of 10 1 sch.,

1/1 ; H. Scheerenht'ck’s, set of 10 4 sch., 1/ ; set of 10 4 sch. (Postman), 1/

;

set of 10 1 sch. (Castle), 1/3 : Carl Hamer and Co., set of 10. including two
ejivelope stamps, 1/ ;

Marz Verein, set of 10 1 sch., 1/3; Malta, halfpenny.
Id. each, or 8d. per dozen ;

Moldo-Wallachia, set of 3, 2/ ;
Moldavia, 5 p,,

black, 1/6 ; 40, hlue, 1/6; 80, rose, 1/6 ; set of 3, 3/6 ; .34 p, (circular), 2/ each ;

80 p., 2/ each ; 108 p., 2/ each ;
set of 3, 5/ ;

Monte Video, 180 c., 1/; 240 c.,

1/ ; diliyencia, 80 c., 1/ ; 1 r., 1/ ;
New Brunswick, 1 c., 2d. each, or lOd. per

dozen ;
Newfoundland, penny, 4d. each, or 3s. per dozen ; Saxony (new

issue, white shield in centre), 3 p.. Id. each, or lOd. per dozen
; orange.

Id. each, or 1/ per tlozen ; 1, rose, 3d. each, or 2/ per dozen; 2. blue, 4d.
each, or 3s. per dozen

; 3, stone, 6d. each, or 4/ per dozen
; U. S. env., 1 c.,

3d. each ; 3 c., 4d. each. The above are all unused. The following are
used :—Buenos Ayres (Ship), 1 r., hlue, 2/ each ; 1 p., rose, 8d. each

; 1 p.,
hlue, 6d. each ;

French Republic, 10 c., Od. each ; 15 c., 5d. each ; 20 c., 2d.
each ; 25 c., 2d. each ; 1 franc, 8d. each

;
Finland, 10 kop., rose (large

•stamp, with shield surmounted by crown), 9d. each; Hanover, first and
second issues at 3d. each ; Donna Maria and Don Pedro, 25 r., hlue, 3d.
each, or 2/6 per dozen. Their new Price List is just out, giving full par-
ticulars of form, value, colour, date of issue, &c. ; will he forwarded on
rec( ipt of two stamps. All orders executed and forwarded per return of
post. P. O. O. to he made payable to J. J. H. Stocisall & Co., Livei'pool.

N.B.—As we liave just purchased between thiify-eight and forty thousaml
used Stamps, we will sell them at the very low price of 2/ per hundred,
mixed, consisting of Saxony (first, second, and third issue), Austria (first

and second issue), Austrian Italy, Bavaria (old and new kinds), old
Hanover (1-10, 1-15, 1-30), Prussia (first, second, and third Issues), Austria
(Zeitung), Brunswick (old kind), Germany (Thurn and Taxis, all the
different issues), old Swiss (1, 2, 3 rayon), Saxony (envelopes), Baden
(figure in centre), Austria (head of Mercury), Naples, old Sicily, Ac.,
mixed.

Twenty Foreign Stamps for Sixpence.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S SIXPENNY
Ua packet of STAMPS. Containing 20 varieties of Foreign and
Colonial Postage Stam2>s, all in good condition, manv being uhohlite-
rated. Post free, 7d.

The Cheapest Packet of Unobliterated, Stamps.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S ONE-SHILLING
U; PACKET of FOREIGN POSTAGE STAMPS. Containing one
dozen varieties

; all unobliterated. Post free, 1/1.

Important to those about to Collect.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S FIVE-SHILLING
k 7 PACKET of FOREIGN POSTAGE STAMPS. Containing 100 vari-
eties of Foreign Stainx^s, all in good condition, manv being unobliterated.
Post free, 5/1.

To Collectors of Unobliterated Postage Stamps.

QTAFFORU SMITH & SMITH’S TVVO-AND-SIX-
yj PENNY PACKET of UNOBLITERATED POSTAGE STAMPS.
Containing 20 varieties of Colonial and Foreign Stamps, all unused. Post
free, 2/7.

Xew Pacliet of Postage Stamjys.

Q'l'AFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S FIVE-SHILLING
kj PACKET of LOCAL AMERICAN POSTAGE STAMPS. Contain-
ing 20 varieties Post free, 5/1.

Magnificent Collection of Postage Stam}>s.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH have for Sale a
magnificent Collection of Briti.sh, Colonia.1, and Foreign Po.stage

Stamps. Comi>rising nearly 1200 varieties. All beautiful si>ecimens, and
neatly arranged in a handsomely-bound morocco Album. Price fifty
guineas. Carriage free to any part of the world.

Xow Ready, Beautifully printed in Colours.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S NEW and COM-
PLETE SET of POSTAGE-STAMP AI.BUM TITLES. Comprising

ujiwards of 130 Titles, geographically arrcinged by Dr. J. E. Gray, f.r.S.,
F.L..S., F.Z.S., &c., of the British Museum. Price 1/6; post free, 1/7.
Siiecimen sheet jmst free for two stamps.

To Foreign Stamp and Crest Collectors.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S MONTHLY Cir-
cular for August will be sent gratis and post free to any address on

a2>i>lication.

Mew Paclcet for Crest Collectors.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S SIXPENNYO PACKET of ARMS, CRESTS, MONOGRAMS, &e. Containing 20
varieties. Relief stamjjed in Colours. Post free, 7d.

Arms, Crests, <£•<., for Albums.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S ONE-SHILLINGO PACKET of ARMS, CRESTS, MONOGRAMS, &c. Comprising
ujnvards of 50 varieties. Relief stamjjed in Colours. Post fr-ee, 1/1.

Mow Ready.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S ONE-AND-SIX-
PENNY PACKET of ARMS, CRESTS, MONOGRAMS. &c. Con-

taining 100 varieties. Relief stamped in Colours. Post free, 1/7.

Cheap Crests for Collectors.

OTAFFORD SMITH & SMITH have on sale a large
Uy assortment of Arms, Crests, Monograms, &c., beautifully stamped
in Colours, with Names. Price 3d. per sheet

;
ijostage. Id. extra.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH,
Foreign Stamp-sellers to

His Royal Highness the Prince of Orange,
13, George Street, Bath.

This Magazine will be forwarded regularly every month, to any part of the
world, on receipt of the annual subscription of Four Shillmgs ; which may be
remitted in unused postage stamps current in the country whence the order is
received.

Stafford Smith <£- Smith, 13, George Street, Bath, England.

Ce Magasin-ci sera transmis tons les mois, a toutes les parties dumonde,
en envoyant au.v Messieurs Smith la souscription annuelle ('5 francs), en
timbres-poste neufs du pays d’ oil vient I’ordre.

Stafford Smith £ Smith, 13, George Street, Bath, England.

MOTICE.—All 2mrchasers of the St.iVMP Collector’s Magazine are
entitled to receive with the May and succeeding numbers an unobliterated
Foreign or Colonial Postage Stamp.

London : Published by E. Marlborough & Co., 4, Ave Maria I.ane, E.C.

;

and Stafford Smith & Smith, Foreign Stamp and Crest Deppt, 13,
George Street, Bath, to whose care all Communications for the Editor
are to be addressed.
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A TALE OF A POSTAGE STAMP.
DOZE THE SECOND.—PART II.

THE TEMPTER TRIUMPHS.

‘ The tempter gains the day—
Alas, the power of sin !

The guardian spirit sadly flits away,

And demons enter in !

’

‘ “ Spoken like a man ! Help yourself, and
the devil will help you,” was the profane

parody of the ruffian on the well-known

French proverb. He made a step forw^ard

with the apparent intention of favouring his

companion with a hug of approval
;

but

there was a something in the artist’s eye

which repelled the distasteful familiarity.

Lorenzo had not yet sunk so low as to level

himself to an equality with the villain to

whose wiles he was gradually succumbing.
As in a dangerous crisis would one readily

condescend to wield the most ignoble wea-
pon in self-defence, but reject the same with
disdain were time or opportunity allowed
for choice

;
so was the semi-demented lover

led recklessly to avail himself of the advice

and assistance of his vile associate.
‘ Filippo, perceiving the repugnance of

the other to his amicable advances, and that

he was considered merely as a tool to be dis-

carded as soon as used, with a muttered
curse, and inward vow that some of this

squeamish pride should be knocked out

before he had done with him, contented him-
self for the present with the sarcastic

remark, that he fancied the scanty light he
had been able to cast upon his excellency’s

birth, had made him imagine himself not far

from princely rank.

‘“Well, well,”—quailing under the flash-

ing glance of Lorenzo’s eye—“ let’s work
together without quarrelling. I suppose I

may approach your lordship near enough to

speak low, as I do not choose the particulars

of our plot to reach the ears of that young
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brat, and he had better take himself off to

his corner
;
not that, if I thought him likely

to betray us, I should at all scruple to wring
his neck.”

‘ Poor Carlo, though confident of his own
personal immunity from his uncle’s brutality

in the presence of his protecting friend, un-

desirous of becoming himself the object of a

quarrel between them, lost no time in again

I’etreating to his distant pallet out of ear-

shot. Filippo, thereupon, proceeded with
the minuter details of the plan whereto he
had been soliciting the young man’s acqui-

escence.’

‘With your permission,’ here inter-

rupted the Savoy Cross, ‘ I will now take

up and connect the threads of the narrative.

I conclude the audience is aware that “ the

stamp,” as your catship unceremoniously
termed me, has re-appeared on the scene,

and is prepared to resume office.

‘ When the letter of Lorenzo to the

Marchese, containing the application for the

bracelet to whicdi he considered himself

entitled, was delivered him, the old noble-

man might not have been disinclined to

accede to such request ;—the more so, as

the tardy statement of Filippo, embodied in

the missive, tallied with his own long since

pre-conceived suppositions. The gentle

Adine—whom her grandfather, fully con-

fiding in her maidenly discretion, did not

scruple to make a confidant of his half-

formed intention—thereupon handed me over

i o him to be added to the enclosure
;
and

the rich je^\el would have accompanied me
i o the hands of its rightful owner—and oh !

how much crime and misery would have

bt en escaped !—had not the malicious Ber-

nardo, apprised of the state of affairs by
means of which you shall be fully cognizant

in due course, intruded his mischievous pre-

sence in time to suppress the benevolent

intention of the Marquis. By allusions to

the more than suspected evil associations of

Filippo, and inuendos of the probability of

its being a plausible plot concocted between
the gamester and the foundling for the pur-

pose of possessing themselves of so valuable a

prize—notwithstanding the mild but earnest

pleading of Adine, who affirmed her disbelief

of the likelihood of Lorenzo’s being a party

to so unprincipled a fraud—the note ofxlenial,

which had so powerful an effect, was sub-

stituted for one of assent in the envelope
wherein I was lying ready for transmission.

‘ You have already heard the consequences
of our reception, and are now capacitated

for following up the incidents of my tale.
‘ “ Ascoltarmi dunque,” said Lorenzo, “ I

will take part in your villany so far and no
farther. Gorge yourself as you will with
plunder, I will assist you in the enterprise

;

but I take nothing for myself but the jew-
elled certificate of my birth. I bear away
no property of the good old man’s but his

granddaughter—my own idolised Adine.”
‘ “ So far and no farther !

”—How oft has
the deluded victim of temptation uttered

these fatal words ! The votary of sin is

comparable to one standing with slippery

footing on a glittering, polished slope—gra-

dually, but surely, the feet slide down
;
and

when the guardian spirit does not cast

asperities in the path in the shape of sick-

ness, poverty, or other trouble—thus afford-

ing opportunity of redeeming pause in the

downward course, and means of secure foot-

ing for a painful and arduous re-ascent—too

surely will the fond, self-beguiling sophist

sink to utter ruin, and find, alas ! too late,

no mortal dares to say, “ so far and no
farther.”

‘ “ Cospetto, my fine fellow, we can settle

all that afterwards
;
only pass your word to

me and my comrades not to betray us.

Why, man alive, what do you start at ?

Did you fancy you and I could manage such

a dangerous enterprise by our own unaided
exertions ? The business will call for the

services of many stout hearts and strong

arms
;
but I want one clear head and brave

hand to manage and execute all the details

of as glorious a chance of making one’s for-

tune as ever poor fellow schemed. Ebbene,
if you are too proud to join us, my young
prince—of beggars— ” added the wretch,

for he was beginning to lose temper, “ we
must e’en manage to do without you—part

the treasure fairly, cast lots for the lady

the foul fiend seize you,” roared the ruffian,

as they lay on the ground in deadly strug-

gle, “take that;” and one home dagger-

thrust would have ensured Lorenzo’s ex-
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emption from maiiy a more bitter pang, had
not young Carlo sprung forward—his love

for his protector counteracting the terror of

his uncle—and, seizing the uplifted arm with
more than a child’s force—the excitement
lending additional strength—averted the

fatal stroke. Lorenzo thus gained oppor-

tunity of disengaging himself from the

death-grip. “ I am indeed mad,” mur-
mured the wretched youth, “ to equalise

myself with such a wretch. Leave me.”
‘ “ Leave you ! By San Nicolo, no such

fool as that : for you to peach on us to the

Marquis ? But there is not much fear of

that
:
you will hardly present yourself at his

doors again
;

it is not likely any letter in

your handwriting would be opened
;
and

you ought to be raging still with the smart
of your last appearance there.”

‘ These -cruel taunts might have issued in

another scuffle
;
but the very violence of

emotion unnerved the wretched and excited

Lorenzo, and he sank almo=st powerless on
a seat.

‘ “ Come, come, man,” said his evil

adviser, “ keep your fury for its legitimate

destination
:
give the old Marquis such a

grip as you did me but now, and he will

never trouble you again.”
‘ “ Fiend,” gasped the youth, “ dost think

I would hurt a hair of his head, or of any-

thing belonging to her ?
”

Of course not,” sneered Filippo, “not
even her respectable cousin ? ” The tempter

well knew the right chord to strike.
‘ “ The vile Beiaiardo ! Ah ! ten thousand

curses light on him ! His hated name suf-

fices to turn the scale. I hesitate no longer.

Friend or enemy—be you what you may

—

give me means to wreak my vengeance on
him, to deprive him of his coveted prize, and
do with me how you will : I am yours for

ever.”
’

DOZE THE THIRD.

THE CASINO.

‘ The roue and the gamester—behold a worthy pair !

When Greek meets wily Greek, then comes the tug
of war.’

With an uneasy start, a second time I

awoke, but soon dropped off anew to dream-
land. The visionary train of thought con-

tinued, but with change of machinery. The
actors in the scenes depicted by the postage

stamp seemed presented to my vision. The
city of Florence appeared as a map before

me. I saw the roue Filippo quit the apart-

ment of the artist, and lounge up the Via
dei Bardi. ‘ Corazzio, Filippo,’ soliloquised

he, crossing the Ponte alle Grazie, ‘ well hast

thou contrived. Thy machinations seem
now in a fair road for success. But success-

ful or not, Italy will be too hot to hold thee

;

thou must be off to London. Thy last trip

there was a lucky hit, and many a young
gull didst thou famously bleed there.’

Avoiding the Piazza Santa Croce, he
turned to the left, and passing the Torcicoda

proceeded through a labyrinth of narrow
streets, or rather alleys, towards the old town
in the Cerchio Prime. He stopped at the

door of a low casino in a dark street not far

from the Via delle Cipolle, and looking care-

fully round to see if any curious observer

were tracking him—for he well knew that in

the eyes of the police authorities he was
something more than a suspect—on finding

the coast clear he entered.
‘ Pablo,’ said he to a blackguard-looking

one-eyed waiter, who, by the way, had to

thank him for the loss in a drunken brawl,
‘ has any one been wanting me ?

’

‘ Si, Signor
;
a cavaliere in a cloak and

slouched hat has been waiting in the small

cabinet a clock hour.’
‘ Mille perdone, I am desolated to have

kept your eccellenza waiting,’ was his cring-

ing apology to the worthy who was smoking
and sulking in the inner room.

‘ Maledetto, pel nome del diavolo, how
long you have kept me in this infernal den !

Here have I been kicking my heels in a
fume of impatience at the loss of so much
time.

’

‘ That young scoundrel—may the fiend

take him—gave me such trouble to persuade
him to join in the plot. Per San Nicolo,

had I not luckily bethought myself of intro-

ducing your eccellenza’s name, I might have
been with him yet. Mille diavoli, it is but
one more score to the long list of grudges I

have against him
;
and your eccellenza likes

him about as well as I do.’

‘ Curse him,’ was the ready response of
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the other; ‘but enough of that: have you

settled with him ? Will he join us ?
’

‘ Just as I hinted
;
your eccellenza’s name

decided him : he is with us, hand and foot.’

‘Well then, let us hasten to arrange all

preliminaries
;
we have lost time enough as

it is. Have you engaged enough assist-

ance ?
’

‘Yes, your eccellenza, sure fellows—ready

to do all l tell them
;
ask no questions

;
take

what guerdon for their services 1 shall agree

to
;
and forget next morning the very locale

of the enterprise.’

‘ To-morrow night, then, let it he : meet

me in the morning at noon in the church of

Santa Croce. Stand by the pillar nearest

to Machiavelli’s tomb—I like to catch an

inspiration there sometimes—and if either of

us wishes to say aught to the other, he can

lead the way to the cafe del Giocolo, in the

Via Ghibellina. Stay here to give me scope

for getting clear of this quarter : we need

not be seen
.
together. Be faithful, and I

will reward you well.’

The well-matched pair of confederates

parted. Bernardo (for he it was) leaving

the humbler villain behind, and muttering,

as he moodily paced the filthy alley :—

^

‘ The game is a dangerous one. This ras-

c'll must be well looked to, or he will prove

too sharp for me : I must be wary. But let

me first get quit of that painter fellow, and

then the game will be in my own hand for

winning my cousin—and her dower. Two
such prizes are well worth a little risk in

going in for.’

Filippo, meanwhile, with a deep execra-

tion, watched him turn the corner of the

passage :

—

‘ Thou reward me ! thou blusterilig brag-

s;art ! Filippo is not dolt enough to await

thy tardy recompense. He is sharp enough

to seize his own share of the spoil—and a

little more, too, or he is greatly mistaken.

Yes, yes, my noble comrade, you err egregi-

ously if you think I am your tool. You are

little aware you are working for ends,

not for your own. Let me but contrive to

set you and the other hell-cat together—

curse him, I feel the gripe of his hand on my
throat now—and if I do not contrive to

make off with the valuables while they

are grappling, any cowardly fool may call

Filippo, Cousin.’

{To he continued).

MEMOIRS OF A NOVA SCOTIAN
POSTAGE STAMP.

Since first I was stamped by the fatal post-

mark I have travelled much, I have been in

many a hand, and am not yet sure of ending
my days in peace.

Now that I am stationary, and before

sleeping for ever, allow me to relate my
travels through the world.

You know, probably, dear collectors, the

amiable queen whose image I represent
;
and

you know also that the obliteration does not

prevent my being worth more than I cost

before I was used.

Scarcely arrived at Southampton, I was
ruthlessly torn off by a post-office clerk.

Oh ! how I should have liked to see the

astonishment of the receiver of the letter on
which I was placed, for I fancy he was a

collector ! How many times did he exclaim

against the clerks of an office which never-

theless renders him many a service. But,

not to digress, I was now in the possession

of my plunderer : but do not suppose it was
for a collection of his own that he stole

me
;

it was merely to please a stamp-
maniac : he meant to give me to a child.

[The stamp collector is of no particular age

:

you see some scarcely six years old
;
you

will meet with some of sixty years, and even

more.] This youth had already one of my
fellow-countrymen, worth one cent, like

myself
;
he hastened, then, to send me to

one of his correspondents at Havre. You
cannot imagine the pleasure derived from
my appearance by this young collector : he
did not trouble even to read the letter that

was written him
;
he was never tired of

looking at me. ‘ Look, what beautiful en-

graving !
’ said he to one of his young friends,

to whom he was displaying his collection
;

‘ look how clear the letters are ! Who would
believe that such masterpieces were destined

to be marked some day with black or blue ?
’

His friend, not being a collector, did not

partake of his enthusiasm
;
he could not

comprehend the pleasure of storing up little
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pictures more or less soiled. If people

wanted the portraits of any sovereign or

other celebrity, cannot photography supply

their cartes de visites ? If they fancied an
engraving, would it not be much better to

purchase one of a reasonable size ? But he

gave no vent to his thoughts, for that would
only have caused an interminable discussion.

After having been over and over again ex-

amined, I was placed in an album. •

I stayed there quietly for some time. You
probably wonder what caused my removal :—
my master received one of my brethren less

obliterated than myself, I was incontinently

turned out, and passed into the hands of an

ignorant collector.

He ouo;ht to be thankful to the authors of

manuals and the compilers of albums
;

for,

were it not for them, he would not have

known where to put me. Classifying his

stamps in a geographical order, he would
most likely have placed me between those

of Greece and those of Prince Edward
Island. Were it not for printed albums, if

you told him Nova Scotia is situated near

Australia, he would have readily believed

you. He could not take much delight in

collecting, since he had no notion of geo-

graphy
;
so he soon sold his stamps, and I

fell into the hands of a dealer.

Alas ! how cruelly was I treated by that

Jew : he sent me here and there. He sent

me to Switzerland, whence I soon returned

because he set too high a price upon me
;
I

went to Paris, to Rouen, to Brussels, and
back again. He was in despair

;
he could

not get the two francs he wanted for me.

The dealers not choosing to have me at that

price, he had recourse to the collectors. ‘ I

have a Nova Scotian stamp,’ said he to

every stamp-maniac he met, .and forthwith

exposed me to their curious gaze, boasted

much of my rarity, and always terminated

his chatter in these words: ‘You do not

possess this magnificent stamp
;

I sell it you
for two francs

;
it is not dear.’ Often did

the collector reply, not daring to complain

of the exorbitant price :
‘ Thank you, I have

been promised one.’ The bolder ones used

to say, ‘ I don’t want it,’ without giving any
reason.

At last, he made up his mind to let a

young Parisian have me for a franc and a
half. I then visited the French capital.

Many a time I crossed the Seine to go from
the gardens of the Luxembourg to the gar-

dens of the Tuilleries, and from the Tuil-

leries to the Luxembourg again—the great
stamp exchanges of Paris. I wondered
many times at the collectors of that city

;

every one wanted me, but I was still the
property of the same owner. During all

this time the stamp mania spread far and
wide : it went on increasing, and, strange to

say, I lost value every day
;

for, as fast as

fresh collectors sprang up in Europe, fresh

stamps came from America. Numbers of

stamps were sent from Nova Scotia; and
instead of being worth a franc and a
half, I could scarcely be sold for fifty cen-

times.

My new owner turned me out for a new
specimen, and I then found my way back to

whence I came, that is to say, to Havre,
where I now am, in a pretty good collection.

In the Havre collection where I was first

located, I was on the same page as the
elegant stamps of New Brunswick, which
have this peculiarity, that two only of them
bear a similar impression. You might tell

me that those of Canada are much the same,
since the five stamps are of five different

designs; those of Naples and Rome, too,

might be instanced as presenting still more
variety. That is true

;
but in the Roman

as well as the Neapolitan stamps it is only
the arrangement of the pattern of the stamp
that differs

;
whilst, amongst those of which

I have been speaking, one represents a rail-

way
;
another. Queen Victoria; a third, a'

steamer; the 17 cents, a youth in a Scotch
dress. I know that there are likewise the
private offices of America; but those impres-
sions are so numerous and so varied that my
master made a separate collection of them,
and I very seldom saw them

;
however, they

are well worth the trouble of collectino*, for

they are said to be very pretty.

At the ignorant Mons. Edw. R ’s I

once heard a remark from him that showed
the man up famously. ‘ I think there

are stamps from Tobago,’ said, one of his

friends to him. ‘ What are you chatter-

ing about ? ’ replied he quickly. ‘ Tobago !
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Tobago ! Did yon ever hear of a country

called Tobago ? ’ His reply had no need of

comment, so his friend made no answer.

At tbe dealer’s I saw many a mean trick.

He was a forger of false stamps, and I often

saw him fabricating francs of the French
Empire. This was his method : he took

some specimens of the French empire 80 c.

deep carmine, and some 1 francs of the

republic
;

he cut off the value of those

stamps, and pasted under the emperor’s

effigy the little band which he had taken

from the bottom of the republic stamp. In

this manner he had an individual Avitli tlie

effigy of Napoleon III., and having as indi-

cation of value, I franc. Unfortunately for

him, he had not remarked that the value of

the 1 franc of the republic is marked 1 FR.,

whilst that of the franc of tlie empire is

indicated 1 F. It was from this circum-

stance that his fraud was discovered
;
for

his francs of the empire possessed two r’s

too many, since the value is twice repeated.

In one of my journeys to Rouen I noticed

a very Avhimsical prejudice. Some collec-

tors will not admit a stamp whose pla(‘.e is

not prepared in M. Lallier’s album. They
have probably never read his preface, and
do not understand the meaning of the blank

pages at the end of the book. They do not

believe in new issues. However, in the

album in question there is no place for the

2 centimes French : they can scarcely pro-

nounce this stamp fictitious, as they can buy
it themselves at the post-offices.

Mons. E. C
,

a young fellow of

Havre, who comes sometimes to see the

collection in which I am placed, and Avho

has a tine one of his oavii

—

according to his

own account, for no one has ever seen it

—

has a peculiar fancy, not less extraordinary

than that of the Rouen collectors. Fie will

not admit into his collection any of the rarer

European stamps, nor any transmarine

stamp, new, lecause be says that these

stamps are all fictitious when they are new.
This opinion could be easily refuted

;
but for

my part I shall not give myself the trouble

of doing it, and desire one tiling only, which
is, never to be turned out of the collection

of Leon Chandeliek.

NEW USE FOR POSTAGE STAMPS.
By the Sonora, a feAv days since, says a Cali-

fornian correspondent, some two hundred of
Uncle Sam’s orphans arrived, and were dis-

tributed around. Some were sent to Fort
Alcastra, some to the barracks at the Pre-
sidio, and the remainder were quartered
at Benicia barracks, preparatory to being-

assigned to the different companies of the

regiments in this Department. They will

soon be scattered from Oregon to that most
delightful post, Port Yuma, in Arizona—

a

place where they haA^e to put rocks on the

roofs to keep the ends of the boards from
curling over like little dogs’ tails. It is a
wretched place to live at, and to be ordered
there is enough to make any officer resign,

unless a Catholic, and acknowdedges the

justice of being sent to purgatory. They
have a little fun even in that awful place

sometimes, and an officer was telling me the

other day of how he lost his postage stamps.

He had sent up here for some twenty dol-

lars’ worth, and had left them on his table.

Now the habits, manners, and customs
thereabouts are considerably on the free-

and-easy style, and the Indians are allowed

to roam around the garrison ad libitum, if

they behaAm themselves and do not ste-al.

On this occasion a young squaAV, who had
the run of the quarters, and was very much
at home anywheres and everyAvheres, hap-

pened to stray into my friend’s room, and
seeing the postage stamps began to examine
them with great curiosity. She discovered

they Avould stick, if Avet, and forthwith a
happy idea struck her. Now the fashionable

dress of the ladies of her class in that warm
climate is of the briefest description. She
was ambitious to dress up and excite the

envy of the other Pocahontases. So she

went in on the postal currency, and much
to the astonishment of the garrison, made
'her appearance presently on the parade-

ground entirely covered over with postage

stamps. She Avas stuck all over with Ben-
jamin Franklin, and the father of his country

Avas plastered all over her ladyship’s glossy

skin indiscriminately, regardless of dignity

and decency. The ‘ roar ’ that gi-eeted her,

from the commanding officer down to the
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drummer-boys, was loud enough to be beard
nearly at bead quarters in San Francisco

;

but, Indian like, she preserved her equani-

mity and did not seem at all disconcerted,

but sailed off with the air and step of a

genuine princess, while my friend rushed
into his quarters to discover himself minus
his twenty dollars’ worth of postage stamps,

and that what was intended for the mail had
been appropriated to the fe male. She might
have been put in the overland coach and
gone through—she certainly could not have
been stopped for want of being prepaid.

STAMPS NEWLY ISSUED, OR FIRST
DESCRIBED.

But few, if any, emissions have taken place

since our last notice. We fulfil our promise

of describing some rare and hitherto un-

noticed English essays. The first is a large

upright oblong
;
corners cut out

;
a white

star in the centre
;
above this is penny, and

jjost below
;
around it, an engine-turned,

blue, oval rim, encompassed by close- set,

perpendicular, red lines on a white ground.

Another, which is very well executed, bears

the royal arms in white relief, surrounded

by an elaborately engine-turned border, also

in white relief on a blue ground : same size

as the last. The third is a narrow upright

oblong, about five inches in length, and not

an inch broad, divided into six compart-

ments, on one of which is post paid Id.

;

another bears Beaufort House

;

and a third,

post, V. B., paid

;

the whole on a complicated

engine-turned pattern of red and black on a

white ground. These three curious essays

are in the collection of the same amateur.

The beautiful profile of our Queen has

been recently reproduced, in mauve colour,

on the new 2-cent Nova Scotian stamp.

These stamps are intended for the payment
of letters of troops.

We have just come into possession of some
of the exquisitely-engraved Pacific Steam
Navigation stamps—the i oz. I real, and
the I oz. 2 reales

;
each value being printed

both in green and yellow.

In the ‘ Illustrations ’ of Moens are en-

graved two individuals of the rare Reunion
stamps, one only of which (the 30 cents)

was noticed in Mr. Brown’s early editions.

The 15 c. is very similar, but the pattern

even more fantastical. We have heard them
mentioned as first appearing in 1862, but

they were in continental catalogues long

before that date, and are now so rare as lo

be almost unattainable. We have only seen

one specimen.

There has been an issue of essays of the

United States stamps in black. We have
seen the 90 c., 24 c., and 30 c. ; the latter,

rather a poor-looking stamp generally, comes
out exceedingly well in black. The 5 c.,

moreover, has been printed in olive, green,

red, and other colours.

The postage-stamp mania has penetrated

to the remote regions of Cuba. We under-

stand the young people there are as eager

for collecting as they are here. The con-

sequence is that the postal authorities have
allowed two series of essays to be struck off

from the casts of the Cuba stamps. We
apprehend this was done expressly for the

sake of having^ something^ novel to send to

Europe in exchange for desiderata. We
have seen the I, and 2 r. plata printed in

black, and the same values in bright red.

British Guiana has once more favoured us

with a change, not only in pattern, but in

values. A 48 c. and a 6 c. is just issued,

and we have seen the green 24 c. of similar

pattern. Most probably what other values

are continued will likewise follow in the

same wake. The stamps are a trifle larger

than the last issue. The usual ship is en-

closed in a round garter which bears the

stereotyped motto. Above is B. Gaiana

;

and below, the value in letters. At the four

corners the date of the current year [1863]
in figures as before. The 48 c. is pink, and
the 6 c. blue ; which looks as though the

8 c. and 4 c. were to be discontinued.

The anticipated I-fr. Swiss, like the 60 c.,

has not been true to its (proposed) colour
;

in lieu of carmine, it turns out to be gold on
white. The colour of the South Australian

one shilling is changed to brown. The
Indian 2 an. is now pale yellow instead of

orange.

We have to describe also a new stamp in

Holland, for the use of her Indian posses-

sions. It is a handsome-looking specimen,
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printed in red on wliite, bearing the head of

King William III., looking to the left; iwst

Zegel at the bottom, and 10 csnis at the top

;

on the left side is Neder, and on the right,

liidie.

obsolete Polisli envelopes for the city of

Warsaw in the present number, besides the

seven individuals before alluded to, and
about a dozen others. We hope to be able

to do so in our next issue.

There is a very singular-looking indivi-

dual that has just emanated from the United
States. The printing is black on white. It

has in the centre a head nearly filling the

whole field of the stamp, inscribed in an
oval

;
U. 8. ]iostaijG, above

;
two cents, below

;

the figure 2 in each of the upper, and 8.

in the lower corners. The head is that of

General Jackson (not Stonewall), and its

conformation is very peculiar, the eyes being

as near as possible half way between the top

of the head and the chin. The closed

mouth, scarcely showing
any lip, is perfectly Ameri-
can. Thei'e is a fine head
of white hair, brushed up
from the forehead, very
much after the fashion of

the wigs of the time of

George III.

A new United States

envelope stamp appeared
simultaneously with the above, value 2 cents.

It is black on buff; the head (a profile) and
lettering in relief; IT. 8. postage above

;
two

cents below
;
and the figure 2 on each side.

The head on this stamp is also intended for

General Jackson, from a bust taken Eit mid-
dle age. The portrait on the adhesive stamp
is from one taken in extreme old age.

It is very singular that the Confederate
goverument has chosen the same general for

immortahsation on one of its stamps which
Avas issued in June last. This latter is red
on Avhite, and the head not filling so much
of the stamp, has a better effect.

Another new Coufederate stamp bears the

head of Colquhoun (?) to the right, in an
oval containing, above, postage; below, 10

cods

;

on the right and left, The Confederate

8tates of America. It is blue on Avhite. The
head of this individual is also remarkable for

great depth of forehead. We cannot answer
for correctness of nomenclature with regard
to these heads : Ave give the names as we
received them.
We regret having no space to describe two

ADDENDA TO MOUNT BROWN’S
CATALOGUE OF POSTAGE STAMPS,
COMPRISING NOTES, ADDITIONS, AND EMENDATIONS,

BY C. AV. VINER, A.M., PH.D.

[We propose coot this Appendix to Air. Brown’s early editions, for
the benetit of tliose who do not possess the fourth.—

K

d.]

The recent issue of Saxony Avas fully de-

scribed in our last number : we recapitulate

for the sake of uniformity. We have seen

the 5 n. g. of the last issue, brown.

1863. Name \_8achsen] and value in

oval band, circumscribing

crowned arms in white re-

lief on field of colour on
Avhite

;
corners filled up

Avith pattern :—3 pf. green,

I n. g. scarlet. Same de-

vice
;

corners vacant ;—

1

11
. g. rose, 2 n. g. blue, 3

11
. g. brown, 5 n. g. lilac,

the new issue is engraved.

A specimen of

ENVELOPES.

Arms embossed on coloured ground, in-

scribed in engine-turned oval band denoting

name and value
;
stamp to the right, but

inscription to the left of the envelope
;
the

four higher values only
;
colours the same as

in the corresponding adhesUes.

Sierra feone.

The stamps of this colony remain in statii

(pio.

Jiiistralia.

The shilling stamp of this colony is noAV

brownish lilac.

Spin.
We Avould caution our readers against a

forged series of all the early issues of this

country. Specimens of them Avere sent us

for inspection from the continent avowedly
fictitious. The stamp mania having noAV

penetrated to Cuba and South America, in
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whicli places these wonderfully rare speci-

mens would most probably be found, collec-

tors need not now despair of procuring them
genuine. In the interim,

they must be content with

exhibiting the copies, as

specimens of the multifa-

rious changes in the Spanish

stamps. An engraving is

given of one of the 1851

issue.

The 1 real of 1854 is not black, but plum-

coloured on white. The 4 cuartos of 1855

is brownish lake as well as carmine. The 4

cuartos of 1856 is rather dull scarlet than

lake. The 4 cuartos of 1857 is found in

two distinct colours-—rose on white, and

dull scarlet on tinted paper. The 1 real ot

this issue is light blue and dark blue
;
and

the 2 reales is reddish and bluish lilac, as

well as chocolate. The 12 cuartos ot 1860

was on yellowish-tinted and on white paper.

The 12 cuartos and 2 reales of the present

series are sometimes on pink-tinted paper.

OFFICIAL LABELS.

The ^ onza is now straw-coloured.

CUBA, HAYTI, AND PORTO RICO.

Ill the present number we have alluded to

the black and red essays of Cuba, the former

of which are mentioned in Mount Brown’s

fourth edition. We have seen some older

issues of Cuba in continental collections, but

cannot describe with sufficient accuracy from

memory. We shall see them again shortly,

and will not fail to take notes for the benefit

of our readers.

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.

The 1 r. of 1854 and ’55 is black, not

brown. We have the 2 r. green of the same

issue, and have elsewhere noticed the 5

cuartos red.

Of the later issue there are two quite dis-

tinct varieties of the 5 cuartos. The one is

almost identical in design with the 10 c. rose

—the head being nearer the top than the bot-

tom of the circle in which it lies
;
the other

has the same inscription, but the letters and

figures are smaller
;
and the head is a fac-

simile of that on the Cuba stamps, and those

of the 1855, 6, and 7 issues of Spain.

WILLIAM MULREAHY, R.A.

It may interest some of our stamp-collecting

friends to read the following observations of a

writer in a late number of the Atheuceiim, on
the character and talents of W. Mulready,

Esq., R.A., the designer of the envelopes now
known by his name, and which—owing to

the short time they were in use (viz. six

months)—are now so rare.

‘ One of the oldest and best-known artists

of this age has gone from amongst us. Last

Tuesday will be remembered for a long time

as the day of the death of William Mulready,

a painter, during whose long life many
changes have occurred, and much general,

and therefore sound, advance in English Art
has taken place. To this advance no indi-

vidual, either amongst the now living or the

dead, contributed so successfully, so earnestly,

thoughtfully, and unselfishly as Mulready.
Several generations of students have received

the kindly counsel and genial, but not there-

fore thoughtless, encouragement which Mul-
ready was willing to give to the poor, the

rich, the swift of thought, the tardy in con-

ception, the laborious, or the superficial. To
the very last, so late as the evening before

his death, this faithful student—a student,

born in 1786 (the year before Lawrence came
to London), who came to London about
seventy years ago—drew in the Life School
of the Academy together with some youths
whose grandfathers were his contemporaries.

Mulready was fifieen when admitted a stu-

dent of the Academy. He came from Ennis,

being born while his country was in the

fervent simmer of insurrection, and the

armed bodies of “volunteers ” disturbed the

English Government.
‘ Banks, the sculptor, of whom the deceased

always spoke not only gratefully, but in high
appreciation of his artistic powers, was
Mulready’s first instructor, having allowed
him to work in his studio gratuitously, and
having given him all the professional counsel

that was needed. Neither master nor pupil

thought this was much, for Mulready was
always of opinion, and no one could be said

to have had greater experience in teaching
art, that to keep a pupil out of error was all

a good master could serviceably do. The
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system adopted by the painter was no small

portion of his life, and deserves to be stated

here, because it was put in practice in his

boyhood and only relinquished when all had
to be relinquished. Mulready’s practice was
a singularly fortunate example of singleness

of aim steadfastly pursued. He married

young, and not happily
;
devoting himself

fully to study, he underwent labour in art

such as would daunt most men, while few,

unless gifted with his perfect constitution,

would even attempt it. Deriving his know-
ledge of art from practice in its strictest

sense, he—in youth from poverty, and, when
in better circumstances, holding that Hature,

as she came before himself, was the best

instructress—never visited the gread centres

of European art.

‘ Mulready always drew with the greatest

completeness in execution
;
in the treatment

of minor things nothing could exceed his

attention to detail. Innumerable studies

attest this practice, and his felicity bore

witnesstoits success. Hewouldreproducewith
extraordinary facility the details of foliage,

not only from one but several points of view,

and prepare exquisite memoranda of the bark

of trees, and dissect flowers with the care of

an anatomist, his aim being thoroughly to

understand the things that came in his way.

Great boughs of trees he drew with the

utmost minuteness and noble breadth, such

as is rarely attained by artists even of the

greatest schools. Thus, he would render the

subtleties of every curve, or foreshortening

of each leaf, in a way that was delightful to

study. He made similar studies of the colour

of details, and carried these principles into

every department of art.

‘ The result of this system was that the

painter’s various pictures represent grades of

advancement secured step by step in execu-

tion. Like most young men, he began with
grand subjects, and produced “ Ulysses and
Polyphemus,” “ The Disobedient Prophet,”

&c. Even in these works sound and solid

workmanship bore testimony to the value of

his system and the skill of the artist. Hot
satisfied with the ability thus displayed, he
continued his studies in a still more rigid

manner, copying the most powerful of the

Dutch painters’ works, Jan Steen, and others.

and painting from nature in the neighbour-
hood of his life-long residence at Bayswater,
which was then a rural village, and supplying
in the famous “ Kensington Gravel Pits

”

the school of more than one great landscape-

painter.
‘ It is hardly necessary to sum up the

technical merits of Mulready’s pictures. He
was a humorist, without a shade of malice.;

his laugh had nothing sardonic. As thorough
a lover of domestic life as Wilkie, he added
to that feeling in colour, tone, and drawing,
an art-power which was a thousand years in

advance of the Scotch artist. In expression,

no genre painter surpassed Mulready : no-

thing could be more genial and characteristic

than his works. He added love for homely
beauty to these excellencies, as in “ The
Wedding Gown,” which is inestimable. In
some respects one might call him, so highly

should the last-named quality be prized the

Raphael of genre painters. Personally, no
man was more esteemed—indeed, reverenced
—by the young artists who had grown up
about him, none more affectionately regarded
by his brother painters. His manliness,

simplicity, and kindly heart, drew people’s

regard without consideration of professional

honours. Always strong in body, Mulready
was, while age permitted, devoted to manly
sports : a boxer, a great walker, swimmer,
and cricketer. Altogether he was a brave
man. Peace be with him !

’

AH AMERICAH TRICK.

Highly important.—we will send, on receipt of
25 cents, a beautiful Steel Engraving of Gen. Jackson,

the Hero of New Orleans. Address, C. B. & Co., Elizabeth-
port, N. J.

The above advertisement recently appeared

in the Neio York Herald, under the head of
‘ Fine Arts.’ It is a most plausible and
innocent-looking announcement, and one

which few would suspect as intended to

effect the extraction of postage currency

from the pockets of the unwary. Yet we
regret to state that such is the case. The
hallowed memory of Old Hickory has been
desecrated by a Jeremy Diddler

;
and the

affectionate veneration in which he is held

by a grateful people has been taken advan-

tage ofbyan impecunious vagabondto fraudu-
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lently replenish liis collapsed porte-monnaie.

But let us not do injustice, even to the un-

worthy. The patrons of ‘ C. B. & Co.’ did

each receive a ‘ beautiful steel engraving ’

—

not of the largest size, it is true, but still an
excellent work of art, and a capital likeness

of the ‘ Hero of Hew Orleans.’ So far, all

was ‘ on the square ’—the only irregularity

which a strict moralist could detect in the

transaction being the fact that the ‘ engra-

ving’ consisted of a specimen of the new
two-cent stamp which was issued on the 1st

of July ! Unfortunately for ‘ C. B. & Co.,’

they are likely to find to their cost that the

sale of postage stamps in the States for a

greater amount than the value expressed on
their face, is one of the ‘ fine arts ’ the prac-

tice of which is attended with disagreeable

consequences, being forbidden, under heavy
penalties, by Act of Congress.

MOURHIHG STAMPS.

A FEW days since, a female entered the post

office in Pekin, Illinois, for the purpose of

mailing a letter to a friend who is in the

army. Calling for an envelope, and while

depositing the document therein, she gravely

informed the postmaster that it contained

very bad news,-—no less than the decease of

a beloved nephew. As she dilated upon the

melancholy theme, her feelings became very
much excited, and the epistle being duly
sealed and superscribed, she in sorrowing
tones inquired, ‘ If the gentleman would be

kind enough to place a hlach postage stamp
upon it, that her friend might know there was
a death in the letter before she opened it?

’

Notwithstanding the mournful tone in

Avhich the question was propounded, the

Government official could not restrain his

risibilities, and was compelled to answer
that ‘ Uncle Sam had not yet furnished his

deputies with any postage stamps especially

adapted to mourning purposes.’ This an-

nouncement seemed very much to surprise

the good woman, who was also equally

shocked at the want of feeling displayed by
the government in not furnishing its children

with such an outward sign of inward woe

;

for, to use her own expression, ‘ It would be
so convenient.’

—

United States Mail.

REVIEWS OF POSTAL PUBLICATIONS.

International Postage-Stamp Review. Lon-
don : Wilks.

Opens well, with abundance of promises
which the postage stamp collecting coterie

will thankfully welcome, if fulfilled. There
is a furious and merited diatribe against the

vendors of fictitious specimens
;
but we

doubt the propriety of appending the epithet

of ‘ acknowledged respectability ’ to the

names of such.

The new Saxons and Austrians, but not

the Lubecks, are described
;
and we think

the 2-gr Bremen scarcely comes under the

denomination of new at four months’ expiry.

The Austrian complementaries are alluded

to
;
and we are glad to avail ourselves of this

opportunity of clearing up the mystery that

has so long hovered round them. Their
filling up the four otherwise vacant spaces
in each sheet of Austrian and Venetian
stamps has been long known, but their em-
ployment or nut for postal purposes has
been hitherto hidden as the sources of the
Nile. They were not intended for use, but
the post-office clerks frequently found them
conveniently at hand to affix to returned or

insufficiently-paid letters
;
their being adhe-

sive saving the trouble of sticking on plain

pieces of paper. They were thus utilised,

not for the sake of their faces, but their

backs
;
and for this reason many of them

have by chance borne the postage mark.
We had this information but a day or two
since from the possessor of the finest collec-

tion of postage stamps we have yet seen,

and who kindly presented us with seven
specimens that have never appeared in any
catalogue.

We are quite of the editor’s opinion, that
the collection of postage stamps is by no
means on the decrease, but quite the con-
trary. It may have subsided a little in

London, but has ramified into the country
towns of England, and, as has been re-

marked elsewhere, to distant parts of the
world.

If one of the contributors had read our
magazine regularly, he would have seen it

long since pronounced on authority, that the
hero of the anecdote related by Miss Mar-
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tineau was not Rowland Hill, but Samnel
Taylor Coleridge.

The editor, professing to give a com-
plete catalogue of postage stamps, should

not have omitted mention in his very first

quotation—Belgium—of the rare but un-

doubtedly genuine yellow essay, 10 cents, of

that country. We wish every success to the

publication, and take leave with one more
objection—that the last word of the eleventh

line of the fourth page is not according to

Murray.

CORRESPONDENCE.
PRINCE CONSORT POSTAGE STAMP.

To the Editor of the ‘ Stamp Collector’s Magazine.’

Siu,—Can any of youf numerous correspondents help

me to any particulars relating to an English essay that

appears to have hitherto escaped all notice It is simi-

lar in all respects to the black penny Victoria Stamp of

1840; letters F. J. in the lower coiners only; but in

place of the Queen’s head, it is that of Prince Albert to

the left. I have six of them, in two rows of three each,

found among some old letters, evidently torn from a

sheet, and apparently engraved by the same hands which
had produced those established for general use. Was
there any project of using the Prince Consort’s head on
the stamps instead of the Queen’s—a proposition over-

ruled by more reflective heads ?

London. J. H. BUEN.

To the Editor of the ‘Stamp Collector’s Magazine.’

Sir,—Will you allow me to give my testimony in

i-egard to the Colombo stamps I received letters from
New Zealand by that unfortunate ship, all the outside

stamps of which had been washed off, but one of them
happened to have some colonial stamps enclosed. All

the penny vermilion New Zealands were changed to dark
brown, and the twopenny blue to blue-black. I have
preserved two in my collection as curiosities. I may
also mention that the last mail brought me what I think
must be a new issue of the twopenny New Zealand. It

is on very thin paper, without watermark, of the new
blue colour, but very pale.

Believe me. Sir, yours faithfully,

Brighton. VERITAS.

To the Editor of the ‘Stamp Collector’s Magazine.’

Sir,—Knowing that you are desirous, through the

columns of your invaluable magazine, to furnish col-

lectoi's with every particular concerning stamps, both
obsolete and in present use, I take the liberty of sending
a description of a specimen which I saw' some few days
back in an extensive collection, and which I believe has
not yet been described in any postal publication. The
stamp to which I allude emanated from Bremen, and in

design is similar to the 5 s. gr. of that town, but its

value is 1 s. gr., and it is printed in blue on white paper.

A hasty glance at this stamp would doubtless to many
(as it did to myself) suggest the idea that it is one of the
‘chemical family,’ being the -5 s, gr, just, alluded to

changed in colour
;
but on a closer examination it is

clearly seen, that in this individual w'e have a specimen
whose existence has been doubtless hitherto generally
unknown. The stamp being post-marked (with the word
Bremen in an oblong), I presume we shall be justified

in cataloguing it as a newdy-acquired specimen
I am, Sir, vours obediently,

London. TIIO:k[AS WILLIAM KITT.

To the Editor of the ‘ Stamp Collector’s ^Magazine.'

Sir,—On looking attentively at the old Baden and
Wurtemburg stamps (with figure), I observe some pecu-
liarities hitherto unnoticed in them, viz., the indication

of the date— 6/'A of Aprif 1850. This applies to the
1 kr. white, 3 kr. green, 6 kr. yellow, 9 kr. pink, of the

so-called issue of 1855
;

the 3 kr. blue—which by some
is called an issue of 1859 ! ;

the 1 kr. buff, 3 kr. yellow,

and 6 kr. green, 1851
;
whereas all of the Baden and

Wurtemburg stamps (and I suppose the 1 kr. black of

Bavaria) with large figure in the middle were issued on
the same dag, 6th of April, 1850. This wull be found
on the right-hand side of the stamp. I mean by this to

throw a doubt on the reality of the various shades of the

3 kr., &c., especially as green can be so easily changed
to blue by acids, and also white to buff.

I beg to tell you also that the French 10 c. ii percevoir

is now no longer used, and is already rare in France;
unused specimens being sold in Boulogne for as much as

75 c. (TM.) for each impression.

If these facts would be useful to your valuable maga-
zine, they are quite at your service.

Believe me, Sir, yours obedientlj’’,

J. M. STOUliTON.
Boulogne-sur-Mer.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
R. Harvey.—The stamp you refer to is the new

2-cent United States stamp. There is also an envelope
stamp of the same denomination just issued. A descrip-

tion of each will be found in the present number, under
our usual notice of the newly-issued stamps.

‘ Mulready.’—An unobliterated copy of the black
penny Mulready envelope is seldom to be met with.

You may procure a used specimen of almost any dealer,

at pi-ices varying from one shilling to half a crown.
Nelly.—In the ISlay number of this Magazine will be

found an ably-written article by Ur. Gray, of the British

Museum, which gives a full description of the English
Essay stamps refened to in your letter.

Karl Vancauwenburg, Amsterdam.—The reason

of your not receiving the foreign postage stamp given
away with each number of the Stamp Collectors Maga-
zine, will be found in our Notice on the last pag'e of the

present number.
Donald Me Neil, Aberdeen.—There is such a stamp

as the Afl//-anna red India. One was sold but a few
days since for as much as a guinea. The specimen
alluded to had passed the post

,
and there is not the

slightest doubt of its being a bo}ia fide stamp.
Edward Hamilton.—The article you refer to ap-

peared in Once a Week, No. 215. It is entitled ‘ Tiin-

bromanie,’ and consists for the most part of exti’acts

from the Stamp Collector' s Magazine.
Athens.—The stamps of the Ionian Islands will, we

expect, be shortly superseded by those of Greece.

Henri Beranger, Bordeaux.—The English envelope
stamps of the higher values cannot be piocured at the

post-ofiices, but must be ordered expressly from the office

of Inland Revenue, Somerset House, London.
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F. IIoLiiiNG, London.—The Canada 10 cents bi-own

(bust of Prince Albert to right) will be found catab'gued

in Mount BroAvu’s fourlli edition.—We believe it was

originally intended to issue the 60 c. and 1 f. Helvetia

yellow and carmine. Their change to brown Avas sub-

sequently determined upon.—If the head of the lion on

your 1 quattr black and I soldi yelloAV Tuscany is ‘more

like the head of a man than that of a lion,’ Ave should

certainly pronounce them to be forgeries.

E. J. S.—The stamp of the Argen-

tine Confederation you forward us

for inspection is a badly-executed

forgery. The genuine stamp, as

Avill be seen by the annexed engra-

ving, has the cap of Liberty, Avlach

is omitted in your specimen. Also

the inscription on the genuine stamp
is Confe^''- Argentina, not Confeo"

Argentine. We advise you to pro-

cure a copy of jMessrs. Lewes and

Pemberton’s pamphlet, which Avill greatly aid you in

detecting forged stamps.

IL S., Oxford.—The difference of colour in the ex-

pected and actual ncAv stamps of Helvetia has been re-

marked elscAA’here.-—-The tenpenny EngliTi Avas disused

before perforations Avere adopted; it is consequently

never foutid perforated, nor has it been used for enve-

lopes, The sixpenny and fourpenny are iioav printed

side by side, after the United States fa.shion, to torm a

tenpenny envelope.—The U. S. P. 0. 1 cent, black on

rose, Avith the letters L. F. on each side of the value

beloAv, is Avanting in Mr. Brown’s Catalogue.— We
believe the 2-anna Indian stamps Avere returned.— I he

American local stamps are the emanations of private

speculators in New York and elseAvhere, and supply the

Avant of district post-offices.

Aldia, Leeds.—The later general issue of the United

States stamps may be readily knoAvn from the former,

by noticing the letters U. S. in each of the loAver angles.

J. N. Nutter, Montreal, Canada.—The 1 cent and

threepenny Canada are chemically changed in colour
;

but the Canada newspaper Avrapper we have never seen

before, consequently can give no information respecting

it. It is very badly executed, and Ave should scarcely

think it Avas a honafide postage stamp.

John Wilkie —No special stamps have been issued

for Gibraltar. The English postage stamps do service

there.

E. N. Davis, Liverpool.—We believe the error in the

green 1 cents Boyd’s City Express you send for inspec-

tion to be a blunder of the engraver.

11. S.—If this correspondent’s eyes are not sufficiently

acute to distinguish the excessively minute ffguies on

all the blue EngTish stamps ot the present issue, he Avill

readily detect them Avith a magnifier, Avhich will be

found generall}' convenient for apprehending slight

peculiarities in different varieties. Both figures are on

a line Avith the of the Queen.

Pat, Bromsgkove.—We have alluded to the Irish six-

penny Petty Sessions stamps in the last number.

M. T. Shortt.—'I'he black penny V. R. English has

been sold for as much as a sovereign, and the large Bra-

zilian 90 rcis for 30s.

J. Levy, Plymouth.—Your Java stamp may be a

neAvspaper or receipt impre-sion . 'ihe legend is Dutch;

but Ave do not understand that tongue.

J. A., Hertford.—The 12Uc. Canada, as Avell as the

beavers, the 1 cent, and one' halfpenny of that colony,

and many of tlie stamps ot Ncaa' BrunsAvick, Nova Scotia,

and NeAAToundland, have been printed in black as essays.

AnvERi isEMEN'j'S for insertion in the St.amp CoLLi cron’s
M ag.azine. should roach the ( >fficc. LS. George Street,

Bath, not later than the 10th of the montli.

T OOK BEFORE YOU PURCHASE.— C. K. JONES,
JL^ r>9, Barlow Strett, Ardwick, Manchester, s nds all kinds of Postas'e
Scaini)s on in.sp »ction on receipt of stamped envelope. C. K. J. also
wants .\sents and Correspondent.^ in all parts of England, Ireland, and
Scotland, and in France. S.vitzndand, Belgium, Germany, Hamburg, also
in all the schools tli 'nMn, Commission allowed, 15 jier cent, off the
lowes trade price. Apply at once to the above. P.S.—Stamp.? and Col-
lection.? bought to any amount.

innO PHOTOGRAPHIC PORTRAITS for ONE
LvJvJVy SHlLIdXG.—.lust published, cart * de vi.site size, beautifully
ex 'cuted, lO.'.O Microscop'c Portraits of Eminent Personage.?. Pric* U;
post free, 1/1. Address, Stafford Sjiith & S.wiTH, l.’J, George Street, Bath

M essrs, hooper & forward, l, Hanover
Court. Milton Street, London, E.C. Foreign Postage Stamp.?

Bought, S dd, or Exchanged. The large.st stock of Foreign Posta o
Stamps, and the clieapest Dealers in the tr.ide. Their Price Li.st for
September now ready, describing form, colour, value, date of issue, &c,, of
loot) varieties. This is the cheapest and mos'' comprehensive yet pub-
lished. Sent, post free, on rec.'^ipt of a stamped envelope. Correspond-
ence in English, French, or Geinian languages.

KAA PHOTOGRAIUIIC PORI'RAITS for SIX-
V/ PENCE.—,Tust published, carte de visits siz', beau ifully ex-

ecut ‘d. Microscopic Photogr.iphs of upwards of .'00 Eminent Pers mages.
Price 6d.; post free, 7d. Address, Stafford S.mith A- S.mith, 13, George
Street, Batin

I
^OR SALE.—A Splendid Collection of 316 Stamps to

be sold for £4. List sent on receiitt of a stamped envelope.
Address, C. AV., Post Office, llayle, Cornwall.

T
’'0 COLLECTORS OF FOREIGN STAMPS.— C. G.,

mg
very low prices. For ex.unpl js, see J’o/’s Own Mitg.izine for this month.
Cnliections of 2.5 vari. ties, 6d. : 50, 1/4; 100, 2/10; 150, 5/; 300, 22/; 500,

£2 15s.; 600, £4 4s.; 700, £5 i.As. ; 1000, £13 13s.; 1200, £21. P.S.—Col-
lectors should apply immediately.

N'ow ready. Fourth edition, revised, augmented, and corrected.

CATALOGUE of POSTAGE STAMPS,—BRITISH,
COLONIAL, and FOREIGN. By Mount Brown. Containing an

accurate description of the form, colour, date of issue, and value, of 1700
varieti >s. Price 1/ ;

post free, 1/1. Bound in morocco leather, and inter-
leaved for Collectors, 2/ ;

post fi-ee, 2/2. Address, Mr. Brown, care of
Mr. Passmore, Bookseller, 124, Cheapside, London. Priced List of
unused and rare stamps, post free, 3d.

i;^A AMERICAN POSTAGE S'PAMPS for ONE-
LfJv AND-SIXPENCE.—.Just published, carte de visite size, beau-
tifully-ox.;cuted Microscopic Photographs of n">arly 150 American Postage
Stamps. Price 1/6

;
post free, 1/7. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith,

13. George Street, Ba h.

TTSED COLONIALS, by DOZEN.—Nova Scotia and
XJ New Bi unswick, 1 c., 7d. ; 5 c., lOd. ; 10 c., 2/6; Canada, 1 c., 5d.

;

5 c., 9d. ; United States. 1 c., 2d., old, 6d.; 3 c., 2d., old, 9d.
; 10 c., 3d.

A. COLONUS, 18, Blaekheath Hill, Greenwich, S.E.

1 KA EUROPEAN POSTAGE STAMPS for ONE-
LurV/ AND-SIXPENCE.—.lust published, carte de visite size, beauti-
fully executed Microscopic Photographs of nearly 150 European Postage
Stamps, comprising both obsolete and present issues. Price 1/6; post
free, 1/7. Address, Stafford S.mith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath.

A BARGAIN.—A Collection of 620, all Good and
Rare Stamps, price £5 10s. Also one of 780, £10; and another of

680, £6 6s. C. K. Jones, 59, Barlow Street, Ardwick, Manchester.

P HOTOGRAPHY EXTRAORDINARY—Just Pub-
lished, the GREAT SENSATION CARD for carte de visite Albums.

Containing photogi'aphic portraits of over 1000 Living and Historical

Celebrities. Price 1/; post free, 1/1. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith,

13, George Street, Bath.
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^rilE GREAT SENSATION CARD.—This extra-
_L urdinary production of modern art contai s the portraits of over
1000 Living and Historical Celebrities, and is dcsignecf not merely as a
photographic curiosity, but as a medium of instruction and entertain-
ment. It is believed to be impossible for any one to glance over it without
at once recognising the portraits of very many whose deeds are as familiar
as ‘ household words,’ tliereby introducing an easy and agreeable source
of conversation into all circles of society. l*rice 1/; post free, 1/1.

Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George .Street, Bath.

All collectors requiring rare obsolete Stamps
are invited to make application direct to ‘ Incognita, ’ 22, Oxford

Terrace, Clapham, S., who supplies nearly every dealer in London.
Selections sent for inspection.

COLLECTIONS and Duplicate Stamps purchased by
vy R. Reii.ly, 7, Great Brunswick Street, Dublin. Apply by letter

only.

on STAMPS for SIXPENCE.—The Sixpenny Packet
/^\J of Stamps contains 20 varieties of Foreign and Colonial Postage
Stamps, all in good condition, many being unobliteratod. I’ost free for
seven stamps. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street,

Bath.

A SUPERIOR COLLEC TION of FOREIGN STAMPS
WANTED. Address, .7. Inch, Buckingham Terrace, Bonner’s

Roid, London, who has for sale, at low prices, Costa Rica, and the new
issues of Lubeck, Denmark, .Saxony, &c., and a large variety of obsolete.

Arms, crests, monograms, etc.—

a

large
variety of the above, beautifully stamped in Colours, with names.

Prlnrt ffPi 1 AHrli’Acc .^TAvmwn SixilTMPrice 3d. per sheet
;
postage Id. extra.

Smith, 13, George Street, Bath,

Now Heady, New Edilion, post 4to., Price Five ShilUnys,

riMIE BEST POSTAGE-STAMP ALBUM PUB-
i IjISHED.^-Ori’EN’s Postage-Stamp Album and Catalogue of

British and Foreign Postage Stamps. Containing every information to

guide the collector, with a full account of all the stamps of every country.
The .\lbuin, iirice 3/6, and Ca alogue, price 2/0, can be had separately.
London : B. Bi.ake, 421, Strand.

POCKET ALBUM for CRESTS, ARMS, and MONO-
GRAMS. Containing spaces arranged for 1200 varieties. Neatly

bound, with ]30cket, flap, and elastic band. Roan, 2/; post free, 2/1:

morocco or russia, 3/6 ;
post free, 3/8 : morocco or I'ussia gilt, 4/ ;

post

free, 4/2. Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath.

WANTED to PURCHASE, a quantity of tised Ham-
burg, Thurn and Taxis, Bergedoif, Jlauritius, St. Lucia, Nevis,

Trinidad, Venezuela, Western Australia, and St. Helena, for which a
liberal price will be given. Apply to S. T., Post-Office, Weymouth.

STAMPS SENT ON APPROVAL.—Send stamped
envelope to J. N., Post-Office, Waltham on the Wolds, near Melton

Mowbraj'.

Local aaierican postage stamps.—

T

he
Five-Shilling Packet of Local American Postage Stamps contains

20 varieties. Post free, 5/1. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, 13,

George Street, Bath.

S T., Post-Office, Weymouth, continues to send any
, quantity or description of Foreign Stamps for inspection, on re-

ceipt of postage. S. T. has no connection with the y\'eymouth Stump and
Crest Advertiser.

LES MARCHANDS ETRANGERS sont pries envoyer
leur catalogue de prix a S. T., Post-Oftice, Weymouth.

rro COLLECTORS of UNOBLITERATED POSTAGE
I STAMPS.—jrhe One-Shilling Packet of Stamps contains one dozen

varieties of Coionial and Foreign Postage Stamps, all unobliterated.
Post free, 1/1. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street,

Bath.

JAS. J. WOODS, Hartlepool, begs to inform his
numerous friends, that he has added to his stamp business that of

Dealer in Coins. Monthly List (with which will be given an unused
Foreign Postage Stamp) sent on receipt of two stamps.

Postage-stamp albujm titles.—Now Ready,
beautifully printed in Colours, a New and Complete Set of upwards

of 1.30 Titles for Stamp Albums. Geographically arranged by Dr. .7. E.
Gray, f.r.s., f.l.s., f.z.s., etc., of the" British lUuseum. Price 1/6 ;

post
free, 1/7. Specimen Sheet post free f.ir two stamps. London : E. RIarl-
BOROUGH & Co. ; Bath ; Stafford S.mith & Smith, 13, George Street.

TAMES BRENNAN, 37, Nassau Street (opposite the
Po.st-Offlce), New York, United States, has always on hand a large

stock of Foreign and American Stamiis, used and unused. Orders
promptly executed. Stamps exchanged.

I
ADIES and GENTLEMEN having duplicate speci-

J mens of Foreign Stamps to dispose of, will be liberally treated by
S. T., Post-Office, Weym nth.

''BMIE SIXPENNY PACKET of STAMPS.—This
T I’acket contains 20 varieties of Foreign and Colonial I’ostage
Stamps, all in good condition, many being unobi iterated. Post free for
seven stamps, Addiess, Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street,
Bath.

TF YOU M^ANT CHEAP STAMPS, send to JOHN
JL ROSS, 130, West Graham Street, Glasgow, for his September Price
List of Stamps (900 varieties). An unused stamp gratis with it. Enclose
stamiied-diivctc'd envelope. Stamps sent on inspection. Correspon-
dents on the Continent wanted. Stamps bought.

^OINS.—II. G. SMITH, 12, Chestnut Street, Maii-
Vv' Chester, supplies Collectors with all kinds of Coins. List on receipt
of stamped envelope. Stamps clearing out at 3/10 per 100, some unu.sed.

I
^^DWARD C. HALL, Dealer in Foreign Stamps,
_J Hartlepool, begs to inform the nobility, gentry, and stamiJ collec-

tors in general, that he is prepared to supply the rarest stamps for com-
pleting collections on a short no ice. He resiiectfully invites an inspection
of his mag-niticent .stock of obsolete stamps, all warranted genuine. . For
one stamp he will forward a few on approval.

TTUANTED TO PURCHASE.—Collections of not less

T T than 1000 Stamps. Address, Stafford S.mith & S.mith, 13,

George Street, Bath.

^''0 BE SOLD for £12, a splendid Collection of Post-
I age Stamps, neatly arranged in one of Lallier’s albums, containing

upwards of 850 different varieties, among which may be found the follow-
ing old and rare stamps Sicily, Naples. Parma, Modena, Liberia, Mau-
ritius, Spain, Portugal, &c. Ajjply to J. B. Robinso.n, 65, Grafton Street,
Dublin.

Dealers are requested to send the Names and
Addresses of parties to whom they have sent stamps, and whom

they have reason to consider swindlers, to Rlr. Pegg, 11, Holies Street,

Dublin, who intends publishing a List of Defaulters.

^ro STAMP DEALERS.—STAFFORD SMITH &
T SMITH have for sale the following unused Stamps at the annexed
low prices per hundred :—Belgium, 1 c.. 2/; Boyd’s City Express, 1 cent,

8/6 ;
France, 1 c., 2/ ; 2 c., 3/6 ;

5 c., 6/6 ; Italy, 1 c., 3/6 ; 2 c., 4/6 ; 5 c., 8/6 ;

Portugal, 10 reis, 7/6 ;
Saxony, 3 pf. (new issue), 7/6 ; i n. gr., 10/6 ; United

States, 2-cent adhesive, 13/6; 2-cent envelope. 16/6. Address Stafford
S.MITH & Smith, Foreign Stamp Importers, Bath.

JAMES ROBINSON & Co., 153, Crown Street, Liver-
pool, have always on hand large quantities of Foreign Stamps at

greatly reduced rates. Examples Newfoundland, penny, 2d. ; two-
penny, 4d. ;

Antigua, penny, twopence ;
Prince Edward’s Island, penny,

2d. ;
twopenny, 4d. ; tlireepenny, 6d. ; set of 5, 2/9 ; Nevis, penny, 3d.

;

Hong kong, 2 c., 3d.; Nova Scotia, 1 c.. Id.; 2 c., 2d.; New Brunswick,
1 c., Id.; 5 c., 4d. ;

Ionian Islands, 6d. set of 3. Price I^ist of over 1200
varieties on receipt of stamped envelope.

Mount brown, 124, Cheapside, London, has the
following unused new issues of Postage .Stamps:—Lubeck, set of

5 labels, 1/3 ; 5 envelopes, 1/9 ; Saxonj', set of 6 labels, 2/ ; 4 envelopes, 2/

;

Costa Rica, I r., 1/9 ; 2 r., 2/3 ; Nicai-agua, 2 c., 2/ ; 5 c., 2/ ; Luzon, 5 c., 3/6.

Also used and obsolete stamps of Parma—first issue (col. imp,), 15 c. and
25 e., 2/ each ; second issue (blk. imp.), 10 c., 15 c., 40 c., at lOd. each ; 5 c.

and 25 c. at 1/ each; third issue (Due di Parma), 15 c. and 25 c. at 1/6;

40 c. at 1/3; provisional (Stati Parmensi), 6 c. red, 2/6; 9 c. blue, 2/3 ; 10 c.

and 20 c., 1/6 ;
Modena B. G. 9 c., 2/ ; 5 c., 10 c., 25 c., 40 c., each 7d. ; 15 c.

yellow, 5d. In packets, 20 local U. S. labels for 5/. A collection of 820
stamps, 410 of which are unused, price X13.
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POSTAGE-S'l'AMP AT.BUM. By JUSTIN I>AL-
LIER. Illustrated ^vith Maps and Ilia.graiiis, and containing a

full description of I’ritish, Colonial, and Foreign Stamps, with compart-

inrnts arranged for the reception of each. Impei ial oblong 8vo., cmth,

clasp, 7/6 :
post free, 8/2. Hound in half-niorocco,_ clasp, 10/ ;

post free,

10/10. Bound in whole morocco, two clasps, gilt edg s, 12/6; post

free, 13/4. Bound in best morocco relief, two clasps, 21/ ;
post fiw, 21/10.

Handsomely bound in best morocco relief, two large clasps, 25/ ;
post

free, 25/10.

‘ For the benelit of Collectors, Mr. .Ji'STiN Lallier has just issued an

admirable Album, which will bo in extcnsiv demand as soon as its ex-

istence is known. It contains a description of every known variety of

timbre paste, so that a partially obliterated stamp may ea.sily be recog-

nised ;
and on the page opposite the description are spac s for mounting

the stamps described, so that any Collector may, at a glance, see all his

deficiencies.—r/ie Bookseller.

Bath : Stafford S.mith & Smith, 13, George Street.

W G. DIAMOND, of Rifle House, Westbourne
• Grove. Bayswater, Dealer in Foreign and Colonial Postage

Stamps since 1857, can supply the trad." with the under-mentioned wuised

stamps at the prices affixed, viz.. Sandwich Islands, 13 c. red 8/, 2 c.

(Uku leta) rod, 3/ : 5 e. blue on blue paper, 3/ ;
Confederate States of

America (head of Davis), six varieties, 1/C ;
Pony Express, 9/, eight vari-

eties. The under-mentioned used slamps at per dozen :-10-kop. Rus-
sian, 9d. ; old Austrian (arms), 9d. ;

jienny black English, 4d.
;
twopenny

blue, without lines, 1/ ;
Spanish 2 r., 3d. ;

Sardinian. 2d. French, Indian,

common American, and many others for persons about to collect, at Id.

per dozen. The Pony Express and Sandwich Islands at one half the

price quoted for those unused. Send stamped-directed envelope en-

closing penny uncut postage stamps for those required. Five per cent

off all orders over 10/. N.B.—Single stamps sent as specimens at the

same price, and the money returned if not approved of. Collections

purchased.

I
ENORMOUS REDUCTION IN PRICES ! !—Mr.
li Frank E. Millar, of 166, Que n’s Road, Dalston, London, N.E.,

begs to call especial attention to his Price List for September, and feels

confident it will meet with a larger circulation than ever, as he will give,

gratis, with each List a very rare unused stamp, at present in great de-

mand. The last will be fonvard'-d to any address in the kingdom, post

free, on receipt of two stamps and a directed envelope. On sale, all un-

used Sandwich Islands. 5 c. blue, 4d. ;
New Brunswick. 1 c.. 2d.

;
Greek

1 and21ept.. Id. each; Turkish. 3/6 the set of 4; Lubeck (1863), s?tof5
adhesive, 1/6 ; ditto envelopes, 1/6; Saxony (1863), set of 6 adhesive, 2/;

set of 4 envelopes. 1/9. Used copies Canada, threepenny (beaver—old
and out of use), 3d. ; 5 c. (beaver), Id. ;

Norway, old blue (out of use), 3d.

;

Denmark, old brown Fire, R.B.S. (out of use). Id.; Pony Express, 6d.

each. N.B.—Price List sent as above for two stamps and a directed

envelope.

present a large assortment oi usea ana unuseu roieign anu
lial Postage Stamps at remarkably low ]>rices. Examples ; Turkey, 1,

!, and 5 p., 2/2 for the 3 ;
Ionian Islands, 8d. per set; Luxemburg, 1 and

! c.. Id. each ;
4 c., lid. ;

Sandwich Islands, 5 blue, 6d. ; Nova Scotia, 1 c..

M essrs. Kennedy, McDermid, & Co., have at

present a large assortment of used and unused Foreign and Colo-

nial
" ' .--1-1-1- 1— . ri...,.l

2
,

l^d! ;* 2 c., 4d.’; 5 c., 5d. ;
United States, 2 c., 2d. (ju.st issued) ; 2 c. enve-

lope, 4d. ; Saxony, Lubeck, Ac.,, new' issues (the above are all unused)

;

Modena from 1/ each ;
Romagna, 1/3 ;

old Spanish, from 8d.
;
Luxem-

burg, 10c. old, 1/3; Nova Scotia, 1 c. black. Id.; 5 c. blue, 2d.; French
Republic, from Id. to 9d. each ;

old Saxony, lid. Stamps forwarded

upon approval. Dealers supplied at the most reasonable terms. Agents

wanted. Note the address, and write it in full

—

Kennedy, McDermid, &
Co., 79 a, George Street, Edinburgh.

H STEINAU, Faulkner Street, Manchester, has on
rl « sale (used) Austria. 1850, 3, 6, and 9 kr., 2d. each; 1858, Id.;

•un.swick, 1852, Od.; French Republic, 20, 25 c., 3d.; Presidency, 25 c.,

ou. ;
Hanover, 1851, 1-30, 1-15, 1858, 1-30,1-15, 1-10 th.. Id. ; 1 g. gr., 2d. ;

Lubeck set of 5. 9d. ;
Modena (with eagle and provisional gov.), 9d. ;

Norwav’(1855). 6d. ;
Portugal (Donna Maria), 25 r.. 3d. : Saxony (1851), set

of 5 lOd. • Schleswig-Holstein (genuine), 2 s., 9d. (Unused) Bergedorf,

Is 2d set of 5 ; Bi un.swick envelopes, 9d. set of 3; Canada envelopes.

5c ’4d. 10c.,8d.; French C.donies, 1 c.. Id. ; 5 c., 2d.; 10 c.. 3d,; New-

foundland threepenny, Od. ; fourpenny, 8d. ;
fivepenny, lOd. ; a.id a great

many others. English or Ger.oan Price List sent on receipt of postage.

Dealers supplied on separate and very liberal terms.

CELLING OFF. FURTHER REDUCTION ! !—Mr.
O GEORGE PRIOR, of 48, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C., will, this

month (September), send his new Price List (with a new Gernian Stamp,

Lratis), post free, on receipt ot* two stamps; and teels sui*e that the

m-eat reduction he has made in the price of most stamps must elicit an

order from every purchaser of his List. Extract from List, unused;—

Sandwich Islands, 5 c.. 4d. ;
New Brunswick, 1 c. (eiignie), 2d.; Greek !

and 2 lept.. Id. each ;
Turkish. .3/6 the set of 4. Used :-Pony Express, 6d.

each; old Denmark, Fire R.B.S., Id.; old Norway. 4 sk. blue, 3d.
;

Canada, threepenny (beaver), 3d. ;
sixpenny (head), 6d. ; 5 c. (beaver). Id.

each.

riMIE PRINCESS ALEXANDRA POSTAGE-STAMP
I AI.BUM, post free, 1/1, can bo had only from H. Whittaker, Win-

chester Terrace, Regent Road, Salford, Manchester.

nnn obliterated forfign stamps
/OUlUv/U WANTED TO PURCHASE, exclusive of French and
American. Lowest jirice per thousand to be forwarded to Stafford
Smith & Smith, the Foreign Stamp a,id Crest Depot, Bath.

lA VARIETIES of RARE FOiiEIGN STAMPS for
PVJ .3d. ; 20 ditto, 6.1. 11. Wuittaker, Winchester Terrace, Regent
R >ad, Salford, Manchester.

Henry wuittaker, tlio old-establisliecl Stamp
Dealer, continu s to supply all kinds of Foreign aiul Colonial

St Linjis very ciieap. Brazil, 10 and 30 r., 2d. each, unusoii. Collections of
; 0 varieties, 1/6 ; 100, 3/6. Winchester Terrace, Regent Road, Salford,
Manchester.

^HIE CHEAPEST PACKET of STAMPS.—The
JL- Sixpenny Packet of Stamps contains 20 varieties of Foreign and
Colonial Po.stage Stamiis, all in good condition, many being unoblite-
rated. Post free for seven sta.^ips. Address, Stafford S.mith A Smith,
13, George Street, Bath.

G. JONES & Co., 87, Roscommon Street, Liver-
. • pool, have all kinds of use 1 and unused British, Colonial, and

Foreign Stainjis on sale at greatly reduced prices. September Price I.ist

sent on receipt of a stamped envelope.

JELLING OFF.— E. KETTLETY, 14, Kingsmead
U/ Square, Bath, begs to announce that he is selling off the whole of
his stock of Stamps at less than co.st price, and he will send a selection on
approval on receipt of stamped envelope.

DIRT CHEAP UNUSED STAMPS.— Brazil, 10 r.,

9d., 30 r., 1/10 per dozen ; Saxony (old), 3 pf., 9d., J sbgr., lOd. per
dozen. K. S. Lightbown, Cross Lane, Salford, Manchester.

Beautifully PRiNfED in colours.-Now
ready, a New and Complete Set of upwards of 1.30 Titles for Stamp

Albums. Geographically arranged by Dr. J. E. Gray, f.r.s., f.l..s.,

F.Z..S., ETC., of the Briti.sh Museiiin. Price 1/6; post free. 1/7. Specimen
sheet post free for two staiujis. London : E. Marlborough & Co. ; Bath ;

Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street.

Buy of the IMFORTER.—As R. W. PEGG imports
all his osTi stamps, he is enabled to sell cheaper than any other

dealer, and will, on receipt of stamped envelope, send a selection from
his magnificent stock of upwards of 30,000 Foreign and Colonial Stamps.
Agents wanted. 11, Holies Street, Dublin.

Books of crests.—

E

ach book contains 50 Crests
in relief, beautifully stamped in Colours, with a Key to the names

of the Families bearing them. This work, when complete, will form
the most perfect Collection extant, and is expected to contain over 2000
Crests. Books I. and II. now ready. Price 1/ each; post free, 1/1.
Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath.

A BARGAIN.—A Collection of 260 Stamps, mounted
in album, price 20/. Address, Z., Box No. 1, Post-Office, Lough

qniE ‘SHILLING ALBUM’ is a neat and service-
i able book, strongly bou d in cloth, and ruled to contain over 1400

stamps. Post free, one stamp extra. R. W. Pegg, Holies Street, Dublin.

in non obliterated colonial postage
Xu 1UUU STAMPS WANTED TO PURCHASE. The stamps of the
follow ing countries are mostly required :—Antigua. Bahamas. Barbadoes.
.Tamaica, Nevis, New Zealand, St. Helena, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, and
Trinidad. I.owest price per thousand to be forwarded to Stafford
S.MlTll & S.MiTH, the Foreign Stamp and Crest Dep6t, Bath.

D Mc CORKINDALE Avill send his Price List on
• receipt of stamped envelope. Prices very low'—Old Saxony, Id.

;

old Danish, Id.; old Nova Scotia threepenny and sixpenny, 4d.

H^HE postage-stamp COLLECTOR’S POCKET
1 ALBUM.—Containing a complete Table of all the Postage Stamps

issued by each Counti-j’, State, or City, with spaces arranged for their
reception. The whole in a neat and portable form, with flap and elastic

band, and a pocket for surplus stamps. Roan, 2/ ;
post free, 2/1 ; morocco

or russia, 3/6; post free, 3/8; morocco or russia gilt, 4/; post free, 4/2.

Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath,

SEND for STAMPS on APPROVAL to S; T., Post-
office, Weymoutli.
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T J. H. STOCKALL & Co., Broad Green, Liverpool,
fj • have just recoivpd another large assortment of Stamps, of almost
all countries, which will be sold at very reduced rates, comprising some
very rare and obsolete ; such as, .\ntigua penny, 2d, each, or l/IO per doz. ;

Austria, 2 kr,, 2d, each; Argentine Confederation, 5 c.. red, 101. each ;

lladen, 1 kr., black. Id. each; Hahamas, p^nny, 4d. each; fourpenny, 1/

each ;
sixpenny. 1/3 each ; Set of three, 2/3 ; Bavaria, 1 kr., Id. each; 3 kr.,

.3d. each ; Brazil. 10 r., blue, 2 1. each, or 1/3 per dozen
; 30 r.. Id. each ;

British Uuiana, 1-c. black, 2d. each, or 1/6 per dozen; Brunswick,
j. J, J s. gr.. Id. each ; Buenos Ayres, 1 p., rose, 1/ each ; i r., green,

1/ each
; (Uin.ida, 1 c., 2d. each ; Germany, 1 and J s. gr.. Id.

each, or 8d. p^w dozen; J, orange, 2d. each; Greece,! lept., |d. each,
or od. per dozen; Hamburg,^ ,sch.. Id. each, 9d. per doz n ; Set of 7,

2/8 ; Hamburg Boten, Th. Lafrenz, Set of 10 J sch., lOd. ;
Set of 10 1 sch.,

1/1 ; H. Scheerenbcck’s, set of 10 i sch., 1/; set of 10 1 sch. (Postmaip, 1/ ;

set of 10 1 sch. (Ca.stle). 1/3 : Carl Hamer and Co., sod of 10. inclu ling two
envelope .stamps, 1/ ; Marz Verein, set of 10 1 sch., 1/3; Malta, halfpenny.
Id. each, or 8d. per dozen ; Moldo-Wallachia, set of 3, 2/; Moldavi.i, 5 ]>,,

black, 1/6 ; 10, blue, 2/ ; 80, rose, 2/ ; set of 3, 5/ ; 54 p, (circukir;, 2/ each
;

80 p,, 2; each
; 108 p., 2/ each ; set of 3, .5/6 ; Monte Video, 180 c., 1/ ; 2 iO c.,

1 ; dilif/enciu, 80 c., 1 ;
i r., 1 ;

New Brunswick, 1 c., 2d. each, or lOd. per
dozen; Newfoundland, penny, 4d. each, or ,3s. per doz'-n ;

Saxony (new
issue, white shield in centre), 3 p., Id. each, or lOd. per doz m ; orange.
Id. each, or 1/ per doz n ; 1, rose, ,3d. each, or 2/ pei- doz,-n ; 2, bin ', 4d.
each, or 3s. per dozen

; 3, stone, 6d. each, or 4 p r d z n ; U. S. env.. 1 c.,

3d. each ; 3 c.. 4d. each. The above are all unused. The following ai-e

used Bu. nos Ayres (Ship), 1 r., blue, 2/ each; 1 p., rose, 8d. each ; 1 p.,
blue, 6d. each

;
French Republic, 10 c., 6d. each ; 15 c., 5d. each

; 20 c., 2d.
each; 25 c., 2 1. each; 1 franc. 8d. each; Fiidand, 10 kop., rose (large
.stamp, with shield surmounted by crown), 9 1. each; Hanover, first and
second issues at 3d. each ; Donna Maria and Don Pedi’o, 25 r.. blu°, 3 1.

each, or 2; 6 per dozen. Their new Price List is just out, giving full par-
ticulars of form, valuv>, coloui-, d.it) of issue, &c. ;will be forwarded on
receipt of two stamps. All orders executed and forwarded p-^r return of
l>ost. P. 0. O. to be made payable to J. J. 11. Stockall & Co., Liverpool

.

OALEGxA, Everton, Liverpool, has an extensive assort-
ment of Foreign Postage Stamps in stock. The follow ing are a

few :—Antigua, penny ; Bahamas, penny ; Barbadoes, blue, green
;

Jamaic.i, ]>enny ; Nevis, penny; Newfoundland, penny; Sr. Vincent,
penny ;—all 3d. each

;
Baden, 1, Id.

;
Land Poet, 1, Id. : Bremen. 2, 2d.

;

3, 3d.; British Guiana, 1 c., black, 2d.; 2 e., 3d.; 4 e., 5d.
; 8 c.. 7d.

;

Canada (Envelo])es), 5 c.. 6d. ;
’0 e.. 9d. ; Confederate States (fac-similes),

.3(1. each, or 3/ the set of 15 ; Germany (N.). P J, J. at Id. each ; Greece, 1,

Id. ; 2. Id. ; 5, 2d. ; 10, 3d.; Hamburg, i.ld. ;
Hanover, 1 gr., Id.; 3 pf..

Id.; old envelopes, 1 g. gr.. 9d. ; 1 gr., rose, 1/6: Ionian Islands, od. per
set of 3 ; Liberia, 6 c., 1/ ; Lubeck, old and new. 1/3 per set

; Wallachia, 3,

rd. ; 6, 5d. ; 30, 1/ ; Natal, penny, 4d.
;
New' Brunswick, 1 c., 2d.

; Nova
Scotia. 1 c., 2d. ; new 2 c., 3d.

;
Papal States, 1. lid. ; 1, lid.

; 2, 3d. ; 3,

4d. ; Prince Edward’s Island, penny, 3d. ; twopenny, 4d. : threepenny, 7d. ;

Saxony (new kind, just issued), 3pf., lid. : i gr.. lid. ; 1, 3d.
; 2. 5d.

; 3,

6d. ; 5. 9d. ; or 2/ the set of six ; envelopes, 2/ the set of four; St. Lucia,
red, 3d. ;

blue, 9d. ;
Trinidad, red, 4d. ; 'I'urkey, yellow. 5d. ; Uni'^ed

States envelopes, 1. 2d. ; 3, 4d. ; 6, Od. ; 10, 1/ ; Venezuela, 4d. each, or lOd.
the set of three ; Hamburg Locals, 1/, 1/3, 1/6 per set of ten. All the above
are unused. The following are used, but in good condition ;—Baden
(figure in centre), 3 kr., blue, yellow, green, 6, gieen, 3d. each ; 6, yellow,
9, pink, 2d. each ;

French Colonies, lO c., 40 c.. 3d. each ; Hanover (first

issue). 1 g. gr., 1-10. 4d. each; 1-30, 1-30, 1-15, 2d. each; second issue,

1 g. gr., 1-10, 4d. each ; 1-30, 1-15, 2d. each ;
India (old), i, 1, 2. 4, 6d. each

;

Prussia (first issue). 1. 2, 3, 2d. each; second issue, 1. 2, 3, Id. eacli
;

Saxony (first issue), i gr., 4d.
; 1, 2, 3, 3d. each. List sent on receipt of a

stamped-directed envelope.

YOUNG & Co., Aintree, near Liverpool, AVhole-
f T • sale and Retail Dealers in used and unused Foreign Postage

Stamps, will send their Price List of 1000 varieties on receipt of two
stamps. The follow ing is an example of their prices (all o*h r kinds and
used ones equally low) Austria, 1 kr.. Id. each, 8d. per dozen

; 2 and 3
kr. and 3 kr. env., 2d. each, 1/6 per dozen

;
Austrian Italy, 2 ami 3 soldi

and 3 soldi env., 3d. each, 2/ per dozen
; Barbadoes gr en, 2d. each, 1/6

per dozen ; Brazil, 10 r., 2d. each, 1/ per dozen; 30 r., 3d. each, 2/ per
dozen; Baden, Bavaria, Germany, and Wurtemberg, 1 kr,. Id. each, 9d.
per dozen ; 3 kr. and env. 3 kr., 2d. each, 1/6 per d( zen

; Hamburg,
Lubeck (new issue adhesive and envelope), and Bergedorf, Jsch., Id. each,
lOd. per dozen ; 1 sch., 2d. each, 1/6 per dozen

; Denmark, 2 sk.. Id. each,
lOd. per d( z -n

;
Greece, 1 lept.. Id. each, 4d. per dozen

; Luxemburg, 1 c..

Id. each, 3d. per dozen ; 2 c,.. Id. each, 6d. per doztm ; 4 c., 2d. each, 1/
per dozen; 10 and 121 c., 2d. each, 1/9 per dozen, 2/2 per s<'t; Hanover,
3 pf.. Id. each, 8d. per doze

;
Saxony (new issue), 3 pf. and | n. g., Id.

each, lOd. per dozen ; 1 n. g. and env., 2d. each, 1/9 per dczui
; Spain. 2

cuartos, 2d. each, 1/ per dozen; 4 cuartos, 2d. each, 1/9 per dozen; Olden-
burg, § and I gr., 2d. each, 1/ per dozen ; Germany, J and | s. gr.. Id.
each, 9d. per dozen ; New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, 1 c., 2d. each, 1/3
per dozen ;

United States, 1-c env.. 2d. each, 1/ per dezen ; new issue, 2 L,
2d. each, 1/6 per dozen ; 2-c. env., 3d. each, 2/ per dozen

; penny Gre-
nada, Nevis. St. Lucia, Bahamas, St. Vincent, Newfoundland, and Prince
Edward Island, 3d. each. All the above are unused. A collection of over
600 stamps for sale, half of them unused, price £20. Agent for Poifs-
mouth and neighbourhood, L. Emanuei., 12, Ordnance Row, Portsea.

rpiMBRES POSTE ECHANGES.—S. T., Post Office,
I Weymouth, sera heureux de recevoir aucune quantite de timbres

poste vieiilis du Continent, en eehange de ceux des Colonies Anglaises,
dont il a beaucoup. S. T. traitera bien liberalement avec ses corres-
pondants.

be ready on the loth insf., 1C> pages, Fcop, 4fo.

STAFFORD SAirni & (SMITH’S DESCRIPTIVE
IV PRICE CAT.\LOGUE of BRITISH, COLONl.XL, and FOREIGN
POST.XGE STAMPS. New edition, revised and corrected to the present
time, and illustrated with upwards of 50 engTavings, beautifully printed
on toned papei-. Price 6d.

;
post free, 7d,

Twenty Foreign Stamps for Sixpence.

OTAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S SIXPENNY
^ ’ PACKET of STAMPS. Containing 20 varieties of Foreign and
Colonial Postage S'-amps, all in good condition, manv being unoblite-
rated. I’ost free, 7d.

The Cheapest Packet of Unohliterated Stamps.

QTAFFORU SMITH & bllTH’S ONE-SHILLING
lY I’ACKET of FOREIGN POSTAGE STAMPS. Containing one
d(jzen varieties

; all unobliterated. Post free, 1/1.

Important to those about to Collect.

QTAFFORD SxMITH & SMITH’S FI VE-SIIILTJNGO PACKET of FOREIGN POST.XGE STAMPS. Containing 100 vari-
ebi s of Foreign Stamps, all in good condition, manv being unobliterated.
Post free, 5/1.

To Collectors of Unohliterated Postage Stamps.

STAFFORD SMITH & S:\[ITH’S TWO-AND-SIX-
PENNY PACKET of UNOBLITERATED POSTAGE STAMPS.

Cont lining 21 varieties of Colonial and I’oreign Stamijs, all unused. Post
free, 2, 7.

Kew Packet of Postage Stamps.

Q'l’AFFORD SAIITH tfe SMlill’S FIVE-SHILLING
ij PACKET of LOCAL A-MERICAN POSTAGE STAMPS. Contain-
ing 20 varieties Post free, 5/1.

Kow Ready, Deaiitifulty printeil in Colours.

QTAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S NEW and COM-O PLETE SET of POSTAGE-STAMP ALBU.M TITLES. Comprising
upwards of 130 Tithes, g ‘ogi-aphically arranged by Dr. J. E. Gkay, f.r.S.,

F.L.S., F.Z.S., itc., of the British Aluseum. Price 1/6; post free, 1/7.

Specimen sheet post free for two stanurs.

To Foreign Stamp and Crest Collectors.

STAFFORD SMITH & SAIITH’S MONTHLY CIR-
Lj CULARfor September will be sent gratis and post free to any address
on application.

New Packet for Crest Collectors.

QTAFFORD SMITH & SMiril’S SIXPENNY
kA P.YCKET of ARMS, CRESTS, MONOGRAMS, &c. Containing 20
varieties. Relief stamped in Colours. Post free, 7d.

Arms, Crests, &c., for Albums.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S ONE-SHILLING
PACKET of ARMS, CRESTS, MONOGRAMS, i'c. Comprising

upw'ards of 50 varieties. Relief stamped in Colours. Post free, 1/1.

Fow Ready.

QTAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S ONE-AND-SIX-
kJ PENNY PACKET of ARMS, ORESTS, MONOGRAMS, &e. Con-
taining 100 varieties. Relief stamped in Colours. Post free, 1/7.

Cheap Crests for Collectors.

QTAFFORD SMITH & SMITH have on sale a large
Pa assortment of Anns, Crests, Monograms, &e., beautifully stamped
in Colours, with Names. Price 3d. per sheet; postage. Id. extra.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH,
F'oreign Stamj) -sellers to

His Royal Highness the Prince of Orange,
13, George Street, Bath.

This Magazine will be forwarded regularly every month, to any part of the

world
, on receipt of the annual subscription of Four Shillings; which may be

remitted in unused postage stamps current in the country whence the order is

received.

Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath, England.

Ce Magas in-ci sera transmis tous les mois, a toutes Ics parties dumonde,
en envoyant aux Messieurs Smith la souscription annuelle (5 francs), en
timbres-posle neufs du pays d’ oil vient I’ordre.

Stafford Smith <£• Smith, 13, George Street, Bath, England.

NOTICE.—Purchasers of the Stamp Coi.lector’s IMagazine are en-

titled to receive with the May and, succeeding numbers an unohliterated

Foreign or Colonial Stump. The above is not ap/plicable to Subscribers resident

in Foreign Countries ; as the British postal regulations will not admit of any
enclosure being sent in a registered publication addressed abroad.

London : Published by E. Marlborough & Co.. 4, Ave Maria I.ane, E.C.

;

and Stafford S.mith & Smith, Foreign Stamp and Cres! Dep(3t.l3,

George Street, Bath, to whose care all Communications for the Editor
are to be addressed.
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A TALE OF A POSTAGE STAMP.
DOZE THE FOURTH.—PART I.

MORNING.

‘ Each sure-returning morning
Foreruns the busy day

;

Echoing the solemn warning,

Live well while yet you may.'

The dawn ushered in the day, and brightly

shone the sun over the beautiful city of

Florence, equally arousing its denizens to

joy or sorrow. Lusty youth and feeble age

;

the lowliest ministrant to daily necessities,

and the wealthy possessor of all sublunary

comforts, alike awoke to hail its impartial

rays. The healthy seemed to derive new
vigour from its brightness

;
and even the

suffering diseased felt no small amelioration

from the disappearance of the long, dull

night.

As the morning wore on, the streets 'were

gradually filled with more than their accus-

tomed gay and animated crowed. It was a
feast-day, and a grand procession would
issue at ten o’clock from the noble church
of Santa Croce, the Westminster Abbey of

Florence, where repose so many illustrious

dead. Many bent their steps thither from
a purely—if mistaken—religious motive

;

many, from an innate love of sight-seeing of

any kind
;
some, to while away an idle hour

;

but the majority simply following in the wake
of others.

Toward that same sacred edifice too, yet
with far different purpose, from opposite

quarters of the city, and by tortuous ways,
to evade observation, slunk the conspirators

Bernardo and Filippo
;
both greatly annoyed

at the unusual concourse near their appointed
place of meeting—having been either igno-

rant or forgetful of the public ceremony.
‘ With care-worn look, and mien distraught

By deep, and sad, and madd’ning thought,’

thither also moodily paced the unhappy
Lorenzo, mechanically striving after some
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calm by offering up bis morning orisons,

carefully and unobservedly followed at a

distance by bis faitbful young companion,
wbo, intuitively feeling tbat some crisis was
at band, was anxious to be nigb bis dear

protector witb wbat assistance or comfort
he might be able to afford.

The solemn mass was sung, and the long
procession passed from the church across

the Piazza. Preceded by religious banners,

first walked the children belonging to the

various scholastic charities
;

then, accom-
panied by their appropriate insignia, gigantic

crosses, and exquisitely-carved crucifixes,

issued forth deputations of monks and nuns,

representing their respective monasteries and
convents. The majority of these, especially

the Franciscan friars, might remind the

spectator of the exquisite, I will not say,

conceptions, as they are doubtless faithful

portraits of Rembrandt, Guido, and above
all, Lo Spagnoletto, whose pictures, full of

utter self-abnegation and sublime devotion,

were seemingly presented bodily walking in

the file.

These were followed by what we should
call in England, Friendly Brothers and
Sisters of Mercy

;
the usual garb of the

former partially hid by a sort of clerical

habiliment, something like a large surplice.

Some of these bore enormous lighted tapers.

The appearance of the females was yet more
singular

;
a straw-coloured leno robe and

hood but very imperfectly concealing their

unmistakably lay dress. The younger sis-

ters, wearing neither caps nor bonnets,

might pass muster well enough as novices

;

but the gay caps of many of the matrons
shone forth quite out of place in such an
assembly

;
and more especially some of the

associees of a higher grade, sporting bonnets
in the extreme of fashion, which the thin

material of the hood but scantily covered,

and apologetically veiled, lent a semi-

ludicrous aspect to this part of the long
procession.

After these came the clerical staff of Santa
Croce, consorting with those of the other
churches who sent contingents to swell the
parade. At intervals were borne crucifixes

in carved wood, or composed of ivory and
ebony, under canopies of scarlet or purple

velvet
;
and many a massive silver crosier

appeared a heavy load to its supporter.

Last in the show, towered far on high above
the shoulders of its score or so of bearers, a

massive image of the virgin and child, as

large as life, in pure dead and bright silver,

and wearing crowns of gold and precious

stones.

When the church was partially cleared of

the crowd, the two worthies were able to

interchange a few hurried words, and then,

fearful of recognition, hastily descended the

steps of the side entrance of the church.

Although they were both partially disguised

in shabby blue blouses and large-brimmed
straw hats, they were here, to his great

surprise and alarm, identified by young
Carlo, in search of his friend, of whom he
had suddenly lost sight. Unobserved him-

self, he followed them awhile, in much
amazement at the consortment of the two,

when he suddenly caught view of Lorenzo
slowly advancing. At the same instant the

conspirators perceived him, and hastily sepa-

rated
;
but the artist was too intent on his

own sad thoughts to notice them
;
and on

Carlo, eagerl}^ rushing forward to meet him,

to impart the extraordinary discovery he
had just made, he started and looked up
to behold his adored mistress, quietly and
unobtrusively returning unattended from one

of her daily missions of charity. Their eyes

met
;
and his humble and deep reverence

was rewarded by one of her own angelic

smiles of recognition. Bernardo and Filippo

observed them in the distance
;
the former,

with jealousy and rage
;
the latter, fearful

of the effect of the meeting on the better

feelings of Lorenzo.

It might have proved for good, but, as

evil fate willed it, the carriage of the Mar-
chese—^who knew the direction of his grand-

daughter’s walk that day, and solicitous for

her safety in the crowded state of the streets

—drew up, attended by that same servant

whose presence ever exasperated the luckless

lover to frenzy.

How, when, and where will that party

meet again P The eonspirators hurriedly

escaped
;
Adine entered the carriage

;
and

Lorenzo rushed into the church, followed as

speedily and closely as possible by little
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Carlo, who found him stretched, apparently

lifeless, before the tomb of Michael Angelo.

DOZE THE FOURTH.—PART II.

DARKNESS, DEATH, DESPAIK’.

‘ Shall all the heighten’d grief of years,

Or groans, or sighs, or floods of tears,

Avail to dim that heavy woe ?
’

Relentless mem’ry answers, ‘No.’

With the assistance of a few casual loiterers

in the holy building, the sufferer was restored

to the sad realization of existence, and the

two friends proceeded homewards
;
but fruit-

lessly did Carlo endeavour to introduce his

startling discovery of the existence of com-
munication between his uncle and the haughty
grandson of the Marchese, The very mention
of Bernardo’s name sufficed so evidently to

convulse the whole frame of the artist, that

the poor boy was obliged to give up his futile

attempt, and contented himself with the most
anxious and unremitting attention to the

trifling requirements of his protector through-
out the day. They had apparently changed
their mutual positions. The strong young
man, listlessly engaged about some of the

mere preparatory parts of his painting, was
watched and hunioui'ed like a wayward child

by the affectionate little fellow of whom he
had constituted himself guardian.

Long and dreary was the remainder of the

day, its monotony broken only by a brief visit

from Filippo, ostensibly to seRle a few minor
arrangements, but really to ascertain if his

companion or himself had been recognised

in the morning. The deep abstraction of

the artist, who seemed to speak and move
like a man in a trance, reassured him, and
he speedily relieved the friends of his un-
welcome presence.

The sun set
;
the brief twilight darkened

;

the evening wore away
;
and the silence of

night succeeded.

‘ The moon, the witness bright of many a crime.

And looking yet so guiltless all the time,’

was wrapped in clouds, and the hour
appointed for the rendezvous of the wretched
plotters arrived. Lorenzo, having enticed

his young companion to retire to his bed,

and waited till he was apparently lost in

sleep, softly descended the many steps of the
long, dark staircase. Carlo, who was only

feigning slumber, immediately sprung from
his couch, and, leaning as far as possible out

of window, watched till his friend had
attained the court-yard

;
then, hastily hud-

dling on his clothes, followed in full deter-

mination to share every danger attendant

on his midnight project, whatever it might
be.

‘ It was plot and counter-plot,’ continued

the postage stamp, with whose narration we
will now proceed

;

‘ I tell you not only what
I witnessed, but what after events proved to

have transpired. The real object of the

villanous Bernardo was to allow the ruffians

access to his grandfather’s palace, which he
was easily enabled to do, by bribing that

very menial who had a grudge against

Lorenzo, and who managed, by drugging
their wine, to lull the concierge and other

domestics of the establishment into a sound
sleep. His idea was then, in the confusion,

to get possession himself of as much avail-

able property as he could lay hands on
;
after

whicih, ringing the alarm-bell, he would
arouse the neighbourhood, and satiate his

jealousy and hatred by seeing his rival

ignominiously captured and condemned as

one of the lawless band
;
fully confident of

his own ability to screen himself from any
suspicion of connivance, as he had never
been known personally to other of' the

ruffians than Filippo, whose word he well

knew would not be taken in preference to

his own denial of the compact between
them. The latter, however, was quite as

shrewd as his coadjutor, and, his suspicions

once aroused by a trifling circumstance,

resolved not to lose sight of him.
‘ One by one, not to attract the attention

of the guardians of the night, the minor
villains were admitted into the court-yard

by the menial Michele, fully cognizant of

and maliciously furthering the designs of

his young master. Then followed Filippo
;

and, shortly after, Lorenzo.
‘ Up the marble staircase, feebly lighted

by a few dark lanterns, scarce daring to

breathe, the dusky forms ascended. The
private cabinet of the Marchese, which the

plate-room—-where his ready cash and valu-

ables mostly lay—adjoined, was reached,

and the latter entered by the plunderers.
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Drawers and other receptacles were speedily

ransacked, and the lawless crew transferred

the costly contents to their bags and
pockets.

‘ My nnhappy purchaser persistently

clamouring for what he deemed his rightful

heritage, the emerald bracelet—easily iden-

tified by Filippo—was handed him. Eagerly
and curiously regarding it with abstracted

eye, he stumbled against Michele, furtively

stealing off with a casket which he was
well aware contained the priceless coronet,

brilliant crosses, and other valuable jewelry

of the Abbess of Santa Apollonia, which liad

been kept at her father’s ever since the

revolutionary movement had rendered the

convents unsafe receptacles for valuable

property. At the abrupt contact, the plun-

derer let fall his burden, which, bursting

open, the resplendent contents strewed the

floor, and among them, to the especial

amazement of Filippo, Bernardo, and Lorenzo,

lay a bracelet, the precise model of that held

in the hand of our hero.
‘ The general scramble after the scattered

valuables that ensued, afforded Bernardo, as

he thought, a favourable opportunity of

executing his diabolical purpose
;
but Filippo

was too wary for him, and overtaking the

double traitor at the door of the cabinet, a

scuffle followed, the noise of which awoke
the old noble. He entered from his chamber
just as Lorenzo, having got possession of the

other bracelet, was preparing to retire. In

the struggle the silk mask of Bernardo had
fallen off, and the frenzied artist—his brain

on fire with the events of the last few days,

and a stiletto he had wrenched from one of

the ruffians in his hand—sprang forward
with deadly intent against his enemy. The
latter swerving from the blow, the murderous
weapon penetrated the heart of the Marchese,
who fell lifeless on the spot.

‘ A scream startled the horrified occupants

of the chamber. The murderer turned, and
once again beheld Adine.

‘ “ Their eyes a single moment met,
That look he never shall forget.”

‘ The household was by this time in

motion : the terrified servants thought but
of their dead master and fainting mistress.

The assistant marauders hurriedly escaped
with what portables they could. Bernardo
made demonstrations as if to arrest Filippo,

who returned a thrust with his dagger that

maimed him for life, and followed his

myrmidons. Lorenzo, rushing distracted

from the room, again fell against Michele,

who fled from his blind fury through cham-
bers and passages towards the servants’ apart-

ments, which looked towards the street, and
jumped in fright from a window. Lorenzo,
madly pursuing, followed his example, and
they both lay senseless with fractured limbs
before the eyes of poor little Carlo, who had
crouched, all the while shivering with terror,

at the portals of the court-yard.’

(To he contimied.)

NOTES OF DESULTORY RAMBLES
ON THE CONTINENT.

BY A STAMP COLLECTOR.

There are many places ordinarily unnoticed
by tourists, a visit to which would yet well

repay the little extra delay and expense in-

curred. Among such is an old and very
singular city, whose elegant postage stamps,

by the contrast of their varied colours, are

the adornment of a page in every collector’s

album. It may be compared to a Brobdi-

nagian washing-basin—the houses of the

natives at the bottom and sides
;
and castle,

citadel, port, &c., all round the brim. Per-

fect peace, notwithstanding the warlike
appearance of these defences, seems charac-

teristic of the place—at least, such Avas our
impression the short time we were there.

Of course we soon managed to make way to

the post-office, to store ourselves with the

cleanest and brightest obtainable specimens.

The postmaster, a collector himself, could
understand our wants, and politely obliged

us with the best of his stock. Here also we
were fortunate enough to meet with some
neiD old specimens (the initiated will readily

comprehend this Irishism); two sorts we have
never seen acknowledged in any but one
continental catalogue

;
and one of them, of

which we obtained but a solitary individual,

is the very first issue of the place, and of

marvellous rarity. Foreign collectors have
always recognised it, but it is ever pooh-
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poohed by English amateurs as accidentally

differing or non-existent. We can only say,

we shall be proud to exhibit the same to any
zealous collector.

We thought we should like to descend
into the basin, but could find no means of

access to the lower regions. After a little

search we entered an open door, and pro-

ceeded down some steps leading to a long

passage, then steps again, and again pas-

sages. At last we were stopped by sentinels,

who seemed to wonder at our appearance

;

and as the natives are a mongrel breed

—

neither French, Germans, Belgians, nor
Italians, but a sort of outlandish Dutch—we
could not comprehend each other. This is

not the first time our postage stamps have
extricated us from a difficulty. Not wishing
to crease them, we had begged of the post-

master some paper to wrap them up in, and
he had civilly given us some old official

document covered with figures and signa-

tures. This being in our hand attracted the

soldiers’ attention, who stared at it a good
deal, which our acumen perceiving gave us

a hint how to proceed. Mixing all the

languages we could muster together, and
pointing to the magic document, we gave
them to understand it was a free pass from
the king, emperor, grand-duke, or whatever
the sovereign of the place might be, so we
were allowed ingress or egress. We did

not know our way, and dared not ask
;

so,

after innumerable turnings and windings,

ups and downs, we managed to get out

nearly where we had entered !

We then found the legitimate mode of

reaching the town, and, curious as it is, we
were ourselves apparently an equal object of

curiosity to the natives. On trying to

ascend by another path, we again nearly

got into trouble
;
and when a sentinel went

so far as to take hold of our arm, we began
to anticipate a sojourn in the dungeons of

the castle for the night in lieu of proceeding

onwards. A few flourishes, however, of the

mystic paper again extricated us, and the

soldier gave us the pass.

We climbed a flight of steps—it was in-

tensely hot—and began to count
;
but after

many, many scores, and finding we were not

a third advanced, we gave it up, and at last

gladly reached the top to find we had to

go all the way back again ! Tliere was no
egress on that side the castle. We shrewdly
suspect the sentinel that stopped us merely
meant civilly to intimate that fact. Per-

severance at length succeeded, and we
emerged from this intricate but most inter-

esting locality, which we may not ever re-

visit, but of which we shall always retain a

favourable impression.

We are now writing in a city of palaces,

where the wonderfully-preserved remains of

mediseval splendour meet the gaze on every

side. This morning we touched two of the

beautiful semi-transparent alabaster pillars

of the temple of Solomon, and satiated our

eyes with many a treasured reminiscence of

ages long gone by.

We had heard of the general incivility of

the predominating ‘ powers that be ’ in this

place. We did not experience it. The
postal authority to whom we applied for

stamps was most obliging, and, on our

taking the liberty of petitioning for those

mysterious anomalies which are not sold,

obligingly favoured us with a handful, which
we put into our cap for convenience of car-

riaere, and takino* it off on our arrival at

our hotel, very much surprised our travel-

ling companion by the squares of green,

blue, and yellow which the heat had rendered
adhesive to our hair.

Not so civil, though, were the postage

vendors of another ancient city that we
lately visited—a city whose existence, were
it not for one play and one painter, would
scarcely be known in England. Yet it is

well worth a traveller’s visit—every house,

every object, thoroughly medieeval. On in-

quiring for some obsolete stamps, we were
very gruffly repulsed

;
and civilly asking our

way of a sentinel at one of the gates,

and having unfortunately a plan of the

place in our hands, were rudely answered
in language that may be translated ‘ find

out ’
!

Greatly tantalised were we in another city

of palaces, on asking for some of those frighL

fully rare stamps now worth upwards of five

hundred times their original cost, and being

told that the party to whom we applied had
plenty of them on old letters, but had no
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time or inclination to take the trouble of

hunting them up.

We are inclined to believe that most of

the rare stamps have before this found their

way to Brussels, Paris, and London
;
and we

must regret the scanty crop reaped from
our continental researches. In vain did we
inquire for its solitary local stamp in tlie

fine old city where the habitations, often six

or more stories high, are surmounted by
roofs containing four or five more—where
the heads of some of the lower class of

females are decorated with something in the

similitude of enormous gilt fans
;
and the

churches and other buildings are apparently

covered with carpets of bright colours !

A like disappointment baffled us in that

once-celebrated city whose name, sadly dis-

torted, particularises a favourite dainty of

the cockney poor
;
where umbrellas and

parasols must be at a great discount—the

inhabitants bidding defiance to the rain and
the sun under the shelter of their splendid

corridors. Inquiring at the post-office for

some of the long-extinct specimens that had
so short a duration, we were accosted by an
extraordinary-looking little old man, who
offered us, for a consideration, the address

of a party who had some for sale. We were
foolish enough to be taken in, and found
nothing but the commonest recent issues

were attainable.

In an obscure market town of the same
district, at the foot of the Apennines, where
our vetturino stopped to change horses, we
were very nearly so fortunate as to obtain

what we wished. The postmaster said he
had put his hands on a whole remaining
sheet a day or two since, and would let us
have it. But alas ! it was not forth-coming,
though he ransacked his drawers as well as

he could in the short space of time we were
allowed to v/ait, and we went on our way

unrej oicing.

We are half ashamed of an adventure
in that marvellously-beautiful city full of
silent highways, where carriages and horses,

and above all, their usual unpleasing con-
comitants—dust and dirt—are unknown.
Making quest in a tobacconist’s shop—where
stamps are universally sold in most parts of
the continent—we were accosted by an in-

dividual who said he had just what we
wanted. We accompanied him through
several bye streets in a very suspicious

neighbourhood, and arrived at last at the

entrance of a villanous-lookiiig alley by the

side of a dismal, rank canal. It was late in

the evening, and we had much money and
valuables about us, so began to doubt our
prudence in confiding in a perfect stranger

;

and looking at him for the first time, we
found his face perfectly accorded with the

locality. The hope of obtaining the coveted
postal specimens could not tempt us farther,

and we ignominiously turned tail

—

alias, cut

and ran.

Travellers must not always expect to find

their own impressions tally precisely with
those of preceding explorers. At least, as

far as our experience can testify, where our
expectations have been most highly raised

we have been disappointed, and vice versa.

We are now writing in a city little known
to fame, in which few monuments of the

past exist
;
whose situation and beauties

rarely, if ever, have excited enthusiasm
;
and,

nevertheless, the surpassing loveliness of its

environs, the great regularity and cleanliness

of its streets, and the gorgeous magnificence

of its regal palace, render it worthy of a much
longer sojourn than the tourist—generally

making use of it simply as a point dl appui—
is disposed to make.

Equally worthy of, or still more so, the

praises of the artist or the poet, is that old

city of whose buildings one only—and that

for its singularity—is of world-wide cele-

brity
;
while no locality on the face of the

earth can boast offour such glorious edifices

in one group.

On the contrary, in the city emphatically

surnamed ‘the beautiful,’ its prime glory,

with all the costly materials, and extra-

ordinary amount of labour so lavishly be-

stowed upon it, m our eyes seemed almost a

failure. Approaching it near enough to

observe the beauty of its component parts,

it cannot be viewed as a whole
;
and stand-

ing far enough off for an extended survey,

the elaborate ornamentation gives the idea

of a structure of painted pasteboard. More-

over, in that same much-bepraised city not

one of the sacred edifices—not even the prin-
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cipal—has ever been finished
;
one facade,

and sometimes the whole exterior, exhibiting

a shabby surface of raw material or dirty

plaster ! Here, again, we were greatly dis-

appointed in onr researches for antique

postal specimens. After an introduction to

some of the officials, and frequent calls at

the post-office, threading numberless pas-

sages, and ascending countless stairs, we
thought we had at last succeeded

;
but the

promised store, when exposed to view, com-
prised but the commoner sort of extinct

stamps
;
and these were rated at exactly

quadruple the price at which we have
bought them in London! We beg to add
that it is not on this account we dare to

depreciate any of the beauties of this far-

famed city, as we were equally disappointed

in the cities previously lauded.

The usual affix over the shops of the ven-

dors—for the most part tobacconists, as we
mentioned before—is, Tuhacco, salt, and
postage stamps sold

;

and we were particu-

larly struck with their apparently total

obtuseness of perception of there ever having
been the slightest difference between the

numerous issues of their country. They
appear never to have judged of a stamp
otherwise than from its numerical amount

;

and in the umquhile university-famous city,

in which one of the Seven Champions of

Christendom lies entombed in perhaps as rich

a chapel as any on earth, and lamps, with
candelabra of solid gold and silver, burn
unceasingly night and day around his

remains, the distributor of postage stamps
stoutly denied the existence of a stamp that

has not been a twelvemonth out of use !

The doganas are the great nuisance of

continental travel
;
though, generally speak-

ing, the officials give the smallest possible

trouble commensurate with their harrassing

duty. Whenever our postage stamps hap-

pened to show, they seemed to cause some
suspicion of invasion or treason. The un-

cut envelopes were supposed to be so many
letters addressed in invisible ink. Crossing
the Austrian frontier, the first object that

caught the searcher’s eye was a sandwich-
box, which he made an eager grab at, most
probably mistaking it for a tobacco-box.

Before we could speak, a fellow-traveller

obligingly volunteered information as to its

proper destination
;
but the man would open

it, and the contents were in reality sheets

of postage stamps, interspersed with a few
Bank of England notes which we had placed

there as a safe repository. The official

looked as if he thought these a strange sort

of edible
;

and our fellow-traveller was
equally surprised, and doubtless vowed never
in future to meddle explanatorily with
another party’s luggage.

Fortified towns, as we hinted before, seem
ever on the look-out for an invader. In the

neighbourhood of that city well deserving

its distinguishing epithet of ‘ The Superb,’

where the snow-white veils gracefully

draping the heads and shoulders of the

women afford the appearance of a city of

brides, we stopped to look over a wall at a

most magnificent prospect of the Mediter-

ranean, when a sentinel, like a London
peeler, promptly bid us ‘move on.’

On the southern side of the Alps we have
met with but few collectors. We chanced
upon one in the ‘ beautiful ’ city, and were
introduced to some others in a flourishing

and wealthy seaport, of which the town re-

minded us of the worst part of Bristol, but
the neighbourhood is a glorious combination

of exquisite landscape and lovely sea. In

the Queen of cities, which we hope to reach

in some few days, we anticipate the treat of

an examination of, and the opportunity of

making notes from many a well-stored stamp
album.

ADDENDA TO MOUNT BROWN’S
CATALOGUE OF POSTAGE STAMPS,
COMPRISING NOTES, ADDITIONS, AND EMENDATIONS,

BY C. W. VINER, A.M., PH.D.

[We propose continuing; this Appendix to i\Ir. Brown’s early editions, for

the benetit of those who do not possess the fourth.—Ed.]

States 0f tl]e

We submit that the substitution of this

heading in the fourth edition is far from
being an improvement. ‘ Papal States

’

better suited the described stamps
;
and we

vfould dispute the title of Borne to The

Church par excellence.

No addition is made to the former descrip-
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tions
;
and the solitary alteration is an

amendment for the worse. The 6 haj. pre-

viously noted as white, in the present edition

is called Jiesh. We remember once, and
once only, seeing an individual whose face

was the colour of the stamp in question—

a

pale stone blue—in consequence of having

undergone a course of iron for the cure of

epileptic fits. We have the 4 baj. of two

distinct shades of brown drab, as well as

bright yellow.

No alteration has taken place with regard

to these stamps since the publication of the

preceding edition. We would mention the

existence of the 6 skilling banco in two dis-

tinct shades of drab. The local 3 ore is

most unmistakably brown, not red.

The last edition of Mr. Brown’s manual
exhibits both emendations and alterations.

BASLE.

As before.

GENEVA.

The cantonal double stamp is expunged,
and we think without sufficient reason, from
the present edition. We have just met with

individuals in Geneva who remember using
it, and we have elsewhere given our opinion

as to its due authenticity. The iron-grey

5 c. is really black on white, and is merely
an essa^L

NEUFCHATEL AND ,VAUD.

No change.

ZUKICH.

The dated essays are more fully identified

in the present edition. The dated forgeries

are expunged
;
and the Orts-post Post-locale

is assigned to its locality—Winterthur.

FEDERAL ADMINISTRATION.

The 10 rappen exists of a dull buff colour,

as well as yellow and orange
;
and we know

of a 5 rappen in a choice collection which is

of nearly the same hue. The 5 rappen blue

on white is of two shades—deep and pale.

There are three varieties of the 15 rappen
vermilion, with large, small, and interme-

diate figures. We have also the 15 centimes

in differently-sized figures.

Besides the 5 rappen amber and 10 yel-

low, mentioned as an issue of 1854, the
latter of which is exceedingly rare, we have
to present to notice for the first time a set

of stamps of similar device, which most pro-

bably immediately preceded those that have
just been superseded by the Helvetian series.

They are 5 rappen, centimes, or centesimi,

cinnamon; 10, blue-grey
; 15, lake on tinted

paper
; 20, pale yellow

; 40, greenish-blue

;

and 1 franc, grey.

The colours of the latest issue (Helvetia
Franco) are, 2 c. grey, 3 c. black, 5 c. brown,
10 c. blue, 20 c. orange, 30 c. red, 40 c.

green, 60 c. bronze, and 1 franc gold.

The stamps of this colony seem to have
undergone no change for some time.

fttstiini.

The 2 crazie on white is sometimes found
sea-green

;
it varies also from pale to deep

blue. We doubt the existence of a 60 c. on
perfectly white paper. The 20 centesimi of

the Provisional Government varies from pale

to deep blue.

®too( Cities.

NAPLES.

These stamps seem to have attained the

perfection of description at once, no emen-
dations having ever been offered.

SICILY.

We believe the orange \ grano is a modern
reprint : the colour of the original stamp is

nearly that of rhubarb. The 2 grana varies

from light to dark blue, if the former be not

also a reprint. The 5 grana is found (post-

marked) of three very distinct shades of red.

There are also impressions of the described

blue essay in black on a white grouiid.

(To he continued).

STAMPS NEWLY ISSUED, OB FIRST
DESCRIBED.

We have the pleasure of presenting our

readers with a description of two resusci-

tated stamped envelopes of Poland. They
were introduced for the petty post of War-
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saw on the 21st of January, 1858
;
were

issued for the sole purpose of transmitting

visiting cards
;
and not allowed to be sealed.

The employment of these stamps lasted only

till the 16th of September, 1861, on which
day the petty post of Warsaw was closed.

These envelopes bear the Russian arms
in red, hand-stamped, which a Polish in-

scription encircles, whose purport signifies

General Post-Office. At least we are in-

formed so, but we think the first three

words are unaccounted for in the translation.

The two envelopes differ merely in the size

of the stamp
;
and both bear under the fiap

the signature of the clerk under whose de-

partment fell the controlment of their circu-

lation.

A local stamp for St. Peters-

burg has just been issued, an
engraving of which we sub-

join. It is very ugly, but the

other stamps of Russia are so

extremely pretty that the con-

trast is rather pleasing than
otherwise. Like its conge-
ners, it is of three colours.

In the centre, the Russian arms in black, on
a square of grey and Avhite. This lies on
an engine-turned and slightly ornamented
round of black and white, bearing inscription

and value—5 h. The rest of the stamp

—

except the four corners, which have a slight

ornamentation of black and white—is grey,

white, and black, forming a very minute
pattern, and bearing a Russian inscription.

The shape is that of the previously issued

stamps of the country.

From Venetia emanates a fac-simile of the

new 5 kreuzer of Austria, bearing the arms
of that countr}^ in white relief on a pink
ground

;
but the value of course differs,

being 5 soldi. The 10 s. and 15 s. will be
issued, as well as the smaller values and the

em^elopes, when the existing stock fails
;
but

some of them may not make appearance for

a considerable time, there appearing but a

scanty demand for some of the postal de-

nominations in Venice; in proof of which
we may adduce the non-issue of the 15 soldi

in the pattern which is now becoming ex-

tinct, the earlier issue of that value being not
vet exhausted.

It is not generally remarked that the
perforated Belgian 1 centime is of a perfectly

different shade of green from the other.

The yellow and green stamps of the
Pacific Steam Navigation Company, alluded

to in our last number, like the original blue
and brown, are each of two values—

^

oz.

1 real, and 1 oz. 2 reales.

We have noticed on the Continent sets of
the oldest issue of the envelopes of Bruns-
wick, of which the colours are considerably
paler than those of the current stamps

;
and

also sets of the new Wurtemburg envelopes
with a similar variance in hue.

For marketable purposes, doubtless, the
New Yorkers seem to multiply essays of
their stamps in all colours. We have just

seen the new large-headed 2 cents repeated
in six different colours

;
and the 30 cents,

&c., in green and blue, as well as black.

The eightpenny Ceylon adhesive is now a
pale brown

;
and we again hear reports of a

rose-coloured St. Helena stamp.
There is a singular series of French essays,

through the centre of which a piece of string

is passed, the pulling of wdiich would effectu-

ally tear and cancel the stamp, in lieu of the
present modus 02Mrandi. Were this plan
adopted in all countries, a collection of used
stamps would henceforward be unattainable,

from the ruthless destruction of specimens.
With a like disregard to the feelings of
stamp collectors, the curious stamps of

Western Australia are disfigured, if not
totally spoiled, by the abstraction of a
round piece

;
but we cannot imagine how

this is done without moreover piercing

the letter, and perhaps ren-

dering an important word
quite unintelligible.

We append an engraving
of one of the new Lubeck
stamps, which Avere fully

described in a previous num-
ber.

We have this moment received intelligence
of the appearance of the long-expected 4
centimes of the French empire. It is a fac-

simile of the lately-issued 2 centimes, with
the exception, of course, of the difference in
value

;
but is far from an improvement in

ponit ol colour, being a dull-grey lavender.
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REVIEWS OF POSTAL PUBLICATIONS.

ZscHiESCHE &Koder’s Fvice Catalog^te of Post-

age Stamps. Leipzig : C. C. ZscLiesche

and C. E. Koder.

This is a tolerably complete catalogue of

most of the accredited stamps, excluding

essays, known to collectors. It is legibly

printed on very good paper
;
and, although

in the German language, can be readil}'

understood by any one even ignorant of

that tongue.

The arrangement of the countries is very

good, they being separated into the five

great divisions of Europe, Asia, Africa,

America, and Australia. In each of these

divisions the various countries are all alpha-

betically arranged, without reference to

colonies or dependencies. This we think

an improvement on catalogues in general, as

it must be found perplexing to many to have
to search for Cuba under the letter 8, and
New Caledonia or Reunion under the letter F.

The specimens are all priced, that is to

say, they are marked at the prices the com-
pilers would sell them at if they then had them
to sell. This is rather an annoying custom
of the present issuers of priced catalogues.

In several instances, both in England and
on the Continent, we have applied for

stamps at the marked values, but the answer
is, they have none at present. In one case

we applied to a continental vendor for

eighty various stamps mentioned and priced

in his catalogue, he was sorry to say he
had not one of the lot! We fear the present

publication will prove no exception to the

rule. In fact, many of the values are too

ridiculously low to be credible.

The catalogue under review contains 1279
distinct species, and must consequently be
considered as tolerably approaching com-
pleteness

;
especially if we reflect that the

light and dark shaxles of the same colour,

which tend so much to swell the number in

a collector’s album, and all essays, are ex-

cluded.

On the whole, we can conscientiously re-

commend the purchase of this work, both to

Continental emd British collectors of postage
stamps. To the former it is of course quite

as intelligible as one published in English

;

and to the latter the English preface alone
is worth the cost of the book, it being quite

a literary curiosity.

- CONUNDRUM.
Why is a naughty schoolboy like a postage

stamp ?

Because he needs to be licked and put in

the corner to make him stick to his letters.

CORRESPONDENCE.
To the Editor of the ‘ Stamp Collector’s Magazine.’

Sir,—The following postal statistics may be interest-

ing to your numerous readers. The total number of
postage stamps in existence amounts to sixteen hundred
and forty-eight, and are issued eighty-six countries.

Of these stamps, England and her colonies issue four
hundred and one

;
two hundred and ninety-one of which

bear the head of Queen Victoria. Five hundred and
thirty-two stamps bear the head of the sovereign of the
countiy to which the}'^ belong. Seventy-one bear the
head of some great man connected with the country, as

Columbus, Washington, &c. Four hundred and eighty-
seven are impressed with the arms of their country.
The rest have some emblems, as the figui'es of Britannia,
Liberty, «fec. America uses about two hundred and fifty

private stamps, and Hamburg about fifty, but their

numbers are rather uncertain. Ninety-eight essays or
trial stamps have been made, twent}'-nine of which are
English. Hoping you will find space for the insertion

of this,

I remain yours truly,

Freslon. H. T.

To the Editor of the Stamp Collector’s Magazine.’

Sir,—I wish to make the following remarks respecting

Mr. J. M. Stourton’s letter, which appeared in the last

number of your invaluable magazine. It is very evident
that your correspondent is totally unacquainted with the
German language, or he would not have made such an
error.

The Baden stamps of the different issues of 1850, ’55,

and ’59 have all the same inscription (in German
chaiacters), viz,

—

Deutsch-Oestr. Fostverein [German-
Austrian Postal Union], on the left, and Vertrag v. &th
April, 1850 [Treaty of the 6th April, 1850] on the right

hand side of the stamps. On the Wurtemburg it is the
same.
Your correspondent has also made a mistake in the

latter part of his letter. He says that unused specimens
of the French 10 centimes a percevoir are ‘ being sold in

Boulogne for as much as 75 c.’ (7Jd.). This is not the

case, as the 10 centimes a percevoir have always been,

and are still, sold at 25 centimes (2jd.) each.

I enclose you a specimen of the new 4-centime French
stamp, which appeared in Paris yesterday, the 15th
instant.

Believe me. Sir,

Yours obediently,

Boulogne-sur-Mer. FIAT JUSTITIA.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Alpha, Brighton.—The stamp, blue on yellow, bear-

ing the Queen of Spain’s head to the left, 50 vents

beneath, and recihos above, is a receipt stamp; that

being the signification of the Spanish superscription.

J. S. H s, Enys, Penryn, Cornwall.—The stamp
of which you forward a drawing, red on white, bearing
the figure 9, Slavonia above, and franco beneath, must
be one of the present prevalent impudent forgeries. Did
any of the countries forming part of the ancient Slavonia
take a fancy (like Helvetia) to make use of that designa-

tion, the Spanish or Italian word ‘franco’ would assuredly
not be employed. In their anxiet}’- to deceive by pre-

tended accuracy, forgers frequently outwit themselves.
We have just been shown in Paris, as genuine, a so-

called rare and undescribed Italian individual
;
and on

our expressing doubts of its authenticity, we were
triumphantly directed to notice the post-mark as a proof
of its genuineness. This was actually the English word
PAID

!

W. J. Wright asks if the dull violet twopenny
Australian stamp (Queen in coronation chair) is of

Victoi’ia or Melbourne. We presume he means, w'as it

local or general ^ It may have been employed indis-

criminately, as w'e have seen two together with others

on a letter from Geelong to England
;
or they might

possibly have only prepaid the letter as far as Melbourne,
and the others served for the ocean postage.

J. C. T., Luton.—If you will forward postage stamps
to the amount of fourpence to the publishers, you will

have by return of post ocular demonstration of the

reality of the stamp presented with each number of the
magazine.

J. P., Torquay, wi'ites on the subject of the lilac stamp
known as the essay of Liberia, to the effect that about
fifty or more of them were struck off by a youth who
surreptitiously got hold of the sixpenny plate in the
printing office of the London firm that supplies them,
but could not obtain (or durst not use, more probably)
the proper colour. These he sold to a barber, who again
disposed of them to a Jew boy at twopence each, who, in

his turn, retailed them so as to be sold by another party
at threepence.

‘ As it was told us, so we give the tale.’

It was rather a dangerous game to play, and we are

rather inclined to believe that the stamps in question
were really among the first essays for Liberia; which
does not at all militate against the probability of their
having been repeated in the way described above, our
correspondent having authentic vouchers for the truth
of his narration. Moreover, we are persuaded w^e have
seen the stamp alluded to, post-marked, in a collection.

If our supposition even be not correct, they have as

much right in a catalogue or collection as the modern
essays of Cuba, and the United States, Nova Scotia, &c.,

Avhich are avowedly printed for the sake of ‘ filthy lucre,’

to gratify the fancies of rich amateurs.
E. F. J., Paris.—You will search in, vain for many

not uncommon stamps in both editions of Lallier’s album.
One of the stamps you figure, however, is simply an
Austrian receipt or ' bill-stamp. The other is the 2J
centavos of the 1861 issue of New Granada.—The 2 cents

of the United States is fully described in the September
number of our magazine.—Neither Pussian, Polish, nor
Swedish stamps have now much exchangeable value,

except the earlier series of the latter, and the new local

stamp for St. Petersburg noticed and figured in the
current number, which will bear a premium for some
little time.

J. H. Clayton.—We have heard of, but never seen
any postage stamps of the Bermudas or Somers Islands,

and must pronounce them imaginary.—If you had read
the last number of the magazine, you wmuld have seen
the new Austrian issue bearing the eagle described at

length.

Q. Q. Q.—The colours of the present series of Queens-
land stamps are mos'ly, if not all, of a much paler hue
than those previously printed.

P. K., Newcastle.—The 5 silber

groschen of Bremen (engraving sub-
joined) w'as the only stamp of that
city employed for postage to Eng-
land. until the emission of the 2
grote, the equivalent value of
which will now prepay a letter to

this countiy.

W. H. Crosskey, Brighton.

—

Your mquiry respecting the Spanish
receipt-stamp is responded to in this number.
X. Y. Z., Claughton.—Your ‘American Express Cora-

pan} ’
‘ Wells, Butterfield, and Co.’ stamp, is equally

worthy a place in the collector’s album with its numerous
congeners.—The old Swdss Rayon stamps, I., II., or III.,

were employed according to the extent of the rayon
or circle whither they franked the letters. The first,

value 5 rappen, being for a local range
;
the second,

more extended
;
and the third, 15 rappen, or centimes

—

the former employed in the German, the latter in the
French cantons—having the farthest privilege of circu-
lation.—IMost of the Hamburg Boten since Hamer’s are
fictitious, as we have so fre(]uently intimated.

E, F. WiLME.^—Your small French stamp is a mei'o
whim of the printer.—Your second query is answered
above.—Krantz is a humbug.—The black penny V. K.
officials of course carried a letter to any part* of the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland.

E. W. Go.sse, Torquay.—Thanks for your well-
executed copy of one of the numerous travesties of
Mulready’s envelopes.—No doubt all the Wurtemburg
envelopes are printed on bluish-tinted as well as white
paper.—We do not know anything respecting Justin
Lallier’s ‘Interpostal Stamp, Hamburg.’—We should
like to see ‘ Ballon’s Fraser Eiver Express,’ ‘ Freeman’s
Express,’ and ‘ Jeffray’s Express ’ stamps, ‘ used by the
British Columbian miners, on forwarding letters to
England, via California and the Eocky Mountains.’

—

liour French ‘ Timbre Imperial, Seine,’ is a bill or
receipt-stamp.—We had never previously remarked that
there ai’e two sorts of green penny queen’s-heaL Vic-
torias, besides the one without devices in the corners.
Thanks for the information.—We have not yet seen the
newly-issued Wurtemburg 9 kreuzer, but have no doubt
of its being the same colour as the envelope of equivalent
value. If you have seen a black one, it must be either
an essay or an engraving.— The greenish-blue old Thurn
and Taxis 3 ki'euzer is now of some rarity, especially if
unused.—Your variety of the 40-c. French empire must
be an accidentally abraded specimen.

A. C., London,—We cannot give any opinion on the
marketable value of your O’Connell or Nicaraguan essays,
or ‘ one of the first impressions of the red penny English
sent by the printer for approval.’ All objects of fu}i-
taisie have but a factitious value; and a sudden and
unexpected influx of any rarities would immediately
depreciate their value. The essay first mentioned bears
at present a high price, and is only met with when some
old collection is broken up for sale.
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Advertisements for insertion in the Stamp Collector's
Magazine, should reach the Office, 13, George Street,

Bath, not later than the 10th of the month.

Now ready, free hy post for 7 stamps.

^OSTA RICA.—An exact fac-siniile proof of the Costa
Rica stamp. E. Upjohn, 24, Bow Street, Covent Garden, London,

W, C.

C TAM PS SENT on APPROVAL.—Costa Rica. Nicar-
k ’ agua, Argentine Republic, Mexico, Venezuela, fivepenny New South
Wall s. Unused French Republic, Norway, and Sweden. Deninai'k enve-
lopes as soon as issued. Address, by letter, to Stampede, 12, Trellick
Terrace, Pimlico, London, S. W.

J J. H. STOCKALL & Co., Broad Green, near
• Liverpool, have now on hand nearly every description of Foreign

Postage Stamps, both used and unused, for sale, wholesale and retail ;

also a large quantity of obsolete stamj)s just received. The following are
examples of the very low prices at w hich they can supply them :—Austria,

3 kr.. Id. each
;
Antigua, penny, 2d. each ; Baden, 1 kr.. Id.

; 3, 2d. ; env.,

3kr.,2d. ; 6, 4d. : Bahamas penny, 4d. ; fourpenny, lOd. ; sixpenny, 1/3;

set, 2/3; Bavaria, 1 kr.. Id.
;
3kr., 2d. ; 6 kr., 4d. ;

Bergedorf. Id. each;
9d. per dozen ; 1 white, 2d. each, 1/6 per dozen; IJ yellow, 3d. each, 2/3

per dozen ; set of 5, 1/2 ; Brazil, 10 reis blue, 2d. each, 1/ per dozen ; 280

reis vermilion, 1/6 each; 430 reis orange, 2/6; British Guiana,! c., 2d.,

2c.,4d. ; 4 c. 5d. ; 8 c., Od. ; Brunswick, J, Id. each; Buenos Ayres,

1 p. rose, 1/; 4 reales green, 1/; Canada, 1 c., 2d., .5 c., 4d., 10 c., lOd.

;

env., 5 o., 5d.. 10 c., 9d. ; Denmark, 2 sk.. Id. each, lOd. per dozen ; 4 sk.,

2Jd. each, 2/ per dozen ; set of four, 1/ ; China, 2 c., 3d. each
;
French

colony (Martinique), 1 c.. Id. each, 5 c ., 5d. ;
Germany (North), 4, J, Id.

each, 8d. iier dozen ; Greece, 1 lep., |d. each, 3d. per dozen ; 2 lep.. Id.

each, 9d. per dozen ; 5 lep,, 3d. each ; 10 lep., 4d. each ;
Hamburg, 4 sell..

Id. each, 8d. per dozen ; 1 s., 2d. each, 1/6 per dozen ; 2, 3d., 3. 4d.. 4, 6d.,

7, 9d., 9, 1/; set complete, 2/8; Hamburg Boten (each set containing 10

stamps), Th. Lafrenz, | sch., 4d., 1 sch.,'’6d. per set: H. Scheerenbeck’s,
1 sell., two kinds, 1/ each set: 1 sch. (castle). lOd. per set: Carl Hamer &
Co.’s, I sch., 1/ per set : Marz Verein (dated 1863), 1 sch., set, 1/4 : Hanover,
3 pf.. Id. each, 8d. per dozen : 4 gJ"., Id. each : 1 ur.. 2d. each : a complete
set of 5 adhesive and 3 env. for 2/3 : Lubeck (out of use), per set of 5, 2/

:

(present issue). I sch. green. Id. each, 8d. per dozen : 1 sch. vermilion, 2d.
each, 1/6 per dozen : set of 5, 1/2 : Luxembourg, 1, 2, 4 c.. Id. each, : 10 and
12 c., 2d. each: set of 9, 2/: Malta, halfpenny. Id. each, 8d. per dozen:
Moldo-Wallachia, 3 p., 4d. each: 6 p.. 6d. each : 30 p., 1/3 each : set, 2/:

Moldavia, 5, 40, and 80 p., 1/ each : the set, 5/6 : 54, 81, and 108, the set, 5/6:

Monte Video, 180 c., 24 c. diligencia, 80 c., and 1 real, at lOd. each : New
Brunswick. 1 c., Itl. each, lOd. per dozen : 5 c., 4d. each : 10 c.. 9d. : New-
foundland penny, 3d. each: Norway, 2 sk., 2d. each: 3 sk., 3d. each: 4

sk., 3d. each : set of 4, lOd. : Nova Scotia, 1 c., 2d. : 2 c., 4d. : 8J c., 9d. :

10 c., lOd. each : Papal States, 4 baj., 2d. : Portugal. 5 reis, ^d. : 10 r.. Id.

:

25, 3d. : set of 5, 1/8 : Saxony ( lew' kind), 3 pf.. Id. each, lOd. per dozen : 4
gi-.. Id. each, lid. i)er dozen : U. S. (1857), Ic., 4d. : 3 c.. 4d. : 10 c., 6d.

:

set, 1/: (1861), 1 c.. Id. : 3c.,2d. : 5 c., 6d. : env., 1 c., 3d.: 3 c., 4d. : New
Grenada, 5 c. orange, 1/9: 2| c. gi-ei n (out of use), 2/6 each: Trinidad
(first issue, out of use), block print red, 1/3 each. The al)ove ai-e unused.
The following are used, but in the best condition, and only slightly
obliterated :— Buenos Ayres, 1 peso rose, 8d. : 1 p. blue, 6d. : 2 p. blue,
6d. : 2 vermilion. 1/: 4 reales green, 8d. : Bavaria. 3, 6, and 9 kr. (old
issue), at 1 J,d. each : Belgium, 10 and 20 c. (old issue), 6d, each : Brazil, 30
and 60 reis black, 3d. each : Cape of Good Hope penny and sixpenny, 2d.
each: fourpenny and one shilling, 3d. each: set of 4, 9d. : Denmark,
4 R.B.S., 2d. each : France (republic), 20 and 25 c., 2d. each : 10 and 15 c.,

8d. each : Grenada iienny, 2d. each: sixpenny, 4d. each: Hanover, 3 pf.,

1-10, 1-15, 1-30 thaler, ,3d. each: Saxony (head of Frederic Augustus), J,

1, 2, and 3 gr., 3d. each : Sicily, 1 gra. brown, 9d. each : 2 blue, 6d. ; 5 red,
9d. : 10 blue, 8d. Used stamps, consisting of old and new issues of Saxony,
Prussia, Bavaria, Austria (arms), Austrian Italy, Germany (1, 3, 6,9k.,
1, 2. 3 s. gr.), Hanover (1-10, 1-15, 1-30), Norway (2, 3, 4, and 8 sch.), Baden
(old issue, figure in centre), Sicily or Naples, &c., iSrc., for sale at the vei-y

low price of 2/ per hundred mixed. Price I.ist of one hundred varieties
forwarded on receipt of two stamps. Not less than one dozen of each
kind of stamps supplied at wholesale prices. Orders under 2/6 to contain
stamp for reply. P. O. O. to be made payable to J. J. H. Stockai.l & Co.,
Liverpool. Also Costa Rica, 4 r. blue, 1/ : 2 r. red, 2/, unused ; 2 r. red,
used, 1/4 each : India (first issue), J anna blue, 1 red, 2 gi-een, 4 red, at 3d.
each, used: Confederate States (head of Jefferson Davis), 5 c. blue,
square, 1/6 each: Italian essays, unused, 2 c. green, blue, yellow', crimson,
black, and violet at 1/6 each, or 7/6 per set of 6: Portugal (Donna Maria
and Don Pedro), 2d. each, or 1/6 per dozen : Italy, 1 c.. Id. each: 2 c.. Id.
each : 5 c., 2d. each : 10 c., 3d. each ; 20 c., 4d. : 40 c., 8d. : 80 c., 1/: 3 lire
gold, 2/ each, unused

:
per set of 9, 4/4: old Norway, 4 sch. blue (arms),

4d. each: Modena, 5, 10, 15 c., 6d. each: Tuscany, 1 and 2 c., 6d. each:
4, 6, 9 c., 4d. each : 10 c., 6d. each : 20 and 40 c., 4d. each : 80 c., 6d.

Second Edition, greatly enlarged and improved.

Postage-stamp at,bum. By justin lal-
LIER. Illustrated with Maps and Diagi-ams, and containing a

full description of British, Colonial, and Foreign Stamps, with compart-
ni( nts arranged for the reception of each. Imperial oblong 8vo., cloth,
clasp, 7/6 ;

post free, 8/2. Bound in half-morocco, clasp, 10/; post free,

10/10. Bound in whole morocco, two clasps, gilt edges, 12/6; post
free, 13/4. Bound in best morocco relief, two clasps, 21/

;
post free, 21/10.

Handsomely bound in best morocco relief, two large clasps, 25/ ;
post

free, 25/10.
‘ For the benefit of Collectors, Mi'. Justin Lallier has just issued an

admirable Album, which will be in extensive demand as soon as its ex-
istence is known. It contains a description of every know n variety of
timbre poste, so that a partially obliterated stamp may easily be recog-
nised

; and on the page opposite the description are spaces for mounting
the stamps described, so that any Collector may, at a glance, see all his
deficiencies.

—

The Bookseller.

Bath : ijTAFEOKD Smith & Smith, 13, George Street.

OMEGA, Everton, Liverpool, can supply the follow-
ing stamps :—Antigua penny, 2d. ; Argentine Confederation, 5 e.,

1/ ;
Austria and Austrian Italy, old and new issues; Bahamas penny. 3d. ;

Bavaria 1. Id. ; 3. 3d.; the set of six, 2/6 ; Posttaxe 3, 4d.
;
Bergedorf, 1/3

the set ; Brazil, 10 blue, 2d.; British Guiana, 1 c., 2d.; Brunswick,
1 id. each ; Ceylon, halfpenny, 2d, ; envelopes, penny, 5d. ; twopenny, 7d. ;

Chili. 1 c., 6d. ; Confederate States (fae-similes), 2d. each, or 2/3 the' s t of
15; Costa Rica, 4 rl., 1/3; 2, 2/3 ; Denmark, 2, Id.; Germany (North), 4 , i,

4, Id. each; envelopes, 1/4 the set; (South), 1, Id.
;
envelopes, 1/4 the set;

Greece, 1, 4d. ; 2, Id.; Grenada, j)enny, 3d.; Hanover, 3 pf.. Id.; 4 gi'-.

1|(1. ; Bestellgeld-Frei, 2d.; Hong Kong, 2 c.. 3d.; 8 c., lOd. ; Ionian
Islands, 9d. the set

;
IJberia, 6 c,, 1/ ; 12 c., 1/3; Lubeck (new), 1/3 the set,

and envelopes : Luxemburg, 1, 2, Id. each ; Malta, halfpenny. Id. ; Meck-
lenburg, 1/6 the sot of envelopes; Modena, 5-c. green, 1/6; Moldavia, 5,

9d. ; 40, 1/3 ; 80, 2/ ; Moldo-Wallachia, 3 and 6, 5d. each ; Nevis iienny, 3d, ;

New Brunswick, 1 c.. Id. ; 5c.,4d. ;
Newfoundland ijennj-, 3d. ;

twojjenny,
4d. : New Granada, 5c.. 1/ ; old 2| c., 2/6 ; Nova Scotia, 1 c.. Id. ; 2 c.. ,3d.

;

Oldenburg, old envelopes, 3/6 the set; new envelopes. 1/4 the set; Papal
States, 4. l|d. ; Portugal, 5, Id.; Prince Edward Island penny, 2d.; Fin-
land, 5, 6d. ; S;ixony (new), 2/ the set of 6; and envelopes, 2/ ;iie set of 4 ;

Spain, 2 c., 2d. ; 4 c.. .3d.; Trinidad, old red, 9d.
;
new' red, 3d.; Turkey,

yellow, 5d. ; United States envelopes and local, from 2d. each ; Venezuela,
lOd. the set; Wurtemberg envelojies, 1/ the set, &c., &re. All tlie above ai'e

unu.sed. The following are slightly obliterated:—Baden (figure in cen-
tre). l,9d.

; 3 blue, gi'een, yellow, 6 green, 3d. each; 6 yellow, 9 pink, 2d.
each; Brazil, 30. 60, 3d. each; Brunswick old 4 , Od. ;

Confederate States
(genuine), 5 c. blue, 9d. ; France, republic, 20 c.. 25 c., 2d. each; presi-
dency, 25 c., 3d. ; colonies, 10 c., 40 c., 2d. each; Hanover (Isr issue), 1-30,

1-.30, 1-15, and (2nd issue) 1-30, 1-15, 2d. each ; India, old 4 . 1. 2, 4, 4d. each ;

New Brunswick old threepenny, 1/ ;
one shilling, 2/ ; Nova Scotia, old

penny,!/; threepenny, 9d, ; Prussia (1st issue), 1, 2, 3, 2d. each; Saxony
(first issue), |, 4d. ; 1, 2d. ; 2, 3, 3d. each ; Sweden, old 3 skg. bco., 5d. ;

Switzerland (first issue), 5, dark and light blue, 6d. each ; 10 yellow, Od.,

&c., Ac. List sent on receipt of two stamps.

W Y., of 34, South John Street, Liverpool, has
• the following stamps on hand and for sale, all warranted

genuine Unused.—TrinUlad (old kind) red, 1/ each; New Gr.anada fold
kind), 24 c., 2/ each ; United States, essays of 2 cents in 5 coloui's, 1/ each ;

Italian (essays) in 6 colours, 1/ each; Spain (issue 1857), 4 cuartos, 6d.
each; Austria (head of Mercury)

,

blue, 1/6 each ;
Pony Express, 10 cents,

1/ each; St. Lucia (blue), lOd. each; (green), 1/2 each; Nevis (4cL), 1/

each; (6d.), 1/3 each; Trinidad (4d.), 1/ each; (6d.), 1/3 each; (1/), 2/

each; Costa Rica, 4 rl. blue, 1/each; 2 rls. red, 2/ each; Liberia, 6 cents,
1/ each. Used.—Bahamas fl/ green), 6d. each; Chili, 5 and 10 centavos,
4d. each ; Tuscany (shield), 4d. each; (lion),6d. each; Spain (issue 1850,
’51, and ’52), 6 cuartos, lOd. each; (issue 1853), 6 cuartos, and (1854) 4 and
6 cuartos, 6d. each

;
Luxemburg, 10 cents black (head of Duke), 8d. each ;

(old) Nova Scotia (Id.), 9d. each ; (3d.),5d. each; (6d.), 6d. each; 5 cents,
2d. each

;
10 cents, 3d. each

;
(old) New Brunswick (3d.), 1/ each; Scents,

2d. each ; 10 cents, 4d. each ; United States (old) env., 3 cents on buff’ and
white, 3d. each; old Post-Office 5 cents (head of Franklin), 9d. each; 10
cents, 1/ each ; Cuba, 4 rl., 3d. each ; Buenos Ayres, 1 peso pink and blue,
and 4 rls. green, 8d. each; Sweden, 8 .sk. bnco., 4d. each; Portugal,
(Donna Maria and Don Pedro), 25 reis blue, 3d. each; Romagna, 2 bai.,

1/3 each; 4bai.,9d. each; Sicily, 2 gr., 6d. each
; 1,5, 10, and 20 gr., lOd.

each ; 4 and 50 gr., 2/6 each ;
Naples, 1, 2, and 5 gi-., 6d. each ; 10 and 20

gr., 9d. each; French Republic, 20, 25, and 40 cents., 3d. each; 15 cents
and 1 franc, 6d. each; Modena 8d., and Parma 1/ each: Confederate
5 cents blue, 6d. each. All kinds of stamps bought, if cheap, also col-

lections. A stamp for repiy must be sent with orders under 2/6, and
with stamps for sale. N.B.—All orders forwarded per return of post.

Stamps may be seen on application at the above address.

H STEINAU, Faulkner Street, Manchester, has on
• sale the following stamps, viz. :—U)iusc(i—Austria—head—2, 3

kr., 2d. ; new issue—arms—2, 3 kr., l|d. each, 1/ per dozen; 5 kr., 3d.;

Bremen, 1, 2 gi’ote, 2d.; 3, 5 gi'ote, 4d. ; Canada—envelopes—5 c., 4d. ;

I0c.,8d. ; Ionian Islands, 7d. per set; Italy, 1 c., 4d. per dozen, 2/6 per
100; Lubeck, adhesive or envelope, 1/3 per set; Oldenburg, enveloiies,

4 gr., 1 gr., 2d. ;
Portugal 5, 10, reis. Id. ; Saxony, 1854, 3 pf., 4 n. gi-., 2d.

each. Used.—Austria, old, arms, 3, 6, 9 kr.. Id. ; Baden, figure, 3, 6, 9 kr.,

2d.; Brunsw'ick, 1852, 2 s. gr., 6d. ; Hanover, 1-30, 1-15, Id.; old Lubeck,
9d. set of 5 ;

Saxony, old king, 4 n. gr., 2d. ; Schleswig-Holstein, pink and
blue, 1/9 each, and a great many others. Used colonial stamjjs bought to

any amount.

S
tamps ! stamps !—nadin & weston, 34

,

Plymouth Grove, Manchester, can supply ladies and gentlemm who
collect 'with all kinds of Foreign Postage Stamps. The examples will

show :— Spanish 1850-1-2-.3-4-5, 1/4 each ; old 10-c. Luxemburg, od. each;
10 and 20 old Belgium. 4d. each ; old Wurtemburg, 2d. and 3d. each

;
old

Baden, 2d. each; 3rd issue, Baden, Id. each; Brazil, 240 and 480, unused,

1/ and 1/9 each ; old 1-15, 1-30 thaler, Hanover, 14d. each
;
old 1 gro.,

Hanover, 2d. each; old 2 Brunswick white, lOd. each; New Brunswick
and Ic. Italy, Id.

; 4 baj. Papal States, 2d. each, and others too numerous
to mention. ' All orders' must be prepaid.

ri^HE POSTAGE-STAMP MAGNIFIER.—All Stamp
Jl Collectors should possess one of Stafford Smith & Smith’s Postage-
Stamp Magnifying Glasses, which will be found of great assistance in

detecting forged stamps. Sent post free for 4/. Address, Stafford
Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath.
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W YOUN(j & Co., Aintree, near Liverpool, Whole-
, sale ami Retail Dealers in nsted and nvused Foreiprn Postage

Stamps; will send tin ir Price List, giving date of iastie, desn iption. &e., of
1000 vai’ieiies, on receipt of two postage stainjis. The follovVing is an
example of their j)iicps tor wiitsed stani])s (all other kinds and used, ones
at equally moderate prices, for which see List) ;—Austria, 1 kr.. Id. each,
8d. per dozen

; 2 kr., 2d. each, 1/2 per dozen ; 3 kr. and dit o env., 2d. each,

1/8 per dozen ; Austrian Italy, 2 soldi, 2d. each, 1/0 per dozen ; 3 soldi and
ditto env., .3d. each, 2/ per dozmi

;
Baden, Bavaria, Germany, and Wur-

t.eml)urg, 1 kr.. Id. each, 8d. per dozen; 3 kr. and ditto env., 2d. each, 1/6

]jer dozen ;
Mecklenburg, { sch., Poidtigal, 5 reis, France, 2 c., and Swiss

2 c.. Id. each, 6d. per dozen ; Spain, 2 cuartos, Malta, id., Brazil, 10 reis,

Barbadoes ((jreen), Prussia, 6 pf.. and Oldenburg J and j gro., 2d. < ach,

1/ per dozen
;
Luxemburg, 1 c.. Id. each, 3d. per dozen ; 2 e.. Id. each, 6d.

per dozen
;
4 c., id. each. lOd. per dozen ; 10 and 12^ c., 2d. each, 1/8 per

dozen, 2/ per set; Lubeck (new isxue), i sch.. Id. each, lOd. per dozen;
1 sch., 2d. each, 1/0 per dozen. 1/3 per set, eTivelopes same price ;

Berge-
dorf, same price ; Hanover (issue 1857), 3 pf., 6d. each; Hamburg. J sch.,

and Denmark, 2 sk., Id. each, lOd. per dozen; Hanover, 3 pf., Prussia,

4 pf., and Saxony (new issue), 3 pf.. Id. each, 8d. per dozen
;
Saxony (new

issue), Igr., 2d. each, 1/ per dozen: Germany, J and ^ gr.. Id. each, 9d.
per dozen ; Greece, 1 lep.. Id. each, 4d. per dozen; 2 lep.. Id. each, lOd.
per dozen, 2/9 per set: Sweden, 3 ore, Norway, 2 sk., and Holland, 5 c.,

2d. each, 1/0 per dozen ; Barbadoes (Hue), Bahamas, .Tamaiea, St. Vin-
cent. St. Imcia. Trinidad, Grenada. Nevis, Prince Edward’s Island, Vene-
zuela, and Newfoundland, all at 3d. each ; New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia, 1 cent, 2d. each ; Chili, 1 centavo, 6d. each ; Italy, 1 and 2 cents, 2d.
each; Liberia, 6 c., 1/ each ; Costa Rica, I rl., 1/ each; 2 rls., 2/ each;
Queensland (Id.), 3d. each, 2/6 per dozen ; (2d.), 6d. each ; (3d.), 9.1. each;
(Od.), 1/3 each ; (1/), 2/ each; Italian essays, in 6 colours, 1/ each; Hong
Kong, 2 cents, 4d. each, .3/ per dozen

; United States, 2 cents (new i.ssue),

2d. each, 1/6 per dozen : 2-c. env., ,3d. each, 2/ per dozen ; 2 cents (essays),

in 5 colours, 1/ each ; Pony Express, 10 cents brown, 1/ each ;
local American

from 1/0 per dozen, assorted. All the above stamps warranted, yenuine.
Orders forwarded pier return of post irithout fail. N.B.—All communica-
tions requiring a reply to contain a stamp for that purpose.

P RICES EXTRAORDINARY !-Those who Avi.h to
complete their collections, or add to their number of postage

stamps, should send at once to Mr. F. E. Mii.lah. of 100, Queen's Road,
Dalstoji, London, N. E., and enclose three stamps for his Price List, with
which he sends to each applicant a very scarce unused postage stamp,
only issued a few weeks, and hardly known of at present. On sale all
rm used.—Lubeck, 1803, 5 lal)els, 1/3; 5 envelopes, 1/3; Saxony, 18(53, 6
labels, 1/9; 4 envelopes, 1/0; New Brunswick, 1 c., engine, 2d.: Turkish,
3/0 the set of 4 ;

Sandwich Islands, 5 c. blue, 4d. ; also 2 c. and 13 c.,
clean, at equally low prices. Denmark envelopes and United State.s
essays at very low prices. All Canada, 5 c., beaver. Id. ; Pony
Exin-e.ss. 6d., and many others too numerous to mention. N.B.—Price
List and the rare stamp, as above, post free for threepence.

CELLING OFF ! SELLING OFF ! IMMENSE
S.ACRIFICE !—:Messrs. Hoopeu & FoRWAno are now sellinf>- off

their entire stock at greatly reduced prices. Examples :—Collectioiis of
2.-) varieties, 4.1.; 50, 8d.

; 100,2/; 1.50.4/; .300. 15/; 500, 30/; 600, £2; 700
£1 : 1000, £10; 1200, £12; also unu.sed Costa Rica, J r., 1/; 2 r., 1/0, or used
9d. each; Nicaragua, same price; Ionian Islands, 6d, per set; Confede-
rate States, 2/ per set of 15; Local .American, 3d. each. For others ail
ecpiallylow, see Price List-gratis with a very rare stamp on receip’t of
one stamp for i>'>stage. P.S.—Collectors should apply immediately
.Address, .Messrs. Hooper & Forward, 1, Hanover Court, Milton Street
London, E. C. ’

T3ARE STAMPS at LOW PRICES.—Modena, 5 c.XL .gi-een. 10 c. rose, 15 c. yellow. 25 c. primrose, 2/0 the set of 4 • Parma
5 c. yellow, 10 c. white, 25 e. purple, 25 c. red-brown, 3/ set of 4 • Tus-
cany (arms), Ic. viol, t, 5 c. green, 10 c. brown, 20 c. blue, 1/ the set of 4 •

Tuscany (lion), 1 quattr black, 1 crazia marone. 2 era. blue 4 era green’
3/ the set of 4 ; Naples (1857), 1 gr.. 2 gr„ 5 gr., 10 jr„ 20 g7-.,’2/0 the set of
5; Sicdy, 1 gr. olive-brown. 2 gr. blue. 5 gr. carmine, 10 gr. deep blue
20 gr. blue-black, 3/0 the set of 5. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith’
1.3, George Stref t, Bath. ’

C K. JONES, 59, Barlow Street, Ardwick, Manchester,
• can supply stamps cheaper than ever sold befoi'e, as the following

few examples will show, viz.— 1 c. Uni ed States env.. Id. each; Hanover,
1-15, 1-30, Id. each, 7/ per 100; Hanover, envelopes. 1, 2, and 3. Ihh, .3d.,

and 5d. each
; Brunswick, 1, 2, and .3, IJd.. 3d., and 4d. each ; Sicilians. 2

{P’a., 8d. each
; Portugese, 25 Donna Maria, 3d. each ; Don Pedro, 2d. each,

1/6 per doz.
; Prince Edward Island, penny, twopenny, thi-eepenny, four-

penny, sixpenny, and ninepenny, 2d., 4d., Od.. 8d.. 9d.. and 1/ each ;
New-

foundland, pennv. twopenny, threepenny, tivepenny, and fivepenny-half-
penny, 3d., 5d.. Od., 9d.. ancl lOd. each

; Nova Scotia. new,2c.,2^d. each, or
2/ per doz. ; old Nova Scotia, threepenny and sixpenny, 6d. and 9d. each ;

old New Brunswick, threepenny and sixpenny. 9d. each; old penny and
twopenny Brunswick, 3d. and 1/ ; new Sachsen, J, lid. per doz. ; 4, 1/3 per
doz. ; new Austrian, lid. each

; 2 and 4 bai. Romagna (warranted
genuine), 1/0 each; Sicilian 5,10, and 20, 1/ and 1/3; Modena, 6d. to 1/6
each; old 1 soldi Tuscany, 5/; sets of 10 I.ubeck, 3/6; i Lubeck, 1/3 per
dozen ; i env.'Oldenburg, 2d. each, 1/6 per doz.; i, l^d. and 2d. each, 1/3
per doz.; also, coll, all dilferent and good copies. 10. 3d.; 20. Od. ; 50,

1/3; 100.3/6; 150,7/6; 200,11/; 300,28/; 500,80/: also the following good
Collections, viz., 308 very nicely arranged and rare .stamps, 38/ ; 200,21/;
too, 90/ ; 600; 110/ ; and one, 820. £10. C. K. .7. also buvvs to any amount.
Wanted Agents in Switzerland and Germany to sell at 15 per cent, com-
mission.

WONDERFULLY CHEAF! Mr. GEORGE PRIOR,
of 48, Fenchurch Street, London, E. C., is now prepared to send

out his October List—and with it he gives, gratis, an unused Continental
stamp that cannot fail to please—post free on recc ipt of three stamps.
Extract from List :

—

Unused.— Sandwich Islands, 5 c., 4d. ; 2 c. and 13 c.,

both veiy rare, at prices equally low
; Nova Scotia, 1 c., 2d. ;

New Bruns-
wick, 1 c., 2d.; Danish envelopes very low ; Lubeck, 18(>3, 5 labels or 5
envelopes for 1/3; Saxony, 1863, 6 labels, 1/9; 4 envelopes, 1/6; United
States and Confederate stamps very locv. Used .—Pony Express, 6d. each

;

Canada, 5 c., beaver. Id. ; 10 c., prince, 2d. Price List as above, with rare
stamp, 3d.

A GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY.—G. BOLTON, 16,
Spring Street, Hull, has for sale a veiy superior Collection con-

taining over 700 Stamps, of which about 400 ai-e unused. The stamps
are in one of Lallier’s 12/6 albums. The collec' ion comprises an unusual
number—for its size—of rare and obsolete stamps, and every stamp is

warranted to be in good condition. It has been formed by G. B. himself,
with very great care, and is in every way an unusually good one. The
price is £10. and no less can be accepted. Detailed lists will be sent if
required

; or on receipt of half a £10 note the collection will be sent for
inspection.

^MIE GREAT SENSATION CARD.—This extra-
X (u-dinary production of modern art contai s the portraits of over
1000 Living and Historical Celebrities, and is designed not merel.v as a
photographic curiosity, but as a medium of instruction and entertain-
ment. It is believed to be impossible for anv one to glance over it without
at once recognising the portraits of very many whose deeds are as familiar
as ‘ household words,’ thereby introducing an easy and agreeable source
of conversation into all circles of society. Price 1/; post free, 1/1.

Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath.

T^he shilling CARTE-DE-VISITE album, to
hold Twelve Portraits, is the cheapest album ever issued. Strongly

bound in roan leather, with clasp and gilt edges. The mounts are manu-
factured of the be.st cardboard, with gold borders. Post free, 1/2.
Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath,

TAMES BRENN.VN, 37, Nassau Street (opposite the
9J Post-Offlee), New York, United States, has always on hand a larcre
stock ot Foreign and American Stamps, used and unused. Orders
promptly executed. Stamps exchanged.

SHILLINix CRESr ALBUM is strongly bound
ft in fancy cloth and lettered on side. Post free, 1/2. Address,‘STAFFORD

Smith & Smith. 13, George Street, Bath.

pATALOGUE of POSTAGE STAMPS, edited by
\J Zschie-SCHE & Ki'iDER, of Leipzig. Contains list of 1300 stamps
with preface in Elnglish, French, and Gi-rman, also a Money Table’
Elegantly printed, foolscap 8vo. Price 1/, post free.

SED STAMPS, consisting of old and new issues ofU Saxony, Prussia, Bavari, Bavaria, Austria (arms), Austrian Italy, Germany
(1, .3, 6, 9 k„ 1, 2, 3 s. g.), Hanover (1-10, 1-15, 1-30), Norway (2, 3, 4 and 8
sch.), Baden (old issue, figure in centre), Sicily, or Naples, &c. &e for
sale at the yery low price of 21 per hundred mixed. Address, ’j. j! H
Stocilalt & Co., Broad Green, near Liverpool.

inOO photographic PORTIUITS for 0^J-UUU SHlIddNG.—.Just published, carte de visite size, beautifully
executed, 1050 5Iicroscopic Portraits of Eminent Personages. Price 1/

•

post free, 1/1. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, 1.3, George Street, Bath!

SANDWICH ISLANDS! HOITOLULU !—The aWO stamps for sale : 2 c. rose, 5 c. blue, and 13 c. red at very low prices
Address, Mr. F. E. Mieear, 166, Queen’s Road, Dalston, London, N. E.'
and send three penny stamps for his new and very large Price List with
which Mr. Jlillar sends, gratis, a very rare unused Continental stamp’.

MARVEL OF CHEAPNESS.—The SHILLH^
CARTE-DE-VISlTE AI^BUM, to hold 12 portraits, is the cheapest

album ever issued. Strongly bound in roan leather, wi h clasp and gilt
edges. The mounts are manufactured of the best cardboard, with gold
borders. Post free, 1/2. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George
Street, Bath. °

A

A COLLECTION of nearly 300 S'PAMPS to be sold
for 18/. Apply to T. P. Yeats, Acocks, & Co., Hibernia Chambers,

London Bridge, E.C.

90 nnrr^BLITERATED FOREIGN STAMPS
4'UlUUU WANTED TO PURCHASE, exclusive of French and
American. Lowest price per thousand to be forwarded to Stafford
Smith & Smith, the Foreign Stamp and Crest Depot, Bath.

Swedish
stamps.—

A

11 varieties may be had for
6d. per dozen, by applying to Box 97, Post-Office, Glasgow.

RMS AND FLAGS FOR STAMP ALBUMS.—
Stafford Smith & Smith have just received a supply of the Arms of

all Nations and Flags of all Nations specially adapted for stamp albums,
being beautifully emblazoned in gold and silver. Price 1/0 each set;
post free, 1/7. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath,

ARE and OBSOLETE POSTAGE STAMPS for sale
by R. W. Pegg, Dublin.

A

R
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500
PHOTOGRAPHIC PORTRAITS for SIX-

PENCE.—Just published, carte de visite size, beautifully ex-
ecuted, Microscopic Photographs of upwards of 500 Eminent Per.sonages.
Price 6d. ; post free, 7d. Addr
Street, Bath.

Staffohd Smith & Smith, 13, George

George HYAMS, 19, Walcot Buildings, Bath, sends
stamps on approval on receipt of stamped enveiope. Sandwich

Islands. 2 cents (Uku leta) red. 4d. ; 5 cents blue, 4d. ; Swan River two-
penny, 4d.

;
Portugal (Donna Maria), 25 blue, 3d. ;

Brazil, 30 black, 2d.

7 IMPORTANT ! IMPORTANT ! IMPORTANT !—
J. R. W. Pegg, Stamp Merchant, Holies Street, Dublin, has now for
sale a most extensive and varied stock of Foreign and Colonial Stamps,
all of which he is selling at low rates of prices, which have gained him
such an extensive business. His stock includes manj" very rare and obso-
lete stamps, and over one hundred thousand of the commoner sorts, at
prices from one penny up. A few sent on approval on receipt of stamp.
Collections of all sizes on sale. Stamps bought. Apply by letter only.

TO UNUSED STAMPS for NINEPENCE, viz.,

X-O lO-reis Brazil ; 3-pf., J Saxony
; 2-kreuzer Austria, etc. G. R.well,

139, Leadenhall Street, London. Send two stamps for List and 2 unused
stamps gratis. Foreign and colonial correspondents wanted. Stamps
bought.

6 TNCOGNITO,’ 22, Oxford Terrace, Clapham, S.,

JL sends stamps for approval. Modena, Parma, Romagna, etc.,

always on hand. Apply by letter.

D McCORKINDALE, 70, George Square, Glasgow.
• Send for Price List. Romagna, 9d. each; set of seven, 5/; old

Saxony, Id.
;
old Norway, 3d.; Confederates (genuine), 1/; Prussia, 1,2,

3, Id.,’ 4d. i>er dozen; Hanover,!, 2, 3, Id.; Norway, 2, 3, 4, and 8, Id.,

&c., &c.

n^HE CHEAPEST PACKET of STAMl'S.—The
I Sixpenny Packet of Stamps contains 20 varieties of Foreign and

Colonial Postage Stamps, all in good condition, many being unoblite-
rated. Post free for seven stamps. Addi'ess, St.vffohd Smith & Smith,
13, George Street, Bath.

Stamps sent for approval, by o. fleet,
Peckham, Surrey, on receipt of stamped-directed envelope. Col-

lectors on sending should also state the class of stamps required. All
letters answered per return.

Agents wanted in Schools and Colleges, to sell
stamps at a very fair commission. No security required. Further

particulars to be obtained by sending stamped enveiope to O. Fleet,
Peckham, Surrey.

A COLLECTION of 500 different kinds of Postage
Stamps for sale veiy cheap, neatly arranged in one of Oppen’s

allmms, with spaces for the deficient ones. For price, etc., O. Fleet,
Peckham, Surrey.

~]\/riSS STANLEY, 22, Oxford Terrace, Fentiman’s
LtJ Road, London, S., has some duplicates for sale, and wishes to
purchase rare stamps.

ARE and OBSOLETE POSTAGE STAMPS, in-
cluding Brazils, Spanish, Sicily, Pai’ina, Modena, Buenos Ayres,

&c., at low prices. Costa Rica, unused, 3/ per set, all guaranteed.
J. Inch, Buckingham Terrace, Bonners Road, London, A collection of
700 varieties for seven guineas ; one of 400, three guineas.

nmE ‘ SHILLING ALBUM ’ is a neat and service-
B able book, strongly bourd in cloth, and ruled to contain over 1400

stamps. Post free, one stamp extra. R. W. Pegg, 11, Holies Street, Dublin

.

F DUNN, Dealer in Stamps, 191, Upper Street,
• Islington, sends stamps out on approval to any amount. Send 13

stamps for F. Dunn’s Packet of Postage Stamps, containing 40 different
kinds, several unused. List sent on receipt of one stamp.

MENLOVE brothers send Stamps on inspection
on receipt of stamped envelope. Rare stamps can be procured.

M. B. wish to purchase good, clean, and unused obsolete stamps.
Address, 22, Upper Baker Street, London, N. W.

QTAMPS ! STAMPS ! STAMPS !—A. R. HUGHES,
1, Poplar Grove, Cross Lane, Salford, Manchester, is selling collec-

tions of 50 varieties, i/6; 100 ditto, 3/6; 150, 0/6; 200,10/6. List sent on
receipt of a stamped-directed envelope. Stamps bought and exchanged.

1 KA AMERICAN POSTAGE STAMPS for ONE-
Xu/U AND-SIXPENCE.—Just published, carte de visite size, beau-
tifully-executed iMicroscopic Photographs of nearly 150 American Postage
Stam’ps. Price 1/6; post free, 1/7. Addiess, Staffokd Smith & Smith,
13, George Street, Bath.

p AV. AVILKINSON, 9, Goldsmith Square, Stoke
vJ' • Newington, I.ondon, N., has for sale the following stamps:—
Argentine Confederation and Republic, British Columbia, Chili. Fin-
land—adhesive and envelopes, Costa Rica, Granada Confederation. Hong
Kong, old Italy, Norway and Sweden, in sets, unused, Nicaragua, Queens-
land, St. Thomas, St. Lucia, flvepenny and eightpenny New South Wales,
and others too numerous to mention, which he sends out on approval on
receipt of stamped envelope. N.B.—Danish envelopes expected shortly.

qniE SIXPENNY PACKET of STAM PS.—This
X. Packet contains 20 varieties of Foi'cign and Colonial Postage

Stamiis, all in good condition, many being unobliterated. Pos' free for
seven stamps. Address, Staffohd Smith & Smith, 13, George Street,

Bath.

in non obliterated colonial postage
XU 4UUU STAMPS WANTED TO PURCHASE. The stamps of the
following countries are mosth' required ;—Antigua. Bahamas. Barbadoes,
British Guiana, Canada, Cape of Good Hope, Ceylon. Grenada, Jamaica,
Mauritius, Natal, Nevis, New Brunswick, New South Wales, New Zealand,
St. Helena. St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Tasmania, Trinidad, and Victoria,
Ijowest price per thousand to be forwarded to Staffohd Smith & S.mith,
the Foreign Stamp and Crest Dep6t, Bath.

WALTER B. WHITTAKER, Howard Street, Infmi-
try Bks., Salford, will send his Priced Catalogue, *ith an un-

obliterated Continental on receipt of two stamps. Parties collecting
should have one of this winter, to refer to for cheap stamps. N.B.—Packets
of 20 varieties, 4d. ; 10 ditto, 2d. Stamps bought.

LBUMS ! ALBUMS ! ALBUMS ! A splendid
JTX. Album, ruled to contain 1400 stamps, on highly glazed paper, and
bound strongly in fancy cloth backs, will be sent post'free on receipt of 13
stamps. W. B. Whittakeh, Howard Street, Infantrv Bks., Salford.

Local American postage stamps.—

T

he
Five-Shilling Packet of Local American Postage Stamps contains

20 varieties. Post free, 5/1. Address, Staffohd Smith & Smith, 13,
George Street, Bath.

Kow Ready, JS'ew Edition, j)OSt ito,, Price Five SliiUings.

7^HE BEST POSTAGE-STAMP ALBUM PUB-
X LISHED.—Oppen’s Postage-Stamp Album and Catalogue of
British and Foreign Postage Stamps. Containing every information to
guide the collector, with a full account of all the stamps of eveiy country.
The Album, price 3/6, and Catalogue, price 2/6, can be had separately
London ; B. Blake, 421, Strand.

M"OUNT BROWN’S' new PRICE LIST of obsolete
and now stamps for October, post free, 3d. 124, Cheapside, London.

I
^OR SALE, 35s., a very choice Collection of 224

Stamps, wan-anted genuine, all good specimens: 62 unused: over
50 out of use. Contains an unused set of new U. S. (adhesives) ; also old
set— 3, 5, 24, 30, unused ; the rest used, except 90 c. If not sold by 10th,
stamps sold separately. Only one of each kind. Apply for List to' W. C.
Allen, Paradise Row, Stoke Newington.

A LIi COLLECTORS, whether commencing or finish-
ing collections, should apply to A. B., 57, York Place, Edinburgh,

who has on hand great varieties of stamps. Prices very low.

SEND STAMPED ENVELOPE to A. B., 57, York
Place, Edinburgh, who will forward on approval selections of his

stock, Saxon and Baden, 1850, 3/ per dozen.

Hold hard! look here! sixteen Unused
Foreign Postage Stamps post free for 1/3. Address, Mr. Gheaves,

Rowley Green, Barnet, Herts.

rro BE SOLD TO THE "HIGHEST BIDDER, a
1 Collection of 640 Stamps, neatly arranged in a morocco-bound

Album, many being unobliterated. Address, G. W. Wilkinson, 9, Gold-
smith Square, Stoke Newington, London, N.

Fifty pounds will be given for a Collection
of 300 picked Stamps, particulars of which may be obtained from

the undersigned. First-class collections purchased on liberal terms.
Three thousand used colonial, and two thousand used foreign stamps
required. Mount Brown, 124, Cheapside, I.ondon, E. C.

M r. R. COWLEY-SQUIER, Wellington Hall, Dover,
has just received many hundred duplicates, in addition to his

former varied assortment, and he will send a selection on approval on
receipt of a stamped envelope. Old Belgian 10 c., 20 c., 3/1 per dozen.

7^HE POSTAGE-STAMP COLLECTOR’S POCKET
X ALBUM.—Containing a complete Table of all the Postage Stamps
issued by each Country, State, or City, with spaces arranged for their
reception. The whole in a neat and portable form, with flap and elastic

band, and a pocket for surplus stamps. Roan, 2/ ;
post free, 2/1 ; morocco

or russia, 3/6 ;
post free, 3/8 ; morocco or russia gilt, 4/ ;

post free, 4/2,

Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath,
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Beautifully trinted in colours.—

N

ow
ready, a New and Complete Set of upwards of 130 Titles for Stamp

Albums. Geographically arranged by Dr. J. E. Guay, r.ll.S., F.L.S.,

F.Z.S., ETC., of the British Museum. ITice 1/6 ;
post free. 1/7. Specimen

sheet post free for two stam)>s. London : E. Maulborough & Co.
;
Bath :

Staffohd Smith & Smith, 13, George Street.

Stamps sent on approval.—

S

end stamped
envelope to J. N., Post-Office, Waltham on the Wolds, near Melton

Mowbray.

OCKET ALRUMfor CRESTS, ARMS, and MONO-
GRAMS. Containing .spaces arranged for 1200 varieties. Neatly

bound, with pocket, fai). and elastic band. Roan, 2/; post free, 2/1 :

morocco or russia, 3/6
;
post free, 3/8 ; morocco or russia gilt, 4/ ;

post
free, 4/2. Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath.

OTAM PS ! STAMPS !—VANCE & Co., 4, Olive Place,
kl Alston Street, Ladywood, Birmingham, supply all kinds of Foreign
and Colonial Postage Stamps at the lowest possible prices. Collections
of 50 varieties, 1/6. Send list of requirements for price. Any quantity of
stamps bought. Dealers will oblige with Lists.

ANTED TO PURCHASE.—CollectionsTFIiot less
than 1000 Stamps. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, 13,

George Street, Bath.

TNVALUABLE TO STAMP COLLECTORS. AH
I stamp collectors should procure one of Stafford Smith & Smith’s
Postage-stamp Magnifying Glasses, which will be found of gi-eat assistance
in detecting forged stamps. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, 13,

George Street, Bath.

WANTED to PURCHASE—Several Thousand For-
eign and Colonial Postage Stamps, both used and unused.

Address, stating lowest price per hundred, to Mr. F. E. Millar, 166,

Queen’s Road, Dalston, London, N. E. N.B.—No French or Belgian
wanted.

ri^HE CHEAPEST ALBUM FOR~STAMPS. The
_| Shilling Stamp Album is the best and cheapest album for juvenile
collectors. Bound in fancy cloth, and lettered on side. Post free, 1/2.

Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath.

q^HE SHILLING STAMP ALBUM is the Best and
_L Cheapest Album for juvenile collectors. Bound in fancy cloth and
lettered on side. Post free, 1/2. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, 13,

George Street, Bath.

Mon ANNONCE!—For a small sum of money, or
for alreadi stamped postage stamps from foreign countries,

Alexander Rosenberg will send stamped Austrian stamps of every
kind. Letters to he paid. Vienna, Tagnrzniln, No. 42, 3tm., Hof.

EAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRA'J'ED. Now Ready,
18 pages, fcap. 4to., a descriptive Price Catalogue of British, Colo-

nial, and Foreign postage stamps, revised and corrected to the present
time. Illustrated with upwards of 50 engi-avings of new and rare stamps,
beautifully printed on toned paper. Price 6d.

;
post free, 7d. Address,

Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath.

PONY EXPRESS, eight varieties, 9d. each
;
Sand-

wich Islands, 13 cent, 8d. each; ditto 5 cent, 3d., and 2 cent, 3d.

each, unused. Sent on approval by W. Diamond, Coin and Stamj)
Dealer, Rifle House, Westbourne Grove, Bayswater.

n^HE BEST PRICE CATALOGUE OF STAMPS.
Now ready, 18 pages, fcap. 4to. A de.scriptive Price Catalogue of

Bri^ish, Colonial, and Foreign postage stamps, revised and corrected to
the present time. Illustrated with upwards of 50 Engi'avings of new and
rare stamps, beautifully printed on toned paper Price Od. ; post free, 7d.
Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath.

MULREADY’S (used) ENVELOPES and COVERS,
very clean. Several for sale, post free, 2/1. Address, Mulready,

Post-Office, Weymouth.

Look here !—just received, the following, all
unused and warranted genuine Costa Rica, 2 rls., 2/3; I rh, 1/3;

Nicaragua, 5 c., 2 c.,2/; Pacific Steam Navigation Company’s stamps, 5/
each ; and many others equally rare and cheap. Apply to John M.
Le.nnard, junr., Middlesboro’-on-Tees.

rjHIE CHEAPEST ALBUM FOR CRESTS. Tl^
I Shilling Crest Album is strongly bound in fancy cloth and lettered

on side. Post free, 1/2. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George
Street, Bath.

Books of crests.—

E

ach book contains 50 Crests
in relief, beautifully stamped in Colours, with a Ivey to the names

of the Families bearing them. This work, when complete, will foi-m
the most perfect Collection extant, and is expected to contain over 2000
Crests. Books I. and II. now ready. Price 1/ each

;
post free, 1/1.

Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath.

ryo STAMP DEALERS.—STAFFORD SMITH &
I SMI’l’H have for sale the following unused Stamps at the annexed

low prices per hundred:—Baden, 1 kr., 4/6; 3 kr.. 10/6; Belgium. 1 c.. 2/;
Boyd’s City Express, 1 cent, 8/6 ;

France, 1 c., 2/ ; 2 c., 3/6; 4 c., .5/6 ; 3 c.,

6/6; Italy, i c., 3/6 ;
2 c., 4/6 ; 5 c., 8/6 ; Portugal, iO reis, 7/6 ;

Saxony, 3 pf.
(new issue), 7/6; ^ n. gr., 10/6; Switzerland. 2 rap., 4/; 3 rap., 5/; United
States, 2-cent adhesive, 13/6; 2-cent envelope, 16/6. Addre.ss Stafford
Smith & S.mith, Foreign Stamp Importers, Bath.

TAS. J. AVOODS, Hartlepool, Dealer in Stamps and
fj Coins. Monthly List on receipt of two stamps, and an unused
stamp gi'atis. Coins bought and sold on commission. Trade suiiplied.
plied.

A RMS, CRESTS, MONOGRAMS, ETC.-A large
variety of the above, beautifully stamped in Colours, with names.

Price 3d. per sheet
;
postage Id. extra. Address, Stafford Smith c&

Smith, 13, George Street, Bath,

WANTED AGENTS in every College, University,
and School, and Town in England, Ireland, and Scotland, Isle

of Man, France, Switzerland, Belgium, and Germanjq to sell stamps, at a
commission of 13 jjpr cent, off the lowest trade prices. Apply at once to
C. K. .Tones, 39, Barlow Street, Ardwick, Manchester.

OA STAMPS for SIXPENCE.—The Sixpenny Packet
/0\J of Stamps contains 20 varieties of Foreign and Colonial Postage
Stamps, all in good condition, many being unobliterated. Post free for
seven stamps. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street,

B;^i.

rymi PRINCE OF AVALES ONE-SHILLING
X ALBUM, to hold 800 stamps, bound in cloth and lettered ;

‘ the
be.st out.’ C. K. Jones, 59, Barlow Stre -t, Ardwick, Manchester.

ryo COELEC rORS of UNOBLITERATED POSTAGE
I STAMPS.—The One-Shilling Packet of Stamps contains one dozen

varieties of Colonial and Foreign Postage Stamps, all unobliterated.
Post free, 1/1. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street,
Bath.

AV. HENSTOCK & Co.,T^reign Stamp Dealers,
JL • 24, Butler Street, Greeidieys, Manchester, are now prepared to
.supply dealers and collectors with all kinds of Foreign Stamps. Exam-
ples;—old Spanish, 1/3; old Belgian, 4d. ; old Luxembourg, 4d., &a., &c.

WIT AND HUMOUR.-The SHILLING PACKET
OF COMIC C.VRTES DE VISITE contains 12 varieties of these

cleverly-executed and most amusing pictures. Post free, 1/1. Addi'ess,
Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath.

J
OHN ROSS, 136, West Graham Street, Glasgow,
sends stamps on inspection. He continues to give an unused stamp

with his last of 900 varieties (sent on receipt of stamped envelope). The
cheajiest List published. Continental correspondents wanted. Stamps
bought.

Photography extraordinary.—

J

ust PuT-
lished, the GREAT SENSATION CARD for carte de visite Albums.

Containing photographic jiortraits of over 1000 Living and Historical
Celebrities. Price 1/; post free, 1/1. Address, Stafford Smith A Smith,
13, George Street, Bath.

Malta, Lubeck, Bremen, Sweden, Saxony, New-
foundland, Prince Edward Island, Hong Kong, Ac. stamps at

lowest prices. Also, used, French republic, 20, 23 ; presidency, 23 ; Wur-
temburg, Tuscany, Hanover, Spain, Thurn and Taxis, Baden, Prussia,
Baden, &c. (1st issues). Address, A. IL, Vine Cottage, Globe Lane, Ips-
wich. Collections, 530, well arranged, £6 6s. , 300, with flags, £3 3s.

T^n l^ROPEAN POSTAGE STAMPS for ONE^
AND-SIXPENCE.—Just published, carte de visite size, beauti-

fully executed Microscopic Photographs of nearly 150 European Postage
Stamps, comprising both obsolete and present issues. Price 1/6; ijost

free, 1/7. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath.

A PRIVATE COLLECTOR wishes to dispose of some
stamps. A written Price I.ist forwarded on receipt of stamped-

directed envelope. Address, H. L, 20, Baker Street, Portman Square, W.

A COLLECTION of 650 varieties to be sold for £6.
Catalogue will be sent if you apply, post-paid, to Herm Eberhard,

Gymnasiumsgasse, Coburg, Germany.

Now ready. Fourth edition, revised, augmented, and corrected.

CATALOGUE of POSTAGE STAMPS —BRITISH,
COLONl.\L, and FOREIGN. By Mount Brown. Containing an

accurate description of the form, colour, date of issue, and value, of 1700
varieties. Price 1/ ;

post free, 1/1. Bound in morocco leather, and inter-
leaved for Collectors, 2/ ;

post free, 2/2. Address, Mr. Brow.n, care of
Mr. Passmore, Bookseller, 124, Cheapside, London. *** October Price
List of obsolete and new stamps, post free, 3d.
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STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S
OOTOJ^ER ANNOUNCEMENTS.

The Cheapest Album for Stamps.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S ONE-SHILLING
STAMP ALBUM is the best and cheapest foi- juvenile collectors.

Bound in fancy cloth and lettered on side. Post free, 1/2.

Album to hold 1100 Stamps.

QTAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S HALF-A-CROWN
STAMP ALBUM. Bound in whole morocco relief, and ruled to con-

tain nearly 1100 stamps. Post free, 2/8.

Album to hold 2000 Stamps.

QTAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S FOUR-SHILLINGO STAMP ALBUM. Half-bound in morocco leather, and ruled to
contain upwards of 2000 stamps. Post free, 4/6.

Album to hold 2200 Stamps.

CTAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S SIX-SHILLING
STAMP ALBUM. Handsomely bound in whole morocco relief, gilt

edges, and ruled to contain upwards of 2200 stamps. Post free, 6/0.

Album to hold 3000 Stamps.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S TWELVE-SHIL-
LING STAMP ALBUM. Large 4to., handsomely bound in whole

morocco relief, gilt edges, and ruled to contain upwards of 3000 stamns.
Post free, 12/6.

Now ready, 18 pages, Fcap. 4fo.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S DESCRIPTIVE
PRICE CATALOGUE of BRITISH, COLONIAL, and FOREIGN

POSTAGE STAMPS. New edition, revised and corrected to the present
time, and illustrated with upwards of CO engravings , beautifully printed
on toned paper. Price 6d.

;
post free, 7d,

Invaluable to Stamp Collectors.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S POSTAGE-STAMP
MAGNIFIER. Every collector should possess one of the Postage-

Stamp Magnifying Glasses, which will be found of gi-eat assistance in
detecting forged stamps. Post free, 4/.

Now Beady, Beautifully printed in Colours.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S NEW and COM-
PLETE SET of POSTAGE-ST.\MP ALBUM TITLES. Comprising

upwards of 130 Titles, geographically arranged by Dr. J. E. Gray, f.r.s.,

F.L.S., F.Z.S., &c., of the British Museum. Price 1/6 ;
post free, 1/7.

Specimen sheet post free for two stamps.

Twenty Foreign Stamps for Sixpence.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S SIXPENNYO PACKET of STAMPS. Containing 20 varieties of Foreign and
Colonial Postage Stamps, all in good condition, many being unoblite-
rated. Post free, 7d.

The Cheapest Packet of Unobliterated Stamps.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S ONE-SHILLING
PACKET of FOREIGN POSTAGE STAMPS. Containing one

dozen vai’ieties
;
all unobliterated. Post free, 1/1.

TFit and Humour.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S ONE-SHILLINGO PACKET OF COMIC CARTES-DE-VISITE containing 12 varieties
of these cleverly-executed and most amusing pictures. Post free, 1/1.

The Cheapest Album for Crests.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S ONE-SHILLING
kJ CREST ALBUM. Strongly bound in fancy cloth and lettered on
side. Post free, 1/2.

Album to hold 1000 Crests.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S HALF-A-CROWN
k3 CREST ALBUM. Bound in whole morocco I’elief, and ruled to con-
tain upwards of 1000 crests. Post free, 2/8.

Album to hold 2000 Crests.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S FOUR-SHILLINGO CREST ALBUM. Half-bound in morocco, and ruled to contain
upwards of 2000 crests. Post free, 4/6.

Album to hold 2200 Crests.

OTAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S SIX-SHILLING
kJ CREST AI.BUM. Handsomely bound in morocco relief, gilt edges,
and ruled to contain 2200 crests. Post free, 6/6.

Album to hold 6000 Crests.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S TWELVE-SHIL-
k3 LING CREST ALBUM. Large 4to., handsomely bound in morocco
relief, and ruled to contain upwards of 6000 crests. Post free, 12/8.

New Packet for Crest Collectors.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S SIXPENNY
PACKET of ARMS, CRESTS, MONOGRAMS, &c. Containing 20

varieties. Relief stamped in Colours. Post free, 7d.

Arms, Crests, &e., for Albums.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S ONE-SHILLING
PACKET of ARMS, CRESTS, MONOGRAMS, &c. Comprising

upwards of 60 varieties. Relief stamped in Colours. Post free, 1/1.

Now Beady.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S ONE-AND-SIX-
PENNY packet of ARMS, CRESTS, MONOGRAMS, &c. Con-

taining 100 varieties. Relief stamped in Colours. Post free, 1/7.

Cheap Crests for Collectors.

TAFFORD SMITH & SMITH have on sale a large
assortment of Arms, Crests, Monograms, &c., beautifully stamped

in Colours, with Names. Price 3d. per sheet
;
postage. Id. extra.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH,
Foreign Stamp-sellers to

His Royal Highness the Prince of Orange,
13, George Street, Bath.

This Magazine will he forwarded regularly every month, to any part of the

world, on receipt of the annual subscription of Four Shillings ; which may be

remitted in unused postage stamps current in the country whence the order is

received.

Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath, England.

Important to those about to Collect.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S FIVE-SHILLING
kl PACKET of FOREIGN POSTAGE STAMPS. Containing 100 vari-
eties of Foreign Stamps, all in good condition, many being unobliterated.
Post free, 5/1.

To Collectors of Unobliterated Postage Stamps.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S TWO-AND-SIX-
PENNY PACKET of UNOBLITERATED POSTAGE STAMPS.

Containing 24 varieties of Colonial and Foreign Stamps, all unused. Post
free, 2/7.

New Packet of Postage Stamps.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S FIVE-SHILLING
PACKET of LOCAL AMERICAN POSTAGE STAMPS. Contain-

ing 20 varieties Post free, 5/1.

Arms and Flags for Stamp Albums.

S
TAFFORD SMITH & SMITH have just received a
supply of the Arms of all Nations and Flags of all Nations, specially

adapted for stamp albums, being beautifully emblazoned in gold and
silver. Price 1/6 each set

:
post free, 1/7.

To Foreign Stamp and Crest Collectors.

STAFFORD
SMITH & SMITH’S MONTHLY Cir-

cular for October will be sent gi-atis and post free to any address
on application.

A Marvel of Cheapness.

S
TAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S ONE-SHILLING
CARTE-DE-VISITE ALBUM—to hold 12 Portraits—is the cheapest

album ever issued. Strongly bound in roan leather with clasp and gilt

edges. The mounts are manufactured of the best cai’dboard with gold
borders. Post free, 1/2.

Ce .loumal sera transmis tous les mois, dans toutes les parties du monde,
en envoyant aux Messieurs Smith la souscription annuelle (5 francs), en
timbres-poste neufs du pays d’ oil vient I’ordre.

Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath, England.

Questo Magazzino sara trasmiso tutti i mesi, in ciascuno parte del mondo
dagli autori, ricevendo il prezzo annuale (5 lire)

, in franch i bolli non segnati
deipaese dove arrivi il comando.

Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath, England.

Ese Almaeen sera enviado eada mes d todos los partes del mundo por los

publicadores a la receta del precio anual (20 reales) , en sellos del correo nuevos
del pais del qual sea Uegato el orden.

Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath, England.

Dieses Journal wird jeden Mormt nach alien Ldndern der Welt von den
Herausgebem beforden werden, nach Empfang des jdhrlichen Betrages, (IJ
thaler)

,
welches in ungebrauchten Briefnmrken von dem Lande, von welcliem die

Order gekommen ist, entrichtet werden kann.
Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath, England.

NOTICE.—Purchasers of the Stamp Collector’s Magazine are en-
titled to receive with the May and succeeding numbers an unobliterated
Foreign or Colonial Stamp. The above is not applicable to Subscribers resident

in Foreign Countries ; as the British postal regulations tcill not admit of any
enclosure being sent in a registered publication addressed abroad.

London : Published by E. Marlborough & Co., 4, Ave Maria Lane, E.C.

;

and Stafford Smith & Smith, Foreign Stamp and Crest Depbt, 13,
Geoi'ge Street, Bath, to whose care all Communications for the Editor
are to be addi-essed.
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A TALE OF A POSTAGE STAMP.
DOZE THE FIFTH.

CORRIENTES.
'

‘ The sacred duty of a daughter bows.

And yields submissive to a lover’s vows.’

The readers of this visionary tale may or

may not remember the circumstance of a

dnll-colonred specimen of the stamp tribe

obtruding on the principal narrator an offer

of information touching the birth and paren-

tage of our wretched hero. It bore for

superscription the heading of this chapter

;

and the present opportunity will not come
mal-ajpropos for introducing its contribution

to the eclairissement of the story. It spoke
as follows :

—

No. 10. Nov. 1, 1863. Price Pourpence.]

‘ Our worthy and voluble co-mate, the

Cross of Savoy, took occasion to boast of

the superiority of its natal place over that

of our courteous auditor lying extended so

comfortably (?) on his couch. Inasmuch as

the comparatively sunless skies and bare
fields of this ungenial clime may be sur-

passed by the bright vistas of Tuscany, its

plains and hills covered with vineyards and
oliveyards, and the prospect of the glorious

mountains that environ it
;
so these, in

turn, are incomparably inferior to the mag-
nificent pampas, adorned with gigantic

monarchs of verdure, and seamed with
ocean-like rivers, characterizing the noble,

but unhappily wild and unsettled tract

whence I derive my birth and name.
‘Not to weary you with more description,

I will at once proceed with facts. One of

the most extensive- and wealthy landholders

of Corrientes was Don Jose de Montoya.,

* The editor takes leave to deny any participation in
the rash assertions of these postage stamps. He has
lately travelled over the most beautiful portions of

northern Italj^, and unquestionably beautiful they arc

;

but nowhere, amidst all the enchanting and romantic
loveliness of the landscape, did he gaze upon grass so

green, or sky so blue, as decorates the ordinary rural
scenery of England—in fair irea ther.

[Registered for Transmission Abroad.
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possessor of large plantations of indigo, rice,

and cotton, and herd upon herd of the finest

breeds of cattle. But the fairest, most pre-

cious, and most cherished of the old man’s
possessions was his only daughter Manora.
On her was lavished all the affection that

might have been shared by his long-deceased

wife and a numerous offspring, snatched by
relentless fate from the enjoyment of life.

No marvel, then, that he repelled the suit of

a young Italian noble, some two or three

and twenty years ago nominally an attache

at the Brazilian court, but who spent much
of his time rambling about the provinces of

La Plata, a professed libertine, seeking, like

Satan, whom he might devour.
‘ Hospitably received by the wealthy Senor

de Montoya, his handsome person and fasci-

nating manners speedily made a conquest of

the innocent heart of his entertainer’s beau-

tiful daughter. In many a stolen interview

vows of unalterable affection were inter-

changed. The lovers’ secret was at length

surprised by a native retainer attached to

the household, and particularly confided in

by his master.
‘ This mem, a member of the tribe of the

Yagas, had been carried off by a company of

marauding Matacos when an infant, and
barbarously exposed to perish. Rescued
and brought up by the benevolent He Mon-
toya, he entertained the most devoted feel-

ings of attachment, amounting to a sort of

savage veneration for his benefactor. With
the quick instinct of uncivilized nature he

divined the base character of the suitor, and,

jealous of his master’s honour, disclosed

what had transpired.

‘No proof of any surreptitious intention

existing, the father could merely signify his

objections against any suitor for his daugh-

ter’s hand, likely to allure her from her

native home and country. Fully aware as

he was of the feelings of Manora, and not

choosing to resign his prey so easily, the

lover apparently accepted his dismissal, but

remained so carefnlly secreted in the neigh-

bourhood, as to elude the vigilance even of

the faithful and astute Yaga; and taking

advantage of the latter’s absence on a con-

fidential mission of his master’s, he per-

suaded the trusting and unsophisticated

Manora to consent to a secret marriage and
flight from her doting parent.

‘ To such a heart as his what mattered it

that he had already a wife and infant child

in Italy : like son, like father—for you have
already doubtless divined that it is the

father of Bernardo I am speaking of—he
succeeded in carrying off his lovely prey to

Europe
;
and you may be sure under such

auspices her valuable jewels were not for-

gotten, Among other trinkets of immense
value, were the two emerald bracelets that

have been brought under notice, which, in

truth, once decorated the arms of a native

idol.

‘ In Florence, the “ bride and no bride
”

remained in seclusion some months, when
our hero was born to share some of the

affection hitherto solely bestowed on his

worthless father. At last came the rough
awaking from the fond illusive dream. The
Yaga, some while detained in Corrientes by
the sinking state of his heart-broken master,

remained but to lay him in the grave
;
and

then, tracing the fugitives with all the saga-

city and perseverance of a native Indian to

the city of their sojourn, quickly discovered

the truth, and burning to eradicate all trace

of the dishonour of his revered benefactor,

resolved on the destruction alike of the

guilty father and innocent babe !

‘ Manora was seated in the private room
of a cafe, fondling her infant, and awaiting

the arrival of its father. She had just taken

off one of the bracelets—which she always

wore as talismans, in accordance with the

superstitions of her birthplace—and placed

it round the baby neck of our Lorenzo, when
the Yaga rushed into the room, and after

upbraiding her with the desertion and death

of her parent, and plainly divulging the

perfidy of her villanous betrayer, attempted

to snatch away the infant with the avowed
intention of its destruction.

‘A mother’s love supplied strength to the

well-nigh distracted Manora. She extri-

cated herself from the Yaga, and, rushing

into the street, threw the babe into the arms
of the first person she saw, unperceived by

her pursuer, and fled on till she reached

the convent of Santa Apollonia, which she

entered, and claimed protection. There she
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was kindly cared for
;
but memory and rea-

son had both departed
;

lier delicate frame
succumbed to the shock

;
and an untimely

tomb soon covered and expiated her fault.

The bracelet she wore was retained among
the treasures of the convent, which accounts

for its presence in the casket of the abbess,

though she little knew how nearly connected
she was with the original owner.

‘ The child, as you have seen, escaped a

fate which would have been merciful in

comparison with what awaited him
;
but the

father, shortly afterwards, was assassinated

by an unknown and undiscovered hand.

The Yaga I have never seen or heard of

since.’

(To he concluded in our next).

ADDENDA TO MOUNT BROWN’S
CATALOGUE OF POSTAGE STAMPS,
COiMPEISING NOTES, ADDITIONS, AND EMENDATIONS,

BY C. W. VINES, A.M., PH.D.

[We propose continuing; this Appendix to Mr. Brown’s early editions, for
the benefit of those who do not possess the fourth.—

E

d.]

Snitcli states of

In the fourth edition of the manual the 5

cents brown (Franklin) and 10 cents black

(Washington) are quoted as being on hlite

paper as well as white. We have elsewhere
ventured an opinion on the genuineness of

the 10 c. blue of 18r57. The lately-issued

2 cents (head of General Andreiv Jackson,
not Stonewall) is an addition to the cata-

logue. This is printed, for the sake of

variety (or lucre), in six different colours,

which multiplication of specimens we must
courteously denominate

ESSAYS.

Under this head also come the 5 c.

(Franklin’s head) above mentioned, in green
and in black, and also the 5 c. of 1857, dark
green, bistre, two shades of umber, brownish
pink, russet, and red.

The 24 c., 30 c., and 90 c. of the later

issue, as essays in black, demonstrate the

goodness of the engraving much better than
when in the normal colouring.

We would remark that the 5 c., both of

1857 and 1861, is found in two distinct

shades of brown, as is also the 24 c. of the
later issue.

ENVELOPES.

The 2-cents envelope—same head as the

2-cents adhesive, but in profile—is the only

addition. It is fully described in a previous

number.
LABELS OF PRIVATE OFFICES.

We confess to a shrewd suspicion that

our transatlantic cousins—ever on the look-

out to turn a quasi honest penny—have

multiplied the colours and devices of their

local stamps, in order to pander to the taste

of the numerous and, we think we may add,

increasing tribe of postage-stamp collectors.

As it is, nevertheless, difficult if not impossi-

ble, on this side the ocean, to eliminate the

genuine from the spurious, it is the duty of

cataloguers to quote all the species offered

for sale, lest a really unexceptionable stamp

be rashly excluded from collections. We
are in a position to make additions even to

the latest edition of Mr. Brown’s catalogue.

Those stamps, however, will be noted first

that were not in the first three editions,

viz. :

—

Bank and Insurance Notice Delivery

Office, 50, William Street, col. imp., blue.

Same inscription, 82, Broadway, col. imp.,

rect., blue.

Bouton’s Rough-and-Ready City Despatch

Post (profile), black imp., rect., 2 c. white.

Boyd’s City Express Post, 2 c. black on

blue
;
2 c. gold on scarlet, green, and dark

blue.

Brown and McGill’s U. S. P. O. Despatch

(eagle in oval), col. imp., oblong, blue.

Central Post-Office, black imp., circular,

1 c. yellow
;

1 c. buff.

Chicago Penny Post (beehive), col. imp.,

rect., orange
Clark and Co. (letter box), col. imp., rect.,

1 c. red
;

1 c. blue.

De Ming’s Penny Post, Frankford, black

on wdrite.

Government City Despatch (courier), 1 c.

slate.

We think this the genuine stamp of which

the 1 c. black is an imitation or a reprint.

Hamden’s Express, circular.

This is perhaps the most singular of the

many extraordinary devices adopted by the

fertile brains of the American local-post

designers. It represents a man with enor-
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mously disproportionate long legs, stepping
across a river, bearing under his right arm
a sack labelled Boston, New Orleans

;

and on
his left shoulder another with the name of

the branch-post he represents. Black on
white.

Hussey’s One Stamp or Cent each Deli-

very, col. imp., rect., 1 c. red.

Letter Express Free, col. imp., oval, black.

Metropolitan P. 0. Express to Mail
;

Wil-

liam H. Laivs, P. M., embossed in white re-

lief : col. imp., shield, 1 c. vermilion
;
1 c. blue.

New York Post-Office, large rect.

This stamp; well known t^o collectors by
the designation of ‘ big-head,’ was formerly

supposed to be a government issue, but is

now ascertained to prove one of Mr. Hus-
sey’s legions of postal offspring. Having
been exceedingly rare for some time, it now
makes appearance both on white and blue

paper.

One Cent Despatch (cavalier).

There is a red and a blue impression of

tliis stamp, with the addition of Washing-
ton as inscription.

Paid Eagle Post of Adams’s Express, col.

imp., oblong small, red, blue.

Pomeroy’s Letter Express.

Incorrectly spelt in the manual ‘ Pimeroy.’

It is not sguare, but large rectangular. Bust
of female within an oval inscription as

above : 20 for 1 dollar in very minute cha-

racters below. Black, blue, and scarlet on
thin semi-transparent white paper. We
have not seen a yellow specimen.

Priest’s Paid Despatch, black imp., oblong,

rose, blue, buff.

Robison and Co. : device, an envelope,

oblong, 1 c., black on lavender.

Roadman’s Penny Post, oblong, red on
white.

Saint Louis Post-Office (device supported

by bears), black imp., rect., 10 c.

Smith’s City Express Post, Postage Paid,

black imp., oblong, 2 c. green.

Spence and Brown’s Express Paid Post,

col. imp., oct., black.

Squier and Co.’s City Letter Despjitch

(dove), 1 c. puce—is added in the fourth

edition
;
and 1 c. green, same device, but

octagon.

Staten Island Paid Express Post, oblong.

3 c. This stamp, printed in deep red, leaves

the inscription and value visible on the
white ground.

United States City Despatch Post (bust

in oval), black imp. on coloured paper, rect.,

3 c. green
;
3 c. blue.

U. S. Mail, prepaid, black on colour, 1 c.

yellow—is noted in the fourth edition.

U. S. P. 0., Paid, oblong, 1 c. gold on
black

;
1 c. purple on white

;
1 c. black on

white.

Warwick’s City Despatch Post, plain bor-

der, 2 c. and 6 c., both red on white.

Wells, Fargo, and Co., Pony Express, if

enclosed in our franhs (man on horse), col.

imp., rect., 25 c., oz., blue.

There are doubtless numerous others

hitherto undescribed, which we have had
no opportunity of yet meeting with. The
following are in our own collection :

—

Brooklyn City Express Post (dove), 1 c.

black on pale bluish-green.

Dupuy & Schenck’s Penny Post (beehive).

This stamp is black on drah, not white.

Honour’s City Post. This stamp is square
;

black on lavender
;
value 2 cents.

Hussey’s Bank and Insurance Special

Message Post. We have 1 c. lilac to add
to the catalogue.

Hussey’s Bank and Insurance Letter City

Post, 50, William Street, basement, black on
orange, is another addition

;
and

Hussey’s Bank and Insurance Special

Message Post, 50, William Street, 1 c. blue,

and 2 c. brown, both with the addition of

the date, 1863, are among the latest issues

of their imaginative proprietor. The acme
of eccentricity, however, is more nearly

attained by the four following:

—

Hussey’s S. M. Post, 50, William Street,

N. Y. This inscription, with the addition

of a Mercury standing on one leg at the

hindmost extremity of a galloping horse, is

repeated on four stamps of various values

—

black on orange, 5 c.
;
bronze on green, 10 c.;

gold on black, 15 c.
;
gold on blue, 25 c. The

device, figures, and inscription are exposed

on the groundwork of orange, &c. We have

also seen what purported to be an essay of

the same in black and white.

Ker’s City Post (bust), blue imp. on

white
;
2 c., 5 c.
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Langton’s Paid Pioneer Express. This

is fully described in our April number.
It is figured there, and also in Messrs.

Stafford Smith and Smith’s catalogue.

Letter Express Free, Very meagrely de-

scribed in the last edition. In an oval is

represented a female sitting on some bales

of merchandize near a ship which is circum-

scribed by an oval inscription as above, with

the addition of 20 for 1 dollar in sm.aller

characters.

Metropolitan P. 0. This stamp bears the

above, and 13, American Bible Hoase^ N, Y.,

Wm. H. Laics, Proprietor, in raised white
letters on a blue and on a red ground. The
form is a very irregular octagonal.

U. S. P. 0., Paid, oblong. There is a

smaller stamp than those noted bearing this

inscription, and in addition, L. and P. (per-

haps Local Post) on each side of 1 cent.

Black imp. on pink paper.

Wells, Fargo, and Co. The envelope of'

this well-known firm, bearing a garter

formed of close lines of deep orange on

yellowish paper, ought to be included in

catalogues. Inscription as above, with puh/,

and The California and Atlantic Express.

Another envelope, or rather band, of similar

character is rose-coloured on white : Wells,

Fargo, and Go., the capitals being dispropor-

tionately large
;
crossed by \ ounce, paid,

from St. Joseph to Piacerville, pier Pony
Expiress.

(To be continued^).

A CHAPTER ON THE UNITED
STATES LOCAL POSTAGE STAMPS.
BY JAMES LESLEY, JUN., ESQ., UNITED STATES’

VICE-CONSUL AT NICE.

It may be as well to premise that the proper
explanation of the many local postage stamps
issued in the United States is only to

be found in a thorough review of the pos-

tal laws passed by the United States’ Con-
gress, and in a careful study of the various

changes wrought by these successive legisla-

tive acts in the mode of distribution of letters

and in the rates of postage.

Previous to the act of March 3, 1845, the

tax upon the carriage of letters was not
regulated by weiglit. The rate for a letter.

consisting of not more than a single sheet of

letter-paper, varied in accordance with the

distance over which it was to be carried.

The charges were excessive, and the varying
distances caused an endless perplexity of

rates. The single rate for any distance

between one hundred and three hundred
miles was cents (13 sous). This was
the price charged, for instance, between
Boston and New York, between New York
and Philadelphia.

The agitation in favour of, and final adop-
tion in England of the penny-postage system,
excited a corresponding interest and move-
ment in the United States in favour of a
reduction of what were felt to be, in com-
parison with British rates, extortionate

postal charges. As happens with all poli-

tical reforms, it took time to develope public

sentiment, and to draw the attention of
Congress to this important subject. The
government rates for carrying letters were
deemed so onerous, that, in the fall of 1844,
private parties undertook to transport letters

on their own account between points where
they felt sure that money could be earned at

lower rates. And, although such attempts
to defraud the post-office revenues were in

direct contravention of existing laws, popular
sentiment, impressed with the idea of getting
a better service at a lower price, winked at

the law’s infractions
;

and, although the
violations of the law were carried on with
comparatively little secrecy, the perpetrators
were never reached, or, at any rate, were
never punished. Thus, between the cities of
Boston, New York, and Philadelphia, a Bos-
ton firm, named Hale & Company, despatched
regularly every day, each way, a special

messenger, who took his passage in the
regular railroad train, carrying in a leather
travelling-sack a mail of letters, for the
collection of which he called, previous to

starting, at the counting-houses of the prin-

cipal city-merchants. Between Boston and
New York the two octagonal local stamps,
representing a number of letters scattered,

with the name, ‘Hale & Co.,’ were employed.
Between New York and Philadelphia, another
stamp was used, which was put out by the
same Boston firm. It bore the name of the
‘American Mail Co.’; vignette [eagle to the
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right], and inscription, 20 for 1 dollar^

—

which was the price at which stamps were
sold, viz., 4 cents, wholesale, or 5 cents for a
single stamp or any number less than twenty.
Subsequently another party commenced
carrying letters between Boston and New
York, and this gave rise to another stamp,
that of ‘ W. Wyman, 8, Court Street and 3,

Wall Street,’ vignette [train and cars], and
inscription, 20 stamps for 1 dollar. Between
Alhmiy and New York also, ‘ Brainard & Co.,

58, Wall Street,’ undertook this style of

private postal service, and issued stamps, 20
for 1 dollar.

The successful efforts of these private

carriers soon commenced to tell upon the

postal revenues, and, as the natural con-

sequence, the post-office department was
compelled to propose the remedy so clamor-
ously called for by public opinion. By the
act of March 3, 1845, Congress at one sweep
abolished the previous dear rates, as well as

the annoying scale of varying distances
;

and, whilst substituting the weight-standard,
reduced at the same time the rate for a
single letter to 5 cents (5 sous') for any
distance under three thousand miles, and 10
cents (10 sous) for all distances over three
thousand miles. By the provisions of the
same act, drop-letters (by which was meant
letters intended for delivery in the same
town where posted, as distinguished from
letters intended for transportation to other
towns) were made chargeable with a tax of

2 cents, prepayment being op)tional.

It must be borne in mind that, in addition
to all the rates just mentioned, the post-office

carriers were entitled to charge upon all

letters, without exception, delivered at one's

residence., a fee of ‘ 2 cents for delivery.’

This last item of revenue formed the entire

compensation of the carriers, who, deeming
themselves underpaid, were unwilling to

make more than two deliveries a-day—one
in the morning, and another in the afternoon.
It will be seen that, under this arrangement,
the entire tax levied upon a drop-letter,

carried a few squares’ distance and delivered
at one’s residence, was 4 cents, or only 1 cent
less than the sum charged for transporting a
similar letter nearly three thousand miles !

It is to this important fact, and to the ivaid

offrecpuent deliveries in large cities and towns,
that we may legitimately trace the creation

of the numerous private-post companies. In
all the chief towns, these companies estab-

lished a system of letter-boxes, from which
letters were collected and delivered five or

six times a-day, and at one-half or even one-

fourth the rates charged by the Government.
The usual price was 1 cent or 2 cents.

At first in the principal cities, when there

was no competition, the price was two cents.

Later, as rivalry started up in the private

postal service, some of the companies lowered
the price to one cent. In some of the smaller

cities, where the distances travelled over by
the carriers were comparatively short, the

price was never higher than one cent. Hence
almost every city had its one, or, as in

Philadelphia or New York, its half-dozen

local posts
;
and hence why, upon the stamps

employed by these companies, the usual

designations of value will be found to be one

and two cents.

Among the first pioneers in this postal

reform was Mr. D. 0. Blood, of Philadelphia
;

who, as early as 1843 (in advance of the

experiments of Hale & Co., of Boston), com-
menced the delivery of c%-letters, having

organized a complete system of boxes and of

carriers for the city of Philadelphia. The
earliest stamp he employed—which may be

considered as the first American adhesive

label or stamp—was
the characteristic one

with a vignette, re-

presenting a post-of-

fice carrier crossing

over buildings. [The
centre building repre-

sented on this stamp
is the Merchants’ Ex-
change of Philadel-

phia.]

It was not, in fact, till 1847, that the

American Congress decided upon the intro-

duction of postage stamps. The eleventh

section of the act of March 3, 1847, provides

as follows :

‘ Section II. That to facilitate the transportation

of letters in the mail, the Postmaster-General be
authorized to prepare postage stamps which, when
attached to any letter or packet, shall be evidence of

the payment of the postage chargeable on such letter.’
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An important innovation upon the system
of postal regulations was introduced into

the Act, passed March 3, 1851. Whilst still

leaving the prepayment of letters optional,

this new law reduced the rate for letters

under three thousand miles to 3 cents, if

IJrepaid

;

whilst, if not prep)aif the old rate of

5 cents was collected. In the Southern
States, the smallest coin then in circulation

was a silver half-dime, of the value of 5 cents.

To meet the delicate taste of the Southern
chivalry, whose dainty fingers scorned to

touch ‘coppers,’ (as the copper-cents were
called,) a new coin of the value of 3 cents,

composed three-fourths of silver and one-

fourth copper, was expressly coined, in con-

formity with the provisions of this act.

The continued success of the private posts

at this period caused the insertion of a

provision in this same act of 1851, authorizing

the postmaster-general to establish ‘ post-

routes within the cities or towns’; to reduce

the total charge, inclusive of delivery-fee,

upon drop-letters to two cents
;
and to pro-

vide for collecting and conveying to the

chief office of the general post letters intended

for transportation to other cities,—the latter

duty having been previously monopolized by
the private carriers. This explains a great

many of the local stamps bearing such in-

scriptions as the following ; To the mail, one

cent; Post ojfice despatch; Government city

despatch; and, also, the one issued by the Post-

office Department, viz., the blue oval stamp,

with vignette of an eagle rising, and the

inscription, Z7. 8. P. 0. despatch, prepaid one

cent.

But, notwithstanding the provisions of

the act of 1851 referred to, the post-office

officials were slow to exercise the authority

granted. Though the price on drop-letters

was reduced to only 2 cents, still the rapid

and frequent deliveries which the public had
become accustomed to from the private

companies, were not yet supplied by the

Post-office Department; the government post-

office carriers refusing to make more than
the traditional two daily deliveries, unless

they were assured a remunerative salary,

which should not be dependent upon the

number of letters, more or less, which they
delivered.

By the Act of August 31, 1852, for the

first time ‘ stamped letter-envelopes ’ were
directed to be issued.

By the Act of June 15, 1860, a still further

reduction was made in the fee for the

delivery of letters : the rate collected by the

carriers on all letters, whether received from
abroad or mailed in the city itself, being one

cent. A special appropriation of money was
also made, to make up the loss to the

carriers consequent upon this reduction, by
substituting a fixed salary for these officials.

And yet nothing was said in the Act as to

the compulsory prepayment of this delivery-

fee of 1 cent. In reality, that question

remained an open one until the present year.

By the Act of March 3, 1863, the question

was definitely settled. It provides for fre-

quent deliveries (which can now be easily

carried out, since the carriers have regular

fixed salaries)
;

it compels prepayment on

all drop-letters, upon which the rate is made
two cents [a step backwards, it may be re-

marked, en passant]
;
and abolishes all

delivery^-tax upon letters coming from other

towns. The law took effect on the 1st of

July, and this accounts for the introduction

of the new 2-cent adhesive label, and the

2-cent envelope, both with the effigy of

President Jackson.

The question of the right of private car-

riers to transport letters within the munici-

pal limits of cities, was settled authoritatively

in 1861, by the United States Court for the

Eastern District of Pennsylvania, in a suit

brought by the Government against Messrs.

Kockersperger & Co., successors to D. O.

Blood & Co., of Philadelphia. The Court
decided that, by the language of the Post-

Office Act of March 3, 1851 (already

previously quoted), the ‘ streets ’ of cities

and towns were made ‘ post-routes,’ and that

the Government alone had power to trans-

port letters over them. This decision,

happily commended to popular approval by
the tardy awakening of the post-office

officials to increased energy and enterprise,

was the death-blow to the local companies.

Though the Government did not commence
suit against all the parties, the decision in the

one case has served as a sufficient warning
;

and, at the present time, private-posts and
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local stamps in the United States may be
considered amongst the things of the past.

STAMPS NEWLY ISSUED, OR FIRST
DESCRIBED.

Simultaneously with the publication of our
last number, but too late for notice, appeared
a shilling stamp of the Bahamas

:
queen’s

head crowned, to the left, in ornamental oval,

surmounted by name
;
pine apple and shell,

as in the penny stamps of those islands, at

the lower corners
;
and value beneath

;
green

on white paper. No doubt those of the

West Indian Islands that do not already

possess a shilling stamp, will shortly issue

a similar denomination.

Two provisional stamps for St. Helena
have come over by the last few mails. The
same die that strikes the sixpenny blue is

evidently employed
;

but that value is

crossed off, and fourpence or one penny
printed across the stamp. The colour used
for the former is deep rose, and for the

latter dark vermilion. They will in all pro-

bability be soon superseded by regular

impressions, and consequently become as

valuable as provisional stamps usually are.

W^e have seen an essay

of the green 24 c. of the

new issue of British Guiana,
of which we give a speci-

men, but the old pattern

still comes on letters.

Two new stamps come
from Norway. They are

very similar to the old blue
' 4 skilling, bearing the same armorial bearings,

but with Norge above
;
Frimarke on each

side, and value beneath. That for 8 skilling

is pale brown, and the 24 skilling, rose on
white.

Envelope stamps for Denmark are adver-

tised for sale
;
but these, as well as the 20 c.

and 80 c. of the French colonies, to be found
in most priced catalogues, have not yet

appeared.

We understand envelopes are in prepara-

tion for Bavaria, and will be issued on next
New Year’s Day.

Several French essays are in the market.
We have a set before us in various colours,

with a head of the goddess of liberty to the

right
;
the value, unlike the series that was

adopted, is above
;

and the inscription.

Repub. Franc., is beneath. They are printed
in colour, on a thin tinted paper marked with
very slightly wavy horizontal lines. There
are also others purporting to be essays for

Cayenne
;

these bear the emperor’s head,
very poorly executed, and are, too, impressed
in various colours on white.

A 3 bai. of Romagna, yelloiv, now figures in

albums
;
whether a genuine old emission, or

a modern reprint from the original stamp,
remains to be proven. Reprints are getting

quite the rage. Besides the old Finlands
and Moldavians, &c., the rare old Bergedorfs
are now to be purchased

;
and what has been

called the rarest European stamp known, viz.,

the Austrian Mercury, both in rose and ver-

milion-doubtless reprints-are offered for sale.

Forgeries are veiy rife. Wretched imita-

tions of the Tuscan lions are to be met with.

We have seen some professedly genuine
specimens of the rare old Spanish. The
forger evidently knew nothing of the

originals, except from a misapprehension of

their description in catalogues
;

as in lieu

of being printed in colour on ivhite, as they
ought to be, the imitations are black on
colour! Much better forgeries of the 13 c.

and others of the Sandwich Isles are also in

the market, and advertised for sale at

ridiculously low prices, scarcely sufficient to

cover their prime cost and the expense of

importing them, if genuine. Carefully as

the originals have been copied—in this case

the forger having access to the genuine
stamps—there are slight differences evident

on a very cursory inspection. The absence

of a small dash between Hawaiian and the

figure 5, renders the false 13 c. easily

recognizable
;
and the white paper of the

inferior, and the slight tinge of lilac in the

paper on which the better imitation of the

blue on blue is impressed, are easy guides

for the identification of the genuine stamp.

We see a 10 c. Luxembourg, lilac, con-

spicious in some collections. The authorities

of the post office of that city deny all know-
ledge of such a stamp, or of any essays

or other issue than those generally received

by collectors. The stamp we allude to is,

consequently, either a blue one chemically-
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transformed, or a spurious imitation by (most

probably) a Hamburg dealer.

The beautiful designs of the engraver in

the ‘ superb ’ city having been rejected,

Messrs. Delai-ue received instructions to

prepare a series of stamps for the Italian

government, which we are informed will

come into circulation at the new year. The
specimens, eight in number, lie before us,

and they are not an improvement on those

refused : but that could scarcely be antici-

pated—the former so nearly reaching perfec-

tion. They are, nevertheless, vastly superior

in beauty of design and carefulness of engra-

ving to most of the stamps in circulation.

The one centesimo bears a large figure, on
which the value is repeated in letters,

—

Foste

above, Italians below
;
a Greek border

;
the

intermediate space filled up with pattern

;

colour, sea-green on white. The other seven
are also printed in colour on white. The
head of Victor Emanuel in an oval, with
Posts Italians above, and the value below

;

the spandrils ornamented with devices differ-

ent in each stamp. The values and colours

are : 5 centesimi, greenish slate
;

10 c,,

orange
;

16 c., blue
;
30 c., brown

;
40 c.,

carmine
;
60 c., mauve

;
and 2 lire, scarlet.

There is a new threepenny Jamaica issue,

green
;
and a threepenny vermilion, with a

five-shilling bright mauve, now come from
the Mauritius. The three-cornered Capes
will be soon superseded by square stamps

;

the shilling and sixpenny already appearing
in that shape.

We can expect to announce but seldom
so many additions to the stamp-collectors’

albums. Hong Kong favours us with three

new values, to wit : 4 cents, bluish green
;

6 c., mauve
;
and 30 c., vermilion. The

device is similar to the former issue, but the

paper bears a crown as water mark.
The 20 c., red, of the latest issue of the

New Granada—or rather. United States of

Columbia—stamps should be
added to the English cata-

logues. It belongs to the

series having nine stars on a

white ground.
An engraving of the latest

newspaper stamp for Austria

is subjoined.

REVIEWS OF POSTAL PUBLICATIONS.
Timhres-poste d’Amsrique. Princiioaux Tiin-

hrss-poste dPEurope. Paris : De Tor-

bechet, Allain et Cie.

These are cartes containing photographs

of the American and principal European
postage stamps respectively. They are the

size of cartes d^e visite, and would form
appropriate frontispieces in collections of the

photographs of postal amateurs, which many
collectors now make a point of having. On
the former card, one hundred and forty of

the principal stamps of North and South
America are accurately portrayed

;
and on

the latter, one hundred and forty-seven of

the individuals of most of the European
countries, which are, moreover, numbered,
and their names given beneath. Both cards

are elegant specimens of the skill of the

photographer and the capabilities of photo-

graphy.

A Neiu and Revised Descriptive Price Catalogue

of British, Colonial, and Foreign Postage

Stamps. Bath : Stafford Smith and
Smith.

This catalogue really corresponds with its

designation. It is priced, and contains, with
few exceptions, only such specimens men-
tioned as the publishers actually have, all

marked at fair selling prices, used and un-

used
;
so that parties forwarding stamps or a

post-office order can be certified of obtaining

such individuals as they require, in lieu of

the stereotyped reply of some of the conti-

nental catalogue compilers, ‘ We are sorry we
have not the stamps you require in stock at

present.’ For the convenience of small

dealers, also, the more common and lower
values of many foreign stamps are priced by
the dozen, both used and unused.

The publication is printed on good paper,

in an exceedingly legible type, and contains a
supplement of from fifty to sixty beautifully-

executed engravings, printed on toned paper.

CORRESPONDENCE.
THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN ‘CONVICT’

STAMPS.
To the Editor of the ‘ Stamp Collector’s Magazine.’

Sir,

—

In the October number of the Stamp Collector’s

Magazine, I see you refer to the hole pierced in the stamp
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of Western Australia. I beg to offer some explanation

respecting them, showing the way by which they are

pierced without injuring the letter. I have just received

some of these stamps from a lady having friends in Wes-
tern Australia, and who, in the letter enclosing them,
informed her that they are prst pierced, and then sup-

plied to the convict establishment. By this means a

convict’s letter may, if necessary, be traced. I consider

these stamps of greater value, being more rare
;

and
many stamp collectors of my acquaintance acknowledge
them as another variety.

Yours truly,

Brighton. S. WELFAEE.

SCHLESWIG-HOLSTEIN STAMPS.

To the Editor of the ‘Stamp Collector’s Magazine.’

Sir,—Knowing that you are always willing to impart
information through the columns of your highly-prized
magazine, I take the liberty of makmg the following
observations.

In the Schleswig-Holstein stamps I have noticed
something which will enable collectors to distinguish the
genuine from forged specimens. In the hona fide stamps
there is a thread of silk (blue in the 1 skilling, and rose

in the 2 skilling) which runs in the paper from top to

bottom.
As there appears to be much discussion respecting the

Colombo specimens, I may remark that I am in the habit of

receiving New Zealand stamps every mail, and those that I

got per the Colombo were altered in colour, as follows :

—

Tlie penny vermilion to a dirty black : the twopenny
blue to a very dark blue, and the shilling green to nearly
black. Yours respectfully,

Glasgow. li. P. HXHLEY.

TBINIDAD WOOD-BLOCK STAMPS.
To the Editor of the ‘Stamp Collector’s Magazine.’

Dear Sir,

—

I was very much surprised to hear that
two or three individuals, who assume to be authorities in
all matters appertaining to stamps (though tvhy I am at
a loss to know), have had the presumption and ignorance
to class the Trinidad ‘ wood-blocks,’ which vou had from
me, as forgeries. As I told you before, I again most
])ositively state, that I had them direct from W. Eversley,
Esq., the postmaster of Trinidad; and that I bought up
all that could be found. Surely, a gentleman in such a
position would not attempt to impose forgeries upon me

;

and I think you will agree with me, that he is a far more
reliable authority, with regard to these particular stamps,
than any of the iviseaeres wlio have so rashly condemned
tliem. In conclusion, permit me to state, that I consider
myself quite competent to detect any forged stamps

;
and

that my experience (whether length of time or extent of
business be taken into consideration) is second to none at
home or abroad.

Hoping the preceding remarks will convince you, and
the readers of your magazine, of the genuineness of the
above-named stamps,

I am, dear sir.

Yours very truly,

Everton., Liverpool. OMEGA.

THE NEW ITALIAN STAMPS.
To the Editor of the ‘ Stamp Collector’s Magazine.’

Dear Sir,— ‘II Ministro dei Lavori pubblici. Signor

L. F. Menabrea,’ has confirmed the design of the new
Italian stamps, of which I have been favoured with an
inspection. They will be as follows ;

—

FOR NEWSPAPERS.
Inscription [poste italiane], figure indicating value

and enclosing denomination and value., in rectangular
frame enclosing etruscan pattern. Col. imp. ; rect..,

value in words.

1 centesimo slate-green.

FOR LETTERS.
Same inscription., head of King Victor Emanuel to left in

oval., contained in rectangular frame., spandrils

differing in pattern., inscription and value in ivhite

letters. Col. imp. ; rect.

5 (cinque) centesimi dark green.

10 (dieci) c. red-brown.
15 (quindici) c. blue.

30 (trenta) c. chocolate.

40 (quaranta) c. rose. *

60 (sessanta) c. lilac.

Same device., flowers in each spandril., inscription and
value in coloured letters. Col. imp. ; rect.

2 (due) lire scarlet.

It will thus be seen that the 20 and 80 centesimi and
3 lire labels are no longer to be used, and that three new
stamps (30 and 60 centesimi and 2 lire) will be sub-
stituted. I am, dear Sir, yours truly,

London. MOUNT BLOWN.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
E. H. 0., Nottingham.—The later issue of the penny

Queenslancl is scarlet
;
the earlier, carmine.—The 20 c.

and 40 c. French you speak of are fancy stamps, used for

pricing packets of bonbons.—We may take this oppor-

tunit}' of cautioning collectors against an excellent imita-

tion of the Dutch stamps in violet, emploj^ed for a similar

purpose. It will most probably be offered for sale as a

new edition or an essay.

E. Meldrum, Glasgow.—We received by the last mail
from Eeunion, a communication from a correspondent,

to the effect that the postage stamps enclosed (French
colonies) are the only ones in present circulation

;
and

that the old Bourbon stamps have been long disused, and
are now unattainable.—We have no doubt there were two
issues of the old tenpenny English, viz., with and Avithout

threads, the former on white, the latter on buff paper
;
but

no eiiA'elope of that imlue, till the pi’esent substitute.

T. W., Keymer, Hurstpierpoint.—Like yourself, we
have a black twopenny English in our collection, but can-

not obtain satisfactor}^ proof of its authenticity.

L. M., St. Neot’s.—We hai^e never met with the 10 c.

yellow, of the 1854 issue of Switzerland
;
consequent!)^,

cannot speak as to its shade of colour. Why do you not

ask the first-rate authority on postage stamps residing in

your own town —There are no fewer than twenty of the

Krantz Hamonia emissions, in bronze or silver on various

colours. It is strange that Ave cannot obtain reliable in-

formation on the Hamburg locals.—We have never seen

such a tAvopenny Ncav South Wales as you describe, but
cannot judge of its genuineness Avithout inspection.—The
envelope stamps of Hanover, Saxony, and Baden fre-

quently anWe pen-cancelled; and occasionally also the

adhesHes of Canada.
I. S.—We cannot appraise stamps. As we have before

remarked, they are Avorth Avhat they will fetch.—We
believe a red | groschen of Hanover must be a forgery.—
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The sixpenny and fourpenny envelope stamps doing duty

for tenpence, and the sixpenii}" and threepenny for nine-

])enee, can be procured only by special application at

Somerset House.—The stamps of the French colonies are

employed for the postage of letters in and from ]\Iarti-

nique, Guadaloupe, New Caledonia, Cayenne, Algeria,

and other French possessions. A letter we had from
lleunion was prepaid with them

;
and doubtless they

could free Algerian and other colonial letters.—Tlie ten-

penny English may be still used if you choose to 'affix one.

We have bought them, both at the post-office and at

stationers, very recently.

H. N. W. K.—In the small stamps of Venezuela the

horse’s head is to the right (of the spectator) : in the

three of the later issue the position is reversed.—The
orange sixpenny Victoria is one of the rarest of our colo-

nial stamps.—The 1 peso (large) of New Granada is rare.

—The spandrils of the Sydney stamps are the spaces

betweeen the circle and the square frame.—A specimen
stamp, not being intended for circulation, may come
under the comprehensive denomination of ‘ essay.’

Novice, Beeralstone, TaAustock, Dei^on.—Your query
respecting the Ocean Postage stamp Avas replied to in one

of our earliest numbers.
Inuuirer.—

W

e could not supply the infonnation you
requested in our last, Imt are in a position to do so iioav.

In the 2 c. stamps of Honolulu, the signification of ulcu

is ‘pay;’ Icta^ ‘letter;’ means ‘tAvo;’ kencta^ ‘cents.’

These stamps haA-e superseded the 2 cents Avith the large

figure.—There is no such letter as t in the language of

the SandAA'ich Isles,—the alphabet consisting of the voav-

els a, e, i, o, u, and the consonants h, k, 1, m, n, p, av.

They print the letter t on these stamps
;
but tlie natives

cannot pronounce it otherwise than as uku le/’a, elua

kene/ra. They are used for inter-island postage exclu-

sively.

IMiss Sills is informed that her stamp is one of the

latest Austrian issue.

Sidney S. Broavne.—

T

he old NorAvegian stamp you
figure and describe—8 skilling, pink on Avhite—has just

been issued, and is introduced to notice in the present

number. No stamp Avas enclosed in your letter.

W. S. B., Birchmore, NcAvport.—Page 115 of the 2nd
edition of Oppen’s album is intended for the stamps of

the French colonies.

S. L. B., Southernhay, Exeter.—The stamps you pos-

sess are Austrian complementary.
E. A., York, suggests an article on the ‘dishonesty of

those Avho Avrite to dealers for stamps and never reply.’

We do not see the necessity for replying to one’s oaaui

letter. Also ‘ hints for avoiding or defeating such actions.’

What actions? We should imagine non-replying a jOfl’A’-

sk'c^ not an active token of dishonesty,—ahvays provided

it he dishonest to send no repl}' to one’s oaa ii communica-
tions. Perliaps he means those Avho neA'er reply to the

dealer’s answer to his application. It is just possible that

the dealer’s prices are too high for him. In this case Ave

think the dishonesty Avould consist in a repl}' containing

an order, and no pecuniarj" reply to tliat order if responded
to. The County Court and a laAvyer’s letter Avould adjust

that.
' E. S., Canterbury.^—We believe the 6 kr. Baden u'hite

a genuine stamp.—We have iieA'er before heard of a 60
ceiitesimi of Austrian Italy, but that is no proof of its

non-authenticity. It may be genuine, or an essay, or a

mistake of the piinter. Your haA'ing possessed it before

forgeries (of stamps) Avere thought of, excludes it from
that category.

Miss B.—Your query shall be responded to in our next
number.

Advertisemexts for insertion in the Stamp Collfctou’s
Magazine, should reach the Office, 13, George Street,

Bath, not later than the 10th of the month.

sTAMPS SENT ON APPROVAL.- Address by letter
to Stampede, 12, Trellick Terrace, Pimlico, London, S.W.

J J. II. STOCKALL & Co., Broad Green, near LWer-
• pool, have now on hand nearly eveiy description (jf foreign postage

stamps, both u.sed and unused, for sale, wholesale and retail, also a large
<iuantity of obsolete stamps just received. The following are examples of
the very low prices at which they can supply them Austria ‘2 kr.. Id.

each; Antigua penny, 2d. each; Baden 1 kr., Id., 3, 2d., env. ; Bahamas
penny, Id., fourpenny, lOd., sixpenny, 1/3, set, 2/3; Bavaria 1 kr., Id.. 3 kr.,

2d. ;
Bergedorf y Id. each, 9d. per doz., one shilling, white, 2d. each, 1/6

per doz., 1| yellow, 3d. each, 2/3 per doz., .set of 5, 1/2 ;
Brazil, 10 reis blu'>,

2d. each. 280 reis vermilion, 1/3 each, 4,30 reis orange, 2/3; British Guiana
1 c.. 2d., 2e., 4d., 4 c., .5d., 8 c., 9d. ; Brun,swiek, y Id. each ; Buenos
AjTes 1 p. rose. 1/, 4 reale.s green, 1/ ;

Canada 1 c., 2il, 5 c., 4d.. 10c., lOil.,

envs. 5 c., 5d., 10c.,9d. ;
Denmark 2 .sk. Id. each, lOd. per doz., 4 s., 2jd.

each, 2/ per doz., set of 4, 1/ ; China 2 c., 3d. each ; French Colony i Mar-
tinique) Ic., Id. each, 5c.,4d.; Germany iNortln J, J, Id. each, 8d per
dozen ; Greece 1 1., Id. each. Oil. p -r dozen. 2 1., Id. each, lOd. per dozen,
5 1., 3d. each, 10 1, 4d. each ;

Hamburg J sch., Id. each, 8d. dozen. 1 s., 2d.
each, 1/6 dozen, 2, 3d., 3, 4(1. 4, 6d.. 7, 9d., 9, 1/, set of 7, complete, 2/8 ; Ham-
burg Boten—each set containing ten stamps—TheLafranz, ^ sch.. lOd, set,

1 sell., Gd. per set ; H. Scheerenbeck’s i sch., two kinds. 1/ each set, 1 sch.,
castle, lOd. set

;
Carl Hamer S: Co. J sch., 1/ per set; Marz Verein, date<l

1803, 1 sell., set, 1/4 ;
Hanover 3 pfg.. Id. each, 8d. per dozen, I g.. Id. each,

1 gros.. 2d. complete set of 5 aclliesive and 3 envelope for 2/3 ; Lubeck—
out of use—per set of o, 2/, present issue I sch. green. Id. each, 8d. per
dozen, 1 sch. vermilion, 2d. each, 1/0 per dozen, set of 5, 1/2; Luxembourg
1, 2, and 4 c., Id. each, 10 c. and 12| c , 2d. each, set of 9, 2/; Malta half-
penny, Id. each, 8d. per dozen ; Moldo-AVallachia 3 p., 4d. each, 6 p., 6d.
each," 30 p., 1/3 each, set, 2/ ; Monte A^ideo 180 c., 24 c.. diligencia 80 c. and
1 real, at lOd. each ; New Brunswick 1 c.. Id. each, lOd. per dozen, 5 c.. Id.

each, 10 c. 9d. ;
Newfoundland penny, ,3d. each; Norway 2 sk.. 2d. each,

3 s., 3d. each, 4 s. 3d. e.ich, set of 4 lOd. ; Nova Scotia i c., 2d.. 5 c.. Id.,

8ic.,9d.. 10 c., lOd. each. 2 c. violet. 3d. each; Papal States I baj. 2d. ;

Portugal 5 reis, ^d.. 10 r.. Id., 2.5 c., 3d., set of 5, 1/8 : Saxony—new' kind—
.3 pfg.. Id. each. lOd. per dozen, j gros. Id. each, lid. per dozen; U. S.
18.77 I c., 4d. 3 c.. 4d., 10 c. 6d., set 1/; 1861 1 c.. Id., 3 c. 2d.. 5 c. 6d/, env.
1 c.3d.,3 c., 4d. ; New Grenada 5 c., 1/9, 2| c. green 1857, 2/ each; Tri-
nidad first issue block print red, 1/ each. The above are unused. The
following are used, but in the be.st condition, ajul only slightly oblite-
rated;—Buenos Ayi es head, 1 peso rose, 8d., 1 p. blue, Gd., 2 p. blue. lOd,,

2 p. vermilion, 1/, 4 reales gi'een, 8d ; Bavaria 1, 3. 6, andOkr. old issu.e at
lid. each; Belgium 10 and20 c. old issue, Gd. each; Brazil 30 and 60 reis
black, 3d. each ; Cape of Good Hoi>e penny and sixpenny. 2d. each, four-
penny, one shilling, at 3d. each, set 9d. ; Denmark 4 R.B.S., 2d. each ;

France, republic 20 and 2.5 c., 2d. each, 10 and 15 c., 8d each ; Gre-
nada penny, 3d. each ; Hanove r 3 jifg, 1-10, 1-15, 1-30 thalers, 1st and 2nd
issues, at 3d. each; Saxony, finst issue, i. 1, 2, 3 at 31. each; Sicily 1

grano brown. 9d. each. 2 blue. Gd., 5 red, 9d., 10 blue, 8d. 20 black, i/3,

Also Costa Rica | real blue, 1/ ; 1 real red, 2/ unused ;
2 real red, 1/4 used ;

old India (head in sejuare) | anna blue. 1 red, 2 green, 4 red. at 3d. each
used; Confederate States (head of Jeiferson Davis) 5 c. blue, 1/ each;
llalian essays, unused, 2 c. green, blue, yellow, crimson, black, and violet
at 1/ each, or 5/ j>er set of 6 ; I’ortugal (Donna Maria and Don Pedro) 2d.
each, or 1/6 per dozen ; Italy 1 c.. Id. each ; old Norway (lion) 4 sch, blue,
4d. each ;

.Alodena 5. 10, 15 c., Gd. each
;
Tuscany 1 and 2 c., Gd. each ; 4,

G, and 9 c., 4d. each ; 10 c., Gd. each ; 20 and 40 c., 4d. each ; 80 c., Gd.
each

;
Baden land-post 1 kr., 31. ; .3 kr., 4d. (out of use)

; Naples 1 g., Gd.
each; 2,5,10, 20 gr.i., 4d. each; Venezuela, 1/ per set; ] centavo irreen,
3(1. each ; Prussia, hea 1 of AA'illiam IV, 1, 2. and .3 s. g., 2d. each ; AVes-
tern Australia used penny red, 4d.

;
penny black, 10,1,; twopenny blue,

10 1.; twopenny red, 1/; unused ])enny red, G.l. ;
twopenny blue, ]/;

Sweden used 3 and G sk. bco., 5d. each ; Austria first issue 9 kr.. Id. each ;

3 and 6 kr.,'2d. each. An eidh-ely new and revised Price List of upwards
of 1000 .stamiis. giving form, value, colour, and date of issue, will be for-
warded on receipt of two stamps. Not less than one dozen of each kind
of stamps supplied at wholesale prices. P. O. O. to be made payable to
.1. .1. H. Stockai.l & Co., Liverpool. All orders under 2/6 to contain stamp
for reply.

-|.^A EUROPEAN POSTAGE STAMPS for ONE-
Vy AND-SIXPENCE.—Ju.st published, carte de visite size, beauti-

fully executed Microscopic Photographs of nearl.v 150 European Postage
Stamps, comprising both ob.solete and i^resent issues. Price 1/6; post
free, 1/7. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath.

H S., Faulkner Street, Manche.ster, has on sale
• unused Au.stria (oval or arms), 2, 3 kr., lid. (arms) ; 5 kr,, 2d.

each; Bergedorf, set of 5, 1/2; Bremen, 1 gi-., Id.; 2 gr., 2d.; 3 gr., 3d.;
5 gr., 4d. ; 7 gr., 5d.

;
Canada, envelope, 10 c.. 7d. ; France (new), 4e., Id.

;

Germany, 1 s. gr.. 1 kr.. env. 1 s. gr.. Id. each; Hanover, envelope,

1 gr., Id.; 2 gi-., 2d.; I.ubeck (new), set of 10, 2/6; Alecklenburg, .3 sch.,

4d.; env., 3, 5 sch., Gd. ; Newfoundland penny, twopenny, ,3d.; three-
penny, fourpenny, Gd.

;
fivepenny. 8d. ; Nova Scotia. 1, 2 c., 2d.; Saxony

(new), env., 1 n. gr.. 3d. ; 2 n. gr., 4d. ; 3 n. gr.. 5d. ; Venezuela gi'een, ,3d.

each. Used.—Au.stria (arms), 3, 6. 9 kr.. Id.
;
Bremen, 5 gr.. 3d.; Bruns-

wick (1852), 2 s. gr., 4d. ; Confederate States (genuine), head of .left. Davis,
large rect. green and blue 5 c., 1/ each ;

France, republic, 20, 25 c.
;
presi-

dency, 25 c., 2d. ; Guiana (news), 1, 2, 4 c., 2d. ;
Hanover, 1-.30, 1-15 thaler;

Id. ; 1 gute gi'., ril. ; Lubeck (old), set of 5, 9d. ; New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia, 5 c.. Id.; Nova Scotia, threepenny, sixpenny, 5d.

;
Prussia, old

env., 1, 2, 3 s. gr., 2d. ;
Saxony fiSol), 1 n. gr., 2d. each ; and a great many

others. Dealers supplied on separate and most liberal terms. Send a
stamped envelope for Price List.
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'Wf YOUNGr & Co., Aintree, near Liverpool, have
T T • for sale the following ttsed fall in ^ood condition). For unused,

&c., see Price List of 1000 varieties, which will be sent on receipt of two
stamps.—Sixpenny Antigua, 4d. each ; Argentine Confederation and
Republic, 5 c., 7d. each ; Austria, first issue (arms), 1 kr., 4d. each : 6 kr.,

2d. each ; 3 and 9 kr.. Id. each, 6d. per dozen; Austrian Italy, first issue
("arms), 10 and 30 e., 4d. each; Baden (figure in centre), 1 kr. buff. 9d.

each ; 1, 3, 6, and 9 kr., 2d. each, 1/6 per dozen ; Baha»nas penny, four-
penny, and sixpenny, 3d. each, 2/ per dozen ; one shilling green. 6d.

each; Barbadoes blue and sixpenny red, 2d. each; Bavaria, old and new
issues, 2d. each; Belgium, old, 10 and 25 c., 4d. each ; Brazil, 30 and 60
reis, 2d. each, 1/6 per dozen ; (old italic figures), 10, 30. and 60 reis, 2/ each ;

British Guiana, 12 and 24 e., 2d. each
;
(newspaper), 1, 2, and 4 c., 2d. each,

1/6 per dozen ; Bremen, 5 s. gro., 2d. each
;
Buenos Ayres, 1 peso blue and

1 peso rose, 6d. each ; 2 peso blue and 4 rls. gi'een, 8d. each ; Canada, 5 c..

Id. each, lOd. per dozen ; 10 c., 3d. each; 17 c., 2d. each; Cape of Good
Hope, penny and sixpeiiny, 2d. each ; fourpenny and one shilling, 3d.
each; Ceylon, penny, twopenny, and sixpenny, 2d. each, 1/.3 per dozen
mixed; shilling, 3d. each; Chili 5 and 10 c., 4d. each; 20 c., 8d. each;
old, on blue paper, 5 c., 1/ each ; Confederate States of America, 5 and 10
c. blue (genuine), 8d. each ; Denmark, old 4 R.B.S., light and dark brown,
2d. each, 1/ per dozen

;
French republic, 20,25, and 40"c., 2d. each, 1/3 per

dozen ; 10 and 15 c. and 1 franc, 6d. each
;
presidency, 25 c , 2d. each, 1/3

per dozen ;
empire, 25 c., fid. each ;

French colonies, 10 c., 2d. each
;
40 c.,

3d. each ; Greece, 80 lepta, 2d. each; Hamburg, 3 and 4 sch., 3d. each;
7 sell.. Id. each

;
9 sch., 5d. each ; Hanover, first and second issues, 1

g. gro., 1-10, 1-15, and 1-30, and 3 pfg., all 2d. each, 1/3 per dozen mixed ;

ilong Kong, 12 and 18 c., fid. each ; India (old), 1. 2, and 4 annas, 2d.
each; Jamaica sixpenny, 2d. each; twopenny, fourpenny, and one shil-
ling, 3d. each ; Modena, 5, 15, and 25 c., 6d. each ; 10 and 40 c,, 9d. each ;

Monte Video, 60 c., fid. each ; Naples. 2, 5, and 10 gr., 6d. each: 1 and 20
gr..8d. each; New Brunswick (old) threepenny, 6d. each; 5 c.. Id. each,
9d. per dozen ; 10 c., 3d. each

; 12| c., 2d. each
;
New South Wales, penny,

twopenny, threepenny, sixpenny, and one shilling, all 2d. each, 1/ per
dozen mixed

; New Zealand twopenny and sixpeiiny, 2d. each ;
three-

penny, 4d. each; shilling, 3d. each ; Norway, 3 and 8 sk., Id. each ; old 4

sk. (lion), 4d. each ; Nova Scotia, old penny, 9d. each ; old threepenny, 4d.
each ; old sixpenny, 6d. each ; 5 c.. Id. each, 9d. per dozen

; 10 c., 3d.
each ;, 12J c., 2d. each ; Parma. 10 and 15 c., 8d. each ; 5 and 25 c., 1/ each ;

Portugal (Donna Maria), 25 reis blue, 2d, each; (Don Pedro), 25 reis rose
and blue, 2d. each; Prussia, first issue, 1, 2, and 3 gr., 2d. each ; Queens-
land penny, 2d. each ; twopenny and sixpenny, 3d. each; Russia, 10 kop.,
2d. each ; 20 and .30 kop., fid. each ; Saxony, first issue, i, 1, 2, and 3 gr.,

2(1. each; second issue. Id. each; Sicily, 2 gr., 4d. each ; 1, 5, and 10 gi’.,

9d. each ; 20 gi'., 1/ each; Spain, issues 1850 and ’51,6 c. black, and ’52

6 c., rose, fid. each ; 1853 and ’51, 6 c., rose, 4d. each ; 1856 and ’57, 4 c.

rose, 2d. each ;
Sweden (old), 3, 4, 6, and 8 sk. bco., 4d. each ; old Fri-

murUefor LokiMref, black, 2d. each; present issue, 5, 9, 12,24, and 30 ore,

2d. each ; 50 ore, :3d. each ;
Swiss, old issue at 2d. each

; new issue, 1 franc
gilt, 3d. each ; Tuscany (lion), 2, 4, and 6 e., 4d. each ; 1 and 9 c., fid. each

;

(shield), 10, 20, and 40 c., 4d. each ; United States (old post-office), 5 c., 9d.
each; 10 c., 1/ each ,

old issue, 43 c., 2d. each ; 5 c., fid. each ; 10, 12, and
24 c.. 2d. each; Pony Express, 1, 2, and 4 dollars a.t 1/ each; Van Die-
men’s Land penny, twopenny, fourpenny, and sixpenny at 2d. each ; Vic-
toria, fir.st issue, threepenny, Id. each ; present issue, twopenny, three-
penny, fourpenny, and shilling at 2d. each; penny and sixpenny at Id.

each ; two-shilling, 4d. each ; Western Australia, penny rose, 3d. each ;

twopenny blue, 4d. each; fourpenny blue, fid. each; Wurtemburg, first

issue (figure in centre), 3, 6, and 9 kr., 3ci. each. N.B.—All orders for-
warded per return of posi . Communications requiring a reply to contain
stamp for that purpose.

J J. H. STOCKALL & Co., Broad Green, near Liver-
• pool, have now on hand a large quantity of used stamps, which they

are selling at the very low price of 2/ per hundred, mixed
;
consisting of

Austria, arms, 3, 6, and 9 kr. ; also head, second, third, and fourth issues

;

Bavaria, 1, 3, 6, aud 9 kr. issue of 1851, also the present issue; Baden,
figure in centre; Brunswick, Canada, Denmark 4 rigsbank sk. and
present issue ; Germany J, 1, 2, 3 s. gr., and 1, 3, 6, and 9 kr.

;
Hamburg,

Hanover first and other issues, Italy, New Brunswick, Portugal, Prus-
sia first issue, head of William IV., 1, 2, 3, s. gr., and second issue, and
also the eagle, third issue ; Saxony first issue, head of Frederic Augustus,
1 and 3 s. gr., and second issue (out of use lately) J grey, 1 rose, 2 blue,

3 yellow, 5 red, and 3 jjfg. green; Tuscany (lion and shield) one in each
100; Sicily or Naples, one of either in each 100; United States, Wurtem-
burg, &c., at the aforesaid rate of 2/ per 100 (mixed).

rr^HE GREAT SENSATION CARD.—This extra-
I ordinary production of modern ai't contai 'S the portraits of over

1000 Living ami Historical Celebrities, and is designed not merely as a
photographic curiosity, but as a medium of instruction and entertain-
ment. It is believed to be impossible for anv one to glance over it without
at once recognising the portraits of very many whose deeds are as familiar
as ‘ household words,’ thereby introducing an easy and agreeable source
of conversation into all circles of society. Price 1/; post free, 1/1.

Address, Stafford Smith & S.mith, 13, George Street, Bath.

P RICES EXTRAORDINARY!—Those who wish to
complete their collections, or add to their number of postage

stamps, should send at once to Mr. F. E. Millar, of 166, Queen’s Road,
Dalston, London, N. E., and enclose two stamps for his Price List, with
which he sends to each applicant a very scarce unused postage stamp,
only issued a few weeks, and hardly heard of at present. On sale, all

UTitiseii.—Lubeck, 1863, 5 labels, 1/3; 5 envelopes, 1/3; Saxony, 1863, 6
labels, 1/9; 4 envelopes, 1/6; New Brunswick, 1 c., engine, 2d.: Turkish,
3/6 the set of 4 ;

Sandwich Islands, 5 c. blue, 4d. ; also 2 c. and 13 c.,

clean, at equally low prices. Denmark envelopes and United States
essays at very low prices. All used.—Canada, 5 c., beaver. Id.

; Pony
Express. 6d., and many others too numei-ous to mention. N.B.—Price
List and the rare stamp, as above, post free for twopence.

C
l G,, Aconib House, Manchester, has always on hand
V, a large assortment of r«re foreian stamps. Every stamp is war-

ranted genuine. Examples (—Brazil (italics), 10, 30, 90 r., 2/6; 60 r.. 1/6;
Schleswig-Holstein, 1 s., 2 s,, 1/6; Italy (1851-52-55, from 8d. ; Modena,
5c., :3d. ; 9 c., B. G., 2/ ; 10 c., 6d. ; 15 c., 4d. ; 25 c., .5d, ;

40 c., 7d.
;
pro-

visional government, 5 c., 1/9; 20 c. hlaek, and lilac, 8d. ; Parma (stati),

5 c,, 25 c. brown, 40 c., 1/ ; 10 c., 9d. ; 25 c., 8(1.; (duchy), 25 c., 1/3; 40 c.,

10(1, ;
(provisional government), 20 c,, 1/6 ; Portugal, Donna Maria. 4/ the set

of 4 ; Romagna. 2 b., 9d. ; 4 b., fid. ; 5 b., 8d. ; Spain, 1850-54, from 6d.

;

1850. 12 cu. lilac, 7/6; Luzon, 5 cu., 2/; Tu.scany. on blue paper, 1 qr., 3/6 ;

1 s.,3/; on white paper. 1 qr., 1/6; 1 s., 5/; Sicily, old. J gra., 2/; 50 gra.,

1/9; 1, 5. 20 gra., 8d. ; 2 gra.. 3d.
;
10gra.,6d. ;

5 orange, 2/; Naples, arms,
1,2,5,20,3d.; 10 gra., 5d.

; J gra., 2/6; 50 era., 1/9; United States, 2 c.,

essays, in six colours, 1/6 each, or 8/ the set. N.B.—All the above are
genuine. C. G. wishes to purchase the follow'ing stamps (—Argentine
Irl.M. C. ; Austria, Mercury, pink, K.K.Z.S., 1 black. 4 brown; Brazil,
italics, boor ; British Guiana, oldest, blue and magenta; Buenos Ayres,
ship, 1 p. blue. 1 p. brown, 2 p. black, 4 p. red, 5 p. brown

;
Canada, shil-

ling; Cape of Good Hope, block, penny blue, fourpenny rose; Chili, 5 c.

black; Confederate States, several; France, essay 1848, all except 20c,
blue; 1858, blue, rose, black; laisser Jlotter, 20 c. ; New Caledonia, 10 c.;

Reunion, 30 c. ; New Granada, several : Great Britain, penny V. R. and
mo.st essays

; Mauritius, several old ones : Modena, 15 c., 40 e., and 49 c.

;

provisional government. 15 c., 80 c. ; Sydney, several
;
New South Wales,

wreathed eightpenny and one shilling'blu h' Paraguay, essays, several;
Spain, j\Iadrid,”2 cu., 3cu., and several of the rarer oldest issues; official,

1854, 1 libra; Luzon, blue; Tasmania, tenpenny ; Tuscany, 2 soldi;
Naples, 3 gra. and (Arms) ^ tornese ; Sicily, essay. 10 c. ; and several
United States envelopes and essays. Tlie third number of Once a Month,
the stamp collector’s advertiser, the new gratis paper, will be issued on
November 15th. Circulation, l.’OO copies monthly guaranteed. Adver-
tisements received up to the 8th of each month. Charges :— 10 words,
fid.; 20, 9d. ; 50, 1/6; 100, 2/9; 500, 10/6. Sold by agents all over Great
Britain, and also in Paris, Dunkerque. Hamburg, Hanover, Copenhagen,
Brussels, Leipsic, Bremen, Vienna. Oporto, Leghom, and other large
Continental towns, also in Montreal (Canada), United States (New York),
and St. ,Tohn (New Brunswick). The two first numbers will be sent post
free for one penny.

Local American postage stami’s.—

T

he
Five-Shilling Packet of Local American Postage Stamps contains

20 varieties. Post free, 5/1. Address, STAFFORD Smith & Smith, 13,

George Street, Bath.

/^A[EGA, Evertoii, Liverpool, will send his List on
vA receipt of tw'o stamps. It includes all the stamps at present in cir-

culation, and most of those that are obsolete. The prices are moderate,
as the following selections will show' :—Antigua penny, 2d. ;

Austria (new
issue), 2, 2d.; 3, 3d.; newspaper stamps, old red 2 kr., 4d. ;

old (head)
lavend'W, 3d. ;

new' lavender (eagle), 2d. ; Austrian Italy, new 5 sol., 5d.

;

Baden, 1, Id. ; Barbadoes, blue, 3d.
;
green, 2d. ;

Bavaria, 1, Id. ; Bremen,
2, 2d.

; 3. 3d.; Bergedorf, J. IJd. ; 1, 2d.; Chili, 1 c., 4d. ;
Ceylon, half-

penny, 2d. ; Costa Rica, Jrl.. 9d. ; (iermany (N.),
:J, J. Id. each; IJd.;

Greece, 1, id. ; 2, Id.
; 5, 2d. ;

Grenada penny, .3d. ;
Hamburg, J, IJd.

;

1, 2(1.; Hanover, 3 pf.. Id.; i, l|d. ; Bestellgeld-Frei, 2d.; Hong Kong,
2c..3d. ; Ionian Islands, 8d. per set; Jamaica penny, 2d.; Liberia, 6 e.,

lOd. ;
I.ubeck (old). I, 2d. ; 1. 3d.; (new), lid.; 1, 2d., and envelopes;

Moldavia, 5, 8d. ; 40, 1/ ; 80, 1/9 ; Moldo-Wallachia, 3, 3d. ; 6. 4d. ; .30, lOd.

;

New Granada, 5, 9d.
;
Portugal, 5, Id.

; 10, IJd. ( Prince Edward’s Island,
penny, 2d. ; tw’openny, 4d. ; Spain, 2 lid.

; 4, 2id. ; St. Lucia red, 3d. ; St.

Vincent penny, 3d. ; Trinidad red, 3d. ;
Sweden, 3, 2d. ;

Venezuela, lOd.
the set of 3, (.^c., (tc., all unused. The following are slightly defaced:

—

Baden (figure in centre), 3 gi-een, yellow, blue, 6 green, 3d. each ; 6 yellow,

9 pink, 2d. each ; France, republic, 20 c., 2d. ; 25, 2d.
;
presidencj', 25, 3d.

;

colonies, 10 and 40, 2d. each; Hanover (first issue), 1-30, 1-30,1-15, and
(second issue) 1-30, 1-15, 2d. each, &c., (tc., all warranted genuine.

lonn photographic portraits for ONE
Lv/V/V.* SHIIJJNG.—Just published, carte de visite size, beautifully
executed, 1050 Microscopic Portraits of Eminent Personages. Price 1/

;

post free, 1/1. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath.

/"d K. JONES, 59, Barlow Street, Ardwick, Manches-
ter, can supply the following stamps wholesale and retail, viz., 1 c.,

N. S. env.. Id. each; Hanover, 1-15, 1-.30, Id. each, 7/ per 100; Hanover,
envelopes, 1, 2, and 3, lid., 3d., and 5d. each; Brunswick, 1, 2, and 3,

lid,, 3d., and 4cl. each
;
Sicilians, 2 gra., 6d. each; Portuguese 25 (Donna

Maria). 3d. each. 2/ per dozen ;
Don Pedro, 2d. each, 1/6 per dozen ; Prince

Edw'ard’s Island, (id. ;
Newfoundland penny, 3d. ;

Nova Scotia, new 2 c.,

2Jd. each, or 1/9 per dozen ; old Nova Scotian threepenny and sixpenny,

6d. and 9d. each
;

old New Brunswick threepenny and sixpenny, 9d.

each; old penny and twopenn3
' Brunswick, 3(1. and 8d. ; new S.axon i,

lid. per dozen
; L 1/3 per dozen; new Aus'rian, lid. each; 2 and 4 baj.

Romagna (warranted genuine). 1/ each ;
Sicilian 5, 10, and 20, 1/ and 1/3 ;

Modena, 6d. to 1/6 each ; sets of 10 Lubeck, 3/3 ; i Lubeck, 1/3 per dozen
;

i env. Oldenburg, 2d. each, 1/6 per dozen; J, |, lid. and 2d. each, 1/3 per
dozen; also coll., all different and good copies, 10, 3d.; 20, 6d.; 50,1/3;

100, 3/6 ; 150, 7/6 ;
200, 11/ ; 300, 28/ ; 500, 80/. Also the following good col-

lections (—308, 38/; 200, 21/; 500, 90/; 600, 110/; 820, £10. P.S.—Stamps
bought to any amount. Stamps sent on inspection. Packets of 20 rare
stamps ami in good condition, only 6d. C. K. JoNES, Barlow Street,

Ardwick.

Austrian stamps of all sorts, single or by dozens,
I sell at the lowest possible price ; also to be had in exchange for

stamps of other countries. Pattern cards of 37 Austrian and 16 Lombar-
dian stamps & envs. at 1/, oi' in exchange for rare stamps. Letters

post free. Daniel Frendenberg, Tagerzeile No. 14, Vienna.
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W YOUNG & Co., Aintree, near Liverpool, have now
• on hand the following and all other kinds of used and Tinused

foreign postage stamps, which they offer for sale, both wholesale and
retail, at verv'moderate prices, Their Price List of 1000 varieties will he
sent on receipt of two postage stamps. Example of prices for wnised
stamps (for prices of used stamps see other advertisement and Price List)

Antigua, 21. each, i/10 per dozen ; Austria (new issue), 2 kr., 2d each, 1/

per dozen; 3 kr. and env., 2d. each, 1/6 per dozen; 1 kr. zeitung and
lavender, Id. each, Od. per dozen

; 2 kr., 2d. each, 1/2 per dozen ;
Aus-

trian Italy, 2 soldi, 2d. each, 1/1 per dozen
; 3 soldi and env., 3d. each. 2/

per dozen; Baden. Bavaria, Germany, and Wurtemhurg, 1 kr., all id.

each, 8d. per d<;zen
; 3 kr. and ditto env., 2d. each. 1/6 per dozen; Por-

tugal, 5 reis ;
Mecklenburg, ^ sch. ; France, 2 c. ; Swiss 2 c. ; Italy, 1 and 2

e., all Id. each, Od. per dozen; Hanover. 3 pfg; Saxony, 3 pfg. (new
issue); Germany, i and ^ s. gro. ; Prussia, 1 pfg.; and Brunswick J and
J gro., all Id. each. 8d. per dozen ; Saxony, ^ gro. (new issue) ; Oldenburg,
gro. and env.

; ^ gro. Brunswick; Spain, 2 c.; Portugal, 10 reis; Prus-
sia, 6 pfg. ;

Swiss 5 c.; New Brunswick 1 c. ;
and Nova Scotia, 1 c., all at

2d. each, 1/ per dozen
;
Luxembourg, 1 c,, id. each, 3d. per dozen; 2 c.,

Id. each, 6d. per dozen ; 1 c.. Id. each, lOd. per dozen
; 10 and 12^ c,, 2d.

each, 1/8 per dozen
;
the set, 2/ ; Greece, 1 lep., Id. each. Id. per dozen

;

2 lep., Id. each, 9d. per dozen
;
Inibeck (old issue), i sch., 2d. each, 1/6 per

dozen
;
the set, 1/6 ; (new issue), i sch. Id. each, lOd. jjer dozen ; 1 sch.,

2d. each, 1/6 per dozen; envelopes same price; the set of each, 1/3;
Bcrgedorf. | sch.. Id. each, lOd. per dozen ; 1 sch., 2d. each, 1/6 per dozen ;

the set, 1/3; Hamburg J sch., Denmark, 2 sk.. Id. each. lOd. per dozen;
Holland, 5 c. ;

Norway. 2 sk.
; and Spain. 4 c.. all 2d. each, 1/6 per dozen ;

Papal States. J baj.; Sweden. 3 ore; and Barbadoes green, 2d. each. 1/3

per dozen ; Swiss 3 c. ; French colonies. 1 c. ; Brazil, 10 reis; Malta, half-
penny; and French 4 c. (new issue), all Id. each. 9d. per dozen; Hong
Kong 2 c.

;
Barbadoes (tine)', Bahamas, penny; Ce3'lon. halfpenny;

Jamaica, penny ; St. Vincent, penny ; St. Lucia, penny; Prince Edward’s
Island, penny ; Trinidad fredj ;

Nova Scotia, 2 c. ; Newfoundland, penny ;

Grenada, penny, all at 3d. each, 2/3 per dozen; Venezuela, i c., 2d. each,
1/9 per dozen; Nevis penny, 4d. each; British Guiana, 1 e., and United
States 2 c., 2d. each, 1/6 per dozen ; ditto env., 3d. each, 2/ per dozen

;
old

(woodhlock) Trinidad red, 1/ each; Costa Rica, J rl., lOd. each; 2 rl.. 2/

each ; Western Australia, penny pink, 4d. each, 3/6 per dozen ; twopenny
blue, 8d. each

;
Spanish dated (1854), J onza j’ellow rect, 2/ each ; present

issue (oval), j-ellow, 4d. each; rose, 6d. each; green, 1/ each; blue, 1/6

each; St. Thomas. 3 c., 4d. each ; Queensland peiniy, 3d. each. 2/9 per
dozen ; British Columbia, twopence-halfpennny pin/i, 1/ each

;
Hanover,

Bestellgeld-Frei (horse)
, 2d. each, 1/ per dozen; (horn)i 3d. each, 2/ per

dozen; Hanover, the set of 5 (issue 1851), 3/; (issue 1858), the set of 5,

2/6; envelopes (issue ISol. Jiejure at hotttom) ,\ <n'o., 8d. each; 2 n. gro., 1/

each ; 3 n. gro. yellow, 1/6 each. All orders fortVarded per return of post.
Letters requiring a reply to contain a stamp for that purpose.

I^OTICE ! EXTRAORDINARY LOW PRICES !

L 1 Russian 5 kop., 3d. each, 2/10 per dozen ; Lubeck, \, 1 sch., 9d. and
1/6; Bremen, 1/6; Venezuela, 2/; French Republic (20, 25, 40), Baden,
Prussia, Hanover, Saxony, Sweden, Tuscany (fir.st issues). Modena, Vene-
zuela, Russia, and Spanish, mixed, 1/9 per dozen; Hong Kong, 3d.:
Modena, 4d. ; Schleswig-Holstein. 1/8 each. Collections, 500, £5 10s. : 350,

£2 7s. ; 430, £3 10s. Address, A. H., Vine Cottage, Globe Lane, Ipswich.

D LIDDEL, at II. McKenzie’s, 108, Argyle Street,

• Glasgow, has Romagnas for sale at 6d. each. Stamps sent on
inspection.

WANTED TO PURCHASE several thousand used
Foreign and Colonial Postage Stamps. Address, stating lowest

price per hundred, to Mr. F. E. MiLr..\R, 166, Queen’s Road, Dakston Lon-
don, N.E. N.B.—No application will be answered that does not contain a
stamped-directed envelope for replj'.

HANOVERS, all the oldest kinds, CLEAN!!
Hanover (issue 1851), 1 guten gi‘. green, 9d. ; (issue 1858), 3 pfg.

rose, with lines, 6d. : envelopes (issue 1’857), 1 guten gr. gi'een, 1/; 1 silb.

gr. rose, 2/6 ; and all the others equally low. Address, Mr. F. E. Millar,
166, Queen's Road, Dalston, London, N. E., and send two penny stamps
for his new and very large Price List, with which Mr. Millar sends, gi-atis,

a very rare unused Continental .stamp. N.B.—All the above are unused

;

and Mr. M. has all the Sandwich Islands equally cheap.

q^HE CHEAPEST PACKET of STAMPS.—The
JL Sixpenny Packet of Stamps contains 20 varieties of Foreign and
Colonial Postage Stamps, all in good condition, many being unoblite-
rated. Post free for seven stamps. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith,
13, George Street, B.ith.

‘GORGED STAMPS: HOW TO DETECT THEM’
a contains full descriptions of upwar ls of 200 counterfeit .stamps.

Price, post free, 1/1. All orders to be sent to Edward Pemberton, Beau-
fort Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.

1 9 UNUSED STAMPS for NINEPENCE, viz., green
JL Venezuela \ baj,. Papal Sta*es. i%^c. G. Rawll, 139, Leadenhall
Street, London. Send three stamps for List and unused South American
stamp. Foreign and colonial correspondents wanted. N.B.—Wanted to

buy French Colonjq Venezuela, A'c.

J J. H. STOCKALL & Co., Broad Green, near Liver-
• pool, have now on hand a large quantity of used stamps, w’hich the.v

are selling at the very low price of 2/ per hundred mixed; consisting of
Austria, arms, 3, 6, and 9 kr. ; also head, second, third, and fourth issues

;

Bavaria, 1, 3, 6, and 9 kr.. issue of 1851, also the present issue; Baden,
figure in centre; Brunswick, Canada, Denmark, 4 riersbank sk., and
present issue ; Germany, J,, 1, 2, 3 s. gr. ; and 1, 3, 6, and 9 kr. ; Hamburg,
Hanover, first and other issues ; Ital.v; New Brunswick; Portugal; Prus-
sia, first issue, head of William IV., i, 2, 3, s. gr. ; and second issue ; and
also the eagle, thii-d issue ; Saxony, first issue, head of Frederic Augustus,
1 and 3 s. gr. ; second issue (out of use latel.v), J gi'ey. 1 rose, 2 blue,
3 yellow, 5 red, and 3 pfg., green

;
Tuscany (lion and shield), one in each

100; Sicily or Naples, one of either in each 100; United States, Wurtem-
burg, &c., i%c., at the aforesaid rate of 2/ per 100 (mixed).

ri-'HE SIXPENNY PACKET of STAMPS.—This
§ Packet contains 20 varieties of Foreign and Colonial Postage

St.amps, all in good condition, many being unobliterated. Post free for

seven stamps. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Sti-eet,

Bath.

O TAMPS ! STAMPS ! STAMPS !—Nova Scotia, 1 c.,

Uj 2 c., at lid. and 3d. ;
Prince Edward’s Island penny, twopenny,

fourpenny, sixpenny, ninepenny, at 2d., 4d., 6d., 8d., 1/; Newfoundland
penny, twopenny, threepenny, at .3d.. 4d., 6d., &c. Agents wanted.
Joseph Mason, 46, York Street, Oxford Street, Manchester.

ri^O STAMP DEALERS.—STAFFORD SMITH &
I SMITH have for sale the following unused Stamps at the annexed

low prices per hundred;—Austrian Italy, 2 soldi, 12/; Baden, 1 kr.. 4/6,

3kr., 10/6; Belgium, 1 c., 2/; Boyd’s City Express, i cent, 8/6; France,
1 c., 2/, 2 c., 5/6, 5 c. 6/6; Germany, { silb. gr., 5/, J silb. gr., 6/ ; Ilam-
burg, j sch., 6/, 1 sch.. 11/6; Italy, 1 c., 3/6, 2 c., 4/6 , be. ,816; Luxem-
bourg, 1 c., 2/, 2 c., .3/6 :

Portugal, 10 reis. 7/6; Saxony, 3 pf. ( newissue), 7/6;

J n. gr., 10/6; Switzerland, 2 rap., 4/ ; 3 rap., 6/; United States, 2-cent
adhesive, 13/6; 2-cent envelope, 16/6. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith,
Foreign Stamp Importers, Bath.

Now Beady, New Edition, post 4to., Price Five Shillings,

ri^HE BEST POSTAGE-STAMP ALBUM PUB-
J. LISHED.

—

Oppen’s Postage-Stamp Album and Catalogue of
British and Foreign Postage Stamps. Containing every information to
guide the collector, with a full account of all the stamps of every country.
The Album, price 3/6, and Catalogue, price 2/6, can be had sepai’ately.

London : B. Blake, 421, Strand.

WONDERFULLY CHEAP ! Mr. GEORGE PRIOR,
of .48, Fenchurch Street. London, E. C., is now prepared to send

out his October List—and with it he gives, gi-atis, an unused Continental
stamp that c.annot fail to please—post free on receipt of two .stamps.

Extract from List :— r/mtsed.— Sandwich Islands, 5 c., 4d. ; 2 c. and 13 c.,

hoth very rare, at prices equally low ; Nova Scotia, 1 c., 2d. ;
New Bruns-

wick, 1 e., 2d.; Danish envelopes very low ; Lubeck, 1863, 5 labels or 5
envelopes for 1/3; Saxony, 1863, 6 labels, 1/9; 4 envelopes, 1/6; United
States and Confederate .stamps very low. Used.— Pony Express, 6d. each;
Canada, 5 c., beaver. Id. Price List as above, with rare stamp, twopence.

TO COLLECTORS of UNOBLITERATED POSTAGE
STAMPS.—’rhe One-Shilling Packet of Stamps contains one dozen

varieties of Colonial and Foreign Postage Stamps, all unobliterated.
Post free, 1/1. Stafford Smith & Smith, George Street, Bath.

A PRIVATE COLLECTOR wishes to dispose of his
collection of stamps. More than fifty varieties, some unobliterated,

mounted in album, with titles. Price 20/ post free. Address, W. S.,

Trimingham Rectory, N. Walsham, Norfolk.

q^HE BEST PRICE CATALOGUE OF STAMPS.
B Now ready, 18 pages, fcap. 4to. A descriptive Price Catalogue of

British, Colonial, and Foreigai postage stamps, revised and con-ected to
the iiresent time. Illustrated with upwards of 50 Engravings of new and
rare, stamps, beautifully printed on toned paper Price 6d.

; post fi'ee, 7d.
Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath.

I
A AY. HENSTOCK & Co., Foreign Stamp Mer-

• chants, 24, Butler Street, Greenheys, Manchester, continue to
supply dealers and collectors with all kinds of foreign stamps, either
singly, by the set, or in dozens, both used and unused. Examples
(unused) :—Nova Scotia, 1 c., 2d,; 2 c., 4d. : 5 c., 6d. ; 10 c., lOd. : 12J c.,

1/; set of 5, 2/9; Prince Ehvard’s Island penny, 3d.; twopenny. 5d.

;

threepenny, 6d. ; sixpenny, 1/; ninepenny, 1/3; set of 5, 3/3; Portugal,
5 reis, 2d. ; 10 ditto, 3d. ; 25 ditto, 6d.

;
50 ditto. 9d. : 100 ditto, 1/3; set of

5,2/9. Used French Presidency, 25 c., 3d.; Republic, 20 c., 3d.; 25 c.,

3d.; old Belgian 10 c., 4d. ;
20 c., 4d. ; old Spanish 6 c., 1/3, viz., 1850-4;

old Luxembourg, 10 c., 4d., &c., &c. Also sixpenny packets containing 25
used foreign stamps. N.B.—All s amps sold by F. W. Henstock & Co.
can be also obtained of their agents. Also agents wanted.

PHOTOGRAPHIC PORTRAITS for SIX-
AVIU* PENCE.—.lust published, carte de visite size, beautifully ex-
ecuted, Microscopic Photographs of upwards of 500 Eminent Personages
Price 6d. ;

post free, 7d. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George
Street, Bath,

rpHE CHEAPEST ALBUM FOR STAMPS. The
Shilling Stamp Album is the best and cheapest album for juvenile

collectors. Bound in fancy cloth, and lettered on side. Post free, 1/2,

Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, George Street, Bath.
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J J. H. STOCKALL & Co., Broad Green, near Liver-
• pool have now on hand a large quantity of used stamps, which they

are spiling at the very low price of 2/ per hundred, mixed : consisting of
Austrian arms, 3, 6, and 9 kr.

; also head, second, third, and fourth issues

;

Bavaria. 1, 3, 6, and 9 kr., issue of 18nl, also the present issue; Baden,
figure in centre; Brunswick; Canada; Denmark, 4 rigsbank sk., and
present issue ; Germany, J, 1, 2, 3 s. gr. ; and 1, 3, 6, and 9 kr. ;

Hamburg

;

Hanover, first and other issues
;
Italy ; New Brunswick

;
Portugal ;

Prus-
sia, first issue, head of William IV.', 1, 2, 3 s. gr. ; and second issue; and
also the eagle, third issue

; Saxony, first issue, head of Frederic Augustus,
1 and 3 s. gr. ; and second issue tout of use lately) i. grey, 1, rose, 2, blue,

3 yellow 5 red, and 3 pfg. green; Tuscany (lion and shield), one in each
100; Sicily or Naples, one of either in each 100; United States, Wurteni-
burg, &c., &c., at the aforesaid rate of 2/ per 100 (mixed).

SWEDISH STAMPS.—All varieties may be had for
k3 Od. per dozen, by applying to Box 97, Post-Office, Glasgow.

R W. PEGG, Stamp Merchant, Holies Street, Dublin,
• having received from his foreign agnits, and otherwise purchased

on the most favourable terms, an enormous stock of foreign and colonial
stauips. has now on hand one of the most extensive and most varied stocks
which have ever been offered for sale by any dealer. His stock, including
almost every variety of thuhres pastes, affords every facility to those who
wish to complete their collections. Beginners will do well to purchase of
him, as he has great quantities of the commoner sorts, at prices from one
penny each. Every stamp is einraged genuine, and the prices are much
lower than those of any other dealer. Stamps sent on approval on re-
ceipt of stamped envelope. Collections of all sizes constantly on sale.
Stamps and collections purchased. Apply by letter only.

^MIE SHILLING CREST ALBUM is strongly bound
_L in fancy cloth and lettered on side. Postfree, 1/2. Address, 'Staffokd
Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath.

11
ARE STAMPS sent on approval by INCOGNITO,

22, Oxford Terrace, Clapham, S.

TNCOGNITO’S (22, O.xford Terrace, Clapliam, S.) new
X stock of Rare Colonial Stamps invite attention. Communications
promptly respondetl to.

M r. R. COWLEA^-SQIJIER, Wellington Hall, Dover,
has just received many hundred duplicat’s, in addition to his

former varied assortment, and he will send a selection on approval on
receipt of a stamped enveloiie. Old Belgian 10 c., 20 c., 3/1 per dozen.

A MARVEL OF CHEAPNESS.—The SHILLING
CARTE-DE-VISTTE ALBUM, to hold 12 portraits, is the cheape.st

album ev»r issued. Strongly bound in roan leather, with clasp and gilt

edges. The mounts are manufactured of tlie best cardboard, with gold
boi-ders. Post free, 1/2. Address, Staffokd Smith & Smith, 13, George
Street, Bath.

wANTED to PURCHASE from 100 to 300 Rare
Stamp.s. Any private collector giving up collecting, would find

tins a good opportunity to dispose of his stamps, as the advertiser is will-
ing to pay a fair price. He wants a number of rare old stamps, rather
than a large collection. Particulars of the principal stamps, stating
lowest price, to be sent, prepaid, to A. Z., cai'e of J. Slade, Ironmonger,
4, Torwood Row, Torquay.

RMS, CRESTS, MONOGRAMS, ETC.-A large
variety of the above, beautifully stamped in Colours, with names.

Price 3d. per sheet
;
postage Id. extra. Address, Stafford Smith &

Smith, George Street, Batli.

W G. DIAMOND, Rifle House, Westbourne Grove,
• Bayswater, Dealer in Coins and Colonial and Foreign Postage

Stamps since 1857, buys and sells collections. A collection of 1750 varie-
ties for sale. Send two stamps for catalogue of coins. Pony Express
stamps, 9d. each, unused : used specimens. 8 varieties, Od. each ; the 5
and 2 c. Sandwich Islands, 3d. each ;

Confederate States, used Specimens,
3d. each.

1HEAP STA^ilPS ! RARE STA^iIPS !—THOMAS
BROWN, of Cheshire View, Pendleton. Manchester, wishes to draw

the attention of postage-stamp collectors to his large stock of rare and
obsolete iiostage stamps, including the late issues of most countries at
very low prices. Also a large stock of commoner stamps kept on hand for
persons beginning to collect. Agents wanted on the Continent and all

parts of the world, to whom a liberal commission will be given. Collec-
tions also made up cheap.

fl^HE ‘ALBERT EDWARD POSTAGE STAMP AND
CREST ALBUM.’ in one volume. Postage album ruled to contain

1000 stamps, and that of the crest 400. Handsomely bound in morocco,
and of the best material and workmanship. Post free, 2/. W. B. W. will
also send a list of nearly 1000 stamps, with an unobliterated Continental,
post free, 2d.,—the cheapest issued. List gratis with each album.
Packets of 15 unused, 1/. Apply at once to Walter B. Whittaker,
Howard Street, Salford.

TAEAUTIFULLY PRINTED in COLOURS.—Now
r ready, a New and Complete Set of upwards of 130 Titles for Stamp

Albums. Geographically arranged by Dr. J. E. Gray, f.r.s., f.l.s.,

F.Z..S., ETC., of the British Museum. Price 1/6; post free, 1/7. Specimen
sheet post free for two stanins. London : E. Marlborough & Co, ; Bath :

Stafford Smith & Smith, George Street.

TAIPORTANT! given AAVAY!—

a

neat Pocket
I Album, with clasp, will be given away to every purchaser of the
Fourpenny Packet of Postage Stamps— six unused. Sent post free for
six stamps. Address, F. G. N., 4, Crescent, Sutton, Surre}’.

^"'HE NEAV issue of ITALY (see correspondence
i in present number), threepenny green Jamaica, Norwegian, and

other rare stamps, may be obtained on appliea+ion to Mr. Brown, 124,
Cheapside, London. For prices see new Priced List, jiost free, 3d.

ryBE POSTAGE-STAMP MAGNIFIER.—All Stamp
JL Collectors should possess one of Stafford Smith & Smith's Postage-
Stamp Magnifying Giasses, which will be found of great assistance in
detecting forged stamps. Sent post free for 4/. The following is

from Mr. Edwai'd J. Cordy, High Street, Malmesbury The Glass is

come safe to hand. It is truly invaluable. I only wish I had had it six

months ago ;
it would have saved me a deal of trouble.’ Address, Staf-

ford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath.

O TAAIPS ! STAAIPS ! STAAIPS !—If you Avant to
k_J purchase foreign or colonial postage stamps, you should send at
once for the cheapest Price List ever issued. Enclose two stamps to
Edward Williams, care of Mrs. Snelling, 329, Old Kent Road, Surrey,
E.W. buys rare stamps.

Rare and CHEAP STAAIPS.—A few sent on appro-
val by W. R., 11, South Parade, York, on receipt of stamp. French

4 c., Id. each
;

St. Helena penny and fourpenny, 8d. (used)
;
Honolulu

2 c. red, Od.

ROAIAGNAS, Atodeiias, Parmas, (both kinds), old
Swiss cantons, at 9d. each; New Brunswick, 5 c.. Id. ;

Nova Scotia,

5 c.. Id.; set of 7 Roniagnas, 5/; Ceylon, penny and twopenny. Id.;
Hanover, 1, 2, 3 gr.. Id. Prices very cheap. D. McCoriundale, 37,
Abbotsford Place, Glasgow.

Highest price given for stamps and Collections
by R. Reilly, 7, Great Brunswick Street, Dublin. Collectors are

requested to call.

"OEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRAd'ED. Now Readv,
X 18 pages, fcap. 4to., a descriptive Price Catalogue of British, Colo-

nial. and Foreign postage stamps, revised and corrected to the present
time. Illustrated with upwards of 50 engravings of new and rare stamps,
beautifully printed on toned paper. Price 6d.

;
post free, 7d. Address,

Stafford" Smith & Smith, George Street, Bath.

p AY. WILXINSON, 9, Goldsmith Square, Stoke
VdT# Newington, I.ondon, N., has for sale the following stamps:—
Argentine Confederation and Republic, Chili, Costa Rica, Granada Con-
federation, Hong Kong, Monte Video, Nicaragua, St, Thomas, Norway,
and Sweden in sets; also the new Norway just issued, and old Sicily and
Luxembourg A selection sent on receipt of stamjied envelope, by
addressing as above.

Photography extraordinary.—

J

ust Pub-
li.shed, the GREAT SENSATION CARD for carte de visite Albums.

Containing photographic portraits of over 1000 Living and Historical

Celebrities. Price 1/; postfree, 1/1. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith,
George Sireet, Bath.

Fifty pounds will be given for a Collection
of 300 picked Stamps, particulars of which may be obtained from

the undersigned. First-class collections purchased on liberal terms.

Three thousand used colonial, and two thousand used foreign stamps
required. Mount Brown, 124, Cheapside, I.ondon, E. C.

1 9 foreign STAAIPS post free for 7d., half uiiobli-

terated. A black English in each xiacket. X. Y. Z., Beeralstone,

Tavistock, Devon.

q^HE SHILLING STAAIP ALBUAl is the Best and
JL Cheapest Album for juvenile collectors. Bound in fancy cloth and

lettered on side. Post free', 1/2. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith,

George Street, Bath.

Kow ready. Fourth edition, revised, augmented, and corrected.

CATALOGUE of POSTAGE STAAIPS —BRITISH,
COLONIAL, and FOREIGN. By Mount Brown. Containing an

accurate descrix>tion of the form, colour, date of issue, and value, of 1700

varieties. Price 1/ ;
post free, 1/1. Bound in morocco leather, and inter-

leaved for Collectors, 2/ ;
post free, 2/2. Address, Mr. Brow.n, care of

Mr. Passmore, Bookseller, 124, Cheapside, London, October Price

List of obsolete and new stamirs, post free, 3d.
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^^0 STAMP DEALERS, Collectors, and others.—
JL Foreign and obsolete Engdisli postage stamps bought, sold, and
exchanged in any quantity, and to any amount. Collections bought.
Apply by letter to H. M., 40,' Gw} !! Street', Bedford. Stamp to be enclosed
for reply.

WANTED to PURCHASE POSTAGE STAMPS.—
Must be good .specimens. St. Helena, Sierra I.,eone, Liberia,

Mexico. Argentine Confederation and Republic, Brazil (italic figures),
Venezuela (tirst i.ssue), and other rar5 stamiis. State lowest price per
dozen, by letter only, to ‘ Essay,’ 07, Gordon Square, London, W.C.

OA STAMPS for SIXPENCE.—The Sixpenny Packet
/Wvy of Stamps contains 20 varieties of Foreign and Colonial Postage
Stamps, all in good condition, many being unobliterated. Post free for
seven stamps. Address, Staffokd Smith & Smith, 13, George Street,
Bath.

QEVERAL SUPERIOR COLLECTIONS of Foreign
Postage Stamps having been purchased by J. Inch, of Buckingham

Terrace, Bonner’s Road, London, he is now able to supply most of the
very rarest kinds, including old Spanish, old Brazil (large and Italics),

Naples (blue arms and cross), Romagna, Tuscany, Pacific (9 kinds),
Buenos Ayres (ship, blue and brown). St. Helena (penny and fourpenny),
English, French, Hamburg, and Italian essays, Mulrea'dy envelopes, &c.,
&c., all guaranteed. Collectors should send memorandum of wants,
which will be sujiplied at very low prices.

TNVALUABLE TO STAMP COLLECTORS. All
JL .stamp collectors should procure one of Stafford Smith & Smith’s
Postage-stamp Magnifying Glasses, which will be found of great assistance
in detecting forged stamps. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, 13,
George Street, Bath.

George HTAMS, 19, Walcot Buildings, Bath, sends
stamps on approval on receipt of stamp. The following ai-e2d.

each;—Natal, penny, sixpenny; .Jamaica, penny, twopenny
;
Queensland,

twopenny, sixpenny. Stamps bought.

A MAGNIFICENT COLLECTION of upwards of 700
. jL Postage Stamps, including neaily 200 unused, to be sold for £9.

For detailed catalogue apply, enclosing two stamps, to S. Davis, 18,
Granby Street, Leicester.

WANTED TO PURCHASE.—Collections of not less
than 1000 'tamps. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, 13,

George Street, Bath.

EDUCED to TENPENCE.—The ‘ Princess Alexandra
V Postage-Stamp Album,’ usually sold at One Shilling each, is now

reduced to Tenpence, post free. Henry Whittaker, Winchester Ter-
race, Regent Road, Salford, Manchester.

IKA AMERICAN POSTAGE STAMPS for ONE-
JLtAL/ AND-SIXPENCE.—Just publi.shed, carte de visite size, beau-
tifully-executed Microscopic Photographs of nearly 150 American Postage
Stamps. Price 1/6; jjost free, 1/7. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith,
13, George Street, Bath.

I
H. & R. R., 89, Queen Street, Glasgow, have stamps

• for sale, including Romagna.s at 9d. each. Stamps sent on
inspection.

STAMPS and COINS.—R. P. HARLEY, 14, Gloucester
street, Glasgow, sends stamps on in.spection. Price List of cheap

stamps and coins sent on receipt of stamped-directed envelopie.

^END for STAMPS on INSPECTION to R. P.
HARLEY, 14, Gloucester Street, Glasgow. Coins sent on inspection.

BSOLETE POSTAGE STAMPS.—The Five-Shilling
Packet of Obsolete Foreign Postage Stamps contains 50 varieties,

including old Sicilian, Modena, Parma, Tuscany, and other rare Stamps.
Po.st free, 5/1. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street,
Bath.

/^ABSOLETE and RARE STAMPS, ESSAYS, &c., for
V / sale. Good selection sent on receipt of stamped envelope. A. B.,

.57, Yoi'k place, Edinburgh, having just concluded arrangements on the
Continent and elsewhere, can offer a large variety to collectors at a mode-
rate price. Common stamps wholesale.

DUNN, 191, Upper Street, Islington, London, sends
• st-unps out on aiiproval to any amount.

pHEAP! CHEAP! CHEAP! R. KANUNA, Box
Vy No. 27, Post-Office, Leicester, scuds stamps for inspection on re-
ceipt of one stamp.

Jltcre Stamps at tow prices.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH offer the following
RARE STAMPS at the annexed low' prices per set.—Modena, 5 c.

green, 10 c. rose, 15 c. yellow, 25 c. primrose, 2/fi the set of 4
j

Parma,
6 c. yellow', 10 c. white, 25 c. purple, 25 c. red-brown, 3/ set of 4 ;

Tus-
cany (arms), Ic. violet, 5 c. green, 10 c. brown, 20 c. blue, 1/ the set of 4;

Tuscanv (lion). 1 quattr black, 1 crazia marone. 2 era. blue, 4 era. gi-een,

3/ the set of 4 ;
Naples (1857), 1 gr., 2 gr„ 5 gr., 10 gr., 20 gr., 2/f> the .set of

5; Sicily, 1 gr. olive-brow'ii, 2 gr. blue, 5 gr. carmine, 10 gr. deej) blue,

20 gr. blue-black, 3/G the set of 5, Address, Stafford S.mith & Smith,
13, George Street, Bath.

QTAMPS SUPPLIED at lowest prices by W. MILLER,
8, Culford Road, Kingsland. Packets of 20 stamps, 6d. Packets

also of 20 local Americans, 4/0. Price List—with which a new stamp just
out will be given—post free, 3d.

Second Edition, greathi enlarged and improved.

Postage-stamp album. By justin lal-
LIER. Illustrated with Maps and Diagrams, and containing a

full description of British, Colonial, and Foreign Stamps, with compart-
ments arranged for the reception of each. Imperial oblong 8vo.. cloth,

clasp, 7/6 ; post free, 8/2. Bound in half-morocco, clasp, 10/;j>ost free,

10/10. Bound in wliole morocco, tw'o clasps, gilt edges, 12/6; post
free, 13/4. Bound in best morocco relief, two clasps, 21/ ;

post free, 21/10.

Handsomely bound in best morocco relief, two large clasps, 25/ ;
post

free. 25/10.
‘

‘ For the benefit of Collectors, Mr. Justin Lallier has just issued an
admirable Album, which w ill bo in extensiv demand as soon as its ex-
istence is known. It contains a description of every known variety of
timbre paste, so that a partially obliterated stamp may easily be recog-
nised ; and on the page opposite the description are spac'>s for mounting
the stamps described, so that any Collector may, at a glance, see all his
deficiencies.

—

The Bookseller.

CHOICE COLLECTION of 1400, including- old 90
Brazil, Paraguay, old Spanish, A'c., to be sold cheap. Also a col-

lection of 1100. Apply by letter only to R. T., Lahore Terrace, Shrubland
Road, Dalston. Rare and obsolete stamps purchased and exchanged.

A

£25
WILL BE GIVEN for 100 First-Class Stamps

;

£45 for 200; £63 for 300. Correspondents wanted in all parts
of the world. Apply by letter to W. Mii.leu, 8, Culford Road, Kingsland,
I.ondon. N.B.—A large stock of varieties on hand.

'l^HE POSTAGE-STAMP COLLECTOR’S POCKET
J._ ALBUM.—Containing a complete Table of all the Postage Stamps
issued by each Country, State, or City, with spaces arranged for their
reception. The whole in a neat and portable form, with flap and elastic

band, and a pocket for suri>lus stamps. Roan, 2/ ;
post free, 2/1 ; morocco

or russia, 3/6 ;
post free, 3/8 ; morocco or russia gilt, 4/ ;

post free, 4/2.

Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath.

A
Hayle.

COLLECTION of 317 STAMPS to be sold, Novem-
ber 20th, to the highest bidder. Address, C. Waring, Penpol Row,

ARMS AND FLAGS FOR STAMP ALBUMS.—
Stafford Smith & Smith have just received a supply of the Arms of

all Nations and Flags of all Nations specially adapted for stamp albums,
being beautifully emblazoned in gold and silver. Price 1/6 each set;
post free, 1/7. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath.

Now ready. Third Thousand.

qUIE ‘ SHILLING ALBUM ’ is a neat and service-
I able book, strongly bound in cloth, and ruled to contain over 1400

stamps. Post free for 13 stamps. R. W. Pegg, 11, Holies Street, Dublin.

POCKET ALBUM for CRESTS, ARMS, and MONO-
GRAMS. Containing spaces arranged for 1200 varieties. Neatly

bound, with pocket. Hap, and elastic Viand. Roan, 2/; post free, 2/1 ;

morocco or russia, 3/6 ;
post free, 3/8 ; morocco or russia gilt, 4/ ;

post
free, 4/2. Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath.

CATALOGUE of POSTAGE STAMPS, edited by
ZSCHIESCHE & K5DER, of Leipzig. Contains list of 1300 stamps,

with preface in English, French, and German, also a Money Table,
Elegantly printed, foolscap 8vo. Price 1/, post free.

CAUTION.—Tlie great success of the ‘ Shilling Album ’

having induced dishonest dealers to copy the name and style of
advertisement, R. W. Pegg, hereby gives notice that the ‘ Shilling Album ’

can only be obtained at 11, Holies Street, Dublin.

Assistant wanted,

—

a smart active Lad, who
has a good knowledge of stamps. Mr. Pegg, Holies Street, Dublin.

Ajjply by letter.

JAMES BRENNAN, 37, Nassau Street (opposite the
Post-Office), New York, United States, has always on hand a large

stock of Foreign and American Stamps, used and unused. Orders
promptly executed. Stamps exchanged.
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STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S

NOVEMBER ANNOUNCEMENTS.

-SHILLING
Obsolete Postage Stamps.

QTAFFOED SMITH & SMITH’S ONE-^O PACKET OP OBSOLETE FOREIGN POSTAGE STAMPS. Con-
taining one dozen varieties. Post free, I/l.

Obsolete Postage Stamps.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S TWO-AND-SIX-
PENNY PACKET OF OBSOLETE FOREIGN POSTAGE STAMPS.

Containing 20 varieties. Post free, 2/7.

Obsolete Postage Stamps.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S FIVE-SHILLING
PACKET of OBSOLETE FOREIGN POSTAGE STAMPS. Con-

taining 50 varieties, including old Sicilian, Modena, Parma, Tuscany,
and other rare stamps. Post free, 5/1.

The Cheapest Album for Stamps.

STAFFORD SMFTH & SMITH’S ONE-SHILLING
STAMP ALBUM is the best and cheapest for juvenile collectors.

Bound in fancy cloth and lettered on side. Post free, 1/2.

Album to hold 1100 Stamps.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMTIH’S HALF-A-CROWNO STAMP ALBUM. Bound in whole morocco relief, and ruled to con-
tain nearly 1100 stamps. Post free, 2/8.

Album to hold 2000 Stamps.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S FOUR-SHILLING
kj STAiMP ALBUM. Half-bound in morocco leather, and ruled to
contain upwards of 2000 stamps. Post free, 4/6.

Album to hold 2200 Stamps.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S SIX-SHILLING
k5 STAMP ALBUM. Handsomely bound in whole morocco relief, gilt

edges, and ruled to contain upwards of 2200 stamps. Post free, 6/6.

Album to hold 3000 Stamps.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S TWELVE-SHIL-
LING STAMP AI.BUM. Large 4to., handsomely bound in whole

morocco relief, gilt edges, and ruled to contain upwards of 3000 stamns.
Post free, 12/6.

Kow ready, 18 pages, Fcap. ito., with Illustrated WrapjJer.

QTAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S DESCRIPTIVE
Ft PRICE CATALOGUE of BRITISH, COLONIAL, and FOREIGN
POSTAGE STAMPS. New edition, revised and coiTected to the present
time, and illustrated with upwards of 50 engravings, beautifully printed
on toned paper. Price 6d.

;
post free, 7d,

Invaluable to Stamp Collectors.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S POSTAGE-STAMPO MAGNIFIER. Every collector should possess one of the Postage-
Stamp Magnifying Glasses, which will be found of gi-eat assistance in
detecting forged stamps. Post free, 4/.

Now Ready, Beautifully printed in Colours.

QTAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S NEW and COM-O PLETE SET of POSTAGE-STAMP ALBUM TITLES. Comprising
upwards of 130 Titles for Stamp Albums, geographically arranged by Dr.
J. E. Gray, f.k.s., f.l.s., f.z.s., &c., of the British Museum. Price
1/6 ;

post free, 1/7. Specimen sheet post free for two stamps.

Twenty Foreign Stamps for Sixpence.

QTAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S SIXPENNY
lO PACKET of STAIMPS. Containing 20 varieties of Foreign and
Colonial Postage Stamps, all in good condition, many being unoblite-
rated. Post free, 7d.

The Cheapest Packet of Unobliterated Stamps.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S ONE-SHILLING
PACKET of FOREIGN POSTAGE STAMPS. Containing one

dozen varieties ;
all unobliterated. Post free, 1/1.

Important to those about to Collect.

QTAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S FIVE-SHILLING
kj PACKET of FOREIGN POSTAGE STAMPS. Containing 100 vari-
eties of Foreign Stamps, all in good condition, many being unobliterated.
Post free, 5/1.

To Collectors of Unobliterated Postage Stamps.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S TWO-AND-SIX-
PENNY PACKET of UNOBLITERATED POSTAGE STAMPS.

Containing 24 varieties of Colonial and Foreign Stamps, all unused. Post
free, 2/7.

New Packet of Postage Stamps.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S FIVE-SHILLING
PACKET of LOCAI. AMERICAN POSTAGE STAMPS. Contain-

ing 20 varieties. Post free, 5/1.

Arms and Flags for Stamp Albums.

QTAFFORD SMITH & SMI III have just received aO supply of the Arms of all Nations and Flags of all Nations, specially
adapted for stamp albums, being beautifully emblazoned in gold and
silver. Price 1/6 each set: post free, 1/7.

To Foreign Stamp and Crest Collectors.

QTAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S MONTHLY CIR-
kj CULAR for November will be sent gratis and post free to any address
on application.

The Cheapest Albuin for Crests.

QTAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S ONE-SHILLINGO CREST ALBUM. Strongly bound in fancy cloth and lettered on
side. Post free, 1/2.

Album to hold 1000 Crests.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S HALF-A-CROWN
CREST ALBUM. Bound in whole morocco relief, and ruled to con-

tain upwai’ds of 1000 crests. Post free, 2/8.

Album to hold 2000 Crests.

QTAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S FOUR-SHILLINGO CREST ALBUM. Half-bound in morocco, and ruled to contain
upwards of 2000 crests. Post free, 4/6.

Album to hold 2200 Crests.

QTAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S SIX-SHILLING
O CREST AI.BUM. Handsomely bound in morocco relief, gilt edges,
and ruled to contain 2200 crests. Post free, 6/6.

Album to hold 6000 Crests.

QTAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S TWELVE-SHIL-
kJ LING CREST ALBUM. Large 4to., handsomely bound in morocco
relief, and ruled to contain upwards of 6000 crests. Post free, 12/8.

New Packet for Crest Collectors.

QTAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S SIXPENNY
kj PACKET of ARMS, CRESTS, MONOGRAMS, &e. Containing 20

varieties. Relief stamped in Colours. Post free, 7d.

Arms, Crests, £-e., for Albums.

QTAFFORD SMITH & SMIlTl’S ONE-SHILLING
O PACKET of ARMS, CRESTS, MONOGRAMS, &c. Comprising
upwards of 50 varieties. Relief stamped in Colours. Post free, 1/1,

Now Beady.

QTAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S ONE-AND-SIX-
k3 PENNY PACKET of ARMS, CRESTS, MONOGRAMS, &c. Con-
taining 100 vai'ieties. Relief stamped in Colours. Po.st free, 1/7.

Cheap Crests for Collectors.

STAFFORD
SMITH & SMI TH have on sale a large

assortment of Arms, Crests, Monograms, &c., beautifully stamped
in Colours, with Names, Price 3d. per sheet

;
postage. Id. extra.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH,
Foreign Stamp-sellers to

His Royal Highness the Pkince of Okange,
13, George Street, Bath.

This Magazine will be forwarded regularly every mgnth, to any part of the

world, on receipt of the annual subscription of Four Shillings ; which may be

remitted in unused postage stamps of small va zies current in the country whence

the order is received.

Stafford Smith & Smith, 13, George Street, Bath, England.

Ce Journal sera transmis tons les mois, dans toutes les parties du monde,

en envoyant aux Messieurs Smith la souscription annuelle (o francs), en
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TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS.
The publisliers of the Stamp GolledoSs Maga-
zine, on the appearance of the closing number
of the first volume, have to thank their

numerous subscribers, contributors, and cor-

respondents, both in England and elsewhere,

for their kind support.

The circulation ofthe magazine is at present

considerable
;
and they venture to anticipate

that the increasing interest now taken in the

study and collection of stamps, will shortly

No. 11. Dee. 1, 1863. Price Pourpence.]

enable them to double the number of im-

pressions now printed off monthly.

To render the periodical still more worthy

of support, and as the augmented number
of advertisements often compels them to

exclude much interesting matter, they pur-

pose enlarging it in the January and suc-

ceeding issues, by the addition of eight

pages. Unused stamps will still be given

w^ith each magazine, and the engraving of

newly-issued and rare specimens entrusted

to the same talented artist.

A TALE OE A POSTAGE STAMP.
DOZE THE LAST.

CHANCES AND CHANGES.

‘Bound to the earth by heavy pain.

The spirit nobly spurns the chain

;

Forgets her own in others’ woes,
And finds in charity repose.’

Once more, and finally, the Savoy cross took
up the thread of the narrative-

‘ The sufferers were removed to the hos-

pital of Santa Maria hTuova, whence Michele
emerged, some months after, a helpless crip-

[Registered for Transmission Abroad.
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pie for life. Carlo was allowed to accompany
his friend, and attend upon him during the

course of a tedious confinement, succeeded

by but a partial recovery. The mind of

Lorenzo was irreparably shattered
;

the

aspirations of genius chilled
;
and the vainly-

cherished dreams for the future dissipated

for ever.
‘ A distinguished English artist, who had

previously known and valued his talents,

chancing to revisit Florence, and becoming
acquainted with his sad state, though un-

aware of the facts of the case, saw enough
to convince him that the maj or part of

the disease was not in the body. He
offered, therefore, to furnish a total change
of scene, by taking the friends with him
to London, and there find them sufficient

employment for their maintenance.
‘ Lorenzo was perfectly indifferent to the

present and the future—the horrid past

alone being ever before his imagination
;
but

Carlo, thoughtful beyond his years, and
anxious to withraw his companion and
escape himself from the scenes of recollec-

tions so painful, easily persuaded him to

accept the kind offer.

‘ It may be wondered at that no active

stir was made for the discovery and punish-

ment of the murderers of the marchese
;
but

the state of the government was not yet

settled enough to work the requisite machi-

nery for their pursuit and identification
;

and the principal surviving relatives of the

deceased noble, Bernardo and Adine—the

latter incapacitated by affliction, and the

former passive through dread of his own
participation in the midnight attack being
divulged—not actively urging the authori-

ties, the tragedy, at a period so eventful,

soon passed from general memory. No
obstacle, then, was offered to the departure

of Lorenzo and Carlo from Florence.
‘ The very morning of the consummated

crime, Filippo had contrived—having pre-

viously procured a passport—to evacuate

Tuscany, and eventually found his way to

the English metropolis, with a considerable

share of the ill-gotten booty. Adine, past

all thought for worldly affairs, virtually

allowed her cousin the management of her

property
;
and, influenced more by a wish to

escape daily intercourse with him, than by
aught else, accepted the invitation of an
English family of high rank, to accompany
them to London for an indefinite period.

Thus were some of the principal personages
of our drama once more—though unwittingly

and far apart—consorted in the same metro-
polis.

‘ The family with whom Adine resided

belonged to that modern section of the reli-

gious world that strives to appropriate the

better characteristics of the papal faith

;

devoting themselves with sincere and un-

tiring energy to the assuagement of the

calamities of fallen humanity. Adine enthu-

siastically entered into all their benevolent

plans
;
and the very sight of her angel face,

beaming amid the humble garb of a sister of

mercy, brought solace to many a suffering

invalid. Filippo found congenial employ-
ment by entering into partnership with a

fellow-countryman in a night gambling-

house in the neighbourhood of Leicester

Square.
‘ Misfortune, in the meanwhile, still dogged

their path, and laid a heavy hand upon our

hapless heroes. Not very long after their

establishment in a tolerably comfortable

position, their kind patron met with serious

pecuniary losses from the bursting of one

of those bubble companies, the careless and
culpable supineness of whose directors—

-

taking into account the real amount of dis-

tress and wretchedness occasioned—cause

the follies and crimes of the Bernardos and
Filippos of society to mount with feathery

lightness in the recording balance. A
naturally nervous temperament was so

greatly shocked by this occurrence, as to

necessitate a temporary retirement from

active life
;
and Lorenzo, now, alas ! men-

tally bereaved of artistic skill, and phy-

sically disqualified by his maimed arm, lost

the remunerative, if undignified, employment

of filling in backgrounds.
‘ Not long since, I heard my present owner

reading in a popular work of fiction,* scenes

illustrating a character depicted therein. It

is the daughter of a clergyman, restricted by

a malady from other exercise than removal

from bed to sofa and vice versa
;
yet repre-

* Chronicles of Carlingford.
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sented as taking interest in all the busy
concerns of the community around her,

though in a sarcastic and unamiable way.
In a suburb of this city resides a lady, alike

and yet how unlike ! With the same cor-

poreal disqualification, and the same interest

in the society from which she is partially

secluded, the better spirit rises superior to

the mortal clay
;
and her time and talents

are devoted to solacing the troubles, and in

some way contributing to the welfare of all

that are so fortunate as to fall within the

sphere of her influence.
‘ Through her instrumentalit}q Carlo

had obtained a situation in a foreign mer-

chant’s warehouse, in which employ his

knowledge of the Italian language made him
a valuable acquisition. Through her, also,

his presence in London became known to

Adine, to whom he had been mentioned as a

fellow-countryman, during one of the calls

of the latter, while co-operating in some
kindred scheme of benevolence

;
little aware

as the speaker was of any former connection

between them. Adine did not fail to for-

ward him many a handsome present through
her kind informant, but requesting their

source might not be divulged. Till the

affliction, therefore, alluded to in the pre-

ceding paragraph, fortune seemed to smile

again upon the boy
;
but after that, the

desolate and helpless state of his friend

obliged the resignation of his situation.

‘ From low to lower the}^ gradually sank
;

shame precluded application to their good
patroness

;
and Lorenzo was eventually

driven to the humble employment of a

photographer in an inferior purlieu of the

City Road
;
while Carlo acterl, now as assis-

tant manipulator inside, and now outside

the door touting for the entry of the

passers-by. Many chance customers that

would not otherwise have been induced to

invest a shilling in their “ counterfeit pre-

sentment,” were attracted by the engaging
and intelligent countenance of the boy

;
and

numbers of the (by courtesy) fair sex of the

neighbourhood were lured by the desire of

seeing the still handsome, though blighted

countenance of the interesting “ furriner.”
‘ In such situation I last saw him, and there

they might now be remaining, but——

’

‘ That sad narrative I promised, and, as

eye-witness of the circumstances, am best

qualified to relate,’ curtly interrupted the

Tuscan lion
;

‘ and with the permission of

our auditor will continue.’

The petulant cross resisted
;
but in the

midst of the squabble ‘ Hot Avater, sir,’

was the accompaniment to a loud tapping

at the door
;
and I awoke to the full glare of

daylight.

THE DE^^OUEMENT.—PART I.

BIRCHIN LANE.

‘ Wheree’r we range
Appears a change.’

I AWOKE, as may well be imagined, unrefreshed,

by my night’s quasi rest. After my matu-

tinal sacrifice to the graces, and a hurried

breakfast, I resolutely set to, with head ail

muddled as it was, to jot down the visions of

the night as well as I could remember them,

and such as they have been laid before my
readers. Here, then, may find its appro-

priate place Avhat I afterwards learned, and
what the yellow Tuscan lion ‘ might, could,

would, or should ’ have said.

The clock over the post-office in Lombard
Street pointed to five. The usual two or

three hours’ block at each end of that busy
thoroughfare no longer existed

;
and the

bankers and merchants of the neighbour-

hood might be seen speeding homewards in

substantial-looking equipages, hailing cab or

omnibus, or taking a constitutional on foot.

An uninitiated observer could have com-
prehended that; but he would have been at

a loss to account for the gradual congrega-

tion of individuals of all ages under the

arches and in the courts connecting the rich

street of the bankers with Birchin Lane, one
of which was named years ago,^ from its

proximity to the Great Exchange,—but
without the slightest anticipation of the

peculiar appropriateness of the designation

in the middle of the nineteenth century

—

’Change Alley.

The majority, especially the juvenile por-

tion of the gathering, were holding thin

books of various sizes, Aviiich they were
assiduously pressing on the attention of the
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numerous passers-by, most of whom seemed
to have taken that way for the purpose

;
and

silver and copper, nay, sometimes gold,

passed from hand to hand in all directions.

This was the then-flourishing Stamp
Exchange

;
and the curious observer would

have been amused at the varied aspect of

the component parts, and the conversation

of the detached groups.

There was a sprinkling of dark foreigners

who were sure to be objects of eager inter-

est, as most probably prepared to barter South
American or other coveted and rare specimens.
There were

,
sporting a silver watch

and gold chain, the proceeds of Iiis novel but
lucrative trafflc

;
handsome , joking,

and larking, and chaffing the policemen
;

, remarkable for never sporting the

same waistcoat or tie for two consecutive

days, and who ‘ only changed, never sold
;

’

,
with primrose kids, apparently

ashamed of his position as itinerant street

vendor
;

, walking up and down,
cigar in mouth, and disposing of his stock as

if he honoured his customers by so doing.

‘ Cum multis aliis quos nunc perscribere longum est/

The snatches of conversation were enter-

taining. ‘Where is
’ ‘Oh! the

people at the eating-house threw some
greasy water out of window yesterday, and
spoiled his best cap, and his mother won’t
let him come here any more

;
and

,

what is become of him ? He used to be a

constant attendant.’ ‘Don’t you know?
He was taken before the Lord Mayor last

week for obstructing the way, and doesn’t

want to repeat his visit.’

It is six o’clock. Policeman D 4-56, much
more civil than the rest of his fraternity,

leaves the beat, and D 457 takes his place.

At his approach books and sheets of paper
rapidly disappear, and everyone tries to

assume the guise of a casual passenger.
‘ I tell ’ee what ’tis, noAV

;
if you don’t clear

away from this, you shall all go to the P’lice

Station, whiskers and no whiskers.’

He passed on his beat
;
and the sight of

his back turning the corner was the signal

for the reproduction of the hidden books,

and the renewal of the traffic. After a while,

this choice specimen of a peeler again

showed himself, and again there was a lull

in the transfers. This time his objurgations
were accompanied by profane oaths

;
and on

being rebuked by a respectable physician,

one of the offending parties, his civil reply

was, that ‘ he should curse and swear as

much as he liked ’

!

He took himself off at last, and once more
the bustle re-commenced. A fresh comer
appeared on the scene,—a handsome youth,

with the olive tint and unmistakeable large

dark eyes of Italy. It was the Carlo of our
tale. His threadbare clothing, clean and
neat as it was, and his emaciated appearance
betokened months of privation. He had
been a frequent attendant on ’change : one
by one his cherished stamps had been dis-

posed of, and the produce devoted to the

diurnal necessities of his friend, whose fre-

quent aberrations of mind now sadly cur-

tailed their slender gains.

The yellow lion and Tuscan cross of the

same colour were in his hand, reserved to

the last, both from their rarity and as trea-

sured mementos of almost the last happy
hour he had spent, when they were given
him so long since by his loved friend, just

before the terrible events that had cast such
an untimely blight on his youthful happiness.

JSTo sooner was he in sight than a general

rush was made towards him. ‘ Have you
brought them ?

’ ‘You promised me the

refusal.’ ‘ I’ll give you as much as any one.’

Such were the greetings he met with. The
two stamps were eagerly competed for

;
and

the poor boy had much ado to follow them
with his eyes from hand to hand, the tears

welling up at parting with his treasures.

In tile midst of all this confusion, P. C.

D 457 re-appears more furious than ever.

A man with a ladder across his shoulder

was turning the corner of the alley, and
drew back a moment, unable to pass the

crowd. ‘ Go on, can’t you ? ’ yelled the

policeman
;

‘ break their heads, if they don’t

get out of the way.’

How much more prone we are to follow

evil counsel than good ! He was too well

obeyed. Poor young Carlo, anxiously en-

gaged in making the best of his precious

stamping, did not back quickly enough out

of the way. He was knocked down by a
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heavy blow on the back of the head, and

carried home senseless and bleeding on that

very ladder tliat had just proved the instru-

ment of the reckless deed !

PART II.

REALIZATION.

‘ When the dream of life is past

;

When the fatal die is' cast;

Then the waking mind will feel

What is false, and what is real.’

The greater part of my spare time for two
or three days was occupied in writing and
arranging the substance of my di*eams. One
morning my editorial friend called in to see

how the ‘ Tale ’ was progressing
;
and hurry-

ing over the manuscript, condescended to

express himself very well satisfied on the

whole.
‘ I think you have managed pretty

tolerably,’ said he
;

‘ and I see you have
contrived to introduce those romantic cir-

cumstances I was relating to you. The idea

of the vision was very good, if not perfectly

original. Why, what is the matter v/itli

you P You have knocked down the ink-

stand, and just missed spoiling those stamps.’
‘ Hang the stamps,’ cried I

;

‘ what are you
talking about ? Do you mean to say

that ’ He was paying no attention

to me. ‘ Ah ! I see
:
you have left the

catastrophe for me. All right
;
you would

have only made a mull of it. Here it is ; I

thought you would be ready for it by this

time. Why, what are you staring so for ?
’

Well I might; for I could not then for the

life of me tell what he was driving at. But
he talked so fast, there was no getting in a

word edgewise. ‘ By the bye, how are 3^011

engaged this morning ? Why not come
with me ? I am gohig to see them,—for

the last time, I fear. The poor boy’s injury

proves to have been more serious than was
at first anticipated. We can take the city

’bus.’

Who were the ‘ them,’ and where he spoke

of going were myths to me
;
but having

nothing particular else to do, I agreed. I

had not left the house since the supper even-

ing, and the fresh air would have soon had
its wonted good effect on my faculties

;
when

the stifling omnibus, the noise of the streets.

and the squalor and bustle of the dirty

thoroughfares leading from the City Road to

the place of our destination, added ten-fold

to my bewilderment.

We reached a shabby-looking house in

the Curtain Road. The door was open. In
front of it was a cab, near which stood a

powerful tnan of a bull-dog cast of coun-

tenance
;
and a plain private brougham,

attended by a portly personage, evidently a

superior confidential servant out of livery,

was drawn up not far off.

We mounted the crooked, creaking stair-

case to the topmost floor, and entered a
large but poor-looking room. Like an elec-

tric flash the reality burst upon me
;

for

there, in one corner stood Lorenzo, hopelessly

calm, with eye in which the light of intel-

lect was for ever quenched, sadly gazing at,

but apparently from some cause too spell-

bound to approach the bed on which was
pillowed the bandaged head of his faithful

3^oung companion.
There, too, by the side of the lowly couch

on which the dying boy was lying, in all

the superlative beaut}" which the little post-

age stamp had not exaggerated—looking
like some ministering angel prepared to take

charge of the fast-fleeting spirit—knelt

Adine

!

PART III.

CONCLUSION.

‘ Blame we Pro\ddenee oi’ Fate ?

Is it chance ? Or is it sin

That brought us to our present state ?

How different fai-

ls what we are

From what we might have been !

’

It was not all a dream then ! The dozes of
the night had been but partial repetitions of
the conversation of the evening, witli an
admixture of some historical and other
events about which I had lately interested

myself.

Little now remains to be told. All was
soon over. The noble visitor, but recently
made aware of the destitute state of her
compatriots, after giving directions that
everything necessary should be attended to

at her charge, retired to the conveyance
which was awaiting her

;
and Lorenzo,

whom nothing but the extremest violence
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could have induced to quit the living Carlo,

seemed now totally prostrate, and was un-

resistingly conducted to the cab at the door,

and borne off to a private as3dum.

There he still remains, harmless and spirit-

less
;
now, sitting abstracted for hours

;

now, listlessly occupied in a feeble imitation

of his former pursuits
;
but he never gets

beyond the outline of a face^^always the

same—an unfinished copy of the large pic-

ture about which we first saw him engaged
in his native city.

Filippo may yet be seen occasionally swag-
gering about Leicester Square and its neigh-

bourhood
;
but his ill-gotten plunder does

not seem to have prospered with him, as

latter^ he has been looking ^ry seedy, and
the Times not long siiuie announced that in

consequence of certain irregular proceedings,

the house with which he was connected had
had its license superseded.

In an obscure corner of Abney-Park
Cemetery, an unpretending but carefully-

tended grave, lavishfy decorated with bright

flowers, catches the eye. At no distant

interval, a private equipage, occupied by a

sister of mercy, stops at the gates
;

the

vdsitant descends, and exchanges a faded for

a fresh garland of immortelles The head-

stone is of white Carrara marble. The in-

scription reads
‘ Qui SI KiPOSA Caelo, aspettando Lorenzo.’

Concluded.

ON THE INCREASE OF THE
TIMBROMANIE.

One of the greatest maxims of commerce is,

that wherever there is a demand there will

be a suppR, This has proved true in a

remarkable degree in the case of stamps.

Two 3"ears ago, the rising taste for collecting

these little labels had scarcel}^ a purveyor :

now, not onl}'' London, and all the great pro-

vincial cities, but even many smaller towns,

such as Hull, Dover, Hartlepool, and Ipswich,

contain dealers—many of them, doubtless,

doing a good trade
;
and month by month,

the number of addresses presented in the

Stcvinp Oolleclods Magazine increases. Tliere

is probably no kind of timbre-poste which
may not be obtained from one or other of

these enterprising firms.

The increased competition has naturally

induced a great fall in the prices. The few
solitary individuals who have been accu-

mulating collections for many jmars and
who now are left behind by the general rush,

never thought of troubling themselves about
clean copies, but were quite content with
such as came to them and their friends on
letters. Consequent^, obliterated stamps
remained in the ascendant among the earlier

victims of the present mania
;
and the oldest

dealers’ lists offer little else to the purchaser.

Moreover, the prices affixed to the different

kinds would now be regarded as ridiculous,

if demanded for clean specimens. But time

passed on
;

friends, collectors, and post-

masters in the colonies were communicated
with

;
the new demand brought abundant

supplies, and ‘ immaculates ’ became the

rage. These, in many cases, have already

reached a discount of seventy or eighty per

cent on the prices originally asked
;
and the

reduction will doubtless continue for some
time longer. Thus the beautiful one-cent

Nova Scotia, which a year ago fetched a shill-

ing, may now be had for a penny; and the cor-

responding New Brunswick, for which the

same price was demanded, though it had
passed through the post, now sells for a

penny when clean.

Stamp collecting does not yet wane
;
and

there is no reason why it should not remain,

like the kindred manias for accumulating

coins or books, as a permanent institution

in the land. In our opinion, the present

possesses several advantages over these two
‘ follies ’

;
for the comparative cheapness

and small bulk of its objects, and the ease

with which the}^ may be obtained, are a great

recommendation. Who knows but that we
may live to see Stamp Clubs, similar to the

Camden and Hakluyt Societies, got up to

reprint curious and obsolete stamps ?

SECOND CHAPTER ON UNITED
STATES’ LOCAL POSTAGE STAMPS.

BY JAMES LESLEY, JUN., ESQ., UNITED STATES’

VICE-CONSUL AT NICE.

In a previous article, published in the last

number of the magazine, we endeavoured to

give a brief review of the postal legislation
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of the United States, with a view to furnish

a clearer explanation of the American local

stamps. The origin of the private postal

companies, as has been shown, may be traced

directly to the neglect of the United States’

Post-Office Department to provide the public

with the proper postal facilities. There was
felt, in all the larger cities and towns, a

pressing need of frequent and rapid deli-

veries of letters circulating within the muni-
cipal limits. Though in cities like New
York, Philadelphia, and Boston, the govern-

ment carriers made their kvo deliveries a day
(one in the morning, and the other in the

evening), they made but a single delivery

per day in the vast number of towns, in the

proportion of ninety-nine out of a hundred.

To be obliged to wait for the delivery of a

note (requiring immediate attention) either

twelve or twenty-four hours, was felt to be

a grave imposition on the public patience

;

and, hence, the private posts became an
absolute necessity.

As those engaged in these private postal

enterprises were obliged to compete directly

with the government in the delivery of

drop-letters (that is, letters intended for

delivery in the towns where posted), they

charged lower rates for transportation.

These rates, as has been already noted, were
rarely over two cents (a penny) for the

single letter.

An examination of Brown’s catalogue

(fourth edition) gives a striking confirma-

tion of this fact. The 264 varieties of local

stamps, noted by Mount Brown, may be

thus classified :

—

Without any designation of value : 114
Of the value of 1 cent : 62

„ „ 2 cents : 55

Making a total of those represent-

ing values of 2 cents and under : 231

Of the remaining 33, we find 4 of 3 cents
;

6 of 5 cents
;
1 of 6 cents

;
4 of 10 cents

;
6 of

‘ 20 for 1 dollar
;

’ and 9 of various larger

values, issued by Wells, Fargo, & Co. Those
in the above classification cited as ‘ without
any designation of value,’ wmre all of the

value of one cent, that value being understood
where not definitely expressed.

Most of the local stamps of higher values

than two cents, were issued by private par-

ties who extended the sphere of their opera-

tions beyond the mere transportation and
delivery of drop-letters. Those issued, for

instance, by the American Mail Co.,

Brainerd & Co., Hale & Co., and W.
W

3
mian, were intended, as previously ex-

plained, to prepay posttige over extensive

government post-routes
;

as between New
York and Philadelphia, New York and
Albanjq New York and Boston, &c.

The following were, I believe, issued very
soon after the passage of the Act of Congress
of 1847, authorising the Post-Office Depart-
ment to make adhesive labels, and when the

rates fixed by law were for a single letter

^ five cents under 3000 miles,’ dead. ’’ ten cents

over ’ that distance :

—

New York Post-Office. [Bust]. Large
reef. 5 cents, black on blue : 5 cents, black

on white.

Prov. [ideiice'] E. I. [sland'] Post-Office.

Black imp. Oblong. 5 cents.

8t. Louis Post-Office. [Device supported
by bears]. Black imp. Rect. 10 cents.

Though unwilling to undervalue the

authority of the magazine in regard to these
‘ big-head ’ stamps of New York, I may state

that there is a strong presumption that all

of the above stamps were issued by the

government postmasters of the respective

cities in antiefiation of those in preparation

by the Post-Office Department. This much
is, however, indisputable, that out of all the

local stamps of which we have any account,

these are the only ones in which occurs the

name of a regular government post-office

Avith the name of the city attached
;
and it

is equally clear that their values (5 and 10
cents) were too high for use upon drop-

letters. They could have served, however,
to prepay a letter in the States east of the
Rocky Mountains (the fixed rate for which
was five cents), or from these States to Cali-

fornia, or the Pacific coast (the rate for

which Avas 10 cents). It seems scarcely

probable that any private individual would
venture on so bold a proceeding as to usurp
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directly tlie name of a government office. It

is still more unlikely that private individuals

could issue stamps which should pass un-
challenged through the government mails,

and be considered as the evidence of pre-

payment. Of the latter fact, so far as it

applies to the New York stamps in question,

I can vouch from my own knowledge. It

will be observed, also, that in the case of

these New-York stamps, the style of engra-

ving differs from that in all other local

stamps, being of a much higher order of art.

It would seem to have been done by the

same bank-note engravers who executed the

plates for the government postage stamps.
Whether the original plate for the ‘ big-

heads,’ after having served its temporary
government purpose, subsequently fell into

the hands of private parties, and was thus
used again, I am unable to state.

Besides the stamps just noted, of which
the values exceeded five cents, we have also

to notice those issued by the following ;

—

Metropolitmi Errand and Carrier Express

Co. : tivo stamps of each of the values of 5

cents, 10 cents, and 20 cents.

WX2NT.A-Isrs’ WinaEs City

Post

:

[curious de-
ty vice of the bomb

Pi
with wings] one

stamp of each of

the values 5, 10,
*”] and 20 cents.

WaridcEs City

Despatch Post

:

one -

stamp of the value of 6 cents.

Wells, Fargo, c)'' Co. : fiive stamps of vari-

ous values from 10 cents to 4 dollars each.

In reference to the Metropolitan Errand
and Carrier Express Co., it may be stated

that this is a regularly-chartered corpora-

tion, created by the Legislature of the State

of New York. By the terms of its charter,

it is authorized to carry small parcels within

the limits of the city of New' York. The
stamps of lower or higher values are used to

prepay the carriage of smaller or larger

parcels over shorter or longer routes. A
similar explanation will hold good of the

hi glier-value stamps of Winans and of War-
wick, -and of the very recent issues of

Hussey’s [device of galloping horse], de-

scribed in the last number of the magazine,
of fhe several values of 5, 10, 15, and 25
cents.

The explanation of those issued by Wells,

Fargo, & Co. is to be found in the necessity

which arose for the transportation of a

speed}^ mail over-land to California and
Oregon. It wms believed, before the line

was commenced, that a saving in time of

five or six days would be effected over the

long sea-route of 7000 miles by wmy of the

Isthmus of Panama. In the absence of

legislative authority to the Post-Office De-
partment to undertake the matter, private

enterprise was ready to engage in the peril-

ous enterprise. Considering the great risks

run in a large section of the country full of

unfriendly savages
;
taking into account the

large expenditure necessary to provide for

the transportation of letters over so long a

route
;

and bearing in mind the actual

saving in time
;

it must be admitted that

the rates charged by Wells, Fargo, & Co.

w'ere by no means excessive. When they

commenced their undertaking, the telegraph

had not yet bound together the Atlantic and
Pacific coasts. At first, they ran their

stages twice a month. There is now a daily

United States’ mail over the line, which is

the loiio’est stag-e-route in the world. In
fact, it is actually two thousand and forty-

five miles long, extending from Folsom,
Mo., to Denver City, California. There are

employed upon it over two hundred stages

and over six hundred horses. The line is

owned by three companies, who work in

harmony, viz. :—From Folsom to Salt Lake
City (the capital of Utah and seat of the

Mormon fanaticism), 686 miles, there are

two companies, the Pioneer Stage Co., which
is the private propeily of Louis McLane,
Esq. (formerly U. S. Minister at St. James’s),

and the other by Wells, Fargo, & Co. The
remainder of the route, including the Den-
ver City branch, is 1357 miles long, and is

owned by B. Holliday, Esq., of New York.

STAMPS NEWLY ISSUED, OE FIEST
DESCRIBED.

As might be expected towards the close of

the year, an entire dearth of novelties is the
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only announcement offered our readers in

the present number. Under such cir-

cumstances, we cannot do better than
recapitulate the specimens,

old and new, first described

in this magazine during the

eleven months it has been
before the public. Of one of

the most remarkable of these

—the Java, or Dutch East-

Indian stamp—we give an
engraving.

We find we have described, either under
the above heading, or in our addenda to

Mr. Mount Brown’s catalogue, nearly three

hundred new or unnoticed individuals, of

which twenty-six have been engraved in this

magazine. It must be owned, however, that

many of them,—some of the Hamburg Boten,

for instance, the forgeries of the local Berlins,

and the Mexican mail stamps—are more
than doubtful.

More than fifty will be found to be essays,

either offered bona fide for adoption, as the

French laisser fioUet\ Pellas’s Italians, &c., or

apparently printed ofi* for sale, as those of

Cuba and the United States. Besides the

English essays noticed by ourselves, are to

be added those described in tlie valuable

paper by Dr. Gray, in the fourth number of

the magazine.

Notwithstanding these deductions, up-

wards of one hundred accredited postage

stamps, issued since the 1st of January in

the present year, swell the number already

known to collectors. Of these, Europe alone

contributes eighty-two
;
among which figure

Turkey’s first emissions, and an entire new
series for Austria, Saxony, Lubeck, and Italy.

Our eastern colony of Hong Kong gives ten

individuals, and the West Indies also furnish

six.

We add an engraving of

the new threepenny stamp
of Jamaica, green.

New issues are expected,

both from the continent of

Europe and South America,
on New-Year’s Day.
To the best of our belief,

it has never been remarked that the disused

trefoil for tlie town of Hanover was not only

employed for envelopes, but sold in sheets,

like other postage stamps, as an adhesive.

It, therefore, rightly claims a place both in

albums and catalogues under each head.

We are just in time to note a new 3 pfen-

nige for Hanover. The design is similar to

the one superseded
;
but the inscription

reads three-tenths in lieu of one-third of a

silber-groschen. The colour is not yet fixed,

but the essays are green. It is proposed to

be issued on New-Year’s Day.
A correspondent has just favoured us also

with the information of the arrival of a new
type of fourpenny from Victoria.

EETURNED LETTERS.
About two millions of letters are returned to

their writers every year, owing to failure in

the attempt to deliver them to the persons
addressed. It is calculated that some ten

thousand letters per annum are posted with-

out any address at all, and more than a
million and a half are improperly or imper-
fectly directed. This may be attributed

partly to the fact that many streets are not
numbered

;
many others are distinguished

by the names Great, Little, Upper, Lower,
New, Old, East, West, &c., all dreadfully

puzzling to the carriers, especially as, if our
friend lives in West street, we are

almost certain to address our letter to East
street. There are in London some-

where about fifty King and Queen streets,

sixty John streets, sixty William streets, and
forty New streets. The irregularities and
eccentricities in the numbers of streets is

a great difficulty. A postman was once
astonished to see a brass plate with the
number 95 between two houses numbered
respectively 15 and 16. In answer to his

inquiry, the old lady who tenanted the
house said that the number had belonged to

her former residence, and thinking it a pity
that it should be thrown away, she had
transferred it to her new home, supposing
that it would do as well as any other num-
ber ! Nearly four thousand letters have
sometimes arrived in one day at St. Martin’s-
le-Grand with no other address than ‘ Lon-
don,’ most of them being intended for small
shopkeepers whose advertisements have led
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country customers to understand that they

must be so well known in the metropolis as

to need no fuller address. In most cases,

however, the difficulty of delivering a letter

arises solely from the carelessness of the

writer
;
and we quite agree with the Post-

master-General, that as the time of the

department is the property of the country,

the amount of pains expended over mis-

directed or imperfectly-addressed letters

ought not to be given without some addi-

tional charge .—London Quarterly Bevieiu.

ON IMPROVEMENTS IN STAMPS.
Perhaps the most tangible benefit likely to

accrue from the present timbromanie, is an
improvement in the design of future stamps.

Many countries have yet to issue this kind of

currency
;

for the names of Iceland, Gib-

raltar, Lagos, Bolivia, Tobago, St. Kitt’s,

and some other states and colonies, do not
appear in our albums. Stamps are certain-

ly susceptible of much improvement
;
and

it is to be hoped that forthcoming varieties

will be alike free from the repulsive appear-

ance of the Victorians and the indistinctness

of the old Natals. The points which should
be borne in mind in the preparation of new
designs may be stated as follows :

—

1. Clearness and beauty of engraving.

2. Convenient shape and size.

3. Distinctness of different values.

Of course an appropriate emblem for the

centre of the stamp is the first consideration.

While a crest, like the Germanic eagles

(Prussia, Austria, Lubeck, &c.), possesses one
considerable advantage over the sovereign’s

portrait, viz., the non-necessity of change,
the greater elegance of the latter may over-

balance this. We object to the female figures

on the Swiss, Nevis, Cape, and Barbadoes
stamps, as being uninteresting and meaning-
less

;
and think the profile, or coat of arms,

superior even to those designs which do con-

vey a meaning ;—as the rising sun of Monte
Video, the swan from Western Australia, and
the ship from British Guiana

;
thougli the

remarkably apposite motto, for a colony,

which surrounds tlie latter (‘We give, and
ask in turn ’), is some recommendation to it.

A clear, bold, escutcheon, like those on the

earlier Spanish, is certainly preferable to an
indistinct jumble, which the old Neapolitans
are

;
or an encumbered one, which the first

Nova Scotian issue presents. We likewise

prefer a head which fills up most of the
room, and is large enough to be easily seen,

to a microscopic one.

The rectangular shape is vastly preferable

to the triangular one
;

for though the Cape
stamps are curious in an album, they are

awkward things to arrange on a letter.

Perhaps our own stamps may be taken as a
model for size. They are certainly better

than such large ones as the sixpenny and
shilling New South Wales, of which a very
few will cover a letter

;
or the little Mecklen-

burgs, which are liable to be overlooked.

We now come to the third and most prac-

tically important consideration,—distinctness

from the other values. Every instant of time
being of importance to the post-office officials,

it is necessary to lessen as much as possible

the difficulty of distinguishing the different

labels. With this point in view, we presume
the stamps of most of the German states

have been made to correspond in colour
;
so

that the stamps of Prussia, Lubeck, Olden-

burg, Saxony, Hanover, Thurn and Taxis, and
Austria, worth nearest an English penny, are

now red
;
those worth twopence, blue

;
and

those worth threepence, brown or yellow. It

is in this point ofview also that a bold number,
as a central point, is useful

;
and it has been

adopted by Brazil, Hamburg, &c. The varia-

tion of size, according to value, which we see

in the Bergedorf, is a very ingenious idea.

Embossed designs are, we think, objection-

able, from their want of clearness. For a set

of six stamps, the following are a distinctive

set of colours : black, red, blue, gold, dark
brown, and orange. Green and blue can

scarcely be distinguished by candlelight.

A STRANGE ’CHANGE.
One siinn}^ noon, with anxious face.

Round and round the ’Change I pace,

With stocks and shares so full my head :

‘ Sell out,’ I thought—for I had dread

Of strife upon the Yankee land.

Where Mammon sways with heavy hand.

I did so, and I left that ’Change,

And then towards Birchin Lane I range

—

A spot where small fry much resort,

And carry on a curious sport.
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I took a glass of Bass’s pale,

To drown the stocks in sparkling ale,

Then, slowly wending on my way.

To seek a spot to pass the day.

Athwart the bustling crowd I broke,

When in my ribs I got a poke.

With rising choler now I turn.

The object of the blow to learn.

A group of British youth is there.

And from their language this 1 hear :

‘ Who’ll give a Turkey for a Pole ^

You see the envelope’s quite whole.’

‘I’ll take a Swedish for a Cape :

’

‘ If I’m a monkey, you're an ape.’

‘ A Pole’s worth more than any Bussian.’
‘ One old Dane’s worth a set of Prussian.’
‘ I want a Sandwich fur a bear ;

’

‘ Why, that is not one half as rare.’

This outcry made me turn my head,

And thus in wonderment I said ;

‘ Boys, what on eai th is all this row ?

‘ What’s up What is it Tell me now :

‘ And why those signs upon your books
;

‘ And why those eager, an.xious looks r

‘ Such troubles youthful minds derange
;

‘ ’Tis I should vex—a man on ’Change.’

I spoke, and taking from the hand
Of one, the foremost of the band,

A book bedeck’d with many a sign.

Dazzling with all bright colours fine,
_

In squares and rounds, in strange device

(Near every sign was mark’d its price) ;

This, Phoebus bears, in noonday glare
;

And that, our Oueen upon a chaii :

A bear climbs up a leafiess tree :

A steamer ploughs across the sea :

A beaver
;
then a railroad train

—

Ilie portrait of a queen again :

Black eagles’ heads—spread, double, single.

With other strange devices mingle :

A lion with a shield and crown :

'J’he view of a far-distant town ;

Heads of both sexes, wreath’d and crown’d.

With eyes ainazed, I stared all round
;

When, sudden, a gruff voice is heard,

That all the tlironging bevy stirr’d :

1 turn'd, and fi.v’d my eyes upon

A bobby ! crving
—

‘ Stamps, move on.’

SYDNEY J. EISENBERG.

ADDENDA TO MOUNT BROWN’S
CATALOGUE OE POSTAGE STAMPS,

COiiPlilSlNG NOTES, ADDITIONS, AND EMENDATIONS,

ISV 0. W. VINEK, A.H., PH.D.

fimfjttclit.

The first series of Venezuelan stamps are

not on blue, but on very slightly toned

paper. Independently of this, they may be

readily distinguished by a difierence in

colour. The | real of the former issue is

gamboge
;
the 1 real, a dull blue

;
and the 2

reales, red. The respective colours of the

1860 series are orange, deep blue, and lake.

iirtoria.

Two impressions only of the old Melbourne
twopenny stamp are noted in catalogues

;

but we have four perfectly distinct speci-

mens in our own collection. In two of

them the background is entirely filled in

;

in the other two, above the arms of the

throne it is white. Of the latter pair, one
may be easily distinguished from the other,

by noting that the steps of the throne are

smaller, and the letters, as also the space for

them, larger. Moreover, being block-printed,

the background is simpl}^ a blotch of colour.

The variations of the other pair are not so

marked : the difference, still, on inspection

is unmistakeable
;
one of them being much

more coarsely engraved than the other,

which is a decided brown. The three first

mentioned aic more or less dull shades of

mauve.
The threepenny half-length figure of the

Queen is printed in light and deep blue
;

and the one penny cinnamon, when clean

and unfaded, is vermilion.

We fear the penny black, similar to the

green of the late, and the penny chocolate of

the present issue, will turn out to be Colombo
varieties. The fourpenny dark red of the

same issue is a rich vermilion when clean.

The very rare sixpenny with small letters,

and the one like the tvfo-shilling stamp, are

both deep orange, not yellow, when fresh.

The threepenny of the present issue varies

from a very light to a dark shade of blue.

It is singular that the multifarious changes
of the Victoria stamps have never favoured
our albums witli something superseding the

old barbaric octagonal shilling.o O

Mestcvit Jiiistralia.

There are two perfectly distinct colours
of the old oval shilling. One is a yellowish,
the other a chocolate brown. The one
penny of 1861 was a brownish pink. The
penny of the present year
is a very red pink. It is

difficult to name the colours
of the vSwan River stamps.
The sixpenny of 1861 varies

from chocolate to violet-

brown
;

the sixpenny in

TAG E 1^3
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actual use is in different shades of violet, and
the twopenny varies from light to dark
blue.

Of the rose-coloured fourpenny one single

sheet only was ever printed, containing 240
impressions. This was sent out to the

colony from London as a sample, but for

some reason not approved of, and a second

sheet never called for.

The stamps pierced with a round hole,

explained by a correspondent in the last

number of this magazine as being supplied

to the convict establishment of the colony

for the purpose of identification, may be with
propriety included in collections as varieties,

under the designation of ‘convict stamps.’

Mtmlcniki'g.

The one kreuzer of the first series of this

country is buff, not white. A white 9 kr. is

seen in collections, but generally believed to

be simply a faded pink. The 1 kr. and the

9 kr. of the second issue may each claim to

form two distinct varieties
;

the former is

printed in two different shades of brown,
and the latter in carmine-

red and in rose-madder.

The 3 kr., 6 kr,, and 18 kr.

are also in lighter and
darker shades of their re-

spective colours. It is

possible there were two
distinct issues of this se-

ries. We believe the new blue 6 kr. is not

yet out.

REVIEWS OF POSTAL PUBLICATIONS.

AWum de Timhres-Poste, illustre des armoiries

des principaim Etats dii Globe, orne de cinq

cartes Gengraplibques, et classe par ordre

alphahetique de chaque qKirtie du Monde,
par J. B. Moens. Brussels ; J, B.

Moens.

This publication, emanating from a com-
mercial dealer of such long standing and
experience as M. Moens, ought to be—and
as far as we have had an opportunity of

judging, from a comparatively cursory ex-

amination, is—as near perfection as could be

expected in a work on what may almost
be considered entitled to the dignity of a
science.

The collection of postage stamps can
scarcely, however, claim that appellation,
until some distinct rules are recognised with
reference to what individuals are to be ad-
mitted, and what excluded from our albums.
M. Moens, we observe, excludes all essays

;

even the recherche abortion of O’Connell, the
numerous varieties of the French republic,
the curious emanations of Paraguay, and the
beautiful designs for Italy. En revanche
he includes the emissions of Smith & Elder
and the British- Workman series,—^quoting a
threepenny and sixpenny of the former, and
some of the latter which were never issued.
A page also is—as we opine, quite unneces-
sarily—devoted to the different impressions
of the New Caledonian stamps, other than
forged specimens of which it is hopeless to
attempt procuring.

The work under review is extremely well
and carefully printed, and does great credit
to the skill and accuracy of the continental
printers. Such trifling inaccuracies as
shelling, for shilling, in one instance, would
not be worth noting, except for the sake of
mentioning that nothing of more account is

to be animadverted on.

Although acknowledging varieties on white
and tinted paper, we see the publisher ignores
light and dark shades of the same colour, but
there is plenty of room in every pag’e for

such additions, according to the taste of the
collector. A space is marked out for such
stamps as M. Moens himself would admit,
such space being marked with the designa-
tion of the stamp it represents, so that all

desiderata are readily ascertained. At the
end of each division, moreover, are several

blank pages for future emissious, either of
countries making a wholesale
change, as Venetia—of which
we engrave a specimen— or
of those which (wherever
they are to be found) have
not yet made an issue.

The publication contains
the five recognised divisions

(no longer quarters) of the world, viz.,

Europe, Asia, Africa, America, and Oceania.
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There are appended very good maps of these

several divisions, and, moreover, a plani-

sphere of the world, on which most of the

countries, large or small, nsing postage

stamps are designated. We miss Antigua,
St. Thomas, and Martinique or Algeria

only. We admire the improvement over
other albums of a similar nature, in allowing

sufficient space for a good margin in the

squares, or rather rectangles, intended for

the reception of the envelope stamps.

There is no attempt, by means of colour

or complicated designs, to distract the eye
from the legitimate occupants of the leaves,

which of themselves are quite sufficient to

supply all requisite ornamentation. A hand-
some black bordering bounds each page, and
almost every country is headed by its armo-
rial bearings, printed in black, according to

heraldic rule. Some of the devices—which
weneverremembermeeting with previously—
as those of Hono- Konj?, Cuba, our Australian

possessions, and some of the South American
countries—adopted as their distinguishing

emblems—are highly singular and poetical.

We cannot imagine why the bull of the

Danubian Principalities, the ship of British

Guiana, and the elegant design of the New-
foundland stamps, do not figure as headings
in their respective places. We would also

have suggested the insertion of the arms of

our Indian Empire.
We beg to conclude by conscientiously

recommending this album to the notice and
approval of the numerous stamp collectors

both of England and the Continent.

Guide-Manuel du Collectionneur de Timbres-

2J0ste. Paris : Mahe et Cie.

This is the completest list of the different

varieties of postage stamps we have ever

seen, including as it does the various shades
and tints of paper in which, or on which, the

objects at present interesting our readers are

printed. As such, it is well Vv orth procuring
;

but as a price list, like one we lately took
occasion to notice, it is perfectly worthless, the

compiler putting an ad libitum value to every
stamp, whether in his stock or not, trusting

to chance for obtaining it at any future
period. We wrote ourselves for more than
eighty of the catalogued and price-marked

specimens, but not one was forthcoming.

When we adduce the tenpenny Yan Diemen’s
Land, of which one specimen only has ever

been brought into notice, as marked at three

francs, we think we have said enough to

prove the truth of our animadversions. We
may here take occasion to mention that we
lately received a communication from the

postmaster of Hobart Town, to the effect

that there did not exist, nor ever had existed,

a stamp in that colony to the value of ten-

pence. This statement must, nevertheless,

be received with considerable latitude of

credence, as our readers may remember our

remarking many months since, that the head
postal officials of Paris, on our presenting a

10 centimes a percevoir as a pattern, re-

questing to be supplied with some of the

same, declared it could not be a French
stamp, as they had never heard of it

;
and

that on inquiring, at the head branch-office

in London, for our higher-priced enve-

lopes, we were positively assured that no
values had ever been issued in England as

envelopes, except for one penny and two-

pence respectively

!

CORRESPONDENCE.
THE BAHAMAS STAMP—A^AMS versus SHELLS.

To the Editor of ttie ‘Stamp Collector’s Magazine.’

Sir,—There seems to be some doubt as to what is

represented on the right side of the penny Bahamas
stamp

;
and whilst in a former number of the magazine

it is supposed to be some tropical fruit, in that for the

present month (November) it is called a shell,—certainly

a most unmeanuig emblem, Now, I am of opinion that

it represents yams—the esculent root of the Eioscorca

sativa— an important article of food in the West Indies,

and there used as a substitute for the potato, particularly

by the negro population. As colonial produce in the

shape of the pme apple is introduced on the one side, it

seems particularly appropriate to select for the other an
article so largely cultivated for native consumption. I

merely throw out these remarks by way of suggestion

;

wiser heads than mine can compare the stamp Avith the

ugly and distorted tubers occasionally sold in our Italian

fruit shops under the name of ‘ yams,’ and then decide

whether I am right or wrong.
CUfion. FENTONIA.
[The emblem m question is unmistakeablj^ a shell, of

the genus strombus of Liniiceus. The likeness is not

faithful—eivn worse in the new shilling than in the

penii}^;—but one of the well-knoAvn helmet-shells, the

cassides of modern conchologists, is evidently intended to

be portrayed. These are exported largely from South
America and the West Indies, especially the Bahamas, for

the purpose of beuig cut up mto cameos.

—

Ed.]
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SUGGESTIONS FOR A NEW STAMP ALBUM.
To the Editor of the ‘Stamp Collector’s Magazine.’

Sir,—Alloiv me, through the medium of your now
pretty-generally circulated publication, to mention more
publicly that which I have named in private,—the neces-
sity which so evidently exists for a new issue of a stamp
album. The best—as it is the most attractive—already
given to the public is that of it. Lallier

;

* but hoiv sadly
deficient it is in very many of its parts

;
nor do we need

one of quite so expensive a character, though I must
maiutain that such collections as have been made demand,
as they deserve, a handsome volume. I would have the
book of a different shape, more square

;
the paper of the

same substance, but ruled only with single lines, and not
any printed description

;
the* left-hand pages being left

blank for remarks of the collector, or otherwise. I would
also have the spaces all square, that is, not cut to any
outline that the stamps might bear. This would con-
siderably lessen the expense of preparing the stones for
printing. These suggestions are as to the general out-
line. But it would be necessary to have the spaces
adapted to the sizes of the stamps to be received, care
being taken that they ivere large enough. This could be
done onl}^ by one familiar with our largest collections,

and by comnninication with the various well-known col-

lectors, few, if ail}', of whom would, I should think,
decline to give any information asked for

;
whilst your

jiaper would, I trust, be open to suggestions from any
desirous to make them. I feel it also desirable that only
in very few cases the stamps of more than one country or
island should be placed on any one page

;
and in every

instance I would leave room under the spaces for the
introduction of stamps of same lailiie which varied in
their colour

;
as some collectors introduce into their col-

lections every shade, however trifling it may be. The
date of issue it would, perhaps, be well to place above
each spa(!e prepared for the stamps of each year in which
they were issued

;
but if the catalogue of Mr. Mount

Brown was made the basis of arrangement, that addition
might be deemed unnecessary. I make these suggestions
as the opening of a subject, but in the hope that they
may lead to our having, ere long, a volume adequate to

the wants of those who, like your now correspondent, are
collectors of hundreds, even to the extent of nearly two
thousand. I am, yours truly,

Mona's Isle. S. N.
^ [We consider OppeiTs album far superior to Lallier’s.

AVe believe AL Aloens’ new album, which is reviewed in
the present number, Avill be published with the necessary
alterations, in English.-—En.]

To the Editor of the ‘ Stamp Collector’s Magazine.’

Sir,—Can you give me any advice under the following
circumstances } A person some time ago wrote and asked
for a quantity of stamps on inspection to be sent to

‘A. A. Outram, Esq., Belvoir Lodge, Lymiugton.’ The
stamps, value 18s. 6d., were sent

;
and after a short time,

as no rei)ly was received by me, I wrote again to the per-
son, requesting an answer

;
but in the meantime the

scamp had left the place, and my letter was returned
through the dead-letter office. I think such conduct
deserves to be made public.

I am, Sir, yours obediently,
Leicester. L. UAVIS.
[AVe have also received similar complaints of the dis-

honesty of Air. Outram from Air. I). AlcCorkindale, of
Glasgow, and Alessrs. Stafford Smith & Smith, Bath.—
En.]

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
J. AV. B.—The stamps you describe, were a temporary

issue for British Guiana. You will find them mentioned
both in this magazine and in Alount Brown’s catalogue.

Collector, Trin. Coll., Canib.

—

The provisional St. Helena penny
and fourpenny stamps—of the former
of which an engraving is subjoined
— will most probably be shortly

supei’seded by a more orthodox issue.

A similar contrivance was resorted to

in the Alauritius some years since,

fourpence and eightjjence being some-
times found printed on stamps
usually bearing another value.

Gertrude C., London.—AA^e believe in the old guten-
groschen, blue, of Hanover, but we never remember seeing

one red.—It is difficult, if not impossible, to fix a value
on so fluctuating a commodity as postage stamps.

C. I)., Harrow.—The Nicaraguan you describe—green,

yellow, and black, must be an essay
;
as yon say it came

direct from the country it represents.

R. F. AA'ilme, Dublni.—The Polish National Govern-
ment has not issued })ostage stamps.—Air. Lesley’s inter-

esting paper in last month’s magazine, ought to set the
question for ever at rest tonching the undoubted pinpriety

of including the American locals in catalogues and collec-

tions.—If the Zurich stamps for 1843 are not admitted,

the French republics of 1848 are the oldest foreign stamps.

Of these, the most valuable is the 1 -franc vermilion.

H. J., St. Alary’s College, HarloAV.—On the 21st of

Alay, 1850, a law was passed for the emission of a 50 c.

French stamp. It is possible the specimen }'ou enclose

may be one of these.

C. W. Headman, AVindsor.—Your query is replied to

above.

A. C. Y"., Hadlow.—There are but two Antigua stamps
at present : the red penny, and the green sixpenny.

The stamp you mention must be a Prussian bill stamp.
E. AY. G., Sandhurst, Torquay.—Amours is an Austrian

bill stamp.
Lambda.-— AYe refer to onr advertising pages for

the names of dealers.—The present issue of Italians is

often seen on tinted paper.—It is a mooted point Avhether
‘ Her-Alajesty’s-Service ’ em^elopes are admissible in a
collection. AA^e introduce into our OAvn album the Admi-
ralty and Post-Office stamps.

AY. R. C., Alanchester.—AYe have never before seen or

heard of the stamp yon enclose, but see no reason to

doubt its authenticit}', especially as there was an early

issue of the other values of India.

A Subscriber, Streathani. •— The A-baj. Roman is

printed in three distinct colours, fonning three marked
A'arieties.—The Segna Tassa is employed for unpaid
letters, in the same manner as the French 15 centimes a

percevoir.

Aspiro, Briarley.—Y'our stamp is one of the present

series of Austria.

AA". R. C.—The Neiv Brunswick 5 c., pale-blue, we
should be inclined to pronounce chemically changed.

E. B. S,, Piccadilly.—Thanks for your information.

—

AA^e cannot pronounce your postage stamp false or genuine,

in the absence of figin-es or letters to give any clue to its

value or country.

0. P. Q.—You Avill find by an advertisement in the

])resent number, that elegant gilt cloth cases for binding

the first year’s numbers of the Stamp Collector' s MaguEnie
are being prepared and Avill shortly be ready.—All the

back numbers of the magazine are in print.
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Advertisements for insertion in the Stamp Collfctou’s
M.ygazine, should reach the office, Queen-square House,
Bath, not later than the 10th of the montli.

STAMPS SENT ON APPKOYAL.- Address _ by letter

O to Stampede, 12, Trellick Terrace, Pimlico, lamdoii, S.W.

W YOUNG & Co., Aintree, near Liverpool, have
, DOW oD luuul and for sale tlie staDips named below, also most

other kind.s. See Price List of 1000 varieties, which will be sent on receipt

of two stamps. All the following are luufsed Penny Antigua, 2d., 1/10

per dozen
;
AusU-ia 2 and 3 kr., 2d. each. 1/2 per dozen; Zeitung 1 kr..

Id.. Od. per dozen ; 2 kr.. 2d.. 1/ per dozen ;
Austrian Italy 2 soldi. 2d. 1/1

jjer dozen ; 3 soldi and env.. 3d. each. 2/ per dozen ;
Haden and ia?ifi-post,

1 kr.. Id. each, td. per dozen; 3 kr. and env., 2d. each, 1/6 per dozen ;

Bavaria, same price; Barbadoes gricn, 2d., 1/3 per dozen; blue, 3d.. 2/

])er doz n
;
Belgium 1 o.. Id.. 3d. per dozen; 10 c.. 2d. 1/6 per dozen ;

Bergedorf i sell.'. Id., lOd. per dozen; 1 sch., 2d.. 1/6 per dozen. 1/3 per
set; Lubeck (new issue) and env.. same price; (old issue) i sch.. 2d,, 1/3

per dozen; 1 sch., 3d., 2/ per di.zen. 1/9 per set; Bremen 1 grote adhesive
and env., Id. each, lOd. per dozen

; 2 grote, 2d., 1/9 per dozen : Brunswick
1 and ^ gr.. Id. cach.Sd. per dozen

; J gr.. 2d., 1/ per dozen
;
Chili 1 cen-

tavo. fd.. 3/ per dozen
;
Denmark 2 sk..' lii., lOd. per dozen ;

-1 sk., 2d.. 1/0

per dozen. 1/3 per set; France 1 c.. Id.. 3d. per dozen; 2 c... Id., 6d. iier

dozen; -1 c... Id., 9d. per dozen
;
French Colonies 1 c.. Id., 9d. per dozen;

Germany 4 and ^ gr. and 1 kr.. Id, each. 8d. per dozen
; ^ s. gr. and env.

and 2 kr. env., 2d. each. 1/ per dozen ; 1 s. gr. and 3 kr. env. and adhesive,
2d. each, 1/6 per dozen ; Greece 1 lept.. Id., Id. per dozen

;
21ept., Id., 9d.

per dozen ; Grenada penny, 3d. each, 2/3 per ch.zen ; Hamburg | sch,. Id.,

9d. per dozen
; 1 .sch., 2d., 1/6 per dozen

;
B dm (Lafrenz), Scherenbeck’s

and Hamer’s, 9d. per set of 10; Hanover 3 ptg,, ld.,8d. per dozen; J gro.
and 1 gro. env., 2d. each, 1/ per dozen; Bestellgeld Frei (horse), 2d..l/
per dozen ; (horn). 3d., 2/ per dozen ; Holland 5 c.. 2d., 1/6 per dozen, lOd.
per set ; Hong Kong 2 c., 3d. ;

Ionian Isles, 1/3 per set ;
Italy 1 c.. Id.. 4d.

per dozen; 2 c.. Id., 8d. per dozen
;

5 c.. Id.. lOd. per dozen
;
(essays) 2

c. in H colours at 6d. each ; .Jamaica penny, 3d. each
;
twopenny, 4d.

each
;
Luxembourg- 1 c.. Id.. 3d. per dozen : 2 c.. Id., 6d. per dozen ; 4 c..

Id., lOd. per dozen; 10 and 12^ c., id. each, 1/9 per dozen, 2/3 per set

;

Dlalta halfpenny. Id. each, lOd. per doz -n ; Mecklenburg J sch., Id., Od.
per dozen ; 1 sch. env., 2d., 1/9 per dozen ; II sch.. 3d., 2/3 per clozen. 2/3
per set

;
Moldo-Wallachia 3 p., 3d.

;
C>p.,5d. ; 30 in, ]/, 1/6 per set; N;ital

penny, 4d. each ; Nevis penny, .3d. each, 2/6 per doz n
;
New Brunswick

1 c,. Id., lOd, per dozen, 3/ per set; Newfoundland penny, 3d. each, 2/ per
dozen; twopenny, 4d. each, 3/6 per dozen; threepenny, 6d. each; Nicar-
agua 2 and o c., 1/3 each; Norway 2 sk., 2d., 1/6 per dozen; 8 sk. (new
issue, lion), 8d. each, set of -1, 1/3 ; Nova Scotia 1 c.. Id.. lOd. per dozen

;

2 c,, 2d., 1/10 per dozen; 81 c.. 8d., the set, 2/6; Oldenburg (tirst issue),

1-30, 1/ ; 1 s. gr., 1/ ; env., 1 gr. brown, 3d. : 1 gr. blue, 4d. ; 2 gr. rose, 6d.

;

3 gr. 3'ellow, I/; (second issue), J gr., 6d. ; 2 and 3 gr., 9d. each; (third
issue), and 1 gr., 3d. eacli. 2/ per dozen; 1, 2, and 3 gr., 8cl. each

;

(present issue), 1 gr., id.. lOd. per dozen ; 1 gr. and env., 2d. each, 1/2 per
dozen.

; Papal States i baj., id., 1/3 per dozen
; 1 baj., 2d., 1/9 per dozen ;

Portugal 6 reis. Id.. 6cl. per dozen ; 10 reis, 2d., 1/ per dozen, the set, 1/10 ;

Prince Edward Island penny, 2d. each, 1/10 per dozen; twopenny, 4d,
each, 3/3 per dozen, the set 2/9'

; Prussia 4 pfg., Id.. 8d. per dozen : 6 pfg.,

2d., 1/ per dozen : Queensland penu}-, 3d. each, 2/3 per dozen ;
twojienny,

4d. each ; threepenny, (id. each, the set 4/ ; Russia (new issue) 5 kop., 9d.,

the set of 8, 10/; Finland, the set of 4, 2/6 ; 8t. Lucia red, ,3d., 2/ per
dozen

;
blue, 8d.

;
green. 1/ ;

St. Vincent penny, 3d. each, 2/ per dozen;
sixpenny, 1/ each

;
Sandwich Islands 6 c., 9d. ; Saxony 3 pfg., Id., 8d. per

dozen ; i gro., 2d., 1/ per dozen
; 1 gro. and env., 2d. each, 1/9 per dozen ;

Spain (issue 18.67) 4 c. rose. 4d. ; (present issue) 2 c.. 2d., 1/ per dozen ; 4 c.,

2d., 1/9 per dozen ; Cuba i rl. plata, od.
;
Sweden 3 ore, 2d., 1/ per dozeji

;

5 ore, 2d., 1/9 per dozen; Switzerland 2 c.. Id., 6d. per dozen; 3 c.. Id..

9d. per dozen; 5 e., 2d., 1/ per dozen; Trinidad crimson, 3d., 2/6 per
dozen; fourpenny 9d. each; sixpenny, 1/ each: (wood block) red, 1/;
United States 2 c., 2d., 1/6 per dtjzen ; env. 2 c., 3d.. 2/ per dozen

;
the full

set of (8) issue 1857 for 12/6 ; 3 c. env., on white, buif, and blue paper, 3d.

each; 4c..l0d. ; Pony Express 10 c., 9d.
;
the full set of 8 stamps and 1

env. for 12/6 ; local American, lOO varieties at 2d. each or 1/3 per dozen;
Western Au.stralia twopenny blue. 8d. : Wurtemburg 1 kr.. Id., 8d. per
dozen ; 3 kr. and env., 2d. each. 1/6 per dozen ; St. Thomas 3 cents, 4d.

;

Turkey 20 p., 4d.. 3/ per dozen : the set of 4. 3/ ; Monte Video 180 and 240 c.,

1/each; Venezuela, ] c., 2d., 1/8 ))er doz.
; Italy. Segna Tassa. 10c.. 4d. ea.

The following are used, but in good condition Sixpenny Antigua, 4d.

each; Argentine Republic, 5 c.. 6d. each; Au.stria, tirst issue {urmsj,l
and -2 kr. ,3d. each; 6 kr., 2d. each ; 3 and 9 kr.. Id. eacli, Od. per dozen;
Austrian Italy, first issue (arms), 15 and .30 c., 4d. each; B;ideii (figure

in centre), 1 kr. buff, 9d. each ; 1, 3, 6. and 9 kr., 2d. each, 1/6 per dozen
;

Bahamas penny, fourpenny, and sixpenny, 3d. each, 2/ per dozen
; one

shilling gri'en. 4d. each; Barbadoes blue and sixpenny red, 2d. each;
Bavaria, old and new issues, 2d. each; Belgimn, old, 10 and 25 c., 4d.

each; Brazil, 30 and 60 rei.s, 2d. each, 1/6 ])er dozen; (old italic figures),

10, 30, and 60 reis, 2/ each
;
British Guiana. 12 and 24 c., 2d. eacli

; (news-
paper), 1, 2, and 1 e., 2d. each, 1/6 per dozen

;
Bremen, 5 s. gro., 2d. each

;

Buenos Ayres, 1 peso blue and 1 peso rose, 6d. each
; 2 peso blue and 4 rls.

green, 5d. e;i.ch ; Canada. 5 c., Id. each, lOd. per dozen; 10 c., 2d. eaeli

;

17 c., 2d. each ; Cape of Good Hope, penny and sixpenny, 2d. each ; four-
penny and one shilling, 3d. each; Ceylon, penny, twopenny, and six-

j>enny. 2d. each, 1/3 per dozen mixed; sliilling, 3d. each; Cliili 5 and
10c., 4(1. each; 20 c., 8d. each; old, on blue paper, 5 c., 1/ each; Con-
federate States of America, 5 audio c. blue (genuine), 8d. each; Denmark
old 4 R.B.S., light and dark brown, 2d. each. 1/ per dozen ; French
republic, 20. 25, ami 40 c., 2d. each, 1/3 per dozen ; 10 and 15 e. and 1

franc, 6(i. each ;
presidency, 25 c, 2d. each, 1/3 per dozen ; empire, 25 c.,

4d. each ; French colonies, 10 c., 2d. eacli
;
40 c.. 3d. each ; (jlreece, 80

lepta, 2d. each; Grenada penny, 2d. each; Hamlnirg, 3 and 4 .sell., 3d.

each; 7 sch., Id. each; 9 sch.. Id. each; H ni iv-r, first an 1 second
issues, 1 g. gro., 1-10, 1-15, iiiid 1-.30, and 3 pfg., all 2d. each, 1/3 per dozen

m'xed ;
Hong Kong, 12 and 18 c., (id. each; India (old), 1, 2, and 4

annas, 2d. each ;
.Jamaica sixpenny, 2d. each ; twoi»snny, fourpenny, and

one shilling, ,3d, each ; old Imxeinijonrg 10 c. black, id, : 1 s. gro. red,

6d. : Modena, 5, 15, and 25 c., 6d. each; 10 and 40 c., 9d. each; 9 c. b (.'.,

1/ each : Monte Vickm, 60 c., 5d. each; Naples, 2, 5, and 10 gr., (id. each:
1 and 20 gr., 8d. each

;
New Brunswick ((dd) threepenny, 6d. each ; 5 c.,

Id. each, 9(1. per dozen ; 10 c., 3d. each ; 12)/ c., 2d. each
;
17 e.. (id. each;

New Gi'anada 10 c., blue, 9d. ; New South Wales i>enny. twopenny, three-
penny, sixitenny, and one shilling, all 2d. each. 1/ per (lozen mixed

;

old threepenny, 5d. each; New Zeakuid twopenny and sixpmny, 2d.

each: three])pnny, 4d. each ;
shilling, 3d. each

;
Norway, .3 and 8 sk., Id.

each; old 4 sk. (lion), .3(1. each; Nova Scotia, old penny, 9d. each; old
threepenny, 4d. each; old six^jenny, 6d. each; 5c., Id. each, 9d. per
dozen

; 10 c., 3d. e;icli ; 12^ c., 2d. each ;
Parma. 10 and 15 c,, 6d. each

;

5 and 25 c., 9d. each ;
(town) (i and 9 c,, 1/3 each ;

Portugal (Donna Maria),
25 r(ds blue, 2d, each; (Don Pedro), 25 reis rose and blue, 2d. each;
Prussia, Hr.st issue, 1, 2, and 3 gr.. 2d. each ; (Jueensl and penny, 2d. each ;

twop(mny and sixpenny. 3d. each; Romagna 1,2. and 4 baj. (warranted
genuine), 1/ each; Russia, 10 kop., 2d. each ; 20 and 30 kop., (id. each;
St. Vincent penny, ej. eacli ; S.ixony, first issue, 1, 2, and 3 gr., 2 I.

eiich ;
secoml issue. Id. each; .Sicily, 2 gr.. Id. each; 1, 5, and 10 gr.,

9d. each ; 20 gr., 1/ each; Spain, issues 1850 and '51,6 c. black, and ’52

6 (•., rose, Gd. each ; 1853 and ’54, (1 c., rose, 4d. each ; 1856 and '57, 4 c.

rose, 2d. each ;
Sweden (old), 4, 6, and 8 sk. bco., 3d. eacli

;
old Fri-

inurkefor Lokulbref, black, 4d. each
;
present ssuo, 5, 9, 12,24, and 30 ore,

2(1. ea(ih
;
50 ore, ;id. each ;

Swiss, old issue at 2d. each ; new issue, 1 franc
gilt, 3(1. each ;

Tuscany (lion), 2. 4, and 6 c., 2d. each ; 1 and 9 c., 4d. each ;

(shield), 10, 20, and 40 c.. 4d. each ; 1 ((uattr iilack, 1/6 ; United States (old

post-office), 5 c., 9d. each ; 10 e., 1/ each; old issue, 3 c.. Id. each ; 5 c.,

(id. each; 10. 12. and 21c., 2d. each; env. 3 c., 3d. each; Pony Express,

1, 2, and 4 dollars at 1/ each; Van Diemen’s Land p:'nny, twop('niiy,

fourpenny, and sixpenny at 2d. each ; Victoria, first issue, threepenny,
4(1. each ; second issue, twopenny, 6d. each

;
present issue, twopenny,

threepenny, fourpenny, and shilling at 2d. each
;
penny and sixpenny

at Id. each ;
two-shilling, 3d. each : Western Australia, penny rose, 3d.

each; twopenny blue, 4d. each
;
fourpenny blue, 5d. each; Wurtemburg-,

first issue (figure in centre). 3, (i, and 9 kr., 3d. each. N.B.—.Ml orders
forwardr^d per return of iK.st. Communications requiring a reply to con-
tain sta’.np for that ijurpose.

T J. H. STOCKALL Co., Broad Green, near Liver-
• pool, have the following stamps for s;de ;— (Jfiu.sef?.—Antigua

pein-iy 2d. ; Austria 2 kr. Id,. 3 kr. 2d., newspaper 1 and 2 kr. 2d. each,
1858 (head of emperor) blue 1/. lilac 1/, 1861 lavender 2,1. ; Baden 1 kr. Id.,

3 ki-. 2d., Baden Laud-post 1 kr. 3d., 3 kr. 4d. ; Bahamas penny -Id., four-
penny lod, sixpenny 1/3, set 2/; Bavaria 1 kr. Id., 3 kr. 2d.; B.u-gedorf

^ sch., 1(1., 9d. p(U- dozen, 1 sch. 2d., 1/6 per dozen, 11 yellow 3d., 2/3 per
dozen, set of 5 1/2; Brazil 10 reis 2d.. .30 reis 3d.. 60 reis 4d., 280 reis ver-
milion 1/3, 430 orange 2/3 ; British Guiana 1 c. 2d., 2 c. -Id.. 4 c. 5d.. 8 e. 9d.

;

Brunswick J. J. J Id. each ; Canada 1 e. 2d.. 5 c. 4d.. 10 c. 9d., 12^ c. 9d.,

17 c. 1/, env. 5c. 6d., 10 c. 9d., set of 7 4/ ; Denmark 2 sk. Id.. lOd. ))er dozen,
4 sk. 3d., 2/ per dozen, set of 4 1/ ; China 2 c. .3d.

;
French colony (Marti-

nique) 1 c. Id. each, 5 c. 4d., 10 c. 6d.; Germany (north) J Id. ('ach, 8d.
per dozen. I 2d., 1/ per doz('ii

; Greece 1 leid. Id., 2 lept. 2d.. 5 lep'.. 3d.,

10 lept. 4(1. ; Hamimi-g ^ Id., 9d. per dozen, 1 s. 2d., 1/4 per dozen. 2 .3d.,

3 4d.. 4 6d., 7 9d., 9 ]/, set of 7 complete 2/8 ; Hamburg Boten (Th. L ifrenz)

set of 10, h sch. lOd.. set of 1 sch. (id. ;
Hanover 3 pfg. Id., J gr. Id., 1 gr.

2d., 2 gr. -4'd., .3 gr. 6d., set of 5 adhesive and 3 envelopes 2/3 ;
Lubec-k (out of

use) 2/ per set of 5, (present issue) 1 sch. Id., 9d. per dozen, 1 sch. 2d., set

of 5 1/3 ; Luxemboui-g 1. 2, and 4 c. Id. each, 10 e. and 12| c. 2d., s t of 9 2/

;

Jlalta hakpenu}' Id. ; )Moldo-W;illaclua 3 p. Id., 6 p. Od., 30 p. 1/.3, set 2/

;

Jlonte Video 180 and 240 c., Diligencia 80 c., and 1 real at 1/ eacli ; New
Brunswick 1 c. Id., lOd per dozen, 5 c. 4d., 10 c. 9d.

; Newfoumiland penny
3d. each, 2/ per dozen, twopenny ,5d., threepenny 8d., fourpenny 8d., six-
pence-halfpenny 1/, eightpenny 1/4, shilling 2/: Norway 2 sk. 2d., 3 3d., 4

3d.. 8 6d., set lOd.
;
Nova Scotia 1 c. 2d., 5 c. 4d., 8| c. 9d., 10 c. lOd., 2 c.

violet 3d. each ; Papal States J 2d.
;
Portugal 5 reis Id., 10 reis Id., 25 reis

3d.; Saxoii}' (new kind) 3 pfg. Id. each, lOd. dozen, ^ g. 2d., 1/6 dozen;
United States (1857) 1 c. 4d., 3 c. 4d., 10 c. 6d., set of 3 1/, (1861) 1 c. Id., 3 c.

2d., 5 c. 6(1., env. 1 c. 3d., 3c. 4d. ; New Granada 5 c. 1/3; Trinidad (first

issue) block print red 1/. The following are used, but in the best condition,
and only sliglitly obliterated :

—Buenos Ayres (head) 1 peso rose 8d. 1 peso
blue 8d., 2 pesos blue 8d., 2 pesos vermilion 1/, 4 i-(^ales green 8d. ; Austria
(first issue, 1850) 1 kr. arms yellow 4d., 2 kr. black 4d., 3, 6, and 9 ki-. Id.

each, (gazette skimps) 1857 head of Mercui-y blue 8d. ; Baden 1850 1 kr.
buff 1() I, 3 kr. yellow and 6 kr. green 4d. each. 18.55 1 kr. white 4d., .3 kr.
green 3it., 3 kr. blue 4d., 6 yellow i^ink 2d each; Bavaria 1851 1. 3, 6, 9 2d.
each, 1862 3, 5, 9 2 1. each ; Mexico 1 real blue 1/3, 1 yellow 1/2, 2 green 1/,

1 green 1/6, 2 pink 1/3 ; Portugal (Douna Maria and Don Pedro) 25 r. 2d.
each

;
Prussia (first issue) 1,2, 3 s. gr. 2d. each ; Spain 1850 6 cuartos

black 6 1., 1851 6 cuartos black 6d., I85’2 6 cuartos rose 6d., 185,3 6 cuartos
rose 4d.. 1854 4 cuartos pink, 6 cuartos red 4d. each ; Tuscany 1 and 2 era.
6d. each, 4, 6, and 9 era. 4d. each ;

Sicily 1 gra. brown 1/, 2 blue 6d.. 5 red
lOd., 10 blue 6(1. ; Naples 1 gr. 8d., 2 6d,', 5, 10, and 20 4d. each; Western
Australia penny bbiek 8d., penny pink 4 i. twopenny orange Oil., twopenny
blue 9 1., fourpenny blue 9d. An entirely new and revised Price List,
giving full jiartieulars of form, value, colour, date of issue, &e., forwardecl
011 receipt oftwo stamps. All communications to contain stamp for reply,
P. O. O. to be made payable to ,J. .J. II. Stockall & Co., I.iverpool. Not
less than one dozen of each kind of stimps supplied at wholesale prices.
All orders executed and forwarded per return of i)Ost.

^lUIE POSTAGE-STAMP MxUtNIFIER.—

A

ll Stamp
a Collectors should possess one of Stafford Smith & Smith’s Postage-

Stami) Magnifying Glasses, which will be found of great assistance in
detecting forged stamps. Sent post free for 4/. The following is

from Mr. Edward J. Cordy, High Street, Malmesbury The Glass is

come safe to hand. It is truly invaluable. I only wish I liad had it six

months ago
;

it wnnld have s.ived me a deal of trouble.’ Address, Staf-
ford S.MtTii & Smith, Queeu-square House, Bath.
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(CHEAPNESS & PUNCTUALITY. H. AIAKSDEN,
Bridge Street, Manchester, has an extensive assortment of foreign

and colonial postage stamps in stock, at very moderate prices. The fol-

lowing are examples, all unused :—New Fr nice 1 c. Id. ;
Austria 1, 2, 3 kr.

(just issued) 2d. each; Newfoundland penny ,3d., twopenny 5d., three-
penny green 9d. ; Luxembourg 1, 2, 4 c. Id. each, 10, 12| c. 3d. eafdi : St.

Vincent penny ,3d.
;
Baden 1 kr.ld.. land-post 3d. ;

Grenada penny 4d. ; New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia 1 c. 2d. each; Greece 1, 2 1. Id. each, 5. 101.

4d. each; Prince Edward’s Island penny 3d., twopenny 5d., threepenny
8d. ;

Italy 1, 2 c. Id. each ; Confederate States 5 c. 3d. ;
Portugal 5, 10 reis.,

Brazil 10 reis 2d. each ; Bahamas penny, Nevis penny, and St. Lucia penny
4d. each ; Oldenburg J, J gro., I.ubeck | sch. env. and adhesive, Hamburg
J sch.. Bergedorf i sch., Hanover 3 pf. | gro. 1 gro. env., and Saxony (neW
i.ssue) 3 ph, I n.g. all 2d. each; British Guiana 1 c., Ceylon halfpenny.
Nova Scotia 2 c., Barbadoes green, Sweden 3 ore, and .Tamaica penny at 3d,

each ; Lubeck (old issue) J sch. 2d., 1 sch. 3d. : St. Thomas 3 c. 5d. ; Ger-
many j, s. gr. 2d. each; Antigua penny 3d.; France 1 c., 2 c., and
colonies 1 c. Id. each ; Bremen 1, 2 grote 3d. each ; Berlin express 1 s. gr.

3d. ; Brunswick | s. gr., Wurtemburg 1 kr., and Papal States i baj. 2d.

each
;
and many oihcrs, both used and unused, at very moderate prices,

see price list of many hundred varieties sent post free for two stamps. ^11
orders forwarded per return of post, without fail. Unused and used
stamps bought.

H S., FAULKNER STREET, MANCHESTER, has
• on sale Unused Bergedorf, 1/2 the set of 5 ;

Brunswick envelopes,,^-

8d. the set of 3 ; Italy 5 c. Id. each ; Lubeck 2/4 the set of 10 ;
Mecklenburg

env. 3, 5 sch. 6d. each
;
Newfoundland penny 2d., twopenny 4d., thi-ee-

penny 5d., foui-j)enny and fivepenny 8d. : Oldenburg env. J, 1 gro. 2d.

;

Saxony new env. 1 n. gr. 2d., 2 n. gr. 3d., 3 n. gr. 4d. each. Used (but in

good condition) Austria (old arms) 1 kr. 3d., 3, 6, 9 kr. Id. ;
Baden first

and second issues 3, 6, 9 kr. 2d.
;
Bremen 5 gr. 2d ; Brunswick (1852) J s. gi'.

3d.. 2 s. gr. 4d.
; BTance repub. 20, 25 c., presidency 25 c. 2d. ; British

Guiana (newspaper) 1, 2, 4 c. 2d. ; Hamburg 1, 2, 3, 4, 7 sch. 2d. ;
Hanover

plain and diaper 1-30, 1-15 Id., 1-10 and 1 gu. gr. 2d. ;
Buenos A'^tcs blue

6d. ;
Luxembourg (old head) pink 1 sb. gr. 5d’. ;

Modena 5, 10, 15, 25 c. 5d.

each (gemiine)
; Nova Scotia threepenny and sixpenny 4d. ;

Oldenbm-g
(first) 1-30 2d.

;
Parma 10, 15, 25 c. 9d. (genuine) ;

Naples (old arms) 1, 2, 5,

10, 20 gr, 3d. ; Saxony (old kind) 8d. the set of 5 ; Sicily 2 gr. 4d. 1. 5. 10, 20
gi-. 8d.

;
Spain (1850-1) black 9d. ; Tuscany 2 cr. 3d., 1, 4. 6 cr. 4d. each, and

a great many others. Send a stamped-directed envelope for price list.

Stami^s bought.

OMEGA, Evei’ton, Liverpool, will send his List on
receipt of two stamps. It includes all the stamps at present in cir-

culation, and most of those that are obsolete. The prices are moderate,
as the following selections will show :—Antigua penny, 2d. ; Austria (new
issue), 2, 2d.; 3, 3d.; newspaper stamps, old red 2 kr., 4d.

; old (head)
lavender, 3d. ; new lavender (eagle), 2d. ; Austrian Italy, new 5 sol., 5d. ;

Baden, 1, Id.
; Barbadoes, blue, 3d.

;
green, 2d.; Bavaria, 1, Id. : Bremen,

2, 2d. ; 3. 3d.; Bergedorf, IJd. ; 1, 2d.; Chili, 1 c.. 4d. ; Ceylon, half-
penny, 2d. ; Costa Rica, Jrl.. 9d. ; Germany (N.), i, Id. each; 4, lid.;
Greece, 1, Id.; 2. Id.; 5, 2d.; Grenada penny, 3d.; Hamburg, lid..
1. 2d.; Hanover, 3 pf. Id.; l|d. ; Bestellgeld-Frei, 2d.; Hong Kong’
2 c., 3d. ; Ionian Islands, 8d. per set; .Jamaica penny, 2d.; I..iberia, 6 c.’

lOd. ; Imbeck (old), i. 2d. ; 1. 3d.; (new). lid.; 1, 2d., and envelopes;.
Moldavia. 5. 8d. ; 40, 1/; 80, 1/9; Moldo-Wallaehia, 3, 3d.; 6, 4d. ; .30, lOd. 1

New Granada, 5, 9d.
;
Portugal, 5. Id. ; 10, lid.; Prince Edward’s I.sland,

penny, 2d.
;
twopenny, 4d. ; Spain, 2 lid. ; 4, 21d. ; St. Lucia red, 3d.

;
St.

Vincent penny, 3d. ;
Trinidad red, 3d. ; Sweden, 3, 2d. ; Venezuela. lOd.

the set of’3, &c., &c., all unused. The following are slightly defaced;—
Baden (figure in centre), 3 green, yellow, blue, 6 green, 3d. each ; 6 yellowy

9 pink, 2d. each ;
France, republic, 20 c., 2d. ; 25, 2d.

;
presidency, 25, 3d.

;

colonies, 10 and 40, 2d. each; Hanover (first issue), 1-30, 1-30,1-15, and
(second issue) 1-30, 1-15, 2d. each, &c., &c., all warranted genuine.

TYEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRAI'ED. Now Ready,
I f 18 pages, fcap. 4to., a descriptive Price Catalogue of British, Colo-

nial, and Foreign postage stamps, revised and corrected to the present
time. Illustrated with upwards of 50 engi-avings of new and rare stamps,
beautifully printed on toned paper. Price 6d.

;
post free, 7d. Address,

Staffoud Smith & Smith, Queen-square House, Bath.

/A K. JONES, 59, Barlow Street, Ardwick, Manches-
» ter, can supply the following stamps wholesale and retail, viz.,

Hanover, 1-15, 1-30, Id. each, 7/ per 100 ; Hanover, envelopes, 1, 2, and
3, l|d., 3d., and 5d. each; 1 guten gios. gi-een env.. Hanover, 9d. each;
Brunswick, 1, 2, and 3, Ijd,, 3d., and 4d. each

;
old Brunswick, 8d. each ;

Sicilians, 2 gra., 4d. each
;
the new Berlin express, 3d. each. 2/ per dozen ;

1 black Bavaria, old, 2/0 ; 3 p". old Saxon, 2/0 each ; Portuguese 25 (Donna
Maria), 3d. each. 2/ per dozen

; Don Pedro, 2d. each, 1/0 per dozen ;
Prince

Edward Island, .3d. ;
Newfoundland penny, 3d.. 2/6 per dozen

; Nova
Scotia, new' 2 c., 2d. each, or 1/9 per dozen ; old Nova Scotian threepenny
and sixpenny, 6d. and 9d. each

;
old New Brunswick thi-eepenny and

sixpenny, 9d. each; old pennj' and twopennj' Brunswick, 3d. and 8d. ;

new Saxon lOd. per dozen; 1/ per dozen; new Aus;rian, Id. each;
2 and 4 baj. Romagna (warranted genuine), 1/ each ; Sicilian 5, 10, and 20,

8d. and 1/ ;
Modena, 6d. to 1/0 each ; 1 head, Luxembourg, 8d. each ; sets

of 10 Lubeck, 3/3; | Lubeck, 1/3 per dozen; J env. Oldenburg, 2d. each,
1/ per dozen; J, y IJd. and 2d. each, 1/ per dozen. All kinds of old
Tuscany, Modena, Spanish, Neapolitan, 3d. each, 2/ per dozen. Stamps
bought to any amount. Stamps sent on inspection.

A RMS, CRESTS, MONOGRAMS, ETC.—A large
J\ variety of the above, beautifully stamped in Colours, with names.
Price 3d. ijer sheet

;
postage Id. extra. Address, Stafford Smith &

Smith, Queen-square House, Bath.

J J. H. STOCKALL & Co., Broad Green, near Liver-
• jjool, have now on hand a large quantity of used stamps, which they

are selling at the very low' price of 2/6 per hundred, mixed
;
consisting of

Austria, arms, 3, 0, and 9 kr.
; also head, second, third, and fourth issues ;

Bavaria, 1.3,6, aud 9 kr. issue of 1851, also the present issue; Baden,
figure in centre; Brunsw’ick, Canada, Denmark 4 rigsbank sk. and
present issue ; Germany y 1, 2, 3 s. gr., and 1, 3, 6, and 9 kr. ; Hamburg,
Hanover first and other issues, Italy, New Brunswick, Portugal, Prus-
sia first issue, head of William IV., 1, 2, 3. s. gr., and second issue, and
also the eagle, third issue

; Saxonj' first issue, head of Frederic Augustus,
1 and 3 s. and second issue (out of use lately) i gi’ey, 1 rose, 2 blue,
3 yellow', 5 red. and 3 pfg. green; Tuscany (lion and shield) one in each
100; Sicily or Nai)les, one of either in each 100; United States, Wurtem-
burg, itc., at the aforesaid rate of 2/6 per 100 (mixed).

MUSGRAVE’S popular heraldic sheets.—
.Just published (new editions, greatly improved), beautifully ex-

ecuted in colours, 1/; or emblazoned in gold and silver, 1/6 each sheet;
post free, one extra stamp ;—

1—Arms of all Nations.
2—Arms of all the Counties of England.
3—Arms of all the Colleges of Oxford.
4—Arms of all the Colleges of Cambridge.
5 & 6—Arms of all the Scottish Clans.
7—English, French, and Russian Orders of Merit.
8—Flags of all Nations.
9—Flags of Great Britain and the Royal Yacht Clubs.

10 & 11—Arms of all the Jjord Mayors of Imndon, from 1800 to 1S63-4.

London ; G. Mitsgrave & Co., Turnham Green, W.

pHRISTMAS AND THE NEW YE.UL—Now ready.
Sixpenny Packet of Christmas Complimentaiy Note PapL’,

containing six sheets of fancy Note Paper w'ith appropriate headings, for
Christmas and the New Year. This Packet contains several varieties all
beautifully stamped in colours. Post free, 7d. Address, Stafford Smi'th
& Smith, Queen-square House, Bath.

I^ICARAGUA & Co., 108, Arg’jTe Street, Glasgow,
have all kinds of stamps for sale. Examples ;—Modena, from 3d.

each ; Argentine Confederation 5 c. 6d.. 10 c. 1/, 15 c. 2/ each
;

old
Spani.sh (1851 ;and 1852) 6 cuartos 6d. each, 4/6 dozen. Other stamps
equally cheap. Stamps sent on inspection.

I^HRISTMAS COMPLIMENTARY NOTE PAPER.—
Now ready, the One-Shilling Packet of Christmas Complimentary

Note I’aper, containing twelve sheets of fancy note paper with ai)i)ro-

priate headings for Christmas and the New' Year. This Packet con-
tains several -varieties, all beautifidly stamped in colours. Post free, 1/1.

Address, S'tafford Smith & Smith, Queen-square House, Bath.

Unused and used colonial and foreign
Postage Stamps bought by H. Marsden, Bridge Street, JIanchester,

who requires agents on the Continent, &c.

»^p0 CONTINENTAL DEALERS. A large quantity
§ of Used Colonial Stamps, including Van Dieman's Jjand (old and

new issues) Cape of Good Hope, &c., &c.,W sale cheap, by H. Marsden,
Bridge Street, Manchester.

ri^HE COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON.—Now
JL ready, the One-Shilling Packet of Christmas Complim ntary Cards,
containing twelve fancy Cards with appropriate devices for Christmas
and the New Year. This Packet contains several varieties, all beauti-
fully stamped in colours. Post free, 1/1. Address, Stafford Smith &
Smith, Queen-square House, Bath.

Bergedorf stamps. J sch. Bergedorf, lOd. per
doz., 1 sch. whitel/6 per doz., 1| sch. yellow 2/4 per doz, set of 5 1/3.

Also for list of many hundred varieties send 2 stamps. All orders for-
w'arded by return of post without fail. H. Marsden, Bridge Street,

Manchester.

pAPE-OE-GOOD-HOPE STAMPS. Penny red 2d.
V_y' each, 1/6 per doz. ; foui-penny blue 3d. each, 2/3 per doz. ;

six-

penny lilac 3d. each ; shilling green 6d. each ;
penny old 6d. each. H.

Marsden, Bridge Street, Manchester.

I^HRISTMAS COMPLIMENTARY CARDS.— Now
\_J ready, the Sixpenny I’acket of Christmas Complimentary Cards,
containing six fancy cards with appropriate devices for Christmas and
the New “Year. This Pacliet contains several varieties all beautifully
stampeil in colours. Post free, 7d. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith,
Queen-square House, Bath.

Now Ready, New Edition, post 4to., Price Five Shillings.

q^HE BEST POSTAGE-STAMP ALBUM PUB-
1 LISHED.—Oppen’s Postage-Stamp Album and Catalogue of

British and Foreign Postage Stamps. Containing every information to
guide the collector, with a full account of all the stamps of every country.
The Album, price 3/6, and Catalogue, price 2/6, can be had sejiarately.

London ; B. Blake, 421, Strand.
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IGOn photographic portraits for ONE
xUVJV.' SHIIJ.ING.—Just published, carte de visite size, beautifully
executed, 1050 Micro.scopic PortiMits of Eniiuent Personages. Price 1/;
post free, 1/1. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, Queen-square House,
Bath.

M r. R. P. HARLEY, 14, Gloucester Street, Glasgow,
Ecosse, desire a correspondre avec des personnes residentes dans

toutes les contrees continentales. pour eehaiiger des timbres iiostes,
puisgre il en a des rares ii echanger.

ON loth DECEMBER, 1863, will be published No. I.
of the (Stamp Collector's Heralil and 3Ionthly Advertiser. Containing

original' ai+icles on stamps, engr:ivings of new and rare stamps, &c. Price
2d.

;
post free, 3d. An unused stamp given with each number. Adver-

tisements received up till 8th December, and charged at the low rate of
3d. for 10 words. Original articl s wanted. Address, R. P. Ha.rley, H
Gloucester Street, Glasgow.

'l^O STAMP DEALERS.—STAFFORD SMITH &
JL SMITH have for sale the following unusod Stamps at the annexed
low prices per hundred Austrian Italy, 2 soldi, 12/; Baden, 1 hr., 4/6,

3 hr.. 10/6; Belgium. 1 c., 2/; Boyd’s City Express. 1 cent, 8/6; France,
1 c., 2/, 2 c., 5/6, 5 c. 6/6; Germany, { eilb. gr., 5/, ^ silli. gr.. 6/ ; Ham-
burg, A sch., 6/, lsch.,11/6; Italy, 1 c., 3/6, 2 c., 4/6 , 5 c.

, 8/6; Luxem-
bourg, 1 c., 2/, 2 c.. 3/6 ; Portugal. 10 reis, 7/6; Saxony, 3 pf. (new issue), 7/6;

^ n. gr., 10/6; Switzerland, 2 rap., 4/; 3 rap., 5/ ; ' United States, 2-eent
adhesive, 13/6; 2-cent envelope. 16/6. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith,
Foreign Stamp Importers, Bath.

Tiranted by a PRIA^ATE COLLECTOR 200 of the
y V rarest obsolete stamps and essays. A fair price will be given.

Particulars, stating lowest price, to be sent to A. Z., care of J. Slade,
Ironmonger, 4, Torwood Row, Torquay.

Rare stamps sent on APPROA^AL. Apply by
' letter only, stating stamps required, to Specimen, 8, Bear Street,

Leicester Square, London, W.C.

nr\f) PHOTOGRAPHIC PORTRAITS for SIX-
PENCE.—.Just published, carte de visite size, beautifully ex-

ecuted, Microscopic Photographs of upwards of 500 Eminent Personages
Price 6d.

;
post free, 7d. Address, Stafford S.mith & Smith, Queen-

square House, Bath.

WANTED AGENTS in England, Ireland, Scotland,
France, Switzerland, Belgium, and Germany, and all the schools

therein, to sell all kinds of postage stamps at a commission of 15 per
cent, off the lowest trade prices. See other advertisement. Apply at
once to C. K. Jones, 59, Barlow Street, Ardwick, .Manchester.

riMIE CHEAPEST PACKET of STAMPS.—The
JL Sixpenny Packet of Stamps contains 20 varieties of Foreign and
Colonial Postage Stamps, all in good condition, many being unobi ite-

rated. Post free for seven stamps. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith,
Queen-square House, Bath.

WANTED TO BE SOLD,—5000 common stamps to
the highest bidder. C. Iv. Jones, Barlow Street, Ardwick, Man-

chester.

PACKETS of 20 VARIETIES, 4d.
; 50, Is.

; 100, 2s.
Comprised of:—Baden, Austria (now and old), Victoria, Indian,

New Zealand, North and South German, Prussian, Bavarian, and Wur-
temburg, and other rare stamps. C. K. Jones. 59, Barlow Street,
Ardwick. Manchester.

^^BE SIXPENNY PACKET of STAMPS.—This
Packet contains 20 varieties of Foreign and Colonial Postage

Stamps, all in good condition, many being unobliterated. Post free for
seven stamps. Address, Stafford Smith & S.mith, Queen-square House,
Bath.

I)ARE and OBSOLETE STAMPS forwarded on
A apiiroval, on receipt of stamped envelope, at moderate prices. Old

Italy, Hanover, and colonial on hand. Wanted a good collection of 400 to
500.' Extensive foreign and home correspondence enable A. B., 57, York
Place, Edinburgh, to offer collectors a great variety for inspection.

COLLECTORS of UNOBLITERATED POSTAGE
STAMPS.—The One-Shilling Packet of Stamps contains one dozen

varieties of Colonial and Foreign Postage Stamps, all unobliterated.
Post free, 1/1. Stafford Smith & Smith, Queen-square House, Bath.

rpHE ‘ALBERT EDWARD POSTAGE STAMP and
B CREST ALBUM,’ in one volume, with preface, comments, table

of foreign monies, &c. Postage album ruled to contain 1700 stamps,
and crest album 500. Handsomely bound in morocco, and of the best
material and workmanship. Post free, 2/. I.ist of nearly 1000 varieties of
stamps gratis with each ;—the cheapest issued. Packets of 20 varieties,
unobliterated,!/. Many rare stamps for completing collections on sale.
Argentine Confederation 5 c.. 6d. Send 24 stamps for album, to be had
only from Wai.ter Whittaker, Howard Street, Salford.

ri^HE BEST PRICE CATALOGUE OF STAMPS.
B Now ready, 18 pages, fcap. 4to. A descriptive Price Catalogue of

British, Colonial, and Foreign postage stamps, revised and corrected to

the present time. Illustrated with uiiwarJs of 50 Engravings of new and
rare stamps, beautifully prin/ed on toned paper Price 6d. ;

post free, 7d.

Address, ArAFFOiiD Smith & S.mith, Queen-square House, Bath.

ANY ONE WANT CHEAP STAMPS ?—If
so. send a list of .stamps wanted, and a stamned envelope, to

S. Davis, 18. Grvnby Street, Leicester. One of Oppen’s albums and cata-
logue, with 200 stamps already in. sont to any address post free on receipt

of Post Order for 3.5/, payable to S. Davis, Leicester. Local American
stamps cheap, Zurich, 1/ each ;

Hong ivong unused 24 c., 1/6 each.

Kow readi/. Fourth edition, revised, aupniented, and corrected.

CATALOGUE of POSTAGE STAMPS —BRIIISH,
COLONI.\L, and FOREIGN. By Mount Brown. Containing an

accurate description of the form, colour, date of issue, and value, of 1700
varieties. Price 1/ ;

post free, 1/1. Bound in morocco leather, and inter-

leaved for Collectors, 2/ ;
post free, 2/2. .Address, Mr. Brow.n, care of

Mr. Passmore, Bookseller, 124, Cheapside. London. December Price
List of obsolete and new stamps, jrost fr-e, 3d.

rg^BE CHEAl'ESi' ALBUM FOR CRESI'S. TlTe
B Shilling Crest Album is stronglv bound in fancy cloth and lettered

on side. Post fr.^e, 1/2. Address, Stafford S.mith & Smith, Queen-
square House, Bath.

TAMES BRENNAN, 37, Nassau Street (opposite the
ff Post-Oilice), New York, United States, has always on hand a Large
stock of Foreign and American Stamps, used and unused. Orders
promptly executed. Stamps exchanged.

I>00KS of CRESTS.—Each book cod tains 50 Crests
) in relief, beautifully stamped in Colours, with a Key to the names

of the Familie.s bearing them. I’his work, when complete, will form
the most perfect Collection extant, and is expect d to contain over 2000
Crests. Books L, II., and III. now ready. Price 1/ each

;
post free, 1/1.

Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, Queen-square House, Bath.

^^0 COIN and MEDAL DEALERS.—Wanted to pur-
B chas°, small or lai'ge lots of Ameidcan coins and medals relating

in any way to America, or the dies of such pieces. Li.sts giving quantit.y

,

quality, size, and price of each piece will be sent to .America, if delivered
post-paid to L. H.. 53, Conduit Street, London, W. If accepted, cash
will be sent by return steamer.

THIRTY OBSOLETE STAMPS for Five Shillings.—
I The Five-Shilling Packet of Obsolete Foreign Postage Stamps con-

tains 50 varieties. including old Sicilian. Modena, Naples, Tuscany, and
other rare Stamps. Post free, .5/1. Addi-ess Stafford Smith & Smith,
Queen-square House, Bath.

QTAMPS sent on APPROVAL.—Send stamped enve-
kJ lope to J. N., Post-Offlce, Waltham-on-the-Wolds, near Melton
Mowbray.

^''0 STAMP DEALERS, Collectors, and others.

—

t Foreign and obsolete English postage stamps bought, sold, and
exchanged in any quantity, and to any amount. Collecdions bought.
Apply by letter to H. M., 46, Gwjm St., Bedford. Enclose stamp for repp-.

WIT AND HUMOUR. -The SHILLING PACKET
OF COMIC CARTES DE VISITE contains 12 varieties of these

cleverly-executed and most amusing pictures. Post free, 1/1. Address,
Stafford S.mith & S.mith, Queen-square House, Bath.

A USTRIAN NEWSPAPER STAMPS, viz., head of
Mercury blue ;

head of emperor to left, blue and lavender ; to
right, lavender ; eagle, 2 kr. green, 2 kr, red, 2 kr. brown, 1 kr blue;
1863, la.vender

; as well as postage stamps and envelopes of every kind.
I sell by dozens at the lowest possible prices. Letters post free. Alex.
Rosenberg, Vienna, Jiigerzeile 42.

Mr. ALEX. ROSENBERG sends Austrian stamps
and envelopes of the last issue, unused, for the cost prices,

against a commission of 10 per cent. Letters post free. Vienna, Jager-
zeile 42.

Beautifully printed in colours.—

N

ow
ready, a New and Complete Set of upwards of 130 Titles for Stamp

Albums. Geographically arranged by Dr. J. E. Gray, f.r.s., f.l.s.,
F.Z.S., ETC., of the British Museum. Price 1/6; post free, 1/7. Specimen
sheet post free for two stamps. London: E. Marlborough & Co. ; Bath:
Stafford Smith & Smith, Queen-square House.

D McCORKINDALE, 37, Abbotsford Place. Price
• List on application. Samples:—Romagna, set, 3/6; Parma

(provisional and figure). 6d. to 1/ each ; old Saxony (1851) 3 gi’., id. e.ac.h.

All are very cheap. Bq particular in addressing to 37, Abbotsford Place,
Glasgow.
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N otice !—Messrs. KEIsNEDT McDEIIMID & Co.
liave foreign postage stamps at niarvellouslv low prices. Exam-

l)les from catalogue for November :—Turkey 20 paras 3d., 1 piastre 4d., 2

piastres, (id.. 5 piastres 1/3. or 2/ per set ; Western Australia penny pink
4d.. tw(>i)enny blue Cd., shilling green 2/6; Nova Scotia 1 c. ltd.. 2 c, 3d.

6 c., 4d., Si c. 9d., 10 c. lOd. : Antigua penny 3d., sixpenny 1/ : Lubeck old

issue the set 1/3. new issue 1/3 per set; Nicaragua 2/3 set of 2, or 2 c. 1/,

5c. 1/6; Hamburg, 3/4 the set; Malta halfp°nny lid.; Hong Kong 2 c.

4d. ;
Euxeinbourg 1 e. 2d, per doj^en, 2 c., 4d. per clczen. 4 c.. Id. each ;

Bremen 2 grot.° orange 2d. The above are all unused. Western Australia
(used) penny pink 3d., twopenny black 4d., fourpenny blue 7d., penny
black t'd,, twopenny vermilion (id., twopenny chocolate on red 3/6, six-

penny green 3/6, sixpenny bronze 3/, sixpennj" carmine 9d., shilling green
1/6. shilling maroon 2/ each used ; Nicaragua 2 c. 9d., 5 c. 1/ used; Nova
Scotia 1 c. 8d. per dozen, 5 e. 1/4 per dozen used; also

_

Romagna,
Modena. Neapolitan. Sicilies, old Spanish, Schleswig-Holstein. Mexico,
Parma, Costa Rica. &c. Stamps sent on approval, if kept beyond one
week not allowed for. Terms cash. K. McD. & Co. wish to pm-c.hase
some Russian stamp.s used and unused. 79a, George Street, Edinburgh.

PUBLIC NOTICE !—Mr. GEORGE PRIOR of 48,
Fenchureh Street. London E.C.. begs to inform his friends and

the public generally, that the business of Mr. Frank E. Millar, of Dalston.
will in future be carried on under the name and management of Mr.
Geouge Prior, to whom all correspondence should be addessed in full as
above. Mr. Prior begs to draw especial attention to his large and com-
prehensive Price I.ist, containing inan3' hundred varieties, published on
the first of December, post free for twopence, including a very rare un-
used European stamp only just Issued, and which alone from most
dealers costs threepence. All the old issues of Hanover, both envelopes
and adhesive, unused at lower prices than generally chai’ged for used
specimens. The proposed 3 pfg. gi-een Hanover, in pLace of the old rose-
colour, with a different inscription, price 6d. unused; Sandwich Islands
5 c. blue 4d. each

;
New Brunswick 1 c. (engine) 2d.

;
Pony Express used

6d. each.

Mr. R. COWLEY-SQUIER, Wellington Hall, Dover,
in returning thanks for the liberal patronage he has received,

begs to announce that he has greatly increased his stock, and at the same
time reduced his prices. His large and varied assoi'tment comprises
Parma (used and unused). Romagna (ditto). Modena, old Italian, old
Spanish, and many other rarities obsolete, either used or unused. Mr.
Cowley-Squier has a quantity of cheap stamps forjuvenile collectors.

EARE stamps sent on approval Parma,
' Modena, old Italian, old 3 pf. Saxon. J baj. grey Papal States, old

1 black Bavaria, Spanish (1850) 12 cuartos and all the old Spanish,
Romagna, Sicily, old Brunswick, Hanover, old 1 and 10 (head) Imxem-
bourg, and others too numerous to mention, at exceedingly^ low prices.

C. K."j., Barlow Street, Ardwick, near IManchester.

A MARVEL OF CHEAPNESS.—The SHILLING
CARTE-DE-VISITE ALBUM, to hold 12 portraits, is the cheapest

album ever issued. Strongly bound in roan leather, with clasp and gilt

edges. The mounts are manufactured of the best cardboard, with gold
borders. Post free, 1/2. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, Queen-
square House, Bath.

WANTED.—KENNEDY McDERMID & Co. are in
want of the following stamps, and will be happy to receive offers

for the suppljq viz., Antigua, Bahamas, Barbadoes, British Guiana,
British Columbia, Buenos Ayres, Chili, Costa Rica, Grenada, Hong Kong,
Ionian Islands, Jamaica, Liberia. Mexico, Monte Video, Natal, Nevis. New-
foundland, New South Wales, Nev' Zealand, Prince Edward’s Island,
Queensland. St. Helena, St. Lucia. St. Vincent, Sandwich Islands, South
Australia, Tasmania. Trinidad, Victoria, Western Australia. Kennedy
McDermid & Co., 79, George Street, Edinburgh.

riMIE SHILLING STAMP ALBUM is the Best and
JL Cheapest Album for juvenile collectors. Bound in fancy cloth and

lettered on side. Post free', 1/2. Address, Stafford Smith' & Smith,
Queen-square House, Bath.

WANTED to PURCHASE a good Collection • of
Stamps. Also rare obsolete stamps, singly'. J. J., 3, Bucking-

ham Terrace, Bonner's Road, London.

T> ARE OBSOLETE STAMPS, including Pacific,

JLL Buenos Ayres, Romagna, Spain. Luzon, Sicily, &c., sent on appro-
val at marked prices. J. Inch, Buckingham Terrace, London.

Photography extraordinary—just Pub-
lished, the GREAT SENSATION CARD for carte de visite Albums.

Containing photographic portraits of over 1000 Living and Historical

Celebrities. Price 1/; post free, 1/1. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith,
Queen-square House, Bath.

T) ARE and CHEAP STAMPS.—A few sent on approval
tl; by W. R., 11, South Parade, York, on receipt of stamp. Hanover
Best, (horn), 2d. each.

(
'4 W. WILKINSON, 9, Goldsmith Square, Stoke

Newington, I.ondon, N., sends stamps out on approval on receipt

of stamped envelope.

T J. II. STOCKALL & Co., Rroad Green, near Liver-0 s pool, have now on hand a large quantity of used stamps, which they
are selling at the verv low price of 2/6 per hundred mixed

; consisMngof
Austrui, arms, 3, 6, and 9 kr. ; also head, second, third, and fourth issues;
Bavaria, 1, 3, G, and 9 kr., issue of 1851, also the present issue; Baden,
figure in centre; Brunswick. Canada, Denmark, 4 rigsbank sk., and
present issue

; Germany, J, h 2, 3 s. gr. ; and 1, 3. 6, and '9 kr. ; Hamburg,
Hanover, first and other issues ; Italy; New Brunswick; Portugal; Prus-
sia, first issue, head of William IV., 1, 2, 3, s. gr.

;
and second i.ssiie

; and
also the eagle, third issue

; Saxony, first issue, head of P'rederic Augustus,
1 and 3 s. gr. ; second issue (out of use latelyh J grey, 1 rose, 2 blue,
3 yellow, 5 red, and 3 pfg., green

; Tuscany (lion and shield), one in each
100; Sicily or Naples, one of either in each 100; United States, Wurtem-
burg, &c., (Src., at the aforesaid rate of 2/6 per 100 (mixed).

n^HE SHILLING CREST ALBUM is strougly bound
in fancy cloth and lettered on side. Post free, 1/2. Address, Stafford

Smith & Smith, Queen-square House, Bath.

OLD NATAL, Belgium, Spanish, and Hanover, Ca]>e
(wood block), Liberia, Sierra Leone. South America, West India,

Modena, Tuscany (from 3d. each), Sicily', and many' otlier rare stamp.s for
sale at very low prices, by R. Reili.y, 1, Great Brunswick street, Dublin.
A few sent on apiiroval on receipt of stamp. Collections bought.

POCKET ALBUM for CRESTS, ARMS, and MONO-
GRAMS. Containing spaces arranged for 1200 varieties. Neatly

bound, with pocket, flap, and elastic band. Roan, 2/; post free, 2/1:
morocco or russia, 3/6 ;

yiost free, 3/8 : morocco or russia gilt, 4/ ;
post

free, 4/2. Stafford Smith & Smith, Queen-square House, Bath.

‘ ^EW YORK POSTAGE-STAMP MAGAZINE.’
L T Circulated throughout the United States. London agent, Mr.

Boel, Bridgewater Gardens, E.O. Advertisements charged,—20 words,
6d. : 40, 9d. ; 60, 1/ ; 100, 1/0 ; 200, 2/3.

AR]\[S AND FLAGS FOR STAMP ALBUMS.—
Stafford Smith & Smith have just received a supply of the Arms of

all Nations and Flags of all Nations specially adapted for stamp albums,
being beautifully emblazoned in gold and silver. Price 1/6 each set;
post free, 1/7. Address, Stafford "Smith & Smith, (iueen-square House,
Bath.

TF YOU 4YANT CHEAP STAMPS, send stamped
_L envelope for some on approval to O. G., Butcher’s Repository, St.

Thomas Street, Wey'inouth.

POSTAGE-STAMP COLLECTOR’S POCKET
i ALBUM.—Containing a complete Table of all the Postage Stamps

issued by each Country, State, or City, with sp ices arranged for their
reception. The whole in a neat and portable form, with flap and elastic

band, and a pocket for surplus stamps. Roan, 2/ ;
post free, 2/1 ; morocco

or russia, 3/6; post free, 3/8; morocco or russia gilt, 4/; post free, 4/2.

Stafford Smith & Smith, Queen-square House, Bath.

^EW CALEDONIAN 10 CENTIMES Grey.—A post-
L T mai'ked specimen (in first-rate condition) of this very' rare stamp
fyr sale, price £1 Is. nett. A written wai'ranty of genuineness will be
given to the purchaser. Address, Frederick Desvignes, The London
Central News Rooms, 151, Cheapside, London, E.C.

STAMPS ! STAMPS ! STAMPS !- Selections sent to
any address on receipt of postage. Beta, Post-Office, Cranford,

Hounslow, W.

MENLOYE brothers, 39, Manchester Street, IMan-
chester Square, London, W., will send stamps on approval

on receiiit of stamped envelope.

W DIAMOND, Dealer in Coins and scarce Stamps.
, Send two stamps for his Price List and Pocket Almanack. Old

foreign and colonial stamps from one penny per dozen. Copy the
address Rifle House, Westbourne Grove, Bayswater, London, W. Col-
lections purchased.

M essieurs Kennedy McDermid & cie., Mar-
chands de timbres etrangers et coloniaux. desirent former des

relations par coi-respondance avec de marehands sur le Continent
; ils

desirent acheter de timbres de la Russie, des colonies de la France, de
ritalie. etc. Ils pieuvent fournir aux marehands les timbres de la Nou-
velle Ecosse, de Nicai'agua, de Costa Rica, d' Antigua, de la Terra Neuve,
etc. L’ addresser a 79, George Street, Edinbourg, Ecosse.

Messrs. Kennedy mcdermid & Co., Ansian-
disch und Colonial Postmarken Handler, wunseben mit ein Aus-

lande sich befindended Hiindlern, durch einen Briefwechsel in terkebr
zu stehen, sie wunseben die iioststempel von Russland, der FranzOsischen
Colonien, Italien, etc., zu Raufen, und sie Ronnen Handler mit stemplein
von Neu Sebottland, Nicaragua, (josta Rica, Antigua, Neufundland, etc.,

versehen. Addresse, 79, George Sti'eet, Edinburg, Sebottland.
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Second Edition, grerdh/ enlarried and. imjiroved.

Postage-stamp album: By justin lal-
LIER. Illusti'ated with Maps and Diagrams, and containing a

full description of British, Colonial, and Foreign Stamps, with compart-
ments arranged for the reception of each. Imperial oldong 8vo., cloth,

clasp, 7/6 ;
])ost free, 8/2. Bound in half-morocco, clasp. 10/; post free,

lO/iO. Bound in whole morocco, two clasps, gilt edges, 12/0; post

free, 13/4. Bound in best morocco relief, two clasps. 21/
;
post free, 21/10.

Handsomely bound in best morocco relief, two large clasps, 25/ ;
post

free, 2.5/10.

‘ For the benefit of Colle^’tors. IMr. Ju.stin Lallier has just issued an
admirable Album, ^\ Inch will be in estensiv • demand as soon as its ex-

istence is known. It contains a description of every known variety of
timbre 2>oste, so thnt a paifially ohliterat(‘d stamp may ea.sily be recog-
nised

;
and on the page opposite the description are spaces forinounting

the stamps described, so that any Collector may, at a glance, see all his

deficiencies.— T/ie JtnnlcseUer.

Bath ; Stafford Smith & Smith, Queen-square House.

SPAXI8H STAMPS (1850-51-53), 6 ciiartos, 9tl. eadi,
or 8/ dozen. Austria, (head of Mercury) blue, 8d. Stamps sent on

approval by George Hya.m.s, IP, Walcot Buildings, Bath. Stamps bought.

1^1"' B. BRO'WX, of Cliesliive VicAv, Pendleton, ]Man-
I • che.ster. begs respectfully to inform foreign postage stamp collec-

tors, that he can now supply them with all kinds of rare and common
postage stamps at veiy low prices, and will forward selections from his
large stock to any address for inspection, on application. Collections
made up very cheap, for persons beginning to collect. All kinds of
stamps bought, if cheap. T. B. B. wishes to correspond with persons on
the continents of Europe and America. All communications requiring a
reply must contain a stamp for that purpose.

Hare Stamps at low imices.

OTAFFORD SMITH & SMITH offer the followm<rO RARE STAMPS at the annexed low prices per set.—Modena, 5 e.

green, 10 c. rose, 15 c. yellow, 25 c. primrose, 2/6 the set of 4; Parma,
5 c. yellow, 10 c. uhite, 25 c. puiqile, 25 c. red-brown. .3/ set of 4 ; Tus-
cany (arms), Ic. violet, 5 c. green, 10 c. brown, 20 c. blue, 1/ the set of 4;
TuscanV (lion), 1 quattr black, 1 crazia marone. 2 era. blue, 4 cr,a., green,
3/ the set off

; Naples (1857), 1 gr._ 2 gr„ 5 gr.. 10 gi\, 20 gr., 2/6 the set of
5; Sicily, 1 gr. olive-brown, 2 gr. blue, 5 gr. carmine, 10 gr. deep blue,
20 gr. biue-black, 3/6 the set of 5. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith,
Queen-sqfkare House, Bath.

O/^ BOXA-FIDE addresses of Foreign Stamp Dealers,
5/. namely. West Indian, St. Petersburg, &c. Separate, 61. each.

Money returned if found fictitious. J. Bond, 24, Mark Lane, London.

^ RAIVLL, 139, Leadenhall Street, London, has for
sale unused Austria new.spaper Id. 8d. per doz., 2 kr. lOd. per do/,.

3 kr. and envelopes 1/4 per doz.. Mercury (blue) 8d., Nova Scotia, 2c. 2d.,

1/9 i>er dozen, Newfoundland, Id. 3d., 2/ per dozen. Also used 20c. 25c.
Republic, Id., 9d. per dozen, Spa.in (1850 and '51, &c. 6 c, 6d. 5/ doz. mixed.
Send 3 stamps for List and unused West Indian. Foreign and Colonial
correspondents wanted.

cAATALOGHE of POSTAGE STAMPS, edited by
ZscHiE.scHE & Koder, of Leipzig. Contains list of 1300 stamps,

vith preface in English, French, and German, also a Money Table.
Elegan tly printed, foolscap 8vo. Price 1/, post free.

1 nr\ EUROPEAN POSTAGE STAMPS for ONE-
ANH-SIXPENCE.—.Just published, carte de visite size, beauti-

fully executed Microscopic Photographs of nearly 150 European Po.stage
Stamps, comprising both obsolete and present issues. Price 1/6; po.st

free, 1/7. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith, Queen-square House, Bath.

1 Q unused Stamps for Xiuepeuce, viz., Barbadoes (green),
Bestell.geld frei Ic., Nova Scotia, Ac. G. Rawed, 139, Leadenhall

Street, London. All kinds of stamps bought.

T> EGARDEZ ! ! !

!

Unused iffoldo-Wallachia, 3 p. 3d.,
_LV 2/6 per dozen, Venezuela, 2d. 1/6 per doz.. Papal States, J baj. Id.,

lOd. per doz. Also used B. Guiana Gazette pearl border, 4d. per set,

lOd. per doz. mixed. J. Bond, 24, Mark Lane, London.

Alexander ROSEXBERG wishes for correspondents
in SiVeden, Denmark, and Italy, who would exchange Stamps of

these countries for Austrian stamps (allkind.s). Letters post free. Vienna,
Jiigerzeile 42.

Dispatch I—Packets of Stamjis, all different vari-
eties :— Twelve unused, 9d. ; twenty-four foreign and colonial

mixed, many unused, 1/. Post free for one stamp extra. Stamps bought.
Rare stamps sent on approval on receipt of postage. J. Platt, Akbar,
Birkenhead.

Dispatch !—Send list of stamps wanted, and have
them forwarded on approval on receipt of postage. J. PLAiyr,

Akbar, Birkenhead.

ISPATCH ! STA:MPS of all NATIONS.—Rare
s amps sent on approval. Collections made on the lowest terms.

J. Blvit, .\kbar, Birkenhead.

W LINCOLN, Jun. (at ML S. Lincoln & Sons), 462,
e New Oxford Street, London, will send his Priced I/ist of foreien

and colonial stamp.s for one .stamj). .Justin liallier's albums, new edition,

7/6 each. American 2-cents envelopes, 3d. each, -s-** Rare stamps bought.

YANCE & Co., Alston Street, Ladywood, Birminp;-
ham.send stamps on ajiproval on receipt of an application en-

closing two stamjis. Old Spanish (1850-1-2-3), Belgium, J,,uxembourg,
Modena, Parma, Sicily, &c. in .stock. Twopenny JIulready envelopes, 2/6
each. Rare stamxis purchased.

i:^IRST-CLASS COLLECTIONS of not less than 1000
JL purchased on very liberal terms. ALso 10,000 colonial stamps
wanted, assorted. State lowest price jier 1000 po Mount Brown, 124,
Cheapside, Jjondon.

TF YOU lYANT CHEAP STA^iIPS, apply to lYAL-
LACE & Co., ll,Tjee Crescent, Birmingham. For varieties see other

advpi-tisement.

OH A^ES ! !—AYALLACE & Co., 11, Lee Crescent,
Birmingham, continue to send stami>s on approval on receipt of

stamp for postage. Buenos Ayres, .\rgentine Confederation, Monte
Video. Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, New Brun.swick, Zurich, French
Republic, and other rare stamps always on hand.

McCORKINDALE, 70, George Square, Glasg-ow,
• sends List for .stamped envelope. Set of Romagnas. 4/; Nevis

penny, -2d, each ;
Newfoundland penny, 2d. each; Modenas (provisional)

at 6(1.

M r. ALEX. ROSENBERG wants colonial corres]jon-
dents. wishing to exchange Austrian stamps and of all kinds for

colonial .stamps. Letters post free. Vienna, Jiigerzeile 42.

rUTEAP and RARE STAMPS on SALE by MOUNT
BROWN. 124, Cheapside, London. Okso/efe .-—Bavaria 1 kr. black,

Naples, Sicily (head of Bomba). Modena, Parma, Tuscany. Saxony 3 pf.

red (first issue). E/’nK.icd.Unitf-d States (issue 1857). set complete, 1 to 90
cents, for 11/, &c. ZJuK.ied .-—Austria (new issue); Liberia, set of three,

3/6; Norway (new issue); Nova Scotia and 10 cents; New Brunswick
17 cents : St. Helena (provisional) penny and fourpenny; Italy 3 lire. 3/,

itc. See Price I^ist, post free 3d.

I
NCOGNITO, 22, Oxford Terrace, Clapham, sends rare
st-amps for inspection. If you wish to complete y(^ur collection, send

to Incognito.

STAMPS.—France, 4 c.. Id., 7d. dozen; Austria (news-
paper), 1/ dozen; Venezuela, 2/ dozen; Papal States, 1/6 dozen,

unused. Used Modena, 4d., 3s. dozen; French republic, 20 c., 25 c., 1/6

dozen. Send stamp for List. W. White, 15, Philpot Lane, Ijondon.

HENRA^ BEA” buys and sells postage stamps. Letters
to be post- paid. Address, Poste Restante, Hamburg.

T? DUNN, 191, Upper Street, Islington, London, sends
• stamps on approval to any amount. I^ist published on the first of

every month. Sent post free on receipt of one stamp.

fKA AMERICAN POSTAGE STAMPS for 0~NE-
AND-SIXPENCE.—Just published, carte de visite size, beau-

tifullv-executed Jlicroscopic Photographs of nearly 150 American Postage
Stamps. Price 1/6

;
jiost free, 1/7. Address, Stafford Smith & Smith,

Queen-scpiare House, Bath.

LI) ITALY (1851-52-55), 20 c., 8d.
;
40 c.. Is. 3d.

;

Naples (provisional government), | tornese, 1 g., 2 g-., 5 g.. 6d ;

Ijombardo-Vcnetia, 5 c., 10 c., 6d. ;
15 c., 30 c.. 45 c., 4d

;
Modena 10 c.,

40c..6d. ; Parma (fir.st issue), 15 c., 1/6; (second issue) 5 c., 10 c.. 15 c.,

7d. ;
40c.,l/; town of Parma. 6 c.. 9 c., unused, 2/; Provisional Govern-

ment 20 c., 1/3. All warranted g(-nuine. December List on receipt of two
stamps. R. W. Pf.gg, Holies Street, Dublin.

E W. PEGG, Holies Street, Dublin, has on hand a
'o magnificent selection of foreign and colonial stamps, all of which

he is selling at very low pi-ices. A few sent on approval on receipt of
stamped envelope. His .stock includes old Natal, Belgium, Spanish,
Liberia, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, South America, Modena, Parma, Naples,
Tuscany, Austria (Mercury’s head), West Indian, Ceylon, Western Aus-
tralia, (ild Indian (2d. each), Ceylon. Collections bought.

s^TAMPS
sent on approval by INCOGNITO, 22,

J Oxford Terrace, Clapham.

OA STAMPS for SIXPENCE.—The Sixpenny Packet
/C^\J of Stamps contains 20 varieties of Foreigm and Colonial Postage
Stamps, all in good condition, many being unobliterated. Post free for

seven stamps. Ad<h'ess, Stafford 'Smith & Smith, Queen-square House,
Bath.
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STAFFOKD SMITH & SMITH’S

CHRISTMAS ANNOUNCEMENTS.

Christmas Complimentary Kote Paper,

QTAFFOED SMITH & SMITH’S OHE-SHILLIFTG
J PACKET of CHRISTMAS COMPLIMENTARY NOTE PAPER.

Containing twelve sheets of fancy note paper with appropriate headings
for Christin is and the New Year. This packet contains several varieties,
all beautifully stamped in colours. Postfi'ee, 1/1.

Christmas Complimentary Cards.

QTAFFOED SMITH & SMITH’S ONE-SHILLING
kA PACKET of CHRISTMAS COMPLIMENTARY CARDS. Contain-
ing twelve fancy cards with appropriate devices for Christinas and the
New Year. This packet contains several varieties, all beautifully stamped
in colours. Post free, 1/1.

Obsolete Postage Stamps.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S ONE-SHILLING
L? PACKET OF OBSOLETE FOREIGN POSTAGE STAMPS. Con-
taining one dozen varieties. Post free, 1/1.

Obsolete Postage Stumps.

QTAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S TWO-AND-SIX-
KJ PENNY PACKET OF OBSOLETE FOREIGN POSTAGE STAMPS.
Containing 20 varieties. Post free, 2/7.

Obsolete Postage Stamps.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S FIVE-SHILLING
kid PACKET of OBSOLETE FOREIGN POSTAGE STAMPS. Con-
taining 50 varieties, including old Sicilian, Modena, Naples, Tuscany,
and other rare stamps. Post free, 5/1.

The Cheapest Album for Stamps.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S ONE-SHILLING
kZ? STAMP ALBUM is the best and cheapest for juvenile collectors.
Bound in fancy cloth and lettered on side. Post free, 1/2.

Album to hold 1100 Stamps.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S HALF-A-CROWNO STAMP ALBUM. Bound in whole morocco relief, and ruled to con-
tain nearly 1100 stamps. Post free, 2/8.

Album to hold 2000 Stamps.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S FOUR-SHILLING
STAMP ALBUM. Half-bound in morocco leather, and ruled to

contain upwards of 2000 stamps. Post free, 4/0.

Album to hold 2200 Stamps.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S SIX-SHILLING
STAMP ALBUJI. Handsomely bound in whole moi'occo I'elief, gilt

edges, and ruled to contain upwards^of 2200 stamps. Post free, 6/6.

Album to hold 3000 Stamps.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S TWELVE-SHIL-
LING STAMP ALBUM. Large 4to., handsomely bound in whole

morocco relief, gilt edges, and ruled to contain upwards of 3000 stamps.
Post free, 12/5.

Now ready, 1% pages, Fcap. 4to., with Illustrated Wrapper.

QTAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S DESCRIPTIVE
k 1 PRICE CATAI.OGUE of BRITISH, COLONIAL, and FOREIGN
POSTAGE STAMPS. New edition, revised and corrected to the present
time, and illustrated with upwards of 50 engravings, beautifully printed
on toned paper. Price 6d.

;
post free, 7d,

Invaluable to Stamp Collectors.

QTAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S POSTAGE-STAMP
kJ MAGNIFIER. Every collector should possess one of the Postage-
Stamp Magnifying Glasses, which will be found of great assistance in
detecting forged stamj>s. Post free, 4/.

Now Ready, Beautifully printed in Colours.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S NEW and COM-
PLETE SET of POSTAGE-STAMP ALBUM TITLES. Comprising

upwards of 130 Titles for Stamp Albums, geogi-aphically arranged by Dr.
J. E. Guay, f.r.s., f.l.s., f.z.s., &c., of the British Museum. Price

1/6; post free, 1/7. Specimen sheet post free for two stamps.

Twenty Foreign Stamps for Sixpence.

QTAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S SIXPENNY
PACKET of STAMPS. Containing 20 varieties of Foreign and

Colonial Postage Stamps, all in good condition, many being unoblite-
rated. Post free, 7d.

The Cheapest Packet of Vii obliterated Stamps.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S ONE-SHILLING
PACKET of FOREIGN POSTAGE STAMPS. Containing one

dozen varieties ; all unoblitei'ated. Post free, 1/1.

Imp>ortant to those about to Collect.

QTAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S FIVE-SHILLING
To packet of FOREIGN POSTAGE STAMPS. Containing 100 vari-
eties of Foreign Stamps, all in good condition, many being un obliterated.

Post free, 5/1.

To Collectors of Unobliterated Postage Stamps.

QTAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S TVVO-AND-SIX-^ PENNY PACKET of UNOBLITERATED POSTAGE STAMPS
free

^/7*"“
24 varieties of Colonial and Foreign Stamps, all unused. Post

New Packet of Postage Stamps.

QTAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S FIVE-SHILLING
PACKET of LOCAL AMERICAN POSTAGE STAMPS. Contain-

ing 20 varieties. Post free, 6/1.

Arms and Flags for Stamp Albums.

QTAFFORD SMITH & SMITH have just received a
KJ supply of the Arms of all Nations and Flags of all Nations, speetally
adapted for stamp albums, being beautifully emblazoned in gold anil
silver. Price 1/6 each set: post free, 1/7.

To Foreign Stamp and Crest Collectws.

QTAFFORD SMFTH & SMITH’S MONTHLY CIR-
kj? CULAR for November will be sent gratis and post free to any address
on ai>plication.

The Cheapest Album for.Crests,

QTAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S ONE-SHIIJMNG
kJ CREST ALBUM. Strongly bound in fancj' cloth and lettered on
side. Post free, 1/2.

Album to hold 1000 Crests.

QTAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S HALF-A-CROWN
k3 CREST ALBUM. Bound in whole morocco relief, and ruled to con-
tain upwards of 1000 crests. Post free, 2/8.

Album to hold 2000 Crests.

QTAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S FOUR-SHILLING
kj CREST ALBUM. Half-bound in morocco, and ruled to contain
upwards of 2000 crests. Post free, 4/6.

Album to hold 2200 Crests.

QTAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S SIX-SHILLING
k3 CREST AI.BU.M. Handsomely bound in morocco relief, gilt edge.s,
and ruled to contain 2200 crests. Post free, 6/6.

Album to hold 6000 Crests.

QTAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S TWELVE-SHIL-
k3 LING CREST ALBUM. Large 4to.. handsomely bound in morocco
relief, and ruled to contain upwai'ds of 6000 crests. Post free, 12/8.

New Packet for Crest Collectors,

QTAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S SIXPENNY
kJ PACKET of ARMS, CRESTS, MONOGRAMS, &c. Containing 20
varieties. Relief stamped in Colours. Post free, 7d.

Arms, Crests, Sc., for Albums.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S ONE-SHILLING
PACKET of ARMS, CRESTS, MONOGRAMS, &c. Comprising

upwards of 50 varieties. Relief stamped in Colours. Post free, 1/1.

Now Ready.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH’S ONE-AND-SIX-
PENNY PACKET of ARMS, CRESTS, MONOGRAMS, &c. Con-

taining 100 varieties. Relief stamped in Colours. Post free, 1/7.

Cheap Crests for Collectors.

STAFFORD SMITH & SMITH have on sale a large
assortment of Arms, Crests, Monograms, &-c., beautifully stamped

in Colours, with Names. Price 3d. per sheet; postage. Id. extra.

STAFFORD SMITH & S.^HTH,
Foreign Stamp -sellers to

His Royal Highne.ss the Prince of Orange,
Queen-square House, Bath.

This Magazine will he forwarded regularly every month, to a.ny part of the

world, on receipt of the annual subscription of Four Shillings ; which may be

remitted in unused postage stamps of small values current in the country whence
the order is received.

Stafford Smith £ Smith, Queen-square House, Bath, England.

Ce .Journal sera transmis tous les mois, dans toutes les parties du monde,
en envoyant aux Messieurs Smith la souseription annuelle (5 francs), en
timbres-poste neufs du pays d' oil vient I’ordre.

Stafford Smith & Smith, Queen-square House, Bath, England.

NOTICE.—Purchasers of the Stamp Collector’s Magazine are en-
titled, to receive with the May and succeeding numbers an unobliterated

Foreign or Colonial Postage Stamp. The above is not applicable to Subscribers

resident in Foreign Countries ; as the British postal regulations will net admit
of any enclosure being sent in a registered publication addressed abroad.

London : Published by E. Marlborough & Co., 4, Ave Maria I.ane, E.C.
;

and Stafford Smith & Smith, The Foreign Stamp and Crest Dcp6t,
Queen-square House, Bath, to whose care all Communications for the
Editor are to be addressed.
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